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NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS

MONDAY, MARC/L 23, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT CommrrrEE ox Ntyrinnos AND HUMAN NEEDS,

Modesto, Calif.
The committee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to call, at the King-Ken-

nedy Center, Modesto, Calif., Hon. George McGovern (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Also present : Kenneth Schlossberg, staffdirector; Gerald S. J. Cas-sidy, special counsel ; Clarence V. McKee, professional staff member
for the minority; Roberta Milman, legislative assistant to Senator
Percy ; and Nancy Iroward, secretary to the st a ff director.

Senator McGovEux. Reverend Taylor.
Reverend l'Avr.on. We want to take this opportunity of welcoming

you all to the U.S. Senate hearing this morning on hunger and mal-
nutrition, and to state to you that we will be very busy for the nest
3 hours. so lend us your undivided attention.

foiv-tUrn it over to Senator McGovern, Democrat, from theState of South Dakota.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE McGOVERN, CHAIRMAN
OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND HUMAN
NEEDS

Senator McGovEm. Thank you very much, Reverend Taylor.
Let me just begin with a brief opening statement before we call on

our first witness.
I want to explain that we had expected to have two or three mem-

bers of the Senate select committee here today, but because of the postal
strike, the Carswell nomination and other business pending in the
Senate today, it was not possible for other members of the committee
to be here, but let me assure everyone that the entire record of today's
hearing will be read carefully by every single member of our commit-
tee. We are here to be helpful in a situation that we believe is impor-
tant and significant, and not only because of what it means to this
community but because this is a part of our overall school lunch prob-
lem which we find in many parts of the Nation. The committee wants
to do what it can to arrive at a better understanding of why the pro-
gram is not working more effectively than it is, and that is the purpose
of our visit to Modesto this morning.

We are here today to study what we believe to be a rather unusual
problem. A comparatively strong school district has resigned fromthe national school lunch program, apparently in response to an orderof a Federal court, which instructed the district to feed all of its needy

(291)
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children as a condition to continued participation in the national school
lunch program.

This is an issue that has divided the community and left many poor
children with unfulfilled expectations and needs. But it is also a situa-
tion, as I see it, that raises serious questions, regarding the operation
of the national school lunch program.

The most important question is whether the goal of that program
providing every child with a school lunchis a realistic and attainable
goal. That goal was first stated very clearly in 1946 and today, here
in Modesto, nearly a quarter of a century later, it is apparent, I think,
just how distant that goal is, not only in this community but in many
parts of the United States.

The Modesto situation forces us to ask : Can the national school
lunch program continue to operate with a promise of food for all
of our children? Can that promise be maintained with no national
standard of eligibility to guarantee that right to all children? Can it
continue to operate without adequate funding, and with the appor-
tionment of funds to the Stateslbased not on need but on past partici-
pation? Is that a realistic criteria to determine the funding for a State
and local program ?

These problems are bringing about confusion and confrontation in
many communities, and I think they will continue to do so until legis-
lation to remedy them is enacted. Now, the Senate recently took a long
step in that direction by passing what I believe to be a very good
school lunch bill, which provides for a national eligibility standard. It
provides for an open-ended funding authorization. It provides ade-
quate funds to finance the program. And it provides for an aplioitibit-
ment of those funds on the basis of need, rather than on the basis of
past participation. This bill now rests in the House of Representa-
tives. It passed the Senate by a resounding margin some weeks ago.

But. I think it is apparent now just bow urgently reform is needed
in our school lunch program.

I might just add, the committee was in California last year and we
learned then what I think has been reaffirmed, and more recently by
the events here in Modesto, that the State of California for various
reasons came into the school lunch program rather belatedly. They
came in on a rather small scale, and what that has meant is that as
long as we are following a standard of apportionment of funds based
on past participation you have a kind of built-in problem in this State
that holds California to a rather low apportionment of funds for the
school lunch program.

The new reform legislation meets that problem by substituting the
criteria of need rather than the criteria of past performance, and that
is one of the things I think we ought to keep in mind as these hearings
proceed this morning.

Now, our first witnesses are Mr. Daniel Lowenstein and Mr. Philip
Neumark, of the California Rural Legal Assistance program in Mo-
desto. Calif., and I would like to call Mr. Lowenstein and Mr. Neumark
to the witness stand. They will be followed by Dr. Corona, the Super-
intendent of the Modesto County schools and by Mr. E. W. Rose, the
vice chairman of the Modesto county School Board.

Mr. Lowenstein and Mr. Neumark, we are happy to welcome you
to the committee, and you can proceed as you wish.
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STATEMENTS OF DANIEL LOWENSTEIN, AND PHILIP NEIIMARK,
MODESTO OPIUM OP CALIFORNIA RURAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE

Mr. LowEssmix. Thank you, Senator McGovern.
We have prepared a joint statement and, since our statement does

provide a good deal of the background of this situation, with your
permission? I will read it in its entirety.

Mr. Chairman, we are grateful to have this opportunity to appear
before the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs.

We are attorneys, members of the bar in California, and we are
employed by the Modesto office of California Rural Legal Assistance,
an 0E0-funded legal services program. We represented the plaintiffs
in the Modesto school lunch case, Shaw v. Modesto.

SCHOOL. BOARD

Your arrival in Modesto is timely. The U.S. District Court Judge
Thomas J. MacBride ruled last month that Modesto School Board
was in violation of the free-lunch provision of the National School
Lunch Act. Instead o.f complying with the court's order, the school
board responded by withdrawing from the national school lunch
program and thereby forfeiting $126,000 in Federal aid for the
remainder of the current school year. The loss of this Federal aid will
mean that the nutritional value of lunches will be diminished, the
price of the lunches will be increased, and worst of all, thousands of
needy_ehildren will be denied hot lunches.

Although the school board -admits that-their decision to withdraw
from the national school lunch program will have these consequences,
the board has twice refused to reconsider their decision even though
eortinued participation in the school lunch program would not cost
t he school board 1 cent.

We hope that your hearings will cast, light. on the facts surrounding
the Modesto school lunch crisis and on the motives underlying the
hoard's refusal to remain in the national school lunch yrogram.

The Modesto school lunch controversy had its beginning in May
1969, when Don Wilson, a parent and resident of Modesto, asked the
school board to explain the operation of the free lunch program in the
Modesto school system. In subsequent meetings Mr. Wilson was joined
by more and more parents who could not afford to buy their children
school lunches but were being denied free lunches in the Modesto
schools.

At first, the board stated that every needy child was being fed.
However, as discussion of the school lunch program proceeded there
was agreement between the parents, the school board and Dr. Bert C.
Corona, superintendent of schools, as to the following facts:

1. Of the more than 21,000 children enrolled in the Modesto schools
in 1968-69, 2,941 of these came from families supported by public as-
sistance under the aid to families with dependent children program
( AFDC).

. 2. Only 5.8 percent, 170 out of 2,941, of the low-income children in
the district's schools received free school lunches.

3. During the 1968-69 school year the school board expended $217,-
283.68 in Federal funds and commodities to reduce the price of lunches
served to wealthy and middle-class children by 16 cents for each lunch.
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Notwithstanding its statutory obligation to feed i'very needy child in:he district, the \ todesto school board allocated only $11,041.3 to feedneedy children. That was $217,000 for the wealthy and middle-class
children, $11,000 for the needy children.

Recognizing that the schools had not been feeding the vast majorityof needy children, Dr. Corona presented the school board on July 21,1969, a free lunch program that would have increased participation
in the free lunch program by at least 500 percent. Eligibility for free
lunches was to be determined according to an objective, uniform in-come scale, the Mice of Economic Opportunity poverty guidelines.Dr. Corona's proposal was fully satisfactory to most of the parentsiresent, 011(1 no one, in the audience or on the school board, ever ques-t lolled the appropriateness of the OEO guidelines as an eligibilitystandard for free lunches.

During the meeting, however, there was considerable discussion ofhow many children would be eligible under Dr. Corona's proposal.Some experts estimated as high as 8,000 children, and the lowest
estimate of anyone present was between 900 and 1,000 children.

Although the board never questioned that between 1,000 and 3,000children needed lunches, t he board nevertheless decreed that all but 400children would he excluded from the free lunch program. The boardtook this action because it was unwilling to spend 1 cent of the $217,-
tt83.68 it received in Federal aid under the national school lunch pro-gram-to pay for lunches for needy children.

The board has at all times insisted that all of the subsidy shouldbe used to provide ...aArount_af-16 cents per lunch for ini(Idleclass
and-weithirreliitilren who ean afford to pay for lunches. The only
money the hoard was willing to spend on lunches f-r needs' children
was $22,000 in special assistance or Section 11 money, which legally
may be used only for that purpose, and $7,000 of district funds, adecrease of $4,000 from the previous year.

Because of this total of $29,000 was enough to pay for 400 freelunches per day, the school board refused to accept Dr. Corona's
proposal that all the needy children be fed, and voted to exclude
all but 400 children. The board then instructed Dr. Corona to formu-late an eligibility standard that would limit participation to 400children.

Pursuant to these instructions, on August 25, 1969, pr. Corona
proposed that no child receive a free lunch unless his family's income
was less than 80 percent of the income level of the OEO poverty
guidelines. Dr. Corona admitted that this standard was chosen sold:
to restrict participation to 400 children, and that it. would be made
even more restrictive if more than 400 children received free lunches.

The board adopted this proposal over the opposition of all the
parents in attendance. When parents said they thought. this standard
was unfair, one member of the board, attorney Robert Thenvenn,
repeatedly said, "If you don't like what we are doing, sue us."

Immediately after the August 25 meeting, several low-income par-
ents asked us of California Rural Legal Assistance if they had any
legal recourse against the board. We told them Nye believed the beard
had violated the free-lunch requirement of section 9 of the national
school lunch act, and on September 2, 1969, we filed the complaint
in Shaw v. Modesto School Board in the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of California.
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On September 8, 1969, Judge Thomas J. Mac Bride 'mum, a tem-
porary restraining order against the school board prohibiting them
from 'mating into effect the restrictive program they had adopted
at their August :nth meeting. On September :1:1, Judge Mac Bride
issued a preliminary injunction against the board, with the same
effect.

The trial in the case was begun on January 23, 1970, and on
February 19, 1970, Judge Alm:Bride announced judgment for the
plaintiffs and issued a permanent injunction against the school board.

The issue before .114re MacHride in the Shaw case was whether a
school district could limit participation in the free- lunch program
because of its unwillingness to fund the program adequately, and these
are Judge Incliride's words:

"The precise legal issue involved is whether under the act, a school
board may base its free -lunch eligibility standards upon the amount
of money it wishes to commit to the program. The defendant school
board argues that it may." That. is fnnn Judge Macitride's opinion.

Initially, defendants argued that they could not comply with the
statutory requirement of feeding all needy children because of the
high tax rates in the district. Dr. Corona testified that the tax rate in
Modesto was among the highest in the State.

Under questioning by the judge, however, Dr. Corona admitted that
this statement was misleading because it did not take into account the
fact that Modesto had the second lowest assessment rate in the State.
Dr. Corolla further admitted that all needy children in the district
could be fed if the board raised the tax rate from $6 to $6.0413-611110'"""""'
of assessed value. He explained that this would mean a tax increase
of $1.60 per year for the owner of a $20,000 house.

He also testified that each middle-class and wealthy child receives
a subsidy of $28.80 for school lunches during the year because the
price of each lunch is discounted by 16 cents in Federal aid.

Dr. Corona also stated in court that the board felt it was legally
obligated to maintain the 10-cent subsidy to middle-class and wealthy
children even though reducing the subsidy to 13 cents per meal would
generate enough revenue to fund free lunches for every needy child
m the district.

Judge NI-clIride specifically rejected the board's position that it
could not rtduce the subsidy to middle-class children, statingand
these are Judge \litllritle's words "I know of nothing in the statute
or the regulations which would prescribe it." That is also from Judge
Ifacliride's opinion.

Judge Maellride ruled that the school board violated section 9 of
the National School Lunch Act. in that they denied free lunches to
thousands of needy children because the board was unwilling to fund
an adequate program.

The immanent injunction issued by Judge Ifaellride requires the
school board, as a condition of continued participation in the National
Schoc' Lunch Program, to provide free lunches to all children from
famil.,...s with income levels 1Jelow the 0E0 poverty guidelines. This
standard was embodied in the injunction because it was the standard
that was proposed by r. rona himself in July 1969.

Alternatively, tit and may formulate a new eligibility standard,
but such a standar( must. be based solely on the needs of children, and
it may not exclude children who are unable to afford a sch ;0) lunch.
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The board has announced that it will not take an appeal from Judge
Mac Bride's decision.

Six days after Judge Mac Bride's decision, Dr. Corona announced
that lie would recommend to the school board that instead of comply-
ing with the court order they should terminate participation in the
national school lunch program.

Dr. Corona admitted that withdrawal from the school lunch pro-
gram would mean :

1. That the price of lunches to all children in the schools would
be increased:

2. That the nutritional level of lunches for all children would
be decreased:

3. That the cafeterias in the high schools might be closed and
more than 1,000 students who have been purchasing nutritious
type A lunches in those cafeterias might have to rely on snack
bats:

4. That the 2,800 childrenthat is Dr. Corona's estiin3tewho
would have received lunches under Judge MacBride's order would
go without a midday meal.

Dr. Corona admitted that the schoolchildren of Modesto would suf-
fer these consequences because withdrawing from the national school
lunch program would mean the forfeiture by the school board of
$127,000 in Federal school lunch aid. By contrast Dr. Corona admitted
that .it will.cost only $19,000 for the schools to provide meals to all
the needy children as Judge MacBride ordered, and thereby avoid the
necessity of cutting back the lunch program.

On March- 2, 1970, the school board unanimously followed Dr.
Corona's recommendation and decreed the end of national school lunch
benefits for the more than 21,000 students in the Modesto schools. The
sole justification given by any member of the board for this act was
the board's unwillingness to commit $19,000 in local funds to save
$127,000 in Federal aid.

On the following day the Emergency Food and Medical Services
Division of the Office of Economic Opportunity informed us through
the National Council on Hunger and Malnutrition that 0E0 would
make a grant of the necessary $19,000 to the Modesto School Board
so that the children of Modesto would not lose the benefits of the
national school lunch program. This meant that the school board could
comply with Judge MacBride's order and remain in the lunch program
without spending 1 cent of local funds.

Even though this offer removed the only justification that had been
made for dropping out of the program, the board in a telephone vote
summarily rejected this offer.

The board now stated that as a matter of principle the school board
would not accept any limitation on its discretion, whether set by Con-
gress or by the Federal courts, to determine eligibility for the Fed-
eral lunch program.

Immediately after this decision was announced, several hundred
14arents joined together in a new organization, Citizens To Save the
School Lunch Program. This group has been endorsed locally by the
League of Women Voters, the -National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, the Stanislaus County Central Labor Council,
the Stanislaus County Federation of Teachers, and the Stanislaus
County Social Workers Union.
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In addition, the group has been supported by Mexican-American
Political Association, by Operation Breadbasket, by RepresentativeGeorge Brown of California, the California Farmer Consumer In-formation Committee, State Senator George Moscone, Assembly-
woman March Fong, the United Farmworkers Organizing Commit-tee, the Children's Foundation, and the National Council on Hungerand Malnutrition.

At the school board meeting of March 9,1970, the Stanis lamsCountyCommunity Action Commission formally requested that the boardplace the school lunch question on the agenda for that meeting so thatthe board could reconsider its decision to drop out of the school lunchprogram. Representatives of ninny of the aforementioned groups aswell as parents and citizens of Modesto spoke to urge the board toreconsider.
The members of the board incensed the large audience by refusingto enter into a dialog with any of the people who spoke. The boardthen refused to place the school lunch program on its agenda for thatmeeting, refused to call a special meeting, and refnsed to place theschool lunch program on the agenda for any future nreting.When confronted with this refusal by the board to even discuss theissue, the parents at the meeting peacefully began rhythmically chip-ping and chanting "Feed Our Children." The school board, unableto control the audience that it had fired up, adjourned its meeting.The following day and for the rem: inder of last week, peacefulpicket lines were placed in front of the school administration head-quarters and the places of business of some of the school board mem-bers. The citizens to save the school hunch program has named a nego-tiating committee, and hopes that through improved communicationbetween the community and the school board Modesto and its childrencan bo brought back into the school lunch program. To date, the mem-bers of the school board have absolutely refused to meet with the ne-gotiating committee. Thecommittee has met with Dr, Corona, who hasindicated that he cannot speak for the school board members.We are hopeful that the many organizations, citizens, aml parentswho have supported the school lunch program will persuade the schoolboard to reverse its rash and unwise decision. We believe that yourcoming to Modesto and holding hearings here will assist in this effortby bringing the facts to

At the same time. we believe that what has happened in Modestoillustrates the need for amendments to the National School Lunch Actthat will make the program a more effective one.First, national eligibility standards for free and reduced-pricelunches should be written into the National School Lunch Act. Suchstandards would insure a more uniform program and would guaranteeto every needy child a hot, .-nutritious lunch without regard to thewhims of local school boards and administrators. Such standards wouldalso insure that the Federal funds and commodities appropriated byCongress will be used for the purposes Congress had in mind when itenacted the National School Lunch Act.
Second, the free-lunch requirements of section 9 of the National&lion) Lunch Act should be extended to school districts receiving sec-tion 32 and section 416 commodities and cash subsidies under the spe-
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vial milk prorTain. The Modesto school board has attempted to justify
its withdrawal from the National School Lunch Act on the ground
that it continued to receive the benefits of these programs and escape
its responsibilities to low-income children. The national school lunch
program is important for the future of our Nation, and we hope Con-
gress will plug the loopholes that. encourage recalcitrant school boards
rt.
to stay out of the program.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for inviting us to testify. If you
have an questions we will answer them to the1;st of our ability.

Senator Mc GovEnx. Thank you very much, Mr. Lowenstein.
I wonder if you conld just summarize for us how your office came to

be involved in the school linich controversy. Either you or Mr. Neu-
mark could respond to that.

Mr. NEL:MARK. I will speak to that, Senator.
During late May last year Don Wilson appeared before the school

board and asked the school board certain questions concerning the
operation of the lunch program. When he didn't receive satisfaCtory
answers he came to our office with a group ofother low-income parents.

Senator Mc Gomm. Who was this gentleman?
Mr. NEI-MARK. Don Wilson, Mr. Donald Wilson.
Senator McGovEnx. Is he not a member of the school board, but a

resident of this community?
Mr. Nu:mum. He is a low-income person, a parent and a resident

of Modesto, and he has been a resident of Stanislaus County for 5
years.

At that point our office helped Mr. Wilson to obtain information
from the school board. I should point out. at this point the school
board, especially Dr. Corona, was very cooperative.

The statistics that came out were very revealing. For example, Dr.
Corona tells us that only I70 children were receiving free lunches,
although admitting there were 3,000 AFDC children

receiving
the district,

and some more whose family income was at. that level but not on wel-
fare. So we had to compare the 170 who were receiving lunches and
the 3,000 or so AFDC children. We sat down with Dr. Corona, Mr.
Wilson, and other low-income parents. We had a meeting with the
principals. The welfare department was at that meeting, and it. was a
very cordial meeting.

Senator MCGOVERN. I was under the impression that it was some-
thing over 400 students that had been receiving free or reduced-price
lunches. Is the figure 170?

Mr. Ntitumni. The figure (luring the 1068 -69 year was 170.
Senator McGovEux. And then that has since gone up to something

over 400, is that correct?
Mr. NEUMARK. That is correct, but the 400 is still far short of the

3,000 AFDC children.
Senator McGovEnx. I understand.
Mr. NEtrmAinc. At the meeting of the principals, Dr. Corona, low-

income people and the welfare department we all reached agreement
that the program was inadequate for various reasons. One was cer-
tain red tape that was involved. Second, the eligibility standard was
very vague. Dr. Corona at that point agreed to formulate a new
program.
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On July 21 Dr. Corona presented his program to the school board.'His proposal called for the feeding of all-children who came fromfamilies whose income was at or below the OEO level.
This was acceptable to all parents conceined. They felt that a lot oftime had been spent developing the OEO guideline, and that this wasa suitable one for Modesto, and it was used for many other programssuch as the headst art program in determining eligibility.At the same meetingand this is really where the controversybeganalthough recognizing that all OEO children should get. freelunch, the school board said to Dr. Corona, "You've only committed$22,000 to this program, and how many children will that feed?" Andthe $22,000 in Federal aid plus $17,000 in local money would feedonly 400 children. That is how we get, the figure 400. So ratherthan budgeting more money for the lunch program they said "Look,we are only going to feed 400 children and exclude all the rest." Theyinstructed 'Dr. Corona to come back with an eligibility standard whichwould exclude all but 400 children.
At the next meeting Dr. Corona came back and recommended the80 percent OEO. That standard was chosen for one reason, and onereason only, and that is because it excluded all but. 400 children fromparticipation in the free lunch program.
Senator McGovERN. So nobody argued that. the 400 figure wouldmeet all of the children who were in need, that it would meet theneeds of these children, but it was simply that figure was tailoredto meet what was in the budget. Is that correct?
Mr. NELTUARK. That is correct, and the school board was inflexiblein changing the amount of money that was in the budget.
Dr. Corona also made it clear at the August 25 meeting that if the80 percent standard fed more than 400 he would make it more restric-tive, such as 75 percent of OEO, or 70 percent, so that they wouldn'texceed the 400 figure.
At that point in time the low-income people came back to us, ledby Don Wilson, and asked us "Do we have any rights? Isn't this aviolation of the School Lunch Act?" And it was our consideredopinion that it was, and we filed a lawsuit on September 2 before

Judge Thomas MacBride.
Senator MeGovEnx. In your judgment what was the basic reasonwhy the school board decided to withdraw from the program? Wewill direct that same question later to members of the school boardand Dr. Corcna, but I would be interested in your analysis of thereal reason why the school board chose to withdraw from the entire

national school lunch program rather than to comply with the court
order.

Mr. LowENsTEnr. The reason given by the board at its March 2
meeting was that they could not afford to stay in the program, and
they felt it wasn't fiscally sound.

Now, by Dr. Corona's own figures presented at that meeting the
cost of staying in the program would have been $19,000. For $19,000
they could have fed all the children who came under Judge MacBride's
order and continued the benefits of the national school lunch program
for all the children in the schools.

The school board, by refusing to raise this $19,000, was giving up
over $100.000 in Federal aid. But this was the reason they gave.

Sre p. 34S.
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Now, this reason could not have been the correct reason because the
next day it was learned that the Office of Economic Opportunity
would be willing to provide the $19,000 so that the children of Mo-
desto would have the benefits of this program. This meant that the
school board would not have to pay any extra money at all, and they
could stay in the program for the rest of the year, feed lilt the children
eligible under Judge Mac Bride's order, and have a Much program, a
good, solid lunch program operating in all the schools.

Nevertheless, the school board rejected his offer and dropped out of
the program. We can only surmise as to the reasons. They have stated
they believe that the court was wrong, but they have not appealed
from the decision. There has been some personal acrimony.

All I can say is that there is no rational reason for the school board
to be out of the program at this time.

Mr. NEUMMIK. The reason why it is difficult to determine why they
dropped out is because they have been unwilling to speak to low-in-
come people. The procedure that they employed at the school board
meeting was specifically calculated to stifle dialog. People are forced
to ask *questions, and they don't. ,met a response to the question at that
point but they are told "Well, when everybody has asked the questions,
then we will take them one by one." And what happens at the end is
that they issue a brief statement, the same statement that they always
issue, and they never get to respond to the questions that people ask
them.

For example, when you asked me questions today I don't say "Now,
give me all your questions and at the end I will answer them." That
is the procedure that the school board used. You see, you say "I have
this question," and then, Mr. Katz, you would ask me a question, and
then we would pile them all up, and then at the end of the meeting
then they would answer the ones that they wanted to. So it has been
very difficult for people to have a dialog over why they dropped out.
I am glad that Dr. Corona is here, and perhaps he will respond today
to their motives.

Senator McGovEns. Mr. Newmark, is it. your understanding of the
court order that it instructed the school board to provide free lunches
for all children from families below the so-called poverty level ?

Mr. NEUMARK. What Judge MacBride in his order stated was that
the Modesto board was enjoined from failing to provide free lunches
to all children whose income was at or below the 0E0 poverty level
until such time as the board adopted a new eligibility standard, and
when the board adopts that new eligibility standard Judge MacBride
laid clown some very specific requirements.

The most important was that they could not consider their willing-
ness to pay for the program, but must look at the need of the child,
t he children in the district.

But somewhere, instead of looking at the needs of the children,
they loOked at their own willingness to fund the program. to the
detriment of the needy children in the district, and Judge MacBride
specifically held that that was a violation of section 9 of the National
School Lunch Act.

Senator McGovEas. Well, recognizing the argument that I under-
stand has been made by the local school board that they had not
budgeted sufficient funds to take care of all of the needs of children
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at the poverty level, what efforts have you made or your associates
made to persuade the school board to reenter the program? What pro-
visions have been offered, if any, as an inducement to the school board
to continue participating in the program and to cover students under
the free or reduced-price provision?

Mr. NEt-3ranK. Well, the only problem that the school board has
said that it has for the rest of the year is the $19,000, and Dr. Corona
stated time and time again that if they received $19,000 it. would not
cost local taxpayers 1 cent to stay in. This is the rationale they used
at the meeting of March 2. They said 4We just don't have the $19.000."

On the following day the Office of Economic Opportunity made it
known to the school board that if they would just, stay in the program
and follow Judge Mac Bride's order, then the emergency food and med-
ical services would seriously consider granting the school board the
$19,000.

Senator Mc Gomm. Mr. Lowenstein, did you make this known ?
Mr. LOWENSTEIN. Yes. I might add the negotiating committee of

the Citizens To Save the School Lunch Program has genuinely at-
tempted to cool off the situation and to try to get the community and
the school board back into communication with each other. and their
proposal has been that the school board should accept the $19,000
grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity and get back in the
school lunch program so that all elements of the communitythe
citizens' group with the school board, with our office, with the Com-
munity Action Commission and all other interested people in the
communitycould sit down together and try to work out a good pro -
gram for the next vear, to find out what funds are available, what
resources are available. I think that the whole community working to-
gether will be able to come up with a very

been
program for next

year, and I think the committee's view has been that if the school
board would only come into the program this year, don't have to worry
about money for this year, that this problem could be worked out for
next year.

Mr. NEUMARK. In the brief conversations that I have had with Dr.
Corona he has complained about the lack of help that he has been
getting from the Department of Agriculture and the State depart-
ment of education. He feels that he has been legally wrmrred, and
I told him that if at any time 'he felt that the school board a. s being
taken advantage of by USDA or State department of education that
California Rural Legal Assistance would be glad to offer its legal
assistance to the school board, and if they wanted to we would file
suit on behalf of the school board.

Senator McGovEux. As a matter of fact, were not some suits filed
last year against the Department of Agriculture?

Mr. LOWENSTEIN. Yes, Senator. In connection with the school lunch
issue, a statewide suit has been filed 'by the San Francisco office of the
California Rural Legal Association. Hopefully, that will improve
the school lunch program in the State on a statewide basis.

In addition, our program has been involved in litigation involving
the food stamp programs and the food county distribution program.
Of course, all these programs are vital and must work together to
solve the hunger problem in the State of California and in the United
States.

42-778-70V. 2-2
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Senator 3lcGovi:as. Just one additional question, Mr. Lowenstein.
You made certain recommendations for changes in the school lunch
program. Are von aware that those changes were made in the bill
passed by the Senate a few weeks ago?

Mr. LOWENSTEIN. I am aware that changes to this effect have been
made. I have not seen a copy of that bill.

Senator 3Ic Gomm. Well, thank you very much. We appreciate
your testimony. f Applause.]

Senator McGovErix. The Chair wants to announce to our guests to-
day in the auditorium that the procedures of the Senate do not permit
applause or manifestations of any kind from the audience, and I hope
you will respect these procedures from here on out.

The witnesses are to he heard, and whether you approve or dis-
approve we hope you will keep that to yourselves until after the hear-ing is over. There will be an opportunity for all sides of this contro-
versy to be heard, but please respect the rules under which Senatehearings are conducted.

We would now like to call to the witness stand Dr. Corona, thesuperintendent of the Modesto Schools and Mr. E. W. Rose of the
Modesto School Board. And Dr. Corona and Mr. Rose, you may pro-ceed as you wish to offer your statement.

MonEsTo, CA., March 23,1970.SENATE COMMITTEE

GENTLEMEN : What the mal-nourished children of the area need far more thana hot lunch is a good, well-balanced breakfast. The body and brain cannot func-
tion properly from 8 :30 to 12 on an emptystomach.

There are three main reasons why children often go to school hungry or withnothing to eat but bread with gravy made with flour, grease and water :1. Poverty
2. Ignorance (of the laws of nutrition)
3. Neglect (or indifference by parents)

If children could start the day with a good breakfast, they could get by verynicely at noon with a peanut butter sandwich plus apple, carrot. etc.
A breakfast program should be free for those who cannot pay and reason-

ably priced for those of moderate means.
If we are going to try to help children, let's begin at the beginningnot in the

middle. The body (which includes the brain) is only as good as the food put intoit.
Sincerely,

RUTH L. MoCLUSKEY,
Realtor and former teacher.

STATEMENTS OF E. W. ROSE, VICE CHAIRMAN, MODESTO
BOARD OF EDUCATION, AND BERT C. CORONA, ED.D., SUPERIN-
TENDENT OF THE MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS

Mr. Rost. Mr. Chairman, Senator McGovern, I am E. W. "Bill"
Rose: and I thank you, sir, for the opportunity to appear before you
today.

Mr. Cassidy had mentioned that he wanted just a summary of our
testimony. Perhaps I will give a short summary and then perhaps read
what I did supply in print.

I think I might begin by saying that this has been a very traumatic
experience for school board members and administrators because we
have a natural empathy for children or else we wouldn't be in this work.
Dr. Corona would be a successful business executive in some profit-
making corporation and I would be in hard-knuckle politics, so I think
that perhaps we have been somewhat naive up till now.
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I think I would like to say that this decision was not lightly taken
but is only after we have become totally aware of the full magnitude of
the assault upon the budgets of school districts. I might outline just
a little bit thegeneral situation in the State.

The State level budget, for instance, I think they had the first bil-
lion-dollar budget, I think, was in 1951. This year it is six and a half
billion. In that period of time there has been a vast expansion of
social services, but in the meantime in that 18 years or so the level
of support for local schools has gone from nearly 50 percent down to
less than 35 percent, and local finance makes up nearly the other 65
percent.

I think that, like I say, the full magnitude of this has come upon us
and we were mandated to either institute a seven-fold expansion of
the welfare program or get out of the lunch programwe felt that we
had no choice. Our local people have been made most angry by this
kind of thing because of the very high level of taxes, and with your
permission, Senator, I shall now read my statement.

Senator McGovEux. You proceed in any way you wish, Mr. Rose.
Mr. Ross. The action taken by the Modesto Board of Education to

withdraw from the national school lunch program was not lightly
taken. It is the direct outgrowth of a progressively deteriorating
financial problem within the school district, and has been done to
preserve the local tax base for support of the board's primary re-
sponsibility, the educational program. The members of the Modesto
Board of Education cannot condone the dilution of its educational
resources by committing our community school budget to support an
extension of the welfare program.

Local and State expenditures for social welfare services ha ve grown

at a phenomenal rate. The high level of competition fur the tax dollar
has brought about a serious fiscal dilemma for schools in our State.
Here in Stanislaus County our current welfare tax is $1.30 for each
$100 of assessed valuation. This is the highest in the State of Cali-
fornia, and in contrast to a low of 20 cents in Orange County.

Our school tax rate in Modesto is at the level of $6.75 for each $100 of
assessed valuation, and an extra levy is being sought from the tax-
payers in June of 1910 to raise it 75 cents to $7.50. This will rank with
the highest rate in the State.

Progressively the State of California has moved to decrease its per-
centage of public support of education. Whereas the State at one time
assumed responsibility for nearly 50 percent of the cost of local schools,
it now contributes less than 35 percent, with the largest part of the
remaining 65 percent coming from the local taxpayer. Notwithstand-
ing, the State budget has rapidly jumped to its current six and a half
billion dollar level. with a declining percentage of the resources going
to local schools.

The Modesto city schools, like many others, have been reduced to the
dire extremity of severely cutting programs, increasing class loads,
reducing instructional materials, reducing teachers with increased
enrollment, and neglecting building care and maintenance in order to
remain solvent. A few days ago the teaching staff served notice on this
district that sanctions will be applied unless wage demands at the
twelve and one-half percent level were implemented.



Faced with an almost unresolvable educational finance problem, theModesto Board of Education cannot extend itself into the welfarefield.
Promises to improve or sponsor programs by outside agencies have

in the past produced costly experiences for the Modesto Board of Edu-cation. Until such time as continuing. and reliable funding of extendedprograms is guaranteed by law, the board will not risk its conununitysupport and resources.
The national school lunch program was conceived to provide a stand-ard of nutritious lunches for all children, and not a single segment ofour society. The Federal Government has in recent years employed abattery of social activist lawyers whose apparent job it is to confusethe primary purposes of the legislative intent of these acts and con-struct a way to expand and shift the fiscal responsibilities of this andother Federal programs onto the backs of local taxpayers. It is theunanimous official action of the Modesto Board of Education that itwill not be caught up in this contrived scheme.
As confusing as the issues are, when they are measured in light ofthe current funding legislation, the outcome is that the property taxfor schools would be morally committed to a sevenfold expansion ofa welfare program.
11-ere was a well-organized operation sponsored largely by the samepeople contesting the board's action on the school lunch program tosimulate the problem of alleged starvation and disastrous food short-age in Stanislaus County last December. The facts subsequently ob-tained show that a great hoax was played on the community, and thatin reality ample stocks of food were available at the Salvation Armyfor needy families. Agents provocateur and agitators in the area wan-tonly slandered the reputation of the hard-working and industriouscitizens of Modesto and of all Stanislaus County. It is the feeling ofmany people that it was a calculated operation planned for the Christ-mas season to undermine and discredit the principles of Christiancharity when, in fact, food was available.
If we are to count on and deserve the support and confidence of thelocal people for the maintenance of local schools for our children wecannot advocate the charge of fiscal irresponsibility.
We believe that the original legislative intent of Congress was tomake available reasonably priced, nutritious lunches to all schoolchil-dren. If the Federal Government wants to extend and raise the levelof welfare programs by giving free school lunches to feed all welfareirecipients it must provide the funds on a continuing basis, and the dis-trict will serve as the medium of delivery.
Irrespective of what happens, the district and community is con-tinuing to do its best to provide for those youngsters who, to the bestof our knowledge, are truly in need of assistance.
Senator McGovzini. Thank you, Mr. Rose.I have a few questions here that I wanted to direct to you beforewe go on, Dr. Corona, if we may.
First of all, Mr. Rose, when you argue, as I understand yourstatement, that offering a school lunch program to children, to needychildren in particular, is essentially a welfare prograni rather thanan educational program, I am wondering how you can make that
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argument, in view of the well-known fact that it is very hard, if not
impossible, to carry on the education of a child who is suffering fram
hunger and malnutrition. How do you really carry on the educational
process with youngsters who are thinking more about empty stom-
aches than they are what is going on in the classroom ? We have had
testimony from high-ranking school officials in various parts of the
country that they don't believe it is possible to carry on an adequate
educational program with students who are not, adequately fed. I am
curious about your response to that.

Mr. ROSE. That, sir, is not a point I would care to argue with. I
think that probably is correct, no doubt is correct, but truly we believe
that we just cannot let ourselves be drawn further into what has been
traditionally a welfare function, because of this tremendous difficulty
in which we find ourselves.

We are already cutting back teachers in our educational program,
and to expand what has been traditionally a welfare program, we
feel that we just cannot, sir.

Senator NfcGovEEN. Well, now, Mr. Rose, you stated in your state-
ment that this school district already has a very high level of taxa-
tion for educational purposes.

Mr. ROSE. Yes, sir.
Senator AfcGovEnx. But what percentage of actual valuation is

your assessed valuation in this district?
Mr. RosE. It is currently' 20 percent.
Senator McGovEnx. Well, how does that compare with the rest of

the State?
Mr. Rom. The State averagedon't holdme to thisis 23 or 24.
Senator McGovE.nx. Does that not indicate, then, that your state-

ment is a little bit misleading when you leave the impression that
Modesto is somewhat higher than the rest of the State in what they arc
doing for education ?

RosE. My statement, sir, was that our education tax ranks with
the highest in the State, and the welfare tax as opposed to the lowest
is very high indeed, no matter what the assessed valuation is.

Senator McGovEux. But setting the level at $6.75 for $100 of assessed
valuation doesn't really give the whole picture if the assessed valua-
tion is set at a rate significantly below the rest of the State, does it?
Isn't that the point the judge made in commenting on those figures?

It. is somewhat misleading to talk about rates of $6.75 per $100
of assessed valuation when the assessed valuation itself is below the
State average.

Mr. RosE. I could speak from personal experience, sir, that it comes
out to a pretty high level of taxation. We have complaints from
homeowners who have worked hard and been thrifty all their life
and raised a family and paid for a home and can harely ilfford to
live in their own home in their declining years.

Dr. CORONA. Senator, I wish to point out that this is partite lly offset
by a special areawide tax that is required within the district wherein
the State apportionments are made to districts on the basis of their
assessed valuation. They do require a special weighting, and it you
fall below the average you are required to levy a special tax to make
up the difference.

Now, this does not do the entire job, but it does bring us closer to
the statewide average.
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Senator NfoGovEnx. Well, you have argued in this initial state-
mentand I want to quote now so as not to be misleading. You say :"The national school lunch program was conceived to provide astandard of nutritious lunches for all children and not a single seg-ment of our society."

Mr. Rom. That is my belief, sir.
Senator McGovmm. You believe that to be the intent. Well, how

are you going to achieve that by dropping out of the program and
confining the feeding only to children who can pay the price that you
will have to charge?

Mr. Wisp.. Because we have reftised, sir, to fund what we feel is an
expansion of welfare programs.

MintnEn or ME AUDIENCE. Right.
Senator McGovEnx. Well, now, we will have to keep the audience in

order so we can hear these responses, but I am trying to get at your
reasoning here, Mr. Rose, and very frankly is not the effect of the
school board's decision to say that you are going to feed next year
and for the remainder of this year children who can afford to pay for
the program, basically the middle-class and upper middle-class stu-
dents, but you are going to exclude people who can't afford it. In
other words, you are going to exclude the poor children from par-
ticipation in your program by dropping out, are you not ?

Mr. Ron. In my concluding statement, Senator, I said that we were
continuing to feed those children who, to the best of our knowledge,
are truly in need.

Senator McCrovr.itx. Well, but that, as I understand it, represents
only those children who come. from families where the income is only
SO percent of what we would regard as a poverty income. You are
excluding a couple of thousand youngsters who are below the poverty
level. Do you really believe those youngsters are adequately fed with-
out a school lunch ?

Mr. Rosn. I think that, although I am encroaching on the field of
expertise, certainly the school over the years has tried to take care of
those emergency situations within families, situations where there is
improvident parents, various kinds of things, to make sure, to hold
off impending human distress. But certainly I think that where we areasked now to go into an extended welfare program is something that
the school budget just cannot handle, because after all we don't have amachine here that prints money. We only spend the money that our
people will vote for us.

Senator NfeGovr.mq. Well, now, Mr. Rose, in that connection we
recognize that the court order asking you to feed youngsters who
weren't covered by your school budget when you started this year mayhave created an emergency situation for this school year. You have
said: "If the Federal Government wants to extend the welfare pro-
gram by giving free school lunches to feed all welfare recipients it can
provide the funds, and the district will serve as a medium of deliveq."
1Vell, now, the witnesses that just testified have said that they have
offered an arrangement under which the $19,000 that is needed canin fact come out of Federal funds. Why did you turn that offer down
if you want the Federal Government to meet the situation ?

Mr. Rom Because I did make notes, and in my spoken statement I
said on a continuing basis, sir. And the reason we turned down the
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one-shot, $20,000 is that we have had some unhappy experiences in the
past of funding on educational prognims and other lungs that have
provided some very cost ly experiences, that we got lacked into pro-
grams and then the funding seemedto wither away, and here we were
in the program and no way out except to make a lot of people awfully
angry.

Senator NIcGovEax. Well, Mr. Rose, let's look at that a little more
in depth. You are unwilling to accept. Federal funding to finish out
the current, school year, as I understand it. How do you propose to
meet the costs of the school lunch program next year when you are
cutting yourselves off by dropping Out from some $3001000 or more
in Federal funds that are now co:11111g into this school district ? Ilow
do you impose to meet that situation in the Milling school year? Who
is going to replace that $300,000 in Federal funds or perhaps more
than that that you will lose by your decision to drop out, of the
program?

Mr. Ros:. I will turn that over to the technical expert, Dr. Corona.
Senator NIGomix. 1)r. Corona, do you want to respond to that ?
Dr. ConasA. There will not occur in the district a complete loss of

these funds. We will still be entitled to receive section 3:2 commodities,
which comes to roughly 9 cents per lunch.

Senator McGoEnx. That wouldn't be true if the bill that has just
passed the Senate is accepted in Congress.

Dr. Comix.%. This is very true, Senator, but if that law is passed it
will also provide some of the answer.; to the problems that confront
us right now and there will be an ongoing conunitment to support
this program that would be in response to our request at this point.

All I can say. that in terms of the laws that we must live with right
now t le,se are the facts. If you ehange the laws you change the con-
d it ions, there is no question about. it.

One of the reasons why we are here meeting with von is to bring
Coin's on the urgency and necessity of doing something about this.
:;ow, if I can continue- -

Senator AfcGovxnx. Just, before. you leave. that point, though, Dr.
Comna, let's assume that. we continue under the existing Federal
program and you do continue to draw commodities, surplus commodi-
ties. What is your rough estimate as to the loss in Federal funds that
you will incur by dropping out the national school lunch program for
the balance of this year and for the comilig school year?

Dr. Conox.%. Let me look at it in terms of the year as a whole. We will
lose the section 0 commodities. Now, last year it was about $05,000.
Currently it is about $40,000. That is at the current rate. So that is
roughly 4 cents a lunch. We serve 1 million lunches. We will lose that.

We will also lose Federal assistance. This is actually at the $19,000
level this year. Although we had originally received an allocation of
$34.000, this was cat back.

We will continue to obtain section 32 commodities, and in lieu of
the 4-cent reimbursement for lunches we will get 3 cents for milk. So
in essence we are losing 1 cent in differential, or roughly 5 cents at
the present time.

Senator MeGovEnx. Well, I am still not clear, Dr. Corona, on
roughly what you think it is going to cost the school district in the loss
of Federal funds if the program doesn't change and if you continue to
drop out of participation.
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Dr. CORONA. As I have indicated to you, the average problem will
be roughly 5 cents per lunch is what we are talking about, based on
current laws.

Senator Mt-Gm:ex. I had seen figures indicating that you would
lose by dropping out some $150,000 in section 11 funds and $200,000 in
sect ions 4 mid 5.

Dr. CORONA. This is not true, sir, and I will challenge your figures.
Senator MeGoviatx. Can you give us just a rough total figure that

yon think will represent the loss to this school district in the comingschool year if you are not participating in the national school lunch
program, because I think that is important to you and it is important
to th people in this community, to know what Fetkral funds are to be
lost, by this decision if the board stays with it.

You understand the committee is not here to punish anybody but
try to get at. the facts of this so we can straighten out this situation
if it is possible to do it.

Dr. CORONA. I realize this, and I realizeit is a very complex thing.
We will lose our title 6 or section 6 commodities, $40,000. That is

4 cents a lunch.
We will lose 1 cent per lunch served, which is $10.000. That is

$50,000.
We will lose our special assistance, which this year came to $20,000,

roughly $20,000.
You are talkirq about right there $70,000.
Nov, the question, of course, is how much Federal assistance would

we really have been able to use? We had an original allocation of
$.34,000. 'We felt with the restraining order that was placed against
the district we could not expand our program, and therefore ended
up spending only $19,000, which meant a loss from the original allo-
cat ion of some $15,000.

Now this is a point that I had planned to bring up earlier, and it
is a part of the complexity of the situation.

Senator McCown.. Gran you tell us, Dr. CoLonaI didn't intend
to get into this line of questioning with you, but either you or Mr.
RoseI am still not dear on why the turndown on the offer of $19,000
to cover your needs this year. It seems to me that is a contradiction
to the statement you made, Mr. Rose, that the Federal Government
hears some responsibility.

Now, you know we have legislation pending in the Congress now
that has cleared the Senate to provide additional funding. Action
could very well come in the House. But here is an offer to meet the situ-
ation for the balance of the school year where it wouldn't have cost
the district an additional dime, and I can't quite understand why that
offer was turned down if you are really sincere, as you doubtless are,
and your contention that the Federal Government ought to do more
to fund these programs.

Mr. Rose. The reason, Senator, I stated was that going on promises
of programs to come as being hardened into law have provided very
costly experiences for us. and for us to accept this $19,000 and expand,
have a sevenfold expansion of the present. program and then not have
continuing support, we would have morally committed our tax base,
sic. to this program. and that is something that we are unwilling to
do until there is some continuing fintiling hardened into law.
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Senator Mc GoviN. Mr. Rose, there is one matter that has been
puzzling me alxmt. the strategy and the tactic that the board followed
with regard to this controversy. Why were you unwilling, as con-
tended here, to enter into a dialog with the people in the community
that were concerned about the loss of this program? Why have you
not met with the negotiating committee of the citizens to save the
school lunch toogram ? I con understand why differences might
develop, but it. is very difficult to understand why there hasn't been a
more satisfactory dialog between the school board, which alter all was
created by the citizens of the community, and those citizens who feel it
is a mistake to drop out of the program.

Mr. Rom This, Senator, has built, up over quite a period of time.
To really give you the atmosphere of what has gone on at our hoard
meetings, I cannot place it precisely, but it must be nearly 2 years
agoon toward 2 years ago, I can't place it preciselywhen the
CBLA attorneys and a substantial portion of the same people we
have on this issue today separated out a Mexican-American youth
from one of our high schools and brought him in to challenge the
dress code rules of the board of education. This was the beginning of
the kinds of harassments that our board has been subjected to for
nearly 2 years. And so we get into these kinds of things, and what was
really going on here, Senator, is people looking for an issue. And so
they keep hunting an issue, and harassments no end, and worrying
about expulsions, and all sorts of things, but then an ever-rising tide
difficulty of dealing, with keeping open the public meetings.

There were periods last April when we had to have the police par-
ent so that we could conduct a legally constituted public meeting, sir,
and it was this kind of harassment to which we had been subjected that
finally we had to set up a parliamentary situation in which the board
could try to even conduct a legally constituted public meeting. sir.

Finally, to cap it off, we were driven out of our meeting place.
Senator McGovntx. Why wouldn't it have been a good idea for

the board to have sat down with members of the negotiating commit-
tee, the citizens that were concerned about saving the school lunch
program? It seems to me this is a way we do things under a democracy.
This is a group that supposedly speaks for those parents :Ind other
citizens that are concerned about preventing the loss of the school
lunch program. They named a negotiating committee to speak for
them. The school board apparently takes a different view, but why
couldn't those two groups have gotten together across the table and
talked to each other?

Mr. Rose. Yes, Senator, this was suggested here a few days ago.
that two members of the school board, which is less than a majority
of five, meet with the group. As recently as two and a hail weeks ago
in a local newspaper there was a very stirring editorial attack on the
city council for subcommittee government and closed door govern-
ment, and this is something, sir, that we are not about to participate in.

If we cannot meet with the people at regular stated public meetings
we shall not meet at all.

Senator AfcGovEux. So that you have no plans in mind to meet with
the negotiating group?

Mr. Rose. Not tae board, sir. The silritendent has been meeting
and shall continue to meet, but we wil: not participate in closed-door
meetings or closed -door government.
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Senator Mc Gomm. And yet you say that the public meetings are
not manageable either.

Mr. ROSE. Well, this last one became totally unmanageable. The one
before was just barely manageable. Our lady president was just barely
able to contain the meeting.

Senator Mc Gomm. Well, it. seems to me a. very strange situation
that with the health of little children involved that the elective repre-
sentatives of the school board and the group that has been named,
that is the negotiating group that has been named to represent a rather
sizable group of citizens in this school district, that they can't get
together either in public or in private to talk about this very serious
problem. I don't understand that kind of procedure.

Mr. ROSE. These discussions have been continuing with the super-
intendent, Dr. Corona, sir.

Senator McGovkaix. You are willing that. he would meet with the
negot iat ing group ?

Mr. Rost:. Yes: but a subcommittee of our board will not meet in
closed door session with anybody. Like I say, we will not open our-
selves to that kind of attack which the local city council was recently
subjected to.

Senator McGovunx. I will ask one more question, Mr. Rose, and
then we will turn to Dr. Corona's statement. We have some questions
we want to direct to the superintendent.

Do you really think it is fair to use Federal assistance, which you
now propose to do, to feed children who can afford to pay for lunch,
continue to take these Federal commodities, and yet not use available
Federal funds and the special assistance funds which I understand
are available from the State to feed poor children who cannot afford
to pay for these lunches? I am really puzzled as to the distinction
you draw between the kind of a nelfare program that provides Fed-
eral funds to make lunches available to children that can afford to
pay the price that you are charging and yet you seem to have some
blockage about using the available programs to feed poor children. or
even to take advantage of available special assistance finds which the
State of California is willing to make available to you.

Mr. Ron. At the beginning, sir, Senator, sir, I stated that perhaps
we were somewhat na ive. being school people with our natural empathy
for children or else we wouldn't be in the work --I am currently in my
10th year as trustee, trustee experience in this rural districtand the
real pmblem is this. sir, that we were going along funding what we felt
we could and where was dire need, and then if we are to fund a
sevenfold expansion of welfare programs we will have, with the
camel's noses only in the tent, the whole camel will have come in, and
the county board of supervisors dow hereanother point I might say
in connection with this, the court stated that the ability of the district's
real Problem is this, sir, that. we were going along funding what we felt.
that the county hoard of supervisors is on, that when word conies down
from on-high to hire more welfare workers or whatever it is. to jump,
all they can do is to ask how high, and we are not going to get on that
treadmill, sir.

Senator MGovEnx. Yet you would be willing to participate in that
kind of program if the funding came from the Federal Government?

Mr. ROSE. Yes, sir. We would serve as a. medium of delivery, sir.
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Senator McGinnis. Dr. Corona, we will proceed with your testi-
mony now.

Dr. Couosa. Yes. I would like to ortd the statement in light of the
fact that it probably is somewhat restricted in circulation. I think for
the benefit of the audience that it would be respectful to them to do

such.
I believe that the Senator's observation in the openien ,f the meeting

here was proper in that. be drew to our attention the fact that we are
attempting- to devise a pnigrain, a nutritious lunch program, for all
children. He also pointed out to us that this is a nationwide problem,
that the current issues of reviewing the national school hineh program
grow out of the fact. that. it has been in operation for many years and
has not achieved the goals that. possibly some originally had expected.

I would like to point out, too, that nmybe in the original formulation
of this bill the goals of those few people were not really implemented in
law.

I am going to read the statement and then comment. briefly on some
of the elements that I feel are critical, also to point out to the Senator
what. I feel to be some things I think the Federal Government should
give consideration to.

On Monday. March 2, 1970, the board of education of t11:. Modesto
City Schools took action to terminate its voluntary participation in
the national school lunch program. Subsequently notification was
forwarded to James Hemphill, supervisor of food services of the
California State Department of Education, and a withdrawal date
confirmed.

This action was taken following a series of events that have occurred
during the past year. Processes observed during this period of time
have been public discussions and indirection, program reappraisal,
attempted prognun revisions, judicial restraints, court trial, and
finally, program termination.

The steps are cited as evidence, that the Modesto City Board of
Education conscientiously and in good faith attempted to remain with

and to implement the national school lunch program within the
boundaries of reason and sound fiscal responsibility.

The position of the Modesto City Board of Education can be set

forth as follows:
First, the National School Lunch Act. was not designed as a sup-

plement to the welfare, program but rather was enacted to help make

available nutritious lunches for all school children. As a condition

to participation in the program, the district assumed a responsibility

for providing free or reduced-price lunches for those children who,

in his judgment, were least able to pay.
The court's ruling that the criterion of need must be set irrespective

of the cost. to the district is unrealistic and fiscally irresponsible.

By using the method of increasing the price of each paid lunch in

order to raise the funds to pay for free or reduced -price lunches

places the burden of the program on the participants, which, in this

district. is currently about 47 percent of the student enrollment.

Higher prices also reduce the participation, and the resulting total

reimbursements for the lunches served will drop.
It further denies all children the advantages that have been legis-

lated for them the national school lunch section 32 and six commodi-
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ties and section 11 reimbursements. It must also be recognized that
districts not participating in the national school lunch program are
entitled to milk reimbursements as well as section 32 commodities.

I would like to point out as a sideline that this item of milk pro-
gram was debated rather extensively in the Senate and in the Con-
gress last year. with the consequent restatement of the issue that this
program would not be tied in with the national school lunch program.

Fourth, the District Court ruled that the Board of Education must
abide by a 100 percent OEO poverty guideline criterion for the basis
of determining those eligible for a 'free or reduced price lunch until
such time as a new Modesto scale can be developed. This must be satis-
factory to the State Department of Education and the Department
of Agriculture.

The CRLA attorneys have taken the untenable position that the
court ordered full free lunches for all children coming from families
below the 100 percent OEO level, and the board contends that its
original proposal was essentially in compliance with the edict of
the court, and that deliberate attempts to confuse the issues have
precluded the orderly implementation of this program.

The district has attempted to identify those students who truly
need assistance. It is currently providing free or reduced prices for
approximately 460and this is an averagestudents. Our peak had
actually hit close to 600.

I might parenthetically say here too that in addition to this ne are
providing for in excess of 500 earned lunches. Many of these young-
sters come from these areas of need. It will continue to provide for
such students as lowg as they need help.

The extension of the free lunch program to all welfare students at
or below the 100 percent OEO level will call for a sevenfold increasein the district's program, and under current financing will call for
an expenditure of district funds estimated to be in excess of $60,000.
This would be in light of a very serious financial problem in the dis-
trict which has already called for severe cutbacks in the educational
program.

Senator McGovEnx. In that connection, Dr. Corona, if that $60,000
were forthcoming in Federal funds, or let's say a major part of it,would it be your recommendation that the school district stay in tineprogram ?

Dr. CORONA. Yes, sir, it would be.
Senator McGovEux. So it is really just a matter of whether the Fed

eral Government. is going to provide additional funds.
Dr. CORONA. Or the State, and in actually sound, adopted law. You

made reference to the fact that the State had funds. We applied forState funds. We got nothing.
Senator McGovEnx. Well, hasn't Mr. Hemphill's office advised youthere was some additional $17,000 in the special assistance fundsthat were available if you simply asked for it?
Dr. Conox.t. Let me come to that in a moment. I would like to finishmy statement.

Senator McGoviinx. Go ahead and finish your statement. We will getback to this.
Dr. Conox.. The current program of Federal assistance under thenational school lunch program has operated to the disadvantage of
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the Modesto city schools. Being a district with fewer than 20 per-
cent AFDC students, pupilsand this is the standard that has been
used to determine eligibility until very recently consideration for
assistance has been restricted to only those students in our eight target
school areas. At least a third of our AFDC students reside in other
areas of the district and could not be counted for purposes of fund
allocation. The number of AFDC schoolchildren currently in the dis-
trict is now in excess of some 3,700.

The Community Action Committee of Stanislaus County has re-
ported that upon the request of the board of education that the Office
of Economic Opportunity will appropriate up to $20,000 to meet the
district's costs in the application of the 100 percent 0E0 scale for
the balance of the school year. This was not approved by the board of
education because it was intended to lure the district into the imple-
mentation of a criterion of eligibility not acceptable to the board of
education. The grant was to be a one-time appropriation without any
assurance of continued funding by those agencies responsible for wel-
fare programs.

The demands being made upon the Modesto City Board of Education
called for an extension of its activities into an area of welfare that it
does not have either the resources to fund or the encouragement of
its community to support. In our judgment the request goes far be-
yond the intent of the national school lunch program. The district
court has trespassed upon the authority of the local agency by ar-
bitrarily setting a need criterion in directing compliance irrespective
of fiscal consequences. The court ruling in itself has introduced con-
fusion and uncertainty in the entire matter.

The district will administer an extended free lunch program for
welfare. students if those agencies responsible for paying the costs pro-
vide the funds on a dependable and continuing basis. In the mean-
time, if this matter cannot be resolved within the principles set forth
by the board of education, the district has no choice but to go in the
direction it has chosen.

Regardless of the outcome, the district will continue to provide for
those students who, in the board's judgment, need assistance.

Senator McGovEax. Dr. Corona, before I get into some of these
other matters, in the next to last paragraph of your statement you
say :

The district court has trespassed upon the authority of the local agency by
arbitrarily setting a need criterion in directing compliance irrespective of fiscal
consequences. The court ruling in itself has introduced confusion and uncer-
tainty in the entire matter.

Now, if that is your judgment, that the court was out of line in that
ruling, why haven't you appealed it to a higher court ?

Dr. CORONA. The appetil consumes considerable amount of time. We
have already expended time of personnel. I personally sat with three
of my staff members for 9 days in the court hearings. We have had
depositions, we have

issue
costs of our attorneys, and the board of edu-

cation felt that this ssue was much broader than an appeal, and that
fundamentally we had to take a position at the present time to bring
into focus the seriousness of it and to also protect the district, because
to abide by the court's ruling, which we would have to do, would re-
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quire at this time that we would have to move into the program, the
MO 100 percent program, and this is the point that I made refer-
ence to earlier. We have been informed that if we did anything else
other than a 100 percent free lunch program at this level we would
be hauled back into court.

I would say that kind of confusion, uncertainty, the urgency of the
matter caused us to move to drop this program, pledging ourselves to
commit it and making the necessary adjustments.

Senator McGovEns. It just seems to me, Dr. Corona, if I can pursue
that a little further, that you are a person that I know endorses legal
procedures and orderly process. If you are convinced, as you appear
to be, that the judgment was in error on the criteria that he set in re-
quiring that you feed all youngsters below the poverty level a free
lunch, I don't know why you didn't simply instruct your county attor-
ney, whose services presumably are available to the school board, to
appeal that to a higher court.

Dr. CORONA. My response there is that the resolution, the correc-
tion of this matter rests not with the court. It rests with our legisla-
tive bodies, the Congress and the legislature of the State of California.
Here is where the ultimate solution, the ultimate resolution of this
problem rests. We could go through the courts and get a clarification
of this point, but that would not solve the ultimate responsibility.

Senator McGovEnx. Mr. Rose?
Mr. ROSE. If I may also answer, the Superintendent did this at the

direction of the board, sir, because our county counsel informed us
that appeals would be quite costly. We were pressed for money, and
frankly there was a widespread feeling in the community that in this
and many other matters the Federal Government finds it much cheaper
to fund attorneys very liberally to come out and attack local agencies
rather than supply the funding for programs they so ardently seem
to desire.

Senator McGovEnx. Well, now, let's pursue this whole matter; I've
got several questions, Dr. Corona, that I think will become clear and2,
will sharpen this issue as we move along.

First, what is the effective date of the Modesto board's withdrawal
from the program. When did you actually move out of participation?

Dr. CORONA. Well, the date that was on Mr. Hemphill's letter was
April 13, but we have since been informed that this was an improper
date. It should have been March 13. A 10-day notice is required.

Senator McGovEnisr. So that March 13 is the terminal date, and from
that date on you are officially out of the national school lunch program.

At that time had you stockpiled section 6 commodities?
Dr. CORONA. We did not stockpile, but prior to that time an order

in the normal order of events had been placed, and we had a delivery
just a few weeks or a few days prior to the termination, but there
was no planned, coordinated relationship here.

Senator McGovEnx. Have those commodities which you had in
reserve been returned to Mr. Hemphill's office?

Dr. CORONA. I am not sure about this. We have not had any corre-
spondence to that effect. It may be that they have been consumed
already. I am not sure.

Senator WIcGovtars. Are you aware that under Federal regulations
you are required, if you are not participating in the program, to re-
turn those commodities?
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Dr. ConoxA. I understand there is to be an audit made and there
would be an agreement on those to be returned, yes, sir.

Senator McGovEnx. Well, now, how many free lunches have you
been serving, Dr. Corona, since you withdrew from the school hutch
_program? Has there been any change in the number of youngsters
being fed, and if so, what are the figures?

1)r. ConoxA. The count is roughly averaging around 440 now, 450.
We did hit a peak in the pre-Daember area of around 580, I believe,
and then it began to level off. As I indicated, we are serving in excess
of 500 students on earned lunches. This is those youngsters working in
the cafeteria for their food.

Senator McGovEnx. When you talk about a sevenfold increase in the
program if you had complied with Judge MacBride's order, am I cor-
rect that you are estimating that some 2,800 children would have to be
fed, and that would have cost you somewhere around $19,000?

Dr. ConoxA. Yes. This is in conjunction, Mr. Hemphill pledged that
he would provide a 25-cent reimbursement for free lunches or reduced-
price lunches served, and this was a part of the computation.

Senator McGovEnx. In other words, when the Office of Economic
Opportunity offered to provide that money, that $19,000, if you had
accepted that it would have provided at least for the balance of this
school year the funds you need to meet the court order?

Dr. ORONA. That is correct.
Senator MCGOVERN. So regardless of what the argument is on prin-

ciple, the net effect of turning clown that offer was really to exclude
something over 2,000 children from poverty level families that other-
wise would have been fed at Federal expense.

Dr. ConoxA. Well, the word "exclude" or to encompass within a
given program.

Senator McGovEnx. But it did exclude them from the balance of
this year?

Dr. CORONA. That's right. In other words, those youngsters within
that category would have been made eligible had the program been
changed, yes.

Senator McGovEnx. Now, Dr. Corona, what will be the practical
impact in terms of your feeding program of dropping out of national
school lunch support? What does that do in terms of what you have
to charge the students, the quality of the program, the cafeteria pro-
gram? What are we talking about here in terms of the quality and ex-
tent of the program you are going to be able to operate and the cost of
that program to the individual student who participates? Somewhere
we are going to have to make up this Federal money.

Dr. ConoxA. First of all let's look at the high school district. We
have a level of participation at about 14 percent. factor, which means
14 out of every 100 youngsters actually use the type A funch.

We will move to discontinue this type A lunch program. Now, we
are not going to shut our cafeterias down, as has been discussed by
some, but we will, in lieu of this, provide some hot dishes that young-
sters may have.

Senator McGovEnx. To clarify that, do you think it is fair to say
that the nutrit ional quality of those lunches will have to be reduced
somewhat ?

Dr. ConoxA. Well, there will be no type A lunch, This is the lunch
that is specifically prescribed, that must be served at the high school
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level. But there will be other foods, but they will be on an a la carte
basis, and obviously will be more in line with the type of demand
placed by the high school student.

Now, in the case of the elementary district, adjustments will have
to be made. As I indicated, there will be increased cost in terms of
the commodities of foods that we have to buy. This is estimated cur-
rently at the 5-cent level.

Senator MeGovEnx. That you will have to increase that cost?
Dr. Conox.%. That's right. This is very possible. At the present time

the board has taken a position we will not increase the lunch price
inunediately, but we want to watch very carefully because we have
introduced some changes in the operation, and it does affect the
quantity of food that is to be served.

Whereas the National School Lunch Act. requires the serving of a
second, this will not be done in some foods, the more costly food's. We
will have to restrict this, but there will still, in our judgment, be ample
service.

The number of foods prepared will be cut back. Probably for the
comparable Modesto type .A lunch now there will be only five items
that. will be a part of the program.

So there will be some economies that will be introduced, primarily
those that we will get cutting back labor, so that we can offset the
cost to the best of our ability.

Senator McGovux. Dr. Corona, I think every citizen in this country
appreciates the school financing problems that confront school boards
and school administrators. I must say that I am having increasing dif-
ficulty understanding this decision that is going to cut you off from
available Federal funds, which seems to me to be all the more inex-
plicable in view of the financing pressures that you say here with refer-
ence to this school district.

Now, if it is true, as you have estimated, that you may have to raise
the prices of these school lunches without Federal support some 5-
cents for each lunchand I would say that is a conservative estimate
without Federal supportwhy couldn't you have taken that same
procedure to finance the program for free and reduced-price lunches?
My understanding is that the estimate was that with another 3-cents
added to the program you could have financed the program for free
or reduced-price lunches and stayed within the program.

Dr. CORONA. I believe it would be ultimately more than that.
The issue is at hand. The principle is at stake, how much of a

commitment are we going to make? And I think it comes right back
to the fact that the Congress and the legislature of California also
recognize that they are guilty, too, in having failed to meet its respon-
sibilities, and I think this is a direct testimony to the fact that the
Senate passed a bill which would correct most of the problems. How-
ever, it is not through the lower house. It has not attached to it a
funding bill.

The very fact that assembly bill 318 in our own legislature now
submits a plan wherein the legislature will contribute moneythis is
in contrast to what the Governor did a year ago, and also would con-
tribute significantly to the improvement of programsuggest that
all parties have a place in trying to come up with a resolution of this.

And we want the answers on the table. This is our objective.
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Senator McGovEnx. You understand that no one on this commit tee
thinks that. Modesto is the only school district that is not doing an
adequate job on the school lunch front. I think it is an outrage that
90 percent of the poor children in the State of California are not fed
a school lunch. I don't understand that kind of sense of public
responsibility.

Dr. CORONA. And I think it would be fair, Senator McGovern, to
point out that Modesto schools have been doing much better than an
average typical district in the State of California, and why we have
been made the scapegoat on this thing bothers me, yet it is the issue.

Senator McGovEnx. The reason that this issue is under considera-
tion here is because court action has been taken by the citizens of t his
community, and they have brought it to the attention of the school
district and of the country.

Now, let me go back to this matter of why you dropped out of t lie
program, which, as I understand it, basically centers around your
feeling that you can't finance the kind of a program that Judge Mac-
Bride asked you to carry out.

Dr. CORONA. That is not true. We could finance this. We could go out
and levy a special tax and raise the money to do it, but the imrd
has said the principle is where does the responsibility of this program
lie, and that is the issue.

Senator McGovEnN. Let me put it this way. Is it not substantially
an accurate statement to say that by dropping out of the program you
are going to have to raise the price of these school lunches 5-cents per
lunch. If you had stayed in the program, under the order of Judge
MacBride, you could have financed a school lunch program for all the
students, including the poor students, simply by raising the price S-
cents per child? In other words, you are putting yourself in a position
are you not, by dropping out of the program, where you have got to
increase the cost of this program to the students more than you would
if you stayed in?

Dr. CORONA. It me say, too, that, the Congress and the State legis-
lators have a roll in this, too. They could help us stay in by taking the

affirmative action that would give us the wherewithal to continue
this program.

Senator McGovEnN. No one feels that any more strongly than I do,
Dr. Corona. I happen to be the principal author, along with Senator
.Tavits, of the new School Lunch Reform Act, which passed the Senate.
It is Senator Talmadge's bill, but we amended that bill along the lines
that were recommended here by Mr. Netunark a while ago, and if that
measure does pass the House of Representatives there will be adequate
Federal funding, but I think we have an emergency situation here
which I am at a loss to understand why the board hasn't moved to

meet by taking advantage of this offer of the 0E0 to help you out
temporarily.

Dr. CORONA. I wonder if the community notices too that the recom-
mendations made by Mr. Newmark would mean that if we decided not
to go back in they would lose milk and commodities, isn't that correct ?
In other words, you are actually putting in a real force and punitive
measure as far as the program is concerned.

Now, I have not seen th, bill, and I am not highly conversant with
it, but this is the statement that has been made.

42-778-70-pt. 2-3
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Senator McGovEnx. Dr. Corona, we want, to thank you and Mr. Rose
for your testimony here, and we appreciate your time.

Mr. Rost:. Thank you, Senator McGovern. We appreciate the op-
portunity to appear.

Senator McGovEnN. Now, the next witnesses that we would call are
a Mpanel of four gentlemen : r. Frank O'Brien, Mr. Don Wilson, Mr.
David Talamante, and the Reverend Jack Takayanagi.

Will our guests be in order now so the witnesses can be heard. We
will start with Mr. Frank O'Brien.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS E. O'BRIEN, REPRESENTING THE
WELFARE POOR AND THE WORKING POOR

Mr. O'BRIEN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator McGovEttN. Mr. O'Brien, would you identify who you are

for the committee record ?
Mr. O'BmEN. My name is Francis O'Brien. I live in Modesto. I have

lived here for the past 15 years.
Senator McGovERN. Can you speak a little closer to that microphone ?

It is a little hard to hear.
Mr. O'BRIEN. I am Francis O'Brien. I have been a resident of

Modesto for the past 15 years. I am a teacher at Riverbank High
School, Riverbank, Calif.

I come before you as a concerned parent. I am concerned as a
teacher, and I am concerned as a human being.

The debates over this lunch program that began last May prompted
a group of people to form what is called the citizens to feed hungry
children. This group has been before the school board, has been in
attendance at school board meetings, and has formed a sheet of facts,
a summary report that I would like to also submit to your committee
on facts about Stanislaus County and facts about the hot lunch pro-
gram in the Modesto city schools.

(The summary report follows:)

CrrizEss To FEED HUNGRY Canons SUXIMAZY REPORT-HOT LUNCHES FOR
NEEDY CHILDREN

1. Approximately 4-6,000 children in Modesto Schools from families living at
poverty levels need free school lunches.

2. Modesto School Board committed to free lunches for only average of 400
children daily through Federal, State, and small amount of local funds. How
many children will go without hot school lunchestheir chance to learn?

3. Children's I.Q.'s grossly affected by poor nutrition. Performance rate in
school increased by school lunch program.

4. Stainislaus County received Federal grant from emergency food and medi-
cal needs based on study showing county second highest in State in incidence
of inalnutrition/str rvation.

5. Working poor and families receiving aid simply cannot provide sufficient
nutrition. Welfare grants provide bare existence based on 1957 living standard.
( Mot her and four children receive $203 per month in Stanislaus County).

O. "Bureau of Budget established, preliminarily, that for every dollar we save
by failing to eliminate hunger and malnutrition it costs our nation $3.30."

BREAK THE POVERTY CYCLE WITH HEALTHY CHILDREN

How many children will you help?
$7 buys lunches for one child for one month.
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Mail contributions to: Citizens to Feed Hungry Children
P.O. Box 3934
Modesto. California 955352

Make check payable to : Modcato City School Board, Frec Lunch Program. Your
contributions are tax deductible.

References:
1. Dr. J. Churchill, Wayne State University, Current, Jan., 1067, Judith Randal
2. Breckinridge and Vincent Study, Current, Jan., 1907, Judith Randal
3. Stanislaus County Community Action Commission, 1317 I Street, Modesto,

Calif.
4. Stanislaus County Welfare Department figures
5. Senate Committee (McGovern) report The Food Gap: Hunger and Malnu-

trition in the United States.

1. 3,218 households in Modesto have yearly income less than $3,000 according
to Special Census September, '08, Modesto (18% did not respond to questions).

In Stanislaus County 85% residents earn less than established federal poverty
level (1960 Federal Census).

25% of the people in this county were on welfare or unemployment insurance
in the winter of 1968 (County Welfare ets)

Nearly 3,000 children in Modesto City Schools out of 20,000 were from families
receiving aid (County Welfare figures).

Estimate 4-6,000 children in Modesto schools from families living below pov-
erty level.

Welfare rolls in Stanislaus County show case distribution (Figures from
Stanislaus County Welfare Department).

June, 1989-26,605 persona
Case distribution :

Aged 4, 472
Blind 215
Disabled 2,690

Total (persons) 9, 377
Family Cases 4,684
Children 12, 544

Total 26, 605
Family Cases:

Aid to Dependent Children, 8,200 cases w/8,492 children.
Families with unemployed parent, 858 w/3,(94 children.

Only 32% of the County cases are unemployea parents capable of working.
This number drops 50% in the summer.

2. The National School Lunch Program subsidizes nutritional class A lunches
for a11 children by cash and surplus commodities. In 1968-1969 Modesto Schools
received approximately $228.282 worth in cash and commodities from NSLP.
This subsidy allows schools to offer lunches at reduced price. Yet even reduced
price lunches are too expensive for poverty level families.

2. U.S. Department of Agriculture stipulates if district participates in the
NSLP the district must provide "Free or reduced price class A lunches to all
needy children in the district." Each school district defines what is needy in
their district. Modesto School Board adjusts their definition of "needy" to
coincide with the amount of money they can use for free lunches. (The Com-
mittee feels all children from poverty/Welfare level families should have a free
lunch.)

Fonds for Modesto City Schools Free Lunch Program, 1969-70:
Local funds budgeted $7,000
Federal Special Assistance funds (Actual amount decided when

President signs bill) 34.000

Possible sources more money :
Federal funds: District entitled to additional funds if more than 20% of

children are from welfare families (last year 17+%).
Local funds: Increase tax override Board unwilling to discuss.
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Increase lunch price 5% lunch should still be subsidized.
State funds: Moscone Bill passed both houses authorizing State contri-

bution to local districts of 5 million. Governor Reagan signed bill, then
CUT funds to $zoo,000, entire State.

California is the third LOWEST in the Nation in State participation, and very
low also in State contribution to lunch price.

Percent
Louisiana provides 36
South Carolina 4.3New York 20.9
California

(Their Daily Bread", a study of National School Lurch Issue by National
Women's Group Coalition)

3. "... At least one study in this country, in which other economic and social
factors were controlled, has established a direct correlation between umlaut!.
trition in infancy and stunted physical and mental development In preschool
yea N."

(senates Committee report on the Food Gap: Hunger and Malnutrition in the
U.S.)

'hRinger and malnutrition take their toll in this country in the form of infant
deaths, organic brain damage, retarded growth and learning rates, increased
vulnerability to disease, withdrawal, apathy, alienation, frustration, and finally
violence." (Benjamin Mays and Leslie Dunbar, Co-Chairman, Citizens Board of
Inquiry into Hunger and Malnutrition in the United States)

Ten days after the start of school lunch program the achievement scores in
math and reading jumped 7 to 10 points. Ten days after the lunch program was
discontinued the scores droppee, to previous levels. A hungry child does not and
cannot learn up to his potential. (A study by Breckinridge and Vincent, Current
Magazine. Jan.. 'M. Judith Randal)

'Protein-Caloric malnutrition results in: (1) slow growth; (2) general failure
to thrive: (3) apathy begets apathy. This kind of malnutrition !9 always associ-
ated with too little to eat and subsistence on carbohydrates.' (Does Hunger
Reduce Intelligence?" Judith Randal, Current, Jan., '67)

Survey by Adult Education at MJC of caseload in this county of fathers whose
children receive welfare payments:

86% had not completed high school
53.6% had not completed grade school
25% had not completed fourth grade

Children of the unskilled and uneducated workers are 3-4 years behind their
age group. This lack of education is passed on from parents to children and
forms an inescapable trap of poverty, hunger, and poor health.

4. "The mind rejects the evidence that innocent children can atti do starve
in this abundant and fruitful of all nations." (Senator Joseph Clark, Progres-
sive Magazine, October, 1967)

Based on a study showing Stanislaus County second highest in the state in
incidence of malnutrition and starvation, the CAC received a grant of $51,000
in April, 1969, for Emergency Food and Medical Services through March, 1970.
More than 6.000 families have been helped by this grant on an emergency basis
through September 1,1969.

The CAC orders groceries, !minding meat and milk, wholesale, and runs a
small store-type facility in Ceres, which dispenses the food allocated by CAC
staff to needy families. Families come to the CAC or are referred by another
agency, and they may make return requests if there is a need.

(Stanisla us County Community Action Commission)
5, WELFARE GRANTS IN CALIFORNIA ARE BASED ON THE 1957 LIV-

ING STANDARD. Living costs have risen 25% in the last 10 years.
Stanislaus CountyMother & Father, and two children in school and one childat home:



Food $137.50Rent :A 111
1111113(. 13. GO
Educational Incidentals 2.7:rClothes 5:1. 1i5
I lonsellold Operations 13.25Transilortat ion 5.0(1
Personal Needs 3. 75
Recreation :t. 75

Total 283.25
But family gets only 82';'.19 per month. (May earn $43.71 in addition without

nffecting their grant.)
Surplus food previously available in our county to low-Income families is ex-cluded by the food stamp progratn.
The food allowance appears the most ilexIble In the welfare budget so it must

is used to make up the difference between actual rent costs and the 1957 level
rent allowance.

Food stamps redeemed by the govermuent allow the poor to buy more food for
their dollar. however, the inflexibility of the program regulation that the welfare
fondly coovero, 80% of toor food budget into stamps means many families can-
not afford to use the stamps. They are forced to use part of their food money
for rent. County Welfare Officials estimate that at present only 2(1% of the eli-
gible families are using the stamps.

Even with the best possible management the poverty Welfare budget cookd
not provide the nutritional quality of the Class A school lunch served in the
Modesto School cafeterias. There simply Isn't enough motley in the poverty wel-
fare budget.

Middle-class people across the nation have taken part in "Live on a Welfare
Budget Week" Program this summer. Among them was Senator Mondale of
Minnesota and his family. His wife sub) about the family's week. "The diet was
bland. tasteless and monotomms. I had breakfast in the morning and I was hun-
gry at 10: I had lunch and was hungry at 3. I was hungry and had to till up on
starches so I gained two pounds."

"The eeonomk and social cost to our r.neletyt he loss of productivity and
work capacity. the costs of disease and mortality . . . in short, the costs of
blighted lives are also the inevitable results of hunger and malnutrition. These
costs eau be ealculated Itt twononde terms. . . . The Bureau of the Budget estl-
mates, preliminarily, that for every dollar we save by foiling to eliminate hunger
nod malnutrition It costs our Nation $3.30". (Senate's Committee Report on the
Food Gap . . .)

SOURCES FOX FUXTIIEX INFORMATION

1. Current Magazine, Jan., '07 : "Does Hunger Reduce Intelligence?"
2. Progressive Magazine, Oet., '07: "Starvation in the Affluent Society" by

Senator Joseph S. Clark.
3. Thar Daily Bread, A Study of National School Lunch Issue by National

Women's Group Coalition. Florence Robin Direeot (Committee on School Lunch
Participation, Suite 2030, Columbus Circle. New York, New York, 100101.

4. Senate's CAmunittee Report the Food Gap: Hunger and Malnutrition lit the
United States.

5. The Poorhouse State. The American Way of Life on Puddle Assistance. New
York. Patheon Books. 115.

U. The Poor Pay More, David Caplowitz. Free Press. New York.
7. The Other .4merica, Michael Harrington. Penguin Press.

Mr. O'llamx. If I way just digress from what I have written down
here, this fact sheet states that between ,000 to 6,000 children in the
Modesto schools are from families living at or below poverty levels.
We feel that this group of children need free school lunches.

The research performed by the Community Action Commission
pointed out that. in our county we are the second highest in incidence
of malnutrition and starvation. These are filets that came oat of the
Community Action Commission. We also in our investigations found
that 23 percent of the ptvle in this county were on welfare or unem-
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ployment insurance in the winter of 1968. Yesterday the Modesto Bee
had an article where the estimate is as high as 20 percent of our peo-
ple are now unemployed in this county.

Another estimate is that nearly 3,000 children in Modesto city
schools out of 20,000 were :rom families receiving aid, and these are
cot,' welfare figures.

The board's policy, as we have seen here this morning, seems to be
to adjust feeding of children to their budget, and the Committee to
Feed Hungry Children feels that all children from poverty and wel-
fare level families should have a free lunch.

tt has also been pointed out. that California is the third lowest in
the nation in state contributions to the lunch price.

Of all these facts and figures and statistics, probably the most severe
one is the fact that California welfare funds for aid to needy children
have not been increased since 1957. Even though the cost of living has
gone up tremendously in the past 13 years, the aid to needy children
has remained at the 1957 level.

Again from our fact sheet, a statement that even with the best pos-
sible management the poverty welfare budget could not provide the
nutritional quality of the class A school lunch served in Modesto school
cafeterias. There simply isn't enough money in the poverty welfare
budget to go around for this.

I speak from my own particular case with children both in the high
school and the elementary school. For me to provide a hot lunch pro-
gram for them will cost $3.40 a day, or $68 a month, and with my
muldle-class income it is rather difficult for me to provide a hot Itmeit
for my kids every day.

Those are the statistics that we have compiled. Our committee has
come up with certain recommendations that have been presented. We
feel that all children from the poverty and welfare level families
should have a free lunch; (b) we feel that all families receive a letter
informing them of the program. Prior to this year letters were not
sent out to the public informing them of the possibilities of participat-
ing in this free lunch program. The board has directed and a letter
was sent out this year informing the people of this possibility. We pro-
pose that the letter be sent out with an absence of bureaucratic jargon
so that the poverty-level people could understand what was going on.
(c) We wanted the board to consider a tax override to support the
lunch program: (d) if necessary to. increase the lunch cost: (e) to
seek additional Federal funds if more than 20 percent of the children
in this county are from welfare families; (f) to establish a speakers'
committee and present the problem to interested community organi-
zations. and we were attempting to solicit funds in the sum of $7
to feed one child for 1 month: at present our committee has provided
hinds to feed approximately 20 children.

We also developed, again, this fact sheet to be put out to the public.
We also urged the board to continue the lunch program and to apply
for the 0E0 grant of $20,000 for this current school year.

I am goina to digress from these notes because it is written down,
and I will talk much more freely about it. It seems to me the board's
position from the beginning has been rather indifferent to the groups
appearing before it. I cite one incident where a letter had been sent
to the board requesting answers to particular questions. At the board

44
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meeting we were 17th on the agenda. It was proposed to the chairman
that, the agenda be moved so that we mad be heard

i
much earlier in

the evening. We were told it was 17th and that is where it would be.
At. 11:30 p.m. the matter came up for discussion. At that time an

administrator arose, came out with some printed sheets and handed
out the printed answers to the questions. 'Now, this could have been
done, you know? in deference to the people there: much, much earlier.
However, that is the way it was done. Only with much persistency
from Mr. Don Wilson did the board finally discuss some of the ques-
tions that were asked.

The board, it seems to me, has been playing the old words and num-
bers game. They are always talking about they take care of the hungry
child, but. there is a difference between the hungry and the needy and
I submit we are talking about children. We are not talking about
board evaluations and board classification.-1 or pra:cipal classifications
or any other classifications, but we are talking about children who
need food. We are talking about a problem that exists for the poor,
the poor that are on welfare, the poor that are on aid, and also the
working poor. And again, the difference we are talking about, we are
talking about children.

I might. also add that I have heard so much here this morning about
what the school's responsibility is. It seems to me the school- boards
least of all speak for children. The school boards apparently speak
for taxpayers. The ones that they are elected to represent, they don't
represent. They represent taxpayers, and yet their main job is educa-
tion of children and concern for Children.

It also seems to me that our society has committed itself to a free.
compulsory public education system, and if that isn't welfare I don't
know what is, but we all take the benefit from it. so we don't. call it wel-
fare. (Applause.]

It also seems that there is a hostile attitude in this area toward people
on welfare. They are treated as second-class citizens. They come before
the board now because now, you see, the poor have organized, and this
is a frightening thing in our society, because now they are willing to
stand up. The courage that these people show in standing up before a
board, before any group now, and speaking their minds, this is a great
tribute, I think, to our democratic system and our democratic society.

Believe me, I am no outside agitator. I represent no conspiracy. The
people I know are not ontside'agitators, nor do they represent a con.
spi racy.

If it is a conspiracy to bring about mere democratic procedures, then
I suppose we are all involved in it. However, it seems to me, again. the
idea of the haves and have nots. Again we get to the definition of what
is welfare? I myself received a thing called the National Youth
Administration Act in 1037. That got me through high school. Now.
of course, we don't call it welfare. It was something else. I have gone
to college on the GI bill. I am purchasing a home with a GI loan. I
have children who have gone through the State university.

I suppose all these things in the middle-class jargon are termed as
subsidios, grants. all other thing's. but in reality it turns out to be a
form of welfare. But since we all take part in it. in the middle-class.
we sepa rate it from the other welfare.
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I also submit that in this hearing we have heard some remarks about
the high rate of unemployment. This is a seasonal occupational area. I
sometimes wonder if our welfare system isn't really a form of subsidy
for the farmer to keep an adequate supply of cheap labor in the comity.

Gentlemen, you see, we are playing with words. We are playing the
old game of semantics, and we can translate it any way we want to
translate it, but in the long run it all comes out to the fact that we are
also dealing with people. I feel that schools are charged with meeting
the educational needs of the child, and I believe of the total child. Since
it is now compulsory, free public education, we must be concerned
about his mental development, his physical development, and that in-
cludes his nutritional development.

Some board members have recently said "If we feed lunches. why not
feed breakfasts?" And I say Why not? Whv not feed a breakfast r
[Applause.]

Why not make sure that all aspects of malnutrition are met ?
[Applause.]

To me, we must be concerned about education of the total child. This
is what is needed.

It would also seem to me, in light of the discussions about State
and Federal funding that mar be coming through. the pro7rains
that are now being advocated, I would also seriously submit that
we should have a very strict auditing system. I tend to feel that many,
many programs that schools apply fortitle I, Headstart program,
and so onthat once the program has been funded, that somehow
equipment, money, seems to be spent about the total school rather
than for those individuals for whom the program was originally
designed. I think there must be a very strict system of auditing.
bringing to account exactly where funds are going.

I suppose that my last paragraph will bring to mind some of the
things that I think this whole thing is about. We become conscious
more than anything else of extraneous details. The issues with which
we are faced are somehow lost in the wealth of details we are given
about these issues, so that the presentation becomes more important
than the cause. It is more important to look right, or to act right, or
seem right, than it is to be right. The question of feeding needy chil-
dren at any level, this is the issue, and this to me is a moral issue.

I wonder, does the incidence of hunger and need in our society
indicate corruption of our society, the society of misallocated values,
or does it, indicate that we must bring about a change of institutions
to meet the moral imperatives of a IVetter society?

I feel that what I hare said here this morning comes from the feel-
ing of a human being for another human being. I think the time has
come when school boards and local governments must start expressing
some local responsibility, not just control. They are so concerned
about principle and control, butt when it comes time for responsibility
they look somewhere else. They look quickly somewhere else. And they
will quickly jump on some other funds from some other source rather
than going out to uphold their idea of local control in exerting some
local responsibility.

Again, I thank you, Senator, for the opportunity to speak before
you. I just hope that maybe some of the things that I have said may
help in your endeavor to bring through legislation that is needed.

(Tim prepared statement of Francis E. O'Brien follows:)



PREPARED STAB:AU:NT OF FCASCIS F.% O'BRIEN

Honorable gentlemen of the United States Senate, it is my extreme pleasure
to appear before you, humbly I pray that I shall be able to contribute to your
worthy and 11 lllll ane endeavors.

I am Francis E. O'Brien representing the welfare poor and the working poor
through the organizations of Citizens To Feed Hungry Children. The Stanivlans
Federation of Teachers Local 1626 AFL -CIO. and Labor Connell of Stnnisla us
Comity AF/cm.

For the past fifteen years I have been :1 resident of Modesto. a concerned
resident. ,oncerned as a parent. concerned as a teacher, and concerned as a human
being. Last Spring when the debate began over the lunch program as provided
and ad 'st-red by the Modesto City Schools. I became actively involved in
the formation of the Citizens To Feed Hungry Claptrena group of fifteen to
twenty concerned citizens from all walks of life. We ,calized the existing need
the 3.00o children whose families were receiving aid from the comity. From the
start the question of eligibility for the program hinged on the difference be-
tween the administration's evaluation of "hungry" or "needy". The ad istra-
t"s policy. more specifically the Board's policy, also dictated a complicated,
dehumanizing. application and appeal system to determine eligibility. Prior to
this current Minot year there was no compliance to Board policy on notifying
the parents of the existing lunch program. the children needing free Inutle.
had to depend upon being pointed out by an interested party.

The Citizens To Feed Hungry Children actively participated at Board of
Education meetings. The committee proposed: (a) all children from poverty/wel-
fare level families should have a free lunch; (b) all families receive a letter in-
forming them of the program, a letter not complicated with bureaucratic jargon ;
(e) consider a tax override to support lunch program : (d1 increase lunch cost :
le) seek additiond federal funds if more than 2(1% of the children are from wel-

fare families: If) establish a Speakers Committee and present the problem to
interested community organizations soliciting funds in the sum of $7.00 per
child per month for a free lunch; (g) developed a fact sheet s llllllll arizing the
needs of children living at the poverty level: (h) urging the Board to continue
the lunch program and to apply for the O.E.O. grant of $20.000 for this current
school year. The Citizens To Feed Hungry Children is currently providing the
11111(.11 funds for approximately twenty children.

The Modesto Board of Education has reacted most indifferently to the appeals
of all organizations. For the most part the Board and the Superintendent have
acted in a condescending manner toward the groups favoring an equitable school
lunch program. treating them as tl gh they were "second class" citizens. Rude-
ness and lack of common courtesy on the part of the Board has helped to create
the polarization that exists. For instance. a letter was sent to the Board early
lat June requesting information pertinent to the School Lunch Program, the
item was placed 17th on the agenda. The chairman was asked to please "move
the agenda", he -refused. at 11 :30 p.m. item #17 came to the floor. at that time
an administrator arose and began to pass out a ditto sheet of "answers" to the
submitted questions. The ditto sheet was to take the place of the petition to
-discuss the lunch program"; only after much persistency of the petitioners did
a modified discussion take place.

The Board has been consistent in its role of playing the "words and numbers"
game with the citizens seeking a broader lunch program, i.e. the word "hungry"
has been injected for "needy": the inability of the Board and its staff to arrive
at a realization of the true ntunber of children in need of a free lunch; the
reference to "welfare people" and the "working poor", as though there is a dif-
ference. while the real problem from any angle is the needy child ; and the old
ruse of wanting a sound budget and assurance of funding before it can plan. As
a matter of fact, the Modesto Board has exploited Federal funds and grants
and yet. when the Federal Government withdraws or retracts some funds, the
Board assumes a posture of a "waiting at the altar" maiden. even though surely
someone mast have realized that most Federal projects and programs are of
limited duration and funding. This has been the case with Head Start. Title I,
and the School Lunch Program. It is amazing how, with full knowledge of estab-
lished guide lines and criteria, an agency can apply for funds, equipment, and
programs; and once the funds are granted the attitude of "unjust government
imposition" develops. Federal funding is wonderful without Federal directions!
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In this light it was obvious from the time a possible court case was mentioned
to the Board, that the Board would not follow any outside direction as to
criteria for student participation in the lunch program.

A hostile attitude exists in this area toward the people on welfare. True, till.:
county had a high percentage of welfare recipients, 26,005 persons as of June.
1969 out of 200,000 population, a high percentage of unemployed. presently
estimated at 20%. But again the hostility.is that of the "hares" toward the
-have nots"the middle class "self made persons" forgets or renames the "wel-
fare" that they have received in the form of farm subsidies. grants. G.I. or Cal.
Vet loans. G.I. educational benefits, Veterans tax exemptions, School milk and
School Lunch programs. State College and State University programs. Farm
Bureau extension and advisory programs, and many, many. more middle elass
"welfare" aids. The game of semantics creates strange creatures!

We have a very critical need for an extended free lurch program for all needy
children, children of the poor. Schools are charged with meeting the educational
needs of the child, however today when education is compulsory to age 18,
where the public demands a "return" for their tax dollar, the role of the school
changes to develop the total child ! The "total" child must by definition, de-
mand that the educational, social, physical, mental, spiritual, and nutritional
needs must be fully met. If the schools are to be a main force in "breaking the
poverty cycle" the society must orient itself to the task of developing the total
child. To meet these increased needs, a broader Federal and State program must
he implemented. At present it is mandatory that the Modesto Board reverse its
decision and apply for readmittance to School Lunch Program : accept the Of-
fice of Economic Opportunity grant to cover the remaining school year : and to
fully utilize Its collective brain power to develop plans for the coming school
Years through local responsibility, and forcefully advocating State and Federal
legislation.

We become conscious, more than anything else of extraneous detailthe is-
sues with which we are faced are somehow lost in the wealth of details we
are given about these issues so that the presentation becomes more important
than the causeit is more important to look right, or act right, or seem right.
than it is to be right ! The question of feeding needy children at any level is the
ISSUEthis issue is a MORAL issue!

Senator McGovERN. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Brien. It was an
excellent statement,

I fully subscribe, as I think you know, to the viewpoint you ex-
pressed, that the key issue here is the issue of hungry children and
how we are going to meet that problem, but there is a related issue
that disturbs me almost as much, and that is the question of what has
happened to the communication between the school board and the low-
income families in this district that seems to make it impossible to dis-
cuss that problem. To me that is almost as disturbing as the fact that
we are not operating an adequate school lunch program.

You are a school teacher who has lived in this community. What,
in your judgment, has been responsible for this breakdown in com-
munications between the elected officials of the school board and the
low-income families that they are to serve?

Mr. O'BRIEN. I believe the school boards by their very nature are
paternalistic. School boards look upon teachers, in a sense, as second-
class citizens. They also look upon the poverty people as second-class
citizens, that the school board is there. The statement was made the
other night to the public to sit down, be quiet, "Don't you know you
have to show respect," you know, "to the Superintendent ?" And I sub-
mit we do have to show respect, but by the same token respect is a
two -way street, and I think in discussing, discussing with the public,
the board has taken this position, that they are the ones that ultimately
will decide, and I suppose even right now in the present negotiations
with the local teachers in Modesto, a negotiating council is set up, but
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this is a mere mouthpiece. That is all that it is, because the board will
make the decision. This is what happens.

As a result, when the poor people, who up until now have been the
silent onesI was going to say the majoritythey have been that,
and now for the first time, for the first time they are beginning to say
something, and unfortunately what they are saying is ringing a bell,
and quickly now we find the school boards saying "\V]: SPEAK FOR TILE
TAXPAYER," as though there is sonic distinction between human beings
who are fortunate enough to pay taxes and own property and other
human beings that are not as fortunate as they.

Senator AfcGovintx. You have heard the distinction that was drawn
here earlier between education on one hand and the school feeding
program, which was described as welfare, on the other. Do you bold
that views that you can set up a clear distinction between the education
of the child and the adequate feeding of that child?

Mr. O'BIUEN. In my view the most important thing the schools can
teach is recognition of human beings. We need a humanizing element
in the schools, and if this means a free breakfast and a free lunch to
make a kid feel like something, this is exactly what we need. This is
exactly what we need. We need a program that makes an individual
child feel that he is somebody, that somebody cares.

Now, whether it means giving him a breakfastand I am all for
thiswhether it means giving him a lunchand I am all for that, I
am for people, namely teachers, eating with the kids, being with the
kids, treating the kids as human beings. I think this is the greatest
thing the schools can do, and I think up until now we haven't been
doing it.

Senator McGovERN. Well, it seems to me that what you have said
is consistent with the effort to broaden our educational program. We
offer physical education programs without charge to the students, do
we not? This doesn't necessarily speak to the mind of the child, but
we teach them the importance of physical education, personal hygiene,
I presume even something about dietary standards. Is there not an
equal justification, then, for trying ;.n our schools to see that every
child not only knows something about good nutrition, but has an
opportunity to participate in it?

Mr. O'BRIEN. The old adage of practice makes perfect, I think this
is one way to raise the nutritional level of our whole country, and if
we look at the present draft standards where people are not being
accepted in the draft because of physical incapabilities or inabilities,
how much of this reverts back to tile fact that they have had poor
dietary practices in the past?

It is also interesting, we have a fine instrumental music program,
band program, in Modesto. A few board meetings ago there was a
discussion about cutting out some of the band, the band instruction,
and there was a great uproar of people in the audience about, you
know, how we really need this.

I heard nurses standing up and speaking about how vital they were
to the total school program in these health services. I heard the director
of p',vqical education and health stand up and testify to how vital
the nurses are in the program of health. I have not heard these people
come before the board and ask about lunch programs, and I am won-
dering, there is some inconsistency there. They speak very well when
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they are speaking about their own aim, but when it comes time to
speak for the individual child, they are not there.

I also wonder, we have a county schools Zee that has experts in the
field of nutrition. I have yet to hear those people conic before the board
and give any testimony.

I also wonder where the doctors are in this community, who cer-
tainly must know about the malnutrition and its prevalence in this
county. Thaven't heard them before the board.

I sometimes wonder if we are not really walking in a different direc-
tion. We kind of give the feeling that we are concerned about. kids,
but it seems to me we are more concerned about a tax dollar and a
principle than we are concerned about the individual development, of
the human being.

Senator Mc Gomm. Well, thank you very much, Mr. O'Brien. Now
we want to move on to Mr. Don Wilson. We will be glad to have your
statement, Mr. Wilson.

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. WILSON, MODESTO, CALIF.

Mr. Wnsox. My name is Don Wilson.
Senator McGovEnx. Mr. Wilson, can you pull that microphone a

lit t le closer? If it is not alive, we will move the other one.
Mr. WILSON. Yes, sir. I am glad to be here today to do whatever

little bit I can do.
I have been living here in Modesto around 5 years. When this first

came to my attention I was drawing AFDC myself. That is Aid for
Dependent Children. I mean, I wasn't, my family was. At that time
I became disabled, totally disabled, so I fell in the welfare line, as
you might, speak. So drawing this $31S, I had to live on that until
social security came in and ATD came in, which makes it about right
now, but this takes a munber of months before all this conies through.

So people wonder why I got into the program. Well, this is one
reason I got into it, because I have been there. I lived in it. I know
what, I had to do to get by. If it hadn't been for the surplus food when
I was drawing the $318 a month I would have went hungry many
t imes.

It is the same problem today: People on AFDC, families drawing
AFDC, most can't afford to participate in the food stamp programs be-
cause it still costs them a certain amount of money, which they reduced
it a great deal, but now you are still not reaching all the people.

Senator McGovnux. In that connection, Mr. Wilson. the Senate again
last September did pass a very strong food stamp program but it is
st ill tied up in the House along with the school lunch reform, I am
still hopeful the House of Representatives is going to move on that
this year.

Mr. WiLsox. So anyway, I will go on here, starting with some of my
questions. I think home of them have already been answered here.

I would like to know something here, How are we going to know
that the school board will accept the new progmn? You know, that
forthcoming year, 1971. You know, that is someth:ng probably no one
will know, I don'eknow.

Senator McGovEnx. You mean if Congress approves the new school
lunch reform program ?

Mr. WnsoN. Yes.
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Senator McGovEnx. Well, I addressed that question to Dr. Corona,
and a lso to Mr. Rose and it was my understanding that, at least speak-
ing for themselves, they would strongly recommend that the school
district go into the new program providing the Federal Uovernment
comes through with the reforms that were authorized in the Senate.

Mr. Wn.sox. 1 see. Perhaps what is going on here today will not
help us here in Modesto, although we hope the Senate committee will
pia some bite in the bills. Otherwise there will he schools that won't
participate in the school lunch program.

The grant should be made to the State instead of the school dis-
tricts, with the conditions that the State guarantee that all school dis-
tricts will participate. This is the way the welfare programs are
min, in i. tered.

Another way to put a bite in the bills would be to provide for with-
holding of all Federal funds for any school district who failed to
paritcipate in the school lunch program.

Without these types of regulation, school boards like we have here
in Modesto may not participate in the lunch program if it may not
cost them anything.

If this hearing means anything at all, you Senators will accept
suggestions from the poor. If you are net willing to consider the
suggestions that I have made, there is no sense in me or the hearing
goino. on. You know, you hang it up.

1 have lived in this county for several years, and have worked with
a 18,12.,e number of poor people here. I have seen and lived in poverty
hem in Modesto.

You have heard and will hear of statistics about hunger. These
numbers can't show a true picture. The conditions are worse titan any
survey can show. I can only say that hunger is widespread and is
involving a large number of people.

Because of the use of modern equipment in the fields, the problem
is even worse in the winter months.

We mid in the beginning feed all of the hungry or hang it up. I
would like to say the same thing to this committee. Develop a good
11111(.11 program and force all school districts to participate in it, or
hang it up.

_.

Before I took the school lunch issue up with the school board I
talked with many, many people, and what I heard I didn't like. here
area few examples:

You work, yon eat ; you don't work, you don't eat.
The other ehildren knew the position the schools took on giving free

lunches, so the other kids made light of them. One particular case, the
girl was very overweight, had an enlarged heart, and was not supposed
to do work of any kind, and not to get upset, due to her heart condition.
In spite of all this, Mr. Howe had her work for her lunch. Her mother
was on AFDC. The girl had heart surgery.

A few that the school were feeding without the working condition
tied to it, they nave them free lunch cards that other children could
identify being different from the one you paid for. When I first looked
into the free lunches the schools were feeding about 170 kids, although
the majority of them were working for them. When I brought this to
the attention of the board, Mr. Bienvenu, a board member, made light
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of me by telling me lie dusted erasers for his lunch, and not consider-
ing the effect that this had on the children.

I explained to the board that there were many children going with-
out lunches in their districts. At first they flatly refused that there was
a single child going without a lunch in their district. According to a
Mr. Howe over the lunch programs, many parents fronted him with
this before the board. He admitted he was not reaching all the chil-
dren. The school board agreed to look into it and to set up some kind
of criteria.

So the board set up a meeting between our group and the principals,
and it was recognized by Mr. Corona, and in reaching the poor children
I recommended the poverty guideline set up by OEO. The board ac-
cepted it. They found later it would cost too much money, so instead
of using it at face value they used 80 percent of the OEO guideline
and go up to 85 to 90 and 100 percent as the money came available.

So we felt this was not the answer, so we decided to get CRLA to
take it to court. After going to the school board for many months we
felt it was fruitless to try to encourage the board to go by the OEO
guidelines 100 percent. Mr. Bienvenu repeated over and over again,
"Sue us." Then later on, after we won in court, he said, "Recall us,"
referring to the school board.

After taking it to court we still tired to work out something with
the board. They insisted the money was not available and that they
would have to use 80 percent of the OEO guidelines.

After we won in court they would not. recognize Judge MacBride's
order to set up criteria to feed all needy children under the OEO
guidelines. The school board flat denied to obey a court order issued
by Superior Judge MacBride. By dropping out of the free lunch pro-
gram the board feels this justifies the court's order.

The board has not as yet set up such criteria. The children are still
going hungry. We set up another committee program to feed the
children free lunches. Since the school board needed $19,000, we asked
CAC if they couldn't help in this matter. They agreed to ask OEO
for $20,000, and OEO agreed to give this amount. The board flat
tunied it down. They wanted to decide who was hungry and who was
not hungry by saying there was a difference between hungry and
needy, and have insisted they will not participate in the school lunch
program at this time. They keep saying that it is a welfare problem
and not a school problem, although they have been accepting vari-
ous types of moneys and surplus foods with no criteria or guidelines
for the past 24 years.

We feel they are taking a dictator attitude and hungry children is
not. important., and is not their responsibility.

We were holding a meeting recently at the co-op. A fellow stumbled
in with a bottle of Ripple wine in 1iis hand saying "I'm a poor Okie,
like you, and you are being led by Phil Neumark and others." He kept
referring to .Tim Switzer as the "Yellow Shirt" he is a colored fel-
lowand Dave Talamante as "The Beard." That's this fellow here. We
let him talk for 2 hours not saying much of anything, asked him why
he was there. He said "Just to tell you Phil Neumark is leading you."
So I persuaded him to leave. I learned later he was the director over the
cafeterias in the Modesto school district. His name was Harley
Pullinum, who lived in a $35,000 shack. [Exclamations from the
audience.]



He wasn't quite telling the truth.
I would like to add another thing last night that was brought to

my attention. I spent about 45 minutes on the air last night on K5
down here, and some women phoned me up. She was referring to
parents that drank and smoked cigarettes and did all these evil things,
so she asked me a question. She said "Well, why should we feed these
children if they are going to throw away the money?" So I asked her
the question, I says "you mean to tell me that the child should be
punished for what the parents do?" She wouldn't answer me.

Now, this is the case in this country, today. I don't care what the
parents do. I don't care what kind d background they've got, any-
thing else in the world. Don't punish a kid for what the parents do,
because those little fellars, they can't hold up for their self, and if
somebody don't hold up for them, nobody will. I mean, they haven't
got no lobbies in Washington? Sacramento, or nowhere else. So I
think we should consider the children first, and if this is not done, this
country has got no heart or nothing else.

(The prepared statement of Donald C. Wilson follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD C. Wu.sor

Mr. Chairman. Senator Dole:
Why are you here?
How is this going to effect our free lunches here?
How are we going to know that the school board will accept the new program?
Perhaps what is going on here today will not help us here in Modesto.
We hope this Senate Committee will put some bite in the Bills. Otherwise.

there will be schools that won't participate in the program.
The grant should be made to the state instead of school districts with the "con-

dition" that the state guaranty that all school districts will participate.
This is the way welfare programs are administered.
Another way to put a bite in the Bills would be to provide for the with-

holding of all federal funds for any school district who failed to participate in
the school lunch program.

Without these types of regulation, school boards, like v: e have here in Mo-
desto may not participate in the lunch program even if it may not cost them
anything.

If this hearing means anything at all you. Senator, must accept suggestions
from the poor.

If you are not willing to consider the suggestions that I've made, there is no
sense in me or the hearing going on. Hang it up.

I've lived in this county for several years and have worked with a large
number of poor people here. I have seen and lived in poverty here in Modesto.

You have heard and will hear a lot of statistics about hunger today. These
numbers can't show a true picture.

The conditions are worse than any survey can show.
I can only say that hunger is widespread and is involving a larger number of

people.
Because of the use of modern equipment in the field, the problem is even worse

in the winter months.
We said in the beginning feed all of the hungry "or hang it up."
I would like to say the same thing to this committee, develop a good lunch

program and force all school districts to participate in it "or hang it up."
Before I took the school lunch issue up with the school board I talked with

many many people, and what I heard I didn't like.
Here are a few examples:
Yon work, you eat, you don't work, you don't eat.
The other kids knew the position the schools took on giving free lunches, so

the other kids made light of them. One particular case, the girl was very over-
weight. had an enlarged heart, and was not supposed to do work ofany kind, and
not to get upset, due to her heart condition. In spite of all this, Mr. Hull had her
work for her lunch. Her mother was on AFDC. The girl had heart surgery. A
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few that the school were feeding without the working condition tied to it. They
gave them free lunch cards that other kids could identify the card. By being
different from the one you pay for. When I first looked into the free lunches the
schools were feeding about 170 kids. Although the majority of them were work-
ing for them. When I brought this to the attention of the board, Mr. Bienvenue,
a board member, made light of me. By telling me he dusted erasers for his lunch,
and not considering the effect this had on the kids.

I explained to the Board that there were many children going without lunches
in their district at first they fiat refused that there wn single child going with-
out a lunch in their district. According to a Mr. 11,... .1ver the lunch program.
Many parents fronted him with this before the board, he admitted he was not
reaching all the children. The school board agreed to look into it and to set up
some kind of criteria. So the board set up a meeting between our t4roup and the
principals, and it was recognized by Mr. Corona, and in reaching the poor chit -

drew. I recommend using the poverty guide lines set up by O.E.O. The board
accepted it. They found later it would cost too much money. So, instead of using
it at face value they used 80% of the O.F.O. guidelines and go up 8i%. 90%.
and 100 percent as the money came available. So we felt this was not the an-
swer. t.o we decided to get CRLA to take it to court. After going to the school
hoard for many months we felt it was fruitless to try to encourage the board to
go by the O.E.O. guidelines 100%. Bienvenu repeated over and over again, "sue
us." Then later on after we won in court. he said, "recall. us," referring to the
school board. After taking it to court we still tried to work out something with
the hoard. They insisted the money was not available and they would have to
use 80% of the O.F.O. guidelines.

After we won in court, they would not recognize Judge Mae Bride's order to set
up criteria to feed all needy children, under the O.E.O. guidelines the school
board fiat denied to obey a court order issued by superior Judge Mae Bride. By
dropping out of the free lunch program, the board feels this justify's the court
order. The board has not as yet set up such criteria the children is still going hun-
gry. We set up another committee program to feed the children free lunch.
Since the school board needed $10,000, we asked CAC if they couldn't help
in this matter. They agreed to ask iO.E.O. for $20,000 and O.E.O. agreed to
give this amount. The board fiat turned it down, they wanted to decide who
was hungry and who was not. By saying there was a difference between hungry
and needy, and has insisted they will not participate in the school lunch program
at this time. They keep saying that it is a welfare problem and not a school
problem. Although they have been accepting various types of moneys and sur-
plus foods with no criteria or guidelines, for the past 24 years. We feel they are
taking a dictator attitude and hungry children is not important, and is not their
responsibility.

We were holding a meeting recently at the Co-Op. A fellow stumbled in with
a bottle of ripple wine in his hand saying "I'm a poor okie like you are." And
you being led by Phil Neumark and others. He kept referring to Jim Switzer
as the "yellow shirt" and Dave Talamante as the Beard. We let him talk for two
hours not saying much of anything. asked him why he was there. He said just to
tell you Phil Neumark is leading you. So I persuaded him to leave. I learned later
he was the director over the cafeteria in the Modesto School District. His name
was Harley Pullinum who lived in a $35.000 home.

Senator Mc Gomm. Thank you very much, Mr. Wilson.
I wonder if you could just clarify the role that you have played.

and tell us how you became involved in this school lunch controversy
here in Modesto. You recall earlier in the testimony, some of the
earlier witnesses, your role was described somewhat, but I would like
to have you just enlarge on that a little bit as to how you became in-
volved as one of the active participants in this issue?

Mr. WI sox. Well, first of all, there was an issue came up about my
son. They expelled him out of school. So I went to the school board
and asked them, I sez "What kind of guidelines have you got ?" You
know, "Just because my kid is poor, how come you kicked him out
of school ? Show me something,' you know, "show me some guide-
line." Well they are really up to date on that. I have been waiting
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way over a year and I still ain't got no guidelines on that. But never-
theless, that is what brought, me to this.

Then I knew that. I couldn't afford 8 lunch 811(1 1 got to look-
ing around and other people, I kept talking, kept talking to different
people, and they couldn't afford a lunch. You know, they couldn't
even afford a sack lunch, due to the fact they didn't, have no light
bread to carry, and the kids would laugh them out of school if t hey
had to tuck a biscuit to school.

Senator McGovEnx. You have four children in the school system,
is that correct?

Mr. Mum I have four in school now, but one kicked out and
four in.

Senator McGovEnx. What does that school lunch program, if it
operates effectively, what does that really mean to a family like yours?

Air. WiLsox. Well, in my case now, you see, like I said before. I've
got social security, ATD. To me it wouldn't mean nothing at this time
because I wouldn't be underneath the 0E0 guidelines. But to other
people

Senator McGovEnx. No, but I mean what would be the value to
your family if the program were functioning as a good school lunch
program? now important is that to your family in terms of your
children and their well being?

Mr. Wnsox. I see what you mean. Well, what it would mean, they
would get a class A lunch. They would get a better lunch, they would
get more, you know, all they want to eat, and perhaps seconds if they
wanted them. You know, there would be hot, food. The way it is now
they are cutting the food value down to save money, and not only that,
they cut out all seconds. Now here they are trying to cut out all high
schools lunches. They say it is only 15 or 16 percent, you know, eating
lunches in the high schools. Well, let's stop and think for a moment.
Ma be there is a reason for that. Maybe the reason is because the
children cant afford those, kind of prices that they are charging at the
restaurant. or maybe they are not making- a lunch that the children,
you know, the type of lunch that the children really want. There's
lots of reasons.

Senator McGovEnx. 1)o your children pay for the lunch, Mr. Wil-
son, or are they under the free lunch program?

Mr. WILSON. No, sir; they pay for their lunch.
Senator McGovEnx. All four of them?
Mr. WILSON. Well, I have one in Headstart. Of course, his lunch is

free.
Senator McGovEnx. What does that cost per lunch? What do you

have to pay for that?
Mr. WILSON. Thirty-five cents a meal. It costs me about a dollar

and a nickel a day.
Senator McGovEnx. For your children that are in the programs?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Senator McGovEnx. Do you have difficulty on your income with the

rest of the diet, with the breakfast, and the dinner and supper in the
evening, or is that a serious problem ?

Mr. WILSON. Well, no, it comes out about right.
Senator McGovEnx. So your interest here is not only in preserving

a good nutritious program that you have been paying for, for your
42-778-70-pt. 2-4
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youngsters, but you want the free or reduced-price lunches for fam-
ies that cant afford to pay anything?
Mr. Wasox. Yes, sir. You see, a lot of these people want to use

AFDC standards, and they want to use other standards. You know,
you hear several standards to be used. But if you get right down to it.
you are not going to get a true count by using any of them because
there are some people, you've got some proud people in this country.
They will not sign up on welfare which they would be eligible for.
They would not sign for the free lunch because they are afraid some-
one is going to gig them on it, you know, or turn them down. You
know what I mean? And stuff like this, so it is really hard to reach
all the people.

Senator McGorms. Well, thank you, Mr. Wilson, for your testi-
mony, and we want to move on now to our third witness in this panel,
Mr. David Talamante. Mr. Talamante

STATEMENT OF DAVID A. TALAMANTE

Mr. TALAMANTE. Mr. Senator and members of the committee, on
behalf of the citizens to save the school lunch program, we thank you
for being here today. I will now read my personal testimony before
the committee.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I hope that the presence
of your committee in Modesto will bring the respect which has so far
been lacking from the board of education for the needs of the low-
income community in Modesto.

My recent involvement in the citizens to save the school lunch pro-
gram has brought to light the fact that although the free-lunch pro-
gram is a local problem, we are going to need help at the national
level. I will testify to the fact that the board of education has simply
refused to discuss a $19,000 grant from the National Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity to feed the hungry children of Modesto city
schools for the remainder of the school year.

This unjustifiable act has created a strong and dedicated coalition
among all ethnic groups to demonstrate to the board of education that
the community is behind us. We have assured the school board that
we must not and will not accept this action that the board of educa-
tion has taken against the children of Modesto.

The fact is, Mr. Chairman, that there is hunger in Modesto. There
is a very deep hunger. Approximately 51 percent of Stanislaus County
lives below the 0E0 poverty guidelines.

On January 7, 1967, when my family and I moved to Modesto, I
found it very difficult to find a job. It was even harder to accept the
fact that there were so many unemployed people in Stanislaus County.
At this point in our lives we did not realize that so many people were
depending on welfare for their livelihood. As the days and months
went on I started to wonder about the condition this country was in
and why. On September 17, 1967, I was employed by the Stanislaus
County Community Action Commission as a community worker.

I started working with the farm workers and found out that their
basic concern was how were they going to provide food for their chil-
dren. I personally surveyed this county and found out what kind of
project would best fit the needs of the poor people of Stanislaus
County.
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The survey, which took 4 months, proved that the low-income peo-
ple desperately need food, jobs, and housing. We decided that a low-
ncome farm and food cooperative would help sonic of the hunger
problems of this county. My immediate supervisors could not believe
the fact the people were actually going hungry in this county. Our
low-income food project was always criticized.

We opened the doors of the cooperative on July 3, 1969. As soon as
the store opened, children from the surrounding low-income commu-
nity began coming in and asking for lunch meat and other food to eat
because they were hungry. Word got around that we were a low-
income organization. Although this was a bad business practice, we
could not resist giving food to hungry children.

As the school days rolled along in September, kids began to come in
and ask if we could provide lunches for them. We did this to the limit
of the very limited resources we had available to us.

Events like this made me realize the conditions under which the
residents of Modesto were living. I started talking to our members
because, as the winter months continued, our credit accounts had been
going up. I found out that the majority did not have enough money
even to buy groceries.

At that point we began referring many of the people who came into
the coop to the emergency food program. It was aliont this time that
we went through the exposure of the hunger crisis in Stanislns
County.

Let me say this to our elective Representatives here today. There is
hunger in Stanislaus County, and there are hungry children in Modesto
city schools. The reason that the school board has not recognized this
problem is that they do not have any contact with low-income people
in Modesto. Our school board is made up of people living on the north
side of town, who do not realize the deepness of the crisis of our people
for the basic daily necessities of life.

Our basic experience at the co-op and at other organizations that I
have worked with has proved to us througi day-to-day experience
that poeple are desperate for food, and that when a program comes
about which gives them an adequate daily diet it becomes a very im-
portant issue for us. This is proved by the large forces that have
mobilized behind this issue when the lunch program was endangered.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for hear-
ing my testimony on this problem, which is a very deep concern for
our community. We would appreciate any help or assistance that this
committee can give us in solving the problems that the board of edu-
cation has brought upon the children of Modesto.

Thank you.
Senator McGovEnx. Thank you, Mr. Talamante. I know you have

been close to low- income families in this community. Has the decision
of the school board not to comply with Judge MacBride's order had an
effect or noticeable effect on the low-income community's faith in law
and order in our judicial process, our political process?

Mr. TALAMANTE. Yes, it has, Senator. We have been picketing for
the last 2 weeks, and it has been very hard for people to understand
how can an elected body like the school board disobey a Federal court
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order and yet expect the low-income citizens, the young students,
lie children of our society, to respect law and order ?
We have been trying to rest ram the students, the low-income people

from taking other actions, because they see no solution when law and
order is not obeyed by elected officials.

Senator McGovaix. We appreciate your statement, Mr. Talamante.
A number of the quest ions I had intended to ask you have already been
considered here, so we will move on to Mr. Takayanagi.

Mr. Takayanagi, you are accompanied by Mr. Neil Bodine. is that
correct ?

Reverened TAKATAXAGI. Yes, that is correct, Senator.
Senator McGovEnx. What I would like to suggest, in view of the

fact that we are approaching the noon hour here and still have some
ot her witnesses, perhaps you could summarize your statement and hit
the highlights, the points you most wanted to make, and then possibly
Mr. Bodine could give us a summary of the survey on the need for the
school hunch program, and we will proceed with a few questions on
t hat basis.

STATEMENT OF M. JACK TAKAYANAOI, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
STANISLAW COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION COMMISSION, AC-
COMPANIED BY NEIL BODINE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, STANIS-
LAUS COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION COMMISSION

Reverend TAKAYANAGI. Yes, we will be very happy to do that, sir,
and I will leave that area in which the survey that you make reference
to Mr. Bodine, since he is the one who can speak more directly to it.

In making this presentation as a member of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Community Action Commission of Stanislaus County, I
am also the pastor of the Congregational Church here in the city, and
from this area I'm also vitally interested in this particular concerning
the problems that we have.

I just want to make mention that the Community Action Commis-
sion of Stanislaus County is a Federal refunded agency which serves
as a catalyst and mediator for the entire community regarding the
problems and concerns that face the low-income and poor people of
our county. Because it is so constituted

Senator McGovrax. Reverend Takayanagi, may I interrupt you
just a moment I

There are a number of chairs here in the front of the auditorium.
You people that have been standing a long time are welcome to come
in and take these chairs. There are at least a half a dozen empty chairs
I see here in the front of the auditorium.

You may proceed then, Reverend.
Reverend TAILAYANAGI. Because the CAC, which I will refer to the

Community Action Commission as that because that is the initials,
provides through dialog and projects a base to face these concerns
with realism ar.'l to prevent the 1,olarization within our community
that may arise through misunderstanding or lack of knowledge of
upper-income people about the poor people of our society. I think this
is an appropriate time to bear witness and testimony at this particular
hearing.
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Because this is the primary function and its priority should be
concerned with the low-income and poor people of the county, the
national school lunch program and its effect upon the welfare of the
poor is within its jurisdiction of conscience and concern. In the board
of educationand I wish to make this with emphasisin the board
of education and its administration's decision to withdraw from this
program is reflected more on the principle and the criteria rather than
on the true exhaustive study of the hungry among our people. I think
this was borne out in testimony this morning, and Mr. Bodine will
make reference to verify the factor that w., have endeavored in this
past week tc make at least a random-sample survey of this situation
in our target area of the city.

So, skipping over that particular aspect, and leaving that to Mr.
Bodine, may I continue by saying when the board of education and
the superintendent indicated teat its reason for withdrawal from the
national school lunch program was due to the fact of an added strain
upon an already exhausted budgetand we recognize thatand that
it, would require $10,000 to see the program to the end of the present
school year, the CAC made available to the national 0E0 the amount
of *20,000 so it could remain in the program, particularly crucial in
that both on the state and national level there are pending bills
directly pertaining to this program.

When the board gave an unofficial poll stating it would accept the
offer, stating it was now a matter of principle and not of money, our
executive director, Mr. Bodine, at the board's meeting on March 16
presented the following reasons to the board to give serious recon-
sideration of their previous decision, or their poll decision, to with-
draw from the national school lunch program, and I should like to
read those four particularly salient points that was presented at that
meeting by our executive director, Mr. Bodine.

Number one. to withdraw from the national school lunch program
1>y refusing to take a prudent, risk is to jeopardize the learning of sonic
2,800 children in the city of Modesto. The prudent risk may be dam('
as building up the community's expectations and not be able to meet
it. However, it is the feeling of those, present that it is a risk with
which the low-income people were wining to take if the board would
have assumed it.

Second. to withdraw from the national school lunch program would
jeopardize the many bills before State and notional legislative bodies
which would allocate millions of dollars for toe lunch program, and
thus conceivably can endangstr the lives of many children in the
Nation. And I might comment that this has strong moral implications
as well.

Three, to withdraw from the national school lunch program would
curiously jeopardize our emergency food-medical service program of
the CAC and cause it to close by October when the need stirts to be-
eue the greatest in our county during the winter month.

Four, to withdraw from the pi ogram may well fracture and polai.ze
our community and further reduce the conseonence of our people in
its own governmental bodies and the democratic process.

Ilemg present. at that, meeting. Senator, I can testify that there was
a standing ovation for the clarity of the reasons, and for the remainder
of that. meeting there was no one stool in opposition to the reasoning
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for which Mr. Bodine had presented and his reasons for the clarity
of position of offering to the board the $20,000 from the national 0E0.

The board's failure to more that the matter be placed on the official
agenda that night or at any future meeting indicated to the community
that was present its refusal of the CAC offer.

Thusly, I wish to enter upon this record a sort of a personal reflec-
tion on this matter, that it is one of both obligation and moral responsi-
bility which I feel the refusal of the $20,000 has placed the board of
education in a very grave posture. Its obligation to feed hungry chil-
dren, by its own admittance, must be somewhat aehcate when it re-
fused to accept the $20,000 when it added no extra obligation on the
taxpayer or on the existing school budget.

By its own admission by the chairman or the president of the
board that "This is a community problem, not just a school.' then
I feel it is missing the opportunity whereby we can make this aid in-
deed a community concern, showing faith in its community in accept-
ing the $20.000 and saying that to the community, that the continuing
of the funding of this program in the future would depend upon the
ability of the community to acquire Federal, state and local funding.

There are already a number of community organizations interested
in seeing that this be explored besides the guidance and concern of
both the CAC and the welfare department.

It. is also, I feel, a moral responsibility in that the action has not
taken into account the furthering of the polarization of the com-
munity at a time when this community cannot afford to be polarized.
As one whose position at present allows me to keep a listening ear to
both the middle-class and upper-middle-class and low-income and
poor people, I say with great seriousness that this community cannot
go on supporting actions that will reduce the confidence of its people in
those who have responsible positions to face realistically the problems
of this community. Therefore, the board of education, I feel, cannot
afford at this time particularly to be the cause of such a polarization
between itself and the connnunity it is called upon to serve. I believe
it had a real opportunity and a role to play in maintaining the unity of
its community, and nothing can acid to the discomfort of our people
when the children are hungry when they know that by an action they
could be fed. If that was not communicated at the last board of educa-
tion meeting and events since that time, then perhaps the injunction
will come from even a higher court. We who have ears do not hear,
and we who have eyes do not see.

At this time I will turn the survey situation over to Mr. Bodine.
Senator McGovEux. Thank you very much, Reverend Takayanagi.

We appreciate your statement.
Mr. Bodine?
Mr. BODINFI. After the school board meeting last week when the offer

that our agency made was turned down, I noted in reflecting on the
situation that there were several serious problems in the community.
One, there was an increasing polarization between the low income and
the middle class. There was a great deal of misinformation. and a
general vagueness about the extent of hunger in the commnnity.

Now. as an agency which is supposed to be an advocate for the poor
In the total community and to facilitate total communit action to
solve issues. we made an attempt to provide more substantial in forma-
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tion which the larger community could digest, and together with the
support and assistance of the League of Women Voters we did a
random-sample survey of the seven 'target area schools. In the survey
we interviewed families which comprised 398 children, vproximately
5 percent of the population. This was done strictly at random. We had
no idea what the results would be prior to running the survey.

The conclusions can be reached at this point at the preliminary
study of the results. If you would like to find how we came to these
conclusions you can look at the total survey form.

The first conclusion is that at least 44 percent of the school age chil-
dren in the seven target area schools come from families earning less
than $4,000 annually.

At least 55 percent of the children depend upon some form of public
assistance or fixed income rather than employment. More significantly,
more than one out of three children go without any lunch at all, hot or
cold, at least once during the week, because of their parents' financial
inability to provide them with such a lunch.

Also, one out of seven children do not receive a lunch on any day of
the week. A significant percentage of these children come from families
whose annual income is $3,000 to $4,000 annually. Almost two-thirds
of these are der.mderit upon public assistance.

So we can say safely that one out of seven children do not have a
lunch anytime during the week, and therefore his education suffers.

One out of ten of these children go without breakfast at least once a
week, because, again, their parents cannot afford to buy the food.

Finally, the current administration of the free-lunch program in the
Modesto City schools seems to be totally inconsistent because the
;ncome of the majority of the families that were turned down for the
food program relative to the number of school age children in their
families is as low or lower than that of the families that are receiving
free lunches, and if you study the two tables here you can see that actu-
ally the ones that are refused do not even have as much money as those
dint are presently being served.

Senator MeGovEnx. Thank you, Mr. Bodine, for your statement.
Reverend Takayanagi, I vas interested in your comment about the
danger of this issue spreading or polarizing the community. Do you
think the refusal by the hoard of the $20,000 offered by 0E0 on the
grounds that this violated a principle, the board didn't want to accept
it, that that served this polarization problem that you talked about ?

Reverend Tmoy.vs.wa. Yes. I think the concern that WV had at
this action not only has disturbed most certainly the community where
the problem most seriously exists, of course, I think in my own reflec-
tion there are many who are in the middle-class society of our com-
munity who are very much ar:zturbed also by this, by this action. I
think it has been testified here about it, and I feel that within my own
hearing that this is also tree.

I think this only adds to the significant situation of the factor that
there does not seem to be the ability for our people to communicate in
this sense to the board of education, and that to be continually running
into this kind of confrontation can only serve for people to have a
feeling of being reduced to less confidence in the kiuu of governmental
function that we placed in responsibility to those persons whom we
elect to serve the community, and in this regard I feel that this just

..,



pushes back people rather than to bring them into a united communi-
cation and relationship, and I think this just adds one more to some
previous and certainly, perhaps, hopefully not, but future kinds of
confrontations of this nature.

Senator McGovERN. So that aside from the immediate impact on
the children with reference to the feeding program you are pleading
for an opening of better communications between the low-income fam-
ilies and other families in this district and the school board?

Reverend TAKAYANAGI. Yes: let me just continue by saying this
statement, that it is our feeling that if the board had accepted the
$20,000, which would not have been any added expense to the taxpayer,
would not have put, any restraint, on the remaining budget for the
year, would mean that in one sense that the board could have said to
the community "We are giving a sense of confidence in you," and then
it would allow us in the community who are concerned about this prob-
lem to continue to work toward whatever funding kinds of things
we might need in the fall to continue this program.

I have a feeling that what is at issue here is that we are saying that
if they would have accepted the $20,000 and had then continued to
feed the children and thus given us an opportunity, a sort of interim
period to begin to work as a community toward the funding and con-
tinuation of this program in the fall, what I hear however by the
board's refusal is a factor that they are saying "Let's not feed the
children until we are able to have the funds." That action I presume
polarizes rather than to bring into a more communal kind of rela-
tionship between the peoples in the community.

Senator .McGovEnN. Well, now, from your judgment of attitudes
in the community, do you think that if the estimates that were made
by Judge MacI3ride and others that by a 3-cent increase in the cost of
the school lunch program to those students who are paying for it,
that you could have gotten the additional funds that were needed to
provide free lunches to the poor 3hildren, that this community would
hive been willing to pay for that?

Reverend TAKAYANAGI. Well, I would hope that they certainly
would. I feel that this would have enabled us to come to the kind of
decision the eommunity needs to make, and the we

Senator McGovEnx. There is no doubt, is there, that Judge Mac-
Bride spelled out that it was a legal alternative for the school board
simply to raise the price 2 or 3 cents to those students that were paying
for school lunches, and that money could have been used to meet the
funding deficiency until such time as Federal funds were available?

Reverend TAKAYANAGI. Yes, sir.
Senator McGovEnN. And you think the community would have sus-

tained that kind of effort?
Reverend TAK-AvANAor. Yes. I think the concern that we had at

this time over the time when we came through the winter months in
December, the crisis which we had, and the community response to
that particular crisis of hunger during the month of December, would
only seem to me to give sanction to this particularyes.

Senator McGovEnN. Well, thank you very much, Reverend, gentle-
men. We appreciate your testimony.

(Prepared statement of Rev. M. Jack Takayanagi follows :)



PREPARED STATEMENT OF M. JACK TAKATANAGI

As the representative of the Community Action Commission (CAC) of Stan-
Wails County and a member of its Executive Committee, I would like to make
the following points before the Select Committee on Nutrition and human Needs
of the United States Senate:

1. The basic objective of the Stanislaus County Community Action
Commission.

2. The concern of the CAC for the poor as it is reflected through the Na-
tional School Lunch Program.

3. The CAC offer to the Modesto Board of Education to remain in the Na-
tional School Lunch Program.

4. A personal observation by way of summarization.
I. The estimated population of Stanislaus County is 200,000 of which 51.11%

of its people come from families which make $4,000 or less. The gravity of our
community's struggle on the war on poverty is evidenced when one recognizes
that the national 0E0 poverty level is established at $3,600 for a family of four.
Whereas 51.6% of our families have incomes of $4,000 and below, 24.5% of these
families have incomes below $3,000. The United States Department of Agricul-
ture survey indicates (1965) that nationally '411 of the families under $3,000 per
annum are mal-nourished. To compound the poverty of the people is the fact
that Stanislaus County has one of the highest unemployment rates in the nation
in that as early as October it reaches 10% and may escalate in the winter
months to as high as 20%.

Recognizing these and other contributing factors such as housing the CAC has
as its objective to organize and mobilize the entire community in confronting
and dealing with these problems. It serves as a bridge to bring to the com-
munity's attention these existing problems and to present projects to avoid the
polarizations of its community to deal realistically with them. As a funded fed-
eral agency, the CAC sees itself as a catalyst and mediator in dealing with the
concerns of the low-income people with the entire community.

II. The CAC's involvement with the National School Lunch Program is in
direet relation with its policy for the concerns of the welfare of the poor. On
December 9. 1969 the Stanislaus County Board of Supervisors declared the
county in a state of a "hunger disaster." At that time both the CAC Emergency
Food and Medical Program and the Department of Welfare had exhausted its
funds to feed the hungry. This condition wa brought about by the high rate
of winter unemployment, the increased caseloads of AFDC, the high percentage
of unmet needs due to the fact that the California Welfare Grant has not changed
since 1957 though the cost of living since that time has increased more than 26%.
This condition will show itself in the ability for families to provide 'undies for
their children. This week the CAC undertook a random sample survey of one
of its five target areas to determine the ability of families to provide lunelies for
its children. Out of families which include 398 children, 35.5% could not provide
lunches every day for their children, either bought or bagged. This would mean
141 children would he without regular daily lunches during the week. The survey
indicated that 42.2% representing 168 children could afford to buy lunches each
day and the remaining 22.3% would be a combination of hag and bought lunches.
The parents of tin children (14.1% of all the children) cannot provide lunches on
any (lay of the week.

It is the consensus of the CAC that the National School Lunch Program not
only assists through funded matching monies aneommoditics to alleviate this
hanger problem by providing lunches free oT at reduced cost but provides a
means whereby children may be fed in order that they may grow and respond to
the educational process at a most formative time in a Mind's growth. For a
School District to withdraw from such a program is to negate two of the most
vital areas of a child's need and growth, health and ethicatoll. Thus. the CA('
must take the position of being supportive of the injunction of the court toward
the Ifodesto Board of Education that it make provisions for free lunches to pit
children of families whose income is less than the 0E0 guidelines for the poverty
level.

The CAC would point out that the court allows for the establishing of new
guidelines as long as they are not based on the number of free lunches the
Board of Education felt it could afford rather than on the existing need in the
district as required by law. it is also the feeling of the CAC that there has
been no real attempt by the Board of Education or its administration as to what
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is the real need that exists in those target areas where the low-income and poor
families reside. (Attached to this report is the result of a random sample survey
which was done in one target area by the CAC this past week.)

III. The Modesto Board of Education's original reason for withdrawal icon:
the National School Lunch Program (NSLP) was cited as being unable to budget
the amount necessary to carry out the program under the injunction of the court.
To remain in the NSLP would cost the district $19,000 according to its superin-
tendent. Protesting the Board of Education's withdrawal from the NSLP the
CAC presented to the Board at its March 16 official meeting an offer of $20,000
from a grant to be provided by the National 0E0 through the CAC if it would
prevent the school district from withdrawing from the NSLP. (See attached
letter.)

Mr. Neil Bodine, Executive Director of the CAC, gave the following unbiased
reasons for the Board of Education to reverse its previous action and to re-enter
the NSLP :

1. To withdraw from the NSLP by refusing to take t prudent risk is to
jeopardize the learning of some 2,800 children in the Modesto City Schools.
The prudent risk may be defined as building up the community's expectations
and not be able to meet it, however, it is a risk with which the low-income
people were willing to take if the Board would have assumed it.

2. To withdraw from the NSLP would jeopardize the many bills before
state and national legislative bodies which would allocate millions of dollars
for the lunch program and thus conceivably can endanger the lives of many
children in the nation. This has strong moral implications as well.

3. To withdraw from the NSLP would seriously jeopardize the Emergency
Food-Medical Service Program of the CAC and cause it to close by October
when the need starts to become greater in our county.

4. To withdraw from the program may well fracture and polarize our
community and further reduce the confidence of our people in its own gov-
ernmental bodies and the democratic process.

The offer of the $20,000 would in no way add to the burden of the taxpayers
or would its acceptance imperil the District School budget. It is an offer
made to enable the Board of Education to remain in the NSLP for the
remainder of the school year and in no way commits the Board to continue
in the program in the fall of 1970. It would, however, restore the much needed
confidence of our people in the Board of Education and would enable the
community as a whole to concern itself in acquiring funds, federal, state, and
local. to continue the program in the fall. It was a "no strings attached"
offer by which the Board of Education could have by its acceptance set the
stage for a community wide cooperative endeavor to seek the funds necessary
to continue the NLSP for the ensuing year.

The Board of Education's failure to place this matter on the official agenda
of March 16 and to allow an official discussion of the offer but to let it die
without a motion was saying to the community it was refusing the CAC offer.

IV. In submitting the above position of the CAC Executive Committee. I wish
to make a personal observation. Throughout this controversy, the president of the
Board of Education has reiterated that "it's a total community problem, not just
the schools." To this I will concur though not exclusive of the Board of Education
as a part of the representative community. No one desires that anyone should go
hungry and above all children. In presenting the $20,000 it afforded the Board of
Education to assume in the community not only an obligatory role but indeed a
moral one in saying, "we do not want to see any child go hungry." At the same
time the Board of Education could have placed the responsibility for the future
funding of the NSLP in the school district where it should rightfully be, with the
community. There are several organizations in the community, "Citizens to Feed
Hungry Children." "Citizens Disaster Relief Committee," "Committee to End
Hunger in Stanislaus County." which have concerned themselves in this cont
inanity over this problem. In a smaller meeting of a cross section of representative
Community people of both the middle-class and low-income people prior to the
public meeting of March 16, 1970 there was a verbal agreement that a community
response could he truly envisaged to meet this and many other problems that arethe root causes of hunger and poverty among our people. It is disappointing that
this confidence was not upheld by the Board of Education when it wag asked to
remain in the NST,P and provide the incentive whereby a community action
response might well have brought greater unity in our community.
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I wish to express to the Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs of

our United States Senate for coming to Modesto and allowing us to share our
concern for the vast problems of the poor, my personal gratitude for its deep
interest in such a perplexing and yet most relevant issue.

Senator Mc GovEnx. Now, our final witness this forenoon is Mr.
James Hemphill, who is the supervisor of food services, the depart-

ment of education, the State of California. Mr. Hemphill ?

Senator .Tavits, who is the ranking minority member of this com-

mittee, has sent a message which I would like to read into the record:

I regret that previous commitments did not allow me to attend the hearing

this morning. I commend all of those in Modesto who are working to bring about

a climate of understanding to the end that needy children, all children, will re-
ceive lunches. Senator davits of New York.

STATEMENT OF JAMES HEMPHILL, SUPERVISOR OF FOOD SERVICES,

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. HEMPHILL. Senator McGovern and staff members, I am James
Hemphill, chief of the bureau of food services for the California State
Department of Education, and in that position I am responsible for
the administration of the national school lunch and other federally
financed child nutrition programs in California.

I received an invitation to participate in this hearing only last Fri-
day. Therefore I very much regret that I do not have a written state-
ment to file with the committee.

During the past 2 years California has made significant progress
in providing more needy children with free and reduced-price school

meals. Three years ago approximately 60,000 children were receiving
such meals in California, representing a little over 7 percent of the
total meals served. In January of 1970 we were providing 175,000 such

meals daily, which represents approximately 20 percent of the total
meals served.

Three years ago we had 13 breakfast programs operating in the
State, reaching 1,400 children with free and reduced-price breakfasts.
In January of 1970 we had 121 breakfast programs, reaching 14,000
children per day.

This improvement is encouraging. However, we have a long way to
go. A minnnum of 500.000 children in California should be receiving

free and reduced-price school meals.
Senator Mc Gomm. What was that figure, Mr. Hemphill ?
Mr HEMPHILL. 500,000 at minimum.
Senator McGown...-. That should receive it free, and those are chil-

dren from poverty-level
Mr. HEMPHILL. Yes, AFDC or below.
Senator McGovnRN. Now, how many of those, was it 500,000, how

many of those are you presently feeding?
Mr. HEMPHILL. In January, 175,000.
It would cost approximately $35 million per year to furnish these

lunches. Several bills are being considered in the State legislature and
would make at least a start in meeting this need.

A second major problem of the child nutrition programs is how to
extend their benefits to more children from low- and middle-income
families. Certainly priority should he given to meeting the needs of
children front low-income families, that is, AFDC or those with coin-
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parable incomes. However, there are many families who do not qualify
for or will not accept public assistance, but who just en tinot attorch to
pay 40 cents per lunch for four or five children. These families are the
producers, those who pay the taxes to finance free hunches for needy
children, and vet very often their children are excluded from partici-
pating in the school lunch program.

One very clear lesson learned from the special assistance program is
the fact that when the hutch charge is reduced by from 10 to 0 cents,
pnpil participation doubles. At the sane time the requests for free
lunches decrmed.

Serious consideration, therefore, should be given to reducing the
lunch charge to all pupils in order to brunt the hutch charge within the
reach of more families while at the same time reducing the need to
provide free lunches.

A third and increasing problem of the child's nutrition program is
the determination of those pupils who are eligible to receive free or
reduced-price. lunch. The interpretation of income scales, the identifi-
cation of unmet need and the definition of what constitutes a house-
hold, are areas in which welfare people are more knowledgeable than
our school people. Consideration should be given to legislation and
funding which would authorize county welfare, departments to certify
to school districts the names of those children who should be provided
free or reduced-price bindles. The school district would then provide
the lunches, and then at the end of the month bill the welfare depart-
ment for the cost of the lunches. [Scattered applause.]

Fourth, special assistance programs must be redesigned in order to
follow the child. We just can't continue to live with the "needy school"
concept. Many districts are dispersing their needy and ethnic groups.
Others are presently under court order to do so. We can define, I be-
lieve, needs' eh ildren or needy families but I am not sure any more what
we mean by "needy schools."

Finally, in order to reach all needy children, the 9.5-cent limitation
on special assistance reimbursement of the cost of food, whichever is
the lesser, should be changed, removed. Many districts cannot provide
the 15 or 9.0 cents per lunch necessary to finance free meals for needy
pupils. An alternative might be to require State matching of funds for
this purpose, and again there are several bills in the State legislature
which would help to meet this need.

The sinus of Miley required to furnish free and low-cost nutrition,:
lunches to pupils are large. However, even larger sums are required to
finance public education. If it is true that yon can't. teach a hungry
child, how much of general education funds are dissipated because
pupils sitting in class are hungry or, at the very least, undernourished

That concludes my statement, Senator.
Senator McelovEux. Thank you, Mr. Hemphill.
Imissed your statement as to what the estimated cost would be if

California were to feed all children in so-called poverty-level families?
Mr. HEmenu.r.. $.35 million.
Senator McGovEnx. $35 million above, what you are now doing?
Mr. HEmettn.r.. No, that would be in total. That would be in total.
Senator MeCiloEns. That would be in total. So how much of an

increase does that represent above, what is now being done?
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Mr. Himinin.L. Well, currently we are receiving in terms, for the
specific purpose el free and reduced-price means, approximately $6
million in Federal funds and approximately $3 million is furnished
by local school districts. At the present time we have only $500,000 in
`....ltate funds for this purpose, so it is a little over $9 or $10 million.

Se for n.;GovEnN. That you are presently getting?
Mr. HEMell1LL. That is correct.
Senator McGovEttic. So that means, then, that you've got to find

another $.26 million. Now, is that Federal honey?
Mr. I haven't specified. I just indicated the cost.
Senator McGovEnN. Yes, but do you think a significant portion of

that might be forthcoming from State funds, or from local participa-
tion ?

Mr. Ilizirun.L. Not a significant portion. There are indications that
we may get approximately $6 million in State funds for school lunch
purposes, or more than that, for reaching needy children and, speciti
wily, AFDC children.

Senator McGovrAts. And those would be either free or reduced-price
lunches.

Mr. IIrstrun.L. That is correct.
Senator 31cGorms. Mr. Hemphill, at a school board meeting on

March 16 Dr. Corona said that as a result of this lawsuit the school
districts had lost some $20,000 in State and Federal funds. As I under-
stand it, ho said that you had told him that these funds had to be
distributed to other districts, because of the tieup under the lawsuit.
Is that an accurate picture of what the situation really was?

Mr. I Izmmnu.. It is approximately accurate technically. We had
indicated, not in connection with the lawsuit at all, but just a matter of
course, that the districts which were not effectively using special as-
sistance money would have the funds withheld and it reapportioned
to other districts. In other words. the Department or Education has the
responsibility, obviously, of making the most effective use of the special
assistance funds, and those districts that do not or cannot perform,
you see. should not hold the money and have it revert at the end
of the year. It should be allocated to districts that have demonstrated
a need and are performing. And on the basis of performance at that
timeand I believe this was in November or December, I have for-
gotten the specific datethere were indications that Modesto would
not use its total entitlement, and so we asked them and indicated to
them that we were withholding that pending justification for its use.

Now, their point was that they could not use it, they could not ex-
pand their program, because they were under court injunction to main-
tain it at the same level, so if they could in fact have used the money
and it still holds, we would release it.

Senator McGovux. Well, what I am trying to get at is the reason
why the funds were withheld. Dr. Corona said it was because of the
lawsuit.

Mr. HEmmuLL. I think indirectly his point is correct, but I don't
like to use the term "withholding." Technically it was, shall we say,
a freeze. We simply wanted an indicationand this goes beyond
Modestowe wanted an indication from the districts that had re-
ceived entitlement of special assistance funds that they would in fact
use them this year.
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Senator McGOVERN. 'Well, did you tell the school district, Mr. Hemp-
hill, that if they would comply with the court order that you would
increase the amount of section 11 funds that they could receive this
year?

Mr. HEMPHILL. This had nothing to do with the court order. My
letter to them and the tentative hold on the money had nothing what-
ever to do with the court order. This same notice went to a number of
school districts not involved in a suit.

Senator McGovEnx. But it is a fact, is it not, that at any time the
Modesto school district had requested funds, special assistance funds,
you would have made it available to them?

Mr. HEMPHILL. Yes, sir.
Senator McGovEax. There is no question about that?
Mr. HEMPHILL. No question about it, and that still holds.
Senator McGovEax. So to argue that the court decision made it im-

possible for you to provide those funds is not correct.?
Mr. HEMPHILL. Well, again, I don't want to quibble on this. I don't

want to quibble, but they indicated that the reason they could not use
the money at the time it was withheld was because they were restricted
in what they could perform. This is my understanding. Perhaps you
might ask Dr. Corona on that.

Senator McGovEax. Well, I am not trying, believe me, Mr. Hemp-
hill, to engage in a semantic argument. But to try to clarify your posi-
tion, as far as yon were concerned, funds could have been made avail-
able from special assistance funds that were not used, and the school
board position, as you understand it, is that they felt they couldn't
use those funds because of restraints of court. It that a fair picture?

Mr. HEMPHILL. Yes.
Senator McGovEax. Well, that is all we are trying to get at is what

the situation was.
Mr. Hemphill, the committee was given a letter that you sent to Dr.

Corona on Mardi 131 in which you said in the opening paragraph of
that letter :

In reply to your letter of March 7th, the U.S. Department of Agriculture has
insisted that board policy statements regarding free or reduced-price meals for
needy pupils be spelled out in detail.

And then you added:
While I do not agree with this requirement, I have no alternative but to comply.

Now, the question I would like to ask, which is a legitimate ooncern
of this committee, is whether you think it encourages compliance with
Federal regulations in this program, which after all is a Federal-State
program, when the State director of the program says he doesn't
agree with the regulation? How do you get compliance with Federal
regulations if you as the State director of the program begin by telling
a local school district that you don't agree with the regulations?

Mr. HEMPHILL. Well. the regulations, I have no disagreement with
the regulations that required written policy and procedures by local
school districts. What I meant was that at the time that was written,
and that was some time ago, that was some time ago when we were very
early involved in this whole procedure last year of developing these
written policies, what I objected to was requiring the written detail,

See p. 446,
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written specifics in the form of the implementation in administrative
procedures to be filed with the Department of Education.

What I am saying is that the basic policy statement, we put out
guidelines on this, and they touch on every point of the written Fed-
eral regulations and requirements. They protect the anonymity of the
children, and income scale, and indication of the personnel responsible
for making determinations. These were detailed in our guidelines, and
to go beyond that in those specifics of the time of the collection of
money in this type of thing, that is what I was objecting to, not the
basic requirements for written policy and the basic points covered.

Senator McGovEnx. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Hemphill,
for your statement.

Let me just say by way of conclusion here this morning that I think
this entire hearing, while it has revealed some very sharp differences of
opinion as to what is at the base of the difficulty here, what every one of
these statements has done is to provide dramatic testimony of the need
for fundamental reform in our school lunch program. I think it is a
clear call upon those of us in the Congress to enact the bill that passed
a few weeks ago by the U.S. Senate.

And it also raises again what seems to me to be a growing problem
in our country about where we are going to place our national priori-
ties, what it is we think is important, what it is that we think we are
willing to pay for. I think any country that can seriously afford to
think about putting $4 or $5 billion into a project like the supersonic
transport planes to speed people on their way to Paris ought to be
able to feed hungry people. [Applause.]

Mr. Hemphill seems to me to have placed his finger on the crux of
the problem here in California, that roughly two-thirds of the children
from poverty-level families in this State do not participate in a school
lunch program of any kind. Now, that is an improvement over when
the committee was here a year ago, but there is still something wrong,
it seems to me, with a program that reaches only one out of three of the
poorest children in a great State like this,

Now, that is a challenge to the people of Modesto. It is a challenge
to the people of California. It is a challenge to this committee and to
the Con_gress of the United States.

The President a few weeks ago make a pledge that he was going to
do what he could to see that every hungry child in the schools of this
country was fed by next Thanksgiving, that we reached that goal.
Now, we are not going to reach it with the present funding requests
that have been sent to us by the administration, and I am very hopeful
that out of this hearing and out of others like it that we can persuade
our national leaders, that we can persuade the House of Representa-
tives to act on the legislation that has already cleared the Senate and
provide adequate funding with uniform national standard across the
country so that at long last we can achieve what we said we were going
to do when we first passed the national school lunch bill 24 years ago,
and that is to provide a nutritious meal for every schoolchild in this
country. If we can serve that, then this hearing and others like it will
have been worth while.

I want to thank the witnesses on all sides of this issue who have
agreed to participate, and to thank our guests for your courtesy dur-
ing these hearings. The hearing is adjourned. [Applause.]

(Whereupon, at 12 :30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.)
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ScHOOt. BOARD MI:I :TINO, JULY 21, 1969 AT Fssui:: "WHO CAN MODESTO Arrow)
To Fixt.:"

ComnNtsx. The meeting will please ionw to order. This is the time of the
meeting which has been set aside. If the room is not quieted immediately, I

will have the room cleared. This is the pertad of the meeting set aside for public
discussion and anyone who has anything they wish to bring before the Board
which is not part of the regular agenda. Does anyone have anything to say
please?

Pun. N. I'd like to place a number of objections. First
CHAIRMAN. If you have something to say, Mr. Newmark, would you come to

the microphone. please and identify yourself.
Amt.: Nei:. We don't know you. You've never been here before. See what's

going on here a MAI'A or Hitler or what. (Laughter.)
NnuNtAltX. 1I came here under the impression that this was an open meet-

ing. I've learned differently. For the first time sinee I've been here the room
is :apparently closed to theyou knowto the members of the general public
and I'd like an explanation from the School Board. And secondly, I'd like to
know why there are policemen lucre. That gentlemen is a policeman. At least
he identities himself as a polieeman. I mean is thisis this what happens
whenwhenwhen poor people come to the meeting- that there are policemen
and and all of a sudden new rules never heard before. Is that what happens
when the poor people come to the School Board meeting?

CHAIRNI AN. We normally do not have a question aml answer period daring
the public discussion, Mr. Neumark : however. I resent the Inference that there
is a difference between poor people and other twople. and I resent it. Secondly.
the tire marshal has been here and he has warned us since the last meeting that
if the room is occupied by more than 49 persons he will close down the meeting
and that is something I don't want to happen because we happen to have a very
hapttrtant meeting this evening.

'N'EttNtAux. Ft's very strange that the Fire Marshal appears on the sauce night
that the poor people appear. Ile wasn't here when the gym teachers were here
toto get more basketball courts, or when the architects come and, you know,
when the kids were here with the long hair, they were sitting all over the room.
You'll notice that seats have been removed, there's plenty more room in here
for people.

CHAIRMAN. that the Fire Marshal warned us.
NEEMARK. And did anyone try to make when were you notified, I mean,

did anyone try to talk to the Fire Marshal; did anybody try to gel' larger
quarters? I mean, you knew, people knew that there were going to be more than
49 people here tonight. The school lunches are very important. Well, then you
don't know how important the school lunches are to poor people if you didn't
sugpeet that there would be more than 49 people here tonight.

AUDIENCE. ( Wilson ) The agenda came out at 5:30 today. Is that ordinary. And
I don't even see one passed out.

CHAIRMAN. You're out of order, Mr. Wilson.
Wo.sox. I'm sorry (muddled audience discussion in background).
CHAIRMAN. I have information that the Fire Marshal was here on Friday

and posted the sign.
NEUMARK. And since that time there have been no accommodations to larger

quarters. I mean, I used to come here and see beautiful buildings being built.
Certainly one of those rooms would hold more than 49 people and certainly if
this Board were aware of how important school lunches are to poor people, they
would have known that more than 49 people would have been here tonight.

CHAIRMAN. think that the Board is well aware of how important the free
lunch program is. Mr. Wilson?

Wn.sos. Well, first of all I would like to ask why the fire department here,
the pollee department's here and why is all the big, you know, I'll ask you again
the same as Phil did, why the Police Department, why the Fire Department,
and why 49 people allowed in one room? That's three questions I'm asking you.
Now. will you answer it?

('IIAIRMAX. The Fire Marshal is not here. He was here.
Wn.sox. His representative is here, I believe it's the colored fellow right there.

Now. the Police Department, he take me outside a moment ago. Now what about
the Police Department. They usually attend your School Board meetings?

CuAntst.tx. Sometimes they do.
(Comments, laughter and handelapping in background.)
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WitsoN. Well. he's not on our side, so 1 Mean, he must be on some side and
its not ours so it mast be the school board. Now why is the Police Deparment
here tonight?

CaniRmAN. I don't think I have to answer that.
WiLsoN. You don't have to answer it. Ma'am. this is open session. isn't it
Cummins. Yes, but 1
WitsoN. and I'm asking you a question. Now what is the goes

what is the answer?
ClIAlltMt.N. ;under public discussion, Mr. Wilson.
Wit,soN. Everything you do is not under public discussion. I come here tonight

to talk on free lunches.
('uAlltMAN. You Will have that chance when it conies up on the agenda.
V n.sox. But you want to take half my people and put them out there in the

gutter like you have before. A kid ain't got enough money for free lunch and
you're ;win' to say, now go on baby forget it.

Vino:. u3lan) That's you hard luck.
WitsoN. Well, I know it's my hard luck. That's the reason I'm bringing old

luck to the board tonight. But I mean then the third question, you see.
I'm just asking you simple questions. The Fire Marshall, The Police Department,
you know. Why all of this because we're talking about free lunches? You know,
you talk about discrimination. Discrimination has been talked about in this
country, way back in Mississippi, Georgia and all around. These are poor people
I brought with me tonight and poor people wanted to come here to hear. Why
not let the poor people in and let them hear and if they've got a question let 'em,
let 'on be answered too. 1.et thou get up and say their piece. That's the reason
they came here. They didn't come here to set all up out there. They came here to
be heard. Let 'em come in, we can make room. I'll put two on my knee if I have
to. There's a whole line there in the back they could stand back there. If some-
one else is not concerned about fret' lunches, let 'on step aside for a moment. 1.et
the rest of the people come in and sit down. . , 'em be heard. That's what the
people are here for tonight. It's not .

MALE voice. Mr. Wilson, the reason the police are here tonight is because in
recent weeks, this Board has not received the due respect that it is due, and we
have asked these people to come to help us to assist in keeping order in this
room. The reason the chairs have been removed is because the Fire Marshall has
warned us and has come to the point where he hos said there will be 49 people
in this room. Now, if you want to go change the State Law you have that right
to do so.

Witsox. I don't make the State laws, Mr. Corona.
CORONA. a explicit. A room of this size, with one exit, can not house more

than 49 people.
Wil.soA. Culess you're talking about a a
CORONA. violated the law, we have been warned and we've come to the

point. It happens to be coincidental. That is, this issue. Now, if the Board
chooses, we can relocate and postpone to another meeting and relocate SO you cull
all those who'd like to a We're not trying to a a

M'n.sos. If you can
CORONA. do anything. This is a public discussion. Now, that's the reason

why
WitsoN. Mr. Corolla, If you can convince 20,000 people that that is the cause,

I'm a hundred percent with you. I'm a hundred percent with you. 11'ould any-
body else like to speak on this issue? Mr. Parrish?

Cumuli Ax. I think I'm conducting the meeting, Mr. Wilson.
W u.sox. I have the speaker. don't I?
l'uniRmAN. If someone wants to iqwilk, they will please address the chair.
11'u.sox. .Alright.
(Background talking from audience etc.)
CHAIRMAN. Yes. Mr. Parrish.
PARuisit. Yes. Of course. I have the saute objections that Mr. Wilson and

Mr. Neumark had and I would like to follow up on Dr. Corona's suggestion and
urge the Board to to relocate the Meeting. 1 think there are a number of
faeil1ties ill Modesto and some 011 the %%'estside that would accommodate a burger
group. You know, the 1Vestside Center comer immediately to mind. But I think
again this is an issue that is, you know, vety important to many people and
it would be a real crime to, you know, keep them from attending.

42 77S---70pt. 2---- 5
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CHAHImAst. All I can tell you is that I will have to conduct what part of the
meeting that I must have mail we get to the free lunch program which is part
of the agenda and the Board I will poll the Board and ask their decision
on whether they want to postpone another week and relocate to another place.

P.muusu. Well. I think I think I think too though that, you know.
you can't sell:Irate the school lunch issue friun the rest of the agenda Iwcause
all of these items are urgent in the sense that the budget has to be in by a certain
date and so on.

CHAIRMAN. We have things that must be done tonight, Mr. Parrish, which
cannot be put off for another meeting.

PAiausH. ei:
CHAmst AN. We have bid openings tonight ; we have our publication budget

to bring 1111
PAtuusu. Isn't it poss.
CHAIRMAN. And we simply cannot postpone this another meeting.
PAniusH. Isn't it possible, though, that the meeting could be relocated tonight ?
CHAIRMAN. No, sir, it cannot. Because the place and the time have

already
( Unintelligible discussion iu loackground.)
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ntbumark, you ore out Of order.
NmstARK. I'm just speaking to Mr. Parrish.
CHAIRMAN. You sit down. (Short background murmur) YOU SIT DOWN.

(background murmurs) No, you don't have the right. You are an attorney.
that's one thing, but when Mr. Parrish is speaking to the Hoard and expects 1111
answer, I expect you to respect him and the Chair.

MAIM AUK. Mr. Parrish is my client.
CHAIRMAN. uudrrShuul my answer Mr. Parrish?
PARRISH. lib, 1111, Ha* I didn't.
CHAIRMAN. PM sorry, tbere's so much talking I didn't know whether I had

been heard or not and I don't like to shout. The agenda, the meeting place and
the time are published and once they are published prior to the meeting, they
cannot be changed within a 4S hour period. Now, I will poll the Board before
we get to the free Muth part of the free lunch program part of the agenda
and if they want to hold that item over to another time, it tun be next Monday
night or whatever time the Board decides, I will poll them and if they care to
do it, it will be so (tomb. If they choose not to, we have a majority of four members
of the Board here tonight, then it will be taken in its regular sequence.

PAinusit. Yes. Uh, well you know the second, you know the second point that 1
raised about uhnh you know, certain budget Hems had to be in tonight, is
this so?

Citmust AN. Yes, mblication budget must be decided on tonight.
PARRnol. %Veil, do wewwe think
CHAIRMAN. Beemise our next meeting is not designated until August 4 and it

must he in the hands of the County Superiutendant prior to that date.
PARRISH. Right. Well, see, you know, we feel that the school lunch issue is di-

rectly linked to the budget and that they really can't if it's discussed at a
later date well certainly any funds

CHAIRMAN. Well, then, we have no choice.
PAtousn. you know, would be reallocated.
CHAutstAx. We have no choice.
PARtustt. Well, of course, I'm very concerned in that, you know, at last week's

meeting which, you know, as as ult as the ult the present* of the
police indicate ww.: :suite hectic. Ult, you indicated that we would have a, you
know, completel:. open disc,Ission on the free lunch issue and III don't See
how you tun do this when people are forced to staltd in the halls.

l'ilAntstAx. Well, when the peo some people who are iu the room and
they have their chance to speak then maybe they can step out and somebody
else out in the hall who wants to speak may come in and do so.

Pmuusu. Okay. Would thiswould this apply not only to the people the
poor people who are here but also the representatives

CHAIRMAN. I wish you
Pmaustt. Of the School a striet.
CHAIRMAN. wouldn't refer to them as poor people. They are citizens and

taxpayers of this county of Stsmislaus
Witsost. And they are poor people.
CHAntatAx. And they are no different than anybody else.
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Mutsu. I was tanking a distinction for you.
CHAIRMAN. Are you through?
PARRIsit. Ch, yes 1'111 through. I'd just like to say one other thing. I hope that

hi calling the police here that you cautioned them to use SOW° restraint.
(Quick Board discus-don with several -yesses")
CHAIRMAN. Yes.
LOWYNSTEIN. There was a reference nuole before to State law. There is a state

law called the Brown law which require!? that meetings of a body such as this be
open meetings. It is my personal (mini( tin11in fact. my lepil opinion that
under these circumstancesWIhi the ease of a meeting which certainly the
Board had full reason to know was gob tg to be dealing with an issue of great
tontine interest, that to hold that meeting in a room that will only accommodate
49 people is not complying with the Brown law, I think that if this meeting con-
tinue.: tonight, under thew circumstances, there is a substuntiad chance that nu at'
of the business at this meeting will have been legally transacted. I think that
the statement made by the Chair earlier, with all due respect, is in error
when you say that the meeting cannot be moved to another place because the
time and place. the 4$ hour notice has been given, the meeting has tiler convened
in this place, there is nothing in law or in practice that I ant aware of that would
prevent the Chair ft.( in adjourning the meeting to another place at this Buie
and, if /here are fire laws that prevent all the people who are interested in this
issue from being here, it seems to tue that that would be a perfectly reasonable
step to take, to adjourn this meeting and have it re-open in say a half an hour
at the B'estside Center or any other place that would be liMretilent to the MOH

t WOO10 aceommodate the people. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN. We are ready to Are you through? We have to move on to

the meeting.
Wu.sox. Mrs. Kirseiten, the gentleman asked you a question. Was you listening?
CuAntstAN.I was listening.
Wu.soN. No, I don't believe she was.
CHAIRMAN. No, I'm not
WILSON. No, I don't believe she was.
CnAtamAx. I'm not going to adjourn the meeting, Mr. *
Wu.sox. We mule here tonight, ;Nlrs. Kirschen we came here to discuss free

CHAIRMAN. You will.
Witsos. be heard tonight. You told me last week I would have a whole hour

if I wanted it, two hours if I wanted it.
CHAIRMAN. I didn't say two hours.
WILSON. You Mid, all the time you need. Teen I don't even get five minutes

on it. We're talking about bringing people in offin on of the street.
('UAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson! one thing please.

'Then you made up a lire law in this building. I don't know
what kind :4 nix you're trying to fix. But he explained it to you right there. If
you can't have one meeting, you can't have no meeting. Did you understand
what he was trying to tell you?

Cu A MN! AS. I Understood perfectly well.
Wii.sos. Yon didn't understand what he was trying to tell you.
CHAIRMAN. ()INMAN free lunettes
Wit.sos. The Brown Aet you know if Its an open meeting. it's an open

meeting. And if you ain't got enough room lwre, move it down the street.
CHAIRMAN. I would like to disagree with the attorney who just spoke.
Witsos. I'd like to hear your
4 'II AIRMAN. I also know that the Brown Act said there may be no closed

sessions of /While body 11111e&N an executive or persmmel session. This is an
NIN,11 Meeting and if the Morn ean't aecommodate them, 1'111 sorry, But that

the !alive has been deNiglUlted, we have bid openings at eight o'clok
and I will not adjourn the meeting.

Wtt.sox. 'There's More people want to hear it.
MALE %.0ICE. Mr. Wilson's live IllinUteS is nit
CHAIRMAN. We are going to Inure move on now with live just fifteen

minutes instead of live minutes for public discussion. We are going to have to
go on to the meeting and we will d.cUss free lunch at the time that it mines
up on the agen da.

let's ask a few of the parents and see what they think about
it. You know, this is supposed to be open meeting. Virginia! Get up here and say t

x.
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couple of words here. Tloat's right. get up here. well. what's your opinion.
Virginia ?

CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson, will you please sit down. Mr. Wilson.
WILsos. Well. let's take a vote on it. Raise your hand if you think we should

stay here.
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson !
WitsoN. Alright. - IAt's hear you out in the hall there.
Come on. Yea

is Of Yea ! from the hall.)
ttsos. Bring 'em all in cod of Foe hall.

CitmutmAs. Mr. 1Vilson. You out of order. Please sit down so that I eau
conduct the meeting.

WILsos. Ma'am. 1'111 talking about free lunettes and I've got all these people
out there in the haa and they want to come in and hear it.

'CHAIRMAN. * discuss free tomtit until it crones up on the agenda. Yon
were told that at the last meeting.

:Wn.sox. Ma'am, we ain't even seen loo agenda yet. We wasn't told one honor
ago till we got the little message we god.

CHAIRMAN. We're going to move on to the meeting. Is there anybody who would
like to hold anything on the dissent agenda ?

Wn.sox. Your going to in front of the whole crowd. Is that it ?
MALE VOICE. D-3. I would like to know a little more about that.
Comm! AS. Alright. I have a question on A-.2. A-3 I haven quest' .
WiLsos. Free lunches 1 believe. ;f we ran he heard first. we can clear this whole

mess np real quickly.
( Voices: We didn't mow to bear the rest of this.. etc.)
CutuumAx. Does anybody else want to hold anything on the consent agenda?

Do you have anything you want to
Wu.sos. 1 k they can't be heard Mr. Andrews.
Cumium.is. may I have a motion?
MALI: voice. Yes. I'll move the consent agenda with the exception of A-2.

it was?
CHAIRMAN. Yes.
MALE VOICE. * * and E
WItsox. I'd sure like to say a couple of words, Mr. Andrews.
CHAIRMAX. Is there a second?
VOICE. Seeuffil.
Cla AIR M AN. It has lOued by Mr. Rm.... and seeonded by Mrs. Knowles that

we :tempt the consent amntla holding items A *
Wn.sos. There was a s lawyer * that was breaking the law.

they don't pay no attention.
roomum.. opposed? :to can-ied.
Mr. ROSE. Mr. Wilson. Mr. Wilson.
WILSON. Yes, Mr. Ruse.
Mr. ROSE. If you lmve any civility at all. if you have any rega n1 for democracy.

you will sit down.
WthsoN. Democracy ! I pledged allegiance to that dog just a moment ago. We

got top and pledged allegiance to the Hag and you're not paying no attention to the
!hog. You know where we Stand. --

ROSE. If you have any knowledge * *
Wu.sos. Knowledge! You pledged allegiance to the thug, didn't you. You brought

the knowledge.
Rose. What makes a public meeting
WILSON. republic we stand.
(Remarks by Board and audience tom muddled to understand)
rumuNms. Mr. Wilson. I'm going to have to ask you to sit down. I have tried

very hard to start the meeting and to keep it as decorous as possible. You had
your answer before. This is one of the reasons that police officers were asked so
that we could maintain order and decorum in the Board lboem. T do not wish
them to act nor do I want to act. but you are disturbing the meeting which is a
publie one. I am asking you now please to be seated and when the free lunch
program comes up you will be given ample time to talk.

Witsox. Rut you're lean hog my people in the hall out there.
ILA less AN. I can't help that.

Witsos. You don't want to - the 9 people here.
Cot AtiotAx. I had nothing to do with It.
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Wasnx. Somebody had something for three months.
Cnatum AN. Mr. you are trying my patience.
Wit.soN. I'm trying your patience lint you're making
uAnntAx. I am not making the rules. It was posted when I got here this

e% ening. I asked ;moat it and they said that the Fire 31arshal had been here
on Friday because of the prior two meetings and had said that this noun will
hold no more than 49 people because there was only one door for ingress and
egress and it is against the law to have more than 49 iteotale in the room.

WiLsox. Well, 3Irs. Kirschem you just admitted that this itrogram is tailing
for a bigger room for a bigger party. Now why didn't you prepare for this ahead
of time. Now. you're supposed to be an intelligent 1%0111811. Why didn't you get
a big ballroom so that everybody could be there. Now, if you knew this before-
hand why didn't you prepare for it instead of putting up 49 people is a limit
to a room. Now. you knew that there was going to Ile a lot of people here tonight
and a lot of people want to hear about this free lunch butnoyou'd rather
go to a little biddy room , where there would be live peoplejust the boys.

(HAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson, this is the room which is designated as the Board
Room of the Modesto City

Witsos. Ma'am. you said yourself that there would be more people here. Why
didn't you get a bigger room?

tt'omment in background.)
Witsox. Alright. Mrs. Kirsch( n Mr. Andrews hold your meeting.
CnAtumAs. I have every intention of holding my meeting.
ArotExr. It is yours too. [ Laughter.1
(twin:A:v. The pnblie discussion is over.
Aromscr. Really! 1'111 not through though. I want to talk 49 how come

you got that man to bring :in chairs in hen.. Yeh. You got too many chairs.
One too many cha irs etc. etc.

cnAnntAs. Yon are all out of order. and I would like it quiet now so we can
get on with the meeting.

PAtunsn. I very strongly resent that because I didn't have my mouth over
my hand.

(Loud laughter and comments.)
UnAmmAN. We will take Item 1 which is the annexation of the Fred C.

High School, and I wish to warn the Board members that we have six minutes
and we will stop all discussion because we have bid openings at eight o'clock.

( Laughter and eomments from background.)
ritAntmAx. Mr. Wilson. if you interrupt the meeting again without permission

to speak from the Chair. I am going to have to have you put out of the room.
Yon (-alma interrupt the rest of the meeting.

AUDIENCE- in the chair.
CuAntmAx..And I don't think that's funny either.
Aron:sm. I do.
ttmumAN. You want us to get to the free lunch program this evening and r e

will but you must give us a chance to put on the res" of the business which comesbefore it.
Wu.sox. Mrs. Kir:when, could I see of the programs we got to go with tonight.

Will you pass them nut ?
CHAIRMAN. I understand that you were given an agenda.
WiLsox. No, ma'am. I wasn't.
(Background comments.)
uAtsmAx. Do you hr. ceany extra copies of the agenda.
(Comments.)
31...t: voter. They are on a table behind Mr. Neumark.
%Vu.sox. Well pass them out.
Aroirxrg. Come on. Phil. pass them
Wtt.sox. Lets pass pass the agenda out so we know where everybody

stands. d be first.
LatiallIPE.)
3Inch quiet background murmuring.)

Cason m. Who is g g to make the presentation on the Fred Byers site?

Ito.um Co:sort-vs ItesisEss os Mu.:

CnAttomx. Excuse me. Mr. Eaton. Would you please keep your voices down
in the andiener so that we can discuss this item on the agenda.
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Bomm MEmni:a. * * * Hut once we annex then the county is out of the picture.
Bee:ne.e of the size of the properties involved it is possible that should the school
district vote negatively * * *

WiLsoN. Ch uh * * * hold it. Hold it. Hold it.
Cu AIRMAN. Mr. NVilson, you are out of order. Sit down.
NVitsos. I'm not out of order. That man 'brought in his chair and that's the

fiftieth chair.
CHAIRMAN. Please sit down, Mr. Wilson
WILSON. Bold it. II01(1 it. Hold it. We said 49 seats and that man is sitting

out of order right there.
Aumr.sCE. That's right.
WiLsox. You'll have to sit outside, sir, I'm sorry.
MALE oicE. This gentleman was sitting in the back of the * * *
WILSON. There's forty * * * I don't care where he was sitting. There's fifty

seats in here and that's the fiftieth one right there.
Boma) MEstnEg. Mr. Wilson *
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson, I'm going to have you removed from the board room.
WILSON. All right. I don't care what you do. That's the fiftieth seat. You said

forty nine seats and the Fire Department * * * you can't have me removed.
The Fire Department said 49 seats and that's the fiftieth seat * * *

CHAIRMAN. It so happens that Mr. Howe is a member of the staff of *
Witsox. I can't help who he is. You said fifty seats and that's the fiftieth

seat. - That's the fiftieth seat right there.
Rost:. Mr. Wilson * * *
CHAIRMAN. going to * * *
WiLsos. Mr. Rose.
Rose. Mr. Wilson.
Wit.sos. Mr. Rose.
ROSE. We have had enough * * *
Wii.sox. That is the fiftieth seat. You ain't had enough. I've had enough. You

left all my people out In that damn hall there * "
ROSE. This gentleman is here for the bid openings * *
Wu.sox. I don't care What he's here for. You said there's 49 seats. Now, Mrs.

Kirsehen, you said the same thing. * * *
Rom Mr. Wilson * *
Wn.sox. * * fifty seats, and that's the fiftieth seat * * * you brought

it. * "
Rosi. Fifty in the audience, Mr. Wilson.
WiLsos. No! Fifty seats, I' counting every one of yours.
AUDIENCE. * * * we can move our chairs up there and they can bring some

more in.
AUDIENCE.
NVit.sox. * * * going to leave the rest of them out there * * *
( Loud conversation from audience.)
CHAIRMAN. Sergeant Williams.
Wn.sox. Go on, Mrs. Kirschen, have me arrested.
CHAIRMAN. PM not going to have you arrested, Pm just going to ask Sergeant

Williams to ask you out of the Board Room until such time as we get to the
free lunch program.

WILSON. You move that fiftieth seat and I'll move.
Sgt. WMS. Mr. Wilson, I' going to ask you stand outside (voice too soft to

pick an),
WILSON. Winn would be the grounds?
Sgt. W3fS. ( Reply too soft to pick up.)
WILSON. You heard her say * * *
Sgt. Was. Pm not arguing * * *
Wnso.N. * * * I'm not arguing with you.
Sgt. Wm.. * " Let's go. a ".
CIIAIRNI AN. You are disturbing a public meeting. Under Penal Code 403.
Sgt. Wms. Let's go.
ArinExcE. illegal; illegal : illegal.

Shouting and Omitting of -illegal, illegal.")
PARRISH. I'd like to know how a person can be evicted or arrested for inter-

rupting an illegal meeting.
( Comments from audience.)
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PAitiusn. NN%mld the Chair acknowledge again that this was done at her
request's

CHAIRMAN. I asked that Mr. Wilson be removed from the Board Room until
such time 114 the free Ilthel1 program is brought up on the agenda

Very good : very good
CHAIRMAN. * interrupt the meeting.
PARRISH. * If there's any then You Aare it.

M AN. I am acting in the capacity as President of this Board and 1 was
told that muter Penal Code 103, 1 can have anyone removed from the Board
Room *

PARtusn. You * you were
(*HAMM AN. * for disturbing a public meeting.
PARRISH. You were also told that the meeting was illegal.
(*MAMMAS. The meeting is not illegal.
PARRISH. 1 sayt say-1 say again you have very selective * *
(('ries Of -It's illegal.. from audience.)
CnAnorAs. It's eight o'clock and we are going to open the bids.
(Cries and comments from audience "Who's the auctioneer" "I bid " etc.)
CHAIRMAN. PHI going to have to have order. r don't want anyone else pmt can

of the room but 1 will if 1 have to.
More comment from audience plus "What would you be discussing if we're

gone".)
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Eaton.
MALE VOICE. May I have permission to say something.
CHAIRMAN. I'111 sorry, Mr. we are about to open bids.
(Comments from audience.)
CHAIRMAN. Would you open the bids please
(Comments from audience.)
'Board starts conducting business with sonic harassing from audience. None of

which is clear.
Itnsines on the bids continues for approximately ten to fifteen minutes on

the tape.
CHAIRMAN. We are going to have a short recess so that we can find out about

the hid on the
( Tape blank for thirty seconds )
Business on the bids continues for approximately five minutes to a

motion. which was approved. Mrs. Eirsehen then continues with the annexation
of Fred C. Beyer School matter. Discussion is short, a motion made and carried.

( *MAMMAS. I would like your attention please. '1 have not counted the people
in the room, so I assume that it isuhthe proper amount. Sergeant Williams,
1 had asked that Mr. Wilson be removed from the Board Room prior to the free
lunch prigrain discussion : we are now at it ; will you ask Mr. Wilson to please
come lock into the room.

3I ALE VOICE. He says lie would like Mr. Parrish to speak in his place.
CHAIRNI AN. PM not calling on anybody. Mr. Wilson has been invited back in

the Board Room and lie may come in if he so desires. We have conic to the part
of the agenda about the Free Lunch Program. Now, I'm going to set some
ground rides and I'm taking the prerogative of the Chair to do so. We would
greatly appreciate, as members of Board and the staff that worked on this
particular thing for over two months, that we would like to have decorum in
the Board Room. I'm going to ask. please, that there be no interruptions; that
people do not speak out of turn : and please (10 not speak to each other loud
enough SO that it (11111/0 picked up across the Board Room.

tnnEscF:. What (11(1 she say?
CHAIRMAN. We will have I'm going to have you removed and I'm not

kidding. ( Laughter.) We are going to have Please sit down, Mr. Wilson,
still opening the discussion.

Wn.sos . Fin sorry. Mrs. Kirschen. 1 was advised to conic in.
CHAIRMAN. You were invited to come into the room but not to speak. Yet'
AtnuF:scii. lie hasn't said a word. lie ain't said nothing yet.
CtiAiumAx We will have the staff presentation * and then the Board

will ask questions of the staff of those points which need clarifies' thin. We will
then have an (men discussion and then the Board will decide on what it wants
to do concerning the free lunch program.

PARinsit. Could 1 make one brief before we start.



CHAIRMAN. No. I'm sorry. Mr Parrish. We're not going to allow anyone from
the audience to speak until after the staff has made its presentation and
recommenda tion.

PAnntS11. The question * * ' the question I ' " the statement I'd like to
make regards procedure rather than the issue.

CHAIRMAN. These are the normal procedures when there is a dismission of
this kind a ml I do not want to change the procedures tonight. We will have staff
dismission and recommendation.

PARRISH. Wen * * the point I wanted to make is that lip until now * * *
LowENsymx. * * * Madam Chairman?
CHAIRMAN. No. I'm sorry ! There will be no d b:cussion.
T.ow ENS rETN This is not discussion now. The school lunch * * *
MALE aomm MEMRER. He is not a member of the Board and he ea n't call for a

point of order. (Laughter and calls of "Heyyou're out of order there" ete 1
LOWENSTEIN. May I speak to the Board ' "
CHAIRMAN. A noint of order but it has nothing to do with the agenda item.
Lows:xsynx. That's eorreet.
CHAIRMAN. Alright. What is it?
T.OWENSTEIN. The point is that earlier in the agenda when the bids were under

dismission. the Boarduhthe Board allowed in some extra people. above the
number of 49 who had a special interest in the subject under dismission. Thereon.
munerons people outside right now who have an equally special interest in the
subject that is about to be discussed. Under the * " the policy that the Board
has lust indicated. a bont fifteen minutes ago. it would RPM to me ilia t these
people have a right to be in. Or, as was indicated before. the Board could accept
its perfectly legal option of adjourning this meeting to another place where all
the people mould be more comfortably accommodated.

CHAIRMAN. The gentlemen who were in the room were people who were
bidding on different * * *

(Loud applause from audience)
CHAIRMAN. * * * and it was necessary that those men be in the Board Room.

I was trying ' * * (Land noise from audience) ' * I was using the preroga-
tive of the Chair by not asking 6 or 7 people to leave the Board Room. But these
people are no longer * * *

AUD. MALE. Are you going to leave these people Out in the hall, or * * *
CHAIRMAN. 1.111 going to have you removed if you don't be quiet ' * *
MALE AITDIENCE. Please (10. We're going to remove you.
AUDIENCE. You've had it honey. you're eanned.
CHAIRMAN. Dr. Corona. would yon please start the presentation on the free

lunch program and * * Mr. Eaton. Dr. Elliott. anybody eke who was involved.
MALE VOICE. * * * Mr. Quissenberry here.
CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Quissenberry here?
AUPIENCE. Yes * * *. Come on. she won't have you removed. Etc. (many com-

ments. unable to read them all concluded by applause and hurrays.)
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Summers. Mr. Summers. may I ask you, please. to leave the

Board Room so that Mr. Quissenberry may be here and we will eall you baek as
soon as we get to the budget. Thank you. Norm. * * *. We now have ve the legal
limit in the room. One of our staff people was gracious enough to have the Board
Room to allow Mr. Quissenberry to eome in for the discussion. Dr. Corona.

CORONA. As indicated in the Agenda. we have had a good nmnber of discus-
sions with n good deal of literature submitted to us for review : we have recently
met with representatives from the Welfare Department and we have proposed
and have made available to members of the audience a series of seven guidelines
11111(.11 we're presenting to the Board for consideration for adjustment to our pro-
gram in the * * * free lunch * * * area. We've proposed. under Item A. the
establishment of ' * * the eoneept of poverty levelseurrently being utilized in
011 r 0E0 Head Start Program VII ' * this is in contrast to the enrrent pro-
gram of unmet needs under AFDC. We have experienced some difficulty in iden-
tifying tinder this eriterion those who would qualify. the feeling of the more-
sent:dives of the Welton. Denartment that the 0E0 standard is an easier one to
determine and to administer and should serve as a good guide ' * AFDC
those include in it eertain exclusions. This is a standard. as we've indicated. has
been approved and * * we are currently operating by it. TitB. we're indi-
ea Mug here that a youngster may qualify for the Free ',mull Program by the
subrission of an application form by his parents or guardian. We feel that this
places the responsibility of the locale. the place. with the person w ith whom it
should rest. does not man that it will not be suffieient information and simplify
technique and proeess in terms of smoothly implementing this application.
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Item C. We propose here that the authorized official be given leaway to
allow up to three school months of entitlement. It will also he within his option
to renew this after review and, if in his jlIdgIllellt fiords it tweessary, a new ap-
plication may also be requested. Now, this would not be required. We also hldi-
ate hero that in the case of an emergency, that a principal of the school %%mild
have the right and power to grant up to five days of free lune!' without applica-
tion or without approval of the office. We indicate here that the Welfare
Itepartment would be invited to assist us

(End of first tape.)
Second track of first large tape )

CoiioNA (continuing).* * * we feel. at this time in vintage of guidelines. that
we are going to strive for some degree of continuity. We feel it can be best han-
dled if we assign a single individual to this responsibility. It may be possible a
year or two to decentralize this operation. We'd like to consider that later. We
will make very specific attempts to communicate to all parents in the district
the nature of the free hutch program andohthe application process. This is
something we have not done in the past. We plan to couple this with the annual
accident insurance letter that WO do send out to all parents. Under G. we are
proposing here what we consider to be some alternates in terms of financing.
We've indicated that we've made application for $08.000 from fedi.' al special
assistance. we currently have about $23.000 this year. The note at the bottom
of this page will indicate to you that by phone call Mr. Hemphill Lad assured
the district of a mininunn of $11,000 here and. very probably. another eleven or
a total of $22.000. This is if the federal government conies through with some
of the bills which we hope they do. So we are assured. at this point, approxi-
mately $2.2.000. Now, guess I should go back heir and indicate to the Iiu:erel
that the projection of costs of this program is not an easy matter. Participation
is something that is very Stleelltative.

The hest estimate based on the criterion of eligibility proposed here, the ON
proposal, b that roughly 30 percent of AFDC youngsters %%mild probably come
into this category alt thin: is speenlative at this point but that would mean
of approximately nearly 3.000 students. certainly onehi the neighborhood of
1.000 students %%mild be eligible. Now. as to the number that would apply um
we're uncertain. It's likely that not all would. I mean, we're speculating, probably
not. hilt we would estimate thatuha youngster scheduled for free lunch for
a full year would probably rum in the neighborhood of 75 to SO dollars a student.
So, it could be as high as $80.000 but we're estimating probably somewhere
around fifty or sixty. This is sort of a guideline that we have. This last year.
the district transferred Iron reserve :mound $1:i,000eleven elementary. I
think it was about * * *

.1/41 ALF: 11» t .1/4 total of eleven.
CouosA. A total of $11,000. There are some bills currently in the state legisla-

ture that %%mild support the free 'mull program. We discussed those the other
day with Mr. Iterryhill anduhand uhSenator Tea le. One is a direct grant
subvention fir free lunch program. The other would lie an attempt to correct the
delieiencies of the .` Heel] Ntwolanis at the present time. %%Well in e..sence
would guarantee the families of aa more satisfactory le%el of income which
in essence mould be in resolving the problem :rem another direction. There are
then a couple of possibilities here. We also present Item 3 primarily because it's
the stafrg feeling that the Welfare program is not a primary responsibility of
the schools. It is true we have a service available. We have pledged ourselves in
obtaining national lunch reimbursement anduheon modity to pinochle for
free IllalS fur needy students but I think that it is our firm conviction that the
implementation the time of these programs were initiated some years ago. they
did not carry within them the overtones of the responsibility that %%e sip in
this new program. Now. therefore. %%e're going to look to other agencies. Federal.
State and county to reappraise and to bring focus on the primarythe agencies
where the prime responsibility for thisthis service rests. h. were suggesting
to the Board at this point that no levy taxno tax levy be made if we're to take
care id the full thing, it would prolmbly be around four cents elementary and
probably two cents high school butuhas you See at this point 1/41/4O have SOIIIP
monvy %%Mei, has become available to us. Transfers %%mild have to be made any-
way. We feel that we'd like to exhaust the possibilities of the otherohsources
and then. if necessary. at the end of the year to bring the reserves to boar to
cover any deficit we might have. Dick. I'll ask you to make any comments. You've
been working very closely with us. At this time. do you have anything you want
to add?
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DICK. No. II thinkuh1 think you stated it well The Hoard's policy in
the past has been to not levy a tax lint to transfer--at least for the bast couple
of yearsto transfer the cost of free meals from the undistributed reserve of
the district. at the end of the year when the actual costs are known. I think
what this recommendation says is we recommend you follow the same procedure
except recognizing that we talking we're talking in terms of two. three and four
times. perhaps five or Mx times the amount of transfer you've made in the past.

Cu AinAtAs. The Board have any questions?
K xow l.Es. 1 hae One of Dr. Corona. l'hwhen wewe talk about the $08.000

from Federal special assistanceuhwould the $11,000 that you are talking
about be an addition to that ?or part of it ' ' '

eoftosA. No, that's a part of it. We had hoped for the full amount lint all we
know is we definitely have eleven of this now and we're optimistic that more
will come through. But not very optimistic on the S.,T1S.(1(HI. The run amount.

Kxowi Es. The full amount.
Rost:. I might ask. Madam President ' * '
CnAiumAs. Yes.
Rost:. When. for Dr. Corona, when we have stated objectiveoldectively a cri-

terion here, have we not gotten ourselves committed toto a welfare program?
That is not the first prime responsibility of education?

CouosA. Well, we have a commitment and what we are attempting to do is to
clarify the level at which this commitment mines to play. At this current time,
we're using unmet needs under AFDC standard and, as I indicated to you, that's
very difficult to compute and we've had some problems here and %int we're trying
to do is to come forth with a program that will be 11111(.11 more clear cut and
nhone under which we will lie able to compute more readilymore efficiently
those eligible here. I should ask Mr. Quissenberry to see if he wants to make
any statements too, certainly lie's had a part in this and might like to ' *

QUISSENBERRY. No. I don't have statements to make . Welfare seemingly
is involved in the school lunch program I think largely because many, if not
most of the students qualify for the lunch program come from this case load and.
in the past, the criteria that the school has used has been based on the welfare
standards so any change, of course, the staff felt they wanted to consult with
the Welfare Department which they did. We are mandated by our state regula-
tions to cooperate with the schools and to participate in their lunch program and
to refer children if they are eligible. We've done that under the former program
and continued it under this one. I think that the standards that are proposed are
realistic. It detaches completely thenhmschool lunch program to the welfare
standards which 1I think is desirable. This way the two don't really get hitched
up together and if Welfare families are eligible, they're eligible on an income
basis like everybody else regardless of where that income collies from. We
attempted to make some evaluation as to what the impact might be from our
caseload. This thirty percent is all estimate. There are families that have addi-
tional means that we have not budgeted : there are families that have income

ruder our regulations and when you try to take into account all these
pluses and minuses, thirty percent is the best estimate I can give your staff.

enAutmAx. Thank you. Mr. Quissenberry. Joe, do you have some questions? I
have one question I would likeuhunder this " '

MALE. Would you speak more loudly?
Cummins. Under this * ' * HOW, Mr. NellIllark, would you put your hand

down. I'll call on you as soon as the Board has finished asking the questions
they feel are pertinent to get background information. Tbill the event of emer-
gency and a school principal or the school nurse feel that the child needs a
free lunch and we say that according to this it would be up to five days of eligi-
bility. whose responsibility will it be to contact the parent to make application.
Would it be the principal, or the supervisor of ch lfa re. or the school nurse,
the eommunity aide? Who will see to it that par ..s notified about the child?

ConoxA. Well, we indicate here that the app .tion process will initiate at
the school of residence " * *

ClfAIRMAN. Who will notify the parents?
rosoNA. Andthat's what I was going to say ' * *
eltAIRUAN. Alright * * *
ConosA. So the materials will he in each school and where the principal Wend-

lieq or contirm4 a need, it will be his responsibility to see that it's initiated.
CumnuAx. At least the parents contact the childthe application is madefor the child.
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CoitoNA. This will have to be done. We will need the assistance of the school
the nurses andand the community aides where they do exist, and the social
orkers to assist bemuse it would be impossible for Mr. Hall, as an individual

to really carry this all alone. He will need assistance.
CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Are there any other questions by the Board?
KNOLES. Yes.
Ross. One more.
CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, June.
KNowl.rs. Viiwe have this criteria that we are to use.
CouoxA. Yes, this is what we're proposing.
Ksowl,Es. Are we going to use this forfor any child that we think is in need

and hungry? I mean, are we going to use this to determineuhuse the same
guideline of figures?

Onto:vit. II thinkmy interpretation of the guideline, and this will cover
the great gulf that 1 can envision there might be some exceptions and I would
lope thatuhthat as we formallyformformalize this material that we
recognize it was specialupon special recommendations of Mr. Hall and is to
have special consideration given sonic cases. I think this is the guideline under
which the great bulk will fall.

Kxoi Es. Well. then thirty percent you're notyou're talking about are net
only the aid to needy ehildren?

CoaosA. No oo. No. This will includeyou see there are about actually
26-2700 AFDC families. There are in addition, about six hundred receiving
commodities and we estimated about 200 families within the Nlodesto attendance
area so thatthethat is the guidelinethatthose are the only families
we can identif now so we assume there are probably close to 3,000.

K vow t Es. Then other: ho--hoho E
conoNA. In addition to AFDC.
K vow n.n s. u * * areare eligible for the free lunch program.
CoaosA. We're speculating that they will be entitled to it. Yes.
Ross. The question I was going to raise here is Crenewal of entitlement.

Entitlement may be granted for a period not to exceed three months. Does that
in turnuhwould that be get a floor almost toouh1 mean, you talking

* *
Coaox.t. No. No
ROSE. * * here by monthly income and then talk about a three monthly

thing. What I'm concerned about is thatuhlikeuhthis recognition of
children re hungry and if we exhaust our funds then when the case of tree need
comes then wethen we are without funds and so * *

CORONA. The sentence Just Says that duration and condition and by Hilt we
meant that at the time the application is made it will be the judgment tjf the
staff as touhthe number of days,uhthethe condition of the home as
he sees it, the possible sharing. For example, it may be that the family would
Ltree to pick no two lunches a week P nd with this they would have three free
lunchessomething of this type, so that there would be established some kind
of pattern that would prevail in the operation of the appli of this particular
needy mse All we're sning is that you cannot go beyond this line without a
reappraisal. You've got to take another look at it in order to go beyond the
three months period. Si) it really exacts a periodic review of each case.

ROSE. Yon think it does need to be that long?
('osoxA. Wellyes. Thisthis was discussed rather lengthily and the feeling

wits that thirty days was too soon, Om it was possible to eqiniatetilt with
some degree of accuracy for at least a three months period as to the emidition
and the problems at thisit oaticula family wouldwould be involved. And
the gu;delines hereand Mr. Hall felt this way and I know the Welfare people
felt that this would be a reasonable guide.

Ross. Would nth well you meanup to * * *
CoaoNA. 1.1) to. yes sir.
ROSE. But yogic don't say it.
coaosA. Not to exceed.
hose. Well I guess because :main my concern. beeinse * *

('oRONA. Now, this does not mean automatically everybody every three
months. It means that the Iverson administering this -- can't Only get up to
three months. Thatthat's the limit of his authority.

MALE. rill just wondering, in competing the monthly income, do you first
determine what the annual income is going to he or something. or is this
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determined eveo three months. is this what you're saing you're using w. a
basis for the renewable application.

ConoNA. Well. this was debated and the feeling was if wewewe were we
would have to actually determine niontlib income I mean. sonieluab said. well.
you can take an annualannual picture here but there are periods ofofuh
of the year when unemployment andanduhadequate income would prevail
but a few months later this may not exi..t. Mr. Quissenbem could ()I1 cotnmcut
On the difficulty you lime here in terms of this determining the monthly

QUISSIIN 10:11ItY 1114 11.411;.; 410110 . I thick that the difficulty on this - --
front the fact that you could not use an annum measurement to determine whether
somebody needs lunches right now. So that you almost have to go to a monthly
computation of income. The 0E0 standards as expressed in terms of twelve
months so you simply have to divide by twelve to get then. anduh--it seems to
provide a realistic standard in relathm to the other options that were discussed.

ConosA. Well. I might say that there is another standard that has been de-
vebtped. It was mentioned by representatives that met with us and that was
the ('alifornia Rural Legal Assistance standard. They have --uha program in
which they the criterian which they propose at thethe standard would reflect
a minimum annual income of $2200 for one individual. plus $500 for each addi-
tional person in the household, which is, as you can see. above what we're sug-
gesting here.

NIA! Is this the basis we use in the pre-sehool program.
MAL:. Yes. that's correct.
MALI. This 'mist be comparable * * *
CoitovA. Comparable to what we're have--what we NM` right flue for our

Head Sta rt.
C nAntMAN. Any other questions by the Bun rd ?
MALI. Not at this time.
(InAutmAx. Before I own the discussion for those who are in the audience.

I have a couple of things I would like to say. I hope thut you can hear me. First
of all. I would like to thank everybody * * *

Audience MALE. Can't hear you, Mrs. Ki rschen.
CHAIRMAN. I said I'd like to thank everybody who is now presently in the

room and those out in the hall for the decorum and for allowing the presentation
and the Board to discuss the necessary INfints before we fawn the discussion. I
feel that a lot more ean be accomplished if everybody respects everybody else
and everybody will be given the of poi Wilily to speak. I would please ask that
those people who wish to speak please address the chair. We will -sk you to
come to the microphone to identify yourselves so that we know w..r tins been
speaking as a !natter of record because the entire meeting is put On Mlle.
Secondly, I would ask your indulgence in not having one person speak more
than one at a time to give everybody an opportunity to speak. I know that there
will be many burning questions and people will forget they'll say something and
sit doWn and want to f,pen k again. I ask please that those people who would
like to speak. will speak in turn. and ask yon not to speak the second time until
everybody has had a of awrtnnity to do so. Chwe may deviate front that a little
bit if we find it necessary. Ch--we will listen to your statements. We will listen
to your questions. Those that can be answered. we shall try to do so at the tint..
if not. I don't know how long the discussion will go on. It may be that well have
to have a recess to get some of your answers for you. We hope to come to a deci-
sion this evening. We're sorry that all five Board members are not here but I
think you understand why Mr. Bienvenue is not but I ant sure that he will abide
by any decision that the other four Board members will take. Now. at this time
I will open the discussion. Mr. Nemnark has had his hand up since 1w sat down
in the back of the room. I'm going to allow him to speak the first. Now. I ask you
please.nliI trust that each of pm will respect the other. I would appreciate
no out loud comments. no clapping. We'd like to get this discussion over as
soon ;18 possible so there ill be a meeting of the minds. I (Iola like to use the
prerogative of the Chair but I will have to if I act forced to do so. As I said.
I do appreciator the quiet that we're had during this beginning of the discussion
and I hope that it continues for the rest of the dismission. Mr. Neumak.

NEUNIAI{K. Yes. I'd first like to address myself to Mr. Rose. who seemed to
express some deeply felt concern about this being a welfare program. I'd like to
inform Mr. Rose that thethat the Modesto City School District has been in
the welfare business for a long time, they've been feeding middle and upper
class children; they've been giving them $250,000 :t year and thefve been giving
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it to the middle and upper class children without any eligibility standards. with-
out any rigamarole. The middle and upper class children in this town line
gotten $2:i0,000 in welfare. Secondly, I'd like to address myself toto the prob-
lem of these standards. Now, I'd be less than honest with you if 1 said 1 dis-
agreed with them because I think that, you know, that they're somewhat
generous. Howand I would like you to adopt them : however, I think there's
been some factual statementsome statistical statement that might mislead
you into adopting them and I'd like to clarify that right now. There was an
indication from thefrom the superintendent's office that under these figures
perhaps only thirty percent would be eligible. Quite to the emarary. ('lose to
ninety to a hundred percent of the AFDC children will be eligible under these
standards. So you should anticipate feeding between twenty-seven hundred and
three thousand children per this for the whole school year under these standards.
Now, we have some people from the welfare department here and perhaps they
can answer your questions in more detail. I'd just like to point out one or two
things to you. The monthly figure here is greater than the maximum participa-
tion base. The maximum participation base is what each welfare family receives
from the welfare department. So that means that thethat the only bloome
that the family is receiving is from welfare then they'll be eligible under these
standards. Secondly, most of these figures are probably greater than the cost
the coded cost schedule and the coded cost schedule includesthe coded cost
schedule was laid down in 1957, that shows how realistic it is, but thatthat
tells the familythat is the schedule which states the amount of need %% Well each
family has based on 1957 figures.

So this is, in many instances probably greater than the coded cost schedule;
that means thatthat even those families thatthat are getting a grant and
that arethat are earning some money will be eligible under these standards.
That 111P11118 that you should probably expect between ninety and ii mid red
percent of the AFDC families being under this program. That brings us to two
other programs. First, is funding. I don't know how the school district plans
to feed 2700 children per day on $11,000, and that's all that they have in the
kitty right mr.v. We're talking about somewhere around between 150 and 1S0
thousand dollars and I want you to recognize that. It would be very unfair to
you to tell you that you know that that this program is a $50,000 program. It's
$150.000 program. Now, I had hoped that I wouldn't have to make any sug-
gestions as to how you could fund this but sincesince the school administration
didn't, I'll make sonic suggestions. The first is that you raise the price of a
hmeh to the middle-class kids. Now, you received an income from the middle-class
kids for the 68-07-0S school yea r$600,000, according to the balance sheets
for the cafeteria. Now, if you were to raise the priee of lunches fifteen percent.
you would generate additional income of $90.000. fifteen percent of six hundred
thousand is $90,000. That would give you $90,000 right off the top without going
to taxes. Second13, you could probably expect somewhere more than $11.()00
from Mr. Hemphill's office so youlet's take half of itlet's be optimistic that
thatyou know that Hwy come through. That would give you. an additional
$30.000: that would give Sou 21 total of $120.(X)0. That means if you were going
to get into the tax business, at most you'd have to go in for is $30,000. Now you
mightyou don't even have to go into tax business if you want to raise the
!price of lunches to middle-class kids more than 15%say 20%. Even if you raise
the price of lunches to middle-class children they're going to be getting a welfare
grant because right now middle-class children are getting fifteen cents from the
feds on each tench.

NEI' M ARK (continued). They're getting fifteen emits free. They would still be
getting money from the federal government even if you raised the priee of their
Innehes twenty percent. The middle- and upper -class kids in this town would still
be getting a subsidi and they wouldn't have to go through this eligibility busi-
ness or anything else. That brings us to the question of identification. The prob-
km with the free lunch program before was not its standard of eligibility. The
eligibility standard's basically the same that we're dealing here with tonight. It
includes most children on welfare but you're not identifying them and. glint
we propose is that welfare help you. I spoke to Mr. Quissenberry : Mr. Quissen-
berry said his office could provide you with a list of every child on AFDC. That
list could he forwarded to the principals and those children could be given a free
lunch. When ou accepted money from the federal government, you made a
covenant with the federal government. Your covenant was that you would feed
free and needy children. If you intend to keep that covenant, then you must estab-
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available from Mr Quissenberry's. He will provide you %Nall a list of children
that need !undies. I valet understand why you don't want to take them. It not
its administratively very facile, probably more facile than this case by ease
proeedure that the school board is now proposing. Welfare will tell you who is
eligible. You just send those to the principals office and tell the principal to feed
them. The principal isn't involved in decision making: the school administration
doesn't have toto bring a child and to scrutinize the parents. This isn't required
of the middle-class children that getchat get a welfare dole fromfrom the
School Board.

C it niuM x. Thank you. Mr. Neumark. Mr. Wilson?
WILsoN. Well, I'm Don Wilson here. Uh -1)on l'h, well I go along

with Mr. Nemnark there to a certain extent. We're talking about all welfare
eases. Well, I'd like to add a little bit more to that. Not only welfare cases but
there'e been figures amongst this town where this 24 percent of the people %%as
on the 0E0 level. If we're figuring 24 percent of people that's under the 0E0
level, that is the standard a Perron should use. Therefore. if you've got 23,000
people in your schools, you can figure one-fourth but you can figure say
close to 6,000 people and the figures you should use is true figures not according
to '1St one organization like Mr. Quissenberry's office over there. You should use
the true figures. Let's feed every child not part of 'em. Let's not leave one moan-
ing out in the street. Not one child. Let's feed 'em all. If we can shoot something
to the moon and spend 24 billion dollars, we caul feed a few kids.

(At this point on the tape, Mr. Wilson's voice all but disappeared. I'll try to
piek up what I call.)

Mr. Nei:mark. made the statement there a minute ago. The School
Board says they'ne not responsible. $12-i,000, that's cash money. Then we
got all the surplus. God only knows how much surplus we got there. Instead
of lowering the price of the food, let's feed the needy first. Then we feed
the needy if we have anything left. A kid has got a nickel to buy a linich
he ain't got a nickel if he does they'll laugh him out of school.
You've got to understand a nickel ain't very much money but to some people a
nickel is the whole world because they ain't got the nickel. Here. the way youthe
way you try to put it here, you go right back to the old line of thinking. limae yon
gonna say you're going to try to recognize these kids that need the lunch. Well,
Mr. hull, as I have talked to him before he's explained to me that 1w ea me out
of an orphans home Well, by any means. he should understand what it means
to be lostand people lost you don'tyou don't.

Nov don't need a man like Mr. Hall to judge them. I feel this way. If the
School Board is ;Aug to make a commitment, the School Board should see that
it arie.: out, this old passing the buck won't get it. You guys, you want to study
color, you want to study hair. you Make a committee of this, you make com-
mittee of that, I've asked for a committee to study this free lunch problem. Well,
you want to throw me in jail if I see a kid hungry, I want to feed him.
I can't feed nobody. I'm on welfare myself, but I'd like to help. But that's
likethat's Illw Mr. Quissenberry there. I'd like to ask him a question ninon it.
Cb--what standard do you use for the Welfare program now, I mean what
Year did they come up with the standard. Can I ask him that question?

i(Cut in tapenew reel.)
,First half of this tape very faint, fading out completely
WILSON (continuing). 1967. Well Thank you. Well, what I'd like to ask

you, Mrs. kirschen. if you takeif you take one man's word for your whole
11111(11 programthis 11.. Hullshould you feel like you should look a little
further than one man's word on it. You elat go around If the School
Board was a little more active a little more active and a little more concerned
for the welfare of the kids. Even though I've been told before that your job
is not to feed the children, that your job is to educate the children. I could
even go further there but let's not go into that because I'm not 1111 the
agenda tonight but ask you this more consideration about feeding
because you (lid sign a contract. You got so much money. Well. I want to know,
what are you going to do (Someone speaks in here for some time, but
nothing is picked up on the recorder.)

Wn.sos. I'll, yes Ma'am they are. 1-11 II don't have too much of an educa-
tion myself but I read all the way through this and I look way down
on the back page here and so many If you can figure with figures and
if you ain't gat nothing to figure with you can't come out with no answer
this is leaving all kinds of loopholes



Simmb: as though Irs. Kirshen is talking here for a long time. but absolutely
malting is distinguishable.

11'11.50s. Yon know, wlmt I've said before. I'll say again. If a lunch is a niekel
and yott didn't ha we a nickel you don't get no lunch. And if this means, if this
means raising taxes to feed a kid. raise the taxes. Raise the taxes. I can't see
nobody would deny a kid a lunch. Nolssly. I mean everything In this country
make the budget out. Well. now here's school e'ne going to pass
the buck onto the schools. everybody's discussing schools. Open their eyes and
ser w re the money's going

Sorrycan't get anything else out of this portion of the tape.)
This tape regains consciousness just about half way through. Starting on Page

30 is the e(mtinuatbm of the hearing. The Schools advised this was the fault of
the inirqthones or recorder and this part is missing on the master tape also.

f Ill the middle of a speech) funds available of $29,000. The balance of the
cost or this program Dr. Corona and I both agree that--that we were predleat-
ing out mists on the thirty percent ',gun. which Quissenberry again reiterated
tonight. The balance of that, the Board ommitted themselves to transfer from
uncommitted reserve at the end of the year till actual cost is known.

P.thiusit. Yell. Well. could Iuhpoint out that at an earlier meeting when
Dr. Corona met with I think Mr. Quissenberry and many of usyou know. this
was between Board meetings,uhI think Mr. Quissenberry. I think taken off
guard indicated that there would be perhafK fifty percent of those receiving
AFDC who have an unmet need, which was the standard hitql WaS being used
at that time. at least in theory. 1'h and more currently. I guess. the figure is
thirty permnt. And I'd like to suggest that perhaps the reason for this difference
at this time is that thetheuheurrent sample was taken when there is an
abundance of work in the fields; that many people on AFDC and other aid pro-
grams are working. Whereas. in the Wintertime. when the school lunches will
he really the issue, uhthere's hardly any work at all for people who do pri-
marily fannwork. And I think--I think this has to be taken into eonsideration.
And I'd like to ask theyou knowthe school staff through Mrs. Kirsehen uh
you knowhow do you propose to apply this standard? now do you propose to
implement this program. if you hoveuh$00.000 and you need $100.000?
You know whatwhat how are you going to select among the needy eligible,
again on paper. applicants?

M.U.E. Mr. Quissenberry wanted to make a state.uent.
CHAIRMAN. Yes. Yes would you please.
QuIssextumay. Since there's been a couple of speakers now who have questioned

the 30 percent estimate of the department, this was based upon the cost schedule
figures that are used by our department in budgeting. And when you use those
figures which is the basis upon which we compute budgets, and then the law does
have this nuhxhuuta grant provision, when you apply this 11111XiMIIIII grant pro-
vision and this means that they have means beyond what can't he paid. There's
also then a presumption that if you have paid less than that maximum their
needs aren't filly met and that they have some other source of income which in
emnbination mth their welfare grant results in a payment below what is per-
mitted to be paid by la w.

CHAIRMAN. Excuse me, Mr. Quissenberry. You understand that Mr. Quissen-
berry is saying about the thirty percent? Alright.

QUISSENBERRY. Alright. Now, our fiscal division made a sampling of the main
payroll and on that basis we determined that there was approximate thirty per-
cent of the cases that received the maximum grant possible under the law and the
Bala nee of the caseload then received less than that. Thesome of the staff in
my departmentuhheard about this thirty percent figure and they met with
me last Friday. late in the day. and they were questioning this thirty pereent be-
muse they felt in their experience it was you know more of the cases would be
at the maximum. As a result then I had my fiscal staff go back to our January
payroll, which is right in the middle of the winter months, and they made the
same study and came up with twenty seven and a half percent. The one thing
that has changed between January and May is that in April we had a cost sched-
ule increase which would have brought some additional cases, you know, above
the line. Now, on any estimate, as Dr. Corona has indicated, there are possibilities
of errorultand there is risk in making an estimate. I think that you can't
really tell until the program gets started what your actual experience is going
to be. AnduhmI also am not in the position to suggest to the Board what
actions you would or would not take ifusyou find you're not able to fund
a program that you commit yourselves to, this is fine. But, in our discussions
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with the school staff, the 0E0 standards that are being proposed are within
three to nine dollars (Mengel of above the current %Vt. Van standards that we
use for budgeting purposes. Now, in many of our cases we have special needs
which are added in addition to the basic :weds. And. in spite of this, this is tin
experience that we are having at the present time, this thirty percent level. Now,
it could change by any number of factors. Uht here are some policies t ha tn11
will go into effect later in the year will change the way we computeuhineonte
in our cases. This could have an impact then on your school program. But I think
these are things thatyou knowyou cannot know about, you eannot make de-
eisions about at this time. Well, this is the best we can do.

Cumast As. 1)1(1 you wish to speak to that point. Mr. Parrish?
I'mausn. ask one question.
CHAIRMAN. Yes.
I'mausit. Is it true then that of your thirty percent, twenty-seven percent sant

ple was based on those at maximum and not on this standard here?
QmssEsmoutv. That is 'rue.
l'Atausn. And it's your experience that thethe grants run three to nine dollars

less than this sample.
QUIsSENUERRY. That's correct. rm, for example for a family of three, the wel-

fare standard averaged out at two thirteen. This figure here Is two sixteen.
there are these kinds of variations depending on family size. The dollar amounts
are not large.

l'Ainusit. Well then, I suggest that perhaps the thirty percent figure isuh
really is kind of meaningless since its based on ,the maxhnun which is no longer
established.

(Comment from someone too. faint to hear.)
I'mausti. Well, no; you say that the thirty percent figure was based on those

at maximum.
Qvu(sEsumay. Receiving the welfare grant maximum.
l'Aiautut. Right.
QvIssENRERRY. Correct.
l'Atausu. I'm saying that you know sincesince these figures don't really

relate the maximum but the average grant and again tlie average grant isuh
falls below these fig.ures.

Ql'ISKENIIERRY. Oh no. Nono. Excuse me. When I said a verageultwhat we
attempted to do was to take all the families of a given numberlet's say with
three children and they fall within four different age-sex groupings in our need
standard. \e attempted to average out all of the possible need variations for
different kinds of families with the same number of People. This was the average
I was speaking to.

l'Aitittsit. (Not at microphonespeaking almost too faint to hear) but
again, the 'thirty percent figure again isn't based on thesethe uhthis

Qmssusnfauty. Well, not specifically, no.
Cumumas. Is there anyone who has not spoken who would like to say anything

to the Board? Yes.
McCrititY. I'm Mary Alice McCurry, social worker, and member of the Social

Worker's Union, Social Action Committee. As Dr, Corona has indicated several
times, it is very difficult for us to determine just what an unmet need is. And
Mr. Quissenberry eluded to a meeting that we had with him Friday andMatt
:a that meeting we discussed with him the results of a sample we had taken of
AFDC continuing cases and thethe difference that I think is Important between
our sample and between Mr. Quissenberry's statistics is that ours was limited to
the Modesto City area. In other words, not the unmet needs of other school dis-
tricts. l'Ittnif I can express this correctly, this 43 percent figure that we came
up with means 43 percent of the cases had an unmet needhad lose ineome than
they were entitled to according to the state law for the month of May. Now
almtduring the Wintertime we'd expect this to he much higher, maybe double
andultI'm very interested by this 27 percent figure. I don't understand how
that could he but that's the way it turned out evidently. Flint. I don't think though
that we can use this 30 percent figure or the 43 pereent figure and anticipate that
means this many people will be eligible for this school lunch program. I don't see
the correlation. In other words, ulna be because of personal reasons many people
not eligible won'twillmany people who are eligible will not apply. Just like
the food stamps, just like AFDC in general. But to say that 43 percent of the
people have unmet needsulttIoesn't mean you can anticipate this many chil-
dren turning out to eat because the standards you have in front of you are
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.nigher :111(1.111less people will be working during the Wintertime and there'll
be less money in the families. Now I've confused things more. probably. bah?

Faint in Ilackgr(oundo ° forty- you think the thirty percent is too
low? I lid you have any eXcilisions in your samples?

31('run. 1111.1we did not (sinsider a grant that was at maximum as an
mullet need. 111 other %vords. ilr. Quissenberry did II icy considering the supple-
moats that went out and SO our figure was aetually even a loner estimate. I

111111k. Besides being related. this was Just AFIN' esintilliling. not any of the other
'migrants.

('II AIRMAN. Just a 11111111te. Mr. Wilson. Mr. Neu:mirk. would you please ask if
theres anybody out in the hull who would like to say something. 1 don't kione
WIsellier they eau hear all of the pnweedings. Just a minute.

Pause.)
Ngt:MARK. Theres a bit of if problem because trey haven't heard what's going

on. So they don't know if what they want to say is
Anot AN. Well. well listen to solyt) lug that they might %vont to say to us.

If titere'sillisolle who wants to come its at. I say $(1111011111g.
( Low murmuring.)
KNOwl.r.s. ( Very low ) the eltiidren all go out. they °
Ross. (Very low) %Vial's this clown taking the pictures all the time

walking st round here?
??? Huh?
ItosK. 1V11(.'s this guy taking the plot ores?
CHAIRMAN. from one of the Tv stations.
Ross. I' )h?
CIIAlltNtAN. TV stations
KNowt.K.s. ° people have 1/(4.11 here the whole time.
host:. That 's what I was wondering:amid
NKr t.ttu K. I tii trying to summarize.
(/..mgt AN. Then 111 rail on soint.b,o). vim.
111WENSTRIN. My name is Daniel 1.41WelISIeill 311111 1'111 all attorney .11.-.1

think thattillthere have been a number of estimates given to the Board as
to how tunny U11--children might is eligible under these standards. The most
eons or the most optimistic estimate or the estimate that indicates the
lowest number of needy children under these standards is the thirty perent
figure whiell would come to approximately 90(1 children who would need free
howlies every Iay. II believe there is serious reason to believe that that figure
is too low. The--uhsocial workers estimate 11115(41 OH 11 511111011W of the MOdes10
Se11001 DISIriet. wideh of course is the area that we're dealing with. was 43 ;ter-
(vitt and she also indicated that there was very good reason to believe that Dint
figure would be very nitwit higher dtiring the seland year. l'1.--certainlyall-
any sort ofuhprudent liseal planning would involve making allowance for-
111.--.me of the higher estimates bemuse the higher estiniate might turn out to
be truethe eorreet estimate and you want to have the money there to feed those
kids.-11.-11111 aside from all those questions-11h M r. Eaton indicated earlier
that the amount of money you're planning on for this program is .$211.110). At
three lunches to a dollar. this will feed 11) children. In other words. youryour
budgeting for less than half of the lowest estimate poeve received. Now that
just doesn't make any sense. And its highly dishonest and highly irresponsible fvr
this Schaal Board to 111(11(1lIe (11 these is.ople or to your constituancy that you're
piing to feed needy children according to this schedule you're (oily going
to have money. or you're (1111y 11110e:11111g the 111011('). to iced IlS than half of the
lowest estimate of the number of children who might be eligible. If people
and 1-1 think the poor people generally are very eoncernedthey're'
eoncerned (.11 your past record because after all poi said last year that pot wen
committed to feeding the needy children. I think that everyone in this mon
will agree that the perf.O111:111ce W11 s trot MINIUMe last year. that the methods
of finding the imor children were mot adequate and I think there is %ey tunell

tonight
to .o fe:o.r that the result of the proposal that's been submittedsUbmitted to you

(End of Tape 1 continuation follows : )
and our money can come (nun the taxpayers. or it can (sone from the

people who buy lunches. As Mn. Nemo:irk indicated before. even if you take
the highest estimate and you decide you need money to meet the highest estimate
you cats takeyou can pay for it entirely out of the--the prices of Intwhes that
thethatthat children would pay and they would still. everyone of them. lie
receiving a subsidy But. the proposal that has been submitted to you is simply

42-775 -7o- 1.1. 2(1
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1114 admaate amliult--as I mentioned before it would just be dishone.4 and
irresponsible to pass it in the form that it is submitted beeause it pr 'ses onething and it simply dom.: Hutt provide the whereitie.l to meet its tortoni:4%Thank you.

AN. Mr. Nvit1113rk. was there anybody out in the hall who, want et tosay anything?
N are some people that °
1.11AIRMAN. Is there anyone else who would like to say Yinf

YoNNI.:1.1.. My name is Marie and I'm a social worker with State
lans ronnty.l'inajust a maple of personal observations. The need figures

for this free hutch program seem to be the big question. Cluemerely by thefart that people are receiving any kind of a welfare grant implies to noe per.
son:illy that thew is an Immo need in titat family. Now. I'm not exactly sure of
the figures lint it comes to mind that there's a $6.0 pins figure per oeek tofeed one elli:(1 in a family under the AFDC budgeting. Ilium -1 just would likeyou to keep in mind this figure bemuse these families are havingI real)admire smut of the families beeause they ean feed their eltildren on this amount.Rut it sPelli.z to me that as the Board of Edneat' they would want to feedevery shade I gry child is this comity beraus a hungry ehibl is not goingto be amenable to learnhm if all he ean hear is his stonmett growling. Thank pm.

N. Is there anyone else who has anything they'd like to say? Yes.SA if pl.E. I'm Sandy Sample and I'm speaking only as a prhate citizen.asnha tenant with a middle incomeMt-1 don't feel right about my chil-
dren's sehmtl lunettes being subsidized when that nitais that other ehildren aregoing hungry and II feel strongly that there ane very many middy-inconte
parents who would rather pay more for their sehotol hatches so that II nV hiechildren ran be tell. I' hawl and I would like to suggest this asas a real

Rost:. one [Wk. lady. In your letter to the hoard I believe by yourhusband and yours:f *
SAmt.n. Ili huh.
Rost:. yon stated that you deal with many hungry children.
SAMPLE. 1.11 huh.
Rost:. at school. How is it that you didn't repo^t this matter to theschool :
SAMPLE. To the school? I'll
Rost:. You sa hl
SAMPLE. I
Rost:. You knew of many hungry ehildren in the school.
SAMPLE. Right.
Rost:. There's no question about it.
SA NIPLE. 1.1. r1111111
(A few comments front audience here which am not able to pick up Itemise ofdominant child's voice.)

SA minx. Right maim * * *
ritAnimAs. Please have any interruptions.
SAmet.E. No. There ha ye there have been instances in whichMtI tried

to eneourage families to, you know, do the proper procedure andand go tothe sehool and requestuhthe lunches ad families simply weren't willing togo through that kind of humiliation and my feeling is that ifif a family feels
humiliated whether the school is intending to do it or not, you know, that feel-ing is a fact. Anduhand I'm not willing to subjectohyou know to pushmy friends toto go through that kind of humiliation. Ch. and so this isI wasnut aware that if I reported it to the school, the school would in fact seek outthat child and offer him a lunch.

CuAttotAx. Mrs. Sample, I would just like you to answer one question. I havebeenI have read nil this supplemental material and I haven't been aide to putmy linger right on the actual paragraph. However, in the National School LunchAct which we have been guided by and what we hope to get through the federalgovernment may not charge different prices for lunettes to differentchildren.
SAMPLE. Right.
('ut AMMAN. TiliS is against the national lunch act.

Atet.E. MI ha.
tli.AnatAx. You say we should chargeuhone group of children one priceand the needy children another price. By law, we cannot do this. Uh *SAMPLE. I wasn't saying that
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en MI04 we have used federal t tttttt wt. had gotten before
and I don't know whether we're going to tt nilewing the
vest of lunches. And I realize this is what you are calling subsidy of the other
ebildren.

SA !arm:. Right.
As. Itut that's the out:. was at that l'h lllllll %U had hoped to M1

up new criteria oh to Im Inur this outuhheeause if we didn't
money. the lunches might even cost doable. It might be a 7.5C wi '11

SA1111.1.:. Right.
t A:V. did a se that donee the ele.t of Ir rhos hl everyone.
SAMPLE. I understood that. I °.
ClIAIKMAX. aecoriling to what was said. I think Mr. Nemnark also

eluded to it. you eannot by the Nat' al Schloss' Lunch \et charge different prires
in your ea feterias.

SA lira:. I wasn't suggesting that. I was simply suggesting thatthat the
total post amiss the Board for everyone who %vas buying their lamb might have
to he raised so that those --so that more children timid receive free lunches.

Conos.t. It is very important to understand what Mrs. Kirsehot is saying
is that the- -the lunch allswation is per howl, and is for melt lune served iu
the school regardless of the %valth of the rhild %vi 11 :1st been advised Is)
Mr. Hemphill that we eat lllll t use this money to subvent free him-hes: that is tle
thirteen or foarten rents that riones to us goes to Itel' lune 11 and tip
ref Ineti llll In to all stuto all yonumsters. la addition. wr ratings, tahr
11D lllll notifies. and rotivert them to a . i think the thirst: we're ronfused in
in that %vli n this program was orginally establishes' it WM- :1 nutrition surplus
rommoslities program that was made :IV:Ill:II& II) all youngs.ters in schsolls that
enrolled in the selooll 'mull program. We have been advised that the sourer
Ihat ur have for subvention free hmehes will tome first (non spevial assistane.
from the property tax. contributions from outside groups. We ea inost nse the
money as has Iwo, referred to the letterI think I know I've given one to
\I n. Ne ark with these other people and this is the guislanu that wr
offer to the Itoard at this It's not within their power to do that.

NEamix. N1ay I I Vidil inn (Milt to distinguish until he rouses to mieropl
I'll like to read to you from a book palled -Their Daily ltrar. a study of the
national selosol Intiel: program. "The Congress whirl) originally errated the
nationaI selosol limeli program in 1!II6 reeognized the import:1%re of a good
*it the sellool child and pas..ell legislation to safeguard the health and nrIbbring
of the Nation's nhildren. To aehieve this goal the program %vas to supply 111:iell..;
wit I t lu st or at a reduced rate to all rhildnn.- Share the iheptititt tit the
Nat intmI Sele*I*1 1.1thelt Art the purpose has been to feed :wetly riiiidren.

Rose re you 'post fug us the law ?
III the Itoard Niseaks simi here. hard to unslerstand.i

law or rhetorie.
Niau.suu. No. I'm quoting from it's quoted in this journal vaned "Their

I ki"iy (:read'". a Newly of the Nat' al Selooll lameli Art. the Committee of
Lanelt Partiripatiiin Sponsoring Organizat . Women l'nited :

National Itoard of the : Nati llll al Cis of c:Itholie %Vonten: Natimusl
Comwil sit Jewish NVonten : National t'sittnil of Negro WI l n.

ItosF:. You're still not quoting its the law. Youyouyou'relike 1 say
)s wrre limiting us something else.

CHAIRMAN. Sii1P it Ili .

Ne.rm.%ns. Tno nuotation marks.
Rost:. I was talking about the law. You're talking about social rhetoric.
Nia:M.%itii. This isthey're quoting from the law. Mr. Rose. "To supply lunches

without cost or :it a reduced rate to all vlsildren. The Congress which originally
created the School Lunch Art.

MALE. To all children.
Nta'n.%IiIi. Since the inception
A1.51K. To all children.

supply without rust 0/ sit a reduced rate to all children
FEm ALE. As to all children?
31.51x. All rhildren.
( All Board talking at mice.)
NF:um Aux. Will you let me read. please.? To supply the words of the

original Congress "'1'o supply without rost or at a reduced rate to all children
who art. determined by local authorities to be unable to pay the full price thereof."
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This i the original Am. Sines- the ineeptitttt of the National Silos)! I.unt-1: Act
t! i is tin- Natite language that is in the Act today. the purpose of this Art has
been to feed needy children. This lit not a recent development. This has beets iu
I hrre sines- the beginning. Now I'd like to speak °

31..t.c. Is it true that there is currently a law suit against the Stale to tryto rl;e rift t;ti% legal interpreta t ::: ?
NKr uAta:. No. The law suit rgainst i. agaitet the federal govern:tient andthe law NO( is to Inalkinfr the federal govertettent to live IT the proviioos laf

this Act. The federal gover ent. like elite Se Leol Board. has not been living
up toto the provi.botis of this Aet. Now IA like to speak to the second poin t.
spoke with 31r. Iteengohill. 3I r. Hemphill said there was nothing in thein your
toontrart or in the National School tauten Aet that pro-- that prevented theSchool Board from raising the prim of Inneltwhat * they eau make the
prier of larches whatever they want. There is nothit.....1 asked !Mat speeitirally.
That's right. And then you have the authority to provide free noluesol rate
Inneltes lu those 011111re:a that moil it. Then- is absolutely nothing that would
keep this t-74-Ittool Bonn! front raising the prices of hutch.

MAU:. tits not 11$1 the sttliventi :::: lint you take the money ey that you phi;
Mt from the other segments of the mottummity and utilize that.

NE1:11.11tIC. That's right. It-it-it's a hot of It-it's a lot of If youwant my interpretation of what Mr. IIentpltill is saying, he's just !slaying withthe books andbut he's telling you that you eau raise the prices of limelt asmarl% as you want and there's I dent want this School ittmrd to be this-
1111 into thinking that they can't raise the privy of middle-class children's lunch.
I NpOki tip Mr. Hemphill. I posed this very probletn to him. he said that the priceof midoll -class children's lunches mould be raised to whatever prim- the school
lomn1 wanted. inchiding a price above that which of the subsidy. Allwe're propo w,we're not even proposing that any of the sub thatthe total amount of the subsidy be takenaway.

Matz. When he talked when he talked to me. Mc. Newmark. he said tlmt
he didn't loliece that you aceepted his point of view and his point of view as In-stated it to me and I have best he said to yon. that yes the Ittmrti otathtraise Mr rate. He knew of no le;tral reason why there couldn't Its- more than tan-
rats-. lint he also said they could not raise the rate for the purpose of providing(me meals.

Nzt-Nt.mtg. Ile did not say that. And all what he's saying. ex-plain the loske
1.t.r.. what he told me

NI:IMAItt:. 1Xitittill the AgttetS of it very quickly. What he
what Hemphill's position. I lwlieve he's entin-ly wning, lint even areepting his
legal premise. he's saying that you can't take money fromfrom you ran't(tinnily take the money that the (tilt-nil government is giving yon. So whatso
what you do is Youve involved in a Istokheelting problem. lint ice does say thatpm can muse the priers of the hmehes to whatever you want. And then Y111111IN- left with some kind of sudt's that you ran use to feed Co :wetly children.
Nil there's nothing that prevents that muter the

31Atx. Its- says Isere. itt reply to your letter. 1 kutsu of only four sourees of
fund' for tinaneing fret- meals for needy children. That's very elear. The over-
ride tax. the general fund of the district. whielt is the tax saint in : a federal sp-
cial assistance which we're using: dottatitms of volunteer agencies suels as par-ent- teachers organiz parent- teachers organizations. Here's the letter.

Net' AIM. NVt-11 he there's nothing I mean. what Mr. Hemphillsay. itt that letter is in contradiction to his statnttnts to me. that you timidraise the prices of Inoeh. I explained the problem. It seems to one that there's
nothing that wonld keel, this wheel 111.:1111 from doing so. Ifif you're worriedabout being sued. I ean't guarantee you that California Rural I.egaI .%ssistanee
will exert its full statewide resources organizations to defend you. Tattlerno after we sue them laughing).

rttAtnuAv. :ive,
Nr.titAIu . ittlf there is jn.t nothing in the Seism! I.Itnelt .%ct, our organizahas Wen over it again awl again. that prevents you front raising the prier of

lintels. nothing. And you would still be hoft with awith a subsidy to Mo.,-
middle-rinse. children. It seems to into that youyou're being super youI; thatthat the import of 3I r. Ifemphill's letter is let's protest the middle-
elass children. To the onelth degree. Well. how ablaut the poor children that aren't
getting In111.114-s tom ? This law was designed for them. I read to you the originalillit-llt of the Act. It seems to me we should protect them its well.

:;4



CHAIWIAN. \I r. Nei:m ark. there are a rumple of other points Mr. Hemphill
math. and lilae Ti, read (rum his letter. if I may. Ilt also says. "it k my
administrative opinion that it is nut possible under present Federal Ian's :Intl
r:tut:dhow: tee federal eumututlities and east assistame fur the purpose
of furnishing free meals to nerdy pupils.-

NKrum:K. Cultm maymay 1 s; kik to that? Notiet the wort: all. Thar,
even .1 .4o:0mile:ion of his en rller letter. Iles says it's nett possible to use all

.y. The implieation k that if yon can't 11:44 all. ertainly you run say smite.
Peva use. if he wanted to have said ).tn eitIllollet use :up. Ile retail have said Ws

Toto tm si I11 nut be permitted to use any. but his
langumze is tlmt in can't ns4 all the money. We're utot asking you Ti' te.e all
the uuouey. Su. 1 mean. the import of that letter whielt is the original letter as
1 understand it. and one that 1 gather the school ad: :: i :: istration wasn't satistiet1
with when we pointed that out. is that you mrtainly could use some of the
:moneys.

Weil. it's a mat ter of interpretation.
NiamAKK. Well. but --amt %%lint other infernee do you draw fr I mean.

I'm just asking you to draw the inference of a reastonalolt. inn it. When he states
you ca nit use all the money. the ingdirat ion is that you eau harm some nlouey.

"so mem Ay. Well, that's your impliration. but that's not hat he says.
Nix um:K. He says you ean't ° if 31r. Hemphill %%anted to say the Seltool

Itttanl is mot allowed Ti, use n !ovum% then he round v said that. Ile's au intelli-
gent man I presume. Then he etould have said. yin. are not permitted to use
one peotny of the funds yon revl.... Ile dill nut say th::t.

WILSON. Well that wonlol put Win I': two different ilium lines. if he did that.
I Soft ttttt tittering by Itonnl. Wtonls such as -surplus- and "twenty liereent-

an. r hut rest is a jut:dole. t
M. An. you thnuigh. Mr. Net:mark?
NEum:K. 1

Farces. 1 -I tin want to Say one thing to the Dunn!. We talked about inert:v.:jet
the ;wit I. to rariffilq eategories of ehildrn. I don't know how sneers:1M these
gentlemen have been iti r g a retnirant. but I don't think they've been in
the nstaurant business. This hoard knows that emit Tina- we've raised the prim
of a Imull even to the middle-glass ellildrn, tire trots. we've lost ictrtiipation.
And if we raise ten rents and fifteen rent :. you may not rest assured that you
will have that additional money in the till to pay for free hunches been use scour
of the lain -tits are going to stop patronizing it and. in effect. we will nod only not
have the support we have. but we will hare less support. We'll lose a certain
antount t lilies and well lust- the type of reintIonrsntent ut- get from tin.t
lontell and well lost milk if they're on milk. I just wanted to tell you that it isn't
a ease of just adoligg to it and mlleeting it.

Cumaxt..s. Thank you. 31r. Eaton. Is then- anyone have anything else to .ay
who has not slooken Before.

(;:nsoN. l'es, my name's Joe Gibson :Inch- -and routing, to the limelses and stuff
that you've been talking about. I didn't even ask line Ilay if my little Itt.YN could
Dace free le ntItes. all I asked them if they would charge them till i could get
home [suit cork amid they slid yes. and Mira we pieketlpleked the little boys up
at -:latullt months of :whin.' by !Ile wayI asked the boys if they hail Imm,
and they said no. that the principal said they unItho't have their hung: on aekonnt
of I didn't hart- the money in right then and IA Het er charged befor there

hatsuever. and I've :thy:* s paid what :whim! eharges 1 had, eloargeti fur 'em.
and n11-1 just don't think it's right. Course 1 know I-1 work when 1 eau
g.t work. AndMe-1mi re:aly :Ind truly. like 1 - ell, by the way. 1
was going; to ask )tool eloargl- one t hilq more than The tether?

CHAIRAN%
1:tv.miv. tCell. lion' room my little lu.y, he was in the third grade last year.

paid twenty rents and my little boy in the tif111and they both run eat as muelt
as IN much :Is 111 paill it guar t tape went dead here fur just a ft.
see Is ° ° NOW. eoultl )nm give me a explaatio that, ma'am?

Citmool.t... 1 rant atkuer that.-K,A :I. primary ellildr .1 are charged one privy. thildren in .cadet
. :o and I; are charged a nikel more. junior high sehool eldhlrett a niekel :more,
and high :who'd children a nitla mare. So presumably by age grouping 1l here
Ihey eat :more there Is a diff.rente.

yell.
CoetIN.t. Ilitt within that grimil thorn". Ivi
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li.sot Ls. They rail have seconds.
Ifitiso.. Well. that's true too. lley. David. would pm stand up. That there boys

the Youngest one. It.. eat more than the other one. You ought to .41. born' the3
loath eat. Laughter.)

1.1111Ve got a real bargain.
i;neopx. Yelt. I know t VP. r h.ty I pa use

s. 1 would-Lullmy name Ann Eta whs. I would like to pck tIe llipard
Melt 3 on hateful to do if 3 on are going to alliate a remain amount of mone3
awl. as No1111.0111. has Iodated mots that would only feed perhap., ra) chndrivo.
what an. pill gong to do when that lllll Hey runs slut ? Are you gviing to .top
feoling ehildrn aitnuPt her: an- you going to limittip limit it to .150 each play?

?Luse: Ram As I indicated when I made the report. we attempted to arrive
at a statistic that would give us a guideline. We see within the reserves that we
have established or will establish by the publiration budget of August. the old'
of rover Now we would not propose this program unless it was
within the realm of possibility. Now. the issue of upeningnlithe prent
fat for is one that is very --- rotwrn to ape and I do feel that before we eau
ask the Boa rot to fake ;lethal t hat no going to hare to go back and recompute
this to the point where I can be assured. to the point where I ran assure the
Board that we will be able to handle this. fIiiulttheythey say were not
providing and I say we a re. We are providing fur a coverage based ou the esti-
mates that we have. It is true that we do not laave a specific budget category
but the Board has within its pi)wer flexibility to make these adjustments where
it multi eover the obligations we're talking about right now.

Esoeits. to thatso that you're not talking about cutting it off
NIALE.
Evipcos. at a certain date when the .3. runs out Sit that these ill&

k that ifif you've given them an eligibility standard that they're going to
be fed if they rn and ask for Mel h.

MALc. 'Starts talking before she's finished") the figures that we had but
1 think these have to Ile re- studied in light ofof the emwern that's been ex-
presNed. 1 mean. 1--I have in my mind so onesti and I think we have to go
bark anrd look at it again.

CHAIRMAN. Yes.
HABEREELD. My name is Steve Haberfeld and 1'111 with the 1"InnI

haven't liven coneerned with the :whim! hutch program watil just two weeks ago.
After reading your reportunhInoking at it just briefly. I zet the feeling that
Cott peiode want to do . hing. l'hbut there are two things that huffier me.
Thatoar is hoW is-1111-101W is eligibility going to be determined? Are people
going to have N10111111. to you? Are the IN 'fir penple going to have to mine to yon
and seek assistance or is it guilt= to N. automatic? And. number two. where is the
money going t (lone from I'm con. t thethe time is ripe today to depart
from conventional arguments andand I think that allall that you have beet!
dc- voting your time to ibis eve . g is eonventi llll al arguments. Pialr people have
to be fed /1/111 111ere'S a way of feeding poor pople if pen really interested in
doing it and I think thatnhthe suggest" Mr. Neumark made to :aime the
prier of lunehes of middleclass kids is a V"' g11041 . if that's the only way
you ran get the 1.. lint it seems to ut that the people here are disturbed by
the two items I just briefly referred to. flue. are the people giving to ha we to 111111e
to you for assistance or assistanee going to be antomatip where they ran pre-
serve their Cignity in getting the assistance that they deserve. and tiro. a re you
going to make a slavery effort in getting the money that's needed to support Sael
a program that's both important Had essential. I think that.that those hen
points deserve furtherfurther discuss' . 1 think I would -1 would like further
fliSeliSSioll from the people that came tonight about lin they would like eligi-
bility determined. I think we should rely on them to tell us what is a dignified

getting the 11:4:4Sta111r they deserve.
P "It AMNI %V..Anybody ha ye anything fart her to add?
MALm. I might jag respond alt as was indieal et! here Mut the parent would

be asked to apply. That we feel this is a rest sibility and would have informa-
tion that would justify such a mutest. It. wipuld he strietly eonfidential. Now.
in that event. if a family happens to he nut .\111r. there would be no research
other than to /.:11 to the Welfare Department where we would find the data.
Now. this would heroine a part of the aPpiicati llll and would be a s'inne prore-N.
%Vitene they did wit have the informati llll we would ha re to then it our-
sel% e, through other simrces.



IIABERD3.o. NI:ay I rest I to that
Cumuli AN. Yes.
II. nutria.o. Itit's my feeling thatuhthis k one way of perpetuated

iserpetnating a terministic resat' hip between the :who'd ail ttt i t and
Is OW ineftiliP !wilily. If youif you put it in that framework where they have
to IIMP aml ask for something that is tilled out. I think its better to have
sostnthing antImmtic. I think that tl syteni sl Id be ant : :tie ill oilier to --
uhpreserve some dignity among g poor people.

AN. 1 finvever they do have to make application if they need a welfare
grant and this is the prerogative of each ly and each *

I .111:1 is WIla t .s wrong wit h welfare.
What ?

ItAlltatrel.11, That's what's wrung with welfare.
VII DUI A N. That's something that we have nothing to say al t.
IlAnEttrzt.o. I 1.now lint I think that the is ripe where we ran depart

fruste that kind ofkind or relationship. We have an awareness of what that
makes 'people feel and I think that at this time we shouldwe shouldWs-1th
make may be a daring move :nal recognize that we're just perpetuating a
termalistic relationship thatnlanmakes people unhappy andnitjust elm-
rinks thenitgood faith a nduh--confitlence in the system.

en Alum A N. NVet 1. I don't want to get Into an argument with you alum! it :Is
a matter of 'philosophy but Insw does the Welfare I tepartmem know who need.:
asNistanee unless they came to say that thev 111111 it. l'It --granted there
a reuhntay be there are other ways of doing it and may be t haven't ex-
plord all of tl Ihnvever.--ult I fed that only a slosol
problem and I think that thk Las out. I think that all pnblic agencies. all
people. all boars:. who are clottirne I with the welfare of 'Hawk be
directly itsvolled and espevially in tb school I program. I Minh that t
a re !Ring asked to fo !ate pulley a nit .e are tieing asked to do soling hing whielt
b.: not the Sole vemmaNibility of the Bonn! of 1.:,Ineat at this given time. I
don't think that the Roan' is responsible for what the 'ty sh..uid be
doling fur the people who live within the comminsity. Granted we are a part of it.
but we sit Id lest assume the full responsibility. Now. I don't know whether the
nonvil is ready to make a dills' tonight and Dr. Corona suggested that it be
rerondotted and that re data be g; en to us. I didn't %%ant anyone to feel
that we here rutting off the dist ussi . We hate now been at it about an I
and a half and I do want to cull a re.:s. However. I will al' another five
minute:. for Ills' ussion if there iq something new to he brought up. not just the
,411111. 11.1111:411 of What we hall. 11rilre. men I will t at off the disenssi llll and
I will poll the neavil as to what they want to do as Boland members and they
feel their responsibility toward this toartit War program. We are bending over
backwards to he as fair as we know how: we have reams lir data material that
hod Itt.t.I1 given to its which we all have worked over and that we have ilkussed
and ttutt t have looked at. trying to find a .es on grimed a ml an amenable
solati n h, every illy. This isn't an easy maidens and I lb on 't k that the
Hoard ran take is full step by itself without suisisorting criteria and w;thunt
sup--sapport from the Welfare Department, the lbsard of Supervistors.--ult
the cm'. the (WO, all ageheies who are par; of this. patticular torogntm and
as I still feel that tle school should and be responsible for those things that
happen within the Isstsummity whish is elottittunity rspmesibility. New. that's lay
own peesional opinion but I'll allow live mare minutes for diNteNion fur anything
new that might be la-might nit and then I'll Ouse the !midi: diS:ss'

Nelms. I'm Josh. Norris aml. most recently I MO yself in a !Inglis ament nr
dilemma to go on welfaid. I'm what you in I I the Is's,: family temally.
Nly Inv:bawl was in eonstronettrution. has three other childret h, support.
Ili way far in another state. has to maintain his own expenses. pay his elli

or my rent and my food. Now, who bs going to survive? My !ly and I. or
Ilk three children. Naturally. the three children none first. Right? My boy and
I now are on welfare. You say that middle class inept cannot be elm rged a
nickel more for hooch. I tell you tett:ally anyone that lists any kind of feeling for
the human. or shall we say for their fellow man. mathl give a nickel more for

1111111ber one 'Phil' is Illy feeling and I know them are many people more
like me. I see It woman next to 1111 with five children which has turned into
welfare secause I at there for two reassms. Without food. without having my
tent, to.r bills are 5. pletely g so I cannot valets np. Nom, another thing is
why put these people sits a spot and say you have to apply through selmel beard.
Why can't it come directly through the welfare?



l'ii.ozu.x. 'limy don't apply to the school board. I think that was a misunder-
standing.

Noititts Look l'imple that are on e! fare like my grant. if I had to stay on
welfare. would be :17i9 00 a month. Would you N. able to live on I ha t with one
Iliad of your's? I Mort think so ma'am. Now. hythese !ovoide art. wady of
lighting. Right mow. I'm in the -ante position. .oul I'll tell you. I'm bleeding
inside and I could just sereani. 1.1ki. On. man NI ill. we're going to the moon. but
here we are sitting and we're starving. .11d that is not right. ma'am. Sim.
that's all I Ian sae. I wish the vella..e get in and make application for the
people %%hit really do need it and I wish that you raise that lunch money bee:Inse
as soon as I eau get off this assistance. I will do 1tat I ean in my community
to stress it. that everyone multi give a tth.kel to eltildren that are really
live:inst. I Lind myself right tiliw in the sante predicantetit.

Nl.u.K. Mrs. Norris I think one thing we sl Id keep in mind is this. Not all
children eat in the cafeteria and that would mean that if those who did eat
and were not needy. they would have to be footing the bill for the underprivileged.
those in need. the Board has taken the :1 Rude. as a matter of fart this
was disitrised a year and a half ago and they aid it would be unfair to ask
t he feteria to carry the load of free Inn( aes

Nomits. Imh.
° * * and it would he more equitable to to to a broad basea tax

base or something like that so. if going to have free lunches. everybody
wouldwould participate in it.

Nomas. lit huh.
.imported not just those people who IMP the services of the cafe-

teria and this is--the board is 'Wing very consistent here. saying we're not
going to this segment of the population but rather it should be equalized
and we're going to use general fund money if this is the best way to 1.1111111ixe it.
r1/11S14.--"31111:%ee the point on it "

Nottets. this is !lin. for a person who has a steads Meonle. sir. Who sits
in a position that ran say welt. my (.1111,1 is going to have timid' for 35 emits.
Alright. limy I know that some people have given their children luncheons to
Cake to school bee:ince all of a sudden their Isit,bands didui t make the equivalent
money. Okay. but then the nest month they were full force bark in there and
they timid even give a nickel nire. Don't you think over a period of year, that
those tiii.kels all could mount tip?

NIAt.E. Yes it would. buttlint
Nonni:. lireanse the people that don't have enough money now are not having

the Luncheons anyway and they sty butter sattilwielo ?).
NI.t.. Well. its a matter of how pm t you ailtieve :In eitnity

hen. 11)1114.111s the Itint rd. There are two things that I must say. Now. I'm
rather shaky beean e I'm facing myself with a dile a which. well. I ran't
help myself. And I 'haft think that the people really should be on the spot to
put in for this :Mall. like the lady said, it hurts a person. when
all of a sudden down and mit. Anil this is so unnecessary really. You iatt work
together with the 1Vidfare Department, I ant -lire, because they are very tdee
people mid if it wasn't for thisthese people right here in the front. I still be
sitting at It* onse and have tiothieg to eat. Benoist it* pride. Like you have.
Like I have.

ritAncu.v. You hive spoken already. I want to see if there's anybody else
%vim lofore we allow other peapl to speak. Yes.

t'Attol. 1.f.rort Carol I et(*iit . rlNi(11111 of League of W.inin Voters.
('union we would to ntlettrultftltthe League Board disi-ns,vil this at
great letigt11.-111attitie morning artil---1111mit was our feeling that the method
of :motivation unnecessary and- -shin that an antomatie priuednre
with the \\*vit.:ill. Department would l.-1111a better :uproa/1 because u11
%%e are talking :Mont small children who should be fed whether the Inirenf has
the inittative apply or the will to :topic- or mit. Therefore. it would have to be
sort of automatic In-raits.i. can't identify a 'Mingo ehild, you c.in't tell by
fool: rig. Vlsittwe are aware that the big proldem here for the school hoard
kIst.oi -nor }our roiteetit :Mont hungry ellib:ren lint how to pay for it aml
nhm - -I %%mild like to like to lin " if some of these
people %%eh. ti hndgetar probients of the .chief hoard right
now .1111-101111--111e fact that nor governor is withdrawing moneyliltand
our legislature is withdrawing moneynilfrom the school districts and we've
we're operating atat minimu' level already a lid Uhl( ttlan--payilig for these
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school hutches isn't isn't that simple. It isn't a matter of their holding out
extra funds. There just isn't inemey andohit is our feeling also that tlw
that the---uhmmethod of paying for the school lunches should be-1111111a
ommennity problem and not nuanced by the :whew! district. Hem ever. nluu --
tt take a lot of concerned peeeple. I think tee convince the necessary pen-
ple.-1d1111atlilnhif all of these people would ShO 1W at county board of
supervisors meeting andnhtnew write to the legislature and the government
and uhthe governor in Sacramento. your feelings %%mud probablyultmbe
heard and may be have some effect. I-1 know--1 realize 34111'l. thonragril
I someone from audience is saying something tee her in the background. lent can't
idyl: it up) Yell. 1 rea:ize it. but *

1Vet.sox. go up there and talk to
('snot L. Yeh. 1Vellyet nobut ifif you talk if pm have Oil

showed up at the County Board of Supervisors meeting?
WeLsox. We're geeing to attend them when we get done with the city

county
CumumAN. Mr.Mr. Wilson
('.meet. 1.. Its just ° uhI just wanted to make the point thatubm

fleet. vein know that- -that the problem with the budget is not that the school
board doesn't want tee feed hungry children but they you've pet to find the
lllll my sonwwhere. And thatnhit is our feeling that it is more the problem
of the community rather that the school district and that the welfare department
should be paying for the lunches and they should be automatic foe the children
on welfare.

WeLsos. What did they do with the money last year? They had 170 kids and
every one of 'em had to %veer': for their lunch. That's slave laNer. They've gut
oneone

CnAtauAs. Mr. Wilson *
WILSON. * * one MIL Mr. Hall
ClIAIRSIAN. Mr. Wilson '"
WeLsox. He's the coordinator and he's going to be the coordinator this coming

year. Now. have we solved anything? You tell um?
(' mom I.. I don't think we're talking about the same thing. Wewe're

talking *
WeLsox. About the funds.
('stun. L. Yell. Where are the funds musing from?
Wit.sos. Therea lot of them's there. .\ lot of them can be getcan be got

there. All they gotta be is just
retAnotAx. lime *
CAnot. L. Well. I think you have to show that to me. I don'tI-1I-1've

looked at the budget and II don't see that it's a matter of rerouting fiends.
it's a matter of finding new funds.

Wtt,sox. Just one momentI want to ask you a question.
CumastAx. Mr. Wilson. You're out of order. Tien lady has the floor. She * *
WILSON. I know she has the floor. F * e'r lust verifying a three-way

switch.
CumeoLAN. N rou're not going to do anything of the kind. You wait until

she is through i then you can get to the mhrophore and ask a question.
Alrigbt

CHAIRMAN. Now. we've lead a very nice meeting up TO this paint and I don't
want to spoil it for the last five minutes

WILsox. II'm sorry. Go right on.
retAtiotAx. I appreciate your remarks but I must take exception to one thing

that you said that wCre not concerned about needy children. that we're con-
cerned about budget. Fnless I MiS1Inderstood what yon said.

(',nun. L. Oh, 'es you did.
CHAIRMAN. Board is eery convened :dined' needy children and the free

Newt. program *
Rost:. She did * 4 she did say that.
rimot, I,. ° I .4:1 ill flint it wasn't that you were not. 1 knew you were
CrtAttotA v. I thin t hear the "not". I'm sorry.
CAnot. L.... it was that you need to find the money...
CetAtentAx. That's right. Thank you. Now Mr. Wilson. Do yon hare something

to say became I'm going to Own(' off this disenssion in a couple of minutes?
Wit.so v. Several things here I'd like to say. First of all I vould like to know,

like--uhOlsall the linole money ...



(Cut in tape)
. . . how many children would it feed and for how long? What I'm saying is

Low many lunches would this buy. All the money that you have in your littlebudget HOW for how manyhow want' how many lunches would it buy and how
many kids would it feed for how long? Now. that's what I'm trying to say.

('HAIRMAN. We don't know. Mr. Wilson. beea use we 110111' klIMI how 111:1113
children will le qualified as Seigel Mer

Wu.soN. Ma am . .

CHAIRMAN starts.
Wit.sox. Ma'am. you III kIIII(lerSIO011 II le. 1'111 hot sayingI'm not saying how orif, I'm saying all the money together what you have now appropriated for this.

I' mean that's in the fist, not in the bush in the hand. Ilow mud) moneyhowmany meals could you feedler ehildren could you feed this coining year?
ItosE. The truth of the matter isnot day we haven't got the money yet, we

haven't got our reserve moneys 3(1.
M %LK. W'ene estimated tlmt we would probably feed between six and eight
Wit.sox. Six and eight hundred children.
Mm.n. That %%as the estimate that we were working AAith yesterday.
Wit,soN. Yeah. How about the six 1'110118H 11(1?
NIALE. Six Ilelle,1111(1?
WILSON. Yeah. You know, if you want to go according to statistics. along thebite there. they say 2-I-2.1 percent of theall Modesto'sunder the OVA) pov-erty level.
NIALE. No . .

IRM S. No
. . if we were

WM:) X. A till if you had twenty-four thousalumst twenty four thousand kidsin the school, 3 on multiply that one-fourth, it's 6.000. Four sixes is twenty four.So exagerating it a few there.
Mau.... If we were that level, we'd be over the twe,ity percent factor and we'dbe seeing a great deal of special systems.. .

it.sox. Great! Great ! Let's tell the truth about it and get It.
[ La lighter.]
Mau, . . . we come at the sixteen percent .
Wu.sos. Sixteen percent. You 1.now. it's better this year Ian it was last year.I read a piece in the paper the other day. Some guy in ew York says, them

guys are living great in Stanislays County. Can you people tell me if you're living
any better this year than you wr. , last year?

Cualamas. Mr. Wilson, ac ding to the (interrupted by laughter) accord-
ing to the special assistance progra. yon must have twenty percent of your total
children enrollment in school on AFDC or at these levels in order to apply for the
funds and we only have * * *

WiLsox. Alright. i May-1 may answer your question there. dust onegive meon:. moment here. Alright. If you're already drawing aid you canyou
t an draw more money But if you're not on aid. you're not qualified for it. Now,tan you answer that question? Maybe Mr. Quissenberry could answer that

ClIA:RMA N. That's Welfare agency * * *
WiLsos. I don't know. Butbut you're saying if they could get on AFDC.

you can draw more money while you're on AI)1"C than you can before you get
On it.

CuAtiotas. This question * * *
WILSON. That's what I'm * * * 14-1. There it is right there.
CHAIRMAN. I'm sorry * *
Wu.sos. That explains it. You can't you can't use AFDC because there's that

margin right there. That little bit of margin would make a difference of hundreds
of people. Hundreds of people ! Just that little bit. An ahwell well go on past
that. Now. we're getting back\ e getting lack to Mr. Hall. Nowuhit don't
seem nowhere in your paper that youyou're still using him as the head lead on
this. I mean hehe's the guy that's going to classify all these little bitty chil-
dren for their lunches, you see. Now, yon haven1 weakened one bit there and you
haven't said that he has done wrong. But now only 170 children last yearand there's 170 people working in your ea feterias and I say ninety percent of
those had to work for a lunch. So they didn't get no free lunches. They get ten
percent of 170 Innbes. hat's all they ga ve bust yen r. And this Mr. Hall has
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foundhe goes around and feedsfeels little kids ribs, I guess, I don't know,
but you've got him in there now. Alright, keep him another yearhe's not for us.
He's not for us. The only thing he's looking for is slaves and that's exactly what
you worked last year in the free lunch program. 170 kids and their hundred and
seventy free lunches and all of 'em worked for them, ninety percent of them.
You show me any different And why keep him inwhy keep Mr. Hall in this
program. I think lie could be fit a little bit better with may be a pick and a shovel
out there, you know. Give him another jab. Assign someone else to it.

CHAIRMAN. I'm sorry, Mr. Wilson.
Witsox. I don't think we need him. Yon know, and here again so make it a

ma [Wateramake it mandatory, got it mixed up. No child will be forced to
work for his lunch and that should lie in therethat should he put down there
real simple in the very saute words. No child shall be forced to work for his
lunch. * * *

CHAIRMAN. forced.
Wn.soN. I beg your pardon, Ma'am, I'll get you fifty in here in thirty minutes.
Pmansn. Forty-nine.
Wnsox. Forty-nine, I can't get tifty Itecause there's the Fire Department said

I couldn't bring in but 49. I'll get 'on enrolled for you You're not sitting there
telling me that the children hasn't had to work for their lunchI've talked to
too many people. You go out and meet 'mu Get amongst 'em. You'll hear it.
(pause) And then get back to the last thing here and then Ili go on beck on
skid row. We're talking about this thing we call pride. People seem to forget.
That's the reason you haven't got the itue figure today. That's exactly the
reason you haven't got the true figure today. And you can't overlook it. People
has got pride, I don't care if he's in the gutter, starving to death. They got pride.
And if nobody has got. yon know, got the strength to talk to 'em and pH: 'mu
up a little bit, this country is going to be in sad shape. People is too proud. They'd
stand right there and letlet your children starve to death before they'd ask for
lunch and these people these great people in this society they say, you know.
that a bigbig knockdown, them people they're on welfare. Why they're making
it better than we are. It's great. Well, let's get on out then' and try to live on
MIT standards. It's not so sweet. I malw it some better than Others 'came I draw
ATD, AFDC, and 'Social Security. You know'

Aron:Nei:. Got any more? [laughter, including Wilson.]
Wnsox. , but still yet I'm not too fat. you know, but II can make it

pretty good on my 'mignon. I haven't got no kick on it. 1 can tzet by, lint I'm
talking about these people thatuhgets down to something that they can't
eventhey ean'tthey can't even eat on. See!

CHAIRMAN. Thank you. There's one last speaker. The lady in the blue dress
and t lien we're going to close off the discieedon.

Then ARDSON. Yes, my name is Louise Richardson a nd 1-1 want to ask you
a question about you say that we have to go through the welfare department
to get a free lunch for our kids. Well, I came to Mi'. Hull and Mr. Hull told
me that in order to get a free lunch for my daughter he had to call the Welfare
Department. So lie ea! the Welfare Department. The Welfare Department
told hint that I had no funds for them to give her a free lunch. *So, what did
they do, they turned my daughter down. I asked them then to let In r have a
free lunch until I could pay for it. I would repay for it when my husband got
able to wori: and to pay for the lunch. What did they do. they put her to work
in the school. Well, I didn't object to them putting her to work in the school, but
the idea of it was they turned me down. So later I went to see Mr. uissenberry
and NIr. Quissenberry told me that there was funds in my for them to
given her a free lunch and why did they turn her down. The kids at school
made fun of her and everything. Why did they turn her down? Because
Mr. Quissenlierry said thatthat they shouldn't have turned her down. I talked
to him.

CHAIRMAN. I can't answer that question specifically because this is one par-
ticular case However, we are changing the criteria, we hope. where the parent
will go to the principal 'of the school where the child goes to school. This is one
of the criteria that was set up for the Board to dimms-4.

dbenAimsox. Yes. 1 went to the principal. I talked to the principal. She en led
Mr. Hull.

CnAninAs. Because Mr. Hull is the supervisor.
IttenminsoN. MO Mu'. Hull called the Welfare Department aml they said me

no free lunch.
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CH A IRMA N. Well we hope to change theuhmanner in which this is ap.
proached. I don't know %%nether you were in the room when we went over the
criteria widen was given to us this evening on how to arrive at those children
who are eligible for the free 1 II 11(.11 program.

It witAansox. Well, what are we going to do, go through the Welfare
Department

(samumAN. No.
Ricitmtosox. and take their word whether we gotwe
rnmamAN. Welfare Department
Itten.tausox. have a free lunch or not?
CH A IRMA N. 111111 111111 I don't know whether I can do it in

a minute Or two to explain it again. The Welfare Deimrtment has been very
cooperative in doing the identification of those families wno are 011 A Fl a ..uh
they have certain criteria which is set up and when they do their investiga-
tions. their lists are available to us to that we do not have to duplicate and do
exactly the same thing that they did. Now, there are those needy children who
are outside the AFDC program and we Ore trying also to set up criteria for
them. So we have taken the Mice of Economic Opportunity levels of income
which tell aoproximately how innch a family of so many people makes each
month and if they are below that, then they would be eligible. But I'd have
touhgo through the whole thing with you item by item to explain it more
fully. But this is the gist of it. And now the Board must decide how they :rant
to go about doing this. IN) they want to accept the guidelines that were given
to us this evening? Do we want to revert back to staff beenUse we feel we 110111
1111 ye enough information? Is there something else that can be given to us which
would be more amenable to more people. These are the decisions that we have
to make and this is the reason that you have spoken with us. to try and give
us your ideas on how you feel the program should work and. we have been at
it now over an hour and a half and I think that everybody who wanted to speak
has spoken. I can't give you specific answers to a specific case bee:II:se I don't
know all of the background of the ease. We are making a (('ut in tape.)

CHAIRMAN. aid. Are those children who pay for a week or two or a
month, need free lunch program. These criteria are set up and we hope that we
can abide by them when they are adopted.

RicHAnnsos. Well. if you have to go on the Welfare word for a child needing
free lunches, well there--theretherethey can tuale a mistake.

CHAIRMAN. Everybody can
RionAnusox. because they did it.
CHAIRMAN. But the Welfare Department is only one with whom we check.
RICH kRDSON. Are we supposed to come and get down on our knees? I practically

begged them to give my little girl a lunch and they flat laugaed in my face andsaidno. No
CHAIRMAN. I'm sorry for that
RICHARDSON. But a little child is called into the room and asked well. will you

work for your lunch? If you don't, you don't get one. Now thatthat's the way
they put it to her.

CHAIRMAN. I-1111I can't give you an answer and I can't tell you why the
decision was made the way it was. However, there isthere is nothing shameful
about honest work.

Itionmu)soN. No
enAntmAx. I think
iticuAnosox. III don't have no objection to her working, don't get me

wrongI don't have nonone for her working. But it was the idea of the way
it was pat to her.

CHAIRMAN. That's unfortunate and I'm sorry for it and we'll see if these kinds
of conditions cannot be improved before the next school year. Thank you. I'll, I'm
going to rut off the discussionuh

PAmusn. one very brief question.
CHAIRMAN. Alright. There'll be just Mr. 'Seamark and Mr. Parrish one question

each. At twenty minutes of eleven by that clock I'm going to stop the discussion.
PAmusn. In that case can I ask mine first ? [Laughter from audienee.]
XIATM,1 RIC Assuming that this is it legal need and you going to vote on the

budget tonight. we were promised by members of this board that there would he
a resolution of the school lunch problem before the budget was voted on. The
reason for that is very obvious. But if you go ahead and vote on the budget am!
don't make any allocation for school lunches, you may as well just Neu down the
whole school lunch program. You shouldn't give people false hopes. That's
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the problem with this country. If you don't intend to feed the children, then why
don't you just say so. I think these people would he more ple..sed with you and
recogand recognize your courage you know for saying what you're doing. In-
stead of just. stopping and not telling the people what's going to happen. There
was a promise that this thing would be resolved, that it has to be resolved so that
there can be a budget allocation. If you don't want to do it, why don't you just
say it? I think they'll respect you much more if you did it that way?

CHAIRMAN. Mr. Parrish.
PAnatsit. Yeah. Well, likelike several others that have already talked * ".
CHAIRMAN. I said one short question.
PARRISH. Well, I have to explain the question.
CHAIRMAN. Just state the question.
Pitinusn. Okay. Whenwhen you semi out the letters you know to parents

at the beginning of the school year, is it going to lie merely an application, or
is it going to say you know, if you have, if you fall below this Income you're
eligible?

3lAi.z. The letter has not yet been composed. II've only an idea in
any mind. it would indicate that the program does exist, what the criteria are in
terms of eligibilityuhand the procedures that one would follow in making
application. We do not plan to send an application form. It has not been discussed.PAtausn. No.

3IALK lint a letter, a statement that it would be available to the individual
upon the call or a visit to the school.

PAniusit. And there would be something on the form by which they couldgauge their eligibility?
MAI.1:. Yes, sir *.
CHAIMAN. 'Phis will close the diseussion.UhI will now ask the Board

members how they feel about it. There were several things mentioned and I
think that, just in summary, you may want to bike a recess before we take
any action.lihDr. Corona said that per,,,os this should be recomputed and
we should talc another look at it. Secondly, there was a remark made, however
I don't remember hearing it at the last meeting, that before decision is made on
the lunch program, that we would go to thc budget and the lunch program wouldbe decided after the budgetallhad been looked at and the money for free
lunch program had been put into the Inelget, or do you want to accept the guide-
lines as presented to us this evening, if you have any further questions con-
eerning themMonyou can make th- decision now, if you prefer I will call
a recess for coffee for ten minutes and we can collie back and make the decision.Chin, it is at your pleasure now.

MALE. I move a recess for ten minutes.
KNOWLI:s. Me too.

* * either way.
CitAtanAN. Alright. Then we'll hate a recess for ten minutes for coffee and the

Board will make a decision when it * * *.
(Tape silent while recess taken.)
CpAtitsiAx. . . . with the same kind of decorum and respect for one another

while the Board tries to make the decision without any interruption. We have
tried to allow everyone to speak who wanted to and listened to all of the ideas
that were presented to the Board. We all have a great deal of supplementary
material which we have read and re-read trying to come to a proper decision
and now it will be within the province of the Board of F,ducation to make its
decision. There will be no discussion by those in the audience after the Board
has come to its discussion period and we hope that we will be able to come to r
decision before the meet hag is over. We yet have the budgets to go through, we
will not take any policies this evening bemuse it is the usual procedure of the
Board that all polities, although they be discussed without a full Board. The
decisions of policy are usually done by the full Board and because Mr. Bienvenne
is not here, we will hold the policies lit abeyance until such time as Mr. Bienveutie
conies back to our meetings. I will now open the discussion between the Board
members and the staff concerning the free land' program, discussion Item 5 onhe Agenda.

Rost:. I'd just like to open by remarking Um like others. I'm
coneerned. Thisthisthis is a resolve to develop a program beyond our abilityto linale it a justI just don't know where the money would comefrom. That's all I have to y at this time.

SMART. I've written down quite a few notes here that based on the points . . . .
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CHAIRMAN. you wait just a moment, Mr. Smart. %Von Id you please ask
the people out in the hall to keep their voices down. We don't want to have to
close the door to the Board Room.

SMAltr. Many individuals getting up have made many points rd just like
to cover them all and as as I OHL Points were brought up that last year there
were different colored lunch tickets and I would fully concur and I think this
Board would that we should not differentiate in the color of lunch tickets 1::
any form. I think this is not, good and I think this coding system 5110111(1 Le
3(10111(41. applie:IIIMI forms that this Board would use should be very simple
so that this gives the individual the opportunity to present explicitly and simply
as Possible his application. I assume it would be something as e're usim, at Ilead
Start which 1 assume is quite simple. Tin points been brought up several times
that we diet have any money in the budget for tlie free lunch program, I'd like
to reiterate what Mr. Eaton said. We have probably 15,000 dollars in the budget
as I see it now and we also have $100,000 general reserve. Now, it's never been the
policy of this Board to invade this reserve and I think by committing this pro-
gra the Board is committing itself to utilizing a portion of this reserve and
you all know the problems that this brings about. I gather, from the staff's rec
minuend(' tion that they are in effect committing us to a $60.000 program of which
we have $18,000, may be $29,000 may be additional fluidsso that this could
mean thirty or forty thousand dollars coming from -the reserve. But. as Mr. MR'
tuns jest pointed (Mt, there's a great variation in what this program could cost.
Just some rough calculations as I . . .

As I understand it there an' 2700 on AFDC. 27 percent was a figure quoted, that
would cost us about $60.000. 30 percent would cost us $05.000. 43 percent would
cost us about $95,000. So you can see the range that we're developing already in
this thing. If it gets up to 75 percent, we just don't have that kind of money and I
think it's. up to this Board toif we're committing ourselves on this program
we've got to consider we either do or don't Wive the money and how much do we
have that we can commit. A point was made that we're hieing dishonest by saying
that were funding the program We're being dishonest iftiltif were going to
commit $150,000 when we know we don't have that. So I think it's up to us to
then consider some sort of figure that we might want to commit to this Ion:nun.
A point was brought up several times that children should not. be forced to work
for their lunch. II think the Board has already agreed that this is a definite
matter of policy and a child should not be forced to work for his lunch and if it's
not strong enough then the present policy should be strengthened. There have
been several indications that theyuhthere have been cases where children
have been denied lunches by many individuals. I'd like to see, as part of this
program, what we might call an audit function set up. If the individuals who
want a free lunch do not get it from the principal and the others, I would think
that there should be someone in the general officecentral office who should be
a eontnet I,004 advice, specific eases.

This Board was recently again told several meetings ago that many children
weie not being given free lunches or were being forced to work. And yet we were
not given specific instances and I think it should be our concern. If there are any
in this ce tegory. we should be so advised. I think if were going to develop poi-
fries and them up, we slmuld be assured that they're going to be followed. I do
feel thatniapplications should be made for the funds for the free 'mull.
Welfare demands an application. I think our form should be simple but that we
should have an application. We are responsible for these funds. We are re-
sponsible for the money. We cannot rely on the Welfare Departmentthey have
their own funding. we have ours. So %ve must have some basic information on
which to make .

(End of tape)
That those arethe basic thoughts that I have.
CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I have a question to ask Bert. Figures have been

thrown around indiscriminately tonight and it's pretty difficult to keep them in
correct order. Ulu! They say that there are 2700 children on AFDC and our
enrollment is 23,000.

ConoNA. Roughly.
CHAIRMAN. ChHas this been recomputed to find out if we're within the

twenty percent to make the spe,bial assistance application to the Federal Govern-
ment for funds at all?

MALE Yowl:. The last report
CHAIRMAN. Would be September 13th.

41;
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*SIAtai Voter: Yes. The last data that we looked at indicated we were still
below the tweoty percent level. Of mum.. they were attempting to amend thelaw to lining it to vii tea here it would include Illare tilia [lets. This is one of
the advantage?: of the State hlw Wherein It Willi he droloped-1-1 forget the
eXaet Pereenta:a Lott lehlW (111r MIPS Se wewe %void(' bP entitled to vonsiderably
more mouey, but this law has not town passed yet.

eo.t think that the Ittord will try to make a vomparable and
equitalde dt.eision tonight but 1 would like to ask Mr. Eaton with his good offices
that after enrollments emne through. I guess by (tetober 1st, tic first two weeks
of sepool there aro solve Ito 1100 get the other first two weeks toe:lase Of
trod:. that tar keep a tab on the calr<pufatiatis Of how many students we haveenrolled. what the within the twenty percent If we have that many
hildren to find out eractly so as soon as we Imectone eligibl under the prnsent
law unless the law is amended, that as soon as we hit that twenty ',precut. we
make applieation for sitecial assistance funds that might help us because there
are funds in the Federal Government under special assistants. and. if we are
entitled to them. I would like to see us get them. I do agree with Mr. Smart and
Mr. Rose ;about the funding. It is di cult. as you all know I think, at this time
that it's very diffieult to predicate exactly how much the program will east, how
many children will he eligible. I, too, feel that an application should be math%
albeit it simple one, because we itre responsible for the money to the taxpayers
because we are using his funds ft . this particular program. I don't know if any-
one on the Board has anything eltze they want tomb'.

Room Yes, I want
eitotattx. Yes. Hill.
Rose. Lest I ult the sui:Ject you agreed with my thoughts about

the money and I-1 am certain we do agree there. I have some further colleen's.
This year, we have been forced to great considerable extre allies to try to make
our edtwational program go. We have el sew' shools and en: back on 1e:tellers,
we have eat back on our supplies one. maintenance and have gone to every kind
of extremity and (ter budget is still unfunded at this juncture we don't know
how nitwit we're going to get from the state...10 in the past before a lot Of
people showed up hero, we were putting money district moneys. into free lunches
we've been putting our money where others are just now gettin' their months.
and I'm NI:we:lied ;Ilona the direction we go here kweause other agencies whose
normal business it is to take care of those who are unable to take ea re of
themselves ate not perhaps folly doing their job, well then we are going %ily
hilly lotto the Welfare business and beyond our means and I'm terribly concerned
idiom this development. 1 think that lour school officials have tried to do a
conscienthats job making Aire that there Is no hunger in our schools and nohuman endeavor is perfect but II continue to he terribly concerned about
thisalluhit's the same thing that's been going on for years, we've !wen
getting the saute thing from the state government for fifteen years--they shoveits in underneath the rug all the time, another permissive override tax.

'they give a lot of lip service on what their going to do for people and tilt --but they don't do anything, they just slip another override tax to us all thetime, then we can lay it 011. Alit] IlO we see the next level of government,
lot of lip serviee to serviee to line ideas, one tiling and ummlher, and when the
erunelt is on well then what do we get': We get a tax from hem, that's all. Weget people who are hired to attack local agellala of government and I'm ter.
ribly concerned about this. I think we have proven. by our past action. that

.. like I say, we--1111put aver ten th..usand dollars if money thatweunthat we out Intel: our educational program over this past year and
what diretion are we g9ing? I think thatalt at that Gine when we IlaSNell
these tonergeney situations for a cafeteria (muffled) and hts-ause
of the lunch program and we all renmrkts1 at than 'hue tae were concerned about
hungry ehildren and that's before anybody shoe ea up here honoring about free
lunches or anything. Anduhso I think that we've been not hard hearted inthis matter and alt because we're all concerned about people with unmet Ilet4iS
but we don't have the tax base to fund all that needs-111111let mewls. nil just
cutworms'. that's all. And I'm etattvrned thatuhlike they say well a lot of
peoples promised 'cm. well II'm not one to lie to peopl uhwhat I say Imint to do, I want to do, andtilt-1 don't think that we can fundohI don't
see how we eta afford to fund a program that's 4111 this scale. dis-
tressed by ituhthe whole situotion and I think every board member is con-
certos; about boys and girls, butuhthis is not our primary business and

O
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1111we havewe have del lllll istrated our emmern long before anybody showed
up to attack us.

C11. Is June said what you wanted to say.
WoltAx. (Very difficult_ to hear) Well Joyceuhmy_towerus
Atngxec. Caul-hearlittle louder.
WOM AX. JaIr.,:imartims presented my convene: in his statement. and Mr. Rose

has expressed_ my eoncertrals,1 that- We do- feed= the hungry- children. I'm also
coneent&with -the fact that. as -figures develop. I don'tLI dual see !oat- we
1.3111 ell1111Uit 1111NeRVS-to $150.000 or; $1.10.000.- -L think -we're going _ to -1c1 ve to-=I
think-we going toif we accept thisprograin u:e're going to have to=-to do the
bestwe Mul-With Wand well have to-make a try awl we ninst begin.

Rose. -What
%Vo AX., I =

Bose. -* - hoportantrm so sorry.
-Wo-atii._1 -think that With the figures that were presented to uk. I-think ,we'te

going,to . . its going to take a:lot of work,-it'S going-to-take a-lot of tuilkra-
-... _tionLon the part of the people also.- 1111-=--to do your share. I =-think that- while -we

u*tI cm( See Wit-ere-we-ea n begi u with=wi t $1-T,000_ wi t n a-pplieat in-t hat
we will receive further:funds, _Lean See- we,,ca irtake -money= lint _of-on r
reserve -funds and we coiddwe: could begin this program aud -I think- Mit=
thatuh=t his- would be better than_Avhat weluire been-doing, and-We need_ to
start. but I deli see where we could spend $17,0,000, tdoulseewhere we could
could ask,the taxpayers to to the taxes-and I=think the legislature has=
has to give-slime-recognitions to the-needs and to _do their-- part and' the federal
government also.- And tee heafilithat some people say that the comnmnity would
-be 'willing--1-uhto=toif they-Were as ififorted as-theyonghtto be, they Would
be aide tmcontrihnte. But-this is pretty hard_for us to go out to ask them

they_
eon=

tribute to=1111----to the free lunch program. This Ls a _connunnity problem I See also
has been brought to our attefition,rm going tototo take :a step forward and to
do the best-wecan.

ROSE. Areare you through?
reS.

_

ROSE. -1 -111 SD

lint pose generally,_have we lutlike-I-saY;_ne human institution or no human
administration is _perfect, I know- that, but have-we had substantial or- even

. moderate number.. of children-go hungry in our School and-I justI justwonder
about that because-wharswliars really-going here, people have showed up to
pressure us to blanket-in eertaincertain groups of peoPle -a ndnhtha ttha t
just isn't our thing.

CORONA. We have tint knowingly let a youngster go hungry.
RoSn. doubt that that anyone that-is-normal would let any child

go-hungry.
CORON That's not to say that some-of them might have out of embarrassment,

hesitance. whatever it might be lilt I think they could probahlr point out some.
exctair s -to . . .

Rose. I dare say. Like I mly nonth I don'tI doubt very much whether We
have-had suhstaldial nundiers get away and II Itemise I-think-that_ becailse
other agencies whose business tills is wit have eategorieS and categorical grants,
its their business to set up categorical grants but our maternmlhut is it our
business to _go into setting up categories of peotile= 1111 mthmwhen our pri-
mary !Business is 01111.1I i1111.

WONI X. I've-hadrve had_ teachers say to me that they knew that the-chil-
dren Wit come to school without breakfast, many children come to school without
ineallast and . . .

PARRISH. That makes lunch doubly important, doesn't it?
WomAx. Andthat'S right-. Andalt II but it also,-this is also the respon-

sibility of parents. If their children are coming to school without n breakt.ist then
I think they ought to come to school dtoland let us know this No-that they could

. get n lunch. I mean-z-and I- know of teachers some teachers_ who have fed chil-
dren: but theybut should the schools provide breakfast for all
children °

ROSE. Well, that would -*.
Wommt. See, what-I mean. I wino .
Rost:. That would probably include two-thirds of the girls in high school that

go purposely without breakfast.
Wommt. That's right. That's right. But I mean young children. I'm thinking

nbot young children. (short pause)
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CHAIRMAN. Is there a possibility knowing our funding situation, knowing that
we have no undistributed reserve in the elementary and uh knowing at this
time that_ we have some money budgeted plus the first $11,000 that will coke
uhm--from the state,_if we (zut in tape, missed a few words) commit at_ least
some of the funds of-the general reserve-to the program uhuntil at least-the
first couple or three_monthsvf school to find out by that time exactly how many
children are enrolled, -how many children are on the-AFDC program, to find out
if they are eligible for special assistanceuhand maybe take a look at it again
inihree,months=uh--I _ believe, as Jean does that _we-have to We have
to take a stevIthink that we all watched the astronauts last night and they also
said:that-this was a step,-whether it's a giant step-for mankind, I don't know.
It is a step, however. -And I feel that we have to start someplace. UuhmI don't

-think-thatthis-list of-criteria- is a bad one, in fact I_think it's rather-a good-one,
it's taken a-greatdeal_of thought :Uh-I`don't know:how much _we can comMit
uhbut I-think that perhaps this is the place that we start-UhaS I said
before,_I don'tihinkit's the schools' responsibility_io_take on a_conimunity pro-
-gram: -I-don't even know-whether the Board ofZupervisors is aware of _this par-
ticular.- problem- and = the -role --that= they, aa elected officials in -thee community,
should play-in this.-It wait my-understanding thatone of_the Board of Supervisors
had-said: You're eligible for allidnds of mon-ey;_vhy, don't you ask for it? -And he
wasn't aware of thelaw,- that 'there Is a-twenty-percent enrollment factor before
you're even-eligible-to make application _ for-specifie funds ;_ that we_ are_at the
Mercy of the legislature:

We all know the county-budget a great deal of it goes to welfare We also:owe
allegiance-to-our teachers. We-haven't even-diScussed teacher's-raises, we_dOn't
even -know how much nioney'we're_gohig-to getsfrom=Sacramento,- we_ know -the
waythe_budget-stands-nowpredicatednpott the tax base that we_have, that we
are absolutely strapped=for_ funds and_Lthink _that this i4 -the greatest concern
of- the Board:Jr:think:that-if _wehad _reserves over and above:what we normally
have, -there-wouldrnbe_ no question= as_ tacommitting_ these funds-ialtoto _tOthe
free lunch- program because I think all of_os--are definitely concerned. Mr. Smart
has seven children and-I-know that-he has a-concern. Mrchildrealient-through

rna-when'they-*ere_going, as had-Mr: Rork
and -Mrs. Knowles ;=Mr. _Bienvenue still -haatwo children-in _our_ public schools.
Uhdon't think_ fin. one minute-that_ We, as -Board,ltembert, are hardhearted,
that-we want any child-sto go-hungry-because nothing_ could_be further from the
truth. Bats' just feel _that there has-to be more community effort. -We will try
to do-what we can to the best- orour_ ability-with _the_funds which-_wehave to
Work -but ;I =also feel-that the Boardiof Supervisor* _which is-a:public "agency
must be made aware of theproblem.lram-snre-the _welfare department-is well
aware of the probleni and we= have two gentlemen who are here tonight from
the Welfare Department.-Both Mr.-_Quissenberry and-Mr. Grien_Theyare aware
of the problem. This -has been-going on for a long-tinie. I-would hate tonight-to
close- the meeting- without having come-to a decision- because thit is already the
second month of discussion.-

I think _that perhaps-we should- comiait_i_ specific amount of money-for- the
time being or maybe for-- the -whole- program as -we-see it in- this point in time
until we_ find out what _the_state's going.todo_as-fat as allocation is concerned
and -thew by October 1St what our total- enrollment -will be, the number of
needy children to find out if we're eligible 'foe- extra funds. And, other than
that, I don't see what else the Board can do.

Ksowtes. Mr. Eaton,_ do you-3ee anY.,place where_where_ this money would
come from_ excePt _froni the .res. :rye. Would- there -could there be-any savings
as the year .

EATON. MM. Knowles - except for _the special -assistance funds which we've
mentioned,__there are-only-two confect-available to-= you; that_ is the reservei,
which you're speaking of,' and levy of tax. -Now there's one-thinl:pessibility
and, of course,-this- is the one- which_ affects Our,totalleducationnl program
what's going` to- happen in Sacramento._ And,_ at- this point, the only- thing that
we're assured of -or half Way.asstired of, is an additional-three dollars -per pupil
which -in elementary -districts: is 336,000- thia you have a half -a
million dollar do'mniitnient.

KNowxxs.:And we have .
EATON. A half a million dollars of needs. .

KNowtss. That's right -We have teachers' salaries; we have- programs -that
we have capital outlay, we haVe maintenance, We have s.

ROSE. We hare no reserve, we have no anything.
42-778 01--70-st.
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KNOWLES. we -have.
Rosi. That's my main that's my cone* .
KnowLES. There may be changes
Ross: My concern.
Iixowz.Es. When it comes when the final bill comes out of legislature but Dr.

Corona and I were both- in theLegislative-halls Friday-afternoon and the best
assurance that we had was $11.00 at the beginning ---

!MALE VOICE.- Minimum. Fm sure of that.
MALE VOICE.. As a inininiurn.
CHAIRMAN. This is-the-original money-that was allocated?
,MALE _VOICE. Right. And: we've used this eight- dollars in the_ current budget

which allows- us= three, additional- =dollars. -We sac We're =sure, -Bert, b_ at we're
really only -We really dOn't mean it.
-.Rosn. My concern -.we've performed ihe_harshest--oteeonomies-on,on

on ou r_ educational 'program and nlant -and ererYthing_else; and then-to=to say
that -we're going to-put_in aa-program that there's noway to tell hoW much -its=
going coSV4I Mean Ave can _go -_:ahead =and-bankrupt the -district-_and :tlzen
you'se 'fiagged:Your Sap but that's het _very
anxious to ben party to that.:( Pause.)

CHAIRMAN. Are -yOn -ready -for- a-Motion that- could= be disenssed?-1 pause)
itoSs.-Is there any:may-that-We-could - We're cutbacketerYthing_ eine.

Is there any-way, we_ could_ maintain-tlie_sozne level-of-Commitment that-we've
m_ ade_this year7, (comments ftom Boardshortlatigh;

ROSE.- Out:of our Moneys. -I: niean*ell Mean; what we did this ;past -year
out of our own money.

Well,--rm-- not even sure-that--the continued Implenientation of
the AFDC 'need -Would within-that-homalary: Because IFthink-it's been-the
-last-well, it's just practically tripled over the last Year and I-think that as more
people know-about it,_tharthe_needs are =ith-4grenter,- that I think there's _been
a rather spectacular -increase- :11-_ont=in-_the- participation -in ,the program; -I
would speculate it would be -just to _continue What -we're doing right_ now With
the-unmet need-concept-f *- _double - --sure._ it's just-a -Speculation_

rasuhwe pointed out here one of the real probleitials-thatpeople -dmalaunt
about it. This communications thing. I think-We're going- to-have n -lot 'of-help
communicating about this program.

-ROSE.- Well; if_ we-go-ahead:and- bankrapt -the district, -that will- tiirn it off.
The money's gone, it's gone.

-CHAM.MAN. Eaton-_-uhif :We -_ decide on as_ $60,000- outlay- and--annuming
that We get $29,000 of the money- that'S been budgeted plus the $22,000 from -the
state, -can yon-just quickly =give me -an =idea out of =the-gerieral reserve of the
elementary and the-general-reserves of the high school; about -how- -that Would
deplete what we haVe in- general reserVe. -Mr. Summers in the room?

MALE VOICE. -Well, I'm looking for Bailey._
Cs-Annzarr. (sounds -like Mr. Polne.)
Mists VOICE. Of the $11,000 plus dollars free to meals_this past year;
'MALE VOICE. What was-the split-betWeen-elementary and_high, do-you recall?

Approximately the percentage. Ho* was it split? The actual -
MALE VOICE. (Speaking quietly in haekgroundcouldn't-pick up words;)
MALE VOICE. -Well, then, to answer your-question -
CHAIRMAN. We Would=have-to come up with $31,000 assuming
MALE VOICE. approximately_ fifteen thousand - -

-Cfrannuoi. Fifteen thousand =from- each= of the'districts -* -*
MALE VOICE. The high 'School- distriet;_ as yon know is in; at least veserve-wise,

considerably better condition' than -the elementary although the -cuts in the
high_schootaccounted_nartially -fcir that' but if you did; -you'd- have reserves of
around $22,000-in -the high-school* and- the .undistributed- at- this point-and of
course inelementary_ymi hi*e, at this point yin have no undistributed and,-as I
indicated to Yon., Yontwntild haie -the decision. to make at'yonr Anguit 4th meet-
ingnhwhat you were going to budget in- the way of_ undisteibuted reserves
out of the very small $76,000 general reserve.lrOu-know your minimum * (cut
in tape)-the minimum-in the same size for the past-ten Yearn-although inflation
and budgets have grown is $150,000 so, in the elementary district You-are already
$75,000 short.

Cifamstarr. We .only have76 in genetal reserve and_no undistributed reserve.
So, if we took $15,000 from there would leave us with 60.
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MALE Vont. Right. Now, you should-recall I think wewe would be-very
safe-in sayingelementary district we shouldwe should expect another $30,000
from the state. We rotildwe-eould get 'significantly more. There are -two bills
that are kicking aionnd-and changing darbl dal the amounts-

CHAIRMAN. They had two bills today, didn't they? (All the-Board commented
at oncecouldn'tpiektiP individual itatements4

MALE--VOICE. .60G and- * *
CHAIRMAN. 156: _
31Atatroux;ENow those two will go into Comm_ * -*
Nom. -Committee.
31ar.atoict--COnimittee tind_.vhat comes out nobody knows.
Naas. The only thing we're assured of is the 120 Million ?
-CsoastAx. But that's for the_whole state.
NotEs. That's -for -the_ivholeatate: Fineari that's-that's
'3IALE-VoicE. Senator Teale said the other day,-it's realllaot 120 million, it's-

-it's eloSer_to_80-Million?
NoLES. sEighty I-
-Mut- Vorcs.._75_millioiir because what they- -f -* by the:time, he takes-his

ongoing programs out-of it, which really aren't - h=- special prograins and Special
programs you've- only got--_75 * *tor the general education Airogram.
So, he points out the 120 million-is really,not a very accurate figure either; None-
theless,---=uhmthe 180-----so--ineWhere_betweeti-Ahe-180 million-in

-and the 75 to 80 million in-=ahm=
Caen:lux. _Teale.
MIME Vomm. Teale's :bill, s the_ districtS could' still come- ont_particularly--the

elementary -caddi-still- come out with -with a- very- amazingappropriation. _It
goes- on two factors:either urban or major supple -* supplethental- aid. If
the=if the supplemental aid stays where it is now, it mean practicallynothing. We -some, .at least- the formula _ -* -* two -weeks? Three
weeks. Whenever they get through- -with committees.

CHAIRmAN. But then the governor might veto it
MALE VoICE. So yon can only-really_ count about $3.00 pet pupil in both districts.
CHAntsiaiv. -pleasare-i÷th-ti--Board-?-130-yon-svant lasetilt up or

limit what you-feel-you can-finance at-least to-start-hoping that we'll -get extra
money that we might-Income eligible for special assistancetunds?T_think -We
are consensus of opinion to at least try_to do better than-we did last year. HoW,
or-with-what, I dont' know but let's -*

ROBE. Well -*
Cuanza:J. Let'S try. Let's look at the budget and try.
ROBE. Ifif you-set up with a _given amonat:otmoney and say it runs at a

rate-fifty-percent above your limit, where-do Yon_ go when-you'va eaten- up the
money? Do you cut off those that are really hungry?

Mats vorcs. -I think_ you'd have -to try- to-adjust it-It's-a diffictiitproblem. I
think the objective is to try,to start on`Some basis;

Ross. I mean.I-meanuh -
MALE voter.* * * problems,1 agree.
Ross. _Becanse, I- mean, letlet's -face it. -There'sthere's more than one

category-of need here,,we're talking about. Lineatthere's those_that are really
hangry and there's those that would -be=would-be---be-7-be nice, you know. For
'em to have it.

PARRISH. * -discuss the program that,covers_the last category yet.
Boat. And -=u117--I mean, -maybe their parents would have to cut out smoking

cigarettes or something, but * *
PAREIsit.I'd like to speak-to the Board.
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Parrish-you're'ont of order. You're out of order.
PAisien.- SO is he, I think.
AUDIENcE. The Board can't be Out of order.
CaantuArr.-I-said- there would-be na- diseusalon from the floor at_ this point

while the Board tries to come to some kind of An agreement *
AUDIENck. We went along with you, now-you go -along with- us * * * correct

them-as Well as us.
MALE vows. I juit want to thrOw something out here, -talking about com-

mitting. Uh, maybe we should-cmierlder,Comtaitting say an average of 400 lunches
a day, talking-about 170 something last fear: This is better than double, about two
and a half times and this, I-think, would indicate a step forward that we're try-
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ing to do-anduhindicate a -willingness on the-Board-to move ahead with the
free-lunch program.

CHAIRMAN. What's the computation (too quiet to hear)
MALe voice. Estifnated 32 thousafid (too quiet to hear)
CuninatAx._Is that for both districts?
MAM vow& _Ye 11,1'm justI'm just:picking a figure here. 400 lunches is better

than double, two and a half times what -we're doing andnh:indiCates a will-
ingness on -the Board to try -to move towards a

ROSE. Andandafidaffil What. terms you just haye to toss out
these.criteria.

MALE VOICE. -I don't -think:you toss out the criteria. I -think Yontibuh
dministiUtion of the thing beeomeSM-oretlifficult and so on.
OnAinitix: I think this criteria-helps to setit un.
2st) unix: -What we -would haVe-to- do, I think, if thii_-were the guideline

wouidIlie'`go'btick find'restudy ifid-draW-a- fieW-litieand Jhis _s,vouid be .based'non
an analySiSrof thezdahr we would -Ii wonIt be Speculati . If iVe-foiit
that the prograth, as it moved, didn't cons-Mile could relax_the'Standard,
move up - or =if- we- found it consumed~ too- much, too _Many were-' involved; _we
would -hare to curtail; -11think this-ivoidd=be-a_guideline=that con! d!be obSerVed
and administration some kind of correction:

CHAIRMAN. I-think we- need _guidelines -sef -uplbecause- I -think- that- helps to
adminiSter_the:program and-is-notn_iiidiScrimifiate type of deciSion:J think this
is-Probably one of_the-problems--ot-this=uhyes and-no _depending-On many
factors. -1-7think; that you need _gUideline& Now, there may =be one two dint
need = rewording or changing, -but _I think the g-enerfit Of_knidelineS'are
needed.

Rose. Then -then yon-_-would- want-to amend -it _lo --say that you, wouht_move
guideline within that criteria.

_

MALE voice:_that-we-wofild-reconstruet_the criteriwthatbns been Proposed here
to peoVide==to alloW for the -extension of about 400 I'M:MIMS . . .

ROSE.... OR- that level
MALE voice. We'd have th=look.at:it, it might _be niefe. We even have, in esti-

mating the cost, -We'd- (itose-catighekhereand--couldn't tch Sentenee)._that we

CnAntatAX. We_maY-find wercan go-up-to 500 with what -ive a_ re-alleented; We
may-have to Cut-it-back to 350. I think Joe pickedf400` because this seemed to be
kind of a central level:

Rose. Yoti-feetthat that's a level which we conid support and and withinand
not drive our reserves ruinously -low or . . .

MALE VOICO. $32,000=-22,000 probably Will come froin the -federal
governMent . .

-Rose. Yeti. Thatbe
MALE VOICE. Already budgeted $17,000.
Rose._I think that would be fair.
CHAIRMAN. That's _verf close. And.then if we get extra money We can always

increase the program.
ROSE. Yes. Because--&uhjust-to going in to unlimited categoric_ al program

I meanwe're we're Courting disaSter..
CHAIRMAN. Well _you'll -get into unlimited -programming:if you don't _have_ Set

guideline&
RoSe. That's why I say -well then there has to be a guideline.
CHAIRMAN. Yes: I _think thatfor general -,purtioses' the _guidelines _that

were Piesented=that We go by these Particular gnidelines-u11=7If- they bare_ to
move up or down It will come -back to_the_Board then we will make the:readjust-
ments. Uhif We find, after October _1st that :our, enfollinent,iildoWn-and there
are more children eligible within- thertiVefitY Percent-te make SPecial.ai.sIstance
application. If -we find our enrollment-is up-and AFDC'is 'dawns:then:of course
we will not be eligible but will _haVe 'that ,fdwen children to feed.

Rom Well, I think that% a-reasonable ,We,Wfint to be
able to do what we say e're going to do.

CnAramAN. That's right.
ROSE. I mean.-,uhuh==to say because to say something, that We can't- do

uhI don'tbut, if We' have program Where we_caii do ivhat_we say- We're
going to -do why I I'm for that. And 'Somthiig that we can-;eaii_inatiageThut-,
uh-(Patise.)
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MALE. Well, on that basis, I'll move that the Board of Education approve
the criteria as set forth in the agenda, for continuation of the" free lunch program
and commit an average of 400 lunches a-day for the next school year.

CHAIRMAN. That's for the whole school year?
KNOWLES. Unless * "
MALE. An average of 400 a "
KNowLEs: Unlesstintess we get extra needed funds to
MALES. -Well, let's worry about that
KNowt.Es. Yesi that'sI mean * * *
MALE. Yeh.
CHAIRMAN. I think-theuh=is there a second_to the motion.
KNowLEs.I'll Second the motion.
CHAIRMAN.-It-has:been movecl=by -Mr. Smart and -Seconded byArs. Noles.that

the Board of Education- approve -the criteria -as presented-tonight-as guidelines
and as they haVe been _set forthf hi the agenda arid-,that -we_ continue the free
lunch program to an average of 400 lunches a day.

ROSE. Wdtild-it-1--think=there,waS-some-merition 'that -the-guidelines would
have to be so adjusted so as they * "-

CHAIRMAN.1Yes. That Was the understanding._
Rosk. -So adjusted-so that:it would run tit-about that-level; I nieaH=u11 * -* *
CHAIRMAN._ Amid is,also,_I- thinkuh=tlirect guidance= to the staff that -after

School enrollments-are liSted,-When we have- an -accnrate account, I -think it's
usually by October 1st and- by- that-time the-i-Marter will have started again -and
the -Welfare Depa rtmentmill.knoW_ how many AFDO_,children we-ha ve,--thatsWe

-review -itto,find_Out if are eligible-for-special_ assistance funds-fromL-the_
federal _governthent Is iliere,IMY --fiirther -dis:cuSsion?(PatiSe.) All tho-se -in
favor. Opposed.=So-ca riled. We-will go to -the_ndoPtion_ of the- publication budget
for the Modesto City schools.

A1;1)1E:WE. Yell. You're talking hutidredi when we should -be talking
thousands * "

(Muffled comments from audience.)
At this point _everyone--in _the andien-ce is-leaving and the hoard continues to

discuss the publication budget for a few minutes.
MALE VOICE: (Endr_ of.- a:speech) * -* * tlieTidea=, of course as the Board .well

knows to punishpunish -those _rich_ districts- that refttle to unify and= help
those poor -districts who couldn't unify, or something. (Pause:)

ROSE. -Don't just beetiuSe the_ initSic:StopPed.[General laughter.]
MALE. Are we- going -to be on the frontpage_tomorrow?
-FEMALE. I =ICI really can't tell. [Laughter.]
MALE.-Common Billy. (Laughter.]
ROSE. You gotta work at- i t. (Laughter and comments.)-
CHAIRMAN. EVerYbodY still in the-hall?
MAE. I think so.
CHAIRMAN. Ha?
MALE. They're still there.
MALE. We'll probably go out and have flat tires and (sounds like faces or pages)

in our windoWs.
ROSE. I came in my old pickup tonight... . . beat the hell-out of that.
CHAIRMAN. My car is at hothe.
MALE. Oh good !
MALE. I'll move the recommendation under (I with no changeS.
(Board continues publication budget business_alSo-with other business. In the

middle of their discusSion re coaches for the high -schools,- is the following . . .
MALE. . . . Downey-4 haVe been told . .
CHAIRMAN. _EXcuse me, Mr. Elliott; has everybody gone . . . the policeman i4

Still in the hall.
MALE. Are the police watching our cars?
MALE. No. I trusted themyour 3'Oarappreciation . . . _

CHAIRMAN. Are we being charged for the police to be here tonight?
MALE. 1;1111 the citytheY're on-holiday Fondue but the ,city IS taking care ofit, we're not being . . .

_

CHAIRMAN. May I ask that a letter be, writteh to thank them. I'M sorry, Dr.
Elliott, go ahead.

(continuing discussion on board business) to end of tape.
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AMENDED COMPLAINT

IGINALFILED

SEP 10 1969
KELLEY-, LIVINGSTON,'ZAVALA,
NEUMARK, LONENSTEIN-& 'MATTISON
Attorneys-at.,La4-4:-: -CLERK, U.S.- OIST. COURT
405-"Ir Street Of_Califorr.
Modesto, California- 9533.
(209) 529-8452

Atternsys_for'-Plaintiffs-

,

%.:UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT'

FOR-TEE-EASTERN-DISTRICT-0i CALIFORNIA

BILLIE SHAW; JOSEPH SHAW,,-DONALD
SHAW,_ ANNA MARIE SHAW, RICKEY
SHAW, HOWARD SHAW, minor-children-
through their-mother and=general )
guardian, BILLIEISHAW;ALTA_RAE,-- )

BATEMANi- rINDA -11gLLBERG," DENNIS
HELLBERG,GLEN HELLBERG, CAROL -* )
HELLBERG, airdizir fB15111
their *other-and- general _guardian, )-
ALTA RAE- BATEMAN, individualli. )on'behalf Of a clais

')
)-situated persons,

Plaintiffs, )
t_)

VS.'

.Civil Action No.s-13"

INDIVIDUAL AND CLASS
ACTION FOR-DECLARATOAv
AND_INJUNCTIVE-RELIEF-
AMENDED-COMPLAINT

GOVERNING BOARD OF THE MODESTO
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND-MODESTO,
HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT; CLIFFORD M.
HARDIN,,Seeretary Of the United )

States-Department of Agriculture;
EDWARD J. HEKMAN, Administrator of
the Food and Nutritien-Service- of
the United States Department-of
Agriculture; CHARLES ERNST, Direatori )

Western Region, Food and-Nutrition
Service of the Uni,:ed-states BePartment(q
Agriculture; GEORGI. RANDALL, Director, ,.
Food Program Services, Western Region ),%.
United-States Departmentjlf Airiaulture, )
MAX RAFFERTY, Superinten4entof-'Public--
Instruction and Dikector of Education, '4
State ci California;.JAMEE,M. HEMPHILL,
Superv.sor, Food Servidea, California )

Department of Education,.

" )

)
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JURISDICT/ON

" a. Thia action aaaka to compol tho_dofondants to comply
-- -

with their federal statutory and contractual duty of providing

each needy Modesto School child with a free or reduced rate lunch

This action arises under the National School Lunch Act, 42 U.S.C.

S 1751, et sect.' and the Commodity Distribution Program, 7 U.S.C.

SS 612c-and143::and under the_ Fifth-and Fourteenth Amendments-

.to the.pnit6d-States Constitution. A declaration of rights is

'sought-,-*der the DeOlaratory Judgment -Act, 28 U.S.C. _SS -2201-2202,

-"-The.'amount.' in cdntioversy herein-exceeds the sum of- $10,000.00

':exclusive,of.interest and cost. Jurisdiction of this court is

invoked .under: 28--U:S.C. SS 1331 (federal guestica.1, 1337 (inter-

commerce) ,..1343 (civil -rights), 1346 (United States as

42 U.S.C..S 1983

color of law).

',defendantl'y,and, 1361 (mandamus), and under

-(deniar:of::conStittitional.right under

- -.

DEFENDANTS

-- Defendant Governing Board Of the Modesto City School

rict -and ttie'.MOdesto High School District (hereinafter some-

referred-to as "the,Modesto School Board ",- "the--School
:';.

,Board,"':and ."the Board") Is the legiz.ative body of the Modesto

'City School Distriet and the Mogesto High School District

...'.(hereinafter..Sorietim" es" jointly referred to as "the Modesto

:SchoolDistricee-,',1;:".the School District," and "the District".)

. :Defendant Clifford M. Hardin is Secretary of the

::United:EtaiSS.4Partment of Agriculture and in said capacity he

-.is responsible for the administration and operation of the

.11ationa).:cilool Lunch Program. LDefendant Edward J. Hekman is-
,
-..the Admirhistrator ,oe...,,,the,,Food' and 'Nutrition Service and is

,L'. "`?':;."
directly.responsible:tfor: all federalood.prograias administered

;iv ...4.4,1;,k.Ae.,;, ,,.; 4,P(.1.4;

'Aby said:deparfitierits4i`..:Defsndint!:Ctiarieli H. Ernst is a st rdinate

r.:416kma4a1pOsth!DirectOi,-,14, ,the;, Western District which
.

.included:.:CalifOrnia::24orgetAindilVis.'a-'subordinate of Mr. Ernst
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and 'is responsible-for the. administration of,thejJational Schbol

Lunch Program in the State of California. Each of these defendants

is sued solely, in his official capacity.

3A. Defendant Max Rafferty is Superintendent of Public

Instruction and Direct :,r of RdLcation for the Staie:of California.

In said ca;acity he ib Zor the administration'of the

-Nationaltchool Lunch Program in California. Defendant James M.

.s.a_subordinate,of delendantiMax Rafferty -and is

.res-ponsible,loe-the-adminietrationof-the National-SchoOl Lunch

Program-iiiiiioZnia. Each of-these defendants is sued solely

in his-Officiill'*capacIty-.

CAUSE OF ACTION

4. Under the National School Lunch-Act the United-States

Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides cash and-commodity

subsidies to the Modesto School District subject- to-the dOnditioN

that every_needy child in the District's schools. receives a free

or reduceerate'lunch.

Asan'incentive"to school-districts,'including the

Monesto'School District, to participate in the sche61 lunch

program, the federal, statutes also permit the use of such federal

funds and commodities to provide cut-rate subsidized schdol

lunches to the wealthy and middle-class children in_said districts,

but only so'long as every needy child receives a free orreduced

price lunch::' in theModesto School District, however, the

school lunch prograta his been administered almost entirely to

benefit wealthy and middle -class children while excluding its

intended benefiziari, the needy school child.

'4: DUrilag the 1968-69 school year, the School District

received $217,896.83 in federal school lunch-subsidies. 86.7

per cent of was used tO:aubsidize the lunches of the

wealthy, and

r.;;
1:-.T4a:Aodesto4chocol,TIetirptreceived enough federal

v.;
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.moneyfaneCcpipOacaes'in',1968.!;01..toiiiiliide.free lunch to

. "
4,032 need,:phldten'. Since*ihere'were

:

only 3,291 needy

',children-Oro:310* the-Oistribt's 'schools, the School Board
.

could'havOlOViciedifreeIhoflunctieS to all-the needy children

and itill4IiivipprOVidea4 substaht1S1.subsidy to the wealthy and
-.

Atiddle:7claiS-40b646VArv:b1CAu44,:mearivAll the subsidies-were

CIPrerted:'No.iridim ing;t.hii.f,pkiee: -:.eff; lunCheS-* Pie- Wealthy -and Middle-
,
clas-'Children ,170;Atit' needy:children -per day

-YreeeivedhbElNinches-

e.School-Akiard'x'refusal to'serve lunches to needy
.
..childrs6;ursuaTiCiothn explCcit:terms_of the W.:Lionel School

;

.YLunch'Itctatat-,'dire e.Ctli retarded '-education of Modesces poor
,::,:'.

!7childrip.:tEMft--Jleedy%phildrenj,who-40gularly,sio .r.out_lunch

go:w0holkbreakiesefaneyaVe,boihing to ea, d ing an

'entire--'schbc:gaiy0:!Theireonsequent-hunger-aus. :n- to,c

Ihnadachestestinal':disComforts and lower concentration

4spansThetepfaators-reduce,thel:genra Ability level of the
'''.-;;;;;3'.3'

'ModeitO,',01ce-Children:And-ci:rVit-io:reiPfbree existing patterns

oVertf.rAn,!A Anit.,''tha:chld:WhO'doeenbi'eat does not learn.

:(LSDA Pnblibetppn-179,74):3) '
.!

PROGRAM'"

CgatiOnif'SchbOl',Innch act,)enacted twenty-three
; : ?:,

% .w
eyearstagly-' 44!id*rea.00)6spedifiOally requires that every needy

';'schobl. district receive a
: .
;free or:redu'ded41:!#ce:44,ch-l ihat:iiWa:%lvnth thatql needy child

!

can affordj:Whrigi*leis4W:Peedv:Sehool 'children are provided
-`'

with suchrig*ObriUrifti'Polediial:aunds or commodities can be

used tb:SUbildilecor,10*.:the price; of lunun pibvided to
;!:

rWealtWor, mkidleClaSeIchildrent,

. be' served without cost or
4,,AI:reduced.price ro_children' who are deter-

e'4.4innkbY_IoCal:'iChoar-inithorties to be unable
4.44Wy:WiCeturitcosi!-of:-01!i104ch. (42 U.S.C.

'..C`SifiSA:1+;:,:1:'
' " -
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.1 10.i.:Umi,,c the Nations/ Sepal Lunch Program, federal

funds and commodities are granted by the USDA to the California

State Department-of Education, which in turn-apportions them to the

variousCalifornia school districts, including the Modesto School

District. .The school districts receiving these funds-from the

California-Department-of.Education_must_sign_an agreement

-speciftsellyAssuring-that-the-Districts,will

supply lunches-without cos: or at a
'.'.rediced price to all children who_are_deter-

.:leinediby local school authorities-to he unable
il.to-pay the full price-thereof._ (7-C1R-S-210.8)-

USrA-has published notice that:

4 - free or reduced price meals should be
.provided'to-children-from any family cortifie4
as eligible-for assistance under the Food
Stamp-Plograrror the-Commodity 'D.%tribUtion

,':;Program and children froi famine: pertici
-pating in- any -of the-various prcc. -Am! of public
Assistance such as Aid -for Dependent
as_well-as_families,determined-to-be ligible_
under local_standards-_related to-locr., conditions,
(33 Fed. Rig. 15674-Oct. 23, 1968;"

12,.. The obligations ofahe Modesto-School District

.pursuant to the SehoolLunch_Program are- minimal, but they

unequivocally include requirements that school lunches be:

1) hots 2) nutritious; and 3) served .zo all needy children.

Upon information and belief, the Modizo School.District.has

fully and effectively complied with requirements 1 and 2 and has

totally failed to. comply with the third and most important

requirement, thai"all needy- children be eligible to receive said

lunchel.'-iiiaeTtielational School LunchAct, is the

responsibility"-of theUSDA to assure that-the Modesto School

District-coMPliee with all federal requirements as a,condition of

receivieWlien'elits.-

71''MthESTO SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM; 1968-69

13.. During the.1968-69'ichool year, the school lunch

programwas.operatedby the Modieto:Sohool Board in a manner
- -

calculated. toproVent'paxt;iripatios)".bx''needy children.
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14,,,Olfer 21,000 children.are enrolled in the schools Of
the Modesto,Collool.pintriet. During the 1960.-60 school year,

2,941 of these came ,from families supported by welfare assistance
under the federal-state Aid to families with Dependant Children
Programs (AFDC)., On information and belief, 350 additional
pupils came trom,aoually poor and poorer families not receiving
weIfar! 11!!.WATI.Se?-t.

1155.0n/x 5.2 per cent,(170 out of 1,291) of the low-
income_chilAreniin.the District's schools received_school lunches.

tho 1268...59 ;Owl year. the Modesto School
District expando4J117,203.611 in, federal funds and-commodities

to reduce,,the.primpf lunches aerved,,to wealthy and middle-class
children. Notwitkkstianding its obligation to feed every needy
child in the district, the Modesto School District allocated
only 531,654.50 to feed needy children. (Zr fact, only
$11,041.35 of the allocation actually was used for free lunches
for needy children. See Zxhibit A, attached to this Complaint
and hereby incorporated by reference as a part therof.)

MODESTO SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM, 1969-70

17. In June, 1959, parents of hungry school children
appeared before 'the S chool Board 'to plead for an adequate' school

lunch program.-:-The..Zoard' insisted that every needy child in
the Distrfct.Wasi,lbsi.ng provided with.a free lunch. However,- '%'when the facts 'all'ged in Paragtaphs' 6 through 16, supra, were:..
suktnitted"-to:::tha:peard,.the .B9fx4 admitted that the school. lunch
program ha;diiieiiti inadegustelyAidisinistered azed that only a small

" :;pa=entage.oftnehungry Oildr!n:ik.the dist .ct had rectli ^.
`-

. school lutighos...

18::;ketWithstandingYits -arliev:admission that a great:
.majorityl.dflip.4iy'thildreSliOre,,being excluded from the hot
lulcil:progalliy);I:iu44A:14;q9s;i2.0q_'atiird4dopted. an

standard whichg;s'Aur bitrari,-;.sObjectiye and _stally 'unrelated to
a chi
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10: Plaintiffs Joseph, Donald, Anna Marie, Rickey,

and Howard Shaw will be automatically denied free lunches under-the

Board=s subjective eligibility- standard even though-their family's

annual income is $840.00=below-the-minimal level for survival at

determUm3d.by_the.State.of

20. .Plaintiffs Joseph, Donald, Azna Marie, Rickey and-
s

:

Howard Shaw will be arbitrarily-excluded from-reLeiving-hot

lunches-evemthough_:tharreceived free:lunches in- 1968 =69 -and

their family!s_income-will_bd-substantially lower in 1969-70.

21. Plaintiffi-Linda, Dennis, Glen and Carol.Hellberg

will be-denied-free lunches even-though their fatily's income is

$30.00.per month-below the-minimal level for:survival as deter-

mined by-the UnitediStates Government.

22.. Plaintiffs and.ihousands of -other chf.1-ren who

cannot afford to-pay for a hot:lunch-will be excluded from the

school lunch the Board refuses to comMit-
..

more than:$29;000,to feding=niedy Children. This is a decrease of

;2.654.50 from the_19687.69commitment4,-which_the:Board admitted-

inadequate to feed more than e, smallrpercentage of

:cr.a hungry children in the diitrict. On-the other hand, the

Board rededicated itself to.subsiditing-the school lunches of

the wealthy and'redddle-class in an-afiount greater than $200,000.0

($217,283.68 was spent in 1968-1969, no-foreseetle change is

anticipated 'for 1969-70.)

eligibility standard is arbitrary

unrelated to the Ahiiity of a child to bus. a lunch because the

Board's sole-purpose ln'formulating and adopting the standard wai.

to restrict participation the school lunch progAmieto 400

needy children."(12.2% of the 3,291 needy children in .1:.e

District. )
. :e;

Boird's'exclusion-of 87.84 of_the needy children

from participition'in,the school lunch program is based solely
.

on it.; refuil.toTEOniit%more;thin,$29',000 to needy children.
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24: _The:Board further decreed that if its eligibilty
. . ,

standard does 'not'excluda all but 400 needy,chiidren from

participation:41,the'school lUnch'progfram, the standard will be

made evon :..ore =restrictive:

NotWithstanding"the violations of the National
_

School Lunch:4ct-Act Modesto _School Dis:rict_as-set forth

hereinaboVedefendants_Hardih, ritekman,.Ernst,_ and Randall,

have taken,no;:itelis Vhatsoeyer_tO-require_ the Board to-_ comply

with its leiferr.k-Stattitory---andtcoatractual-obligaL,ons,__ind have

continued to prOyidethe,State of-California_with_funds_land

com=dities for the-_District worth almost a-quarter of a:million

dollars arinually.::::F.Dnreis--reitriihe'd'-bi this-Court, the afore-
1

nentioned_detendah*will continultolail_and_refse . require
.

the School.-Board-tOomply with.its.federal statittory

contractual%Obligati6s.
. --

25k; :NotWithstanding.the_violations of the-National

School Lunch-Act.by;Ithe.Modeito:School.DiStrict as set forth

hereinaboVe; defendants Rafferty and J/amphill have-taken -no steps 4lo

whatsoever ioqUireY.iethat Board;-Comply:-comply Statutory-and

contractual and=haVe:contihued to provide the

Modesto School District with fundi.and-commodities for the

5istrict ttonfilalnio-Stt:4_quarter -Of :a_ million dollart annually., -,.-
.nlots restrained.:bythis-tourt,theaforementioneo defendants

. .

- '',-:-.1-<;

will continue:-;tO:fail*::and refuse to require: -the School Board to
complY_ viith'iti:statUtOry and contractual o )-ligations.

' PLAINTIFFS;
_ .

26.;.:-!Diaintiik Shi* .a 38 year-old mother of six

children and a resident of the;. i40desto School District. Five of
her childrenZ ;p2airitif Donald,: Anna. Marie. Rickey and

Howard Shaw, ,aii:,*.e'r.riged:-Ii:ri;:the.-Seiiooiii::i4 the Km. a to school

..s on file with
..11a Court..a.41:;fq:41-4..C.tiliyisR"..*..*.or..4..:0:.rialifCcisiviaint. A copy-of
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this affidavit is attached to this amended-complaint, and is

heroby incorporated. by reference..

27. Plaintiffs Alta Rae Bateman is separated from -her
.

husband, and is entirely dependent upon welfare and child support

for the survival-of -her four minor children. During the 1968-

1969 school yearMrs. Bateman's children, plaintiffs Linda,

DennisvGlen, and--tarol-Hallberg, attended-school in the Modesto

School_District.-
:..

28. Innearly-June, 1969,-Mrs. Bateman's husband abandonec.

her without-any-aid. Attempts-to-receive emergency assistance

from the welfare department were futile. In-an-c..2forz to secure

at least -one nutritional' meal for her-children, Et..s. Bateman

requested free lunches for her children. This request. Bras
. .

summarily4denied._ During-the-last two weeks of the :538-1969

-school year, Mrs..Bateman's children.often_ment without any lunch

whatsoever, and-:Were forced -to stand-in-the Scas*1 y:.rd while

the other children-ate hot lunches. The affidavka o.. ...laintiff

Alta Rae Bateman is. on file with-the,Court and is atti:;:ed to the;,-,

.original Complaint. A-copy of this affidavit is attache;: to this*:

.amended complaint, and is hereby incorporated by reference.

29. The Sdhool Board's denial-6f free-lot lunches to
::

plaintiffaJosiph,.bonald, Anna Marie, Rickey and Howard Shaw,

as set.forth supri; in Paragraphs 19 and 20, and to plaintiffi*.2

.Linda, Dennis,Glen and-Carol Hellherg, as set forth, sotts, in
te

,Paragraphs 214 will cause them irreparable. injury in that they

will not receive anutritional lunch and will consequently suffel'.;:.-

impairment 01 their health and education.

CLASS ACTION

30. This is a proper class action within Rule -23 of th.

Federal Rules a Civil Procedure. The-iamed ?laintiff children

represent the class of needy, school children in-Modecu. who are

denied schO4116Oheaunder the:14410.nel School Lunch Act solely

LI 'because of 'ilefeiglest;slrefusal-io'comply with the statutory
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requirements of 42,U.S.C. 5 1751 et sec. The named parents

-represent .the elass'of parents whose needy school children aro

denied school lunches for which they are fully eligible pursuant
.

to the Congregdiopai mandate.

31., -The members of the aforementioned classes are-so

numerous. that..iheir: joinder is impracticable'. Nz.vertheless,

members iof-the=classeS have common interest in ,the questions of

lw-and-fact-td-be:Aitigated herein. The claimb of the plaintiffs

Are tylaicar:oC:the-Classes-,-and- litigation by than will fairly

and adequateli protedt the 'interest of the ci -.. The-wrongs-

<32 which:plaintffs complain are generally and ec 1.1y applicable

and applied,,tq,eve ,member of the classes,making relief as to all
.

,appropriate :.

CONTROVERSY

32. 'There:-:is an ;actual 'controversy .-.ow existing between

'parties to thiS aetion as:to whiCh plaintiffs seek the judgment

of this court.--,;Plaintffs seek a-declaration of the legal

rightS:1, andzrela:40.1SAipsinv011Ved :in. the -subject and controversy 6

3: Plairitifft, and the class they represent, have

incomes - substantially below the -minimum needed for even a sub-

sistence leel:.of,eXistence. Thep.will suffer irreparable injury

and.severd midleconoc,eptivatiop by reason of the violations of
. ,

the NatIonaljSChooi- -Lunch :Act as, set' fort stein.
= .

'34.,410.16-6iffs, and the clasS they rt,l
plain, Adequite7:or:speedy remedy, atf-law- to redrebs such injury

. -4-

'and deOrivaiiiWane.theiefore bring-this suit for declaratory

anc inju'OptiVe.elief as theieOhlY.mealis of securing such relief. .a

%41VEREE6R,:'plaintiffi -preY:tflat P14.s Court:'

.restraihdefehdant Modesto 4.choOl Board

from failing:dr-refusing ,to-provide,free lunches to children
1.

wAo were eligible 'under tlie:Istandarsi..employed by the Board for
.

the -1960=-1969",sehool::year,-end .whose%families! income has not
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increased sufficiently to render them ineligible under that

standard;

2. Preliminarily and permanently enjoin the Modesto

School Board from failing or refusing to make eligible for free

hot lunches-any school child from-a-family certified as eligible

for assistance under the:Food Stamp_ProgtaM, or from a family

participating in any-of the various programs of-public assistance

such as__Aid_to PamilieS with Dependent Children, or from-i_family

deterMined to be eligible-undek local standarda-related to- local.

conditons;

3 Declare that as a_aonditon-of receiving benefits

under the National School Lunch Act, the Modesto:_SChol-Distkict

is legally obligatedtoservefreeokreduded-rate lundhes to

all chMdren who are unable to afford-the full cost of the lunch;

'4., Declare that_as_edondition-of receiving benefits

under the National School Lunch Act, ther.determinationof:.%:

children eligible to receive free or reduced rate :es must

made on the basis of_aAtild's ability to pay for . a lundh

,anf. without retard to any limit on the number of _see reduced

rate lunches to be served.

5. Preliminarily and permanently_enjoin defendants Baran

ekman, Rafferty,'and Hemphill from failing:or

refusing to require the Modesto School Board to make available ao

free or reduced rate lunch to eveky.school child_in the- Modesto

District from a.fami5.y certified:as eligible -for assistance under

the Food Stimi program, or from a.familyiparticipating, in any of

the various progi.ims of,public asSistance.such_ia Aid to.Tamilies

with Dependenhildrepc'or from ,a.feamily,determiceeto be. -

eligible underiloCal'standaids4related,to local conAlUzions;
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.Awareto plaintiffs their costs;

. 7e Prol!iicia ouch Lurthar ralIat ac mny aaam
.

propar.

cRELLEY, LIVINGSTON, ZAVALA,
!:NEUMARK, LOWENSTEIN & MATTISON

: .

CA

GENE.LIVINGSTONs

BY
PHIL/B1c24W,ARK

.fg.4
-By- Gtx:g4W

DANIEL HAYS LOUNStO2IN

:,AttorneyS for

We..thedersined, are two.of the

inoth&%E.noveentitieci action.

Indivitia3:.-azd Class ActibOorTeclaratory

acile2 alid.:164::theconzent there4fiand-that

We hive read

fol: the

the fore-

and Injunctive

the same

our owi:Anbwledge except as.to the,matters which.are
-

is'1:rue of

therein

ptated.Upo::Onfcrmation and belief;and as to whose matters we

tertifY;r:under penalty of 'perjury that the foregoing
.'

%:rucand;uorrect::.

''ZWECUTZD:losiSeptember.-.10i1,1969, Mo!asto, California."

Hays

42771, 0 - 70 - pt, 2 8
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EXHIBIT A

Although-thaSchool Board purported to spend 531,654.50

in school lunch.fufids for needy children (13.6 percent of_federal

subsidies), in fact-only $11,041.35-was actually_sPont on-froo
.

lunches for children uhable to afford the full price of a lunch.

The remaining sum of $20i613.15 consisted of Special

Assistancefunds received pursuant to-42 U.S.C.'5.1759a, for the

sole purpose of serving "luhches tochildren unableto pay the

cost of such lunches." In violation of 42 U.S.C. 5 1759a, the

odesto School Board diverted these Special AssIztance funds to

subsidize wealthy and middlerclass children by lowering the price

of all lunches, without regard to the students' needs, in ten

so- called,_"
and-middle-class,

studentS who constituted 73.4 per cent of the enrollment in these

"target: area". schools purchasea most-of-these federally

subsidized hot lunches. In stark contrast to the $237,896.83

used to lower the price of hot lunches to wealthy an4 middle -

class children, the Modesto School District expended only

.$11,041.35for free lunches..,.
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AnIDAVIT

LTA= 02 CILIFORNIA )

)

co-.= o? STAN:SLAVS )

I, =LIZ: boing firot duly sworn, depose and' say

thc.t:

am .he:33 year-old mother of six children and a resident

c';:e Modestd'Edhool' District. Five of my children attend

.odezto District'Sohools.

Ny-annilaliencoe is $340.00 per year below :: ::at which the

-taco of California' said my'family'requires for its needs.

Ny.in6-26r"19:59-1970 will be less than that which I'

L!cccived duriiig)19dC-196D Secaueo I. will not be. ahl to work in

caar.cri.i:e:E;'have to stay.home to care for my nick

;:;:ret.:11.:. r.n ; sr, t

During the 196C:-1969'achool year my ch'"-P rocc:.vtd free

:un4hos. iright because I cannot a:::Zord to

buy '..zy children a hot*luach;

."..e6W4.ALS231d22e4:
BILLIE SHAW

Zchzerhae. :morn to befov.. me '

4ay of Septemher,

!

YX.::::::biZ:Daick," said
. County' and-state

14A2:6212 A. DOBERVICH I
NOTARY PUBLICCALIFININIA

PRINCIPAL OFFICE IN
STANISLAUS COUNTY

Corazei.on Expires June 26.1972

OFFICIAL SCAL

-4.zsiorcEr2iror.,1. .7=a so, 1972
.



O '2 CALIFORNII
.) 02

Ca ST=ISIAUS )

I, ALTA a= zwm.larr, being first duly sworn, depose and.

I live .n .:" Staais :taus County, Cri.:..-.3raia, with_spy

four minor children.," I a sejaratcd from my husba and

zota: e'...::.ndent on.,weI3:are and child sup2or.t. is

. par month below what the 'federal s;ovo::.:..ac.r.:7. said

.:.1 .:Zor. its basic ca=a.

_Vo hafore the car.. of sChool, car..: 1969,

...bandoned me, leaving me with no finr.nr..::..:esources

.:hatsouver., I E.sked the irslfare_for emergency a- *-4. ace but

:as turned down.. In an effort to get one good mac. :': my

c:h the schools or free,lunches,. but t. .3 request

was den.....d. Curing this two ctec:: period, y .chiIeren oiten had

.o ..ithout.any lunch at all: : Th.:'. stood in the scjasol yard

othe::,children ate t:-.ei::.hot

child.Ten.need frco lunchcs as . aot able to give ' .s
t-.......a money to z.K..t

ALTA RAZ

an sworn to before re
-" day a Soptember., 1969 t:-.-

4 sat.evfl
A. NA:MICH .

6tif NOTARY PUSLICCAUFOIINIA -

:Jobervich
e%11..: sTPRANINCts6w1Pa. s011euENTyiN

in and for said t..C.:3.731ssio.if.xpircsk.tz:1.3S72

C7 -;
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EXHIBITS AND AFFIDAVITS

KELLEY, LIVINGsToN, ZAVALA, NEIMIARK, LOWENSTEIN & MArrxsox, Attorneys for
- Plaintiffs

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

'FOR THE EASTERN 'DIVISIoN or CALIFORNIA

Civil Action No.

'lam SHAW; JOSEPH SHAW, DONALD SHAW, ANNA MARIE SHAW, RICKEY_ SHAW,
HOWARD =SitAw, minor children through their mother and general- guardian,
Brun: SHAW; ALTA- RAE_BATEMAN; LINDA HELLBERo; DENNIS-IIELLDERO,-GLEN
IIELI.BERO,_CAnot HELMS°, minor-children- through their,mother:and -general
guardian, ALTA RAE BierEstAx,- individually and on behalf of aslass of similarly
situated persons, Plaintiffs,

vs.
GOVERNING -BOARD- or THE Monism CITY--SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MoDESTo -HIGH

Smoot:Dinner ;- Carson. M. HARDIN,_Secretary- of the United-States Depart-
ment of Agriculture ; ROT W. LENNARTSON, Administrator, Consumer Food and
Marketing Service, United States Department of Agriculture ; CHARLEs M.
ERNST, Director, Western District, :United States Department .of _Agriculture ;
GEORGE RANDALL, 'Director, Food-Program Services, Western District, United
States Department of 'Agriculture, Defendants.

SErrnisrs 8, 1969.
To :-Dr. Bert Corona.
From : Harley Pulliam.
Subject: Information requested for CRLA.

1. Copy-of Balatide Sheet for 1968-1969.
Auditors have not-completed their audit. Copy_ of the balance sheet will be

available when they have completed their work.
2. Total number of lunches served in the Modesto School District (High Schools

and Elementary) 1968-1969.
418,2011 lunches served in the High School District (10 K-6 Mobiles

included).
670,646' lunches served in the Elementary District (K-8).
26,422 Snack and Lunches served in Pre-Sch01 Centers.

3. Enrollment in the Districts during 1968-1969.
7,191 High School Enrollment.

12,895 Elementary District (K-8).
Note: 26S students enrolled at Pioneer High included in High School En-

rollment. 1,420 kindergarten students included in-Elementary enrollment.
4. Total amount of money and commodities received under the National School

Lunch At and under the Milk Act.
The -Modesto City Schools District -received 4135,635.61 (Fair Market

Value) worth of Section 6 and Section 32 Comm_odities during the-1968-1969
School Year.

The Modesto City -Schools District received $81,648.07 in subsidies under
the School Lunch Act and the Special Milk Program. The districts received
$20,013.15, in Special Assistance Fundi from the State Department of Educa-
tion during the same period.

5. Total amount of money that the -School Board expended on free lunches in
1968-1969.

$4,245.55 High School District.
6,795.80 Elementary District.

California State Department of Education Agreement No. 989

SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM APPLICATION - AGREEMENT

(Send original and one copy to California State Department of Education,
Food Service Office, 721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, California 95814)

1 Includes all lunches free and paid during the school year.
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I. APPLICATION

1. Name of sponsor Modesto City SchoOlsCafeteries. Mailing address 420
Locust Street, Modesto, Stu nislaus, California 95:r1.

2. Number of schools to serve lunches when nrogram begins 20.
3. Estimated average daily attendance 18,000.
4. Will a la carte service lie provided in addition to Type A lunch? (Yes).

(It the answer to this question is "yes," please read paragraph (p) of the
Agreement.)

5. Estimated total number of Type A lunches to be served daily to children
(include those to be served at no charge and at-less than regular charge). 1,700.

0. Estimated- number of Type -A lunches to-he served daffy- to children at no
charge and at less than the regular charge indicated in Item 7-165.

7. What chargeper lunch will be made to telying children'! -.30,33-.40.-
8. Probable day program begbi IL 1967; close June 14.-1968.
9. Estimated-number of days -lunches will be served this school year (Do not

include vacations and holidays) 179.
10. -(a )-Total income from all sources for any food service program last-year. $
(b)=Total cash expenditures for operating program last year (Include expendi-

tures for food , -labor, equipment, utilities, etc.). $-
11. Amount of funds now on hand- for-the operation of the program. $
12. Estimated purchase cost of food now on hand. $

II. AOltEZSIENT

.1. -In order to carry out the_ purposes of the National -School Lunch Act, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 17514760), and the terms and conditions of an agreement
made between the United States Department' of Agriculture and the California
State Department of Education, this agreement-is made and entered into July 1,
1907, by and between the California-State -Department of Education, hereinafter
referred to as-the "State Agency," and Modesto City Schools-Cafeterias whose
address is 420 Locust Street, City Modesto, County Stanislaus, California,
hereinafter referred to as the "sponsor."

2. Definitions:
(a) Act. The National School Lunch Act, as amended.
.(b) Coat of obtaining food. The cost of obtaining agricultural commodities and

other foods for consumption by children during any fiscal year. Such costs may
include. in addition to the purchase_ price of agricultural commodities and other
foods, the cost of processing, distributing, transporting, storing, or handling any
food purchased for, or donated to, the School-Lunch Program.

(c) Department. The United States Department of Agriculture.
(d) Fiscal year. A period of 12 calendar months beginning with July 1 of a

calendar year-and ending with June 30 of the following calendar year.
(e) Fluid whole milk. Unflavored milk which-meets state and local butterfat

and sanitation standards for fluid whole milk,
,(f) Nonprofit lunch program. Food service maintained by the sponsor for the

benefit of the children, all the Income from which is used solely for the operation
or Improvement of such food service. This requirement excludes from praticipation
those schools in which the food or milk service is operated under a fee, concession,
or contract arrangement with an individual, firm, group, or organization.

(g) Nonprofit private school. A nonpublic school that is exempt from Income
tax under the Internal Revenue Code, as amended.

(h) Program. The National School Lunch Program conducted under the
National School Lunch Act.

(i) School. A public or nonprofit private school of high school grade or under.
3. Reimbursement payments. (a) The State Agency will reimburse the sponsor

for lunches meeting the requirements of Section 7 of this agreement. The maxi-
mum rate of reimbursement shall be 9 cents for a Type A lunch, except that
not to exceed 7 cents may be paid if the Type A lunch does not include milk; (b)
the State Agency shall assign rates of reimbursement within the maximum rates.
Assigned rates may be changed by the State _Agency, and notice of any change
shall be given to the sponsor; (c) the sponsor shall be reimbursed on the basis of
the number of lunches served to children times the assigned rate, provided,
however, that the total reimbursement to the sponsor during any fiscal year shall
not exceed the lesser of (1) an amount equal to the number of lunches served to
children during the fiscal year times the maximum rate, or (2) the cost of obtain-
ing food.
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4. Program material. Such material pertaining to the program as monthly in-
formation on foods available in plentiful supply, based on information provided
by the Department. will be distributl by the State Agency to the sponsor.

5. Su perrision. The sponsor being the authority having supervision and con.
trot over the program. agrees that trill

(a) Operate a nonprofit lunch program and observe the limitations on the use
of program Income set forth in Section 6 of this agreement.

(1)) Limit is operating balance to a level consistent with program needs.
(c) Serve lunches which meet the minimum requirements prescribed in Section

7 of this agreement during a period designated as -the lunch period by the
sponsor.

(d)-Price the Type A lunch as a unit.
(e) Supply lunches-without cost or at a-reduced price to till children who are

determined by local school authorities to be unable to pay the full price thereof.
(f) Make no discrimination against any child because of his inability to pay the

full price of the lunch;
(g) Claim-reimbursement only for lunches meeting the requirements of Sec-

tion 7 of this agreement.
(h) Submit claims for reimbursement in ao.ordance with proceckres estab

!kited by the State Agency.
(I) Maintain. in the storage. preparation. and service of food. proper sanitation

and health standards in conformance with all applicable state and local laws and
regulations.

(j) Purchase. in as large quantities as may be emciently utilized in its lunch
Program. foods designated as plentiful by the State Agency.

(k) Accept and use. in us large quantities as may be efficiently utilized in its
lunch program. such foods as nay fe offered as a donation by the Del:aliment.

(I) Maintain necessary facilities for storing. preparing. and serving fond.
(m) Assure the State Agency that. in the operation of the National _Melo!

Lunch - Program (program) in its school (8). It is in compliant* and will comply
withall- requirements imposed by or pursuant to part 15 of Title 7. CRS. of the
regulations of the Deparment of Agriculture F.R. 1'.74) to the end that t
person fit the school(s) ilut11,-bentuse of race. color, or national origin. be ex-
eluded from participation In, be-denied the benefits of, or .be otherwise Sub-

jectedto diserimbuition under_ the program. This assurance shall obligate the
sponsor for the erbsl during which federal financial assistance is extended to it
by the State Agency pursuant to the program. This assurance is given In con-
sideration of mid ff,r the purpose_ of obtaining federal financial assistance under
the program after 'di( date this amendment is signed by the sponsor. The sponsor
recognises and :Imes that such federal assistance will be extended in reliance
on the reresentalizais tid agreements made in this assurance and that either
the State Department of Education or the United States. or both. shall have the
right to seek judicial et iforeetnent of Mb) assurance.

(n) Maintain full and aecurate records of its lunch program. including records
with respect to the following:

(1) Lunch service
a. Daily number of lunches served to children. by type of lunch
b. Daily number of lunches Served free or at reduced price to children, by

type of lunch
c. Daily number of lunches served to adults

(2) Program income
a. From children's payments
b. From all other sources
e. From federal rehnbursenteRt under the program
d. Front federal rehnbuntement under the Special Milk Program

(3) Program expenditures (supported by invoices, receipts, or other evidence
of expenditure)

a. For food
b. For labor
e. Replacement of equipment
d. All other expendithres

(4) Payments from General Fund and other sources and donations
a. Utilities
b. Labor
c. Equipment

All other
e. Donated food, other than food donated by the Department
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(5) Program nutnagement
a. Menu planning worksheets for Type A lunches
b. Monthly inventory records

Such records shall be retained for a period of three years after the end of the
fiscal year t ) which they pertain.

(o) Upon requt.st. make all accounts and records pertaining to its lunch pro.
gram available to the State Agency and to the Department-for audit or adminia
trative review at a reasonable_ timennd place. Interpretations of the Department
regarding audit or administrative review findings shall be considered final insofar
as they relate to reimbursement claimed by the sponsor.

(p) Maintain adequate records of it In carte :towns., if provided, in order to
permit a nutritional evaluation of Type A lunches by the-State Agency -ant: to
vertify the fact that Section ti commodities are not used in such et ht carte service.
These records shall he in addition to those listed in Paragraph (a) of this section.

0. -Use_of-funds..,(4)-Federal funds available as-cashforood assistance--shall
be used only to reimburse the sponsor in connection with lunches served in aceord.
smce with-the !provisions of this agreement during the fiscal year for which such
funds are appropriated.

(b). Income accruing to the lunch program -of any sponsor shall be used only
for program-purposes; Provided, however. that such income shall not be used to
purchase lam). to acquire or construct buildings, or to make alterationsof existing
buildings; and welded further that only funds from sources other than federal
or children's payments-for Witches shalt be used to finance out.ofstate travel of
school lunch - personnel. the original:purchase of equipment, or replacement ofautomotive equipment.

7. Requirenients for lunches Except as otherwise provided in this section, a
Type A lunch shall contain as a minimum:

(a) Onedtalf pint of fluid, whole, untlavored milk asa beverage.
00 Two onneesiedible portion -as served) of lean meat, poultry, or_ fish ; ortwo of cheese: or one egg; or one-half cup of cooked dry beans or peas; or

four tablesisxma of peanut butter: or an equivalent quantity-of any combination
of the abovelisted foods. To be counted in meeting this requirement, these foods
must be served in it malts dish or in a_maitt_dish and one. other menu item.

(c) A three-fourth cup serving consisting of two or more vegetables or fruits.
or both. Full-strength vegetable or fruit:juice suarbe counted to meet not more
than one.fourth cup of this requirement.

(d) One slice of whole grain or enriched bread:- or a serving _f corn bread.
biscuits, rolls, mamas, etc., made of whole, grain or enriched meal (ir flour.

(e) Two teaspoons of butter or fortified margarine.-
If a. sufficient_ supply of fluid whole milk calmotbe obtained, the requirement

specified in 7(a) shalt be met by serving-the fluid whole milk equivalent in re.
constituted evaporated or dry whole milk. unless prior written approval has been
obtained from the State Agency to serve lunches without _milk. It emergency
conditions prevent a school approved for the service of Type A lunches from
temporarily obtaining a sufficient supply of fluid whole milk, the State Agency
may approve reimbursement for lunches served without milk during the ewer-genet' period.

8. Termination. This agreement shall become effective as of the date named in
Paragraph 1. and shall remain in effect until terminated or cancelled. This agree-
ment may be terminated upon ten (10) days' written notice on the part of either
party, provided, hawerer. that the State Agency MAY cancel this agreement hu-
tetliately upon receipt of evidence that the terms and conditions of this agree-
ment have not been fully complied with by the sponsor.

9. Amendment. The terms of this agreement shall not be modified or changed
in any way other than by the consent In writing of both parties.

10. Modesto City SchoolsCafeteria&
RICHARD B. EATON,

Assistant Superintendent, Business Seeclees.
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,

WM. HEMPHILL, Supervisor, Food Services.
July 1, 1967.

To 13E CoururrEn Br IltivAn: SCHOOLS ONLY

If the sponsor is a private nonprofit agency (mothers' club, civic group, or the
like), the following declaration of authority must be completed :
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The sponsor named in Item 1 is hereby authorized to control and operate the
program :sail to enter into a:: agreement with the State Agency inconnection with
the 01s:ration of the program.

Scam. LexcIt Ilionasu Aosizzatzxr AN.ICNOMENT NO. 2

The School Lunch I'mgram Agreement made and entered into by awl Ietwen
3bnlesto City School: and the allfonda State Department of FA:cation is here-
by amiolcd as follows (italic indicates changes) :

3. SuPervision.
(e) Supply lunches without cost or at rethiceth price to all_ children who are

determined 11,7 local school authorities to be unable to pay the full price thermf,and bore on !fie written policies and procedure* for. this-purpose and publicly
announce to the patrons of the attendance_ unit* and place into egret the esolicyon eligibility for-free and ralzecdtwice swats- .4* a minimum these_ policies andprof-edam shall:

0) -Include a clear indication of those officials delegated authority or desig-
nated to detertlim; !chick individual-pupils-are eligible for free or reducedprice
meals under the established policy criteria.

(il) -Include criteria ale kh trill glee eonlideration. to (*mouth: neva aa reflected
by family income. including welfare payments, family ohm, and number of childrcu
in the family.

(III) Outline the pmeedural skim to- be Moored by designated- officials it.
making the individual determinatwns and lit providing the free or reducedpriee
meals iit a manner to avoid overt identification to their peers of pupils receiving
such ote.c/s.

(iv) Provide that the names of pupils determined to be eligible for free or
reduredprice-meals will not be published, posted, or announced -in any tanner
to other children and that such pupils olff sol-bc required. AS_A COSDITIOXOP linCEll'I( SUCH to: uses a separate lunchroom; go through
separate serving line; enter the lunchroom _through_a separate entrance; eat
Insult 1st a different time from. paying pupils; mink for their meals: use a different
medium. of exchange in the lunchroom than -used by paying pupils; or cat a
different meal than paying pupils.

iv) Include a provision for appeal from decisions in Individual caw,
(vi) Provide for a system of collecting payments from paying pupils and

amounting for free or reduccilprice meals is n manner which trill protect the
anonymity of the pupils receiving free or reduced price meals in the lunchroom.
classroom, or other ent.iron of the attendance unit.

For the sponsor:
MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT.
nicsttatu ICEATIt.

Assistant Superintendent, Business Services,

STATE DITARTIIENT Or EOCCATION,
JAMES N.

Super visor, Food Service*.

January 23, 1909.

November 15, 1908.

WrIPARE DEPARTMENT,
Modesto, Calif., July 29, 1969.

Dr. BERT CORONA,
Superintendent, Modesto City Schools,
Modesto, Calif.

DEAR Ds. Cosoxs: Under the former lunch program there was considered to be
an unmet need for the total grant plus (net) licome that did not meet the budget
need. We estimated ZOVe of our caseload fell inta this definition.

In the discussions preliminary to the staff recommendations being made to the
school board, we advised that welfare policies have been revised and now allows
certain income exemptions in determining the amount of grant to be allowed and
was determined that on a future basis the income exemptions allowed under wel-
fare policies would not be used in determining eligibility for school lunches; the
schools would take into account the total income from all sources in determining
eligibility for school lunches. This was the basis of the welfare dcrartment esti-mate that 30% of the caseload *ma come ender this definition and It .-s also
determined that unmet housing allowance would not be considered r qualifying
if the welfare standard was used.
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;In discussing the possible use of the OEO standard, it was felt there would be
differences in individual cases but little difference overall.

.Using the 30% estimate, the schools determined there were 2080 AFDC chil-
dren hi the K-S schools and 833 enrolled in grades 9-12, and that approximately
600 to 000 students would _potentially qualify for the program.

However, the Modesto Board of Was understandably concerned aboutfinancing this size program and proposed a program providing approximately
400 lunches-per day and advised staff to the criteria to this level of financing.

It is also acknowledged that the welfare department estimates were challengedby some of the testimony in the hearing, which made-further-study desirable.iSince the- proposed program wilt-provide lunches for 400 -children, this is13.7% of the 1968-69 enrollinent of AFDC children.' Assuming an-improved iden-tification of the_children eligible, it becomes obvious there will needrto be a cutbelow the present standards-which were estimated at 50% of-the children being
eligible_on-an unmet basis using the welfarestandards and 30/0-being eligible onan unmet need basis:if total gross-income- from -all sources is applied -to thewelfare need-standard.

As a result, -we have conducted a further review in order to recheck our esti-
mates and-secure some-basis for estimating participation with different-income/need measures.

,We started with a listing of cases representing a 10% sample of the caseload.Our fiscal division-checked the-tothl grants paidfor_May and ;for January. Thisestablished that 45.2% of the children in the May and 48.4% of the children inJanuary wereliving in-families that received the maximum grant. This compared
with the department's estimate of 50% given previously.

From this listing (10% sample) every 5th ease was-chosen for review. Thisresulted in a 2%- study sample consisting of 63 AFDC-FG cases and 20 AFDC-U
cases. ThiS established that in 3 of the 20 AFDC=IT cases active in May and 8 ofthe 15 cases active in January, the grant plus the ,exempt and non -exemptincome was not equal to need. In the FG caseload 19 of the 63 cases active inMay (30.2%) and 14 of the 48 cases active inlanuary -(29.2%) received a grant
plus exempt and non-exempt income which was not equal to needs. The depart-ment's previous estimates of 30% were again validated by the sample.

However, when the raw data of total income plui grant of these 63 families
was related to the proposed OEO scale it was found that 5 of the 26 active casesand 38 of the 63 AFDC-,FG cases would have qualified in May (58% overall) and4 of 15 AFDC-U and 32 of 49 AFDC-FG would have qualifiel in January (63%overall).

The reason for the major difference between the percentage of cases with unmetneed on the welfare scale (applying total income against total budget) and themuch higher percentage of cases potentially eligible under the OEO scale isapparently accounted for by the fact that the latter figure picks out not only
all of the former cases but also all of the additional cases with incomes whichfall between the welfare need standard and1he OEO scale. Apparently the in-comes are so marginal that even a-few dollars difference in the standards willencompass a large number of families. The fact thatan average rather than the
weighted average was used in computing the welfare cost schedule may also haveskewed the comparison.

In any event, the assumption that-the differences between the OEO scale andthe welfare scale would have little effect overall was disproved by the data.
The reason for the difference between May and January seems to be relatedto the fact that: (1) In January we were using a cost schedule which wasapproximately $2 per person lower than the present schedule and (2) there is

more bona fide income available in May than in ;January.
We would not recommend returning to the unmet need welfare standard. Thiswould not appear to keep the program within its fiscal limitations. Under wel-fare, policies are applied to that scale; it would be difficult to justify using some

of welfare's measures for a standard but not using all of them. This would raise
problems about the application -of our income exemptions, the application of the
policies regarding income of children, and the fact that our WIN payments
(counted as income) represent a combination of training expenses and incentive
payments but neither is included in the welfare budget.
Summary:

The OEO scale would potentially qualify 55.3% of the AFDC families.
The welfare standard supplying welfare exemptions would potentially qualify48.4% of the AFDC families.
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The welfare standard disregarding the income exemptions would potentially
qualify 10.2% of the -AFDC-FG families and 15% of the AFDC-U (26.5 overall).

A standard using 80% of the OEO scale would potentially qualify 25% of the
AFDC-FG and 10% of the AFDC-II families (21.3% overall).
Conclusion:

With an improved identification system and assuming 100% participation, one
of the standards would keep the program within its fiscal limitations.

Several alternatives which might be considered are:
(1) Use the OEO scale but as a fiscal control establishing the eligibility

standard for 1969-70at some percentage of the scale.
(2) Use the 0E0 scale as a-basis for accepting applications but announce

and _ give -priority to those with incomes below a given acceptance of the
scale. This would be somewhat complex to interpret and to adminiSter.

(3) Use the 0E0-scale for accepting applications but announce and give
priority:to those eases--with the largest unmet-neetV (each ),-take-first_those
eases with $5, $8, $10 of-unmet need per family member. This would also be
administratively complex.

(4) Within-the welfare caseload the cases of greatest need are those with
an unmet need whose only source of- income is the welfare grant. Policies
could be developed to serve these cases as a target group to the welfare
caseload. This would still include about 25% of the welfare families but it
could be further reduced by establishing the qualifying unmet need at some
dollar level_ related to the value of the free cost meals. Many of the unmet
need cases have grants within $3 to $5 of the welfare need standard. The
policy would be relatively simple to administer.

This leaves the question of the policies to be applied to poor welfare
families. Equity would suggest using the Welfare Maximum Participation
Base as the scale for all families, but this bears no relationship to need.
It also Ignores the moblem of some welfare familiestaving an outside income
but their unmet needs could be greater than some of those with no outside
income.

(5) Develop some different criteria.
Other rem:mewl at ions:

(1) Since thFprogram will be geared to serving the most needy children,
policies and communications should be structured to disqualify :

(a) families whose total needs on the welfare-standard are met by
the welfare grant plus the exempt and non-exempt income regardless of
what scale is used.

(b) children who receive AFDC as the only aided person in the family :
1. Children living with non-needy relatives.
2. Children living with a went or relative receiving another type

of aid (OAS, Blind, ATD).
3. Children in foster care;

(2) It is also recommended that either the application for a separate wel-
fare clearance form provide for a signed authorization for release of informa-
tion from the welfare department.

(3) There is a high turnover in the welfare caseload and considerable
variations in income. School policies concerning the kind of certification per-
hate' needs to be reconsidered in this light, and in light of the present fiscal
limitations of the program.

The basic problem seems to be that with an improved identification system and
publicizing of the program, the schools will not have sufficient funds to thane^
even the program which was in effect last year.

We can try to be helpful and want to be if we can, but this is the school's prob-
lem to decide and there appears to be no best solution.

I will be out of the office from 8-1-60 until 8-15-69. If anyone needs to meet
with us on a policy basic contact the deputy, Ben Keller.

Very truly yours.
DON C. QUISENBERNY, DireOtor.
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EXHIBIT A

Number in family 0E0 scale 90 percent 85 percent 20 percent

1
,

133 120 113 1062
175 158 149 1403 -

4 216 194
275 248

184
234

173
2205

328 293 276 2606
366 329 311 2937....
408 367 347 3268 450 405 383 3609
491 442 427 39310 533 480 453 426II. 575 518- 489 46012
616 554 524 49313 658 593 559 526

EXHIBIT BAFDC CASELOAD MOVEMENT, 1968-69

AFDC -FO AFDC-U

June 30, 1968, caseload
2.494 536Discontinued cases 1,752 1.134Restorations of aid

535 455New cases added
1.932 51June 30. 1969. caseload.
3.209 28

STANISLAUS COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
Modesto, Calif., May 2, 1969.

AFDC DISTRIBUTION FOR TITLE I PURPOSESSTANISLAUS COUNTY, MAY 2. 1969

District
February

1969
November

1967 Increase Decrease

Percent
increase or

decrease

Ceres Unified 899 792 107 +13. 5
tr Chatom Union Elementary

Denair Unified
65
52

72
52 0

7
0

9.7
0Empire Union Elementary 114 105 9 +8.6Grafton Elementary 3 8 5 62.5Hart Ransom Union Elementary 15 19 4 21.1Hickman Elementary 23 16 7 +43.8Huainan Union Elementary 139 122 17 +13.9Hughson Union High 48 55 7 12.7Keyes Union Elementary 213 169 44 +26.0Knights Ferry Elementary 0 0 0 0 0LaGrange Elementary 3 0 3Modesto City Elementary 2. 104 2.143 39 1.8Modesto City High School 837 616 221 +35.9Oakdale Union Elementary 155 169 14 8.3Oakdale Joint Union High 179 149 30 +20.1Paradise Elementary 9 6 3 +50. 0Patterson Unified. 562 430 132 +30. 7Riverbank Elementary 217 271 54 19.9Roberts Ferry Union Elementary 0 0 0 0 0Salida Union Elementary 101 95 6 +6.3Shiloh Elementary 3 10 7 70. 0Stanislaus Union Elementary 129 81 48 +59.3Sylvan Union Elementary 89 56 33 +58.9Turlock Joint Elementary 394 403 9 2.2Turlock Joint Union High... 158 154 4 +2.6Valley Home Joint Elementary 3 0 3

Waterford Elementary 126 107 19 +17.8
Total 6,640 6,100 686 146Net gain

540 +8.9

MAY .22, 1969.Memo to : Mr. H. P. Eaton.
From : Harley Pulliam.
Subject: Reply to questions asked at the May 19, 1969 board meeting, re: various

aspects of cafeteria department operations.
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Question #1: How many free lunches arc given at this time by the Modesto
City Schools?

Answer: Through April 30, 1969, (147 days of school) there were 25,533 free
lunches served to students in both districts. The recap is as follows :

20,103 free lunches Elementary District
1,415 free lunches Davis High
(130 five lunches Downey High
3,383 free lunches Modesto High

Of the 5,428 free lunches served in-the High School District 3,383 or 62.3% were
served at Modesto High School. Of all free lunches served to needy students, both
districts, 13.2%- were served at Modesto High School.

Question #2: Aniount Of-Federal POWs distributed toward free lunch program?
Answer: Beginning February 24; 1969, the-Modesto City School District was

granted $21,824 in Special ASsistance Funds from the -State Department of Edu-
cation. The district:applied for these funds, as the originallgrants were allotted
to various counties designated as the-most needy counties. These fundS, in the
amount of $21,S24, are being used by the combined districts to reduce-the lunch
price charged to students in the target area schools. Presently there are ten
target area schools including Modesto High. In these ten schools the lunch price
to all students, commencing on February 24, 1969, was reduced by 100. Based on
participation at Modesto High, approximately $3,500 of Special- Assistance Funds
were allotted to Modesto High. This amount was available for the 74 day period
commencing February 24, 1969 for the remainder of the Spring Semester. In
actuality, through April 30, 1969, Modesto High has used approximately $2,000 in
Special Assistance funds in 43 days. It is anticipated that Modesto High will use
approximately 15% of the total Special ASsistance Grant.

Question #3: Amount of free food to feed the poor.
#4: 110w is surplus food distributedis It for everybody or should it be for a

free lunch for needy students.
Answer : These last two questions seem to be related and will be answered as

such. The National School Lunch Program is operated to allow school districts
to operate lunch programs as economically as possible. Through the availability
of various commodities and actual cash reimbursements the price of lunches to
all students is reduced by 100 to 150 per pupil. The commodities obtained from
the State Surplus Office are distributed to the varions school districts in ratio to
the number of students participating in the lunch program. While the function of
the School Lunch Program is 'not oriented to the dispersal of "free food" to
needy students, the special programs, ESEA, Preschool, operated by the State
and Federal Governments directly meet the needs of the needy student. In addi-
tion to this the district operates a most comprehensive "free lunch" program
available to all children who would go without an adequate lunch. (see attached)

Regarding the question of "free food we receive to feed the poor", or any
other students, the district is billed an amount sufficient to handle the cost of
distributing and warehousing the various commodities. We are obligated to
Provide proper cold and dry storage of these items which entails some expense to
the district. For example we pay the Merchants Refrigeration Service approxi-
mately $100 a month for the storage of surplus commodities requiring deep freeze
storage.

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of Stanislaus, se:

I, VERNA HINTON, being first duly sworn, depose and say :
I am Coordinator of the Emergency Food and Medical Department of the Com-

munity Action Commission, Stanislaus County. I have been employed in that
cdpacity since December 23, 1968.

The prograni manage is established by the Federal Government to provide
fvod to families that are unable to adequately feed themselves within their in-
come. We provide food to an average of 500 families per month.

The majority of the families we serve are welfare recipients primarily under
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). Because of the limited
facilities available to our program, We investigate each applicant carefully to
determine whether there is any way the 'family can feed itself within its income.

spite of this careful investigation, we have never found a single AFDC family
that had the means to adequately feed itself. Every AFDC family that has
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applied for our services has been eligible and many have been referred to us bythe welfare department itself.
Many of the families that we serve will be denied free school lunches underthe standards adopted by the Modesto School Board. -Based on my experience inproviding food to the hungry poor in Modesto, these families cannot possiblyafford to purchase hot school lunches, and have no way to make up for the lossof nourishment the children will suffer from not'having a nutritious lunch:

VERA HINTON.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of September, 1969.

RITA. ESCARCEGA,
Notary Public in and for said County and State.

My- Commission Expires January 2, 1971.

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of Stanislaw, as:

I, MARY ALICE McCURRY, being first duly sworn, depose and say :I ath a Social Worker II with the Stanislaus County Welfare Department andhave been so employed for the past eleven months. As such, I am thoroughlyfamiliar with Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program. (AFDC).I have examined the eligibility standards for free school lunches adopted by theModesto School Board on August 25. 1969, and have compared these standardswith the AFDC grants made by our department. Under the standards of theSchool Board, any AFDC family consisting of one parent and one, three, four, five
or six children will automatically be denied free lunches, whereas families withtwo children, seven or more children, or two parents, will be considered.

In my experience as a- social worker, there is no difference in ability to afford
school lunches between the families that are automatically excluded and thefamilies that will be considered. In my opinion, AFDC families in the excludedcategories are unable to afford hot school lunches, and should be declared eligiblefor free lunches.

MARY ALICE MCCURRY.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of September, 1969.

RITA. ESCARCEGA,
Notary Public in and for said County and State.

My Commission Expires January 2, 1971.

AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, County of Stanislaw, 88:
LOUISERICHISON, being first duly sworn, depose and say :I am the mother of three children. During the 1968-1969 school year mydaughter Mary Ann attended school in Modesto. She will be enrolled in theModesto School system during 1969-1970.

-Because my husband is disabled, my family is totally dependent on a welfare
grant. My annual income is $1068 below the amountwhich the federal governmentsays I need to support my family.

In December, 1968, I learned about the free program and made an application
for my daughter Mary Ann. The application was denied.My daughter had to miss many days of school because my limited welfare
grant did not give me enough money to buy food to make her a sandwich. Onthose days I would keep her home so that I would give her beans and potatoes.

My daughter was told by an official from the superintendents office that if shemissed any more days of school, they would take her away from her mother. Onthe day she was told this she came home in tears. I was greatly upset because
my daughter has had open-heart surgery and I was told by one doctor that sheshould not get excited.

In April or May, 1969, the principal of Mary Ann's school told her that he wouldgive her a free lunch if she would work in the cafeteria. :Mary Ann accepted soshe wouldn't have to miss any more school. She worked in the cafeteria through
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the end of the school year, even though she was severely teased by her
classmates.

I hope that next year Mary Ann will not have to work in the cafeteria in order
to receive a free lunch.

LOUISE RICHISON.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of September, 1969.

RITA ESCARCEGA,
Notary Public in and for said County and State.

My Commission Expires January 2, 1971.

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of Stanislaw!, ss:_

I, MANUELA WESTERVELT, being first duly sworn, depose and say that:
I live in Modesto with my eleven children, ten of -whom attend the Modesto

city schools.
The only support for my family is a monthly welfare check of $399. The Wel-

fare Department says I need $626,10 per month to adequately support my family,
and I know that under my present income it is impossible to give my children the
food and clothing they need.

Last_year I had eleven children in the Modesto schools. Two of them went to
the Mark Twain school, and the principd _let them have free lunches. But when
I went to see the principal of the Franklin school, where my other nine children
went. he-told me they could not have lunches because I had too many children.
He did not explain this. and he still refused to give my children lunches even
after my social worker and I explained to him how my welfare check is too small
to feed my family.

I hope my children will get free hot lunches next year, because that is the only
way they can get the nourishment they need to be healthy and to do well in school.

MANtyst.A. WESTERVELT.

Subscribed and sworn before nie this 7th day of September 1969.
RITA ESCARCECA,

Notary Public in and for said County and State.
My Commission Expires January 2,1971.

etrinAvrr
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of Stanislaus,

We, DEANNA KAY LENZ, and SHELLEY ANNE GOODMAN, being first duly
sworn, depose and say:

On Thursday, September 4, 1969 and on Sunday, September S. 1969. we can-
vassed poverty areas of Modesto to assist parents in applying for school lunches.

Even though almost none of the parents were able to buy hot school lunches for
their children. we found that most parents had -either never heard about the
school lunch program, or if they had, they did not understand how the program
operated, or how they could apply. However, when we informed them about the
nature of the program and the application procedures, about 90% of the parents
completed an application for the school lunch program.

Most parents believed that their children should receive a free lunch because
they were on welfare and were unable to provide their children with enough
money to purchase a hot lunch.

One mother of three school age children stated that the last year she not
send her children to school for two or three weeks because she could not affon:
to buy them hot lunches. She stated that her children could not learn unless they
received hot lunches.

DEANNA KAY LENZ,
SHELLEY ANNE GOODMAN.

Subscribed and sworn before me this 7th day of September 1969.
RITA ESCARCECA.

Notary Public in and for said County and State.
My Commission Expires January 2, 1971.
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ArnaAvrr
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
County of Stanio taus, ss:

I, SHIRLEY HICKOX, being first duly sworn, depose and say:
I am a legal secretary employed by California Rural Legal Assistance.
On or about August 26, 1969, I visited the office of the Board of Education

of the Modesto School District and spoke with Dr. Bert C. Corona and his sec-
retary. I submitted to them a list of questions, as follows :

1. Provide a copy of the cafeteria balance sheet for 1908-1969.
2. State the total number of lunches served in-the Modesto School District

1968-1989.
3. State the enrollment in the Districts during 1968-1969.
4. State the total amount of money and commodities received under the

National School and under the Milk Act.
5. State the total amount of money that the School Board expended on

free lunches in 1968-1969.
The following- week, a copy of the attached memorandum from Harley- Pul-

liam to Dr. Bert Corona was received in the mail at the office of,California Rural
Legal Assistance.

SHIBEST, Hicxox.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of September, 1969

RITA ESCARCX0A,
Notary PubUo in and for said County and State.

My Commission Expires January 2.1971.

SZYPPLEMENTAL EXHIBITS

Kelley, Livingston, Zavala, Nenmark, Lowenstein & Mattison, Attorneys at Law,
405 "H" Street,,Modesto, Calif., Attorney* for Plaintiffs

UNTIE!? STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Civil Action No. 8-1336

Hu= SHAW, Er. AL., PLAINTIFFS,

v.

GOVERNING BOARD OF THE MODESTO Crrr SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT, ET. AL., DEFENDANTS.

SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBITS AND AFFIDAVITS

CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY OF ORVILLE L. FECEMAN

Generally speaking, there has been a refusal by the States and localities to
comply with the law which says very clearly that the poor kid should get a free
lunch. The law also says that who are poor kids will be determined by the local
authorities. So, they make their determination and they say that this is a relative
term. If we take limited funds and give a lunch free to the poorest kid, we will
have to take it away from the other kids and therefore we are just going to spread
It and make it available to everyone equally. Very frankly, we have not been able
to do anything about it. We have been cajoling and working and urging, trying
to get them to live up to the law.

Hearing before Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives,
90th Cong., 2nd Session on H.R. 17144, H.R. 17145, H.R. 17146, H.R. 17872,
H.R. 17873 and Various Bills to Establish a Commission on Hunger, Testimony of
Orville L Freeman, May 22,1968, p. 173.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

AFFIDAVIT or RODNEY E. LEONARD

Rodney E. Leonard, being first duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and states:
a. My Name is RODNEY E. LEONARD. 3 am a consultant on agricultural

matters specializing in marketing and food assistance programs. I was Adminis-
trator of the Consumer and Marketing Service (C & MS) in the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) from December, 1967 through January, 1969.
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Prior to that. I was Deputy Assistant Secretary for C & MS and a staff assistant
to the Secretary of Agriculture from the time I joined USDA in January, 1961. In
my capacity as Administrator, I was directly in charge of the operation of all of
USDA's food assistance programs, and, in particular, of the National School
Lunch program.

. One of the recurrent problems which arose during the period in which I had
re: ponsibility for the National School Lunch program was how to provide meals
to children whose parents could not afford the regular price charged by the school.
The Federal government. Mail the latter part of this decade, did not provide
enough support to the school lunch program to allow free meals to be readily
available nor have the-States shown :111 awareness of thdr responsibilities in this
situation. Recognizing these conditions. we often indicated to St:tte and school
district officials in charge of the school lunch program that the lunch price should
be set at levels which most children could afford and which would produce
enough revenue to allow more free lunches to be served. In other Words, we, as
administrators of the program, suggested that-the school ask the affluent parents
to MID the child of the maw parents obtain better nutrition by subsidizing their
lunches.

3. In my capacity as Administrator 1 also made clear to the State and local
school lunch directors and supervisors on numerous occasions that C & MS
had no concern about the mhnnr in which they deployed the general eash as-
sistance they received under Section 4 of the National School Lunch Act, i.e.,
whether they gave it acrossheboard to all schools at a constant rate, normally
40 per meal or distributed it unequally in favor of schools located in poor economic
areas, for example, 00 a meal to them and 20 to the others, so long as the overall
reimbursement rate in no event exceeded the cost of food served.

RODNEY B. LEONARD.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th day of Sept., 1909.
Bomar S. Boxu,

:Votary Public.
Commislon Expires: July 1. 11170.

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of Stataslaus,ss:

I, Dow C. QVISENVERRY, being first duly sworn depose and say :
I lint the Director of the Stanislaus County Welfare Department and have

served in that capacity since 1902.
Beginning October 28, 1960, and through the end of the 19084909 school year,

the Stanislaus County Welfare Department provided budgetary information to the
Modesto City Schools and high schools on families who had applied for free
school lunches. During that period, the eligibility standards upon which we based
our recommendations were set forth in a memorandum to our staff from Hannah
McCabe. A copy of the memorandum is attached to this affidavit and is hereby
incorporated by reference.

If requested by the Modesto School Board, the Stanislaus County Welfare De.
partment could regularly provide the school administration with a list of
students who are from families receiving welfare assistance. In addition, the
Department would, if requested, provide a list of students from families with
unmet needs, as set forth in the McCabe memorandum. In providing such a list,
the Welfare Department would protect the confidentiality of each family by offer-
ing it the option of not having its name included. Nevertheless, experience indi-
cates that probably few families would choose not to participate. The preparation
of such a list could be Incorporated into the normal work routine of thedepartment.

DONALD C. QUISENISERRY.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day of September, 1969.
.Notary Public in and for the County of Stanislaus, State of California.

RITA ESCAREGA.
My Commission Expires : Jan. 2, 1971.

42-71S-70pt. 2--9
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Memo to: AFDC Staff.
From: Hannah McCabe.
Subject: Referrals of recipients for school lunches (free or reduced rate) refer

to CL 1860.
Date: October 28,1961;.

Written guidelines developed by the schools to determine eligibility for free
lunches will be made available to the staff as soon as they are received from the
various schools.

Referrals for the school lunch program will be encouraged.
(1) In those cases in which the income and grant do not meet the budgetary

need.
(2) In cases of temporary emergency in the home.
(3) In cases in which the rental cost exceeds the allowance in the cost

schedule and suitable housing is not available to the family within the ceiling.
(4) In eases where other mandatory money obligations are being met by

the grant but are not included in the grant. This does not include situations
where the grant is used for non essentials.

Method: Refer client to the principal of the school. Use Stan. 124. The school
will make the determination as to granting the request for free (or reduced
price) lunches.

Partial transcript of July 21, 1969, meeting of the Governing Board of the
Modesto City School District and High School District:

Mr. SMART. Well, on that basis, I'll move that the Board of Education approve
the criteria as set forth in the agenda, for continuation of the free lunch program
and commit an average of 400 lunches a day for the next school year.

CHAIRMAN. It has been moved by Mr. Smart and seconded by Mrs. Notes
that the Board of Education approve the criteria as presented tonight as guide-
lines and as they have been set forth in the agenda and that we continue the free
lunch program to an average of 400 lunches a day.

CHAIRMAN. Is there any further discussion? (pause). Alt those in favor.
Opposed. So carried *

AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of Stant:taus, u:

We, Joseph L. Johnson. and Philip Young, being first duly sworn, depose and
say :

On September 10, 1969, at 10:45 a.m. we brought school lunch applications for
333 children to the Modesto School District's Superintendent's office, located at
426 Locust Avenue, Modesto, California.

We presented these applications to an official in the Superintendent's office.
This official failed to inform us of his name. This official refused to receive these
applicationshe even refused to look at them.

We stated to this official that we were from the Stanislaus County Tenants'
Rights Association, and that we, as citizens, along with other concerned citizens,
had secured these applications and were authorized by the applicants to submit
these applications to the Superintendent's office.

This official then stated that since there was a Federal Court injunction "ad-
vising" the School Board to proceed with the same guidelines that the School
Board employed last year that we could not act as an agent for the parents and
that the parents would have to submit the applications themselves. In addition,
he stated that under last years guidelines applications could not be submitted
by a representative of a group. JOSEPH L. Jouxsox,

Fume Youso.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th of September, 1969.

RITA ESCARCEGA,
Notary Public in and for said County and State.

My Commission Expires Jan. 2,11171.
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AFF/DAVIT
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of Stanislav*, as:

We, Dead Andrews, Don Wilson, and Ben Parish, being first duly sworn, depose
and say that:

We have worked with many lowIncome persons In the City of Modesto to
secure a better free school lunch program for the needy children of .1Its lest°. As
Part of this effort, we spoke before the Modesto Board of Education on numerous
occasions during the past summer.

On September 10, 1969, we spoke (a Dr. Bert C. Corona, 'Superintendent of the
Modesto City Schools, in Its office located at 420 .Locust Avenue, Modesto, Cali-
fornia.

We discussed with him the refusal of Mr. Clyde Hull of his staffto accept school
lunch applications submitted on behalf of 333 children. We told Dr. Corona that
these application forms were identical to those approved by the School Board
for the 1069-4970 school year. Ile stated that these forms were uneceptable
because of the Temporary Restraining order issued September 8. 1969. Ile said
that because -of the Court Order he could not accept applications made on the
1969-1970 form.

lie Indicated that although his office was now in possession of the application
for these 333 Children, no free lunches would be provided on the basis of these
Implications. He then stated that every parent who had used a 19694970 li-
cation form would have to reapply on a 1968 969 form before their children
would be considered for participation in the free lunch program.

He said it was oar faultthat he had to adopt this procedure becateze of the
court order of September 8, 1969. We told him that the order of September 8 only
applied to eligibility standards and not to procedures.

Dr. Corona also stated that because of this Temporary Restraining Order he
could not provide any emergency lunches. (Subsequent to this conversation we
have learned that Dr. Corona has reversed his position and is now authorizing
emergency lunches.)

DEARL ANDREWS,
Dox WItsox,
BEN Mutsu.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21 day of September, 1969.
RITA ESCARCEGA,

Notary Public, in and for the County of Stanbtlaux, State of California.
My Commission Expires: Jan. 2, 1971.

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
County of Stanislaus, as:

I, Dead Andrews, being first duly sworn, depose and say that :
I am a community worker employed by California Rural Legal Assistance in

Modesto, California.
On Friday, September 12, 1909, Philip Neumark and I spoke to Clyde Hull,

Supervisor of Child Attendance and Welfare for the Modesto City Schools.
We showed Mr.'Hull a school lunch application form prepared by Mr. Neentark

and Daniel Lowenstein. This application form Included all the information con-
tained in the application form employed during the 1968-1969 school year. Copies
of both applications are attached hereto and are incorporated by reference as iffully set forth.
. 'Mr. Neumark and I asked him if the form prepared by us was acceptable for
use (luring the present school year. After speaking to county counsel. A. J. Shaw,
Jr., Mr. Hull stated that it was not only acceptable, but better than the 1968-1969form.

IWe then asked Mr. Hull if completed application forms could be submitted by
an agent of the applicant. At first he said no, but we explained that many parents
could not go to the schools to fill out these applications because they have no
transportation or no one to care for younger children or because their parentshad to work during school hours. Mr. Hull then agreed to accept applications
submitted by an agent.
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Oa Thursday, September 114, Itagt, Don Wilson. lien Parish, and I brought some
applications to the principal of the Shackleford School. Ile said he would not aet
on these applications nut H the parents came in. We told him that Clyde !lull had
started that an agent could submit amine:dime; and asked him to contact Mr. Hull.

After speaking with Mr. Hull the principal stated that he would not accept these
applications but would take the names Of the applicants. He further stated that
he definitely would not distribute any Inches en the basis of these applications
because they did not have 'llodesto City Schools" typed across the top of tl
application.

Shortly thereafter Hen Parish. Don Wilson and I wont to see Mr. Cyldo Hull. I
told him that he was rejecting the same forms which he had approved a few days
lofore. Mr. Hull stated that "personalty I like these applications better but toy
!loss ( Dr. Corona) told me different."

DEAnt. Axmckws.
Subscribed and sworn to herorc me this 21 day of September, 1969.

EcscA ucticA
Notary Public in and for the County of Stanislaux, State of California.

'My Commission Expire s: Jan. 2, 1911.

MODEST° CITY SCHOOLS

ifixotto of E1I1 LUxcit/ust.E. iNvEsrto.trio.:

Date
Students(s) Grade(s) Age(s).

Parents (first and last names) ___
Address
Number of children living at home
Age range of children living at home
Financial circumstances of family:

General:
Income per month:
Expenses per month:

Rent:
Utilities:
Automobile:
T.V.
Other bills:

Status with Welfare Department:
State Aid (A.N.C.)
County Aid
Aid Pending
Unknown
Other .....

Committee action:
Approved Disapproved Terminal dates(s)

Ce,mmittee members:
(Signatures)

Fut Lutteli AMICATION
Date

Parents Name
Address Phone
Student School Grade

M.*
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Number of children living at home Age range of children
Financial circumstancesgeneral : income itur month $
Expenses per month :

Rent $
Utilities $.
Automobile $

$
Other Bills $

Status with Welfare Dept.:
State Aid
County Aid -
Aid Pending
Unknown
Other

I apply for free lunch for my child (children) as named above and hereby
authorize the Stanishuts County Welfare Dept. to release confidential Worm.
Lion pertinent to this application to a responsible representative of the Modesto
School District. I also apply for free lunches on an emergency basis pending
the disposition of this application. I request that immediate maim in writing of
the disposition of this appliesithm be Sent to me and Calif. Runs! Legal Assistanm
49.1 II Modesto.

Signature
Committee action: approved disapproved
Csottudt tee itugusers:

AFFIDAVIT
STATE Or CAFOIEVIA.
County of Stankfaux. Jot:

I. Philip Neumark, being first duly sworn. depose and My thatI am an attorney admitted to practice in California.
On Friday. September 12. 1969. Dead Andrews and I spoke to Mr. Clyde Hull.

Supervisor of Child Attendance and Welfare for the Modesto City Sehools.We showed Mr. Hull a school lunch application form prepared by Daniel
Lowenstein and myself. This application form included all the Information con.
tamed in the application form empioyed in the Modesto Schools during 1968 -1 969.

Mr. Andrews and I asked Mr. Hull If the form prepared by our °Mee was
aceeptable for use during the present school year. After speaking with A. J.
Shaw. Jr.. of the Comity Counsel's office. Mr. Hull stated that this form was not
only acceptable. but better than the 1965-1969 form.

We then asked Mr. Hull If completed application forms could be submitted by
an agent of the applicant. After discussing this matter for a few minutes heagreed to steeept applications which were submitted by an agent.

Putt.te NtaiMAttS.
Soh:44111mq) and sworn to before me this 21 day. of September 1969.

RITA ERCAIWEDA.Rotary In and for the county of Stanklatue, Stale of California.
My Commission Expires : Jan. 2. 1971.

AFFIDAVIT
&Arc or CALIFORNIA.
County of Staub:Mu*, 88:

WE. Don Wilson. Den Parish, and Dear! Andrews. being duly sworn, deposeand say that :
On September 15, 1969. Mrs. Maggie Warren told us that her children had been

denied free 'undies in the Modesto Selools on the ground that her family did not
have unmet need according to the Stanislaw: County Welfare Department. Two
letters which she said she received from the Modesto Schools are attached
hereto and are incorporated by referenceas If fully set forth.

On September 16. 1969. Al Cavagglott, a supervisor with Vie Stanislaus County
Welfare Department, gave Mrs. Warren a written statente.A that she did havean unmet need.
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We immediately went to the Robertson Road School and showed Mr. Cavag-
gion's written statement to the principal. He then had his secretary phone
Mr. Clyde Hull of the Superintendent's office. The secretary told us that Mr. Hull
had stated that Mrs. Warren's children would immediately be granted free
lunches.

Later that day we saw Mrs. Warren who told us that contrary :o the prior
statement of that her children would not ?'s eligible for free lunches.

In an effort to clarify the confusion, :.ar. Andrews phoned Mr. Hull. Mr. Hull
stated that he had decided to deny the application because: he was not using an
unmet need standard but "the grossincome'standard." He would not explain
what this meant, but said an appeal could be taken to Dr. Corona, Superintendent
of Schools.

Mrs. Warren then executed a document authorising us to represent her in the
appeal to Dr. Corona. This document is attached hereto and is incorporated by
reference as it fully set forth.

Ben Parish then telephoned Dr. Corona who stated that we could not represent
Mrs. Warren because we were not lawyers.

On the following morninx we saw Dr. Corona who again refused to allow us to
represent Mrs. Warren in her appeal before him because we were not lawyers.

Dolt WitsoN,
BEN PAEAN',
DRAWL ANDREWS.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21 day of September 1069.
RITA ESCARCE0A,

Xotary Public Nand for the County of Stanislaus, State of California.
My Commission Expires: Jan. 2, 1071.

Monzwro Hum Satan,
Modesto, Calif., September 11, 1969.

Mrs. WAnacx.
1720 Robertson Road.
Modesto. ('al if.

Dm% Mits. WARREN: We have checked with Mr. Reid of the Welfare Depart-
ment concerning your application for free lunches. Mr. Reid has informed us
that your current income indicates that there is no unmet need in your
circumstance.

According to the present Modesto Board of Education Free Lunch Program.
we must deny your request. if, however, there are extenuating conditions which
make free lunches essential to the well being of your child. please contact me
again.

Sincerely.

IniAtt Mug. WAtatxx : This letter is written
lunches.

Your application was made on an improper
correctly it will he necessary for you to come
application form.

Thank you.
Very Truly Yours,

Dunt.EY ItoAcit. Counxclor.

ROTSON 110A11 SCHOOL,
September 11. 1969.

concerning your request for free

form. To complete the application
to school and complete the pmper

Mr. THANK JEANS, Principal.

AUTHORIZED REPRF.SENTATITE

Samurai 17, 1969.
MoDESTO CITY SCII0ois,
4f6 Locust Avenue,
Modesto. Calif.

I. Maggie Warren, of 1720 Robertson Road, Modesto, California, authorize
Dearl Andrews, Benny Parrish, and Don C. Wilson to represent me in my appeal
regarding may application for school lunches.

MAGGIE WARREN'.
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OSHKOSH AMA reteac 8(momsrow Saatvtcr. Deraerafesr

rum SERVICES roues:
Intent

The intent of this policy is to establish uniform standards for providing a Type
A. lunch under the National School Lunch Act, a one-half pint of recess milk under
the Special Milk Program and a breakfast under the Child Nutrition Act of 191ta
to students without charge, as a remedial educational endeavor. This policy shall
apply to all students attending schools in which lunch, milk and/or breakfast
programs are offered.
General conditions

No identities of individual students receiving food services without charge shall
be made public and no specific reasons for any individual students receiving food
services without charge shall be recorded except by the Pupil Services Director.
No students retviving_food services without charge shall be required, as a condi-
tion of receiving such services to

(1) Use a gym rate dining room,
(2) Use a separate serving line,
t3) Enter the dining room through a separate entrance,
(4) Eat lunch or drink milk at a different time,
(3) Work for their food services,
lei) Use a different medium of exchange than paying children in the dining

room. or
(7) Eat a different meal than paying children.

Any students who become eligible for free food services during the school year
shall be identified to the Pupil Services Director,

A termination of any students free food services may not be made until the
end of the school term during which he became eligible, without justifiable cause.

The final decision as to the granting or termination of free food services for
any individual students, within policy standards, shall be made by the Pupil
Services Director in consultation with the Food Service Manager and a School
Nurse. In the event a parezt believes a decision is not acceptable, he may appeal
to the. Superintendent of Schools for further consideration.
Policy Low income students

All students from families participating in Public Assistance Programs or from
families whose Income is at a level which qualifies them to receive foods under
the USDA Commodity Distribution Program Anil be furnished food services
without charge. Students in the preceding categories shall be identified to the
Oshkosh Area Public Schools Pupil Services Director by_the Winnebago County
Department of Social Services and shall. without applying. be furnished food
services without charge.

The following procedures will apply to the above students:
(I) All parents or guardians of eligible students shall be contacted by the

Department of Social Services and advised of the free food services offered
for their children.

() A list of names and addresses of all eligible students shall be sub-
mitted to the Pupil Services Director by August 13, preceding each school
year. Names of students who become eligible during a school term shall be
submitted when they become eligible.

(3) The Pupil Services Director shall compile a complete list of all eligible
students in each school %Web he will submit to each school principal. He will
also submit a list of total students eligible in each school to the Food Service
Manager.

(4) Each individual school principal shall be responsible for insuring that
all eligible students receive free food services, without their identity being
made known to other students.

PolicyInadequately nourished students
Any student identified by a School Nurse to be inadequately nourished, for

whatever reason, shall be furnished food services without charge. The judgment
of a School Nurse as to a student's el!gibility shall be based on any one of the
following explicit, but not exclusively criteria :
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11) A child who is obviously suffering from clinically identifiable mama

() .. child whose school attitudes or behavior consistently indicate the
possibility of undernourishment.

(3) A child from a family whose discernible income and liquid assets do
not exceed the criteria for certification of non-public assistance households
for 1strtieipation in the Commodity Distribution program (See attached
standards for eligibility).

(4) A child from a family experiencing a temporary emergency such as a
illness or death in his family or other circumstances imposing a hardship for
an indefinite period.

The following procedures will apply to the above students:
(1) Parents, faculty members, staff members or principals shall identify

the child directly Io a School Nurse or to the-Food Service Manager or Pupil
Services Director, who will confer with a School Nurse.

,(2) A student deemed eligible for free food s'ervices by a School Nurse
shall be ident Hied to the student's school principal.

(3) The school principal shall identify the student to the Pupil Services
Director who will update his list of eligible students for the school principal
and the Food Service Manager.

(4) Each individual school principal shall be responsible for insuring that
all eligible students receive free food services, without their their identity
being made known to other students.

STANDARns FOR ELIGIBILITY OF NOX-PUBLIc .tSsIST.%NCR II01:SEIIOLDS

Eligibility will be extended to those children from households whose monthly
net Jimmie does not exceed the amounts listed in the following scale:

Number of pcmons is family
1 $135 6 $350
2 185 7 385
3 215 8 _., _ 420
4 280 9 445
5 295 10 460

Add $30 for each person in households of more than 10 members.
Net income is defined as gross income minus such payroll deductions as Federal

and State withholding taxes, OASDI deductions. union dues, or similar deductions
from salaries which are mandatory and not elective on the part of the employee.
With respect to self-employed persons, net income means gross income minus the
cost of producing such income. If the only income is farm income and it is stable
from year to year. it may he determined from the previous year's income tax form
prior to the consideration of depredation.

?Net income and applicable resources of public amista nee or general assistance
redpieents in a non-public assistance lion:30101 shall be included in the net
illeolne and resources of the non-public assistance houSehold.

Liquid assets not in excess of $750 for a single person and $1,500 for a two per-
son household with an additional $100 for each additional member will not pre-
volt a finding of eligibility if other requirements of eligibility are met. The cash
or loan value of life insurance policies need not be considered as liquid assets.

Consideration in determining eligibility may be given to those households
exceeding the monthly income scale under the eligibility standards hereinbefore
outlined in causes of unusual expenditures. Such expenditures shall include sus-
tained medical expenses, including prepaid medical expenses, and/or expenses
resulting from natural disaster or accidents.

I n the case of working person (s) who contribute substantially to the support
of a non-assistance household, child care expenses incurred in order to obtain or
continue employment may be deducted from the net income.
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FOOD SERVICES OFFERED

School Type A lunch Special milk

Boyd Elementary Yes Yes.
Dale Elementary Yes.
Emmeline Cook Elementary Yes Yes.
Franklin Elementary Yes Yes.
Grange Elementary Yes Yes
Green Meadow Elementary Yes Yes.
Jefferson Elementary Yes.
Lakeside Elementary Yes Yes.
Lincoln Elementary.. Yes Yes.
Longfellow Elementary Yes
Merrill Elementary Yes.
Merrill Junior High Yes.
Oaklawn Elementary Yes Yes.
Oakwood Elementary Yes Yes.
Oshkosh High Schools Yes. Yes.
Perry A. Tipler Junior High Yes Yes.
Read Elementary Yes Yes.
Roosevelt Elementary Yes Yes.
Smith Elementary Yes.
South Park Elementary Yes Yes.
South Park Junior High Yes Yes.
Sunset Elementary Yes Yes.
Washington Elementary Yes.
Webster Stanley Junks High Yes Yes.
Winnebago Elementary Yes Yes.

I Breakfast offered.

STATEMENT OF POLICYSCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA

FREE OR REDUCED PRICE LUNCHES FOR NEEDY SCHOOL CHILDREN

I. Statement
The School District of Philadelphia will provide free or reduced price lunches

under the Federal Type A School Lunch Program to eligible school children who
are in attendance in participating schools where this -type of lunch is provided, to
the limit of the funds made available for this purpose, and in accordance with the
procedures set forth herein by the Board of Education and the Department of
Public Instruction.
II. Procedure and criteria in establishing eligibility

.4. REQUEST
1. Request for application shall be normally initiated by school personnel, and

may ill addition be initiated by a parent or guardian or other person with per-
sonal knowledge of the child's need.

2. Application shall consist of a simple statement of family size and income,
with additional space provided to show participation in welfare programs or for
an explanation of special circumstances showing financial hardship. The appli-
cation should bear the signature of the parent or guardian.

a Application shall he presented to the principal of the participating school
who will determine within a maximum of thirty days, need in accordance with
the agreement policy and make the assignment if the criteria were met.

4. Appeals process shall consist as follows:
(a) Adequate written notice be provided on the application form and on

the determination of eligibility reply form of the right of appeal and per-
sonal hearing with the school principal and later, if necessary, with the dis-
trict superintendent.

(b) The reply form shall also inform the parent of reasons for the denial
of the free or reduced price school lunch, and the right to bring a friend or
representative to help him explain the facts when appealing to the principal
or the district superintendent.

(c) All hearings and decisions shall be rendered within thirty days of
the request, whether written or oral, for an appeal.

B. CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING BLANKET SCHOOL APPROVALS
Such approvals will have high priority, for the need concentration will be

greater in school locations which qualify under the blanket approval method.
1. Free or reduced price lunches shall -he offered to every child in attendance

at a school that receives a blanket approval.
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(a) Information from completed Form PIRS-325, "Report on the Concen-
tration of Pupils from Low Income Families in the Schools of Pennsylvania.
1903 -69", will determine qualifying schools. Priorities are to be established
in descending order, from highest percentage enrollments of low income
family children in attendance, to those schools having 51% of their enroll-
ment from low income families.

(b) Both free and the reduced price lunch are the same, that is a standard
Federal Type "A." lunch. It is the same lunch which provides lk the daily
nutritional requirements for which children in non-disadvantaged elementary
schools pay the regular price of 35.

C. CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING APPROVAL FOR INDIVIDUAL
APPLICATION

1. Free or reduced price lunches shall be offered according to the following
criteria :

(a) Children from families that are eligible for various forms of economic
assistance such as welfare assistance, food stamp program, Commodity
Distribution program. 0.E.0.. A.F.DC.. Children's Aid and Family Service,
or other assistance agencies that are applicable.

(b) Children from families not participating in assistance programs. but
whose family income levels are comparable to those income categories
established by local, state and federal assistance programs.

(c) Families with three or more children attending schools where lunches
are available, and whose total family annual income amounts to $3.000 or
less. may apply for free lunch. Every effort will be.made to interest private
foundations, charities. and other agencies in contributing money to make up
the difference in receipts between the free and reduced price lunch.

2. Exception shall be made for families of any income or size who declare
themselves to be in a state of temporary financial need, such as extended illness
or disability, or job lay-off, or other circumstances imposing an economic hard-
sldp on the family or a nutritional hardship on the children.

3. The above criteria and requirements shall not preclude schools from granting
free or reduced price meals when justified on grounds of financial hardship.
III. Assignment policies

1. Students receiving free or reduced price lunches shall eat in the same area
as other students :-Ithout any form of segregation or discrimination.

2. No method s et' be used to identify the students receiving free or reduced
price lunches as posted, lists or announced lists, special lines, different
means of payment, etc.

3. Students shall not be required to perform a service or to work for their
free or reduced price lunch.

4. If a student transfers or is promoted from one school to another within the
district. assuming lunches are available at both schools. it shall be the re-
sponsibility of the principal to notify the principal of the receiving; school.

5. Accounting for students benefiting from this program shall be done in a
central office in such a way as to protect the anonymity of each participant.
/F. Implementation

1. The Food Service Department will make weekly meal tickets available to
the principal for distribution to his designees for sale in the participating schools.
The same numbered type ticket will be used for regular. free or reduced price
lunches. The principal shall be solely responsible for all tickets issued to him by
the Food Service Dephrtment.
V. Announcement of District policy

Announcement of District Policy concerning eligibility for free or reduced
price lunches will be made through the news media and announcement at a
public Board meeting.
FL Responsibility of food service department

The Food Service Department shall be responsible for the instituting and
carrying out of the Board policy to the best of its ability in accordance with the
National School Lunch Act as defined by the State Department of Public
Instruction.
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NATIONAL SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE FINANCE PROJECT,
Tallahassee, Fla., September 19, 1969.

Mr. PHILIP NEUNIARH,
California Rural Legal Assistance Service,
Modesto, Calif.

DEAR MR. NEUMARK: Following your phone call late yesterday afternoon, I
contacted Mr. George Hockenberry who is acting Florida State School Food
Service Director while I am on leave. He expects out of city visitors and has a
heavy schedule today, but we will try to get the information you requested mailed
before the end of the day.

You probably have a copy of The Hearings before the Committee on Education
and Labor in the House of Representatives, Ninetieth Congress, Second Session
on H.R. 17144, etc. Part IOn malnutrition and federal food service programs
hearings held May 21-June 3, before the Committee on Education and Labor,
Carl D. Perkins, chairman. It contains testimony I piesented before the com-
mittee. On page 567 you will find the following statement: "At present we are
serving about 125,000 economically needy pupils. At 15 cents, this uses about
$3,400,000, or a large portion of our Section 4 funds, thereby reducing the reim-
bursements paid non-special assistance schools. If we served Type A lunches to
the more than 222,000 economically needy pupils benefiting from Title I ESEA,
we would need an allocation of over $6,000,000 Section 11 funds."

According to information available in this office for the 1967-68 school year
Florida received Section 4 funds in the amount of $6,118,178 and Section 11
funds in the amount or $260,998. Section 4 funds' were expended as follows:

(1) Reimbursement to schools for lunches served to noneconomically needy
pupils$3,277,339. Section 4 schools.

(2) Supplemental reimbursement (at 150 per lunch) to Section 4 or nonspecial
assistance schools for lunches served to economically needy pupils$1,664,070.

(3) Reimbursement (at 150 per lunch) to special assistance schools for lunches
served to economically needy children $1,176,767. The final official State Depart-
ment of Education report may have slightly different figures.

Of course, all Section 11 funds were used to reimburse special assistance.
schools. A total of $1,437,767 was paid to special assistance schools. This added
to the needy supplements (item (2) above) paid for lunches served to eco-
nomically needy pupils in non special assistance schools at a 150 rate per meat,.
gives the total of $3,101,837 used at a rate of 150 per lunch to aid economically
needy pupils. This equals 48.7% of the total National School Lunch Act funds
Florida received. We would have spent larger amounts if federal rate ceilings
had permitted.

I am also attaching a leaflet which describes the research project now under-
way. We hope -that it will be helpful .in securing more adequate federal and
state tax provisions for feeding children at school.

Cordially yours,

Mr. PHILIP NEUMARK,
California Rural Legal Assistance
Modesto, Calif.

DEAR MR. NEUMARK: The following is in answer to your request for informa-
tion regarding Florida's use of Section 4 Funds for Section 11 purposes in the
past two years :
1967-68: $3,101,836.24 Section 4 Funds Used for Section 11 purposes, represent-

ing 12,026,918 Children's Type A meals.
1968 -69: $3,466.435.37 Section 4 Funds Used for Section 11 purposes, representing

27,866,009 Children's Type A meals.
Sincerely,

THELMA G. FLANAGAN.

STATE Or FLORIDA DEPARTMENT Or EDUCATION,
Tallahassee, September 19, 1969.

GEORGE HOCEENDERY,
Acting Administrator, School Food Service.
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MODES10 CITY SCHOOLS,
Modesto, Calif., September IS, 1069.

Mrs. FERTIE WARREN,
1702 Robertson Road,
Modesto, Calif.

,Ini An Mils. 1VAilitux : This letter is in response to your telephone call on Sep-
tember.17, 1969. We have attempted to return your call regarding your desire to
appeal the de:slon which denies your application for a free lunch for your son
Fer t ie.

The District's current policies allow you to appeal the decision to the Superin-
tendent's Executive Council and ultimately, if necessary, to the Board of Educa-
tion. If you wish to schedule an appeal, kindly call or write my office so that a
hearing may be called.

I cannot accept Mr. Ben Parrish as your representative in this matter.
Respectfully,

Mar C. CORONA, Superintendent, Modesto City Schools.

Mmo IX OProsrriox TO MOTION To DISMISS FOR FAILURE To STATE A
CAUSE OF ACTION

C.S. DISTRICT COURT FOlt THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

(Civil Action No. Civ. S-1336)

Blum SHAW, ET Al.., PLAINTIFFS

D.

CovEttNlxo BOARD OF THE MoDESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND 3IonEsro 111011
SCHOOL ImmucT, ET Al., DEFENDANTS

Memorandum in opposition to Federal defendants' motion to dismiss for fail-
ure to state a cause of action.

INTRODUCTION

In an unprecedented action the Stanislaus County Board of Supervisors on
December 9, 1909, declared that a state of disaster exists in Stanislaus County
(which includes Modesto) because of widespread poverty and hunger? This
drastic action followed an announcement by the Stanislaus County Welfare
Department that "as many as 2,000 families or 8,000 individuals may be hungry
and without help next month. "'

Dr. Robert Watson, deputy county health director, stated that " 'starvation'
is a possibility in the county, but the word 'malnutrition' might better describe
what a food shortage would cause." He added that "people would succumb to
diseases which normally they would resist" because of malnutrition. "Even a
common cold can threaten a hungry person," he said. Re noted, "children are
partienlarly susceptible to such 'weakening if they are improperly fed." 3 ,

The severity of the hunger problem ill Stanislaus County was attributed to a
marked increase in unemployment and the inadequacy of welfare grants. A rep-
rc.4cutotive of the Stanislaus County Welfare Department stated that inadequate
welfare grants cause hunger and malnutrition because, "since the costs of rent.
utilities. transportation and other needs are relatively inflexible, . . . cuts must
be made in the food budget. "'

In the context of the present hunger crisis in Stanislaus County, the question is
more crucial than ever whether the Modesto School Board can continue to divert
aid wile' it receives under the National School Lunch Act to middle and upper
clas% children who can afford lunches or whether this federal aid should benefit
the needy ehildren who will otherwise go without a nutritious lunch.

'rink mentor:m(1M in addressed to the federal defenda nts' motion to dismiss
based on the contention that plaintiffs have failed to state a cause of action
against them.

, Modesto Bee. December 9, 1969. Page 1, column 1.
Modesto Bee. December 7. 1969. Page I, column 4.

3 Modesto Bee. December 7. 1969. Page A-12. column S.
4 Modesto Bee, December 7, 1969. Page 1, column 6.
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ARGUMENT

Even before the hunger crisis hi Stahtslaus County reached its present pivot.-
thms. the defendants in this act bin did not deny that needy school children in the
Modesto schools were being denied hot lunches when their families were tumble
to afford then'. Nor do the defendants deny that under Section 9 of the National
School Lunch Act. 42 U.S.C. P17 IS, the local school authorities must determine
the children who are unable to afford the full cost of a lunch and must provide
such children with free or reduced cost meals. The defendants are asking this
court. however, to ignore the mandatory language of Section 9: they urge that as
a :natter of policy poor children should go without lunch because of an alleged
difficulty in adequately funding the program.

Solely because of the Modesto Se 11901 Board's refusal to finance the free lunch
progra al frffill the nearly quarter 14' a million 1101131rti which it receives iu federal
aid under the National School Lunch Act, the Board during the snnumbr of 1969
was compelled to adopt an eligibility standard ealculated to exclude SI% of the
needy children the district from tie free hutch program. Under this lieu
restrictive standard many poor children. including the plaintiff Shaw children.
who had received free lunches during the 1968-1969 school year would have been
denied hot lunches during the present school year. But children such as the Shows
have not been forced to go hungry so far this year because this Court enjoined the
Board from inmosig its new standard and ordered the Board to oismite under
the admittedly inadequate but not quite so restrictive standard employed in
19684969.

'Whereas under the school board's proposed plan a maxminn of 400 poor chil-
dren would receive hot lunettes, 492 were being fed pursuant to this Court's order
as of November 20, 1969. Thus at least 92 needy children are benefiting from the
eourt's order and this number may be expected to increase nmrkedly due to the
high rate of unemployment in the winter months. Because of ndmited inade-
quacies. in the 1968-1969 program. however, at least SO% of the needy children in
Modesto are not covered by the Court's protective order and consequently are
being xcluded from the lunch program.

lu their motion to dismiss the federal defendants apparently acknowledge that
plaintiffs have stated a cause of action in their ainended complaint against the
Modesto School Board, and that this court can grant effective relief against the
Board. They contend, however, that no such claim has been stated against the
Department of Agriculture.

The plaintiffs' claim against the federal defendants is based on the failure of
the Department of Agriculture to require the Modesto School Board to fulfill
its obligation under Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act of providing
free or reduced price lunches to children who are nimble to pay the full price.
The federal defendants are asking this Court to excuse them from this responsi-
bility on the ground that the Department of Agriculture bas no effective means
of enforcing Section 9. But as defendants admit at page 15 of their ground that
the Department of Agriculture has no effective means of enforcing Section 9. But
as defendants admit at page 15 of their motion to dismiss, the Secretary of Agri-
culture could "request the State of California to terminate the agreement with
the Modesto public schools and discontinue any payments to the schools from
Federal funds, and possibly to take similar action against the State of Cali-
fornia if it failed to comply." Of course, the Modesto Board could be given an
opportunity to comply before its nid is cut off. Because of the duty of USDA to
insure eompliahce with Section 9 and because of their failure to do so, the plain-
tiffs have stated a cause of action against the federal defendants.

The objection of the federal defendants has little merit in view of the well-
established concept that Congress, in its grant-in-aid programs, may impose eon-
ditions upon the use of federal funds by states and localities. In Oklahoma v.
United States Civil Service Comm'n., 330 U.S. 127, 07 S.Ct. 544 (1947), the Su-
preme Court held that the Civil Service Commission could order a state to com-
ply with provisions of the Hatch Act or face the loss of funds under the federal
highway program. The Court stated that the federal government has the power
"to fix the terms upon which its money allotments to states shall be disbursed,"
330 U.S. at 143, and that "the offer of benefits to a state by the United States
dependent upon cooperation by the state with federal plans, assumedly for the
general welfare, is not unusual." Id. at 144. Certainly it is common for Congress
to seek to encourage the states to act in a desired manner by making such action
a required condition of benefit under a grant-inaid program. This Congressional
power would be totally vitiated if, as the federal defendants apparently suggest,
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federal agencies are powerless to require compliance with the conditions of
grants-in-aid.

The federal defendants' position that they are without power to enforce Sec-
tion 9 is not only without support in the statute but would jeopardize the consti-
tutionality of the Act. The federal defendants apparently argue that a school
board may, without fear of losing its federal subsidies, administer the program
so as to benefit only those students affluent enough to afford the full cost of the
lunch. But such a discriminatory program would certainly violate the equal
protection clause of the Constitution.

A "statutory discrimination must be based on differences that are reasonably
related to the purpose of the Act in which it is found." Morey v. Doud, 354 U.S.
457. 4G (1957) ; Carrington v. Bash, 380 U.S. 89, 92-93 (1965). Inasmuch as
Section 2 of the Act sets forth the Act's purpose of safeguarding "the health and
wellbeing of the nation's children," 42.U.S.C. *175poor, as well as richthere
can be no rational basis for excluding indigent children from the Act's benefits.

The unconstitutionality of the discrimination between children who can afford
a lunch and those who cannot is all the more clear because the right In question
is a "bask:" eivil right and thereby requires "strict scrutiny" by the court when
its denial to some people is attacked on equal protection grounds. E.g., Skinner v.
Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535 (1942). To come within this "strict scrutiny" doctrine a
right need not be one of those specifically enumerated in the Constitution ; it may
he statutory in origin, Levy v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 68 (1968), or It may be "basic"
In the sense that it is necessary for the maintenance of a decent, dignified exist-
ence. See Loring v. Virginia. :388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967). In Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion, 347 r.S. 483, 493 (1954), the Supreme Court noted: "In these days, it is
doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is
denied the opportunity of an edneation. Such an opportunity where the state has
undertaken to provide it, is a right which must be made available to all on equal
terms." The same reasoning applies a fortiori when the government provides food,
which is necessary for success in school and in all other activities. "[Hungry]
children. being deprived of normal brain development, do not do well in school.
They do not have the intelligence, the initiative, or the motivation that stems
from normal brain capacity." (Testimony of Aaron Altschul, Research Service,

Dep't. of Agriculture, in "Hunger U.S.A." at 30).
The school lunch program involves the right to an adequate diet. This right is,

without question. "fundamental to the very existence and survival of the race."
Skim we r. Oklahoma, supra at 541. Without food persons cannot function properly
and productively and are unlikely to develop their full mental and physical
capacities. The rights to food and to an adequate diet underlie all other rights, as
they are esssential for life itself ; no other rights can be enjoyed without these.
They are equally, if not more important than the right to procreate (Skinner v.
Oklahoma), the right to marry (Loving v. Virginia) or the right to vote (Rey-
nolds r. Sims). As such, the denial to some of benefits clearly intended to fulfill
the right to food and an adequate diet must receive strict scrutiny from the
courts and can be upheld "only if It Is necessary, and not merely rationally
related, to the accomplishment" of the policy of the statute. McLaughlin v.
Florida. 379 U.S. 196 (1964) .

The Supreme Court in Shapiro v. Thompson, 89 S. Ct. 1322 (1969), applied the
strict scrutiny test to a residency rule that denied to some families "welfare aid
upon which may depend the ability of the families to obtain the very means to
subsistfood, shelter, and other necessities of life." Certainly the direct denial
of one of the "necessities of life"in this case a nutritious lunchon the basis
of inability to pay is just as constitutionally suspect as the indirect denial of the
necessities in Shapiro.

As the Court said in Shapiro, "We recognize that a State has a valid Interest In
preserving the fiscal integrity of its programs. It may legitimately attempt to
limit its expenditures, whether for public assistance, public eaucation, or any
other program. But a State may not accomplish such a purpose by invidious dis-
tinctions between (gasses of its citizens. It could not, for example, reduce expendi-
tures for education by barring indigent children from its schools." Surely there
Is no more Justification for barring Indigent children from the school lunch pro-
gram than there would be for barring them from the schools altogether.

CONCLUSIOX

The discriminatory administration of the school hunch program by the defendant
school board has been a significant factor in the crisis that recently caused the
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Board of Supervisors to declare Stanis taus County a disaster area. Because of
their failure to enforce Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act the federal
defendants have contributed to the problem and plaintiff's complaint states a
valise of action against them.

Respectfully submitted.
DANIEL HAYS LoWENSTEIN.
Plitt.IP NEUMARK.

Moor OF SERVICE ter MAIL - AFFIDAVIT, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF STANISLAUS

Shirley Iliekox, being sworn, says: That affiant is a citizen of the United
Stales. over the age of 18, residing in the County of Stanislaus and is nota party
to the above entitled action; that afflant's business address is: 405 H Street,
Modesto, California ; that on December 11, 1969, the affiant served the within
MEMORANDUM IN -OPPOSITION TO FEDERAL DEFENDANTS'' MOTION
TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CAUSE OF ACTION by placing
a true copy thereof in an envelope addressed to each of the following at the ad-
dresses stated below, and by then sealing and depositing said envelopes, with
postage thereon fully prepaid, in the United States mail at Modesto, California,
where is located the office of the attorneys for the persons by and for whom said
service was made. That there is delivery service by United States mail at the
plaeeq so addressed and there is regular communication by mail between the place
of mailing and the places so addressed :

A. J. Slum Jr., Deputy County Counsel
County of Stanislaus
404 County Wilms Building
P.O. Box 74
Modesto. California 93333
Thomas I,ynh, Attorney General
Richard I.. Mayers. Deputy Attorney General
500 Wells Fargo Bank Building
5th Street in Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814
John I'. Hyland, Uniied States Attorney
Richard W. Nichols, Assistant U.S. Attorney
2112 Federal Building
030 Capitol Mall
Sacramento. California 95814
Gary II. Boise. Special Assistant to the
Assistant Attorney General
Civil Division. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

SHIRLEY
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of December, 1909,

RITA ESCARCEGA,
Notary Public in and for said County and State.

Srwur..aerzoN

U.S. Disricier COURT FOR THE EASTERN DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA

(Civil Action No. S-1330)

BILLIE SHAW, ET AL., PLAINTIFFS
13,

COvERNING BOARD OF THE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MonEsro
Mon Smoot, DISTRICT, ET AL., DEFENDANTS

STIPULATION

It is hereby stipulated by and between counsel for plaintiffs and counsel for
defendants Governing Board of the Modesto City School District and ModestoHigh School District as follows:

1. During the 1968-69 school year, the Modesto City School District and the
Modesto High School District (hereinafter jointly referred to as the Modesto
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School District) received $133,635.01 (fair market value) worth of Section 6 and
Section 32 (7 U.S.C. Section 612c, 1431) commodities and $81,64$.07 in reimburse.
meats under the School Lunch Act and the Special Milk Program. (cite). In addi
tion, the district received S20,613.15 in special assistance funds from the State
Department of Education during the same period. The anumnts received under
these programs for 1968-69 totaled $237,,S96$3,

2. AQzuming the cost of each lunch is $.37. the sum of S237,896.S3 is sufficient to
provide free Type A lunches to 3537 children per day.

:1. At all times since July 1. 1967, the governing hoard of the Modesto Se' %ol
District has operated under the National School Lunch Act.

4. During the 196S-69 school year, there were 2941 children enrolled in the
f.cliools of the Modesto School District who came front families supported by
welfare assistance under Aid to Families with Dependent Children- (AFDC). In
addition, an uncertain number of children enrolled in the schools of the district
came from families with incomes at or below the AFDC level.

5. During the 1965 -69 school year, 32,331 free Type A lunches were served in
the Modesto School District for a daily average of 182 lunches. A total of 1,098,907
Type A lunches were served.

Daring 1965 -69, the school board expended front locally appropriated funds
S11,041.35 for free lunches.

7. During 1960 -70. it can be reasoltably anticipated that the school district will
receive from federal programs supporting school lunches approximately the same
amount as were received during 1968-69.

S. Plaintiffs Joseph, Donald, Anna Marie. Rickey and Howard Shaw received
free lunches while attending schools in the Modesto School District during 1!)68-
69.

LEGIsLATIVE HISTORY OF NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH ACT

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THF, EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

(Civil Action No. S-1336)

BILLIE SHAW, ET AL., PLAINTIFFS.
D.

GOVERNING BOARD OF THE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO
HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT, ET AL., DEFENDANTS

This memorandum is submitted to show that it was the clearly-expressed intent
of Congress in passing the free lunch provision in Section 9 of the National School
Lunch Act that all needy children in participating school districts should receive
free or reduced price lunches.

By asking this court to declare that the Board's obligation under Section 9 -is
subject to the provision [sic) that the dollar amount required to be expended
therefor need be no greater than the combined total of money received from
federal, state and private sources designated for such purposes, plus whatever
amount defendants budget from school funds for such purposes," (Answer, prayer,
Paragraph 2) defendants seek to effectively eliminate the free lunch provision
front the act, even though they cite no statutory or other authority to supporttheir position.

Defendant's position is based on the mistaken belief that Congress never in-
tended to require local school boards to expend any funds for the free Intuit
program. On the contrary, one of Congress' principal reasons for enacting the
National School Lunch Act was to require state and local governments to make a
financial contribution to the school lunch program.

By passing the National School Lunch Act in 1946, Congress hoped to expand
and make more effective the school lunch program which the United States De-
partment of Agriculture had been operating on an administrative basis for more
than ten years. In particular, one of Congress' main goals was to enlist financial
support from States and local school districts. The House Committee on Agri-
culture. in recommending the bill, stated that :

Such aid heretofore extended by Congress through the Department of Agri-
culture has, for the past 10 years, proven of exceptional benefit to the children.
schools, and agriculture of the country as a whole, but the necessity for now
coordinating the work throughout the Nation, and ecpecially to encourage and
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increase the financial participation and aelire control by the screen, States males
it desirable that permanent enabling legislation takes the place of the present
temporary legislative strnentre.

MR. Rep. No. 6S4, "School Lunch Program," 70th Cong. 1st Sess., June :5, 1945,
at 1. (Hereinafter referred to as "House Report") (emphasis added).
And the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, likewise recommending
passage of the bill stated that :

The welfare of the Nation's children. and in particular their edneation and
health. has always been a :natter of immediate piddle concern to the National
Government as well as to the several States. The defense of the Nation and its
bases of economic and political existence are dependent on an informed and
vigorous citizenry. It is undoubtedly true that the education of children and chill
welfare are also proper functions of the several States. Legislation in regard to
these matters should essentially be along the lines of aid to the States in the
provision therefor. Grants -in -aid to the States have always been an acceptable
means of encouraging States to undertake these proper functions and ix .1 method
consonant with American traditions. The requirement placed on the States of
matching fund* granted by the Government relieves the financial burden on the
Federal Government and encourages active State participation.

Sen. Rep. No. 553, 'Providing Assistance to thc States in the Establishment,
Maintenance, Operation, and Expansion of School-Lunch Programs," 70th
tong., 1st Sess...Tuly 28, 1943. at 12. (Hereinafter referred to as "Senate Report")
(emphasis added).

During the bearings in both the House and the Senate. Congressmen and wit-
nesses alike recognized that the federal appropriations authorized by the Act
would meet only part of the need, and that the success of the program would de-
pend on contributions from States and local school districts.

Senator Mutt. Yon would say that this initial appropriation of $30.000.000
would have to be greatly extended if it is to serve all the needy children of this
country?

Miss (11Ess) GooDYKOONTZ (of the U.S. Office of Education. which had en-
authored the Senate bill). That is right. It is an encouragement for the greater
Participation of the local district, in the financing and operation of their own
school programs.

(Hearings on S. 1820, 1824, "Assistance to States for School-Lunch Programs,"
78th Cong., 2d Sess., May 2-3. 1944, at 23-20, (Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry) (Hereinafter referred to as "Senate Hearings ").)

o

Senator 131.1.EN»ER. What effect would it have on those local communities in
expanding their program if the Government were to propose this matching pro-
gram? It has been my experience that when the Federal Government interests
itself in a program, the local communities rather slack down in their efforts and
like to leave a lot of it for the Federal Government to do. I would like to have
you r reaction to that.

Mr. (It. H.) Woons (Kentucky State Directory of Vocational Education). Well
Senator. I don't feel that an appropriation for the school-lunch program would
have that result.... (Senate Hearings at 47.)

Senator ELLEXUER. My hope is that any funds that are made available by the
Federal Government will net as an incentive to the local community to carry on
this work. That ismy hope. (Sena to Hearings at 03.)

Rep. PoAGE. If a school district just refuses to levy any taxes, then the chil-
dren arc in need, yet I can't, for the life of me, believe we ought to give somebody
power to give a school district that refuses to do a thing in the world for itself
aid from the Federal Government.

Hearings on H.R. 2073, 3370, "Lunch Program," 70th Cong., 1st Sess., March 23
Many 24, 1945, at 21. (House Agriculture Committee) (Hereinafter referred to
as' House Hearings"). (Emphasis added).

Rep. PACE. Personally, I very heartily favor the schoollunch program and
appreciate its benefits, but It has seemed to me that in view of the financial
condition [of the Federal Government] the Federal contribution should be the

42-778-70ot. 2--10
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minimum amount which will encourage the cities and the counties to carry on
the program.

House Hearings at 79.
One witness, William T. Cooper, the School Lunch Director for Allegany

County, Maryland, suggested, perhaps prophetically, that Congress might be
indulging in "wishful thinking" when it relied on States and local school boards
to contribute their share so that the school lunch program, including the free
lunch program, would be fully effective. The Chairman of the Committee on
Agriculture, Rep. John W. Flannagan, who later waif the floor leader for the
bill in the House, replied flatly :

If it is wishful thinking, I will tell you frankly that this school-lunch programis not going to last. the States and localities cannot contribute their share, you
are going to have to kiss it good-by. (Emphasis added). House Hearings at 103.

The widespread insistence in both the House and the Senate that the States
and local school districts contribute to the program was in part a reflection
of Congress' reluctance to appropriate the full cost of an effective school lunch
program. But notwithstanding Congress' concern regarding the cost of the pro-
gram, there was never any question raised with respect to the requirement that
free or reduced cost lunches should be served to all needy children. This pro-
vision was seen as central to the purposes of the Act. According to the House
Report, the bill established :

certain conditions to be complied with in the establishment of the school-lunch
program, specifically :

(h) Lunches shall be served without cost or at a reduced cost to those childrenwhom the school authorities determine are unable to pay full cost. (Emphasis
added).

House Report at 5.
The House Committee explained the importance of the free lunch program as a
part of a program that would benefit all children :

This improvement [in ituition, physical development and educational
progress) takes place on all income levels inasmuch as an adequate lunch at
school or adequate nutrition is not necessarily assured by the higher-income ofthe parents or the rise in the national income as a whole. The increase of work-
ing mothers. consolidation of schools, greater travel time to schools, and rising
scale of food costs, together with fixed Incomes for many large groups, make the
school-lunch program, in which those who can pay are permitted to pay and
those who cannot pay need not pay, the appropriate answer. (Emphasis added).

House Report at 2.
In the Senate Report, the point is made even more explicitly that the school lunch
program benefits middle class and wealthy children by making a lunch arailabicat school. at a time when because of the increasingdistances between schools and
the increasing instance of working mothers, most children were unable to go
Inane for gullet!. The program also benefits such children by guaranteeing that
the lunch they purchase at school will be fully nutritious. At the same time, the
Program benefits poor children by guaranteeing that such a nutritious lunch will
be available free or at a reduced price that the child can afford :

It is axiomatic that proper nutrition is essential for the health and well-beingof a child and for his growth and development as a citizen. It is demonstrable
that a child's educational progress is dependent on health. There are three condi-tions that prevent adequate nutrition. The first is ignorance of the elements of
proper nutrition. This hick of nutrition is widespread, for the science of nutrition
is widespread. for the science of nutrition Is of recent origin. Not only are children
uninformed as to what they should eat, but their parents can give them little
guidance. Much testimony has been adduced that the introduction of the school-lunch program has resulted in a marked and beneficial change in dietary habits,
not only of the child, but of his parents.

The second difficulty to proper nutrition in childhood is the difficulty encoun-tered by the child in obtaining a proper lunch at school. Distances from home to
school are increasing. The increase in the number of working mothers and the
consolidation of schools. make even the best-intentioned efforts of parents insuffi-cient. Without adequate Willies for a good lunch, the child will purchase one
nutritionally unsatisfactory or definitely undesirable.

(The third condition is that large segments of our population have insufficient
means to provide proper food. Studies indicate that this is true, even in times of
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general prosperity such as we are now experiencing. A large part of the population
does not benefit by rising national income, being for various reasons held to a
fixed income.

The sehoalunch program democratically resolves all of these difficulties. The
children cat a common., well-chosen 'neat together, and learn at the same time
what they should cat. Those who cannot pay for the lunch need not pay and there
is no discrimination attached to such nonpayment. (Emphasis added.) Senate
Report at 9.

There was never any concern expressed in Congress that the free and reduced
price lunch program. would divert subsidies away from children who paid the
full price. To the contrary, there was a general belief in both Houses that it would
be troxteful for federal funds to subsidize lunches of children who'could afford
the full cost.

Rep. Horn. You think that those who can pay ought to pay a reasonable price
for their lunch, do you not?

Mr. Wn.t.Lot T.) Coma. Yes.
Rep. Horn. You do not think we should subsidize any considerable portion of

the food of people who are able to pay for it, do you? (House Hearings at 104.)
Sen. TA FT. In connection with these matters the primary interest of the Federal

Government must be in helping those who cannot help themselves, that is. not
helpiug everyone ht the States, but helping those who do not have enough

income to help themselves. (92 Cong. Rec. 1023 (2/20/40.)
Senator ItussELL. Both of these bills, of course, require State cooperation, but

in a different manner. The evidence introduced yesterday would indicate $800.-
000.000 (would be the cost of providing free lunches to all school children, rich
and poor alike].

Sen. EttxnEn. That is if we give them a free lunch.
Sen. Ittsszi.L.
Sen. Et.t.Exialt. But the idea is to make those who are aide to pay. pay : and I

think the way It is being handled :tow. that is. to separate those who could pay
as Against thilse who enn't. he continued by all llt4111S. and they he given only free
lunches when actually nimble to pay for them

Sen. Itussm.L. Yes.
Senate !fearing:: at ta

That Congress intended that all amily children receive free or reduced cost
lunettes is clear from the legislative history, as has been shown. as well as from
the language of Sevtion 9 of the Act. The legislative history also makes it clear
that Congress intended that the Act should stimhlate the States aril local St11001
districts to contribute substantially to the program. The mechanism for bringing
about state and local contribution was to be the three-forone matching require-
ment.

IMP also provides that the Federal grants 811:111 be matched within the
States at an increasingly higher ratio as school lunches oeemne more firmly
established. This provision aims to draw into the schooluneh programs nt.%I.
alum State and community resources, and It should give assurance that the State
will more and more take over the burden of financing this program.

Senate Report at 7.
The threefor-one matching requirement (three dollars "from sources within

the State: for one federal dollar) was written into the statute, but it never had
the hopedfor effect of stimulating State and local contributions, because school
districts were permitted to count the funds paid by students for lunches as
"sources within the State" to meet the matching requirement. Although Congress
had anticipated that some of the matching would come from this source, it never
anticipated that virtually all would do so. Indeed, Senator Taft criticized this
aspeet of the bill because there was no requirement that matching must come from
State and local appropriations, and he foresaw that States and school districts
would evade the matching requirement altogether. No member of either house
ever defended the bill by suggesting that all or most of the matching might come
front students' lunch money. To the contrary, the hearings, debates and reports
make it clear that Congress fully expected substantial State and local appropria-
Mos and that this was one of the principal reasons for passing the National
School Lunch Act.

Plaintiffs do not quarrel with the use of students' lunch money by the State of
California and the Modesto School Board to meet the matching requirements of
the Act. Although that use circumvents the expectation of Congress that match-
ing would consist largely of appropriations, the State and the school board are
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unquestionably within the letter of the statute. Rut the school board cannot
eircutuvent the Congresoual expectation of local appropriations a ml at the same
time escape the mandatory requirements of section 9 of the Act by arguing that
Congress never expected the board to appropriate money.

The school board, ignoring the legislative history that demonstrates that Con-gress ext wcted States roil local appropriations to contribute substantially to theschool hunch program. and ignoring the mandatory, unqualified language of Sec-
tion 9, argues that Congress intended to limit Section 9 by not requiring the
school district to spend any funds on free and reduced cost lunches beyond what
the district receives from the Federal Government in "special assistance" funds
plus what the district chooses to budget for that purpose. Since the district maychoose to budget nothing for free and reduced cost lunches, the defendants' posi-tion is equivalent to the position that the district may limit its expenditures for
free and reduced Cost lunches to the small amount of "special assistance" fundsit receives.

"Special assistance" funds are appropriated and disbursed pursuant to Section11 of the National School Luneh Act. These funds are apportioned to school distriets on the basis of need and are earmarked specifically for free and reduced
eost lnches. The assertion of the defendant that when it passed Section 9 Con.
gress Intended the section to be limited by the amounts appropriated under See -thin 11 Is totally without Merit, slum Section 11 was not enaeted until 1962,
sixteen years after the enactment of Section 9.

Siur there was no "special assistance" provision when Section 9 was enacted
as part of the Act. Congress must have intended that the free and reduced cost
lunches required by Section 9 would be funded by appropriations from the States
and local school districts, and/or that those lunches would be mild for out of the
cash reimbursements and the fair market value of the commodities distributed tothe school districts. Any other conclusion would make the free and reduced cost
lunch requirement of Section 9 a nullity.

It has already been shown that the funding of free and reduced cost lunchesfrom State and Local appropriations is entirely c_nsistent with the expectations
of Congress. The funding of such hutches from the Section 4 reimbursements and
the fair market value of the eommdities received by the sellout district is equally
proper and equally consistent with Congressional intent.

Even thuogh the school board receives enough money and commodities to feed
every needy child in the district, it contends that not one cent of the money whichIt receives under Section 4. nor one cent of the fair Market vahle of the commodi-
ties which it receives under Section 32 and 416. may be used to purchase free
lunches for the 3241 needy children In the district.

This contention has no support In the legislative history of the Aet. in the regu-lations, or In the expressed polieies of the United States Department of Agri-culture or the California State Department of Education. On the contrary. there
is ample support in both the regulations and in the statements of various officials
who administer the school lunch program that a district may indeed use Section4 money and the fair market value of commodities to provide free lunches to
children who are unable to afford them.

Jantes Hemphill, Supervisor of Food Services for the California Department ofEducation stated on deposition that a school board could use both Section 4 moneyand the fair market value of commodities to finance' the free lunch program.
t Deposition of 331111e$ Nemphill, p. 10, 11. January 7. 1970.)

Howard Davis, Deputy Administrator, Food Nutrition Service, Departmentof Agriculture, stated on deposition that two million children across the United
States were receiving free or reduced price lunches from Section 4 money. Dem-
sition of Howard Davis, p. 40, November 18,1909.

Regulation 210.11, 35 Fed. Register No. 13, Jan. 20, 1970, specifically author-izes the use of Section 4 reimbursements to finance the free lunch program eventhough this means a reduction in the subsidy to nonneedy children. 111 Florida$.3.4 million of the $0.1 which the State received in Section 4 money was used
for economically needy pupils. Testimony of Thelma Fianagam, Fortner SchoolLunch Director of the State of Florida before the Committee on Educabut andLabor, U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, 90th Congress, Second Session,
Hearings on HR 17144 p. 507, May 1908.

Finally, Congress was aware that under the Department of Agriculture'sadministration prior to the passage of the National School Lunch Act, schooldistricts were using the Federal grants received under the administrative equiv-alent of Section 4 of the Act, to fund the free lunch program. E.g., testimony of
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Frank 0. Wash:min, DIM:tor of Lunchrooms, Board of Education. Chicago.
Illinois. House Hearings at 0 -70. Not a single member of either House intimated
that there was anything objectionable about this use of the Federal grants, and
the National School Lunch Act was regarded as approving and authorizing the
program as it had been administered in the past by the Department of Agriculture.

Plaintiffs do not, of course, contend that the school board must use Section
moneys to finance the free Pinch program. Rather, it Is plaintiffs contention.
supported by both the regulations and the policy statements of the officials
administering the Act, that a School District may use this money to finance
the free lunch program if the District is unwilling to fund such a program in any
other manner.

Pamir NEVI:MIK.

ArrIDAVST. STATE or CALIroux Col;NTY or STA NISI.Ars

I. PHILIP ND._ MARK. being first duly sworn. depose and say that :
I am the attorney for plaintiffs in the Shaw v. Gorerning Board. No. 8-1330.

%Odell Is presently being tried before the Honorable Thomas .1. Meitride of the
United States Distriet Court for the Eastern District of California. Me of the
issues In this case Is whether the defendants Governing Board Is and was denying
free lunches to needy children who are unable to afford the price of a school
hutch.

I have prepared a subpoena daces teem to Clyde hull. Supervisor of the free
lunch program in the defendant district. req.testing that he produce all who'd
lunch applications reed red by his cave during the Ilmls...1909 and 11119 -19711

llool year and all memoranda and other writings respcaing the disposition of
these a MI !rations. Said doettnunts are material and necessary to the trial of thin
ease in that said documents will show flout needy eldhiren III the defendant
district are being denied free lunches.

PHILIP AV NI AUK.
SIllisetilted stud sworn to ate this 13th day of February.

HIT.% ESCARAOA.
Notary Public, in and for the County of Nlaeixhtex. State of Califor:dn.

My Commission Expires : January 2.1971.

PROOF Or SERICE nz 31A11.--ArrIlIATIT, STATE OF CAuroitm. COUNTY Or
STA N ist-tus

l'elum Hernandez, being sworn, says: That afilant is a citizen of the United
States. over the age of 15, residing in the County of Stanislaus and is not a party
to the above entitled action: that Mita:Ws business address is: 405 "II" Street.
Modesto. California: that out February 13. 1970. the Mani served the within
Legislative History of the National School Lunch Act by placing a trite copy
thereof in an envelope addressed to each of the following at the addresses stated
below, and by then sealing and depositing said envelopes, with postage thereon
fully prepaid. In the United States mail at Modesto. California. where Is limited
the °We of the attorneys for the persons by and for whom said service was made.
That there is delivery service by United States Huth at the ;lace so oddresged
and there is regular communication by mall between the place of mailing nod
the places so addres.sed:

Mr. Howard B. Pickard
'Attorney, Department of Agriculture
Mice of the General Counsel
United States Department of Agriculture
Washington. D.C.
Mr. Richard f.. Mayers. Deputy Attorney General
;100 Welk Fargo Bank Building
lath Street In Capitol Mail
Sacramento, California 95814
Mr. Richard W. Nichols
Assistant U.S. Attnrw

.2112 Federal Building
050 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 0,314
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Gary H. Boise, Special Asst. to the Asst.
Attorney General
Civil Division, Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530
A. J. Shaw, Jr. Deputy County Counsel
County of Stanislaus 404 County Mice Bldg.
P.O. Box 74
Modesto, California. 95353

Vt:tata HERN A N GEZ.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th day of February, 1970.

Rim EscAncEoA.
Notury Public in and for the County of Stanislaus, State of California.

STATE31ENT Ok' FACTS

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

(Civil Action No. S 1336)

BILLIE SHAG' ET AL, PLAINTIFFS

V.

GOVERNING BOARD OF THE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT, ET 4L, DEFENDANTS

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Since July 1, 1967 the Modesto School District has received substantial fed-
eral aid under the National School Lunch Program. As a condition of receiving
this aid and "In order to carry out the purposes of the National School Lunch
Act," the Board has contracted with the California Board of Education to :
Supply lunches without cost or at a reduced price to all children who are deter-
mined by local school authorities to be unable to pay the full price thereof.'

During the 196S-1969 school year there were 2941 AFDC (welfare) children in
the District's schools and an additional group of equally poor children.: Despite
the fact that the Board received $237,S96.83 in federal aid tinder the National
School Lunch Act' the Board expended only $31,654.50 to benefit children unable
to afford the full cost of a lunch.' Only 1S2 children per day received free lunches'
even though the District received enough federal aid to feed 3537 children per
day."

After a review of the program including consultations with the Stanislaus
County Welfare Department, the school staff at the July 21, 1969 School Board
meeting,7 proposed that the Board adopt the 0E0 poverty guidelines as an eligi-
bility standard for free school lunches. The Board never at any time during the
meeting questioned the accuracy of those guidelines as an indicator of families
unable to afford the full cost of a lunch' But because the Board was unwilling to
pay for free lunches for the children who would be eligible under the staff's
recommendations, the Board instructed the staff to formulate an eligibility stand-
ard that would restrict participation to no more than four hundred children per
day.'

During the current school year the District is receiving massive federal subsi-
dies under the National School Lunch Act at approximately the same rate as last

Stipuintion No. 3 nnd plaintiff's exhilzits nnd affidavits P. 3 Counsel for the School
Board has stipuintcd to the genuineness of all documents contained in plaintiff's tedtilpits
nand nilhinvits and supplemental exhibits and affidavits.

2 Stipulation No. 4.
Stipulation No. 1.

4 Aflidnvit of Bert C. Coronn attnched to School Board's memorandum in opposition to
application for preliminnry injunction.

5 Stipulation No. 5.
6 Stipulation No. 2.

Tnpe of July 21. 1060 School Bonrd meeting. Counsel for the School Board hns stipu-
lated tltnt a copy of this tnpe will be admitted into evidence. See nIso pp. 25-33. 3S-40 of
the depositions of Dr. Bert C. Corona. Counsel for the School Bonrd tins stipulated that
nil depositions taken in this cnse are deemed ndmitted into evidence.

Tnpe July 21. 1060 School Bonrd meeting. pnssim.
Ibid.; see also pnrtini transcript of July 21. 1060 meeting contnined in pinintiffs'

supplementn1 exhibits nnd affidavits p. 7.
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year. ($237,000.)2° Nevertheless the Board proposes that all but a small percentage
of the children be excluded from the free lunch program this year.

The School Board, at its meeting of August 25. 1969, adopted an eligibility
standard that would make eligible only those children who came front families
with incomes less than eight per cent of the O.E.O. poverty guidelines." The sole
reason for drawing the eligibility line at eighty per cent rather than at one
hundred per cent of the )0.E.O. guidelines was to limit expenditures by denying
free lunches to all but four hundred needy children.' The Board made it clear
that the eighty per cent figure would be adjusted upwards or downwards in order
to keep the level of participation at four hundred children per day."

Notwithstanding the consistent failure of the Modesto School Board to comply
with the National School Lunch Act, at no time prior to the filing of this lawsuit
did any representative of the State of California or the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture take any action to protect the hungry children whose rights
under the National School Lunch Act were being violated.

Respectfully submitted.
By GENE LIVINGSTON,

ittonwys for Plaintiffs.
PROOF OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, hereby state: That I was, at the time of the service of the
Papers herein, referred to, over the age of eighteen yea:s and not a party to the
within entitled action ; I served the within Statement of Fact on the defendants
herein by delivering to and leaving with their attorneys, as set forth below. copies
of said document on January 21, 1970:

John Christensen, Deputy County Counsel
County of Stanislaus
Courthouse
Modesto, California
Richard Mayers, Assistant State Attorney General
State of California
Wells Fargo Bank Building
Sacramento, California
Richard Nichols, Assistant United States Attorney
Federal Building
Sacramento, California

I deelare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on January 21, 1970, at Sacramento, California.

Paiute Dtxm.

AFFIDAVITE. HERMAN
U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

(Civil Action No. S-1336)

BILLIE. SHAW, ET AL., PLAINTIFF,

V.

GOVERNING BOARD OF TUE MODESTO CITY HIGH SCII00LDISMICT. ET AL- DEFENDANTS

AFFIDAVIT. !asylum or COLUMBIA, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Edward J. nekman. being first duly sworn on oath. deposes awl says that :
1. 1 am the Administrator of the Food and Nutrition Service of the United

States Department of .Agriculture. In that capacity. I have responsibility for the
administration of the National School Lunch Program and other consumer food
programs of the Department of Agriculture.

2. The National School Lunch Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 1751-1760 (herein-
after called the Act). authorizes a program of Federal assistance to the States.
through grants-in-aid and other means, in providing for the establishment, mainte-

10 Stipulation No. 7.
It Ailldarit of Bert C. Coronn, op. cit., at 2 ; School Board's Memorandum Prior to Trial,

nt 2.
12 Transcript of August 25 School Board meeting, at 97 -OS.
Si Ibid.
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native, operation. and expansion of non - profit school lunch programs. Since
amendment of the Act in 1962 there have been two phases of grants-in-aida gen-
eral cash-forfood assistance phase and a special cash- for -food assistance phase.
Sections 4 through 10 of the Act set forth the provisions applicable to general
foo:1 assistanee and section 11 sets forth the provisions for special food assistance.
Funds for the operation of the National School Lunch Program are appropriated
annually and are apportioned to the States according to formulas contained in
sections 4 and 11 of the Act. The Department has no discretion with respect to the
apportionment of funds among the States. Section 4 of the Act provides that
the apportionment among the States shall be made on the basis of two factors:
(1) the participation rate for the State. and (2) the assistance need rate for the
State. Apportionments under section 11 are also on the basis of two factors: (1 )

the number of free or reduced-price lunches served in the preceding fiscal year.
and (2) the assistance need rate. As defined in the Act, "participation rate" is a
number equal to the number of lunches served in the preceding fiscal year by
schools participating in the National School Lunch Program in the State. The Act
prescribes the method of calculating the "assistance need rate" on the basis of
the average anneal per capita income in the State. The States. in turn. disburse
the funds to non-profit schools of the State which participate in the program.
for the purpose of assisting such schools in supplying foods for consumption by
children by reimbursing them for a portion of the eost of obtaining sneh foods.
Regulations governing the operation of the program are published in 7 (RE
Part 210. and are incorporated in agreements between the Department of Agri-
culture and State educational agencies.

3. Section 7 of the Act provides that payments to the States from funds appor-
tioned under section 4 shall be made upon condition that each dollar will be
matched by three dollars from sources within the State determined by the Secre-
tary to have been expended in connection with the school lunch program under
the Act. The matching requirement for any State whose per capita income is
less than the per capita income of the United States is reduced accordingly. The
Secretary's regulations with respect to the National School Lunch Program (7
CFR § 210.6(b) ) provide that funds from sources within the State shall include:
(1) administrative and other funds expended for the program within the State,
either from children's payments for lunches or from any other sources of State
or local funds, except funds expended for land or buildings, and (2) the value of
commodities, services, supplies. facilities, and equipment donated to the program,
except commodities donated by the Department of Agriculture and lands or
buildings used in connection with the program.

4. Section 6 of the Act authorizes the Department to utilize a portion of the
funds appropriated for the Act to purchase foods for distribution among the
States and schools participating in the program. Schools operating lunch pro-
grams under the Act are also eligible to receive donated agricultural commod-
ities and other foods under authority of Section 32 of Public Law 320, 74th
Congress (7 U.S.C. 612c), section 9 of the National School Lunch Act, and sec-
tion 416 of the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1431). The foods are donated
by the Department of State agencies, which then distribute the foods pursuant
to agreements between the State agencies and the Department of Agriculture.
Such agreements incorporate the provisions of the Department regulations (7
(R Part :50). The Department urges the States to distribute extra amonnts of
Federally.donated foods to the needier schools.

5. The Act places responsibility for the administration of the National School
Lunch Program in public schools in the State educational agencies. They select
schools for participation, establish cash reimbursement rates within the maxi-
mum rates prescribed by the Department, pay the claims of schools for reim-
bursement from funds apportioned to the States by the Department, and generally
supervis operations of the local schools under the National School Lunch Pro-
grain. Section S of the Act provides that funds paid to a State pursuant to section
4 shall he disbursed by the State educational agency "to those schools in the
State which the State educational agency, taking into account need and attend-
ance, determines who arc eligible to participate in the school-lunch program."
(Emphasis supplied.)

G. Section 9 of the Act provides that "Munches served by schools participating
in the school-lunch program under this Act . . . shall be served without cost or
a t a reduced cost to children who are determined by local school authorities to be
unable to pay the full cost of the lunch. No physical segregation of or other dis-
crimination against any child shall be made by the school because of hls inability
to pay." (Emphasis supplied).
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7. Section 11 of the Act ant ho rizes an appropriation to provide special assistance
:0 schools drawing attendance from areas in which poor economic clinditions
exist. "for the purpose of hdping such schools to meet the requirement of section
9 of this Act concerning the service of bindles to children unable to pay the full
cost of such lunches." Section 11 provides that "I nhe selection of schools and the
amounts of funds that each shall from nine to time receive (within a maximum
per lunch amount established by the Secretary for all the States) shall be deter-
mined by the State educational agency on the basis of the following factors: (1)
The economic condition of the area from which such schools draw attendance:
(:!) the needs of pupils in such schools for free or reduced price lunches: (3) the
percentages of free and reduced-price lunches being served in such schools to their
pupils; (4) the prevailing price of lunches in such schools as compared with the
average prevailing price of lunches served in the State under this Act ; and (3)
the need of such schools for additional assistance as reflected by the financial.
!Position of the school lunch programs in such schools."- (Emphasis supplied.)
Funds paid to the States pursuant to section 11 are not required to be matched
by the States.

S. A total of $242,799,000 was made available by the 1969 Department of Agri.
culture Appropriation Act for carrying out the Natim...1 School Lunch Act and
the Child Nutrition Act in fiscal year 1969. The 1970 Department of Agriculture
Appropriation bill, as passed by the House of Representatives :11111 the Senate
and awaiting conference committee action, would make available a total of
$311;766,000 for the National School Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act in
fiscal year 1970. Of this sum. $4400,000 is for apportionment among the States
under section 11 of the Act for use by the State educational agencies for special
assistance to schools drawing attendance from areas in which poor economic
conditions exist, and $10.000.000 is for apportionment among the States for use
by the State educational agencies for nonfood assistance (equipment) under the
Child Nutrition Act in schools drawing attendance from poor areas and which
have inadequate equipment to conduct a school food service program. It is pres-
ently estimated that $165,041,000 of the 1970 appropriation %%RI be apportioned
among the States under section 4 of the National School Lunch Act and that
$64,325,000 will be utilized for the purchase and distribution of agricultural
commodities and other foods pursuant to Section 6 of the Act.

9. The 1969 Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act authorized. in addi-
tion. the use of $45 million of funds available under Section 32 of Public Law
320. 74th Congress. and in ) child feeding programs and nntritional programs
authorized by the National School Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act and lb)
additional direct distribution or other programs to provide an adequate diet to
other needy children and low-income persons determined by the Secretary of
Agriculture to be suffering from hunger resulting from insufficient food. The
Department allocated $43 million of such supplemental funds to the States under
clause (a) to enable them to provide for feeding more needy children (33 F.R.
15733). In addition. $1 million was allocated for State administrative expenses
relating to child feeding programs. and the remaining $1 million was allocated
for the purposes of clause (1). In view of the availability of these additional
funds and the increased cost of food. the Department in Decelliber Ina R. AMMON'
the school lunch regulations to authorize all increase in the maximum reillitairse-
inent rate to 34 cents for the lunches served free or at a substantially reduced
price to needy children (33 P.R. 18000. The actual rates of reimbursement de-
pend upon the amount of funds available to the State agencies. It is estimated
that the national average of the actual rates of reimbursement for such !undies
served to needy children is approximately 23 cents per meal. This contrasts with
the estimated national average of the actual rates of reimbursement from gen-
eral food assistance fnnds under section 4 of the National School Lunch Act for
meals served to paying children of approximately 4.8 cents per meal. In addition
to the cash reimbursement funds. the value of the food commodities donated by
the Department and distributed to schools participating in the National School
Lunch Program averages approximately nine cents per meal.

10. The Department of Agriculture Appropriation bill for 1970. as passed by the
House of Representatives and the Senate and awaiting conference committee
action, would authorize the use in fiscal year 1970 of $100 million of Section 32
funds. compared with $45 million nuide available in fiscal year 1969. for (a) child
feeding programs and nutritional programs authorized by the National School
Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act. (b) additional direct distribution or
other programs for other needy children and low-iliolne persons. and le) milk
for children in schools and other nonprofit institutions. It is presently planned to
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use in fiscal year 1970 almroximately $89 million (including $2 million for Stateadministrative expenses) of the $100 million supplemental funds from Section 32for child feeding and nutritional programs under the National School Lunch Actand the Child Nutrition Act. These supplemental funds will enable local school
authorities to serve lunches at free or reduced prices to a substantially greaternumber of needy children in the school year 1909-70 than in the school year190S-69.

11. The State of California received for the fiscal year 1909. and. according
to present estimates, will receive for the fiscal year 1970. from Federal funds
made available for use in the National School Lunch Program. approximately the
following amounts of money (not including the value of donated commodities) :

Fiscal year 1969 Fiscal year 1970

Sec. 1 appropriation
56,169,000 36.397,000Sec. 11 appropriation

253,000 1,137.000Sec. 32 supplemental funds
2:134,000 3,793,000

Total
8,856,000 11,327,000

:12. Since the enactment of the Act in 1040, the Department's agreements withState educational agencies and regulations have required that the State agency
agreement with schools shall provide that the school shall supply lunches withoutcost or at a reduced price to all children determined by local school authorities tobe unable to pay the full price thereof and shall make no discrimination against
any child because of his inability to pay the full price of the lunch (7 CFR210.8(d) (5) and (0)).

13. The current regulations of the Department contain the following additionalprovisions (33 F.R..5031) :
4 210.$ Requirements for [school] participation.

(a-1) Each school participating in the Program shall develop a policy statementcovering the criteria used in the attendance units under its jurisdiction in deter-mining the eligibility of children for a free or reduced price lunch. Such statement
shall include a plan for collecting payments from paying children and accounting
for free or reduced price lunches which will protect the anonymity of the childrenreceiving free or reduced price lunches in order that such children shall not beidentified as such to their peers. As a minimum, such criteria shall include thelevel of family income (including welfare grants), the number in the family unit,and the number of children in the family in attendance. Such policy statementshall be written. publicly announced and applied equitably to the children in allsuch attendance units.

§ 210.13 Special responsibilities of State Agencies.
0 * 0 0 0

(a -11 Free or reduced price lunch policy datenicnt.Eneh State Agency. orCFPDO where applicable. shall require each school participating in the Programto develop and file for review a written policy statement covering criteria usedin the attendance units under its jurisdiction to determine the eligibility ofchildren for a free or minced price lunch, and covering a plan of collecting pay-ments from paying children and accounting for free or reduced price lunches
which will protect the anonymity of the children receiving free or reduced pricelunches. Each State Agency, or CFPDO where applicable, shall be responsiblefor reviewing the content of, and monitoring performance under such policystatement, consonant with the requirements issued by the Secretary on thissubject.

14. The Department published regulations on October 23. 1968 (33 F.R. 15074).which set forth responsibilities, outline procedural steps, and provide guidance forthe development of substantive criteria by schools to determine eligibility for
free and reduced-price meals and to assure that there is no physical segregation
or other discrimination against children because of their inability to pay the fullprice for meals. These regulations provide that "it is the responsibility of
schools ... participating in the National School Lunch Program ... to determine
the individual children who are to receive free or reduced price lunches . . .State agencies charged with administering these programs are responsible for
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assuring that the local schools . . . are discharging the responsibilities placed
on them."

15. The regulations published on October 23, 1908, provide that the State edu-
cational agency shall inform schools of their responsibility to:

a. Develop a written policy stating the criteria to be used uniformly in all at-
tendance units under their jurisdiction in determining the eligibility of children
for free or reduced price meals.

a a a

c. Include in their policy statements, criteria which will give consideration
to economic need as reflected by family income, including welware payments,
family size, and number of children in the family in attendance units.

a a a

c. Include in their procedures a provision for appeal from decisions in individual
cases.
State agencies are required to :

3. Obtain assurance from schools ... that the names of children determined to
be eligible for free or reduced price meals will not be published, posted or an-
nouneed in any manner to other children, and that such children will not be
required. as a condition of receiving such meals, to:

a. Use a separate lunchroom.
b. Go through a separate serving line.
c. Enter the lunchroom through a separate entrance.
d. Eat lunch at a different time from paying children.
e. Work for their meal.
f. Use a different medium of exchange in the lunchroom than paying

children use.
g. Eat a different meal than paying children.

State educational agencies are charged with the duty to:
5. Monitor performance of schools ... through administrative reviews, special

onsite evaluation and other means to assure that determinations are being made
In accordance with announced policies and to assure that overt identification of
any child receiving free or reduced price meals is avoided.

16. The regulations suggest that State educational agencies, in providing guid
time and counsel to schools in developing and implementing policy statements:

3. Recommend that schools and service institutions consult with welfare agen-
cies concerning eligibility scales for public assistance in the local area and infor-
mation on families participating in any of the local welfare programs, This will
minimize additional developmental work and assure greater coordination and
understanding within the community. A broad range of public opinion exists
%villa generally considers families are in need of food assistance if they are at
income levels that qualify them for various forms of economic assistance such
as -welfare" programs. Therefore, free or reduced price meals should be pro-
vided to children from any family certified as eligible for assistance under the
Food Stamp Program or the Commodity Distribution Program and children from
families participating in any of the various programs of public assistance such
as Aid for Dependent Children, as well as families determined to be eligible
under local standards related to local conditions.

In determining the eligibility of children from sue! families for free or reduced
price meals, the work of local officials will be minimized braccePting, as evidence
of family income, the fact of participation in and the eligibility standard for such
programs. The eligibility of specific children for free versus reduced price meals
could then be readily determined from the family income and family size scales
adopted by the schools and service institutions.

17. The State of California Department of Education, on November 22, 1968,
issued Bulletin SL 3-69 to which were attached guidelines to schools. A copy of
these publications was furnished to the Department of Agriculture. In the guide-
lines, it is stated that all pupils who are determined by school district author-
ities to be In need of free or reduced-price meals shall be furnished them; that
there shall be no discrimination in the furnishing of free or reduced-price meals
because of race, religion, source of family income, or for any other reason; that
the anonymity of the pupils receiving free and reduced price meals shall be pro-
tected, and that there shall be provision for appeal from decisions in individual
cases. The State guidelines further provide that consideration must be given to
the following principles: First, the importance of meeting emergency situations;
second, the importance of an objective standard of need; and third, the im-
portance of giving priority to the neediest families.
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The State of California Department of Education (the State (41'10014mMagency) entered into a Federal-State National School Lunch .let and ChildNutrition MI Agreement with the United States Department of Agriculture onJuly 31, 1969, which superseded the previous agreement entered into on July 25,1908. In the agreement, the State agency agrees that it will be responsible for theoperation of the National School Lunch Program in public and nonprofit schoolsin the State of California and that it will accept Federal fululs made available toearry out the National School Lunch Program and expend them in accordancewith the applicable regulations of the Secretary, A true and correct copy of theAgreement of July 31, 1969, is attached hereto and made a part hereof asExhibit A.
19. The Modesto City Schools executed Amendment No. 2 to its School LunchProgram Agreement with the State Department of Education on January 23,1909, and on the same date furnished the State Department of Education withthe Policy Statement and Administrative Rules and Regulations to the furnish-ing of free lunches to needy children in the Modesto City Schools. which hadbeen approved by the Modesto City Board of Education on January 20. 1969. TheAmendment No. 2 provided that the Modesto City Schools would supply luncheswithout cost or at reduced price ,.() all children who are determined by local schoolauthorities to be unable to pay the full price thereof, and would have on flie andpublicly announce written policies and procedures for this purpose. The amend-ment stated minimum requirements for such policies and procedures. includinga provision for appeal from decisions in individual cases. A true and corrwt copyof such Amendment No, 2 is attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit 13.20. The Policy Statement and Administrative Rules and Regulations approvedby the Modesto City Beard of Education on January 20. 19119. designate inspecific positions to act, as a screening committee for gnuiting free lunches andstate the standards of eligibility for lunches served free or at reduced rates basedon the financial eireumstances of the family of the student or its inability tosupply the student with lunch. The right is given to the parents of a student whoserequest for a free lunch or reduced price hutch is denied to appeal to the Super-intendent's Executive Council and finally to the Board of Education. A true andcorrect copy of this Policy Statement and Administrative Rules and Regulationsis attached and made a part hereof as Exhibit ('.

The State Department of Ednention informed the Superintendent of theModesto City Schools by letter dated March 13. 1969. that the United States De-partment of Agriculture insisted that hoard policy statements regarding free orredneed-price meals for needy student:? be Spelled out in Qetail and that thepolicy statement of the Modesto (10' Schools did not meet the requirements ofthe Department of Agriculture in certain respects. A true and correct copy ofsuch letter of March 13. 1909. is attached hereto and made a part hereof asExhibit D.
The Superintendent of the Modesto City Schools Informed the State Depart-ment of Education by letter dated March 28. 191;9, that the policy of the ItglestoCity Schools had been amended to provide that : When lack of funds or otherreasons made it impossible to Meet all requests for free or rethwed-price meals.priority shall be given to pupils from hiplines whose income is lowest on theseale regardless of source of income. The social welfare scale for potential apudi-eants shall be used as n guide. The anonymity of pupils entitled to free or v4111:141-;nice meals shall be preserved by issuing to them meal tickets or charge slipsidentical to those issued to all pupils except for col hug which eon be identifiedonly by authorized personnel. Wherever possible and profile:de, needy pupilsshall be provided an opportunity. but without any requirement. to earn theirmeals. A true and correct copy of such letter of March 28. 1969. is attached heretoand made a part hereof as Exhibit E.
21. On information and belief. the Policy Statement and Administrative Rulesand Regulations described in paragraph 20 of this Af idavit. and attaebed hereto

as Exhibits C and E. are the currently effective statement of policy issued by theSchool Board for the Modesto City Schools pursuant to the regulations published
by the Department of Agriculture on October 23. 1908. relating to the responsi-
bilities. procedural steps. and substantive criteria for use in determining theeligibility of students for free or reduced-price 'undies in the Modesto City
Schools. This policy statement has been reviewed and approved by the StateDepartment of Education as meeting the requirements of such regulations. On
information and belief, no other or different policy statement pursuant to suchregulations (including, but not limited to the Polley statement which the Com-plaint alleges was approved on August 25, 1909. by the School Board of the
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31talesto City Schools) has been finally approved by the Selosd Ibmrd of the
3lodesto City Schools or submitted to the California State Department of Edn-
ottion for review pursuant to the regulatiens of the Department of Agriculture.

22. The Department Agriculture, Omagh the grant-inaid assistance pro-
gram authorized by the let and within the limitation of the funds appropriated
by Congress to carry out auch program. has been making steady progress toward
accomplishment of its goal of :nuking a nutritionally-adequate lunch available
to all children attending schools of Itigit school grade or under and free or reduced-
price linwhes available to all such children who are unable In pay the full price
thereof. When the Act was being considered in 1945 for enactment by Congress,
it was estimated that about 30,000 schools serving 1.000.000 children, of the
222.000 public and private schools in the United States serving a total of 26,000,-
000 childrenor about oneseventh of the schools and one-sixth of the children
were receiving the benefits of school lunch grants-haid from the Federal Gov-
ernment pursuant to annual appropriations theretofore made to the Department
of Agriculture. The funds authorized by the then-proposed Act were considered
as only stimulative and developmental in purpose and not as shifting to the Fed.
end Government the burden of feeding children (Senatt, Report No. 553, 79th
Congre.sq, 1st Session, July 28, 1945, page 4). By March 1969. lunches under the
National School Lunch Program were being made 11V:131814P to 1111110S1 three.
Pawl hs of the more than 47 million children in average daily attendance in schools
of high school grade and under.

23. The Department of Agriculture is continuing to work toward the goal.
through Federal assistance to States and schools tinder the National School
Lunch Act. of nutritious lunches being made available to every child attending
a school of high school grade or under. An integral part of this goal is the furnish-
ing of lunches free or at reduced cost to students who are determined by the
lohal school authorities, on a reasonable and fair basis, to be tinaneially unable
to pay the regular cost of the lunch to paying children. Another integral part of
this goal is that the prices charged to children who are able to pay for their
lunches will be at a reasonable level so as to encourage maximum participation
in the National School Lunch Program. As provided in the Act, the administration
of the National School Lunch Program in all public schools is required to be con-
dueted through the respective State educational agencies, and the Department of
Agriculture has no authority to contract with, or disburse funds directly to, such
schools, Therefore, the only power of the Department of Agriculture to enforce
compliance by the local schools with the requirements of the Act, pertinent agree
meats, and regulations of the Department is to request the State educational
agency to terminate an agreement with a specific local school, and to terminate
assistance from Federal funds to such school, or to terminate the agreement of
the Department of Agriculture with tit.. State educational agency and terminate
any further payments from Federal funds to such State agency.

EDWARD J. HESMAN,
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 19th day of September, 1969.

DONNETTA S. DORSET,
Notary Public, District of Columbia.

My Commission Expires April 30, 1974.

FEDEItAL-STATE NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH ACT AND CHILD NUTRITION ACT AGREE-
MENT--STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONJULY 31, 1969

In order to effectuate the purpose of the National School Lunch Act, ae amended
(42 U.S.C. 1751), and the Child Nutrition Act, as amended, hereinafter rgerred to
as the 'Department." and the State Agency (item 1 above) agree as follows:

The Depart agrees to make funds available to the State Agency for the pro-
grams operated by it, as designated below, in accordance with whichever of the
following Regulations are applicable to such programs: National School Lunch
Program Regulations (7 CFR Part 210). Special Milk Program Regulations (7
CFR Part 215), School Breakfast and Nonfood Assistance Programs and State
Administrative Expenses Regulations (7 CFR Part 220), and the Special Food
Service Program for Children Regulations (7 CFR Part 225), and any amend-
ments thereto, and State administrative expenses in conducting certain of such
Programs, in such amounts as are authorized in approved applications, in accord-
ance with the State administrative expense portion of the School Breakfast and
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Non-foml Assistance Programs and State Administrative Expenses Regulations,
and any amendments thereto. The State Agency agrees to accept Federal funds
for expenditure in accordance with the applicable Regulations and any amend-
ments thereto, and to comply with all the provisions of such Regulations and
amendments thereto.

Copies of the applicable current Regulations are attached hereto and made a
part hereof. Each of these Regulations provides that prior notice of any amend-
ment shall be given in writing to the State Agency. in the event of it proposed
amendment of any applicable Regulation, if the State Agency gives to the Depart-
ment, prior to the effective date of the amendment, written notice of its deter-
mination to discontinue operation of nny program conducted thereunder, or of
activities for which administrative expenses are available, this Agreement shall
be terminated us to such program or activities as of the effective (late of the
amendment.

The State Agency agrees that it will be responsible for the operation of the
following programs: (Place x in applicable box(es) to designate the programs.)

Public and
nonprofit
private Public

Public
schools and
childcaref

Public and schools and schools and service Childcaret
Public nonprofit childcare/ childcare/ institutions service
schools private service service (nonsectarian institutions

Program and act only schools institutions institutions only) only

National school lunch
program (NSLA) XX

Special milk progra m
(CNA) XX XX

School breakfast
program and nonfood
assistance program
(CNA) XX

serviceSpecial food see
tilosirAn for children

XX

This Agreement shall be effective commencing on the date specified (item 3
above) and ending the following June 30 (the end of the Federal fiscal year)
unless terminated earlier as provided herein. The Department may renew this
Agreement for each fiscal year thereafter, by notice in writing given to Hub State
Agency as soon as practicable after funds have been appropriated by Congress for
carrying out any of the purposes of the National Sehool Lunch Act and of the
Child Nutrition Act during each such fiscal year. In any event, however, either
party hereto may, by giving at least thirty days' written notice, terminate this
Agreement.

Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, as provide herein. the State
Agency shall make no further disbursement of funds paid to the State Agency
in accordance with this Agreement except to reimburse eligible partiipants in
connection with breakfasts, lunches, suppers, supplemental meals, or milk served
or equipment purchased or obligated for or to meet. State administrative expenses
incurred on or prior to the termination or expiration date, notwithstanding any
*crmination or expiration of this Agreement, and the State Agency shall promptly
return all remaining funds made available to it by the Department. The obliga-
tions of the State Agency under sections 210.13. 210.14. 210.15, 210.16 and 210.18
of the National School Lunch Program Regulations. sections 215.11, 215.12,
21:U3 and 215.15 of the Special Milk Program Regulations and sections 220.24,
220.25, 220.26 and 220.28 of the School Breakfast and Nonfood Assistance Pro-
grams and State Administrative Expenses Regulations and Sections 225.17,
225.18. 225.19 and 225.21 of the Special Food Service Program for Children Regu-
lations shall continue until the requirements thereof have been fully performed.

110'SDISCRIbtINATION CLAUSE

The State Agency assures the Department that the programs and activities
administered hereunder will be conducted in compliance with all requirements
imposed by or pursuant to the Civil Rights Act of 1064 and the nondiscrimination
regulations of the Department issued thereunder (7 CRF Part 15), including any
amendments thereto which may be made after the date of this Agreement. Fur-
ther, the State Agency shall adopt such methods of administration as will give
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reasonable assurances that schools and child-care and service institutions will
comply with such requirements, and will permit their participation in such pro-
grms only if like assurance to this is provided to it by such sties ds and child-
care and service institutions. The State Agency shall be obligated hereunder for
the period during which Federal financial assistance is extended to it by the
Department pursuant to this Agreement. The State Agency recognizes and agrees
that Federal financial assistance will be extended in reliance on this assurance
and that the United States shall have right to seek judicial enforeement of this
assurance.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE

During the performance of this Agreement insofar as it relates to State
administrative expenses, the State Agency agrees that : (1) the State Agency will
not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of
race, color, religion, sex or national origin. The State Agency will take affirma-
tive action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are
treated during employment, without regard to their nice, color, religion, sex or
national origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to the following:
employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer, recruitment or recruitment ad

; layoff or termination ; rates of pay or other forms of compensation ; and
selection for training, including apprenticeship. The State Agency agrees to post
in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment,
notices to be provided by the Department setting forth the provisions of this
nondiscrimination clause. (2) The State Agency will, in all solicitations or adver-
tisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the State Agency, state that
all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard
to race, color, religion, sex or national origin. (3) The State Agency will send
to each labor union or representative of workers with which it has a collective
bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice, to be provided
by the Department, advising the labor union or workers' representative of the
State Agency's commitments under Section 202 of Executive Order No. 112411
of September 24, 1965, and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous places
available to employees and applicants for employment. (4) The State Agency
will comply with all provisions of Executive Order No. 11240 of September 24,
1965, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.
(5) The State Agency will furnish all information and reports required by Execu-
tive Order No. 11240 of September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations and
orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will permit access to
his books, records, and accounts by the Department and the Secretary of Labor
for purposeS of investigation to ascertain compliance with such rules, regulations,
and orders. (6) In the event of the State Agency's noncompliance with the
nondiscrimination clauses of this Agreement or with any of such rules, regula-
tions or orders, this Agreement as it relates to State administrative expenses
may be cancelled, terminated or suspended in whole or in part and the State
Agency may be declared ineligible for further Government contracts in accord-
ance with procedures authorized in Executive Order No. 11240 of September 24,
1965, and such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked as pro-
vided in Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation,
or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law. (7) The
State Agency will include the provisions of items (1) through (7) in every
subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders
of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 204 of. Executive Order
No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such provisions will be binding upon
each subcontractor or vendor. The State Agency will take such action with
respect to any subcontract or purchase order as the Department may direct as
a means of enforcing such provisions, including sanctions for noncompliance:
Provided, however, That in the event the State Agency becomes involved in, or
is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor or vendor as a result of such
direction by the Department, the State Agency may request the United States to
enter into such litigation to protect the interests of the United States.

Under applicable regulations the Equal Employment Opportunity clause is not
applicable to any Agency of the State which does not participate work on or
under this Agreement insofar as it relates to State administrative expenses.

NONSEGREGATED FACILITIES CLAUSE

The State Agency certifies that it does not maintain or provide for its em-
ployees any segregated facilities at any of its establishments, and that it does



not permit its employees to 'Perform their services at fly location, under its
eontiol, where segregated facilities are mainninetl. It certifies further that it
will not, maintain or provide for its employees :.my segregated tacilities at any
of its establishments, and that it will not peril it its employees to perform their
services at any location, under its control, where segregated facilities are main-
tained. The State Agency agrees that a !ire:telt of this certification is a violation
of the Equal 1.huployment Opportunity clause of this Agreement. As used in this
certification, the term segregated facilities" means any waiting room, work
areas. rest moue:, and wash rooms, restaurants and other eating areas, time
clocks. locker rooms and other storage or dressing Areas. parking lots. drinking
fountains. recreation or entertainment areas, transportation, and housing facili-
ties provided for employees which are segregated by explicit directive or are
in fact segre.zated on the basis of race, creed, color or national origin, becavow
of habit, local custom, or otherwise. The State Agency farther agrees that (ex-
cept where it has obtained identical certification from proloosed subcontractors
for specitle time periods) it wilt obtain identical certifications from proposed
subcontractors prior to the award of subcontracts exceeding .$10,000 which
are not exempt from the provisions of the Equal Employment Opportunity
elmew: that it will retain such certifications in its files: and that it will forward
the following notice to such proposed subcontractor: (except where the proposed
subcontractors have submitted identical certifications for specific time periods).

A Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities, as required by the May 9, 1907,
order (32 FM. 7439, May 19, 1907). on Elimination of Segregated Facilities, by
the Secretary of Labor, must be submitted prior to the award of a subcontract
exceeding $10,000 which is not exempt front the provisions of the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity clause. The certification may be submitted either for each
subcontract or for all subcontracts during a period (i.e., quarterly, semi-annually.
or annually).

NOTE: The penalty for making false statements is prescribed in 1S U.S.C.
1001.

EMSEltDELEG ATE CLAUSE

No Member of or Delegate to Congress, or Resident Commissioner, shall be
admitted to any share or part of this Agreement or to any benefit that may arise
therefrom : but this provision shall not be construed to extend to this Agreement
If made with a corporation for its general benefit.

RAY IL JOHNSON.
Associate Superintendent of Public Instruction.

CII ARLES M. ERNST,
Director, Western District.

SCHOOL LUNCH PROWL& M AGREEMENT AMENDMENT SO. 2

The school lunch program agreement made and entered into by and between
Modesto City Schools and the California State Department of Education is hereby
amended as follows (italic indicates changes) :

5. Supervision.(e) Supply lunches without cost or at reduced price to all chil-
dren who are determined by local school authorities to be unable to pay the full
price thereof, and have on file written policies and procedures for this purpose
and publicly announce to the patrons of the attendance units and place into effect
the policy on eligibility for free and reduced-price meals. As a minimum these
policies and procedures shall:

(I) Include a clear indication. of these officials delegated authority or
designated to deternline which individual pupils are eligible for free or
reduced-prim meals under the established policy criteria.

(ii) Include criteria which will give consideration to economic need as
reflected by family income, including welfare payments, family size, and
number of children in the family.

(iii) Outline the procedural steps to be followed by designated officials in
making the individual determinations and in providing the free or reduced-
price meals in a manner to avoid overt identification to their peers of pupils
receiving such meals.

(iv) Provide that the names of pupils determined to be eligible for free or
reduced -price meals will not be published, posted, or announced in any man-
ner to other children and that such pupils will not be required. AS .4 CONDI-TION OF RECEIVING SUCH MEALS, to: use a separate lunchroom; go
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through a separate serving line; cater thc lunchroom through a separate en-
trance; cat lunch. at a different time from paying pupils; work for their
meals; use a different medium of c.rchange ht the lunchroom than used by
Paying pupils; or cat a different meal than paying pupils.

(v) Include a provision for appeal from decisions in individual cases.
(vi) Provide for a system of collecting payments from Paying pupils and

accounting for free or reduced-price meals in a manner which will protect
the anonymity of the pupils receiving free or reducedprice meals in thc lunch-
room, daaaroom, or other moires of the attendance unit.

JAmts M. IlicurEn.t,
Assistant Superintendent, Business Services.

Mauna Minim,
Supervisor, Food Services.

ADIUUCIEMATIVE RULES & REGULATIONS--(ROARD or EaUCATIOX ArraovAt.:
MONDAY, JANUSZ)! 20, 1069)

AR 8210 Free Lunch Program.Careful investigation shall precede the grant-
ing of free lunches to needy students. The granting of free lunches shall be done
by committee action.

The screening committee for granting free lunches shall consist of at least two
of the following people :

1. The building principal or his representative.
2. The Supervisor of Attendance or Assistant Supervisor of Attendance

of the elementary district, or if high school, the Supervisor of Attendance
at the high school.

3. The school nurse.
4. The school P.T.A. Welfare Chairman or her representative.

A written record shall be kept by the principal of each investigation and the
committee action.

When free lunches are granted a definite time limit shall be set for review
and re-investigation of eligibility.

The policy and rules and regulations of the Board of Education shall be given
public announcement within the District. In accordance with the interpretation
of the County Counsel of Stanislaus County, such announcement shall consist
of the public discussion of the Board's policy and rules and regulations per-
taining to the free lunch program at open board of education meetings. Such
oMcial announcement may be amplified by the local newspaper reporter in
attendance at meetings.

Standards of Eligibility.Students who attend school may qualify for free
lunches under the following or similar circumstances :

1. A student whose family is receiving aid from the County Welfare De-
partment shall not be precluded from eligibility nor, guaranteed eligi-
bility as a result of such aid.

2. The family is unable to provide an adequate sack lunch, pay for a
school lunch, or have adequate food for the student's lunch at home.

3. The family is unable to provide an adequate sack lunch, pay for a
school lunch, and the student is unable to go home for lunch due to
problems of transportation.

Free lunches may be granted during investigation on a day to day basis. Stu-
dents may be granted free lunches upon the recommendations or suggestions
of law enforcement agencies or the County Welfare Department.

Establishment of Need. When there is reason to believe that a student may be
in need of lunch or additional nourishment, the principal of the school shall
initiate an investigation to establish the facts. The family's financial circum-
stances shall be ascertained and the approximate length of time the student
will be in need of free lunches.

The status of the student's family with the Stanislaus County Welfare Depart-
ment shall be ascertained by a member of the screening committee.

Upon completion of the investigation at leapt two members of the screening
committee shall review the findings and render a decision.

When a family circumstance fluctuates, the committee may grant free lunches
for those days that a student is without a lunch.

When the family is able to pay a portion of the cost, the committee may grant
partial free lunchesthe differential of what the family can pay and what the
cost may be.

42-778 0-70pt. 2-11
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Referral to Other Agencies.Students who are not eligible for free lunches
but who do not receive adequate nourishment due to extenuating circumstances
or family mismanagement should be referred to the Supervisor of Attendance
and Child Welfare who may in turn refer the ease to the proper agency.

Appeals.Any parent of a student who has requested free lunch privileges
for such student through the procedures set. forth in these rules and regulations
and has been denied such request may make an appeal for consideration to the
Superintendent's Executive Council. If this appeal is denied, the parent shall
have the right to make final appeal directly to the Board of Education.

Finance. The intention is to provide fultds for free lunches from the Cafe-
teria Fund or from the General Fund. When such funds are appropriated. the
following procedure shall be used :

The principal of the school, together with the cafeteria manager, shall keep
:1 record of the free lunches served. At the (ose of each calendar month the man-
ager shall send a statement of the number of free lunches for the month to the
Supervisor of Cafeterias.

When the district is unable to provide funds for free lunches. the P.T.A.
Council will be so advised. The P.T.A. Connell may undertake to provide for
free lunches. When free lunches are to be provided by the P.T.A. Council. the
following procedurt shall be used :

The principal of the 8C11001, together with the cafeteria nutuager, shall keep
a record of the free lunches served and at the close of each calendar month
the managers shall send a statement of the cost of the lunches to the Supervisor
of Cafeterias. The Supervisor of Cafeterias shall combine these reports into
one statement and send it to the P.T.A. Council Welfare Chairman for payment
to the Cafeteria Fund.

AGREEMENT NO. 989
Masai 13, 1999.

Mr. BUT C. C':RONA,
Superintendent, Modesto City Schools.
3todesto, Calif.

DEAR MR. CORONA: In reply to your letter of March 7 the U.S. Department of
Agriculture has insisted that board policy statements regarding tree or reduced-
price meals for needy pupils be spelled out in detail. While I do not agree with
this requirement I have no alternative but to comply.

Your policy statement does not meet Department of Agriculture requirements
in the following respects:

1. What income scale is used as a guide in determining pupils eligible for free
or reducedprice meals? See I-G-2 of the suggested policy statement, copy
attached.

2. How will the anonymity of pupils receiving free meals be protected? See
II-E.

3. Pupils shall got be required to work for their meals as a condition of receiv-
ing them. Sec

A clarification of your existing board policy relating to the item listed ahoy('
will be appreciated. A. letter will suffice.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES M. HEMPHILL,

Supervisor, Food Services.

MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS,
Modesto, Calif.. March 28. 1969.

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
Sacramento, Calif.
Attention: Mr. James M. Hemphill, supervisor. Food Services.
Subject: Amendment to District Free Meals for Needy Student PolleyAgre-

ment No. 989.
DEAD MR. HENtettit.t.: Pursuant to your letter of March 1969, the Board of

Education is amending its policy regarding free meals to needy pupils in order
to comply with the requirements of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. We find
that in checking we have actually been following these procedures, although it is
correct that they were not spelled out in their entirety in our policy.

The policy is being amended to include the following provisions:
(1) "When lack of funds or other reasons make it impossible to meet ail r-

quests for free or reduced price meals from pupils of low income families, priority
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shall be given to those pupils front families whose income is lowest on the scale
regardless of source of income. The soial v-Af-re scale for potential applicants
shall be used us a guide."

2) -The Ma rd's policy providing for simony:oily of pupils shall he expanded to
'mind,. the following:

(8) For those pupils who are eoliths' to frets meals or reduced prim. meals on
a short term or tisuporary basis. a charge slip shall lie issued to the non-paying
student with coding which can he identified only by nuthorixed prsounel.

(b) Those students nut eligible for free hutch or who have lest or forgotten
their meal money. are issued a charge slip identiettl. except for cedig. to that
issued to nonpaying pupils.

(e) For those pupils eligible for free meals or reduced price meals. n weekly
meal ticket shall be issued which is identical to the weekly meal ticket made
ay:ill:Ode to all pupils. If neecst4try. the tickets issued to notepaying pupils may
be ended by it code which can be identified only by mina wised isponnel."

(3) "Wherever possible and prneticalde. needy pupils shall lie provided an
opportunity to earn their meals. However. assignments shall he appropriate for
the age and sex of each pupil. hall not exceed one-Intlf hour each day. and
shall in no case be a condition for receiving such weals?'

We trust that these motlitieations of oar policy will fully comply with all
regal:Mons and requirements.

Very sincerely yours.
BENT C. CoRoNA. SSI/CF/SICM/Ctit

SUPPLF.MENTAL EXIIIIIITSAFF1DAVITS--RUSSELL LETTER

T. W. Marts. county counsel, Jonathan H. Rowell, assistant county counsel,
A. J. Shaw, Jr., deputy county counsel, John F. Christensen, deputy county
counsel. attorneys for defendant Governing Board of the Modesto City School
District and Modesto High School District.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

(Civil Action No. S-1336)

Russets: SHAW, ET AL., PIAHHHIS.
Ch.

GoVERNING HOARD Or THE MODESTO' CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HMI
Scnoot. Dtsrstcr. trr AL, Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF CALIFORNM
(Malay of Stanigaurt, Rh.

I. A. J. Shaw, Jr.. being first duly sworn, depose and say :
I am the attorney for defendant Governing Board of the Modesto City School

District and Modesto High School District herein.
Since the Congressional Record (Vol. 92Part 2-79th Congress-2nd Ses-

sion Page 1610. et seg.Feh. 26, 1946) indicates that Senator Richard B. Rus-
sell of Georgia was one of the prime supporters of the National School Lunch
Act. I sent him a letter on October 23, 1969, to see if he could recall any matters
concerning the Aet which would be relevant to the issues involved in the suit
herein.

Specifically. I told him that it would be especially appreciated if he would
',rem:* a statement covering the following four matters:

"1. The group or class of students intended to be bowline() by the Act :
"2. The authority of the school board (as eompared to the Welfare Department.

Courts. etc.) to determine which child was unable to pay :
"3. The extent of the economic obligation for free lunches to be placed on local

school districts as a condition to program participation:and
"4. The concept that lunch prices for paying students should I. increased above

the school's actual cost of producing the lunch. in order to provide funds for free
lunches for other children."

On November 6. 1969. I received in the mail a return letter frog: Senator
Russell dated November 3. 1969. the original of which is attached to the original
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of this utlidavit, untrimd Exhibit -A-. and thereby incorpontted herein as though
set out in full.

A. .T. SHAW. Jr.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of January. 1970.

Tit Emma: W. MARTS.
Xotary Public in and for said County and State.

POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

In the interpretation of a statute of doubtful language. it is proper to resort
to the meaning attributed to it by the sponsors thereof. 19 MA 2d !cm

(See Marsono v. Laird. 298 P. Supp. 2S0. 251.1
U.S. SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,
Washington, D.C., November 3, 1969.

Hon. A. J. SHAW, Jr.,
Deputy, Office of the County Counsel.
Modesto, Calif.

DEAR MR. SuAw : Permit Inc to acknowledge your letter.
It has been a long time since I drafted and presented the original School Lunch

Program, and I hesitate to speak categorically with respect to its intent.
huasninch as the House of Representatives indicated that they wished to origi-

nate the bill and refused to take up the Senate bill. I asked them to pass a bill
bearing a House number. and it became law. though it was almost verbatim with
the bill I had drafted.

I do not think that anyone was of the opinion that a school lunch program
would be initiated in :ill of the schools of the nation or event in all states, and the
law applied only to those schools which initiated the program. It was conte-
plated thatrwhere the program was in effect, the local school authorities would
determine the ability of the children to pay for lunches, with the free lunches to
go to the neediest children to the extent of available funds. The original bill did
not contemplate free lunches for all of the childrenonly those whowere unable
to pay.

As a devoted supporter of state government aud local autonomy iu all proper
matters. I have always favored leaving as much control as possible to the local
school boards, and it never occurred to me that the welfare department or the
courts would undertake to classify individual children as participants.

Sincerely;
RICHARD B. RUSSELL.

AFFIDAVITRICHARD LYNG

John P. Hyland, U.S. Attorney; Richard W. Nichols, Assistant U.S. Attorney:
Gary H. Baise, Special Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General, Civil
Division, Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., Attorneys for Federal
defendants

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

BILLIE SHAW, ET AL., PLAINTIFF,
V.

(Civil Action No. S-13361

GOVERNING BOARD OF THE 3TODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HIGH
SCHOOL. DISTRICT, ET Al., DEFENDANTS

AFFIDAVIT
Duns= OF COLUMBIA
Washington, D.C. SS.

Richard E. Lyng, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says that :
1. I am the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for Marketing and Consumer

Services and tun responsible for the administration by the Food and Nutrition
Service of the National School Lunch Program and other consumer food programs
of the Department of Agriculture.
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2. Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1758) provides that
schools participating in the school lunch program under such Act shall serve

, meals meeting the minimum nutritional requirements prescribed by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture "without cost or at a reduced cost to children who are deter-
mined by local school authorities to be unable to pay the full cost of the lunch."
Schools must comply with this requirement as a condition of eligibility to receive
Federal grant-in-aid assistance under the Act- The financing of free or reduced
price meals is not limited to the Federal funds schools expect to receive under
Section 11 of the Act and under Section 32 of Public UM 320, 74th Congress
(7 U.S.C. 612c), but such meals may be financed in part or in whole from any
funds available to the schools' lunch programs. Local school authorities have
the responsibility under the Act to determine find issue the eligibility standards,
in compliance with regulations issued by the Secretary of Agriculture, and to
make factual determinations with respect to those children who are unable to
pay the full cost of the lunch. Under the regulations now in effect (Notice of
October 18, 196S, 33 F.R. 15674) schools are not limited to any particular income
criteria. In order to facilitate administration, schools may adopt any of the
recognized standards, such as local eligibility scales for public assistance and
other welfare programs or 0E0 poverty guidelines. Or, they may formulate
reasonable income criteria which they believe are proper in view of local con-
ditions and the requirements of the Act and of the regulations. The eligibility
criteria issued by schools must be reasonably designed to effectuate the pur-
poses of the Act and such regulations. Free or reduced price meals must be made
available to students who meet the eligibility standards and reasonable proce-
dural requirements as publicly announced by the schools.

3. The Western Regional Office of the Food and Nutrition Service conducted
an administrative review on November 19-21, 1969, of the school lunch opera-
tions in the Modesto City School District. The Food and Nutrition Service has
made an evaluation of the current policy statement under which the Modesto
City School District is now furnishing free meals pursuant to the order of the
Court of September 24, 1969. An evaluation has also been made of the policy
statement which the Modesto City School District had prepared for adoption at
the beginning of the current school year in September 1969 The Food and Nu-
trition Service believes that improvements should be made in the current Modesto
policy statement and in the proposed Modesto policy statement before it is per-
mitted to become effective. The general nature,of these improvements is stated
in the memorandum of December 16, 1969. from Howard P. Davis, Deputy
Administrator, Food and Nutrition Service, to Edward M. Shulman, General
Counsel of the Department of Agriculture, a copy of which it attached as
Exhibit A to this affidavit.

4. In his address on December 2, 1969, before the White House Conference on
Food, Nutrition, and Health, the President renewed the commitment of this
administration, made initially on May 6, 1969, to end hunger and malnutrition in
this country. He referred specifically to expanding the school lunch program to
reach every needy school child with a free or reduced-cost lunch. This adminis-
tration has set a gall of providing nutritious meals to all needy children in
ehools by November 1970. To reach the goal will require the joint effort of the
Federal. State and local governments and the commercial food service industry.
which has great untapped resources and know-how in bringing food to people
no matter where they are located.

5. Federal funds for the current fiscal year for feeding needy children total
some $132,000,000, an increase of $75,000.000 over last year. While final decisions
have not been made, it is anticipated that the President's budget for the fiscal
year 1971 will propose considerable increases for child nutrition programs. Some
$2,000,000 has been allocated to the States this fiscal year for the purpose of
strengthening their administrative efforts. The additional personnel must devote
their entire time to the central purpose of extending the child nutrition programs
to additional needy children.

6. The maximum rate of reimbursement for the school lunch program is being
increased from 9 cents to 12 cents per meal from regular funds made available
under section 4 of the National School Lunch Act. This increased rate, together
with the 25 cent rate permitted from special finds (section 11 of the School
Lunch Act and Section 32 of Public Law 320, 74th Congress), will permit States
to pay a maximum rate of 37 cents for free or reduced price meals served to
needy children from Federal funds.

7. The monitoring and enforcement of the regulations (Notice) of October 23,
1968 (33 F.R. 15674), concerning the determination of the eligibility of children
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for free or reduced price meals. are being strengthened and expanded. A new in-struction will be issued in the near future to the State educational agencies.
This instruction will spell out that local school districts must publicly announce.
at the beginning of each term through informational media and by letters home
to parents, the policies and procedures Hint will be ,followed in the granting of
free and reduced price meals. Also. the school boards will be rNmired to notify
public welfare departments. private elmritable agencies. and eommunity action
agencies of their policies and criteria relating to free aml reduced price meals.
Further. this instruction will require that each State establish minimum incomecriteria. subject to approval by this Department. for adoption by local schoolboards.

S. The Department is now giving consideration to amending the regulations
for the Commodity Distrilmtion Program to require that schools receiving do-
nated commodities, but not participating in the National School Lunch Program,
grant free or reduced price meals on the same basis as schools participating in
the National School Lunch Program.

9. A national meeting of all State school lunch officials will be called this
Spring for the major purpose of evaluating progress towards reaching the goal
of feeding all needy children in school and deciding upon the additional measures
that need to be taken. This Department will work closely with the Department
of Health. Education. and Welfare and the Office of Beonomie Opportunity in
this total effort. These agencies have funds and other resources which can con-
tribute strongly to reaching our goal. The Department expect:: to solicit the help
and cooperation of all interested public and private groups, using the informa-tional media, in a major effort to continue the focusing of the public attentionon the vital task of providing proper nutrition to our Nation's children.

10. The child feeding programs am also receiving consideration by the legis-lative branch of the Government. Several bills are now pending in the Congress to
amend the National School Lunch Aet. The bill H.R. 515, which would amend
both the National School Litel) Act and the Child Nutrition Act of 1066. waspassed by the House of Representatives on March 20, 1960. 115 Cong. ReP. 111963
(daily ed.). This bill would amend Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act by
establishing certain criteria to be considered by the local school authorities in
determining children who should receive free or rednced cost lunches as follows:

Such determinations shall be made by local school authorities in accordance
with a publicly announced policy and plan applied equitably on the basis of
criteria which. as a minimum, shall include the level of family income, including
welfare grants, the number in the family unit. and the number of children in the
family unit attending school or service institutions.

In addition. this bill would require a percentage of the matching presently
required under the National School Lunch Act (three dollnrs from State and
local funds for each dollar of Federal funds) to be paid from State tax revenues.
The percentage would begin at fonr percent for the first two years and increase
on a biennial basis until at least fen percent of the amount required for matchingis paid from State tax revenues.

Other bills are under consideration by the Senate.
Ricif:tan E. LYNG.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 16th day of Jannt.ry, 1970.
MARY C. HESLOP. NONPD Public.

My commission expires April 30,1974.

r.s. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE,

Washington. D.C., December 16, 1969.
To: Edward M. Shulman, General Counsel.
Subject: Proposed Modesto School Board Free and Reduced Price Meal Policy.

We understand that the United States District Court for the Eastern District
of California on September 24, 1969. issued a preliminary injunction in thecase of Billie Shaw. et al. 'N. Governing Beard of the Modesto City School Dis-trict, et a/.. restraining the school district from adopting or using in connectionwith the free lunch program under the National School Lunch Act any standards.methods. or procedures other than those in effect at the close of the 196s-B9
school year. We understand that this order is for the purpose of maintaining thestatus (PM until a final determination of the issues by the Court. This order thusprohibits the school from adopting or implementing the policy statement which
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it had prepared for adoption at the beginning of the current school year in Sep-
tember 1969.

The Western Regional Office of the Food and Nutrition Service conducted an
affininistrathe review OD November 1:1-21, 1909, of the school lunch operations
in the Modesto City School District. We were informed by your office that we
should not discuss with officials of the school district ally improvements or clari-
fications in its existing five lunch policy statement without approval of the Court
in view of the preliminary injunction against the school district.

Our evaluation of the current Modesto policy statement (.7anuary 1969) in-
dicates it could he substantially improved. We would like to start on this as soon
as possible in order to make the current implementation of the free and reduced
price meal requirement more effective.

If it is proper, in the circumstances, for the Department to make such a re-
quest, will your office proceed to secure the permission of the U.S. District Court
for this office to work through the State Educational Agency, with the Modesto
School Board, so that the current policy statement can be amended to effectuate
its improvement?

LAs to particulars, the announcement is not entirely clear as to who is eligible.
The amendment to the original policy says that proiority shall be given to those
lowest on the social welfare scale but this does not give an indication of what
the eligibility level is. The policy should state what the eligibility level is and
then provide lunches for those who meet the criteria. We intend to recommend
that even if a student does not meet the criteria. but yet needs a free lunch, he
should be given a free lunch. Also, the non-discrimination assurances requested
in III 3AG of the Notice are not included in the policy.

Among the amends of the proposed policy (September 1969) that we would
suggest is that the criteria for eligibility of children for free or reduced price
meals should be expressed in dollar figures for family income. plus the additional
factors of the number of persons in the family and the number of children in the
family attending school. This would replace the standard in the proposed Modesto
polio) which is based (al a percentage of the 0E0 poverty income level and is
limited to frm meals only.

In addition, we would seek to have included in the policy statement and the
piddle announcement thereof clear information On how and where application
could he made and to u hoin appeals from eligibility determinations could be
made.

HowArn P. DAvls,
Deputy Administrator.

MEMO PRIOR TO TRIALMODESTO

r.S. DISTRICT Coma MR TILE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

BILLIE SHAW, ET AI... PLAINTIFFS.

GovEuxixo BOARD OF THE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT. ET AL., DEFENDANTS

(Civil Action No. S-1336)

MEMORANDA PRIOR TO TRIAL

In compliance with Court Rule ND 1. defendant Governing Board of the
Modesto School Districts submits herewith its attached Statement of the Facts
of the Case and Summary of Points of Law.

Dated : January 12. 1970.
Respectfully submitted.

T. W. MAirrz.
Counts] Counsel,

JONATHAN H. ROWELL.
Assistant County Counsel.

A. J. SHAW. Jr.,
Deputy County Counsel,

:Ions F. CnitismvsEx.
Deputy County Counsel,

By A. J. SHAW, Jr.,
Attorneys for Defendant Governing Board of the Modesto School Districts.
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STATEMENT OF TIIE FACTS OF TIIE CASE

The Modesto City School system has been a "participating school" under theprovisions of the 1946 National School Lunch Act for several years.
During that nseriod, the Modesto schools have expended funds each year for

free or reduced price lunches served to students determined by the school hoardto be unable to pay the full cost of a lunch. These funds have included federal
funds from various assistance programs and local school budget funds. (State
assistance programs have been proposed from time to time but they have neverbeen placed in operation.)

During the past year, the school board has been criticized by CRLA attorneys.
social workers, and leaders of organized poverty groups for failure to provide
free or reduced price lunches to all who are needy, Also, the school board itself
has in the past been dissatisfied with the administrative burden and other prob-
lems connected with the operation of the free lunch program.

Therefore, in the spring and summer of 1969, the board held several well-
attended public meetings concerning the problem and proposed to adopt a new
system which would utilize a percentage point upon the OEO income scale as an
"automatic inclusion point" for free lunch determination.

All children from families with incomes below that point would automatically
be granted free lunches. Children from families above that point would be con-
sidemi by application as under the "old system" previously in use. If the appli-
cation established a "special need." those children would be granted a free orreduced price lunch, too.

Under both the old system and the proposed new system, the school board
candidly stated at all times that the total dollar amount to be expended for free
and reduced. price lunches was to be limited to the total dollar amount availablefrom the state and federal assistance programs and the local school funds
specifically budgeted for the lunch program.

Under the old system, this limitation upon dollar expenditures, although alwaysin existence, was never a limiting factor upon the number of free or reduced price
lunches served. The only year that all available funds were expended was in
1968-69 when $21,824 in federal funds for free and reduced price lunches was
received late in the school year. To insure that all of that $21,824 was expended
before the end of the year, the school board instituted a program of reduced price
lunches for all children in ten "target area" schools located in the "poverty" sec-
tions of the school district.

Under the proposed new system, the school board recognized that it could
achieve a technical compliance with the plaintiffs interpretation of the school
lunch act by giving "reduced price" lunches to ail children below the 100% point
on the OEO income scale and to the children who established a special need byapplication. The amount of the price reduction would be that amount required to
utilize 100% of time total federal and state money and the dollar amount specifically
budgeted by the school for free or reduced price lunches.

However, the school board believed that it was better to distribute free lunches
to the "neediest children," as determined by selection of a percentage point lower
than 100% on the 0E0 income scale. The percentage point selected would be onecalculated to expend during the school year the total federal and state money
available mid the dollar amount specifically budgeted by the school for free orreduced price lunches. If additional funds became available at any time during
the school year, a higher percentage point would then be selected on the scale for
the remainder of the school year.

Plaintiffs objected to the proposed new plan and brought the action herein.
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MEMO IN OPPOSITION TO PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA

(Civil Action No. 13)

I3ILLIE SHAW, ET AL., PLAINTIFFS,
V.

GOVERNING BOARD OF THE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT, ET AL., DEFENDANTS.

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
ATTACHED AFFIDAVITS

Defendant Governing Board of the Modesto City School District and Modesto
High School District objects to the application for a preliminary injunction
filed herein, and respectfully submits this memorandum and the attached affi-
davits in opposition thereto.

Defendant recognizes that the law requires defendant to supply free, or re-
duced cost, lunches to all children determined by defendant to be uaable to pay
the full cost of a lunch. (42 USC 1758; 7 CFR 210.8; Para. II, 5(e), of "Exhibit
B" Agreement attached to the affidavit of BERT C. CORONA attached hereto.)

Defendant also recognizes that its determination of ability to pay must be
based upon reasonable local standards which are not arbitrary or discriminatory.

The affidavit of Bert C. Corona attached hereto shows that the board has
fully complied with both the spirit and the letter of the law at all times. The
affidavits of Clyde Huil and Chris Oleson attached hereto show that the board
and the school staff have given more consideration than required by law to the
individual plaintiffs herein.

The School Lunch Act has been in effect since 1946. At all times since the
inclusion of the requirement concerning the serving of free or reduced cost
lunches, the Congress has provided that the local school authorities shall make
the determination as to which children are unable to pay the fail cost of the
lunch. (42 USC 1758.)

If Congress had intended to have free lunches automatically provided to all
children from families on public assistance programs as sought by plaintiffs
herein, it certainly could have found an easier way to say so than through the
eleven page complaint of plaintiffs on file herein.

Except for two statutory citations, that complaint refers to the child's ability
to pay for a lunch in only three places. However, the complaint refers 27 times
to "needy child", four times to "hungry children" one time to "poor children",
one time to "low income children", and eight times to "wealthy and middle
class children". In addition, it speaks of "minimal income for survival" and
"the minimum needed for even a subsistence level of existence".

None of the language used by plaintiffs and none of tit, facts cited by them
show in any way that the board has acted other than reasonably and conscien-
tiously at all times in carrying out the requirements of the School Lunch Act.

In fact, all that plaintiffs can show is one claim by Mrs. Bateman that her
request for free lunches for her children was denied. The affidavit of Chris
Oleson attached hereto shows that the school gave the Hellberg children permis-
sion to finish the school year at Shackelford School, but that Mrs. Bateman did
not apply for free lunches or indicate that she was having financial problems.

Plaintiffs' request for a preliminary injunction is not based upon proven or
threatened injury to plaintiffs or anyone else. Plaintiffs' real complaint is that
the board did comply with the law and did, after thorough consideration, estab-
lish workable criteria for determining the ability of families to pay for school
lunches, but the board did not adopt the criteria proposed by plaintiffs.

Therefore, plaintiffs are asking this court to order the board to adopt plain-
tiffs' standards, which plaintiffs cite from the Federal Register as though it were
the !aw (Complaint P. 5, 1. 1-6).

A careful reading of the full USDA Notice containing plaintiffs' partial cita-
tion shows that the USDA "SUGGESTED that each State Agency . . shall
RECOMMEND" to the schools that welfare agencies be consulted for eligibility
information. And that the USDA further noted as a part of its suggestion and
recommendation: "A broad range of public opinion exists which GENERALLY
CONSIDERS families are in need of food assistance" if they qualify for Wel-
fare. (33 Fed. Reg. 15674, 15675, Section IV, 3.)



Defendant submits that such suggestion, recommendation and public opinion
are not sufficient legal reason to issue a preliminary injunction against the eon-
sidered action of a properly eonstituted administrative body.

Therefore. defendant respectfully requests that the Court deny the applicationfor a preliminary injunction.
Dated September . 1969.

T. W. MART'!.,
County Counsel,

JONATHAN H. Rowi :u.
Assistant Countp Counsel,

A. J. SI1AW, Jr.,
Deputy County Counsel,

A. J. SHAW, Jr.,
Deputy..1ttorneys for Defendant Governing Board of the Modesto rity

School District and Modesto high School District.

A FrimvcrBEIrr Coliox ASumatt NTENDEx.r MonEso ScimoLs

AFFIDAVIT, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF STANISLAUS

I. Bert C. Corona. being first duly sworn. depose and say :
I am the duly appointed Superintendent of the Modesto City Schools System,

and have served in such capacity since July 1. 19(l0. I have served as a school
superintendent since 1956, serving in the Delano Joint Union High School District
and the San Rafael City Schools and the Modesto City Schools.

During the three years that I have served in the Modesto City Schools System,
the school's Board of Trustees has at all times worked closely with the California
State Departmod of Education in order to properly carry out the provisions of
the National School Lunch Act. The Department of Education is the State Agencyfor disbursement of funds and commodities for the school lunch program.

Daring the 1968-69 school year. the Modesto City Schools served 31,849 freelunches at a cost to the General Fund of the district of $11,041.35. In addition.
Special Federal Assistance Funds in the sum of $20,613.15 were utilized to reduce
all lunches served in ten poverty area target schools for a period of approximatelyfour months.

The school board expects to receive additional funds during the 1969-70 fiscal
year in special assistance money from both the Federal and State Governmentsfor the free and reduced price school lunch program. Local funds in the amount
of $7,000.00 have already been budgeted, and it is expected that additional localfunds will be budgeted during the school year.

The school board has devoted the main portion of at least four open and public
school board meetings during the last few months in reviewing the school lunchprogram.

The criterion for determining those students unable to pay the cost of a school
lunch in past years has been the varilleat ion of unmet needs on the basis of AFDC
standards. Upon the advice of the Director of the County Welfare Department,the Board of Education is in the process of changing to a criterion based on O.E.O.
P(erty Guidelines, which were developed by the O.N.O. as the criterion or admis-sion to the Headstart Program. Attached hereto, marked "Exhibit A", and thereby
incorporated herein by reference, is the proposed school lunch policy for 1969-70,
together with a chart showing the O.E.O. guidelines.

The school staff, with the concurrence of the board, will establish a percentagepoint upon the O.E.O. poverty settle (now planned to be established at 80% forthe beginning of the school year) for the use of school personnel in the initial
determination of the ability of a family to pay the full cost of school lunches. All
children from families at the established percentage point. or below, will be auto-matically granted free lunches upon application, without further investigation byschool authorities.

In addition to the automatic grant of free lunches to all those children at orbelow the established O.E.O. percentage mtint, free lunches may also be grantedto others determined by school authorities to be unable to pay the full cost of aschool lunch according to established criteria.
The 0.13.0. percentage point established by the board for auto= tie free luncheswill be that point estimated to require an overall expenditure for fret- lunchesof a dollar amount equaI to the total revenues available from federal, state andlocal sources as referred to above.
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Plaintiffs' assertion that "the School District received 8240.9(16.06 in federal
school Innell subsidies" Complaint P. 3. 1. 17-18) is :1 deceptive statement when
used to imply that such a sum. or even any significant portion thereof, is avail-
able to the school authorities for budgetary transfer into a fund for free school
lunches or any other purpose.

Although the Federal Government and the State Agency place a "fair market
value" upon commodities distributed to the schools, the fact is, that the schools
must actually pay on a "handling charge" for the commodities. This handling
charge is included in the schools' cost of providing the meal, as authorized by
Section IL 2(b) at page 2 of the "School Lintel' Program Application-Agree-
ment." a copy of which is attached hereto. marked B," and thereby in-
corporated herein by reference. At the !oval level, the "fair market value" of
the commodities is only an amount on paper which is not ineluded in any budget,
cost, or selling price computations whatsoever.

There is a further deception in the claim that ''86.4 perc-nt of this aid was
used to subsidize the hatches of the wealthy and middle -class group" (Complaint
P. 3, I. 18-20) Actually, the regularly priced hutches are sold at their estimated
cost (inelnding the handling charge paid out as above), lest approximately 47.
vents for each Class A type meal. This 4% cents is not a stib:itly, but rather is a
-reimbursement" (Section 3. Page 2 of -Exhibit B" Agreement ) to the school
district for each high quality Class A type meal furnished. The school district
believes it is proper to give the benefit of that 41A cent reimbursement to the
child who purchased the Class A meal.

Therefore. the ehildren who are not given free lunches are charged the schools'
actual cost of providing the meal and do not receive the meal at :1 reduced price.
1 believe this is entirely consistent with the requirement that the National
Sellout 'much Program be operated on a "non-profit" basis. Attorneys and other
representatives for the plaintiffs herein have advocated at school board meetings
that the lunch prices for children paying for lunches be increased to obtain more
funds to provide free meals for other children. I do not believe that the concept
of making a profit from some children to give to 0, her children is consistent with.
or required by. the School !Arnett Act.

Plaintiffs' criticism of the 111:111 appears to be that the school board firmly in-
sists upon limiting school expenditures for free lunches to the school's budgetary
ability to pay the root involved. As school officials entrusted with public money,
I do not See ii(AI the bOaIl Pith do otherwise. In fgct, if the school were tied down
with legisiathe or judieial requirements which placed the school in the position
of expending fund., %viti,.e it did not have for school lunches. I would have to
advise the school bon that in my judgment the school should terminate its
participation in the ;lol Lunch Program, in rtnaut to the provisions of Section
II. Page of "EN1 .hi. Agreement.

The school ea IS opens Wednesday. September 10, 1969, and we plan to open
the school cafeterias on that same date.

BERT C. CORONA,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of September, 1969.

Notary Public in and for said County and tatc.
My Commission Expires:

TEMPORARY IZEsTRAnasG OnDER

1".S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Civil action No. 8-1336

Ity.mt: SHAW. ra Al... PLAINTIFFS,

GOVERNING BOARD OF TIIE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL. DISTRICT AND MODESTO
HIGH SCHOOL. DISTRICT. ET AL., DEFENDANTS

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

The above matter came on for hearing on September 8, 1969, pursuant to an
Order to Show Cause why a preliminary injunction should not issue.
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Having considered the complaint, and the statements of counsel for plaintiffs
and the named defendants, and good cause appearing :

It is hereby ordered that until and including September 22, 1969, the Govern-
ing Board of the Modesto City School District, and its officers, agents, servants,
employees, and attorneys, and all pOVSGON in active emteert or participation withit, be and hereby are enjoined from, in any milliner, directly or indirectly, failing
or refusing to provide free or reduced eost lunches to all children enrolled inthe schools of said District who are eligible under the 'standard employed by the
said Governing Board for the 1968-1969 selmol year.

It is further ordered that no bond will be required of the plaintiffs in this:natter at this time.
Ordered at 3:50 p.m., this 8th day of September, 1969.
I hereby certify that the annexed instrument is a true and correct copy of

the original on file in my office.
ATTEST:

THOMAS J. MACBRIDE,
U.S. District Judge.

WILLIAM C. HODS,
Clerk, U.S. District Court Eastern District of California,

E. W. SCHNEIDER,
Deputy Clerk.

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

IN THE U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR TIIE EASTERN DISTRICT OF
CALIFORNIA

Civ. 8-1336

BILLIE SHAW, ET AL., PLAINTIFFS,
V.

GOVERNING BOARD OF THE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT, ET AL, DEFENDANTS.

MEIIOR&NDIIM AND ORDER

This is a class action seeking injunctions to require the Modesto School Boardand officials of the state and federal governments to act to insure full compliance
with the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.A. § 1751-61). Plaintiffs allegethat the School Board's eligibility requirements for free lunches in both the
1968-69 program and the proposed 1969-70 programs were calculated to prevent
participation by needy, eligible children. They allege that under the Act theSchool is required "to feed every needy child in the district." They seek an
injunction requiring the School Board to make free lunches available to "anyschool child from a family certified as eligible for assistance under the Food
Stamp Program, or from a family participating in any of the various programs
of public assistance such as Aid to Families with Dependent Children, or froma family determined to be eligible under local standards related to local con-ditions." It appears to be undisputed that the proposed 1969-70 School Board
eligibility requirements were based upon the amount of money allocated by theBoard for the program rather than need. Plaintiffs seek to enjoin the federal
and state defendants from "failing or refusing to require the Modesto School
Board to make available a free or reduced rate lunch [to the class of children
described above]." The federal defendants move to dismiss the action as tothem for hick of subject matter jurisdiction (Fed. Rule of Civil Proc. 12(b) (1) )and for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted (Fed. Rule
of .Civil Proc. 12(b) ( 6) ).

The question of jurisdiction was considered in Marquez v. Hardin, Civ. No.51446 (N.D. Cal. September 8, 1969), a similar action onlyfederal officials. Plaintiffs rely principally on the holding in that opinion sus-
taining jurisdiction, while defendants have ably argued that Marquez waswrongly decided. Judge Peckham's opinion in Marquez is part of the file in thiscase, and no purpose would be served by reproducing his carefully researched
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and lengthy reasoning here. I concur in his conclusion that this court properly
has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §r 1337 and 136L'

In support of their motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, defendants
argue that they have no authority to determine which children in Modesto are
to be provided with free lunches and thus they have no direct duty to these
plaintiffs. Defendants do concede, however, that they have certain broad powers
to insure compliance with the terms of the School Lunch Act. They may promul-
gate regulations and request the State to terminate its agreement under the
Act with Modesto Schools. They may also take the drastic step of discontinuing
aid to the entire State of California. Thus, they do have limited power to redress
plaintiffs' grievances. Since the federal defendants have not answered, it is
unclear whether they feel the School is in compliance with the Act and what
their defenses on the merits may be. If the plaintiffs are successful in convincing
the court that their interpretation of the Act is correct, the court can then con-
sider whether any relief is proper against the federal defendants. Whether any
such relief would be prudent or proper is a question which must await facts to
be adduced at trial? Since plaintiffs may conceivably demonstrate the propriety
of relief against the federal defendants, I must deny the motion to dismiss. See
Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 45-16 (1957).

Defendants have also argued that the case is not "ripe" for adjudication. See
3 Davis, Administrative Law Treatise, ch. 21 (1958). Were plaintiffs' action
directed toward only the proposed but unimplemented 1969-70 School Board
eligibilty plan, this argument might have merit. However, plaintiffs also insist
that the 1968-69 eligibility requirements contravened the Act. In plaintiffs' view
the federal officials did not exercise their power to insure full compliance in
1968-69. The defendants-had ample opportunity to react to the alleged previous
non-compliance with the Act. Thus, according to the plaintiffs, there has been
an administrative decision which "has been formalized and its effects felt in a
concrete way by the challenging parties." Abbott Laboratories v. Gardner, 387
U.S. 136, 148-49 (1967). The case is "ripe" for adjudication as to the federal
defendants.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that defendants' motions to dismiss and for
summary judgment be, and the same are, hereby denied.

Dated : January 14,1970.
THOMAS J. MACBRIDE.

U.S. District Judge.

MP-MORA:CRUM AND ORDERJURISDICTION

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

(Civil Action No. S-1336)

BILLIE SHAW, ET AL., PLAINTIFFS
V.

GOURNINO BOARD OF TIIE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT, ET AL., DEFENDANTS

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

The application of plaintiffs for a preliminary injunction came on regularly to
be heard on September 22, 1969, pursuant to an order to show cause issued by this
Court on September 10.1969.

Evidence and argument having been NnInnitted by all parties, and good cause
appearing to maintain the status quo until a final determination of the issues at
trial.

It is hereby ordered that during the pendency of this action defendant Govern-
ing Board o: the Modesto City School District and Modesto High School District,
its agents, r cmloyees. and representatives. shall be, and they are hereby, restrained
from promulgating, adopting, or using in connection with the School's free lunch
program under the National School Lunch Act any standards, methods or pro-
cedures other than those in effect at the dose of the 1968-1969 school year.

10n the authority and reasoning of Roma° v. Wyman, 414 F. 2d 170 (2d Cir. 1969),
ccrt. granted, 38 U.S.L.W. 3127 (1969). argued November 19, 1969, I hold that the court
does not have jurisdiction under 28 U.S.0 1 1331.

2 Since there are material facts as yet undeveloped, defendants' alternative motion for
summary judgment must be denied. Fed. Rule of Civil Proc. 56.



included in such standards. methods and procedures are the School's policies and
regulations on tile with. and approved by. the California State itepartment of
Education prior to the -lose of the PHIS-196 school year. A copy of said approved
policies and regulations is attached hereto. marked Exhibit "A", and incorporated
herein as though :.et out in full.

It is further ordered that the plaintiffs' applieation for preliminary injunctions
as to all other defendants shall be. and it is hereby. denied.

It is further ordered that the import:wee of the issues presented in this case
require that the case shall In% and it is !lenity. given preference on the trialcalendar.

It is further ordered that plaintiffs need post no bond.
I hi ted : -. 1969.
I hereby certify that the annexed instrument is a true and correct copy of the

original on file in my office.
ATTEST.:

WILLIAM C. ROnn.
Clerk. 1'.S. District Court. Eastern District of California.

THOMAS J. 31AcTha11i,
U.S. District Court Judge.

II W. SclixEmett,
Deputy Cierk.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
Sacramento, Calif., September 23, 1969.

AGREEMENT NO. 9139

To Wtrom IT MAY CONCERN : The attached policy and regulations from theModesto City School Board submitted in January 1969, together with our letterof Narch 13 and the School Board's letterof reply of March 28 amending the pol-
icy. constitute the approved free and reduced-price lunch policy and regulationsfor the Modesto City School District for 1968-1969 on tile in this office.

MAYS M. HORNER,
Senior Stenographer. Food Service Office.

MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS,
ADMINISTRATION OFFICES,

Modesto, Calif. January 23, 1969.
Subject: Amendment No. 2 to National School Lunch Program Agreement.
CA LIE ORN IA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
Yowl Service Office,
Sacramento, Calif.

GENTLEMEN: You will find enclosed executed copy of the School Lunch Pro.
gram Agreement Amendment No. 2 pertaining to the School District's policy onreduced price or free hutches to children determined by local school authorities
to be unable to pay the full price thereof.

We are also enclosing a copy of the Policy Statement and Administrative Rules
and Regulations pertaining to the Free Lunch Program of the Modesto CitySri. 's which was approved by the Modesto City Board of Education at itsIn r of January 20, 1969.

b'ery sincerely yours,
RICHARD B. EATON.

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES & REGULATION S-- ( BOARD OF EDUCATION APPROVAL:
MONDAY. JAN. 20, 1969)

.11? 8210 Free hunch. Program. Careful investigation shall precede the grantingof free lunches to needy students. The granting of free lunches shall be done bycommittee action.
The screening eommittee for granting free lunches shall consist of at least twoof the following people:
1. The building principal or his representativ,.
2. The Supervisor of Attendance or Assistant Supervisor of Attendance of the

elementary district, or if high school, the Supervisor of Attendance at the highschool.
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3. The school nurse.
i. The school P.T.A. We !fare Chairman or her representative.
.t written record shall.lie kept by the principal of each investigation and the

eonunittee net inn.
When free Innehes are granted a definite thne limit shall he set for review and

re-investigation of eligibility.
The 'Haley and rules and regulations of the Board of Edneation shall he given

piddle annonneement within the District. In accordance ..vith the interpretation
4111 the ('mint' Counsel of Stanislaus ettuty, such announcement shall eonsist Of
the public discussion of the Board's policy and rules and regulations pertaining
to the free lunch program at open board of education meetings. Such official
announcement may be amplified by the local newspaper reporter in attendance
of meetings.
Standards of Eligihilitn.Students who attend school may qualify for free
lunches under the following or similar circumstances:

I. A student, whose family is receiving aid from the County Welfare Depart-
ment shall not be precluded from eligibility nor guaranteed eligibility as a result
Of such aid.

2. The family is unable to provide an adequate sack lunch, pay for a school
lunch, or have adequate food for the student's lunch at home.

3. The family is unable to provide an adequate sack lunch, pay for a school
lunch, and the student is unable to go home for Inch dile to problems of
transportation.

Free lunches may be granted during; investigation on a day to day basis.
Students may be granted free lunches upon the recommendations or suggestions.
of law enforcement agencies or the County Welfare Department.

Establiahment of Necd.Whe there is reason to believe that a student may lie

in need of lunch or additional nourishment. the principal of the school shall
initiate an investigatbm to establish the facts. The family's financial (111mm-
:4:owes shall be to:m.0311'yd and the approximate length of time the student will
be in need of free Innehes.

The status of the student's family with the Staaislans Comity Welfare Depart-
ment shall be ascertained by a member of the screenIngcommittee.

Loll completion of the investigation at least two members of the screening
committee shall review the findings and render as decision.

tWhen a family circumstance fluctuates, the committee may grant free lunches
for those days that a student is vitlamt 1»nch.

Viten the fatally is able to pay a portion of the cost, the committee nay grant
partial free hunches the differential of what the family tun pay and what the
cost may be.

Referral to Other Agencies.Students who are not eligible for free lunches
but who do not receive adequate nourishment due to extenuating circumstances
or family mismanagement should be referred to the Supervisor of Attendance and
Child Welfare who nay in turn refer the case to t' e proper agency.

AP:wokAny parent of a student who has requested free lunch privileges for
such student through the procedures set fOrti in these rules and regulations: and
has been denied such request may make an appeal for consideration to the Super-
intendent's Executive Council. If this appeal is denied, the parent shall have the
right to make final appeal directly to the Board Of Edneation.

Pinanee.The Intention is to provide lands for free lunches from the Cafeteria
Fund or from the General Fund. When such funds are appropriated, the follow-
ing procedure shall be used :

The principal of the school, together with the cafeteria manager, shall keep a
record of the free lunches served, At the close of each calendar month the an-
ager shall send it statement of the number of free lunches for the month to the
Supervisor of Cafeterias.

%Viten the district is unable to provide ,funds for free InnelleS. the P.T.A. Conn-
ell will be so advised. The p.T.A. Council may undertake to provide for free
lunches. When free lunches are to he provided by the P.T.A. Connell. the follow-
ing procedure shall be used :

The principal of the school, together with the cafeteria manager, shall keep a
record of the free lunches served and at the chose of each calendar month the
managers shall send :1 statement of the cost of the lunches to the Supervisor of
Cafeterias. The Supervisor of Cafeterias shall combine these reports into one
Statenent :111(1 Send it to the P.T.A. Council Welfare Chairman for payment to
the Cafeteria Fund.
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MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS,
ADMINISTRATION OFFICES.
Modesto, Calif., March 7, 1969.

Attention : Mr. James M. Ilempld II.
Supervisor, Food Services.

In re agreement No. 9S9.
STATE. DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION,
Sacramento, Calif.

1)nme Mu. lb:sten:Lt.: We have received your form letter of March 3, 1069 in.
(Beating that you have received collies of our National School Program Amend-
ment No. 2 and a ropy of our Board of Education policies regarding fret' or
reduced.prie namls for needy pupils. l'nu I:idle:de, however, that the District's
policy statement does not meet the V.S. Detainment of Agriculture requirementsin one or more respects.

It is unfortunate that your letter cannot be more precise in naming the short-
comings of the District policy which was very carefully considered by the staff
anti Board of Education mid drawn up in light of the guidelines previously for-

'warded to us through your office. At the time that the Board policy was written
and prior to approval by the Board of Education, it was reviewed by the Office
of the County Counsel of Stanislaw; County to insure that it conformed to the
more specific requirements of giving notice to the District's constituents. etc.
This also was in line with the suggestions made by your Mike.

May we please hear from your (a specifically how the District's policy.
which has been approved by the Board of Education, falls short of meeting the
Department of Agriculture requirements.

Very sincerely yours,
BERT C. CORONA,

Superintendent. Modesto City Schools.

SCHOOL. LUNCH PROGRAM Aom:Estwir Am Exiatzsr No. 2
The school lunch program agreement made and entered into by and between

Modesto City Schools and the California State Department of Education is herebyamended as follows (italic indicates changes) :
5. Supervision.
(e) Supply lunches without cost or at reduced prim to all children who are

determined by local school authorities to be unable to pay the full price thereof.and have on file written policies and procedures for this purpose and publicly
announced to the patrons of the attendance units and place into effect the policy
on eligibility for free and reduced-price meals. As a minimum these policies andprocedures shall:

(I) Include a clear indication of those officials delegated authority or dcsig-
lusted to determine which individual pupils are eligible fur free or reduced-price
meals under the established policy criteria.

(ii) Include criteria which. will give consideration to economic need as re-
fleeted by family income, including welfare payments. family size. and number
of chC1dren in the family.

(iii) Outline the procedural steps to be followed by designated officials in
making the individual determinations and in providing the free or reduced-price
wain In a manner to avoid overt identification to their peers of pupils receivingsuch meals.

(iv) Provide that the twines of pupils determined to be eligible for free or
reduced-price meals will not be published, posted. or announced in any manner
to other children and that such pupils will not be required, As a Condition of
Receiving Such Meals, to: use a. separate lunchroom; go through a separate serv-
ing line; enter the lunchroom through a separate entrance; cat lunch at a differ-
ent time from paying pupils; work for their meals; use a different medium of
exchange in the lunchroom than used by paying pupils; or cat a different meal
than palling pupils.

(r) Include is provision for appeal from decisions in individual cases.
(vi) Provide for a system of collecting payments from paying pupils and ac-counting for free or reduced-price meals in a manner which will protect the

anonymity of thc pupils receiving free or reduced-price meats in the lunchroom,
classroom, or other environ of the attendance unit.

RICHARD B. EATON,
assistant Superintendent, Business Services.

JAMES M. HEMPHILL,
Supervisor, Food Services.
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PERMANENT INJUNCTIOX

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN
DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Civ. S -1330

(Original Filed Feb. 27, 1970)

Slt Aw. Jos Ern Stt Aw. DONALD SIIAW. ANNA MARIE SHAW. RICKEY SIIAW.
HOWARD SHAW. Mixon CitiLmtnx Tintotmil Timis MoTHER AND GENERAL.
GUARDIAN. BILLIE SHAw ; ALTA RAE BATEMAN: LINDA IIELI.DERG. DENNIS
HELLIIERG. GLEN HELLDERG. CAROL. IIELLIIERG, MINOR CHILDREN THROUGH THEIR
MOTHER AND GENERAL. GUARDIAN ALTA RAE BATEMAN. INDIVIDUALLY AND ON
BEHALF OF A CLAss OF SIMILARLY SITUATED PERSONS, PLAINTIFFS

GovERNINO BOARD or THE MoDESTo env SCHOOL DISTRICT ANTI Monnsro Illali
Scitoot. Dtsriuvr: CLIFFORD M. HARDIN. SECRETARY of THE UNITED STATES
Anratt:Nr OF AGRICULTURE; Roy W. LENNAIITSON, ADMINISTRATOR. CONSUMER
rOoD AND :MARKETING SERVICE. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT or AGRICULTURE:
CHARLES M. ERNST. DIRECTOR, WESTERN DISTRICT. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF AolUcuLTURE: GEoRsE RANDALL, DIREcIOR, Foot) PROGRAM SERVICES; WEST
ERN DISTRICT. UNITER STATES DEPARTMENT "'V AGRICULTURE. DEFENIINTS

PERMANENT INJUNCTION

The above matter came on for trial on .Tanuary 22. 1970, and the parties having
presented the testimony of witnesses, evhibits, uthdavits. and other documents,
old the court having considered the evidence. memoranda of points and au-
thorities, and arguments of counsel, the court makes the following findings of
fact and conclusions of law :

FINDINGS OF PACT

1. The Modesto City School District and the Moi,esto High School District
have participated in the National School Lunch Program since 1967.

2. On August 25. 1969. the Governing Board of the Modesto City School District
and Modesto High School District (hereinafter referred to as the "School
Board") proposed to adopt an eligibility standard which limited automatic par-
ticipation in the free and reduced price lunch program to those children who
came from families with an income at or below eighty per cent (80%) of the
Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) poverty level. Provision was also made
for participation by other children from families with an income above the eighty
per cent (80%) level under certain circumstanees and upon special applications.

3. In adopting the eighty per cent (80%) OEO standard, the School Board
based its determination on the ability of the District to finance the free lunch
program and did not make a determination of children unable to pay the full
cost of a lunch,

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Section 0 of the National School Lunch Act. 42 U.S.C. § 1758. requires a
school board to make a determination of children who are unable to afford the
full cost of a lunch in order to participate in the National School Lunch Program.

2. Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act further requires as a condition
of participation that the determination of children who are unable to afford
the fell cost of a lunch must be made solely on the basis of a child's ability to pay
for a lunch and without regard to any limit on the number of free or reduced rate
lunches to be served.

3. Regulations issued by the Secretary of the United States Department of
Agriculture pursuant to the National School Lunch Act require that the de-
terminatiqq of children who are tumble to afford a lunch must be based on an
eligibility criteria which sets forth the income level below which children will
be eligible ;or a free or reduced price lunch.

4. In adopting such an eligibility criteria the school board. under the reguia-
tions issued by the Secretary of the United States Department of Agriculture.
must con: bier family income, family size, and the number of children in school.

42-178 (1-70--in. 2-12
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5. Section 9 of the National School Lunch .10 requires :is a cconlition of par-ticipation in the Notional Sehool Lunch Program that a school board must pro.
vide free or reduced price lunches to all children alto are determined to be altIto afford the full east of a lunch.

IT IN III:HEDY ORDERED that as a eonditiou of participation in the .sehool lunch
program under the National School Lunch Act the 1:oerning Board of the 3Iodesto(*By School District and Digit School District. awl its toilieers. agents. servants.
employees. and attorneys. and all persons in active t-onvert or participation with
it. except the State of California and the federal defendants named herein. be.
and are hereby. enjoined from :

1. Failing or refusing to adopt an eligibility standard which is based on ml
determination of children in the district who are unable to afford the fullcost of a lunch.

2. Failing or refusing to make sue!' a determination in term, of au
eligibility "riterion witieh includes. but need not be limited to. considerationof ineonte. family size. and the number of children in school.

3. Determining eligibility for participat .111 in the free lunch program by
considering the ability of the District to finance the fret- or reduced pricelunch program.

4. Failing or refusing to provide a free or reduced price lintel' to children
whose family income is below the 1969 poverty level as determined by the
Office of Economic Opportunity until suelt time as the Board complies fully
with the provisions of this order set nut above.

:MEMORANDUM ()PINION

IN TIIE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COVIrl' FOR THE EASTERN
DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Pit's 5-1336

(Original filed 3Iar. 6.19701

BILLIE SnAw. Josiirn SnAw. Dox.n.o SnAw. ANNA NIARit: Slimy. RicHr.v SttAw.DowAno SnAw. 311son Cintinuix Ttlsocon Timis 31ovinat Iti:x1-01.0.tk:AnniAs. StiAw ALTA RAE I/ ATEM AN ; LINDA 111:1.1.1SFAD:. DES N IS
I IF:LIM:KG. CAROL I IF:UHF:1W. Alt:von CintowN Ttittoutnt Tit KIR MOT HER AND
GENERAL GrAinnAN ALTA ItAt: BATEMAN. INnivinuAti.v AND OS BEII ALF OF A
CLASS OF SIMILARLY S FM F:1) PERSONS. PLAINTIFFS

v.

Goyim:MG BoAnn OF THE MODESTO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MODESTO HIGHSC I I00 I. DIS'ntICT : CLIFFORD M. HARDIN. SECRETARY OF THE UNITED STATES
DEPA RTMF:NT OF AGRICULTURE; ROY W. 14:s sAirrsos, An MINI STRATOR, CON-
SMER FOOD A SD 'MARKETING SERVICE. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-rt RF: : CHARLES M. ERNST. DIRECTOR, WEsT Fat N DISTRICT. I SITED ST 1°'E.i
IIIcAiTMMENT OE AGRICULTURE. GEORGE RA NDALL. DutEcron. Foot) PROGRAM
8 FaiVICF:S. 'IV ESTERS DISTRICT. Irx IT E:D STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
DEEF:N DENTS

MEMORANDUM OPINION

This case is concerned with interpretation of one sentence in Section 9 of theNational School Lunch Act
"Such meals shall he served ithout cost or at a reduced cost to children who

are determined by local school authorities to be unable to pay the full cost of timelunch." 42 U.S.('.A. §1768 (1969).
The plaintiffs in this class action are families with children attending Modesto

City Schools. The Modesto City ,SeltoaDistriet and the ModeSto City School Dig-Dirt and the Modesto Digit School District have participated in the National
School Lunch Program since 1997. Plaintiffs sought 'to enjoin the implementation
of the School Board's proposed 1969-70 free lunch eligibility standards and toreonire. as a condition or continued participation in the Act's school lunch pro-gram, adoption of a standard "based on a determination of children in the districtwho are unable to afford the full cost of a lunch." The precise legal issue involved
is whether, under the Act, a school board may base its free lunch eligibility stand-
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arts upon the amount of money it wishes to c t to the program. The defend-
ant School Board argues that it may. Plaintiffs argue that eligibility lined be
based upon a child's ability to afford the cost of a lunch without regard to the
total expenditures which may resift.

During the summer of 1969 the Modesto School Board held a series of meetings
at which it formulated plans for (Tenni .. of the district's sel 11 lunch program
in the 196 4 sellout year. The evidence undiputpd that it :Malty derided to
adopt ail automatic eligibilitY standard for free lunches designed to rest riet pa rti-
ilhir to .1(N) children. Taking into Account the f Is available and the cost of

providing free lunches. the Board estimated that it could afford to supply only .196
lunches Per day. The Board first set its eligibility standard at a family ineoun
level of 11N1% of the 11169 poverty level as determined by the Other of Economic
Opportunity (DEO). It later lowered this to .,:11% of the DEO poverty level tvhen
ealodations disclosed that the 100% figure would qualify too ninny children. The
Board also provided for participar by other children from families with all
jaraMe above the SO% level under eertain air stances and upon special
appl ica I ion.

Before the Board could finally adopt this program, plaintiffs brought this suit.
This court issued a preliminary injuneti lll on September 24. 1069, enjoining the
Board from adopting or impitment ing its proposed 1969-70 plan and requiring it to
adtainister its sellout lunch program according to the 196S-119 plan until decision
of this case.

I have concluded that the School Boanrs artions in formulating its proposed
196940 eligibility standards eontra vetted the National School Lunch Act. C011fZe-
quern ly. at the conclusion of the trial in this ease. 1 issued permanent injunction
requiring. as a condition to further partieipar in the school Much program
under the Act, that the School Board adopt an eligibility standard in conformity
with the Art as will be hereinafter described.

A complete explanation of the complex workings of the Act k not essential to
this opinion? The relevant retails are as follows. Federal aid to local schools
participating in the program is eh: Sled through the states' and consists of
commodities and rash grams. The Department of Agriculture provides commodi-
ties her section It of the School Lunch Act (section Ii commodities)? under sec-
tion 32 of Piddle Law 320. 74th Cong. (section 32 cm llllll )(Mit-Wand under section
416 of the Agriculture Act of 1949 (section 416 co odities).' The ro tides
are free to Inca) schools except for a al handling charge. There are two
types: of cosh grantssealled "special assistance llllll wy" (describing infra) and
section 4 tonn e}.' This section money is disbursed on the basis of so much for
every lunch served in the district. Modesto schools plan-101y receive four cents
per lunch served whether it is a fret reduced price or fully paid lunch. The effect
of the receipt of the rommodities ale; section 4 money is to mince the cost to the
school of every 1 11 served. The st hop)! meets the reran:. g cost of each lunch by
collecting it front the student who can afford to pay for it or by appropriating a
combination of school budget funds and -special assistann- for students
nimble to pay.

In 19112 Congress inaugurated the s.)-ealled "special assistance" appropriations
to help "schools drawing athndanee frIsin :areas in %Oddi poor economic condi-
tions exist" meet the requirement of !providing free or reduced price lunches to
those unable for pay the full cost.' in 196S-09 Modesto Schools received $21.524
of this special assistance money to pay the cost of serving free and reduced price
lutwhes. The School Board spent in addition S11,000 of its money for this purpose.

The evidence indicated that the average east of every lunch served by the
Modesto district. including all overhead and adn l i ll istrativp expenses, is lift y-six
cents (fair market value). This includes two cents worth of section B commodi-
ties and ten rents worth of section 32 and section 416 commodities. Deducting in
addition to the c titles the four rents ib section 4 money received for every
lunch. the remaining cost to the stylus)l is forty cents for each lunch served. That
is the average prier of a lunch to the stmhnt who pays. For each free lunch

'see Briggs v. Kerrigan. --- P. Sapp. Masco 1969) (M. No. 69-747-0.
Derrinlirr 11. 1969). for a more complete disension of the operation of the National School
Lunch Art.

In California the program Is administered by the Department of Education.
42 1'.6.C.A. I 1731 (1969).

' 161^_1' (1964).
7 U.S.C.A. 41431 (1969).

6 42 ti.S.C.A. 4 1733 (1969).
42 U.S.C.A. 11759a (1069).
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served the school lutist defray the forty cent cost." The special assistance money
is provided for this pureog. Although the special assistaure money is allocated
initially on a lump sum basis. a school district may not receive more than twenty-
five cents per lunch. That weans that each free lunch served by Modesto Schools
would cost the schools a minimum of fifteen cents and more depending upon the
number of free Innehes served and the amount of special assistance 11 lllll ey re-
ceived. There are three ways to meet this additional cost of free bindles: (1)
Increase the privy charged for lunettes over cost sufficient to meet the.additional
mst of free lunches, t 2) Appropriate money from the general school budget. orCI) .'t combinati of these two. Modesto schools employed the second becausethey felt the first was illegal.. Department of Agrieultitre official testified that
the first alterative was not illegal, and I know of nothing in the statute of the
regulations which would proscribe it.

In preparing its plan for oerati of the 1969-71) lunch program. the Board
expected $22.000 in special assistance money. It allocated an additional $7.9(K)of district ran and calculated how many free lunches it timid provide withthis amount. The estimate was -11K) lunches per day. The Board then set its
eligibility requirements to meet its estimate. The plaintiffs contend that the
statute does not permit the Board to consider available funds in determining eli-gibility. In their view the statute requires the Boanl to set eligibility require-
ments in terms of need alone: the Board most then finance however unmy freelunches result. regardless of total cost, if the district continues in the federallunch ',migrant.

My decision in plaintiffs' favor is primarily based upon the plain meaning of
the statutory language. Where the meaning of a statute is plain. it mast be
obeyed. regardiess.of the inconvenience this may cause. United States v. Fisher.
2 Cannel (U.S.) 3-IS. 2 L. Ed. 132 (ISML AM. as Mr. Justiee Holmes put it in
Itoschcn v. Ward. 279 I.S. 337. 33!) 11925) : "rfihere is no call l against using
common sense in coustruim laws as saying what they obviously nwan." Section 9says:

"Such meals shall be served wit' t cost or at a reduced cost to eel ildreu Who
are determined IT bwal school authorities to be unable to my the full cost of theMuch." 42 1175.5 (1969).

The vagueness in the statute arises fr the absence of criteria IT which the
school authorities are to determine who the needy children are: however. it is
clear to me the statute mandates that the sehool authorities make a determination
of which children are unable to pay. not how many children the school canafford to feed.

It is possible that in determining who is unable to pay. the School Board could
have reached the same result by ronchuling that only children from families with
incomes below SO% of the 1969 0E0 poverty level could not pay the full cost
of a lunch. But the Board utade no determination of which children were unable
to pay; its determination was based on how much the schools could afford to pay.
That was where the determination was faulty and unareeptable under the Act.While there is nothing to indicate that the School Board was not acting in
utmost good faith, it did not comply with the Act. and I must set aside
eligibility standards.

If. as the School Board argues. Congress did nut intend that local school ex-
penditures for free and minced prier lunches be unlimited. some indication ofthis should be expressed elsewhere in the statute. But it is nowhere stated that
there should be a limitation on local school money in the school lunch program.
The legislative history and the 1962 special assistance amendment indicate just
the opposite. The committee hearings indicate that Congress expected local au-thorities to contribute their far share.' The special assistance appropriations
inaugurated in 1962. which were specifically designed to help poor districts meet
the cost of providing free or redueed price lunches. is clear evidence to me Con-
gress intended local schools to insure that all needy children received lunches.'"

',The Act speaks of "reduced cost" lunches. 42 11.S.C.A, I 1758 (1969), roe ease ofadministration Modesto schools do toot twinkle redurd cost lunches as such to students hnmould be eligible for a reduction in price. Instead they provide:. many free lonehes for eachone purchased by the student depending on need. This has the effect of providing relines]
cost 1111101PS without the additional atintinistra tire effort necessary to glve various studentsdifferent reductions on the cost of each lunch, So for the purposes of this It isonly necessary to think In terms of free lunches provided by the schools,'Hearings ott S. 1S20, 1824, "Assls.tance to States tor tiehool-Imovit Programs.' 75th
Cong.. 2d Ness., May 2-5. 1944. at 25-26, 47 and 63. Hearings on MR. 2673, 3370, "Minotprogram." 79th Cong.. 1st SesS. March 23-141:ty 24, 1945 Mouse Agriculture Committee)at 21.79 and 103.

"'sec 42 U.S.C.A. 11759a (1969).
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The unfortunate part of the legislative scheme is that poorer districts. who are
least are aide to hear the added cost of providing free lunches. are precisely the
ours required to provide the most free lunches. But until Congress alters its
legislative scheme. I am bound to enforce it as written.

Since the federal school lunch program is purely voluntary. a school district
which feels it eannot afford to meet the requirement of providing free lunches is
rri to drop out. So long as it chooses to participate. however, the district must
emnply fully with the terms of the Act.

Upon conclusion of the trial of this ease. I issued a permanent injunction im-
plmenting my ruling. Its terms are set out in the Margin."

THOMAS 3. llacERIDE.
United States District Judge.

ATFENDNCE STATISTICS--MODFSTO

MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS COMPENSATORY EDUCATIONAFDC CASES

Total
enrollment

Number ot
children on

AFDC Percentage

ELEMENTARY
Shacketord ' . .... . .. ...... _ .. 500 226 45.2
Marshall - Robertson Road '... . _ .. .. ._ ......... _ ... 822 V:16 37.2
Bret Harte I 486 le 34.8
Orville Wright'.. - 404 in 31.7

Washington g.... _ 358 113 31.6
Tuolumne'... . 430 134 31.2

Franklin'. 578 118 20.4

Total_ 3,578 1.194Burbank.. . 583 107 18.4

Fairview... .. ... . . In 43 17.3
. . 367 53 14.4

Yawn 311 36 10.0

Sutter 357 35 9.8
Garrison__ ...... ............... _ ... 692 45 6.5
Beard ....... . .... 653 39 6.0
Elitists.. .. . .... . 619 30 4.6

fasten 458 21 1.6
Jon Moh w .. 17 1.0
Fremont 714228 76 3.6

Everett 612 14 2.3

Rose Avenue.... . . 501 5 LO

Total. 6,624 471

Combined total. target plus nontarget schools... 10.202 1.665 -

JUNIOR HIGH
Mark Twain g... . .... ...... . .... ......... .. .... 991 239 24.1

La Loma 858 n 9.1

Roosevelt.. . _ . 846 26 3.1

Combined total. target plus nontarget schools... ... 2.695 343 . . .....
HIGH SCHOOL

Modesto High Schooi R. .. .......... ....... ....... .. .. 2.138 376 17.6
7.347 161 6.9

Davis High School.. . . ........... ... 2.246 70 3.1

Combined total, target plus nontarget schools__ . ..... 6,731 607 ..... .

Target school.

IT is linen* ORDARED thnt ns n condition of pnrticlpntion In the school lunch program
under the NntIonnt School Lunch Act the Governing Bonn) of the Modesto City School Dis-
trict and nigh Seaool District. nnd its officers, ngents. servnnte. employees, and attorneys.
and all persons in notice concert or pnrticipntion with It. except the State of California
n nil the fdern1 defentInnts nnmed herein, he. nnd nre hereby enjoined from :

1. Fulling or refusing to 'Wont on eligibility stnndard which in belied n determi-
nation of children in the 'Usti-let who nre unnbie to niford the full cost ot it lunch.

2. Failing or refusing to mnke such n determInntion in terms of nn eligibility criterion
which includes. but need not he limited to, considerntion of income, family size and
the number of children In school.

3. Determining eligibility for pnrtiriontion in the free lunch program by considering
the nhIlIty of the District to finnnce the free or reduced price lunch program.

4. kilning or refusing to provide n free or reduced Price lunch to chtdren wham
family income is below the 2960 poverty level as determined by the Office of Economic
Opportunity until such time as the Board complies fully with the provisions of this
order set out above.
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ATENDANCE

MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS COMPENSATORY EDUCATIONAFDC CASESContinued

JAN. 24. 1969. DATA

Total
enrollment

Number of
children on

AFDC Percentage

ELEMENTARY
Bret Harter 400 196 49.0Shackelford r 470 191 40.6Orville Wright r 430 122 28.4&Izabal! i. 700 198 28.3Robertson Road r 428 113 26.4Washington I. 315 78 24.8Franklin 1. 584 138 23.6

Total._.__ 3.327 1.036 .. ....
.7.

Fairview.. 372 86 23.1Wilson. 407 82 20. ITuolumne ..... 445 85 19. IBurbank. 494 90 18.2Sutter 362 42 11.6John Muir. 497 45 9.1Osten._ 411 31 7,5Beard 570 40 7.0Garrison... ..... . 604 40 6.6El Vista. 580 38 6.6Fremont 630 31 4.9Everett 675 16 2.4Rose Avenue 594 8 1.3

Total 6.641 634

Combine,' total target plus nontarget schools.... ........ 9.968 1,670

JUNIOR HIGH
Mark Twain 858 153 17.8laloma 881 42 4.8Roosevelt. 828 19 2.3

Combiaed total. target plus nontarget schools. 2,567 214

HIGH SCHOOL
Modesto High School i 2,088 437 20.9Downey High School.. 2.482 129 5.2Davis High School 2.293 97 4.2

Combined total, target plus nontarget schools 6.863 663

t Target school.
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FREE LUNCH REPORT AS OF FEB. 3. 1970

School

Children
approved Partial Denied

Beard 15

Bret Harte 39
1

22

Burbank 15 1 100

Everett 0

Et Vista 2 1

Ensten 7 2

Fairview 20 2

Franklin 29 2 7

Fremont 5 3

Garrison 0 5

Marshall 29 1 10

Muir 2 0

Rose Avenue. 0 0

Robertson Road 54 1 32

Shackelford 2 1 10

Sutter
3

Tuolumne 3 0

Washington I 3

O. Wright 2 1 8

Mask Twain I 5

La Loma I 9

Roosevelt
0

Davis 0

Downey
0

Modesto
9

Total 35 128 146

Note: Does not include emergencies; dots not include earned kindles.

These figures represent action taken by the Supervisor of Attendance during
the period from December 12. 1969, to February 3, 1970. Approvals sire in effect
to March 13, 1970, at the latest. This does not represent the number of children
eating free lunches at any given school because of bussing and different grade
levels. It represents applications taken from the school.
Children approved full tune 350
Children approved part time 128

Total children approved 478
Provided by committee

Children served free lunches 496

I 'STA PROPOSED REGULATION REQUIRING STATE ELIGIBILITY STANDARD

(FNS(eN) Instruction 782-3, Rev. 2)
U.S. DEP.. AT MEN T OF AGRICULTURE,

FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE,
Washington, D.C.

(Action by regional offices, State agencies)

PROCEDURES AND STANDARDS FOR DETERMIN ING ELIGIBILITY FOR FREE AND REDUCED
PRICE LUNCHES AND OTHER MEALS

I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this Instruction is to strengthen and expand the enforcement
and monitoring of the requirements of Public Notice, Determining Eligibility
for Free stud Reduced Price Lunches and Other Meals, (hereafter referred to
as the Notice).

II. ACTION BY STATE A0iNCIES AND REGIONAL OFFICES

A. The State Agencies and Regiontd Offices should continue to work with the
school food authorities and service institutions to see that each has an acceptable
policy for determining eligibility of children for free and reduced price meals,
and to establish the mechanics of implementing, in u satisfactory manner, the pro-
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visions of that poliey. An acceptable policy is defined as one which meets the
minimum requirements set forth in this Instruction.

B. Each State Agency and Regional Office shall develop and issue, in consulta-
tion, a family size-income scale or scales which shall be the minimum criteria to
be used by school food authorities and service institutions in. the Slat: for deter-
mining eligibility for free and reduced price meals. Such scale(s) &tall be of uni-
form applicability througl t the State except to the extent that variations are
justified by varying economic conditions within the State. Such .scale(s) must be
reasonably related to the economic conditions within the State and must be ap-
proved by the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS). In States where the Regional
Office administers the program in nonprofit private schools or service institutions,
identical scales for both piddle and private participants must be developed jointly
by the :rpm Drink, State Agency and Regional Office.

C. The SI e Ageney or Regional Office shall not accept a school or service in-
stitution policy which does not include au income scale which as a minimum
meets the FNS approved family size-income standards released by the State
Agency or Regional Office.

III. ACTION BY SCHOOLS AND SERVICE INSTITUTIONS

Each school food authority and service institution must file a statement con-
taining the minimum requirements outlined in Section IV and V, below. How-
ever, boarding schools which by their very nature must deed all students, or day
schools and institut' which as a standing poliey serve meals to the entire en-
rollment either beeause meal service is included in the tuition or they have suffi-
cient outside income to permit meal service to the entire enrollment, need not file
a statement.

IV. :MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR POLICY STATEMENTS

(Hach policy statement must contain :
A. The title of the local officials (s) designated to determine which children

are eligible.
B. A. family size-ineome scale which will be used to determine eligibility

for free or reduced price meals. This scale must meet the minimum standards
released by the State Agency or Regional Office as set forth in Section II B
of this Instruction and must include family income and number of persons
in the family unit.

(Further, in determining au individual's eligibility the determining official
should take into account such factors as:

3. Number of children in family attending school.
3. Illness in family.
3. (Unusual expenses.
4. Seasonal unemployment.

Reduced price meals will enable the school to provide lunches to a larger number
of children when funds arc limited. Schools with limited funds should serve
free meals to the neediest children and reduced pricc meals to those who arc
less needy.

(When reduced price as well as free meals are made available, income levels
must be developed for (siell category. Reduced prie.! meals must be in line with
the definition set forth in FANS(SL) Instruction 732-1, Rev-I, Reporting of Free
and Reduced I'riee Lunches and Other Meals.

C. The title and address of the official (s) to whom appeal can be made. An
official other than the one making the original determination must be desig-
nated.

D. A description of the methods) used to collect payments from paying
children and to account for free and reduced price meals. Such methods must
protect the anonymity of the children receiving free and reduced price meals.

K The following supporting data :
1. A eor- f the proposed release to the informational media.
2. A copy .4 the letter to be sent home to parents.
3. A listing of the local welfare and private charitable agencies to

be notified of the I:hool's or service institution's tree and reduced price
policy.

4. Copy of the application form for free and reduced price meals.
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v,. REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPPORTING DATA (PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT AND APPLICATION
FORM)

A. Public announcement :
1. The public announcement must be made at least twice a year, at the

beginning of the school year and at mid-term, through the information media
and by letters home to parents.

2. The public announcement must contain, as a minimum :
a. Information on how to apply.
b. The family size-income scale to be used.
c. Information on where the entirepolicy can be reviewed.

3. In addition, school food authorities and service institutions must notify
iocal welfare departments, private charitable agencies, and zomuamity action
agencies providing service within the area or school district, of the policies
and criteria relating to free and reduced price meals.

B. The application form:
1. Must provide for simple statements of family income, family size, and

hardship factors.
2. Is to be used either by the individual applicant or to be filled out by the

school as a record of application and action taken.

VI. EVALUATING PERFORMANCE( OF SCHOOL FOOD AUTHORITIES AND SERVICE
INSTITUTIONS UNDER REQUIREMENTS OF THE NOTICE

A. State Agencies and Regional Offices shall review and evaluate the imple-
mentation of the accepted policy statement during the course of administrative
reviews.

B. Prior to renewal of a school authority's or service institution's agreement
at beginning of each fiscal year, the State Agencies or Regional Offices shall
obtain assurance that the policy statement on file is still applicable to the current
times and economic conditions and that the public announcement for the current
period has been released. The policy statement should be amended or revised as
needed.

VII. EFFECTIVE DATE

A. They must supply schools and service institutions under their jurisdiction
with a copy of the approved scale (s) by June 30,1970.

B. Scletols and service institutions must have an acceptable policy statement
on file in the State Agency or Regional Office, where applicable, at least two
weeks prior to the service of meals for which reimbursement will be claimed
under the National School Lunch, School Breakfast, or Special Food Service
Programs.

Administrator.

STATEMENT OF ORVILLE FREEMAN

CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY OF . 1ILLE L. FREEMAN

Generally speaking, there has been a refusal by the States and localities to
comply with the law which says very clearly that the poor kid should get a free
lunch. The law also says that who are poor kids will be determined by the local
authorities. So, they make their determination and they say that this is a relative
term. If we take limited funds and give a lunch free to the poorest kid, we will
have to take it away from the other kids and therefore we are just going to spread
it and make it available to everyone equally. Very frankly, we have not been able
to do anything about it. We have been cajoling and working and urging, trying
to get them to live up to the law.

Hearing before Committee on }Attention and Labor, House of Representatives,
90th Cong., 2nd Session on P.R. 17144, H.R. 17145, H.R. 17146, H.R. 17872,
H.R. 17873 and Various Bills .o Establish a Commission on Hunger, Testimony
of Orville L. Freeman, May 22, 1968, p. 173.
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POLICY STATEMENT OF CALIFORNIA WELFARE DEPARTMENT ON
FREE LUNCHES

CIRCULAR LETTER No. 1422 (AFDC), CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE,
NOVEMBER, 5, 1963

To: County welfare departments.
Subject Use of National School Lunch Program for ,Aid to Families With De-

pendent Children (AFDC) Families.
The Stat,! Department of Education has brought to our attention the avail-ability of the National School Lunch Program as a resource for children in fami-

lies receiving public assistance. The National School Lunch Progr is a federal
grant and aio program established for the dual purpose of to provide
nutritious lunches for children at sGtool and providing increased outlets for agri-cultural food products. The regulation governing this program provides that
lunch shall be provided free or at a reduced charge to those children unable to
pay full cost. Determination of need is a responsibility of the governing Boardof the local school district.

We are currently working with Mr. Hemphill, Supervisor of the School Lunch
Program in the State Department of Education, in developing some guide lines
which will be helpful to local districts in their determination of need.

In the meantime, I am calling to your attention the possibility of free school
lunches to children in families receiving AFDC. Regulation C-211 and Regulation
C-212.3 B relate to this program as a possible resource. The amount allowed
for food in the Cost Schedule does not provide for purchase of lunches but is
based on a minimum food budget for meals prepared at home. Therefore, children
could be considered eligible for free school lunches without any deduction made
from the grant under the regulations cited above.

As stated above, the determination of which children are needy and therefore
eligible for free lunches through the National School Lunch Program, is made
by the governing Board of local school districts. I-would suggest, therefore, that
you discuss this with your local school officials to determine if children receiving
AFDC or General Relief could receive school lunches free.

If you find any difficulty in working this out in your local school district, will
you get this information to your area office so we may discuss this with the
Department of Education.

NEED SCHEDULE OF CALIFORNIA WELFARE DEF 2TMENT

AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN : COST SCITEDL LE FOR FAMILY
BUDGET UNITS

(State of California Department of Social WelfareIssued April 1968; priced
October 1967)

THE CODED COST SCHEDULE

"Family Composition" as used in the Coded Cost Schedule tables consists ofthe groupings and arrangements illustrated below. The number of family :tm-
bers in each box determines the four digit code.

o FEMALE 13 years and over and
Incapacitated Adult Male

MALE 13 years and over

o Children 7 through 12 years

0
i

Infant through 6 years
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"Amounts" shown in the Coded Cost Schedule tables represent the combined
total of allowances for the following items: Food, Clothing, Personal Needs, Rec-
reation, Transportation, Household Operations, Education and Incidentals, Utili-
ties, Housing, Intermittent Needs.

PARTICIPATION BASE

A. Children living
°tiler relative:
Number of children :

with one parent or

Amount

B. Children living with two eligible
parents:

Number of children : Amount
1 $148 1 $166
9 172 9 191
3 221 3 239
4 263 4 282
5 300 5 318
6 330 6 349
7 35 7 373
S 373 8 392
9 3S6 9 404

10 392 10 411
11 399 11 417
12 405 12 424
13 412 13 430
14 418 14 37
13 424 15 443

Plus $6 for each additional child
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EXCEPTIONS

THE AFDC CODED COST SCHEDULE which follows is designed to include coded allowances
for families which are composed of up to 10 persons and which do not include more
than 5 persons in any one of the four age groups. If either of these conditions
is not met the following procedure is to be followed: INDIVIDUAL ALLOWANCES

A. For families with more than ten persons in the

Family Budget Unit (F.B.U.) OR with more than
five parsons in any age group.

I. Step I: Find the appropriate code in the
schedule for a ten person family budget unit
OR for five persons in a given age group.

Step 2: Add to it the following amount(s)
based on the age6) of the additional person(s)

B. FAMILY BUDGET UNIT AMOUNTS TO BE ADDED TO THE ABOVE

I. For family with pregnant mother add

2. For families with more than 10
in the Family Budget Unit.
One additional person $ 3.30
Two,additional persons 8.60
Three " " 11.90
Four " I I 16.20
Five . 19.50
Six I I " I 23.80

EXAMPLES

MORE THAN 10

..
C I
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V u
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m o
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$43.70 $49.75$39.10 $28.55

$20.00 to total budget.

3. For families with-more than 5
in any age group.
Sixth person in F.B.U. $10.35
Seventh " 3.40
Eighth " .. 8.15
Ninth " 3.10
Tenth " I I 8.40
Eleventh " .. 3.30
Twelfth " .. 5.30
Thirteenth 6 over " 3.30

each

I N F. B. U.

If the total family is 12 persons

For the "group allowance" refer to the
coded cost schedule

Refer to "A" above for individual allowances
for additional persons

Refer to "B" above for F.B.U. allowances for
additional persons

5 5 0 0 . $583.0D

1

I-
39.10

28.55

(2 persons) 8.60
TOTAL ALLOWANCE $659.25

MORE THAN 5 IN ANY AGE GROUP

If the family composition is

For the "group allowance" refer to the
coded cost schedule

Refer to "A" above for individual allowances
for additional persons

; 7 1 l 1 1

5 1 1

2 (Co $43.70)

I - $440.00

87.40

Refer to "8" above for F.B.U. allowances for ( 9th pers $3.10 )
total persons in the F 8 U (10th pers. 8.40 ) " 11.50

TOTAL ALLOWANCE $538.90
Food Pricing Group 2

-4- Stanlslaus County
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CHILDREN LIVING IN FAMILY GROUPS
ITEMIZED COST SCHEDULE - MONTHLY ALLOWANCE

AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN

AGE GROUPS
INDIVIDUAL ALLOWINCES PER MONDI

CLOTHING
NEEDS

AECREA-
TION

TRANSP04-
TATION

Toms

FEMALE 13 years
and over and
iniapac1tated
Adult Hale $27.70 $10.85 $2.14 $1.75 $1.00 $320

/OLE 13 years
and over

'

32.55
'

22.65 2.35 __ 2.00 - ;Am- a3.75

CHILD .7 through
12 years 26.30- 90 1.60 .50 1.00 35.10

INFANT and CHILD-
1 through 6 years 13.3o 645 0 1:00 26.53

MONTHLY ALLOWANCES FOR EMILY 8UOET UNIT

F: 6. U. SIZE= I 2 ; 4 5 6 7 10

HOUSEHOLD

OPERATIONS
0
-

$ .00 $ 11.05 $ 8.35 $11.30 $12.55 114.20 115.3o Il 17.35 $ 13.10 $ 21.50

EDUCATION and
INCIDENTALS 1.75 2.00- 2.25 2.50 2.75 .3.00 1.26 3.50 3.55 0.00

UTILITIES**
_ 12.25 I 12.50 i3.15 13.40 13.60

----7- i
13.05 113.55

1

10.10 10.10 10.10

HOUSING 35.00 35.00 110.00 45.00 141.00 55.00- 56.00 61.00 62.00 67.00

INTERMITTENT
NEEOS 1.55 2.50 3.25 4.00 4.25 5.91 6.25- 7.00 _7.75 8.50

TOTALS $58.75 $6*.115 $67.6o $70.20 381.62.05 195.35 $103.55 $106.70 $115.10

*Uhen computing i fami ly's needs fro, -this schedule -an- adjustment of -ID percent of
food allowances is to be added for -families of one-end-two-persons.

**Lighting; appliances, refrigeration; cooking._water. heating; space heating;
water; garbage removal; sewer charge,

Food Pricing Group 2 .

-9- StfnislausCounty

42 -776 0. 70 pt.2 13
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CHILDREN,L,VING IN FAMILY GROUPS
ITEMIZED COST SCHEDULE - WEEKLY MD SEMIMONTHLY ALLOWANCES

AID TO FAMILIESW1TH DEPENDENT CH I LOREN -

I N 0 1 VIDUAL ALLOWANCES

-AGE GROUPS
ALLOWANCES PER KE1 ALLOWANCES SEMIMONTHLY.

*F000* MIAtwig TOTAL FOOD
OW=9iialig. TOTAL

FEMLE 13 years
and over and
I ncapac, toted
Adult $6.40 3340 $10.10 $19.85

_

$8.00 321.85

MALE -i3 years
and over

T.50 3.95 11.45 16.30 8.60 24.90

CHILD 7 through
12- year i COS 2.95 - 5.00 13.15 6.110

.

19.55
INFANT and CHILD
I through 6 years 11.60 2.00 C.60

I

I

i 9.95

_

4.90 14.25,

WEEKLY ALLOWANCES FOR FAHILY-BUDGET:UNITZ__

F. 8.U. Sin
3 7 10

HOUSEHOLD OPER.,
EDUL 6 111C10..and
INTERMITT NEEDS_ $ 2.20 8 2.90

.....
8 3.35 $ 4.10 $ 4.65' 3 5.35 $ 5.85 3 6.55 8 2.05 $ 7.85

UT IL IT IES *'-: 2.85 3.00 .3.05 3.10 3.13 3.20 3.20 3.25 3.25 3,25

HOUSING 8.55 9.00 9.25 10.85 11.10 12.70 12.90 14.10 14.30 15.45

TOTALS 313.60 $14.90 $15.65 318.05 $18.90 $21.25 $21.95 $23.90 6211.60 S26.55

SEMIMONTHLY ALLOWANCES- FOR FAMILY BUDGET.UNIT

.F.8.. _I 2 3 4 6 8- a

HOUSEHOLD OPER:.
EOUC,, 6. 1NCID.. and
INTEMITT. NEEDS 8 4.75 $ 6.30 8 2.20 $ 8,90 $10.00 $11.60 $12-20 $14.20 $15.30 $17.00

UTILITIES *== 6.10 6.45, 6.60 6.70 6.80 6.90 7.00 ,L7.05 7.05 7.05

DOUSING 18.50 19.50 20.00 , 23.50 24.00 27.50 28.00 30.50 31.00 33.50

TOTALS $29.35 $32.25 $33.80 $39.10 $40.80 $46.00 $47.70 $51.75 853.35 857.55

* When computing a family's needs from this schedule an adjustment of 10 percent of
food allowances is to be added for faMilies of one and two persons.

tra' Clothing, personal needs, recreation, transportation.
*** Lighting, appliances, refrigeration; cooking, water heating; space heating;

water; garbage removal; sewer charge.
Food Pricing Group 2
Stanislaus County

-10-
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CHILDREN LIVING WITH NON7NEEDTAELATIVES

A10 TO FAMILIES WIT{ OEPENDENT CHILDREN - MANUAL SECTION 44219

INDIVIDUAL ALLOWANCES PER MONTH
am

AGE GROUPS
FOOD CLOTHING PERSONAL 'RECREA- TRANSPOR-- TOTAL

NEEDS TION ,TAT1ON

FEmALE 13 through
20-years $27.70 $10.85 $2;40 $1.75 $1.00- $43.70

WALE '13 through
20 years 32.55 12.85 2.35- 1.00: 1:00: =49.75

CHILD -7 through
12-years 26.30 9.70 1.60 .50 -1.00- 59:10

A._

1NFANT-andCNILO"
1 through 6-years 19.90 6.75 .90 --

ADOITIONAL ALLOWANCES-

Number of
''Children

1 $18.75

2 33.05

3 4c.'n

49.80

5 52.30

6 56.70

7 59.15

8 . 63.45

9 65.85

30 70.50

Food Pricing Group 2
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DUFFY REPORT, CALIFORNIA- LEGISLATURE ON MALNUTRITION

CALIFORNIALiniaLATURE'AssEmBLY'oN"HEALTE &-WELFARE

Members of the Committee : GORDON- DUFFY, Chairman ; KEN Mac-
DONALD, Vice Chairman ;- Yvonne W. Brathwaite ; William Campbell ; Eugene
Chappie ;:Earle Crandall ; Mike Cullen ;. James,Hayes Tom-Hoin; John Miller ;
Kent ,Stacey; L. E:- Townsend; -HenrY-Watman-; Judea A. Lai:lei-Coordinator ;
Robert R.- Rosenberg, Consultant.

The Assembly -of the-State of California-:-Hon. -Robert T. Monagan, Speaker;
Hen. CluitleS-J. Conrad,-Speaker 'pro .TempOre; Hon. CraigW. Biddle, Majority
Floor Leader Hon:. Jesse M. -U nruh,_ Minority Floor Leader ; James -Di. Driscoll,
Chief-Clerk.

MALNUTRITION : -ONE -KEY TO -THE PoviiTY--olcciE

INTRODUCTION

[Witness :-._. . Lowerintelligence caused by poor child hoOd nutrition and corn;
pounded by= lower eanied by-other aspects of poverty results in adults=

-who are unemployable in a technological society: 'Because -uneraployable -adults
_are boUndIto be, poot_aaulte,--their ,children-Will-Ale-raiSed:in,hunger.find _poverty.
we -felif :that- the inirabir of 'fathilies struggling out of this -vicions-Cirele----br
whirlpool - of poverty -is failing:- Our nation,-conceited as a- haVen-of _equality Of
opportunity, is- in- grave danger=of creating a permanent caste of the poor.]

The keynote of this report is urgency.
The time luta joine -for_ the_,people, of California and- their -elected representa-

tires to -face fact _that enr:PreSentsbcifil-Welfa re policies. poverty.,
.

-perpetuate and aggravate-poverty.,
This happens becanSe-.Present Policy- fails- talitoteet 16*-ineolie children from

conditions -which breed future economic :dependeneY. This'report =focuses- oa--a-
Major- ebitaele to normal; healthy- child -develOpment-the-damaging effects of-

the,physical and mental-growth and - development of the_children
of low-income families.

There is substantial-evidence linking_ malnutriticimin- Children with =impaired
physical-and- mental- develminient:=There is- mounting evidenee that hundreds _of

_thmisands of California children live--In-familiei-whose-iticonieS-are so loiv that
maintaining .tin adequate diet is-a-daily Struggle, at-best precarioui and all too
often impossible:

There is _little new_ in_ these -findings. The-average citizen -knows that well-fed
---NNes_aadrfhipl=i=tlatztel==1444aipevn2ai2,those who are mat=

nourished.- e lb -heir persons
in Our society -who cannot afford adequate diets.

What the average citizen -may not krio* is the:great majority of California
children who are indangerr-of_becoming-_ victims of nialtintritionitte=dePendent
mainly= upon-public welfare-funds for subSistende. There_ are _more .1 han 750,000
children in California receiving Aid- to Farailiei with -Dependent Children
(AFDC). The_incomes of more than half of these_ children are arbitrarily-limited
by one state law to an amount-less than that defined by another State law as being
minimally adequate.

The contribUtion of new evidence on the -relationship _betvieen,poVerty,_ mal-
nutrition, and impaired child- development- lias- brought the inc_ onSiatency in
California's public welfare poliCY-toWard children into sharp focus. It has led this
committee to the conclusion that changes in-that policy are absolutely, and im-
mediatelymediately imperative.

The irony of persistent poverty in a nation iii_itifinent as the United States was
a constant theme of the .1960's. Equally.ironic haabe-enithe continued shortage of
skilled Manpower needed by our technological-society at a time when millions of
persons are unemployed.

)Obviotisli,; if 'we= could endow --,the unemployed: with -the skills needed to fill
available jobs,. many of our economic and social_ problems _Would be greatly re-
duced. It has become fashionable, therefore, to fault bur educational
for -failing to .train children in _the skills and abilities-required for participation
in a modern technological society.

Muchnf this criticism-of our educational institutions may he well- founded. We
know that educational attainments of many low,thconie people are below the

All comments enclosed in brackets in this repoit are from testimony presented 10
hearings before the committee.
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norm. We know that many people -would not be poor, or would be less poor, if
they had been better educated.

Unfortunately, it is oily recently that we have begun to invest to any-significant
-extent-imprograms deSigned to overcome obstacles to learning encountered by the
children -of low-income families, obstacles created -by the environment of poverty.

However, even-the most -sophistieated.and expensitic compensatory education
cannot restore a poor child's ability to compete intellectually -on equal-terms if
that child's potential for intellectual development has been irreversibly impaired
by ,nutInatrition.

If -it hi1S becomelashionable to criticize the :education system, it-has-become
almost--a ritual= to criticize the welfare system. There is -little:doubt that the
welfare system, as it- has grown haphazardlf over more than- thirty _Years, is
almost unmanageable- in_its tangle of arbitrary- rules- and regulations: _There is
little-doubt that the addition of- ''social services" to the welfare_SYSteni- in an
attempt to redfice or alleviate the probleMS associated -with life in poverty-has
produced little in the way_of_tatigible_reSilts.

Whether or not-the present faiiiilywelfare program, -AFDC, should be reformed
or replifeed: -secondary -to the committee's immediate concern. Whether_or -not
better- incentives to,self:suppOrt must-be deVeloped, or= better methods-of-over-
coining the-failures and inadequacies of AFDC - parents can be found; are critical
gfiestions -whin:dem-dad- and lire. receiving major. attention: But while answers
are being developed, hundreds of thouSands of:AFDC'childieti-continue to-life-in
daily jeopardy of malnutrition.

The-pressing -issue to which this report is addressed_ is how to assure that_
every_ child-in this-state Will be_ adequatelY fed; so that Ao -this extent at least
poverty will be prevented from-laying claim to anothergeneration.

Such a guarantee is demanded not only _because-we ,are_a humanitarian so-
ciety, but because we are dedicated-to-preserVing'the` Welfare_ of all our-people.
The -lesson of the ffaSt decade is that-the continuing existence of a large class of
economically dependent-people is a _Source -of'frustration,-anxietyiand-conflict to
the entire- society, its cost -immensely greater than even the enormous costs we
can measure in dollars.

The- tinge -to begin-breaking the cycle is now! TheArst step,-as- recommended
by this report, is-to act hnifiediatelY to reduce the vulnerability of_ low-income
children to malnutrition.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMVCDATIONS

The committee recommends:
I. All familieS ----nalifornia's-prograin of Aid to Kurififes With De-

1-1e7HIPE CM! ren (AFDC) should receive adequate,assistance so that their total
income equals-the- minimum amount required -to Maintain _Sound nutrition-and
Safe healthful living conditions for their childrefi.i-This should be accomplished
by:

_

A. RaiSing the AFDC maximum participating base (31PB) so that the
total- purchasing poWer of a family, including- fo-od stamps, will equal its
minimum needs.

B. Establishing an automatic adjustment in the _maximum AFDC grant
so it reflects changes in-the cost of living, as is now done in the welfare
programs for the aged, blind and diSabled.

C. Assuring that all counties in California hate a food stamp program
so all-loW-income persons will have access to the increased food purchasing
power made possible through this program ; and establishing a check -off
system so,that welfare recipients will automatically revere food stampS with
their welfare checks, thus reducing_ county administrative costs.

II. All economically needy school children- in California shotild- be provided
free or reduced price school meals. This should be accomplished-by:

'The Committee's overriding concern in this recommendation is that no family,- shouldstiffer from molnittrition because of lack of funds to purchase food. Malnutrition can-alsoresult from lack of knowledge of what constitutes a _proper diet, and lack of concern aboutproviding an adequate diet. These problems_ can lend to Malnutrition in any family, regard.less of income, and cannot be solved byrmoney. Our educational institutions can and shoulddo numb more instruction on nutrition. Welfare departments can and should more effectively discharge their duty to provide instruction and counseling to welfare families whosenutrition problems are not simply lack of money, if the money problem can be eliminated.other needed services should be greatly sharpened.
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A.. Passing an urgency statute appropriating adequate state funds to
meet this objective until Cohgresa acts.

B. - Urgently recommending to -the Congress -of the "United States that it
immediately-honor-its,commitmentonder the National School Lunch -Act of
1946, by appropriating sufficient funds to-ass-hie-that-every- child_wishing_to
eat at-school can receive a nutritious meal at a price his family can afford.

MALNUTRITION AND- CHILD DEVELOPMENT

[Question: Does malnutrition cause retardation?
[Witness:_ yea. . . it is well - established -that the-levels of chronic hunger

-which we inflict on welfare recipients cause slower development and small growth
-throughout the body and are_ manifested even-in siteli_gross-measures _aa weight
and height. There _is no reason _to expect -the- brain -to -be -anY exception to this
rule.

-[Iii fact, there- is-reason to expect that hunger during pregnancy, infancy and
early-childhood has an_ even 'More seeere effect- upon , the-hiain :than :on:- other
organs.- The reaSon_forthis in thattlie,brain reaches-its full development -much
earlier-than most of the -body. -By ,the tine a child:is three.Yetire old;:his-brain
weighs % of Hi-final adult weight, while:the rest if- the body= still has Vs_of -its
growingto-accomplish. When the-child-is four, the brain is 90%-developed.]-

There is mounting evidence.linking malnutrition in children with below normal
physidal and- mental development :-

Laeleof-sirfficient-protein-hillie-diet_of a_ pregnant Woman has been iden-
tified as a cause of mental retardation in the child.

A _hunian- infant's brain grows -bY division. of cells -in- utero -and for_ six
months-after-birth After six months,-even -good -nutrition can do nothing to
increase the number- of brain cells; -a_ malnourished infant's capticity for
learning may therefore already be limited,before he is a year old.

[Witness : ...-(I-Want to present the committee with) some findings from the
rural_area.- of eastern Kentucky 'where -malnutrition -is z endethic,- as -it is,among
intichof our welfare rioriulation'in-California ._Thetie findings are an height of
children: They -found in, that Study- that about 30%_ of- the children -were below
the- third percentile- °Utile normal height-diStribUtion. That-nreans that 30% -of
the children were -as short as you would- expect only 3% of the children to be.
This is one of the effects Of malnutrition.

[Now let's extrapolate that tor:see hew we'd- expect that to_affect intelligence.
The brain -is affected _proportionately as the whole-body -is-la height._ In-the
norMaLpopulation, you'd-expect about 3% of the- population to have IQ's below

-70 -that-is-the -lean finition of mental retardation==the- borderline %Ili all
the third percentile-of the norma = r u
of malnutrition is the same as it is oir beight,,then we would expectAbotit 30%
of people so malnourished to fall below 70 in IQ

[In other words _you would expect-the incidence of- mental retardation-in a
population-as malnourished as-our welfare_population to be ten times what-you
would expect in a Well-fed population==at-least- that much.1 think you will -find
that the statistics on the distribution-of :mental retardation according to socio-
economic class are quite consistent With that estimate of ten times -its much as
we would have otherwise.]

A child's-brain grows-to four-fifths of its adult- weight in the -first three
years of life. .A child subjected-to malnutrition-in utero and/Or during his
first three,-years,is three to ten -times more= vulnerable to mental _retarda-
tion or stunted physical and mental-development-than is-a well-fed child.

Screening for the - State's largest pre-schoolseducation program .for low -
inconie children -found eight percent of the three to five year olds -to be
suffering from "gross nutritional neglect". Cases of- advanced stages of
rickets were found. Over 50-percent Of-the:childreir needed extensive dental
repair work; All of these findings are believed -to -be directly attributable
to deficient diet prior to age three.

[Witness: (Referring to preliminary nation -wide findings of the National Nu-
trition Survey with respect to loW income children.) . Approximately -four
percent -of infants and children _less-than six years_ of !age.showed some -signs
of protein-calorie malnutrition. Five percent showed goiter or thyroid enlarge-
ment. There were-eight cases of Bitot spots in -the eyes, a sign of vitamin A
deficiency. Four percent of the persons surveyed showed gum-lesions characteris-
tic of vitamin C deficiency. Of the children studied between the ages of one and
three, three times the expected number fell below the 16th percentile on the
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Iowa growth chart. The dental findings were the most prominent, although of
course . . .

[Question: Excuse me. Would you repeat that last statement? That's quite a
droll-attic statement you-just-made, that three times the-expected number_ . . .

-[Witness: ._,Fell,,below the-16th percentile on- the Iowa growth chart.
[Onestion : The 16th- percentile . . :As -a- very low- percentile. . . You could

almost say, then . . .-that thiee times as many children in this- (low-income)
population did not show expected growth.

[Witness : Yes, that's exactly what it means .]

flow UAL'S trwrioN

Malnutrition exists-when a person does not- ingest adequate nutrients. -The
number otnialnourished -California-children and the levelsnf, malnutrition- are
not known precisely at-the present time-.=The State Department of Public Health
is-in the-process -of conducting-the;California±portion of the National'Nutrition
Survey-Which Will- provide-More extensive-data on the scope-and nature of m_ ai=
nutrition in California.

oweier- it is- not necessary to-wait-for-such-an exact-Count to determine the
extent to which many children in_Califoinia are exposed to the dangers of mal-
nutrition. Data is available on- the income levels of the population-and also the
normal.cost of_ purchasing minimum food has been established.

The following table- slioits the minimum needs -for- tYpiert I- sized-fa mil ie§ in a
typical California- county; -using standards -of -the- State Departthent of 'Social
Welfare established in_ accordance- with- Section 114 52 of- the Welfare-and -In-
stitutions Code; it_ also shows:the maximum -participating_base (MPB) as set
by:Section:11450 of the-Welfare and-Institutions Code and the deficit between the
needs standard and the MPB.

MINIMUM NEEDS FOR TYPICAL: IZED FAMILIES IN A TYPICAL. CALIFORNIA COUNTY

Number of persons Food needs Total needs MPB Deficit

Food needs
as pereantate

of MPS

lpatent families:
3 ...
4
5
6

7442.4811411ev

573.30
105.45
137.60
163.65

:205.95
206.00
320.95
371.00

$172
ni
263
300

433. is
46.00
57.95
71.00

43
4$
52

56_
3 -, -
4
5

.6

...-71. 76.,
101. 75
13290
159.95

:1 et
271.70
325.65
375.70

188
191
239
282

.14. 59
80.70
86.65
93.70

45
53
56
56

The table- ndicates that food -needs _require approximately rk percent of the
MPB. This is contrasted with the fact that the average nonwelfare family spends
only about 25 percent of its income on food.

Jn 1957, the State's statutory maximum -AFDC grant (MPB) equalled or ex-
ceeded objectively determined minimum need in all but .5% of the AFDC cases.
Since then, living costs have risen by= about 31%. This higher cost of-living has
been largely reflected in revisions of the need standards of the State Department
of Social Welfare, which are repriced annually, IAA the MPB has been increased
by only,2% (due to increased-federal:subventions in 1966). As a result,,betWeen.--
55% and 63% of the current AFDC cases must live on incomes below the mini-
mum need standard.

[Question . Is it Possible for-a mother without (outside) income . . .
drawing the-maximum allocation- that (welfare)- can within -the law provide
her . . . to provide an-adequate diet for her/amity?

[Answer : Only if she:is incrediblylucky-An finding very -low -rent housing ...
The normal grant distribUtion is inadeqiutte for that purpose.

[Question: In other words, if -your social---worker . should find a- well-fed
family living-i4 (safe, healthful housing) on the maximum-(AFDC) grant, that
family is probably either in violation of -thelaW or getting -help from someone
else secretly. Is this generally-true?

[Anstver : That would be a veirtilid presumption, yes airy
With insufficient income to -meet even minimum needs, reductions in expendi-

tures must be Made somewhere._ Nutritious-lood is one of the first casualties.
Studies show that in the laige majority of cases, the first foods eliminated from
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the diets of AFDC families because of budgetary restrictions are meat, fruits,
vegetables and dairy products, foods most essential- to maintaining-adequate
nutritional levels.

[Answer: . . . When (AFDC families interviewed for the Sacramento County
nutrition study )--were forced to cut down-items from their diet it Was most often
foods necessary for good nutrition. Families were -most often-forced-to give up
meat, fruit, vegetables and dairy produets, in that order. Thete are also the
main items families said they would- buy -If they-had more motley. In the-best
of times, the- welfare -diet is composed_ mainly of starches and filler foods
luxuries like fruit are precluded.]

The United -Stateii Department of- Agriculture -publishes a "Low -Cost Food
Plan" which specifies the minimum amount of food purchasing power considered
essential for- maintaining an adequate diet. -The --USDA -low-cost food plan -for
California requires about 31 a day per Perron in a family of four,

A. Sacramento -County survey showed that 90% to 100%-- ofrAFDC families,
depending on-family size, are:unable_to Maintain -food purchasing power-at-the
level of the.,USDA low-cost food plan ; :two-thirds- of the families can afford no

-more than` 5% of -the low-Cost food plan and one-fifth of the-families less than
50% of the -USDA's _reCommended minimum- +'xpenditure. -(Theseligures reflect
the inclusion of the value of bonus food stamps in the family's purchasing power
where the family. It participating in the food stamp program.)

[Answer : This spring, .-the--;(6acramento==County) =Welfare-Department
took the assignment-of trying to determine tics extent-and scope of (tke acknowl-
edged _proglenr_ of: hunger- in,_Sacramento County). -We _ conducted a_ survey- of
AFDClamilles hi taking a -random sample , . . -validated following normal sta-
tistical techniques:and' . . cross-validated with -known-information= to -check
the accuracy

t. . Forty-four:percent of the families contacted had been _without money and
without food-one or more thiseaduring the past year:Projecting from the sample,
this means that . _On Sacramento County)-4900 families_with-13,000 children
had run out of- food and money one or more times during-thelyear , , These
families' -reserves of food and money are ehronleally_so low that any additional
or-unexpected 'expefite means- the-family mutt go--without food-. .-Often the
families-Were without food= for several-days . . . _34%_of, the_families bad been
without food more than once in the past year.

[. . . Practically-en the (AFDC) families are not able to spend enough money
on food.-The money families reported spending on food was compared with the
United States Department- of --Agriculture-"Low-Cost Food Plan". If the family

÷od- stanips -the bonus =value : of the stamps was Included. --Between
90% and_100% of Melamine's, depending ou family size, -were spendingIiiiiirthazi----
.the USDA low-cost food plan]:

The Sacramento County survey_ also revealed that _44%_of the AFDC children
in the State't capitol involuntarily_ go without food one or_ more days a year (34%
go without food for more than one day). _The study further that a family's
chances of being-without food or money -to buy food are -70% greater if the income
is limited to the 11PB,- but that nevertheless 36%-of families whose incomes meet
the-need standard went foodless one or more days last year.

[Question: Were you able-from the-data you acquired -in your study to -get
any indication of what happens to thahalf of the-families-limited by the maxi-
mum AFDC grant as compered with the half_ who have some outside income and
are therefore a -little better-off (because they are allowed to keep outside income
up to the state-determined level of actual minimum need) ?

[Answer : Yes, we did extract-tbis from our sample.-Overall; the percentage of
families that were without -food and money at-least one time during -the year
was 44%. In thelamillealiving on the (maximum AFDC grant payable under
state law regardless of a family's calculated minimum need), the figure was 56%,
and -among the families with outside income the figure was 35%..In other words,
it-was 70% moralikely_to be a circumstance of families (hiving under the maxi-
mum grant law).]

More titan wo,000 children are presently members of families feeeiving AFDC.
In addition, approximately -500,000 children- are estimated to live in "working
poor" familiesfamilies With a full-time wage earner _whose-income is no higher
than the Welfare level:

These children make up between 15 and 20 percent of the children of California.
Unfortunately, it is-safe to assume that many, if not most of them, do-not get
enough of the right kinds of raid to eat to assure good health and normal growth
and development,-especially in the vital early formative years.
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UNIMIUMVELOY60 CUILIMEN vs. YEcnNOLOOY

The immediacy of the problem is greatly accentuated by the increasingly tech-
nical nature of our society. The National Commission -on Technology, Automation
and Economic Progress has noted that

"Unemployment lots !wen concentrated_among -those with little education-or
skill, while employmet_has been rising most-rapidly_ lurthose occupations-gen-
erally considered to he the most skilled and,to_require the most eduentie.This
conjunction raises the-question whether technological progress may induce a
demand for very skilled and highly educated people in _numbers our society' can-
not yet provide; while at the sante-time leoving_stranded-mny of the unskilled
and poorly educated with no future_ opportunities for employment." 3

The Commission further stated that
"._ . Needs -for laborers (except -farm and mine)-In 1975 will-be roughly -the

same as in Mit although they -will decrease front 112 to 4.2 percent of total man-
-power requirements. Over-three-million -additional service,workers will_ be re-
quired,-and their share of total jobs -will- rise -from 13.2 to -14.1_pereent. Nearly
two million- more operatives will be trended; their-shore will, however, Aecline
front-18.1;4o 10.7 percent. An overall decline of-more than 900,000 in the employ=
meat tit farmworkers is-expectedomd the share of farm jobs in_the total is ex-_
,ected to decline front 6.3 to 3.9 percent.

The greatest increase in employment requirements will be for professional and
technical workers; -more than 4.11 million additional_personnel will beirequirt1/41.
The whitecollar group us a_whole is expected to expand by nearly-tofiftlis and
to constitute 4S- percent of all _suampower_requirements_in 1975. The blue-collar
occupations-tire expected to expand at less than half this rate, and will-makeup
about 34-percent -of -fill requirements. A raj dd = expansion In requirements fur
service workers is anticipated --a &I percent increase ill employment. "'.

The demand for-skilled and-highly skilled Persons will increase dramatically
during-the-next decade-and -into-the fltrseenble- future. That-demand_ will -have
to he net by the children of today. New and improved methods of education and
training one of the keystones of Meeting the demand, but the educational
systems developed-will require intelligent, alert children and youngeolge who-
are capable of learning the skills required by our modern technological society.

Despite our -knowledge of the _relationship between- ademutte nutrition and
physical and mental- development and the prospect of great ly_ increased needs for
skilled manpower, -we find that public welfare and food assistance pro-
grams for needy children is doing little to halt the development of anew genera-
Hon of unemployables; - m.

The implieationsiof this development-upon the long ..oa (mu )

our society may be enormous. -As the number of figNI increases young people re-
main in school for longer periods_of time, and the number of other dependent
persons hiereases: the percentage of the'Population engaged in producing goods
and services will decrease.

A smaller percentage of the population will have to produce a largerpercentage
of all goods -surd services required. In order to meet these demands we will in-
creasingly turn to improved technology which requires More and more-skilled
manpower.

Thus we will be caught in a vicious cycle.- Our social welfare and education
policies will result in increasing numbers- of young people who will find it difficult
if not impossible to develop highly technical skills at the same time that our
demand for those skills is increasing rapidly. The resulting dependency =-of -an
increasingly large portion of our population will _place added-burdens upon- the
productive members of our society and will lead-toward-inereased'alienation of
young people with few skills who are forced into dependency.

SECOMMZNDATIONS

I. All families eligible for California's program of aid to families with dependent
children (AFDC) should remive adequate assistftwe so that their total acme
equals the minimum amount required to maintain sound nutrition and safe
healthful living conditions for their children. This should be accomplished by

A. Raising the AFDC maximum participating base (MPR) -so that the
Mal purchasing power of a family, including food stamps, will mei its
minimum needs.

*Technology and the American Economy, vol. 1, 2/64, p. 21.
=Ibid., p. 31.
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One out of nine California children, more than 7no,000 youngsters, depends
on AFDC as his primary source ofincome. At least 10 percent, and in some areas
more than nO percent. of these children are fed on less than the minimum amount
of money required to purchase it nutritionally adequate diet. .

The cause of this defielewy in food purchasing power is the how level of AFDC
grants. In the last twelve ye:Int.:the purchasing power of the maximum AFDC
grant allowable under California law has declined 29 percent. In DM, 3 percent
of -all AFDC- recipients received invonse supplements from welfare which pro-
vided sufficient funds to meet their subsistence needs. By July 1, 196ff, fewer than
:itt percent of all AFDC reeilents had total incomes Which met subsistence needs!

It has been-demonstrated that children under four years of age are the most
vulnerable to the damaging consequences of malnutrition. These children, about
ale 'rcnt of the AFDC child population, or nearly 210,000 children, obviously are
almost impossible to reach with school or Mutt-based feeding programs, since
they stay at home.

Question :_. -Weve had testimony before this-Committee (by the -State
Detsart most of Social =Welfare) that our_ aid _to_needy children falls -lwlow the
basic nutritional -standard set- down by -the i;uitel States Detsart most of -Agri-
culture. At the tithe we said "Why, if welknow_that a child from gestation to age
three As_iving to _have his brain growth stunted and increase caoces of
remaining,a welfare recipient, why is it-that the state isn't snaking higher WY-
wilts or at least why isn't the lklartment revommending that higher-payments
be made?" The answer we have heard is that there just isn't enough money to go
around.

(Now_ my question Is that if-we accept (this answer amid -alga the report.that
malnutrition causes-retardation) .. -. -dons the witness have any suggestions as
_to _hoW:to raise the nutritional conditions of these-youngsters from-gestation to
age three? Do we do it by- weekly shots at a free clinic? Just how are we going to
rave these children from becoming stunted both in physical growth and in mental
growth?

I-Answer: . . . The-Way that the rensainder of our population. the majority
who are not por, prevent themselves from having their brains stunted by map-
nutrition- during pregnancy and early_ life_ is by rating. I might add not by eating
vitamin pills but by eating meat, fruits and vegetables . . 1 don't see any prac-
Bad way to accomplish-Abe same result for thosat who are poor except by making
it possible for them also to eat. . . .3

The most immediate -add expeditious means of reaching virtually all welfare
children with a- minimally adequate diet is therefore to concentrate on food at
home with funds made available in sufficient aounts to permit the purclutse of
proper quantities of nutritious foods.

This could be aecotaidished eliminating the 11P11 entirely, and providing
in each case_a cash_ grant sufficient to assure total-income equal to the needs
standard. This approach. however. does not takeito account the value of bonus
food stamps as a factor in meeting total minimum need. By retaining the 3IPB,
but raising _it to a level- which- enables a recipient -family to acquire enough
bonus food stamps, the combination of -cash Income and bonus food stamps
can beset to meet fu: ulnituutu needs.

The cost of meeting the minimum-needs of AFDC children is estimated to be
iroxlmately sixty mullion dollars for fiscal 199940. Half of this money would be

paid by the federal government, one-third by the state-and the remaining one-
sixth by county government. Much of the county government's share are already
being spent by _those governments in-the for of special supplements in canes
of extreme need, and therefore -would represent no new cost. (By using the henna
value of food stamps to meet part of the minimum need, the federal government
will bear a larger percentage of -the total cost than indicated above since food
stamps are completely federally funded.)

The total cost of meeting full-minimum subsistence needs in AFDC would be
three dollars per hear for each Californian, less than the price of a carton of
cigarettes!

B. Establishing an automatic adjustment in the NPR so it reflects changes
in the cost of living.

The AFDC ..togram is the only categorical aid program which does not provide
for adjustmehts in the maximum grant based upon changes in cost of living.
This completely frustrates the policy of meeting objectively determined minimum
needs, which are repriced annually.

The present discrepancy between objectively determined minimum needs and
the cash-grant is a result of this conflict to the law. In order for our acts to
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correspond to our stated policy, there must be some system for changing the 3IPII
to correspond to changes -in the-cost-of minimum needs. An autonlatie cost of
thing adjustment is the best and simplest means of accomplishing this objective.

C. assuring -ghat all counties in have a food stamp_ program
so all low-income persons will have acccsx :to the increased food purchasing
power -mode poisible through: this program, and establishing a cheek-off
system so _that welfare recipients- will- automatically receive: food stamps
with -their welfare rheas, thus reducing county-administrative costs.

. -Question: -Why should we give so -much emphasis to the food stamp program
which-is kind of -like robbing-Peter to islY-patil?=. . . Wouldn't- it be-better to
elindmite all --this--unnecesstiry -money that -goes to- administration -and-rather
put it into the-Pockets-of the individuals_that_ actually' need- it?_ Would n'tfltat
be far superior?

Atisiver:- I -think-that _more money is.-a- very-good -answer forpeople Hutt are
short-of 'stoney. But in my-job,-and in view-of my county's report on this Pmb-
lent, _I ant-interested-in each -and every device to get-more_food-to him!
-gry people. Lsnpnorted the food stamp Program-for SnertintenteCouilty_ although
it's -a louSy Prograni- iteretlib I e =red- ta pe, inered ible nonsense, but-for those
peoPle who could make use-of-it-at-the times they-could:it got -them mm little more
food,_and -it Was avallah/c..-If a betterfood_stamp program is aVailable,_ril_like
that. If_ we can get-a-decent-level of assistance in AFDC,- that -Wouldbe a-fa:-
superior-answer.

The -Nixon Administration -has juStnannounced- a- major revision in-the-pur-
chase requirements of the food--stamp prograni.I:Thin- should -eliminate- or -at
least_ greatly__reduce -one of:tire-inajoraliontalieSioUthe program.:Former tin;
reasonably high purchase requirements were extremely difficult for families with
the-lowest-incOines to -meet,on a-regfilar basis. Families in greatest need of food
assistance -were leastlable U.-obtain the-benefits of the program.Thus they Were
placed in the ironic_Situation of-being too poor to_afford food stampti.

Thenew purchase requirements coupled -With_an-increase--in the-MPH should
Provide- AFDC:families with _adeintate -funds - to-,obtain _food stamps: However,
this-program is-not-available-in all California counties:- (Thirty-five-California
Counties are or will_Soon_be-participating -in-the-food -Stamp_program: The rest
are :participating -in _the-other major- federal food-tissistance-program,-the com-
modities distribution prograth.)--It is- imperative that the_ food stamp_program
benvailable uniformly throughout California if-the full benefits are to be realized.

Furthermore, there are many thousands of low-income-families=the_So-called
"Working_ poor"whose_ earnings are comparable with _iVelfareincomes: TheSe
families are not eligible for-welfare, butinay_be eligible for the food stamp pro-
gram if it is available. Tints the food-stamp,pregram, Particularly ilight of the
newly revised= federal- regulations,- can be a- means of_ a Wing' these fa inil lett to
maintain adequate diets without welfare assistance.

The present method-of distributing stamps requireS the county welfare_depart-
meat to establish-eligibility-and send-ari-"authorization to purchase" to the-re-
cipient family. The authorization_ is -then taken to a distribution agency, usually
a bank, where the stamps-are pfirclmse& This awkward method of distribution
costs between six and eight percent of the value of the-botitts stamps.

The State Department of-Social -Welfare-haS just received federal permission
to institute a voluntary check-off syStem-on a pilot project:basis in-ten counties
Till i will-permit recipients- to request-that the-cost of food statute; be deducted
froM their grant checks, and the food-stamp allotment mailed directly -to them
along with the_balance of the grant:_ThiS method is expected to increase partici-
pation and decrease county administrative costs.

The committee-favors a -mandatory check- off-plan for all recipients, since it
would assure maximum food-stamp program coverage of needy faMilies. Also, by
significantly reducing the cost of stamp distribution, it would eliminate one of
the elements of concern to counties that have not joined the food stamp program.
However, present federal welfare lira precludes a check-off plan on a mandatory
basis.

The check-off plan-should be instituted along with time food stamp program in
all counties. This action, in combination with an increase in the MPH to allow
the neediest families to participate, will finally make the food stamp program an
effective weapon against malnutrition.

Food stamps may be spent like cash in participating retail food stores, except thatthey may not be used for nonfood items, for alcoholic beverages, or for certain imported
foods. Where food stamp programs are operating, participation by retailers is almost 100%.In poverty areas, retailers report as much as an 8% increase in volume when the foodstamp program is introduced.
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Federal law prevents a county from having both a food stamp and commodity
diStribution program. The food stamp pmgram is on the whole more desirable.
It permits flexibility in choice of foods. Benham-es retail-sales, while commodity
distribution competes with private enterprise.

INevertheless, distribution of commodities is useful in meetng_emergency situ-
ations quickly. and could be helpful in supplementing special hardship cases even
if the AFDC grant structure-is consistent with normal-minimum needs. There-
fore, the committee-feels it-is desirable that Congress revise the la* to permit
counties to operate both a_ foal stamp and a,commodities distribution program.

II. All economically needy- school -children- in -California should- be _provided
free or reduced price school-meals. This should_be -accOmplishediby

A. -PaSsing an urgency-statute appropriating-adequate state funds to meet
this objective Until Congress acts-

B. Urgently - recommending -to the Congress of the United:States-that-it
ininictliatcly-hrinor_its.commitincitt muter the -National-School Lunch-Act of
1946,_ba_appropriating-suffleicntlunds:to assure that event child wishing to
cat at school can-rcceive-a--nktritous.-ntal-at a price hin fondly- can afford.

The-National School .Lunch-program provideS a 4¢-per meal federal cash-sub-
sidy to- participating school districts. In return, these-districts must agree-1) to
match the federal grant at-least 3 to 1 from-other sources_ (generally from meal
prices charged to-studehts) ; 2) to serve nutritionally balanced (Class A) mealS;
and 3) to:provide free or reduced:price:meals to children who cannot afford
regale rprice (need is determined by the school).

Only 840,000-lunches- aft served daily -ie -California under the-National
School Lunch program.: Only about 60,000-or -7% of these mealS are -pro-
vided to -needy- children free or et-reduced:price. (There are about 4.5 mil=
lion -children enrolled in Kindergarten- through -12th _grade in__Califomia
schools. Of these,-abotit 500,000 are identified-as-in-need-of free or reduced
price school meals-to nmintain adequate nutrition because of their fan_ liles'
low incomes.)

The federal government provides additional subsidies -for _free and reduced
price meals in a -limited number -of high poverty districts-through the Special
AsSistance program and the School Breakfast program These programs are reach-
ing about 20,000 children a day.

In addition, federal funds.Support the distribution of reduced-price milk to
millions of school children, and federal surplus foods are aritilableto most school
feeding programs (whether or not the districts are participating in the National
School Ilunch program).

More than 90% of the $36 million in -federal school- nutrition subsidies to
California go to _reducing prices from the "top". In National School Dutch
schools, the combination of federal subsidies permit a "full price" charge of 350
to 400 for a -Class A meal, although the total cost may -run to 550 or 600. How-
ever, even these subsidized prices are out of- reach of most low-income-youngsters.

Classroom teachers report a dramatic improveinent in alertness and behavior
front children who begin to receive -free or reduced price meals on a regular basis.

[Witness: We know that where the children are participating either in a break-
fast program or a school lunch program, they have at least one nutritionally ade-
quate Meal per day and in some instences,_ tw". Evidence in -the breakfast pro-
gram (under the special assistance program), testimony -on the -part of principals
and teachers who are very, very close to it, indicate that it is almost an immediate
improvement. A very dramatic improvement_in alertness and behaviorwhere a
breakfnst program haS been established, and our greatest supPort-for this pro-
gram is coming from the instructional people.]

However, only 50,000 such meals are-being provided daily, despite the State
Department of Education's estimate of a need for 500,000. In Sacramento County,
for example, only the Sacramento City Unified School District is reaching at least
20% of the AFDC youngsters attending school.

[Question : Then, your programs are not improving the existing situation a4.,
measured from any bench mark

[Witness I think we're improving it in the last couple of years by the indica-
tion of the sharply increased percentage of free meals being served ... more than
doubled almost tripledbut we have done that in the last two years.because of
greatly increased (federal) spending Special Assistance funds for, this purpose.

,,Many districts forego the 4! School Lunch subsidy on grounds that serving a Class A
meal cods more than the subsidy is worth. These districts are still eligible for surplus
foods and milk subsidies; which do enable them to keep meal charges down.
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(The California 'Legislature's 5 mililou dollar appropriation in 1069) would have
brought (the number of daily free mid reduced price meals) up to about 200,000 IThe Committee has heard several mounueudatious which merit loug-rap-considera ..Foremost among these- is .the suggest' that free school mealsbe provided to on students as an integral part-of the education program.

A universal free school lunch program would assure that all nutritionally need!
youngsters. whether economically needy or not: would receive at- least one halaneed meal a flay. It would also eliminate the administrative complexities asso-
ciated with the present selective system of- providing free or reduced price meals.

Obviously, despite its-advantages, the-cost of- stich_at program_ would= be high
An alternatiVe suggestion presented to the-_Counititteti is that the price-elutrged
to all youngsters be sulk:Midi:MY-reduced; The State Department of Educationestimatesthat-a redutt -of the general 'price frinn_ 35 _teats or 40_ceittS-Perlunch tee 2O cents would dotiple participation rates.

[Witness : The _Sehool Lunch _Program _has- beef' -in- existence-since- 1946. . . .in 1940 the federal sumiort was nine cents ke_mealiwhich; at-that-time; was just
about -equal to the cost-of food. At this= time; after some 23 years, the level of
federal support itmounts_to 4 cents per- Ihmil . . . -if We had the zsame level of
support. (adjusted- to inflation); approximately twenty cents in federal support,
this would- mead _that instead of a forty cent charge, districts could establish a
twenty cent charge-(for cccry

If federal Substidies under the Natioual' School Lunch Act were restored to
levels (mama rable to what they were in 1946, it would be possible to provide a
significant across-the-board reduction in the maximum charge to pupils. This
would increase general- participation -to thezpoint where Most, if not all, school
districts would find it economically feasible to participate in a Class-A program.
and still generate-a sufficient surplus -from operations to -provide free or very
reduced price meals to needy children who could not afford at full charge, for
example of 2.5 cents.

_Proposals _for reducing or eliminating the charge for schootmeills to all stu-
dents; deserve careful evaluation. However, the Committee acknowledges the
very real problem of fiscal constraints at all-levels of govertiment, and therefore
recommends that if only limited- school nutrition funds can be Made available
the first priority shall be the proVision of free or reduced.price school meals for

-all economically needy school children.
The-cominittee recognizes that-manr_schools are hampered in their desire to

meet the nutritional needs of school children by the absence of food service facil,
ities. However, the G.S. Department of Agriculture_ is now revising regulations
ill order to permit private catering services to supply meals to schools, much as
they do to airlines. 'Phis should enable-more districts to take advantage of school
nutrition programs. Even in-areas where the proVision of hot meals may be
impractical, the use of nutritious !Joked lunches should be possible, particularly
if financial aid for meeting the needs of low-income youngsters is provided by thefederal and state governments.

Hon. GEORGE McGovsnx,
Chairman, Select Committee on Nutrition, and Human Needs,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN Enclosed is a letter I received from a resident of
Modesto, California, in response to the Nutrition Committee hearings there.

This gentleman has some rather clearly stated views on the problem of the
school lunch program, and I would appreciate the letter being made part of therecord.

Sincerely yours,

U.S. SEs,vrE,
Washington, D.C., April 1, 1970.

[Enclosure.]

Hon. ROBERT 3. DOLE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR DOLE: I was a spectator at the hearing of the Senate's Select
Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs held recently in Modesto. Permit me
to shaie my feelings with you as one who saw and heard the first portion of the

BOB DOLE, U.S. Senate.

STANISLAW AREA UNITED CRUSADE,
Modesto, Calif., March 25,1970.
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hearimp, but whose business commitment precluded remaining for the full length
of the hearing. -Part of the comments which follow, therefore, emanate from the
press coverage of the hearing.

I must protest, at selection of the portion of the persons who testified at the
hearing. The appearance of California Rural Legal Assistance representatives
from the Modesto Board of Education was most commendable. They were the
leading advocates of seemingly opposing points of view. Similarly commendable,
was the appearance of -Mr. Hemphill, whose testifying was in the role of con-
tributing-neutral expertise.

In-the matter of.limiting the selection of community persons to Messrs. Tala-
monte, Wilson, Taltayanagi,_and O'Brien, assisted* Mr._Bodine,-I find myself in
sharp_ disagreement. Local- people are well aware of their_ positions in-opposing
tlfe action -of the Modesto Board of-Education: The_press did not divulge identity
of -expected -witnesseS -other -than the ,five __person§ first mentioned hereinthis
would appear to lend -a note of, bias to-the proceedings,- the overtone-being-Abe
community-persons were carefully hand picked for -their -known point of view.

I-would strongly defend the- propriety 'of_ inviting- theSe opPoSing the Board of
Education's action. By -the same token, I condemn_the failbre to give equal oppor-
tunity- to those:who-support the Boa_ rd's action, and-particularly-so, because the
lienfing Was announced:as an event dedicated to-"seeking a better understanding
why the program is not working effectively "-. In short, its objectivity is left open
to doubt.

As to the.problem itself, in my view, the National School Lunch Program direly
needs overhaul. First, there is need for clarification and possible reevaluation of
its objectives and administration. A few may understand, but -the majority do
not, whether its- basic intent was and is-to be a_lunch program for all children
or for the needy child.

There are many in the community who would deny that there_ are hungry
children here. I disagree. There are many-who would admit that We have hungry
children, but because of parental irresponsibility, they should be left hungry. I
disagree. As a nation, our tradition and focusiS on the child. The aduh world
must find solutions.

Perhaps, at worst, the waters are muddied. How might they be cleared? In
my view, the National School Lunch Program-is-a welfare responsibility, pure
and simple. The present hybrid of weltare and education is confusing and tension
producing. It is- a monstrosity-of commingling responsibility, financing and ad-
ministration. As a solution, I propose that it be considered a welfare responsi-
bility. Welfare departments should-be-responsible for and control, eligibility and
financing. The of the school would be to provide the feeding service itself
after all, the school has the -facilities and personnelon a purchase-of-service
basis from the welfare department.

Welfare administration has the profes-simial knowledge and skills to admin-
ister welfare programs. Education does not, nor should it be so expected.

I respectfully hope these comments will serve a _purpose useful to the com-
mittee. I am addressing these comments to you as a private citizen, my organiza-
tion having given no consideration as yet to the matter at issue.

Cordially,
Joni W. CAREY, Executive Director.



APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 1

(Modesto, Calif.)

[From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, July 22, 19891

ANGRY F'ARENTE3 -Mist FEw EXTRA LIINolIES

ModeSto public schools will serve free lunches to-400 poor students each day
next fall. This is 230 more lunches per-day than were served in the last school
year, but far below the 3,000 free lunches sought-by-a group of parents at an
angry meeting last night.

The Modesto -Board of Education was in difficulty-with-the audience from the
outset. One reason was ft n_arbitrary limit_ on the size of the audience itself. A
police officer in plainclothes enforced the room limitof 49 spectators which school
officials said had been imposed by a state fife marshal.

The officer ejected from the meeting Don Wilson, spokesman for the group
which described itself several times as "poor people." Wilson Was permitted to
return later in -the meeting.

As the discussion went on to midnight, 15 or so persons stood in the corridor of
the City Schools Administration Building at 426 -Locust St., straining to hear,
through an open door.

Over a period of weeks, the group of parents, poor people's activists and Com-
munity Action Commission members, joined by lawyers_of California Rural Legal
Assistance Inc., have sought to get the school system to vastly increase the num-
ber of lunches served to children of poor families.

The group has maintained- there -are 3,000-or more eligible children, in high
schools and elementary schools, many of whom go hungry each school day because
they do not have money to pay for lunches and their parents are unable to send
bag - lunches with them.

Dr. Bert C. Corona, district superintendent, offered the expanded plan which
the° board adopted four hourS later. The lunches will cost $32,000 -per year, of
which $22,000 is from the federal government.

Should the schools serve lunches to all who might qualify under Office of
Economic Opportunity poverty guidelines, the cost could range between $56,000
and $150,000, Dr. Corona said.

Mrs. Harriette Kirschen, who presided over the stormy session and had to
restore order numerous times, said the schools should not have to discharge re
sponsibilities of other public agencies. The problems of feeding the needy, she
declared, rest with the entire community: She suggested the county Board of
Supervisors should be reminded of the problems.

Wilson and Bennie Max Parrish, community organizers, agreed'they are "quite
pleased" with the proposal submitted by Dr. Cortma. But they remain concerned
over the lack of funds to extend the free lunch program to all needy children,
they said.

"You're talking in hundreds," Wilson told the board, "when you should be
talking in thousands."

Wilson and Parrish also expreSsed concern that enforcement of the revised
program and identification of hungry children will show no improvement.

Parents still will have to apply with the schools to get their children Included
in the free lunch program. "Poor people" spokesmen have recommended free
lunches automatically be granted to every child whose family is on welfare roles
without additional "screening."

42-778 0-70pt. 2-14
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They contended pride and fear of humiliation deter many parents from asking
for free lunches for their children.

Another change in the free. lunch program will be an increase iu the length of
time a pupil may receive the lunches without applying for renewal. Next year a
student may be granted free lunches for up to three months, instead of the
previous one-month. Renewals are granted after a review of each case.

Also for the first time, parents will be routinely informed of the existence of
the free lunch program. Dr. Corona said a letter will be sent out at the be-
ginning of each school year, telling parents who is eligible and how to apply.

APPROVALS

Next year the school supervisor of attendance and welfare will have the author-
ity to grant ammo% al of free lunch applications. Last year school principals made
the decisions. lir. Corona said the change will provide continuity.

The trustees assured the audience that- all meal tickets in all schools next year
will be identical -in color, With only specially coded numbers to designate free
luna_recipients for cafeteria records.

They also asserted it is not-a-policy that a child must work in the cafeteria in
order to be eligible to receive a free lunch.

Wilson and -others had charged 90 Per cent of the pupils-who got free lunches
had been forced to work for them.

Trustee Joseph Smart said if the statement of policy-regarding the issue is not
strong enough to assure complete understanding then it will be rewritten.

According to the 0E0 poverty guidelines, a family with one child will be eligible
for free lunches if the monthly income is $133 or less, UfamilY with six- children
will be eligible if the monthly income is $365 or less; and for a family with 13
children the maximum income. is KIS a month.

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, July 24, 1069)

FREE LUNCH PROGRAMS GET FUNDS

New legislation barely approved by the California Senate appropriating $5
million to match local school funds spent on free or law cost meals for needy chil-
dren probably will boost the number of free lunches served -in Modesto City
Schools next year.

Dr. Bert C. Corona, district superintendent, said the legislation would give the
elementary and high school districts of Modesto at least $11,000, and possibly
more.

The Modesto Board of Education this week bowed to pressure from spokesmen
of poor people to provide more free lunches to needy pupils.

The hoard agreed to serve an average of 400 free lunches a day next year,
at a cost of about $32,000, but refused to go higher because of lack of funds.
This IS 230 more free lunches a day than were served last year.

Dr. Corona said the additional money will enable the trustees to increase this
minimum substantially.

With only four Republicans opposing the measure to help end malnutrition
among California's poorer school children, the measure, SB 1393, won passageby exactly the 27 affirmative votes needed to approve an appropriation bill.

Sen. George IL Moscone, D-San Francisco, the bill's author, contended the
measure, to have the state match each $1 spent for free school meals by the local
agency or a nonprofit agency, is needed.

Sen. Clark Bradley, R-Santa Clara County, disputed the need, but admitted
malnutrition and hunger may exist in significant quantities elsewhere than inCalifornia.

Sen. Stephen P. Teale; D-Calaveras County, also representing Stanislaus
COnnty, a medical doctor, supported the bill. He cited diet research indicating
achievement and intelligence can be traced in almost direct "geometric progres-sion" to the level of protein intake. Teale noted Americans have about 17 Hines
higher protein intake than poor persons dwelling in various Asian and NearEastern lands.

Another proponent of 3foscone's bill, Sen. Walter Stiern of Kern County saidit may be hard for "a bunch of well-fed senators" to realize there are poverty-
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level Californians whose children live in dirt-floored houses and wear sacks
to school.

The only senators to vote against the bill were Senators Bradley ; John Har-
mer, It-Los Angeles County ; H. L. Richardson, R-Los Angeles County, and Rob-
ert S. Stevens, R-Los Angeles County.

[From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Aug. 11, 1969]

SCHOOL LUNCH BILL GOES TO GOVERNOR

SACRAMENTO.--=A bill to appropriate -$5 million in state funds to the _public
schoolS- for free or reduced price meals-for children from low -income families
has reliched the goternor's desk.

-Final-legislative action was taken late yesterday when the Senate passed the
bill,1SB 1393, Moscone, by n 59 to 3 vote.

Assemblyman -Gordon Duffy of Kings County presented the measure in the
AsSemblY, declaring it would-provide for n dollar-for=dollar matching by the state
of each $1 spent by a school district or private or public agency for school meals.

It is estimated there are 500,000 needy youngsters in the California schools.
School districts presently provide Own t 100,000 free meals per day.

The state contribution, under SB 1393, Would double the number to 200,000.
If Congress approves the President's special assistance funds an additional 140,-
000 free meals would be providekmaking a total of 340,000 a day.

511,000 ADDITIONAL

Dr. Bert C. Corona, superintendent of Modesto City Schools, said Moscone's
bill coula.bring an additional $11,000 to the district, adding another 120-150 free
lunches for needy children. The city school-board agreed last month to pay for
400 free lunches a day, 225 more than the average 175 free lunches served daily
during the 1908-69 school year.

The additional $11,000 in state funds is based on a matching of the$11,000 in
local school tax funds spent last year on the free lunch program. Last year, Dr.
Corona said, the $23,000 in federal school lunch funds were used to reduce all
lunch prices by ten cents in "target"' schools. Next school year, however, the
federal funds will be used exclusively for free lunches.

Dr. Corona said the city school-board will have to make the decision to apply
for the state matching funds, if the bill is signed into law. Also, he added, the
board faces the possibility of using more local funds If federal school lunch funds
(10 not meet last year's $23,000 total.

OFFICIALS

"The federal govertnuent has assured us of $11,000 but we're optimistic we will
get the full $23,000," Dr. Corona said.

Provisions of the Moscone bill call for matching a school district's previous-
year local free lunch expenses. If the school board were to allocate more local
funds this year, it would mean eligibility for n larger, matching state grant for
the 1970-71 :56601 year, the superintendent explained.

Parents from low-income areas urged the city school trustees in June to pro-
vide free lunches for all children of families below the poverty level or on wel-
fare, about 2,766 children. Dr. Corona said this could cost ns much as $150,000.
Some 21,000 children are enrolled in city schools.

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Aug. 26, 1989]

FREE LUNCH PLAN Is EXPANDED BUT STILL CRITICIZED

(By Billie Trowbridge)

Modesto elementary and high schools are getting ready to serve 550 free
lunches each day to children from poor homes, which is 375 more free lunches
than were served last year.

But the number is far below the 3,000 free-lunch-level sought by critics of the
Modesto Board of Education. There are 21,000 children in the school systems.



A policy governing the free lunch program, described as "woefully inadequate"
and "discriminatory" by the school critics, was discussed for two and a half
hours last night at the school board meeting before it was virtually adopted
with sonic revision.

The trustees directed the staff to reword and eltange several paragraphs and
return it for approval at the Sept. 1 meeting. They added it then would be
adopted with no discussion.

Last night's session was the fourth in a series of confrontations over the free
lunch program. At times the meetings have been unruly.

The critics claim children in Modesto schools go- hungry because parents
cannot afford to buy lunches and because they are too proud to ask for free
lunches. Critics have demanded lunches be granted automatically to children
from welfare (Antilles.

The meeting last night began calmly, in contrast to previous sessions in which
insults and caustic remarks were heaped on trustees. But, as the evening wore
on, Mrs. Harriette Kirschen, president, had increasing difficulty maintaining
order.

A court reporter was present transcribing proceedings in-addition to the
board's practice of recording the meetings on tape. School officials say the re-
porter was 11;red by the California Rural Legal Assistance.

Most of last night's criticism of the lunch policy -was directed at the new
eligibility line which Daniel Lowenstein, attorney for the CRLA, Charged, istotally arbitrary."

Lowenstein contended schools should "feed the children who are needy and
not just those they can afford to feed." He charged the eligibility line will permit
only a few dollars income to determine whether a child will be fed.

A. "FLEXIBLE" LINE

Dr. Bert C. Corona, district superintendent, said the-new lincS automatically
qualifies 20 per cent of all children on welfare and- added it will generate a
level of participation which the district can afford." The new line, he said, isflexible.

A child from a twoiember family which receives a monthly income of $140
would be eligible. Children from a 13member family which has income of $Z;20
a month or less would be eligible.

Lowenstein claimed a mother on welfare with one child would miss qualifying
for lunches for her child by $8, a mother with two children would qualify by
$1 but a mother with three children would "miss by $1.50."

Critical comments often were followed by applause from spectators in the
board room and from others listening to the meeting over a loud speaker in the
hall of the schools' administration building.

About 20 persons were unable-to get into the board room because of a 40-
capacity fire safety rule.

TUE BOARD'S PIIILOSOpIIT

Benny Max Parrish, community organizer, challenged the school board's
philosophy that free lunches for poor children is the responsibility of other public
agencies and not the schools.

"This is a very-rotten policy," Parish began. "The opening paragraph sets the
tone. The board does have a legal contractual agreement to feed the poor."

Parrish added the policy is "vague and repetitive" and will eventually allow
schools staff members to "do anything they want under it."

VOLUNTEER GROUP

Mrs. Frank Sample, representative of Citizens to Feed Hungry Children. said
her volunteer group is concerned the needy children who do not qualify at first
will not get free lunches even though their "need and hunger might be just as
great."

Dr. Corona said there has to be a "cutoff line somewhere." He added marginal
cases of need and availability of free lunches will have to bea "judgmental de-
cision by school staff after investigation."

Mrs. Sample urged the trustees to find funds to finance free lunches for all
hungry children. She said' her organization will attempt to raise funds from
local sources to contribute to a free lunch fund.

Mrs. Sample added that such assistance could be only temporary, however, and
added the responsibility belongs to the entire community.



NOT AUTOMATIC

Granting free meals will not be automatic under the proposed policy. A parent*
or guardian will have to make application through the school office. The principal,
or his designated assistant, will process the application, but final approval will
be the responsibility of the supervisor of attendance and child welfare.

The policy establishes a threeonth maximum which may be approved at one
time, with renewals possible following review of the case. Principals may grant
up to live days of eligibility in cases of emergency.

Identification of pupils receiving free lunches, for bookkeeping purposes, will
be by means of a code number and not by 'issuance of different colored lunch.
cards.

WORK OPPORTUNITY

The new policy re- emphasizes that pupils cannot be required to work in the
cafeteria to earn meals, although the opportunity to work will be available.

Parents had charged-the schools had a "no-work_zio-ent" policy in regards to
the free lunch program. School officials denied the charge.

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Sept. 3, 19691
SUIT DEMANDS LUNCHES FOR WELFARE TOTS

(By J. Robert Bazemore)

A suit filed yesterday in U.S. District Court, Sacramento, by California Rural
Legal Assistance, seeks to force the,Modesto Board of Education to provide free
lunches to all children whose families are on nubile welfare.

Federal Judge Thomas J. Mu:Bride set a show cause hearing for 10 a.m. Monday
in the U.S. District Court at 0.50 Capitol Mail, Sacramento.

Attorneys from the Modesto (M.A. office represent two Modesto familiesBillie
Shaw, mother of six, and Alta Itne Bateinan, mother of four.

The suit asks that the school board provide free lunches to all children from
families either eligible for federal food stamps or on welfare assistance.

The snit contends there are 3,201 children from needy families In Modesto who
should receive free lunches, or which 2,941 are children of -families on- welfare.
There are 21,0(10 students in the Modesto City Schools.

. This summer, after several heated sessions with school critics, the school board
agreed- to increase the number of free lunches it will provide-from 170 to 400.
Au additional 150 lunches are in the offing according to administrators, but the
board has not yet approved more than 400.

The Department of Agriculture as a co-defendant Is being asked to show why
It is not directing the Modesto School Board to provide the free lunches to all
needy children.

Last week the school board set an eligibility line for free lunches at SO per cent
of the federal Office of Economic Opportunity poverty ificome.

Dr. Bert C. Corona, district superintendent, argued the new line would permit
20 per cent of the children on welfare to qualify and "generate a level of par-
ticipation the district can afford." Critleg argued the level is arbitrary.

USED FOR MU

The suit charges $240,900 in federal funds and commodities earmarked to pro-
vide free lunches for the needy are being used In the Modesto schools to reduce
the cost of lunches to children of wealthy and middle class families.

The suit says the board last year allocated $32,838.or 13.0 per cent of the fed-
eral subsidy to feed needy children and actually spent only $11,014. This year the
board has allotted $29,000 to feed 12.2 per cent of the needy children, according
to the suit.

"Plaintiffs and thousands of other children who cannot afford to pay for a hot
lunch will be excluded from the school lunch program" because the board has not
committed more funds, the complaint contends.

CITES TIIE ACT

The suit cites the National School Lunch Act, enacted 23 years ago and admin-
istered by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. The act, as interpreted by CRLA attor-



:toys, requires that every needy school child in every participating school dis
trict receive a free or reduced price lunch which he can afford before any federal
funds are used to lower the price of :t lunch for children who could afford to
pay for lunches.

The board's refusal to serve free lunches as provided by the act has "directly
retarded the education of Modesto's poor children," according to the suit. It
notes most needy children do not eat breakfast and their consequent hunger
when they do not eat lunch reduces "the general ability level" and tends to
"reinforce existing patterns of poverty."

Mrs. Shaw, in an affidavit included with the complaint, states her income
this year will be $8-10 less than the State of California declares a family of

. seven needs.
INELIGIDLE FOR AID

Mrs. Bateman, the suit says, was separated from her husband during the last
school year and was unable to obtain- welfare assistance and her Children were
denied- the free lunches and "were forced to stand in th school yard while the
other children ate hot lunches."

The complaint, prepared by CRLA, is believed to be the first which links the
Department of Agriculture and a local school board, according to CRLA attorneys
Daniel II. Lowenstein and Philip Nonnark, who prepared the action.

Them have been five such actions filed throughout the United States in recent
months and the National Connell on Hunger and Malnutrition has :announced
a boycott of schools which do not offer- the free or reduced price lunches across
the nation is planned for National -School Lunch Week Oct. 12-17.

(Prom the 'Modesto (Calif.) I3ee, Sept. L. 1969)

citra CROSSES ITS FINGERS, Flom FOR FUNDS To CONTINtal LEGAL l'oVERTY WAR

SACKANtENT0.--With fingers crossed. officials of California Rural Legal As.
sistance, Inc., will semi a request to Washington, D.C., next week to fund their
controversial tear-otoverty agency during 1970.

"We're somewhat apprehensive," conceded Robert L. Gnaizda of San Fran
ciseo, the ageney's deputy director.

Ik said in an interview yesterday afternoon the reason for the agency's
apprehensiveness is that it seems to be judged more on politics than on its
professional capabilities.

DECLINES ColIWNT

Gnaizda said the agency is asking for "close to S2 million," compared to the
approximately $1,5 million it has received annually the past three years. He said
the Increase is due to inflation.

Terry F. Lenzner, the 29-year-old nely.appointed director of legal services for
the federal Office of Economic Opportunity, which directs the nation's war on
poverty, was in Sacramento yesterday but declined to comment directly on
CRLA's chances under the Nixon administration.

REAGAN'S VIEW

He explained he has been on the job only two weeks and is simply moving
about the country trying to become acquainted with the various warmpoverty
Programs and the men who run them.

The CRLA has become controversial because it has tiled "class actions"--on
behalf of farm workers and other poverty-stricken personsagainst government
agencies. It has been successful in a number or eases involving the governor's
office and other highly-placed government officials.

Two years ago, Gov. Ronald Reagon temporarily sought to block the CRLA
appropriation and bitterly attacked the agency for using federal tax monks in
taking governmental officesIncluding his ownto court.

But, while Lenzner, a 1901 graduate of Harvard University. was non-committal
with newsmen yesterday in specific comments on the CRLA, he appeared to favor
what the CRLA tries to do.

He said that "In certain sections of the country" the use of class actions, which
would affect large numbers of persons, appears to be a better idea than filing
an in di' court case for each person. But he would not say what sections
of the country he had in mind.



He also reported his office is sponsoring experimental "public-Interest law
firms" which will represent individuals before Imbue agencies. And, he con-
ceded, "attorneys have to represent their clients against the appropriate body."

NIXON OTATEM EN TS

Gnalzda said that while the CRLA is "apprehenSive" it has been heartened
by public statements from President Richard M. Nixon. lie said Nixon "has indi-
cated that he will give additional funds to the legal-service program greater
emphasis to the legal services (in the war-onpverty)possibly because he
himself is a lawyer."

As for any possible future attempt by Reagan to veto a CRLA federal appro-
priation, (inalzda said he feels Reagan has made very good Judicial appoint-
ments by using a "merit systemand we wishi:sh ih)etg would the same 'merit
system' when deciding whether to veto

Onalzda said live investhanioas have been conducted of CHIA and the agency
has received a "clean bill of health" each time. Ile noted that last year the
National Advisory Commission, -composed of prominent attorneys in the United
States," presented an award to CRLA for its work in providing legal service for
the poor.

However, he said that when he and other CRLA officials met with Ulmer
this week they had a "forthright and open discussion" but Lenzner "made no
commitments of any kind."

(From the Modesto (Calif.) flee. Sept. 7. 1069)
FREE LUNCH Suit WILL GET HEARING

Dr. Bert C. Corona, superintendent of Modesto City Schools, views a poor peo-
ple's suit which seeks to force the school board to provide free lunches to all
needy children as a legal action of national significance.

ALS. District Judge, Thomas T. Maciiride has set 10 a.m. tomorrow for a
hearing in Federal Court in Sacramento on an order to show en use why the
Modesto district should not be compelled to serve free lunches to 3,291 childrk
front needy fa miliesonost of whom are receiving welfare.

"1 think the issue is one of national Importance," Corona said. lie said the suit
must test the intent of the Congress in providing surplus commodities to schools
and the intent of the National School Lunch Act of 1940.

The co-defendant in the suit, the Department of Agriculture, is being asked to
show why it is not directing the Modesto Board of Education to provide snore than
the 400 free lunches the district plans to serve each day this year.

CRLA ATToRNETS

The action on behalf of nine needy children and their parents was filed by
attorneys from the Modesto office of California Rural Legal Assistance. The
CRLA claims the plaintiffs represent a class of needy children who are denied
the free lunches solely because the school board refuses to comply with the law.

Corona argues the $240,000 in federal subsidies for school lunches, which the
suit says were used mostly to subsidize lunches for children of the "wealthy and
middle class," is a "licit toile figure.

The school superintendent said the commodities are free and cost the schools
$8:149 for transportation. This cost is paid from the lunch receipts. He said the
CRLA attorneys have converted the retail value of this food into cash in their
complaint.

III addition. Corona notes the Santulli) School Lunch Act provides for a 4.5-
cent allomition for each lunch served in the nation's schools. Then the district
received $21,000 for free lunches in the "target" schools in low-income
communities.

REDUCED COST

Last year the schools reduced the cost of lunches to all children attending the
target schools by 10 cents. "We were criticized for this. and I think there-is some
Justification." Corona said. The board will adopt a different policy this year.

Last year the district served an average of 170 free lunches daily.
The suit cites the National School Lunch Act which says: "Lunches shall be

served without est or at a reduced price to children who are determined by
local school authorities to be unable to pay the full cost of the lunch."
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"The big hangup is what constitutes needy," Corona said.
Eligibility standards have been the basis of dit,algreentents between the school

board, CHIA attorneys and at number of poor people who protested to the Isamuseveral thues this summer.
The board has adopted an eligibility level based on a family income of SO

per ccitt of the current federal poverty line. Of the' .941 children said :0 be from
families receiving aid to families with dependent children Corona Add: "It's not
our belief the great bulk of these kids are not receiving nutritional 111(10S."

MORE FLEXInILITY

Corona said the_guidelines for the free lunch program in Modesto, which arescheduled for adoption during the-board's 7:30-p.m. -meeting totaOrrow, allow
more flexibility than the strict SO per cent of poverty income.

Ile said rather than offer a reduced price lunch tosoute students. the district
will-offer one free lunch per-week if the student_pays- for the other four.--This
plan will -be offered-to children from fatuities, even those above the SO per cent
guideline, -who need help.

A third way students can-receive the-free lunch, Corona pointed out, will befor the principal to simply place the student on the free lunch program because
of some emergency situation in the-family. which timid range front ndsmanage-
went of funds to a fatuity Illness.

Letters explaining the availability of free lunches are being sent to parents
of all children enrolled in the Modesto City Schools. Corona said.

The district superintendent worked into the weekend preparing briefs to be
presented in court tomorrow by Arthur Slow, deputy counsel for Stanislaus
County, who will represent the schools in their defense.

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee. Sept. 8, 1989)

caw. AnGUES CASE FOR Faz LUNCHES

In Sacramento today, California Rural Legal Assistance attorneys who are
seeking to form the Modesto Board of Education to serve more free lunches
to needy children today argued the school's eligibility standards are more restric-
tive this year than last year.

Arthur Shaw. deputy counsel for Stunislaus County, told U.S. District Judge
Thomas J. Marit ride the CRLA contention is not true.

Arguments iv:tinned Into the afternoon over whether the federal judge should
issue a preliminary injunction forcing the Modesto City Schools District to
serve the free luttehes to 3,291 children, mostly of families receiving welfare
assistance, instead of the 400 lunches, the board has offered to serve daily.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture is tamed us codefendant in the suit. The
suit contends the agency is at fault for not forcing the Modesto Board of Educa-
tion to serve free lunches to all children of families either receiving federal
food stamps or welfare aid.

IMPROPEELY SEStrim

Attorneys for the Department of Agriculture, including one from Washington,
D.C.. argued federal government representatives were not properly served and
should not be included in the action. The judge made no ruling on the point.

A provision to serve more than 400 students by offering five hutches to some
students one day a week and on an "emergency" basis us determined by school
principals will be considered by the board when it adopts the ofnelal free lunch
policy scheduled for the 7:30 o'clock meeting tonight. The board will meet in
the adm,nIstrative offices at 420 Locust St.

CRLA filed the suit last week on behalf of two Modesto families of nine
needy children and thousands of similarly situated students the suit says are
unable to afford a hot. lunch.

Additinaal revenues for school lunches are in the offing by the state.
Bertmoney becomes available, Dr. Be C. Corona, district superintendent,

sayhthe
to 850 lunches could be nerved ou a daily average. There are 21,000 students In
the Modesto City Schools.
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WARD AGREEMENT

The Modesto Board of Education agreed to revise its free lunch program this
year after a number of poor people, their attorneys and others speaking for the
lone appeared before the hoard this summer to protest the previous program in
which only 170 free lunches were served daily last year.

The district used federal funds to lower the cost of school lunches by 10 cents
to all students in "target" low lucene communities.-Dr. Corona said.

The suit argues all federal assistance Including-the 4.5 cents per school lunch
granted all schools and the surplus commodity foods schools-receive should all
he used to provide the free Bindles for the needy instead of lowering the cost of
lunches for the "wealthy and middle clam"

By Including the value of the commodities the suit alleges the Modesto schools
are using $240,060 in federal funds to lower the cost-of all-lunches rather than
providing the tree lunches to the needy.

SCHEDULED -ADOPTION

The lunch program scheduled for adoption-tonight states-it is the philosophy
of the board "that a free lunch program is a welfare program and_that it is the
responsibility of nonschool agencies whose primary role is-that of welfare."

The issue, Corona said, "is one of national importance." He said the CRLA
suit will have to test the intent of Congress in providing the surplus commodity
Program to the schools and the National School Lunch Act-of 1946.

Mons the Modesto (Calif.) See, Sept. fh 19493

Cot= 01WESts Scuoots' LUNCU PLAN CONTINUED

(By J. Robert Bazemore)

The Modesto Board of Education last night delayed adopting a new free lunch
program for needy children after U.S. District Judge Thomas .1. MacBride in
Sacramento yesterday afternoon ordered the district to continue with last years
eligibility standards.

Judge Mac Bride issued a temporary restraining order and set the next hearing
for 10 *an. Sept. 22 in the U.S. Eastern District Court, Sacramento.

This year's free lunch program is more restrictive, argued se,tomeys -Philip
Neunark and Daniel Lowenstein, _both of the _Modesto-Wilt* .1 the California
Rural Legal Assistance who are representing the plaintiffs, two Modesto families
with nine children.

The CRLA lawyers said more than 1,000-additional school children now will
be eligible for the free lunches than the 400 daily free lunches the Modesto
Board of Mum Bon had planned to serve.

The proposed policy scheduled for adoption last night would have set eligibility
at 80 per cent of-the federal poverty level income. It would have eliminated some
of those families receiving welfare.

However, Dr. Bert C. Corona, district superintendent, disputed the CRLA
assumption today. He estimated fewer students will be eligible for the free
lunches under last year's rules. Last year the schools served an average of 170
free lunches daily.

The suit, filed lust week as a class action on behalf of all students in the
schools who need free lunches, contends the district should offer lunches to
3,291 children, most of whom are of families receiving aid to families with
dependent children.

Dr. Corona said that actually last year the schools did not follow their own
rules. If the hoard were to use a' strict interpretation of last year's policy, Dr.
Corona continued, no child from a family receiving welfare would be eligible and
a student must maintain "good citizenship" in order to receive the free-lunches.
An investigation is required and screening is done by at least two school officials
or a Parent Teacher Association representative.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture was named as a co-defendant in the free
lunch suit in a wove to have the federal government force the Modesto schools to
offer the free lunches to all needy children as CRLA contends is provided in the
National School Lunch Act of 1946.



However. the USI).t was at least. temporarily released by the judge yesterdayfrom the action because Clifford M. Harding. USDA secretary. had tint been
served the complaint within the time Ihnit.

CRLA lawyers said the federal and state governments will be brought into thesnit.
Au opinion just handed down by U.S. District Court Judge Stanley Peckhamof the Northern District in San Francisco in another CHIA instituted school

lunch program administered by USI).t.
The suit. just its the one against the Modesto Dsrd of Education. contends

the federal funds are toting used by schools to subsidize lunches for children
who can afford them.

Judge-Peckham denied the preliminary injunction but held the matter open
for GO days Isoullag the effect of a notice -by USDA Secretary Hardin asking
for compliance by local school districts.

In his opinion Judge Peckham said if the states are not fulfilling their obliga-
tion to determine-which children art' needy and eligible for the free lunches. the
USDA secretary -shoultlielther take steps to insure that either the funds are
applied correctly or terminated."

The judge said the statute does-not spell out any specithe method to insure
compliance and-the steps should be up to the USDA. Lowever, the opinion Pays
the state has the primary responsibility for complisnwe" because federal funds
are channeled throogit the state tit-mew:It of education.

(From the Modesto (Callf.) Ike, Sept. 11, ISM

RULING RETAINS LUNCit SKTIV OF LAST YEAS

(By James Dufur)

SAtaaMnxto.Federal Judge Thomas J. MacBride yesterday afternoon ordered
the Modesto City schools to retain their present free lunch program for needypupils.

But at the end of a 314itour bearing in the judges courtroom here, the judge
coneeded It still is not clear just exactly what the program is.

Sp antic Judge MacBride ordered as preliminary injunction drawn up which
will order the Modesto City Schools District to utilize the sante free-luneh
Program this year that it had dur.ng the 796$ -U9 school year.

The injunction will remain in force until the judge restelles a decision on as
suit tiled by California Rural Lea Assistance, Inc., asking that the school
district he required to provide free lunches to all children of families which are
on welfare or receive some other tYlte of public assistance.

The judges decision could have far-reaching effect, in California and in
other states. The judge himself set out the problem during the hearing.

MUST sC11001.8 FEED?

Ile raid he must decide whether a school district "if it elects to participate
in the (federal) school lunch program" Must provide free or reduced-price
lunches to youngsters whose families emmot afford to pay for the youngsters'
lunches.

Judge MacBride noted he is sitting alone at this point in the Eastern California
U.S. District Court but he promised to give the ease priority status its au effort
to reach an early &Tishah

The Modesto City School Boat 1 has indleated it will withdraw front the federal
school lunch program if Judge Ma' tride grants CRLA's request.

Earlier this month, the judge issued a temporary restraining orderat the
request of CBLAInstructing the school district to continue last year'sprogram.
The school board had planned some changes in the program.

Complicated and lengthy arguments broke out among attorneys representing
the U.S. Department of Agricalture--whIch administers the schtoblunelt

programthe school district and state government over what the district will
-have to do to retain the status quo.

NEEDIEST GET LUNCHES NOW

Philip Neumark of CHIA wanted the judge to issue st...cifle instructions to the
school district. He argued all afternoon that even though Judge MacBride already
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has ordered the school district to return to the 1968-69 program, the school
district "keeps throwing up roadblocks" for parents wishing to get their young-
sters in the program.

But the judge, at first, wanted to include only a policy statement issued by
the district last spring which promised that the district always would strive
to provide free lunches for the neediest.

Later, Judge Mae Bride agreed to include some specific guidelines which the
district set up for itself last spring.

That still did not satisfy Neumark or the 30 Modestans who traveled by
chartered bus to Sacramento to view the court proceedings. Grumbled one specta-
tor after he had left the courtroom :

4They (the school distriet)_still will keep us out of it."
The judge said the guidelines show that priority_ for free lunches will-go to

the neediest "regardless-of income" and a committee will make "verification of
(the youngster's) unmet needs" before the pupil gets free lunches.

He noted that-simply being a member of a fondly receiving welfare will not
assure that the pupil is eligible.

Federal attorney Gary Baise of Washington, D.C., argued that Congress also
intends for local officials to determine which pupils are eligible for free lunches.

N'eumark said the district gets .$60,000 from the federal government to help
finance the school -lunch program, $20,000 to provide free lunches and $135,000
worth of surplus foods.

All of this he held, should go toward the free-lunch program suggested by CLA,
which was estimated to cost about $q200,000.

It Was reported the district plans to spend .$29,000 on the free-lunch program
this year.

Shaw expressed concern that Judge MaeBride's temporary restraining order
was interpreted by the news media to mean that the judge had found the school
district "at fault."

DISTRICT NOT AT FAULT

Connueuting before he actually issued his order, he answered :
"I do not intend to find the school board at fault."
Later, he added:
"I'm not finding fault with anyone. I just want to maintain the status quo

(until making a final decision)."
It was brought out during the hearing that one of the changes between last.

year's district program and this year's proposed program is that the needs of a
family on welfare were used as a guideline last year in determining whether a
pupil should get free lunches, whereas this year the district had intended to
consider a pupil eligible if his family income was SO pier cent of what the war on
poverty program considers poverty level.

[From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Sept. 11, 1969]

NIXON AIDE CALLS LUNCH PROGRAM SCANDAL

WASIIINGTON.The White House's expert on nutrition called the nation's
school lunch program "really a scandal" because tunny urban school districts do
not participate in it.

Dr. Jean Mayer, said two-thirds of America's indigent children are not reached
by the school lunch program.

"Practically all the wealthy suburbs have hervily subsidized school lunch pro-
grams while the urban poor do not," Dr. Mayer told a press conference following
his address lucre to the fifth International Congress of Dietetics.

City school districts, he told the meeting, use the excuse of no kitchen ordining
facilities for not starting a lunch program.

"If we can give an overfed businessman u dinner in a plane flying at 600 miles
an hour 10 miles up, we ought to be able to feed poor children in a classroom," he
said.

Mayer urged the nation's dietitians to lobby in theft' home states, cities and
counties for expanded programs to feed the nation's lumgrywhich he estimated
at about 20 million persons.

He pledged the Nixon administration to an expansion.of the food stamp program
Vials designed to increase the food buying power of the poor But, he said, the
government eventually wants to replace food stamps with direct cash allotments
for food.



Meanwhile, he said, the program will be expanded to include some of the 500 to
GOO counties who now do not participate. In addition, Mayer said the government
wants to lower the cost of food stamps to-the poor, who buy stamps which give
them an average of a third more purchasing power.

He also said the administration wants to subStitute food stamps for a parallel
Program under which the poor receive surplus food.

As a nutritionist, he said, he would not select the foods that are included in the
Agriculture Department list of surplus commodities. He singled out lard as one
food that should be omitted.

"A child getting commodities just isn't eating what every other American child
eats," he added. "He is excluded from what in effect is the national communion
table."

The poor, Mayer said, prefer cash to commodities or stamps. And it would sim-
plify the administration of an anti-hunger-program.

But, he said wryly, rents in ghetto areas would-probably go up if the poor were
given more cash to buy food.

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Sept. 12, 1969)

FOES DISAGREE ON FREE LUNCH RULES

The question of who should get a free lunch in the Modesto City Schools is
answered differently by both sides in a federal court case to be heard Sept. 22.

Before school opens this week U.S. District Judge Thomas J. Mac Bride in
Sacramento directed the schools to continue to use last year's eligibility standard's
until the hearing.

But school official and California Rural Legal Assistance attorneys, who tiled
the suit, do not agree on interpretation of last year's rules.

CRLA. says the old policy would make about 1.500 children on welfare eligible
if all families with unmet needs were served free lunches. But Dr. Bert C.
Corona, school district superintendent, argues those families are neither "pre-
cluded nor guaranteed" the lunches.

CRLA UNSUCCESSFUL

CRLA attorneys Philip Newmark and Daniel Lowenstein yesterday appeared
before Judge MacBride in an unsuccessful attempt to have him hear the caseearlier.

"We didn't feel what the school was doing was adequate," Neumark said. "We
found a lot of people didn't even know about the school lunch program."

Dr. Corona said the CRLA. attorneys submitted 100 applications this week from
families asking for the free lunches which had been collected by those working
for an increased program. He said the applications will be processed, although
the normal procedure is to submit the applications to the school principal.

"BEING IMPOSSIBLE"

"They (CRLA) are just being impossible," Dr. Corona said. He said the
attorneys and others working for more lunches are "totally uncooperative."

The suit on behalf of two Modesto families contends nearly 3.000 children from
families on welfare should receive the free lunches, instead of the 400 the schools
had planned to serve this year.

Free lunch applications are available from each school principal and must be
returned by the parent to the school, Corona said. He said the welfare depart-
ment is then contacted to determine if the family has an unmet need and "we
put with that what we know."

"The final judgment rests with the staff," Dr. Corona said.

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Sept. 14, 1969)

SCHOOL BOARD MAY END FREE LUNCHES HINGES ON Collar DECISION

(By 3. Robert Bazemore)

If the Modesto Board of Education is forced by the courts to spend more than
it has allotted to provide additional free lunches for needy children, the schools
may withdraw entirely from the federal school lunch program.

,

;
$
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In response to a suit filed by California Rural Legal Assistance on behalf of
children who cannot afford to buy lunches, Dr. Bert C. Corona, district superin-
tendent, said he will ask the school board to terminate its participation in the
program if the suit is successful.

The'suit names two Modesto families as plaintiffs and says the schools should
use federal funds and surplus commodities to offer free or reduced-price lunches
to more than 3,000 children, mostly on welfare, instead of using the subsidy
to reduce the cost of lunches to all children. The schools last year served an
average of 170 free lunches daily. This summer, after protests by critics of the
school lunch program, the board agreed to serve an average of 400 free lunches
daily.

SERVE 178

After three days of school, -Dr. Corona reported_ Friday 178 children are receiv-
ing the free lunches. He said 92 are -being fed -free on an "emergency" or tem-
porary basis.

The school-Superintendent replied to-the -suit filed in the U.S. District Court
in Sacramento in an affidavit filed in the-Same court last week. A hearing is set
for -Sept. 22. Meanwhile, a judge has-ordered the schools to continue with last
year's eligibility standards instead of a revised plan which would have eligibility
on family income.

Dr. Corona said the suit criticizes the- new plan because the board limits
school expenditures for free lunches according to its budget for the year.

"If the school were tied down with legislative or judicial requirements" in
which the schools had to spend other funds, Dr. Corona says in his affidavit he
would recommend ending the school lunch program participation in federal
subsidies.

$219,142 LAST YEAR

The subsidies, in cash and surplus commodities, last year amounted to $219,142,
(MLA contends in the suit. It is charged only $32,839 of the amount was allocated
to feed needy children and $11,014 was used for free lunches.

Dr. Corona, in his affidavit, says this is a "deceptive" figure in that the "fair
market value" of the commodities is not real value since the school district must
pay a "handling charge" to receive the food.

The district also receives 4.5 cents for each "class A" hot meal served in the
schools. Dr. Corona claims this is a "reimbursement" ratherthan a subsidy. He
says the district feels "it is proper" to passon this 4.5 cents to every child who
purchases a meal, and the school lunch program for this reason is operated on a
"nonprofit" basis in accordance with the National School Lunch Program, Dr.
Corona claims.

If the Modesto schools were to withdraw from the federal programs, the cost
of school lunches to all students would increase. The CRLA suit argues the num-
ber of free lunches offered to needy children could be increased by continuing with
the federal programs and by increasing the cost of lunches to children of the
"wealthy and middle class."

CRLA OBJECTIVE

In a letter to Dr. Corona Friday, CRLA attorneys Daniel Lowenstein, Philip
Neumark and Gene Livingston said their "sole objective in this controversy is to
see to it that the needy children in the Modesto schools receive free lunches."

The point out the temporary restraining order issued by U.S. District Judge
Thomas J. MacBride last Monday was "to assure that needy children would re-
ceive free lunches" pending the Sept. 22 hearing.

CRLA charges the school district is using the court order to "employ cumber-
some and wasteful procedures that result in the delay and denial of free lunches
to children who cannot afford to purchase them."

CRLA and others interested in expanding the free lunch program obtained
free lunch applications from some Modesto families and submitted them to the
schools' administrative office last week. Dr. Corona said the applications will be
distributed to individual schools for review.

ORLA named the U.S. Department of Agriculture as codefendent !n the suit,
and Dr. Corona said the litigation may have national significance.

WILL BRING IN

Although the USDA was released from the suit because of a legal technicality,
CRLA promises federal and state agencies will be brought into the court action.



Most California schools, and school districts in many other states, use the
federal school lunch funds and surplus commodities in much the same wits as the
Modesto schools.

However, an opinion issued this month by another federal judge in San Fran-
cisco over another CRLA school lunch suit states the federal government can
withhold funds from a local school district if it does not comply with the Federal
School Lunch Act by serving free or reduced price lunches to needy children.

The Modesto Board of Education last April revised its free lunch program in
order to meet the requirements of the federal program.

[From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Mar. 31, 1970)

[Letter to the Editor]

PROUD OF BOARD

Editor of The BeeSir : Modesto has every right to be proud of its school board.
Its members had the integrity and principle to handle the lunch situation as they
did.

The harassment and criticism they have been subjected to is deplorable, in-
cluding the political hearing of US Sen. George McGovern.

The board has my complete support in these actions. My family and friends
who have discussed this feel the same.
Modesto. G. T.

[From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Apr. 1, 1970)

[Letters to the Editor]

SENATOR, Go HOME

Editor of The Bee- --Sir: We wonder just what this country is coming to, or
should I say what California is coming to.

The trend of the times and the way a group of people is trying to rule things,
it seems as if they are trying to make California the scapegoat. A suggestion is
made about a certain issue and the first thing we know it has grown into being
a menace brought on by a few people haggling over it. And many of these haggling
ones are not even taxpayers.

This issue being discussed is the program of feeding the poor children at
school. I cannot understand why so many outside people seem to thing they have
a right to meddle into the business of the welfare system. After all, that is the
business of that group. They have capable investigators to see into just which
children should be fed and which ones are from homes that are being assisted
by checks each month. That method could be handled in a quiet businesslike way
and all of this hassle would never have come up. But no, someone had to get busy
and make a political issue out of it. They are meddling with things that do not
concern them instead of letting Dr. Bert Corona, William Rose and the other
members of the Board of Education manage this. After all, they are the official
ones, not these outsiders.

Something else, a number of people believe these legal assistance attorneys are
getting a little bit toward overstepping their positions. Anyway, the wisest thing
for these meddlers to do is to let Dr. Corona and his group manage this children
feeding program. Especially this senator from back East. What he should do is go
back home and keep his nose out of another state's business.
Modesto. B. BOYLAN.

PROUD OF CRLA

Editor of The BeeSir : The California Rural Legal Assistance has held a
mirror in front of us. If we do not like what we see, we should change our
behavior.

Hungry children should 'be fed. Poor and powerless people should be protected
from the wealthy and powerful. This is only justice.

I am happy to pay taxes to support the CRLA. It also should be well fed and
given more mirrors. The CRLA makes me proud to be an American.
Los Minos. Mum STARRY.
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WANTS LUNCH VOTE

Editor of The BeeSir : Since we taxpayers are paying for the free lunches in
our school systems, why not allow us a voice in thiS matter? Please put this on
our next ballot.

I think it is terrible that innocent children should suffer but it is time we do
something about those shiftless freeloaders on the welfare rolls.

People ought to realize you must pay for everything you receive. This world
owes no one a living.

My husband and I have worked hard to provide for our family. We have two
children and felt that with the cost of living of today we could not provide for
more. But people on welfare know that each new-addition to the family means
an increase in-elfare handout. These-people-have a fixed _monthly Income. Let
them provide lunches for their children just-as we working people do who have
varying income.

Once and for all settle this issue and stop each and every free lunch. There is
no place to draw the line.

Our school's business is educating our children, not feeding them. If we give in
to this the next demand will be free clothing.

Taxpayers, arise against this problem before we are taxed to death. This is
becoming a mockery to all of us who are working to provide for our own families.

As one social worker told me, among welfare recipients this is not known as
Stanislaus but Santa Claus County.

So, taxpayers, you see we are paying and being laughed at as we pay.
Ceres. SUE MCCORMACK.

Is ENVIOUS

Editor of The Bee Sir: In the recent television coverage of picketing for
school lunches, how many of you noticed the mothers of these hungry children
who wore quite expensive coats, some cashmererwith mink collars? Cannery
workers' wives cannot afford such coats but the welfare recipient can?

In listening to mothers talk about the lunch program, one fact is very clear.
It is easier to have the school fix the lunch. The mothers are saved the time and
effort ; in fact, they cannot be bothered even to teach their children how to pack
a decent lunch. Unfortunately, many of these people do not even know what a
budget is.

Recently, while shopping at a supermarket I settled for chicken and ground
meat, the cheapest items. I looked with envy at the woman ahead of me at the
check stand. She had a boned* rolled turkey roast (these cost more than $9),
hamburger patties all fixed in special packages, the best and most expensive
frozen dinners. There was not one inexpensive item in her cart. She paid for it
with food stamps.
Modesto. ANNE HOOPKR.

QUESTIONS HEARING

Editor of The BeeSir: Since most legislation in the United States is enacted
on the one man-one vote theory, how is it possible that the same ratio was so
obviously not observed in the hearing held before US Sen. George McGovern?

I know many people who applaud the action of the Modesto Board of Education
who were not heard. To my knowledge, the community is not prepared to go on
record as being 2 to 1 against the board, yet such was the suggestion presented
the senator. Why, if this was to be an impartial hearing, were so many people of
one persuasion allowed to speak and so few of the opposite opinion heard?

It would be interesting to know who organizes such hearings. Is it a strictly
bipartisan group? Who picks the witnesses and how is the location chosen? One
has the feeling this sort of "impartiality" only contributes to unfortunate
polarization.
Modesto. CAROLYN OSTERHOLM.

[From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Apr. 2, 1970]

MOVE MAY REOPEN 'MODESTO SCHOOLS FREE LUNCH SUIT

An antipoverty attorney and a welfare organizer in Modesto have served a sub-
poena on Schools Supt. Bert C. Corona concerning questions which could lead to
the reopening of a federal court case over serving more free lunches to Modesto
City Schools children.
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The notice to take depositions at 10 a.m. tomorrow from Dr. Corona and two
other school officials 3vas served by California Rural Legal Assistance attorney
Philip Neumark and Don Wilson, a welfare rights organizer, after a negotiating
session between Dr. Corona and a committee of the Citizens to Save the School
Lunch Program. The meeting was closed to the public.

RESIGNATION

- The Rev. Monroe Taylor announced he has resigned as chairman of the
citizen's group because of the "CRLA intervention." The Rev. Taylor favored the
plan offered by Dr. Corona to re-enter the federal program by serving only those
needy children eligible under the school board's criteria.

Members of the committee said negotiations broke down when Dr. Corona with-
drew a proposal which would have placed the school district back in the federal
assistance program and increased the number of free lunches served needy chil-
dren, The committee previously had rejected the proposal.

REASON FOR WITHDRAWAL

Dr. Corona said he withdrew the offer because a promise from the State De-
partment er Education of increased financing for next year was withdrawn. lie
said the state, which administers the federal funds, offered only to finance an
expanded program this year.

He said the offer of money was the same as that made previously by the Office
of Ecbnomic Opportunity through the Stanislaus County Community Action
Commission.

Dr. Corona said he offered the committee the possibility of re-entering the fed-
eral lunch program and serving needy children under a criteria considered by
the Modesto Board of Education last September. However, this proposal which
offers free or reduced price lunches to children of families with incomes at 80
per cent of the 0E0 poverty level was restrained by a federal court and was not
acceptable to the citizens group.

GENERAL INTERPRETATION

The federal court order against the school district is interpreted by both sides
as asking the Schools to serve 2,800 needy children free lunches instead of 450
daily. The school board subsequently withdrew from the federal assistance pro-
gram which was used to reduce the price of all lunches in addition to providing
the free meals.

Dr. Corona said he is "under the assumption the matter will be taken back to
court." He said he is seeking advice from the county counsel's office today on
whether to comply with the order for additional statements.

The order, signed by the clerk of the US District Court, Eastern District, asks
Dr. Corona, Clyde Hull, supervisor of attendance and child welfare, and Harley
Pulliam, supervisor of food services, to appear at the Modesto CRLA offices with
information concerning the school board's decision to withdraw from the program,
how it was effected and the use of the surplus food and federal funds provided
under the program. -

OTHERS INVOLVED

Neumark said further litigation is a possibility. He said it will depend on what
information is gained from the depositions.

The negotiations which were conducted between.Dr. Corona, as a representa-
tive of the school board, and a threemember committee of the citizen's group
also involved Don Quisenberry, director of the Stanislaus Country Welfare De-
partment; Robert Gallo, chairman of the Modesto Human Rights Commission, and
Neil Bodine, CAC executive director.

[From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Apr. 7, 1970]

BOMB THREATS, BIT-Is FOLLOW LUNCH DEBATE

(By Fred Youmans)

A sit-in demonstration at the Modesto Schools Administration building today
and telephone threats to Board of Education members and school lunch sup-
porters followed a tense, 35-minute free lunch debate last night.
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A plainclothes Modesto police officer assigned to observe the 40 protesters who
lined a downstairs ball of the schools' offices on Locust Street at 10 a.m. said no
arrests would be made as long as passageways and doorways remained clear and
there were no loud noises.

But the protesters, many high school students who did not attend classes for the
second day, said they planned to remain in the building until after the 5 p.m.
closing, a matter the police said they will deal with if it occurs.

The limited but lively discussion during last night's school board meeting was
calmed somewhat by the presence of police officers and the video-taping of the
proceedings by an employee of the Stanislaus County Office of Education. The
taping was requested by the police, it was explained.

SHOVING YATC11

Only one flare-up, a brief shoving match occurred. Three uniformed officers
moved into break up the scuffle between a pro-school lunch student and a pro-
school board attorney.

Four of the five school board members told authorities they received bomb
threats by telephone in their homes two hours after the meeting.

Some members of the Citizens to Save the School Lunch Program who met after
the meeting at the Stanislaus County Cooperative Association in west Modesto
said they, too, received threatening phone calls during their meeting.

Threats were reported by Mrs. Harriette Kirschen, board president ; Mrs. Jean
Knowles, E. W. Rose and Joseph D. Smart.

The police said the call received by Dr. Morris Kirschen was typical. He was
told by a young man a bomb would be thrown at his home about 3 a.m. Dr. Kirchen
said the background noise on the phone sounded like a room full of people. Police
officers patrolled the homes without incident.

Mike Angelo, acting as spokesman for the demonstrators today, said the reason
for the peaceful protest is because of the threats made to parties on both sides of
of the school lunch issue.

"SANE PEOPLE"

"We had the impression the same people who called us called the school board."
Angelo said.

Angelo and several of the other free lunch supporters were to meet later this
afternoon with supt Bert C. Corona to discuss what was said to be their two
grievancesimmediate reinstatement of the federal school lunch program and an
investigation concerning an incident reported at last night's board meeting in
which a school principal allegedly twisted the arm of a woman who had applied
for free lunches for her six children.

Last. night's meeting was unlike two previous board meetings, when discussion
ranged loud and long. Angry free lunch supporters on March 10 actually forced
Board Chairman Harriette Kirschen to gavel adjournment before the board could
act on its regular agenda.

Steps taken last night to keep order included the presence of uniformed and
Plainclothes police officers, the alteration of procedure in which the discussion
period came after, and not before, the regular business agenda, and by adjourning
early at 9:35 p.m. to executive session.

The meeting also was unlike the previous two in which free lunch supporters
dominated the audience. The approximately 250 persons in the audience last
night in the Davis High School Little Theater were almost equally divided in
support of the free lunch program and in support of the board's withdrawal from
the program.

The discussion period began at 9 p.m., after an hour and a half of tending to
a noncontroversial regular agenda. A 10-minute recess was called by Mrs. Kir-
schen between the close of the regular agenda time and the beginning of pub-
lic discussion.

Don Wilson, a welfare rights organizer, attempted several times to be heard
during the period for the regular agenda. He was gavelled down each time by
Mrs. Kirschen.

Wilson charged the board with deliberately changing the format of the meet-
ing "to make the people wait" He also attempted to ask questions on regular
items, but was prevented by Mrs. Kirschen. She explained the period "is not for
open discussion, but merely consists of reports to the board and not questioning
of the board."

The presence of police, including Chief Jerry Ammerman, was acknowledged
further by Mrs. Kirschen when she read a statement from Police Capt. Gerald

42-778 01-70pt. 2--115
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McKenzie that anyone willfully disrupting a public meeting is guilty of a mis-
demeanor. The reading was greeted both by applause and derisive hoots.

The board was supported last night by George Ground and Joe Byrne, both
of whom presented petitions signed by 773 and 600 persons, respectively, sup-
porting the board's position in withdrawing:from the National School Lunch
Program. The petitions expressed both "confidence in the board and School Dis-
trict Supt. Bert C. Corona and contempt for the anarchistic actions" of
opponents.

The board also got support from Mrs. Barbara Brady, a welfare mother, and
George Kell, an attorney.

Mrs. Brady, whose statements drew hisses and boos, said "welfare does not
require a free lunch for children."

Kell, -the final speaker, blamed "pressure groups" for causing the turmoil
about free lunches. Scornful of federal aid because federal guidelines inevitably
follow, Kell said the board, "through local option," must decide the Issue. "But
to get to the point, you have no choice," lie said. "You have been driven to
the wall, then asked to negotiate."

Warning again of the motives of "pressure groups," Kell told the board "what
you have done is perfectly proper ... stand by your guns."

Dr. John Boyd, a member of the steering committee of the Citizens to Feed
Hungry Children, inquired into the status of negotiations between Dr. Corona
and Mrs. Kirschen and representatives of low-Income groups.

"It is apparent That there is a polarization of the community," Dr. Boyd said.
"Thus, it would be wise to learn of the status of negotiations and if the district
Is planning to re-enter the lunch program."

"BEADED TO COURT".

Dr. Corona said the negotiations were terminated last Tuesday, when a sub-
poena was served by attorneys of the California Rural Legal Assistance. "The
matter now appears headed to court," the superintendent said.

Dr. Boyd persisted. "That is the status of your negotiations with the CRLA
and the courts," lie stated. "What is the status of your negotiations with the
people?"

Dr. Corona said the school district will re-enter the lunch program "when con-
ditions are clear and the program is continually funded on a criterion of eligi-
bility acceptable to the board."

Jim Switzer, representing the free lunch supporters, asked Mrs. Kirschen to
call a special meeting on free lunches "to find a common meeting ground." Warn-
ing that people "are willing to go to jail, if that is the way to break the board,"
Switzer said lunch supporters "want instead to sit down and talk to the board."

TWO MEETINGS

Mrs. Kirscbln said the board has held two open meetings on the subject "and
after I allowed 4% hours of absolute abuse (March 16) . . . the board flatly
refused to meet or,enly again."

But she finally agreed to poll the board upon Switzer's request. The vote was
unanimous. Board member H. W. Rose said "after having discussed the issue at
length and at due elaboration our stand is well known and I see no reason for
any further public meeting on the subject."

Switzer, stating he was "sorry" about the outcome of the vote, told the board
"It could solve a bitter problem."

Bitterness was evidenced when David Talamante, of the Stanislaus County
Co-Operative Association charged that a school official had twisted the arm of a
woman who had applied at Shackelford School for free lunches for her child
yesterday.

"You can't keep treating people this way," Talamante yelled. "We're not going
to keep taking this -; we're not going to be treated like animals any more."

Wilson asked the school board to suspend the official. The comment produced
a brief shoving match between Kell, who told Wilson to sit down, and a young
student.

Police moved in separated the two and dragged the combatants and dragged
the student to the side. The Rev. Jack Takayanagi, a member of the Community
Action Commission executive board, helped to restore order.



Mrs. Kirschen, responding to Talamante's charge, said "if there is a need for
an investigation, there will be an investigation." (Dr. Corona also later met with
the woman whose arm reportedly was injured).

Kell's comments followed, and the public meeting phase of the board meeting
was then closed by Mrs. Kirschen.

The board's executive session included a personnel matter and a report by Dr..
Corona on the progress of negotiations concerning teacher salaries.

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Apr. 8, 19701

POLICE ARREST 31 FOR REVISAL TO END SIT-IN

I(Dy J. Robert Bazemore)
School lunch demonstrators returned today to the Modesto City Schools Ad-

ministration Building following the arrest yesterday of 31 charged with trespass-
ing when they refused to leave an all-day sit-in after the building was closed at
5 p.m.

:Fourteen demonstrators arrived at the building at 10 a.m. today and said they
expected more later. They said they bad not decided whether to again stay after
closing and face another arrest.

Before the police escorted each protester from the building yesterday the
demonstrators asked Schools Supt. Bert C. Corona for a meeting to seek a com-
promise of the Board of Education's refusal to reenter the federal school lunch
program.

MEETS LEADERS

Although Dr. Corona refused to negotiate further with the group he met today
with Mike Angelo of Modesto, acting-as a spokesman for the Citizens to Save the
School Lunch Program, and with David Abril Talamante, a leader of the group.

(The group will no longer discuss the free lunch issue with Dr.- Corona, Angelo
said today. He said we will deal directly with the school board. "That seems to
be the place we can get the answers," Angelo commented.

Angelo said "more important citizens in the community" are seeking to reach
some agreement with the school board. During the arrests last night Modesto
City Councilman Phillip Newton made an effort to get some demonstrators to
leave before they were arrested. He said he had been in contact with school board
members to reach some compromise. Trustee F. W. Rose also watched the arrests.

MEMBERS PLEAD

Just before the arrests began yesterday several members of the group made the
plea to Dr. Corona for further negotiations.

"I've tried to sit down, and what do they do? They come and throw.a sub-
poena in my lap," said Dr. Corona.

.Don Wilson, chairman of the Citizens to Save the School Lunch Program, told
the superintendent the California Rural Legal Assistance attorneys who last week
obtained a court order to ask school officials questions "work for the people." He
said, "We can tell them to drop it Ina minute."

STATEMENT READ

Dr. Corona then stepped in front of the demonstrators seated quietly on the
floor just outside his office and in front of the school board meeting room and
read a statement, declaring the building closed and advising anyone remaining
would be arrested for trespassing.

.Sgt. Phil Ogden of the Modesto Police Department read another notice citing
Section 002 (n) of the California Penal Code declaring it a misdemeanor to fail
or refuse to leave a Public building when it has been closed.

Wen plainclothes detectives and a number of uniformed officers under the
direction of Police Chief Jerry Ammerman conducted the arrests of the demon-
strators, most of whom are students at Modesto Junior College and Stanislaus
State College.

After the police took movies, still pictures and recorded statements, each
demonstrator was escorted individually from the building through a side door by
four teams of two uniformed officers. Citations were issued ordering each demon-
strator to appear later this month in the Modesto Municipal Court.
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Talamante, 29, 325 Grant St., Turlock, one of the leaders of the group, also was
charged with resisting arrest when he responded to the arresting officers in
Spanish. The officers then reached down to lift him up from his seated posi-
tion and Talamante left the building voluntarily. The police report indicates the
(Akers knew Ta lamante :Teaks fluent English.

Wilson, 40, of 305 Longfellow Ave., Modesto, VAS first to be arrested, followed
by Lonnie Dart Anderson Sr., 39, of 1525 Sian Way, Modesto, who was booked
into the Stanistaus County Jail on a bench warrant for non appearance on what
he said was a tax payment charge. He was released later on $100 bail.

The others cited In the order in which they were removed from the building
were David Earl Brown, 24,3135 Kiernan Ave., Modesto; Jon Michael Teitel-
baum,. 23, 1015 Durant St., Modesto; Michael Frank Ursini, 27, -7111 Sycamore
Ave., Modesto; William Nathan Stoning, 23, 3201 Golf Road, Turlock ; Michael
Lewis Kein, 21, 125 N. Appling Ave., Waterford.

Donald Eugene Fromm, 32, 1437 Normandy Drive, Modesto; Thomas Rex
Owens, 20, 502 College Ave., Apt. 2, Modesto; James Thomas Tharp Jr., 22,
1021 Vernon Ave., Modesto; David Leroy Travis, 18, of Placerville; Jared Lynn
Zeff, 22,1105 Country Club Drive, Modesto ; Robert William Taylor, 020 Paradise
Road, Apt. 202, Modesto; Patrick Daniel Keane, 18, 821 4th St., Apt. 4, Modesto.

Norman Kent Holsinger, 21, 1500 Verduga Ave., Hughson ; Robert Allen Hart,
1019 Coldweii Ave., Modesto; Rodney John Brummund, 18, 502 College Ave., Apt.
2, Modesto; Donald Gene Taylor, 17, 1214 South Ave., Modesto; Allan Dale
Mitchell, 17, 1717 Pelton Ave., Modesto.

Wallace Stanton Davis, 21, 1302 Paustina Ave., Modesto; Donald Eugene
Lancaster, 18, 1105 Superior Ave., Modesto; Valerie Letha Brown, 23, 401 Vir-
ginia Ave., Modesto; Sherry Diane Floyd, 21, of 2009 Chester St., Modesto;
Louise Marie Haberbush, 19, of 1923 Tracy Court, Modesto; Katherine Marion
Price, 23, of 332 Clifford Ave., Turlock; Linda Anne Carpenter, 801 Spencer Ave.,
Modesto; Rosalind* Hernandez., 20, of the Wagon Wheel Motel, Turlock; Norma
Jean Brighton, 3324 Polaris St., Modesto; Catherine Mary Ann Wayne, 18, 2028
Girard Ave., Modesto, and Jeanette Marie Klein, 19,125 N. Appling Ave., Modesto.

The two juveniles were cited to the Stanislaw, County Probation Department.
A number of high school students joined the demonstration earlier In the day

but left before Dr. Corona read his statement.
Just before the last arrest was made at 5:58 o'clock two young women seated

near the front door got up and walked out to their mother waiting outside.
She looked inside the doorway and announced, "We still believe in the cause,

but they're just doing what they think is right." One of the girls turned to walk
back into the building but an officer stopped her, stating the building was closed.

Several announcements were made during the arrests by the police, offering
anyone the opportunity to get up and leave the building without being cited.

Several of the demonstrators commented afterward on just and fair handling
by the police. They contrasted yesterday's procedures with one of the first dem-
onstrations several weeks ago when an outside group joined the protesters and
two windows in the school's administration were broken with rocks burled by
the outsiders.

One demonstrator said the police now are more sympathetic because "they've
been going to the school board meetings and they know the issues." A number
of police officers had patrolled Monday's school hoard meeting when the school
lunch Issue was debated for 35 minutes.

Dr. Corona said he met with a few of the protesters earlier in the day when
they expressed concern over four issues.

He said they were in the building for the sit-in as a "reminder to us the only
compromise was for the Board of Education to move back In the National School
Lunch Program."

Dr. Corona said the group told him they were sorry school board members
had received telephone threats following the Monday meeting but assured him
the calls were not made by anyone from their group. He said they expressed
"distress" with the school board meeting and were concerned about an investiga-
tion into an alleged incident between a south Modesto mother and a school princi-
pal when she applied for free lunches for her children.

The school board withdrew from the federal assistance program when a federal
court ordered the district to serve 2,800 needy children free or reduced price
lunches instead of the present 450. Then the board refused an offer of $20,000
from the Stanislaus County Community Action Commission to meet a deAcit the
schools may face by increasing the lunch program.



Meanwhile, Dr. Corona today said he is having about 30 Me cabinets of valu-
able school records removed from the building as a "precaution."

He noted the building is not fireproof and he said additional fire alarm devices
have been installed since the school lunches became an issue.

He said there have been no threats of fire but **We are concerned the building
could be the target of some action in view of what has happened throughout the
country."

The old structure was once a school building. In fact, Dr. Corona's office is the
room in which he attended first grade.

MIONIl

trivia the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, .dpr. 9, 19703

PaINCINLL Is REstrXED FOR INCIDENT

Chris A. Oleson, principal of Shackelford Elementary School, Modesto, was
reprimanded by Schools Supt. Bert C. Corona yesterday following a mother's
complaint over the handling of a free school lunch application.

A letter of apology was written to Mrs. Donato Perez, 220 Barozzi Ave., Modes-
to, the mother of six children who had applied for free lunches because her hus-
band is in the hospital.

The actions in the Perez case came at the end of a second day of sit-ins at the
Modesto City Schools Administration Building, about 40 demonstrators leaving
the building peaceably after the 5 p.m. closing in order to avoid arrest.

On Tuesday, Modesto police issued misdemeanor citations to 31 demonstrators
after they had refused to leave the building when it was closed. Many of the
ticketed protesters returned yesterday.

The sit-ins resumed this afternoon.
The Perez case, has been mentioned by the demonstrators as one of the reasons

for starting the sit-ins Tuesday.
Corolla said a thorough investigation of the Perez incident suggests Mrs.

Perez was not offered the respect and courtesies that we desire for our parents."

CU ON DEWED

The reprimand was tiled in Principal Oleson's employment record in the
schools office.

In an interview today, Olesou denied he twisted Mrs. Perez's arm. She was not
harmed physically, he said. -I did ask her to return the application," he said.

Yesterday, Mrs. Perez said in an interview she had gone to the school Monday
to apply for free lunches for her children because her husband, a cannery
worker, was in the hospital. She said the extra money to buy gas to visit him
had cut into her budget.

Mrs. Perez said her children had received free lunches for three weeks in
December. When she applied Monday, she said, she offered to pay for the lunches
later but became distressed when Oleson asked a number of questions.

"I said let's just forget about the lunches," Mrs. Perez said.
As she was leaving the building, Oleson followed to demand the application as

school property. She said he grabbed her arm and twisted it to obtain the paper.
Mrs. Perez said she went to the doctor for treatment.

Oleson, who was reluctant to discuss the incident, said the allegations are false.
He said he had suggested Mrs. Perez sell one of two cars on which the family
was making payments. "On this part I was wrong," Oleson admitted.

In the meantime, the group protesting in the school administration building
said it had stopped legal efforts against the school board, hoping for a settlement
of the school lunch issue.

The Citizens to Save the School Lunch Program spokesman, Mike Angelo, said
the lawyers in California Rural Legal Assistance will be told to halt court
proceedings.

Also, the protesting group has sent a second letter to Corona asking for a
meeting on the school lunch issue.

In another letter to School Board President Harriette Kirschen, the chairman,
Donald C. Wilson, said, "Surely you are as distressed as we are at the anger
and frustration that is increasing among your supporters and ours."

Wilson asked Mrs. Kirschen to "forget the personal conflicts that have kept us
apart in the past and come together to negotiate for the benefit of the children of
our school district."
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The school board withdrew from the federal lunch support program when the
federal court in Sacramento ordered the district to serve:1,800 needy children fret
lunches instead of the 450 the district had agreed toserve.

The court order would have imposed a uniform criteria rathernum the present
system whereby school principals and other school officials determine which
students receive the free lunches after an interview with parents.

One of the demonstrators, David Talamante, whowas arrested Tuesday, learned
Yesterday the only charge against him is the misdemeanor of refusing to leave apublic building after it was closed, the same as the other 30 people. Talamante,
and the others, had understood he was charged with resisting arrest because he
insisted on responding to the arresting officers in Spanish.'

It was Ta lamante who made the case of Mrs. Perez public. She had gone to the
small grocery store operated by the -Staubdaus County Cooperative Association
after the school incident and told him her story. Ta lamante, the manager of the
grocery, has been active in the school lunch dispute.

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Apr. 9, 1970)

(Letter to the Editor]

Use or TAX DOLLASS

Editor of The BeeSir: I am unwilling to have my tax dollars used to hire
California Rural Legal Assistance attorneys who in turn fight Dr. Bert Corona
and the Modesto Board of Education in an effort to include a welfare program
In our educational program.

Further. I believe it is tragic that small children are used as pickets at the
Modesto City Schools Mee. What kind of citizens will they become:

VERY CONCERNED TAXPAYLV.
Modesto.

=1111=

(From the Modesto (Calif.) nee. Apr. 10, 19701

SITIN ESTERS FOURTH DAY

(By Fred Youmans)
Sit-in demonstrators returned to the Modesto City Schools Administration

Building today for the fourth day in a row.
The group, which is seeking return to the federal free lunch program, num-

bered about 30 yesterday but its ranks are expected to swell late, this afternoon.
The demonstrators again disbanded quietly at 5 p.m. yesterday, after SchoolDistrict Supt. Bert C. Corona again read a statement declaring the building

closed and saying anyone who remained would be subject to arrest.

VOLUNTARY DEPARTURE

Thirty-one demonstrators were arrested for trespassing the first day of thesit-in. Tuesday, but members of the group voluntarily left the building the
following two days after Dr. Corona read his statement.

One arrest, of an out-of-town resident, was made about 3 p.m. Tom Johnson,
28, who told the police he is a graduate student from Fresno, was cited for
two counts of malicious mischief.

Officers said Johnson, who had joined the sit -in demonstrators, became belliger-
ent and ran upstairs to the second floor of the school administration building,
using profanity In the presence of secretaries.

Johnson, the police report said, then ran outdoors where he jumped onto thehood of a Police car, jumped off, ran, tossed a beer can at pursuing officers and
dented, with his fist, the hood and trunk of two parked cars.

He was caught and handcuffed in a nearby field.
Demonstrators said Johnson had been provoted by a comment by a visitor

to the school building, who reportedly said the sit-In scene resembled a slum.
Among those sitting-In yesterday were Don Wilson, chairman of the Citizens toSave the School Lunch Program; California Rural Legal Assistance attorneys

Philip Newmark and Daniel Lowenstein; David '.N.lamante, manager of the
Stanislaus County Co-Operative Association; and the Rev. Jack TakaYanagi,
First Congregational Church minister and a county Community Action Conunis-



sion executive board member. There were also mothers, children, and college
students.

°dicers, directed by Chief Jerry Ammermann, stood by while Corona
nod his statement. A meeting of a citizens committee planning for the June 2
override tax election was allowed to use the building peat 5 p.m. When Neumark
and Lowenstein attempted entrance to that meeting. police officers blocked their
way. Corona said the committee meeting was "a closed, invitational meeting" and
was not open to the pubic

Mike Angelo, a spokesman for the demonstrators, did not specify what actions
the group would take when the school building is closed for the weekend this
afternoon. Corona will not be present. He plans to leave early this afternoon for
San Francisco, for the annual convention of the National Se.hool Boards Con-
ference. Four of the five school board members are at the meeting.

Angelo, meanwhile, said leaders of the free lunch demonstrators "are moving
in the community in an effort to contact all responsible citizens.

"These people may not necessarily be in sympathy with our cause," Angelo
added, "but they are concerned over the polarisation in the community."ail

(From the Modesto (Calif.) Bee, Apr. 10. 1970)

(Letter to the Editor]
Sass CONTIADICrIOS

Editor of The BeeSir : Can we believe Dr. Bert Corona's remarks in The Bee
March 24? Yes, we can believe they were made. However, how could he have
made them in the light of his own admitted "politics" (i.e., that he is fighting for
a "principle"). Corona's comments, reported by The Bee as having been made at
the monthly breakfast of the Stanislaus County Community Council, clearly are
a contradiction. Which is "political"turning down $19,000 for a principle on
behalf of the "good taxpayers of Modesto" or feeding hungry children? The
former is clearly "political," while the latter is response to human need.

The truth is both positions are political. I would be the first to admit that. The
question is not one of being political or nonpolitical as much as it is one of good
human politics and bad nonhuman politics. Corona has given over the issue to bad
human politicsa politic which aligns itself with hidden attitudes of non-
committed people who have not the-courage to defend anything but their own
affluence. Yes, he has aligned himself with a politic which must have hungry
children to justify its principle.

Along with the nondefensible principle (1.e., could not hold water in the Senate
hearing of McGovern under the simplest of questioning) of Corona, he has sud-
denly become a mystic who knows the interests of Sen. McGovern. Corona must
think everyone has unjust motivations (in McGovern's case running for presi-
dent). Is that because he himself has unjust motivations?

Modesto. BURT Buz.
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SCHOOL LUNCH REFORM PASSES

Coartsgss Boost= flagOoh Ltnectz Aar

(By Spencer Rich)

Legislation guaranteeing a free or reducedrate school lunch to every poverty-
level school child in the nation was approved yesterday by a House enate
conference committee.

Led by Sen. George S. McGovern (D.S.D.,) and Rep. Roman C. Fuel:n*1
(D.-111.), an antihunger bloc in the conference committee insisted on retention
of Senate language requiring that the free lunches "shall" be served to low-
income children in schools throughout the nation by next Jan. 1.

An aide to one of the conferees said Rep. Albert Quie (RMinn.), on behalf of
the administratiOn, had tried to soften the requirement by changing it so that
poverty-level children were merely "eligible" for such lunches.

Aides to McGovern said yesterday that for the purposes of eligibility, the
poverty line at present included urban children whose family incomes were lessthan $3,800 a year for a family of four, or rural children with family incomes
less than $3,200 a year for the same size family.

The original Senate version, adopted by a 41to40 vote on an amendment by
Jacob K. Davits (71.N.1.), would have used a $4,000 figure for urban families.
Under the compromise reached yesterday, the Secretary of Agriculture will de
termine the poverty income -line each July for purposes of eligibility.

McGovern aides said they believed about' 8 million children in schools would bemade eligible for free or reducedrate lunches by the bill, compared with about
4 to 4.5 million now receiving them. The bill provides that no more than 20 cents
may be charged for the reducedrate lurches, changes funds distribution form-las to channel more of the money for the program to urban core cities, and pro-vides a nolimit authorization for appropriations for the program.

John Kramer, director of the National Council on Hunger and Malnutrition
in the United States, called the bill a step forward but said he believed only 6 to
0.5 million children would be eligible under the poverty-level definition. He said
the Federal Government and the states together were now putting up about $530
million for the program and this would have to he raised by up to $200 million to
take care of new eligible*. The bill provides that the federal government may pay
up to 100 per cent of the added costs of enlarging the program.

Earlier yesterday, Dr. Arnold E. Schaefer, director of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare's National Nutrition Survey, told the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and Hunien Needs that the very poorthose with
incomes under $1,650 a year for a family of foursuffer five times as much
serious malnutrition as families with $8,600year incomes and over.

Schaefer's figures were based on his completed reports for the National Nutri-tion Survey in Texas and Louisiana the first two states finished. A total of
13.373 individuals in the states were studied.

Referring to low participation in food stamps, school lunches and other public
feeding programs by the pooroften because of difficult eligibility requirementsSchaefer told reporters later: "It's obvious our feeding Programs have beendamned ineffective."

McGovern said be believed HEW had been "deliberately slowing down"
Schaefer's survey in en effort to downplay the hunger issue.
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Foreword

After 24 years, this nation's school lunch program reaches 20 million
children; however, it feeds only 3 million of the 8 million most in
need.

In December 1969, The Children's Foundation brought 60
lawyers to Chicago to examine legal remedies that might be used
to resolve this absurdity. The determination of these attorneys to
get action, the pressures being applied by other individuals and
groups, the findings of the White House Conference on Hunger, and
the Nixon Administration's promise that every child in need of free
or reduced price lunches will receive same by Thanksgiving Day of
1970, all combine to indicate that at last food may be put before
the hungry children at least, once a day. We hope this comes true.
History makes us mistrustful.

.1.$ Bruno Bettelheim, a distinguished child psychologist whose
biography appears at the end of this pamphlet, was asked to speak
to the Chicago conferees about what happens in those instances
when food actually is delivered to the child. He discussed the ways
in which the food and the manner of its delivery may influence pres-
ent and future behavior. His talk is presented here in full.

Dr. Betteiheim tells us how to feed the food that's out there some-
where. We must make sure it gets into the schools.

CHARLES U. DALY

President
The Children's Foundation
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I'm not much of an after-dinner speaker; but tonight I'm
delighted that this is my role, because it permits me to begin
with what I consider one of the most important points to make

when considering the school food programs. We had a nice meal
together; we have not only been well fed, but I for one have been
over fed. But it was not the food that made our meal. It was the
pleasant surroundings, and, I hope, that we all enjoyed each other's
company. It was this more than the food that put us in a relaxed
mood, pleasantly receptive to what we may now concentrate on. It
even reduced my anxiety about how you might receive what I have to
say. Wouldn't it be nice if all children could begin their learning in
school in this frame of mind, return in such pleasantly relaxed antici-
pation to class after lunch? If so, they would be so much more recep-
tive to what their teachers want them to learn. If, as we are told, an
army marches on the stomach, how much more is this true for an army
of children, to whom a full stomach alone gives the courage to do
battle with and to conquer the challenges of learning. This, the
psychological impact of eating, of how we eat, and of how we eat
together, as different from what we eat, this is what I feel receives
far too little attention.

I am neither an expert on nutrition, nor on school food programs.
Nor do I think it necessary to stress once more in this company the
tragedy that, in our affluent society, still a sizeable segment of our
children go hungry. You all are convinced of the necessity of these
food programs for reason of nutrition. Therefore I shall not waste
your time by repeating what you all know only too well. I believe
that our problem is much bigger than just providing good, healthy
food. Just because we are fortunate enough to take for granted that
one enjoys one's meals, we tend to overlook that an unenjoyable meal
might be totally unacceptable, maybe actually detrimental because
of the negative emotions it arouses, even if it contains the right
amount of calories.
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In my work with severely disturbed children, I encounter daily
some to whom, theoretically, an abundance of the best food was
offered, but who starved themselves because it was offered under
conditions which were utterly detrimental to their self-respect. They
had to reject food that, for psychological reasons, had become unac-
ceptable, had become degrading to them. So much so that even
forced feedings could not keep them alive. The only way we could
restore them to both physical and psychological health was to create
conditions which made eating as acceptable, as enjoyable to them,
as I hope this meal was to you.

l e i

I trust that you are familiar with some of the publications of
The Children's Foundation, such as Why Child Nutrition
Programs Fail. You know the appalling story they tell, namely

how the programs fail. From my limited experience I am convinced
"everything they report is true. But they tell only part of the entire
story. Not concerned with psychology, they do not stress the psycho-
logical deprivation that comes from unpsychologically administered
nutritional programs. And they fail to detail some of the psycho-
logical factors .which explain why these programs meet with
resistance, and why they are so inadequately administered by the
school systems.

The answer is to be found, I believe, in the fact that those who
institute and administer the programs, well motivated as they are,
do not create an emotional, a psychological climate that would assure
their success. Just because it seems so obvious that all children need
good nutrition, we tend to overlook that such sound realization does
not necessarily motivate a person to spend daily a vast amount of

energy on it. That somebody is hired as a cook and accepts the job
because he or she needs the money, does not turn this person into
somebody who likes to prepare and serve meals to others, least of
all to rambunctious children.



Let me illustrate by a situation that exists in a school just a few
blocks from here which serves mainly deprived black children. The
school is about a decade old, so it is quite new, as school buildings
go. But its kitchen is not much larger than the rather spacious one

in my home. In this kitchen meals have to be prepared for hundreds
of children, so the stove, the refrigerators, the dishwashing machine,
everything has to be much larger than in my home, which leaves
hardly any space for the cook and her two helpers to prepare meals
for some 400 children. As highly as she may have been motivated
originally by the wish to prepare good, attractive, and nutritional
meals, struggling daily with impossible working conditions aggra-
vates her, makes her annoyed, short tempered. The result is that
while the meals are nutritional, they are unappetizing. Only rarely
do the children get a fare they really enjoy; most of the time they are
served things like sloppy joes or gooey beef which typically children
of this age do not particularly like, though they contain all the desir-
able nutritional elements. Worse, they are served to the children by
a cook who by then is at the end of her rope, annoyed, often outright
angry. So she practically throws the food at the children. She does
not talk with them, but screams at them for the slightest reason, or
no reason at all. She screams if they are slow, if they drop a spoon or
fork. If a child comes to the place where he should pay but doesn't
have the money ready because, for example, an older brother or sister
has it, they are bawled out: "Why isn't lie here? Why don't you stay
in line with him?" And back he has to go. For everything they do or
don't do they are angrily scolded. If they ask even a reasonable
question, the cook screams: "Don't ask me such questions!" Her
behavior is the consequence of her needing an outlet after the hours
of aggravation that she and her helpers had to live through because
of impossible working conditions. Just in case you have any doubts:
The cook and her helpers are all blacks, too.
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Though this is a new school building, it is not only the kitchen
which is unsuitable in respect to feeding the children. The school
has no lunchroom. The place where the children eat has to serve
triple duty, since it is the gymnasium which is also used for the
assembly. Thus, there is only a very limited time available for eating
there. Tables and chairs have to be set up and removed in a hurry,
a hurry that characterizes and defeats the entire lunch program as far
as the emotional well-being of the children is concerned. When the
12 o'clock bell rings, some 400 children who want lunch have to wait
in one long line along the walls of this room. It means that those
who are last have to wait a half hour or more until they can squeeze
through the all too narrow space in front of the counter to get their
meal. The result is that they jostle each other for a place in the line;
the longer they have to wait, the more unruly they become. They
push and fight to get ahead of each other, the natural consequence
when children are frustrated by being kept in line for much too long
a time.

Not that things are more pleasant once they've gotten their food.
As the children eat, there is an awful noise; for example, older chil-
dren push around the room big noisy metal containers, in which they
drop the vast amounts of food which remain uneaten on the plates,
which adds to the confusion. Their job, to scrape other people's plates,
is not pleasant and they don't care; so the containers become imme-
diately filthy, increasing the generally unpleasant atmosphere. Is it
then not understandable that after such waiting for the meal, having
to eat it under such unpleasant circumstances, this nutritionally
valuable fare remains largely uneaten?

With all that is going on in this noisy and disorderly lunchroom,
with all the standing in line, fighting for long periods before the meal,
and squabbles while eating it, seve.al teachers have to police the
lunchroom and the line up along the wall. This means that because
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of the lunch program they have to give up their own free lunch
period. Now it is one thing to be convinced of the importance of good
nutrition for children who are not receiving sufficient food at home,
and it's another to have to give up, day after day, the lunch hour,
that is supposed to be yours to rest and eat relaxedly, while socializing
with your own colleagues. Teaching in general, and in particular in
these schools, is not such a simple or pleasant task that, come 12
o'clock, the teachers do not feel they are now entitled to an hour's
rest and peace.

I

I could go on at length, but all I wanted to suggest is that we
have to understand that the school food programs, as desir-
able as they are, were imposed on schools which were both

physically and psychologically ill-prepared to take on this additional
task. All too many new tasks have been assigned by law, or by com-
munity expectations to the schools, with very scant regard to whether
it is possible to put more and more burdens on the teacher's back
and still make it possible for her to function adequately. It is one
thing to realize that something is socially desirable or necessary, as
good nutrition is for children. It is another to expect people to do
more and more, and this without their having been given an under-
standing of the meaning of these programs, beyond that which is
always stressed: That the children need to be fed. For example, to
my knowledge, nowhere has it been explained to teachers why and
how the food program could help them in their teaching, as I shall
elaborate later on. How it is not good nutrition per se, but being fed
pleasantly in class by the teacheras opposed to food being thrown
at him in the lunchroomthat helps a child to learn in class, particu-
larly from the teacher who feeds him. If we would have made con-
centrated efforts to explain all this and much more to teachers, maybe
they would be more cooperative, more willing to spend their own
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free time on feeding the children, even make doing so a central point
in their relation to them, rather than viewing it as another unfortu-

nately necessary but onerous task.
Let me illustrate by means of an exampl- ::at goes quite a few

years back, and where no blacks but only .poor white children were
involved, and where the issue was not food, but this other essential
human needrest. But the principles involved are the same. During
the war years when the Kaiser Company was building the liberty
ships, they employed large numbers of poor whites who had migrated
to the shipyards near Seattle. An entire city of trailers fed its many
children into a special school system where school failures, truancy,
etc. were the rule of the day. That is, until a new superintendent was
appointed to deal with this problem. After a short study he decided
that the main cause of the problem was that the children did not
get enough sleep in the crowded trailers, where at all times of the
day and night some adult was coming back from one shift and another
getting ready for the next. So he arranged for some large tables to
be set up in the rear of each classroom, and some blankets to be pro-
vided. Then he encouraged the children to lie down there for naps
whenever they felt like it. A fine idea; but at first it did not work
because the teachers resisted, fearing that the example of the sleeping
children would demoralize those who still paid attention, would in-
terfere with the learning of those who lost out on listening to the
teacher by sleeping, etc. It took the superintendent many weeks of
hard work to persuade the teachers not to resist or only give lip
service to his program, but to comprehend its merit. After that, at
any time of the school day several children slept in each class. With
that, others who never had attended began to come to school, just
because they found there more restful sleep than in.. their trailer
homes. After he had won the positive cooperation of the teachers,
absenteeism dropped from the old rate of nearly fifty percent to less

42-776 0 - 70 - pt.2 - 16
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than ten. More important, the morale among children and with it
among teachers improved greatly. And while before the children
were, on the average, academically two to three years behind their
chronological age, after a year of this new arrangement there was not
any more academic retardation to be found among this group of
deprived children than in the well-established middle class neighbor-
ing Seattle school system. Thus, letting children sleep in class was
not only good for their physical health, but was an outstanding
academic success. Severely deprived children did, because of this
program, as well as non-deprived children. But it worked so well
not because the opportunity to sleep had been added to the class
routine. It worked because the teachers had become convinced of
the merit of the new system in helping them to teach and keep up
discipline. Of this, they had become convinced because very special
efforts had been made to win them over to it, which were necessary
though a priori they had been convinced that children need sound
sleep, as our present teachers are convinced that children need good
nutrition.

Permit me to use another example from outside the area that
concerns us today to make the point how, though teachers do
not doubt the importance of a new function that is added to

their load, without the right psychological help cannot help botching
up the jub, despite best intentions. Recently, sex education was added
to the program of many schools. There is little question that it is
desirable that children should receive sound sex education. But, while
teaching materials and courses of study were made available to the
schools, no efforts were made to help teachers with this psycho-
logically extremely difficult task. Nothing was done to remove their
anxieties or prejudices about sex, correct outright misinformation
which they believed to be gospel truth; nothing was done to help
them understand how sex means something entirely different to the
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child than to the adult, and that therefore it will never do to approach

them with the adult attitudes to sex, based on the meaning sex has to

adults. This, incidentally, is also what is wrong with the food pro-
grams. They approach nutritional problems from an entirely adult
point of view, disregarding what food means psychologically to the

child, and particularly to the deprived one.
The result in regard to sex education is that many children now

receive information that is not only very short in enlightenment, but
is actually utterly confusing to most, and outright damaging to some.
The reason is that there has been simply no adequate preparation that
would have helped teachers to understand children's sex anxieties,
concerns, misconceptions. Simply to feed what seems to the adult
correct sex information into a body of vast distortions and anxieties
doesn't clear the air away of the confusion, but only adds to it. One of
the oldest agencies concerned for decades with sex education recently
asked my advice because in the entire United States they were unable
to find one single person who could prepare teachers well to give sex
information. All the material on it that is available, correct as it is,
neither helps teachers with their own difficulties with the sub-
ject, nor understands how vastly different the child sees sex where
compared with the adult. You might dismiss this example by saying
that sex is, after all, a touchy subject for most people, while nutrition
is not.

So let me use another example from my experience with what, in
and by itself, is a fairly good course of study on nutrition that was
made compulsory part of the curriculum in all Chicago Piiblic
Schools. Teachers were told to teach it without any special effort
being made to help them understand what is emotionally involved
in such a course, because it was assumed that they all knew the im-
portance of good nutrition, as they indeed did. I happened to work at
that time with a group whose assignment included teaching this



course. A teacher, fully convinced of the importance of good nutri-
tional habits, reported how she had taught the children what a well-
balanced breakfast should consist of, and why; and that all her
children had understood it. She had stressed, among other things, the
importance of drinking in the morning some juice, such as orange
juice. She asked the class who had had orange juice for breakfast;
and to her surprise, in this underprivileged group, nearly all children
had raised their hands. She did not question them any further,
because she did not want to make them self-conscious about it,
which speaks well of her sensitivity to her children's feelings. I
encouraged her to go back to her class and instead of just stressing
the desirability of having orange juice for breakfast, discuss with
the children the economic difficulties which make it so very hard
for many of their parents to provide them with the kind of nutrition
that the parents would like to offer them, if they only could afford it.
Thus to what she had been teaching originally, good nutrition, she
now added discussions of the difficulties which parents encounter in
providing it for their children. I further suggested that after such
elaboration of the economic and psychological issues, she might then
ask children, individually and privately, when they last had a glass
of orange juice for breakfast. One youngster, for example, explained
that he had raised his hand", because indeed last Easter, he had had
onceorange juice for breakfast.

A few years ago I spoke to a group of school administrators
about how eating while learning helps to reduce children's
anxieties, and permits often even non-learners of long stand-

ing to overcome their fears so they suddenly become able to achieve.
How intimately connected are particularly learning to readthat is,
feeding knowledge to the childwith feeding him food, I illustrated
by this story: A non-reader finally learned to read after he had been
hand fed by his teacher for weeks when he asked her, "Feed me,"
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when he meant "Read to me." Without recognizing it, he knew that
we have not only to teach but to feed the whole child, feed food to
his body as we feed knowledge to his mind.

After that meeting, an elderly gentleman told me excitedly that I
had helped him to finally understand an experience he had had as
a very young man, while teaching in a little red schoolhouse in his
native Montana. A blizzard had isolated him and the children for
two days. In class he had a ten year old boy totally unable to read
despite his best efforts to teach him. But this time he not only tried
to teach him to read, but he also had to feed him for two days. While
he was feeding the boy some sandwiches he had prepared for him in
front of his eyes the boy who was looking at the pictures in a book
suddenly began also to read it. The educator told me bow all his life
he had been baffled by this experience, which now finally made
good sense.

This man had risen to become an outstanding educator. If it took
him a long lecture, at the end of his rich educational experience, to
understand the connection between a teacher feeding her children,
and their learning from her, how can we expect average teachers to
understand all this without instruction? But this is what we do, when
we simply add food programs to their many other chores without
any regard to their feelings about the added burden, not to speak of
other unconscious feelings which may block their giving meaning to
the food program they administer.

Now you might say: "Never mind the psychological implications,
what is most important for children is not to go hungry, to receive
good food."

I cannot agree because I know children have unconsciously a deep
understanding of what food means to them, a better understanding
than some of their teachers, and maybe even a bt:tter understanding
than the well-meaning legislators who pass the empowering legisla-

.
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tion. They feel, though they cannot or will not tell, that food given
unwillingly, given without love, is not good nutrition, but an insult.
Even when forced by hunger to eat it, they end by hating themselves
for accepting what is offered under psychologically unacceptable
conditions, and by hating the school that tempts them to el some-
thing that runs counter to their self-respect.

, 1

A I I

Eating and being fed are intimately connected with our
deepest feelings. They are the most basic interactions between
human beings, on which rest all later evaluations of ourself,

of the world, and of our relationship to it. Therefore anything that
rubs it in that we are not given food in the right way, with the right
emotions, questions on the deepest level ofr views of ourselves
and of those who give it to us. That is why food given by the school
without due regard to the child's self-respect poisons his relation to
school and learning.

Let me explain the psychological reasons for this. Breast feeding
remains the best paradigm of how only the concerned interactions of
two partners around food can lead the infant to develop a sense of
trust in other persons, and the world. For it is neither mother love,
nor food itself, nor the skin contact between mother and child that
accounts for the essence of the nursing experience. Certainly this
essence does not lie in its being an "oral" experience related to a
particular part of the body, the mouth. While mother love is very
important, it becomes significant as it conditions what goes on around .

feeding and being fed. What conditions the later ability to relate
which, after all, comes from within usis our inner experience during
these eating interactions with the world.

When the infant is nursed by an unwilling mother, when he is fed
,-

without positive feelings, he becomes flooded with impotent rage, a (
helpless vi'tim of inner tensions. According to Erikson this experience
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is "the ontogenetic source of the sense of being bad, of a 'basic mis-
trust' which combines a sense of mistrustfulness, and of untrust-
worthiness." He reminds us that the psychiatric literature is full with
references to the "oral character," which is a characterological devia-
tion based on unsolved conflicts around eating. Wherever oral pes-
simism becomes dominant, infantile fears, such as that of "being left
empty," or simply of "being left," and also of being "starved" can be
discerned in the depressive forms of "being empty" and of "being no
good." Such fears, in turn, can give behavior that particular avaricious
quality which in psychoanalysis is called "oral sadism," that is, a
cruel need to get and to take in ways harmful to others. But there is
an optimistic oral character, too, one which from the way he has been
given and he has received food, has learned to make giving and
receiving the most important thing in life.

Time does not permit me to elaborate further on what is so im-
portant for what concerns us here: That how one is being fed, and
how one eats, has a larger impact on the personality than any other
human experience. To convey this message to teachers and all others
concerned with school food programs should not be too difficult. But
to my knowledge, doing so is neglected in favor of stressing physical
hunger, as if our greatest hunger were not for being accepted, for
feeling important, worthwhile. If teachers would understand this,
the psychological meaning, feeding children has, we would not
encounter situations where teachers threaten little children with not
giving them their meal ticket if they do not behave, or do not finish
assigned work on time. Now from my experience, and in defense of
teachers, I must say that not once did I witness such a threat being
carried out. In the end all were given their meal tickets. But the
teachers were not aware of the terrifying psychological threat which
was implied in their remarks. Had they been, they could never have
made them.
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Let me repeat: Eating experiences condition our entire attitude to
the world, and again not so much because of how nutritious is the
food we given, but with what feelings and attitudes it is given.
Around eating, for example, attitudes are learned, or not learned,
which are the preconditions for all academic achievement, such as
the ability to control oneself, to wait, to work now for future rewards.
Only after many experiences that he will be pleasantly and well fed
does the infant stop to scream for his next feeding because he has
learned to wait patiently for it, certain that it will come in good time.
With that he has begun to acquire those inner controls required for
all later learning.

For example, the injunction not to grab and eat a cookie right now
is a typical experience around which inner controls are further
developed and made sec-oe. But such learning will only be effective
if the child gets a great deal of praise and affection for the postpone-
ment, if his hunger has always been pleasantly and fully sated in the
past, and because he fears that any uncontrolled grabbing will lose
him the source of all this reliable satisfaction. No praise will work
with the hunger unstilled, no demand be effective without the con-
viction that to postpone is the way to greater gains ( satiation and
praise) and certainly not to any loss. Therefore no postponement is
possible if my whole experience tells me that "what I don't grab now
I'll never get."

That is why the underprivileged child needs to grab, cannot wait
for food and should not be expected to line up for it for any length
of time. Too much of his life has consisted of the experience that if
he doesn't grab it now, he won't get it later on. Another reason why
an education that takes so many years to achieve results ( jobs,
money) is unable to reach children who do not believe that future
rewards can result from energy spent now because they have not
learned that food will always be there for them and they hence don't
need to grab it now.
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In my efforts to teach teachers this seemingly simple principle
I was nearly always up against their puritanic ethic, accord-
ing to which waste is sinful, that is, will be punished by

scarcity in the future. This belief has served them well, has enabled
them to make it through college and become teachers. It is their own
past experience that makes them believe in it so strongly. What they
have long ago forgotten is that their present ways are the consequence
of how early and consistently in their life they always were fed, c=1,1

on time. That is why they now can wait in line, need not to grab,
need not to waste.

But these children whom the teacher is now teaching are uncon-
trolled. They grab (and may one day graduate to looting) when she
distributes food, or paper, or pencils, though they then often don't
use it, even throw it away. In the teacher's eyes they waste all these
supplies, which she feels is wrong. All the good food going to waste
is the complaint of some of the cooks, annoyed the more because

they have not enough to feed their own families.
The teachers' and the cooks' morality requires an economical use

of food, but this clashes head on with the children's own experience
that delay means no satisfaction at all, to the point where they
cannot help but waste. Because what the teachers and cook fail to
realize is that these children, by wasting food and asking for more
all the time, are trying to find out what is of vital importance to them,
to their view of life, and the world: Whether or not the food supplies

are adequate, if there will be more, even if they don't grab it now.
Not to speak of how exciting it is to have for once one's fill, even an
over-abundance one can waste.

It is only on the basis of such pleasurable satiety, with many repeti-
tions of the experience that despite waste enough is left, ( and with

later reflection about it) that we can feel that this is a good world,
worthwhile to come to terms with its demands.
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Sufficient satiation is a prerequisite for all learning because, if the
deprivation is too great, learning becomes too difficult a task. What
then is needed is not so much a head start in academic learning, not
even a cultural enrichment program ( though all this certainly is
desirable and helpful), because not even culture can be appreciated
on an empty stomach. Instead the application of a few old saws is
required, such as the one I mentioned initially of an army marching
on its stomach or that "It is easier to fill the stomach than the eye,"
which also includes the mind's eye; because "When the stomach
speaks, wisdom is silent," and finally that "The way to a man's heart
[and much more so to that of a child's] is through his stomach."

I !

Therefore in order to make going to school attractive, and
learning feasible, I would suggest that we first concentrate
on feeding all children there. And by this I do not mean

something akin to existing food programs which provide food as
food, and not as an essential part of the educational enterprise.
Instead I suggest centering the school experience around satiation
of the children's need, building the school day around meals, begin-
ning with breakfast in the morning, a snack at midmorning, lunch at
noon, and another snack at the end of the school day. Money spent
on such a program would pay off much better than that spent on
practically any other expense, be it textbooks, teaching machines,
etc. I would give it priority even over school buildings. But this pro-
gram would have to be entirely different from the mass feedings that
is characteristic of most of our food programs. The meals I have in
mind are not just a filling of the stomach, but an enrichment of the
total personality around a common mealwhich requires that only a
small group should eat together, and eat with those who are supposed
to educate not only their minds, but nurture their total personalities.

If, for example, teachers eat a different fare, and in a separate
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room, then from the beginning of the educational enterprise a class
system is created, and all children, not only the deprived ones, are
made to feel a group apart from the established order, as represented
by the teacher. Food is the greatest socializer, that is why all great
social events, such as our meeting tonight, require a shared meal
which is often made the central feature of the occasion. If we would
do the same in our classes, they would attain a very different meaning,
particularly for the deprived child whose very deprivation is a social
one, one of feeling excluded from the great and meaningful social
occasions.

School is the first great encounter of the child with society. It
represents to him society, and what it stands for. While the middle
class child can at least accept to some degree that the teacher's teach-
ing is a giving of knowledge to him, for the deprived child all the
teacher does seems to be making demands on him. Thus it is even
more important that we convince such children from the moment
they come into contact with society, that society both gives and
demands, and gives first, before it demands. And there is no more
obvious giving to the child than the giving of food. But a giving from
which one excludes oneself, a meal that is given but not shared, is in
many ways a condescending giving and hence degrading.

I

Here an experience might be mentioned that I have had
repeatedly: The social climate of a mental institution changes
immediately if the entire staff, up to the top of the hierarchy,

takes their meals with the patients. While such practice obviously
presupposes a change in attitude of the staff, which should not be
overlooked in the, effectiveness of such eating together, the fact that
patient, staff, and doctors eat together, and eat the same fare, imme-
diately reduced the levels of tension, the potentiality for violent out-
breaks, and this is not just at mealtime but all during the day, and
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the children also presupposes a change in her inner attitude; but this
change, I believe, is the precondition for helping children learn to
feel satiated, and with it to learning in general.

Of course, for some time they will waste food and some few may
gorge themselves for a while so much that they throw up. But this in
itself, when handled correctly, will be a most important lesson in how
beneficial it is to learn controls, and not only for the rare child who
stuffed himself so fast and furiously that his stomach revolted, but
even more for all other children who watch it and whose natural dis-
gust will teach them control more than any verbal teaching could.
For them to learn this lesson the teacher must not be disgusted, but
use the event to help the sick child to feel better, and all of them to
understand that, while gorging oneself is understandable when one
is deprived, controlling one's desires is to one's advantage.

I think the school day in our inner city schools should begin not
with the Pledge of Allegiance, but with a hearty breakfast, eaten in
class, with the teacher. Eating together is what makes for allegiance
between people, and eventually to one's country. Nothing is more
divisive than when people eat a different fare, in different rooms, the
one of inferior, the other of superior quality. But this is exactly what is
typical in our schools at lunch, and it is in the school cafeteria where
most discipline problems are born and where riots break out.

The degree to which very deprived children will experience food
as a symbol of all pleasures, instead of just nourishment proper, is
typified by the statements a perennial truant made during our early
efforts to keep him in school. "You know," he said, "I'm one of those
people who has to eat. Sometimes when I've just eaten a lot, I run out
of the room and I get hungry again and I want some more food. And
then, a little later, I'll need more, even before it's time to eat again.
I just like to eat and eat; I just have to have food around."
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So closely and .intricately interwoven into a single strand
within the individual are both our physical nature, which
requires food, and that nurture which we call intellectual

development, that it will not do to keep them separate. The distinc-
tion between physical and emotional need, between body and intel-
lect is, in reality, a false one. Although schools are concerned with
the children's intellectual development, the two are not separable,
certainly not in the actual life of the individual. Piaget, the foremost
student of the child's intellectual development makes this point as
explicitly as Freud, the foremost student of emotional development
would have made it: "There is never a purely intellectual action;
numerous emotions, interests, values intervenefor example, in the
solving of a mathematical problem. Likewise;there is never a purely
affective act, even love presupposes comprehension." Thus, Piaget is
convinced that "there is a close parallel between the development of
affectivity, and the intellectual functions." So we can understand why
many a child who cannot count, just by looking at how many cookies
are on the table will know whether there are enough to go around.
And I have taught more children to count by counting pieces of
candy than in any other way. It is the oldest mathematics, and still
the most effective.

Food, for children, is the main source of security. If we want them
to engage in what are scary experiences to them, such as learning to
read, we have to supply them well with gum, candy, cookies. We have
to do that for them when we want them to begin the dangerous
exploration of letters and words, as we would have to fill their knap-
sacks full of good food if they were going to explore the wilderness.
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Ka CONGRESS i HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES I Rao=
Id Session j 1 No. 91-1032

CHILDREN'S FOOD SERVICE PROGRAMS

Amen. 29, 1970.Ordered to be printed

Mr. PERKINS, from the committee of conference,
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
(To accompany H.R. 515)

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 515) to
amend the National School Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 to clarify responsibilities related to providing free and reduced-
price meals and preventing discrimination against children, to revise
program matching requirements, to strengthen the nutrition training
and education benefits of the programs, and otherwise to strengthen
the food service programs for children in schools and service institu-
tions, having met, after full and free conference, have agreed to
recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment. as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend-
ment insert the following:

AUTHORIZATION FOR ADVANCE APPROPRIATIONS; CARRYOVER
AUTHORIZATION

SECTION 1. (a) Section 3 of the National School Lunch Act is amended
by inserting at the end thereof the following: "Appropriations to carry out
the provisions of this Act and of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 for any
fiscal year are authorized to be made a year in advance of the beginning of
the fiscal year in which the funds will become available for disbursement to
the States. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any funds appro-
priated to carry out the provisions of such Acts shall remain available for
the purposes of the Act for which appropriated until expended."
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(b) The *et sentence 0/ section 10 of the National School Lunch Act and
the first sentence of section 12(d)(5) of such Act are each amended by

the words "preceding fiscal year" and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "fiscal year beginning two years immediately prior to the fiscal
year for which the Federal funds are appropriated".

NONFOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION

Sic. 2. Sections 5(a) and 5(b) of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966
are amended to'read as follows:

"(a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1971, not to exceed $38,000,000, for the fiscal year
ending June 30,.1972, not to exceed $33,000,000, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1973, not to exceed $15,000,000, and for each succeed-
ing fiscal year, not to exceed $10,000,000, to enable the Secretary to
formulate and carry out a program to assist the States through grants-in-
aid and other means to supply schools drawing attendance from areas in
which poor economic conditions exist with equipment, other than land or
buildings, for the storage, preparation, transportation, and serving of
food to ;liable such schools to establish, maintain, aryl expand school
food service programs. In the case of a nonprofit private school, such

erilirent
shall be for use of such

in
principally in connection with

c feeding programs authorized in this Act and In the National School
Lunch Act, as amended, and in the event such ipment is no longer so
used, it may be transferred to another nonprofit private school partici-
pating in any of such programs or to a pitblic school participating in
any of such programs, or, failing either of these dispositions, that part
of such equipment financed with Federal funds, or the residual value
thereof, shall revert to the United States.

"(b), The Secretary shall apportion 50 per centum of the funds appropri-
ated for the purposes of this section among the States during each fiscal
year on the same basis as approtiontnente are made under section 4 of the
National School Lunch Act, as amended, for su ying agricultural and
other foods. The remaining funds appropn.a s or the purposes of this
section shall be apportioned to each State on the of the ratio between
the number of children enrolled in schools without a food service in such
State and the number of children enrolled in schools without a food service
in all States. Payments to any State of funds apportioned for any fiscal
year shall be made upon condition that at least one-fourth of the cost of
any equipmpt financed under this subsection shall be borne by State or
local funck.

ADMINISTRATIVE: EXPENSES, NUTRITION EDUCATION, AND DIRECT
EXPENDITURES

Sac. 3. The first sentence of section 6 of the National School Lunch Act
is amended to read as follows: "The funds provided by appropriation or
transfer from other accounts for any fiscal year for carrying out the pro-
visions of this Act, and for carrying out the provisions of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966, other than section 3 thereof, less

"(1) not to exceed 3)1 per centum thereof which per centum is
hereby made available to the Secretary for his administrative expenses
under this Act and under the Child Nutrition Act of 1966;
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"(2) the amount apportioned by him pursuant to sections 4 and
5 of this Act and the amount appropriated pursuant to sections 11
and 13 of this Act and sections 4-, 5, and 7 of the Child Nutrition Act
of 1966; and

"(3) not to exceed 1 per centum of the funds provided for carrying
out the programs under this Act and the programs under the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966, other than section 8, which per centunt is
hereby made available to the Secretary to supplement the nutritional
benefits of these programs through grants to States and other mean*
for nutritional training and education for workers, cooperators, and
participants in these programs and for necessary surveys.and studies
of requirements for food zervice programs in furtherance of the
purposes expressed in section 4' of this Act and section 2 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966,

shall be available to the Secretary during such year for direct expenditure
by him for agricultural commodities and other foods to be distributed
among the States and schools and service institutions participating in the
food service programs under this Act and under the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 in accordance with the needs as determined by the local school and
service institution authorities."

STATE MATCHING REQUIREMENTS

SiC. 4. Section 7 of the National School Lunch Act is further amended by
inserting immediately before the last sentence of such section the following:
"For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1971, and the fiscal year beginning
July 1,1972, State revenue (other than revenues derived from the prograns
appropriated or utilized spectfically for prorwn purposes (other than
sawiss and administrative expenaes at the State, as distinguished from
local, level) shall constitute at least 4 per centum of matching require-
ment for each of the two *weeding years, at least 6 per centum of the
matching requirement; each of the subsequent two ,fismi years, at least
per centum of the matching requirement; ancl for eachfiecal year thereafter,
at least 10 per centum of the matching requirement. The State revenues
made available pursuant to the preceding sentence shall be disbursed to
schools, to the extent the State deems practicable, in such, manner that each
school receives the same. proportionate share of such revenues as it receives
of the funds apportioned to the State for the same year under sections 4 and
11 of the National School Lunch Act and sections 4 and 6 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966."

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Sic. 6. The Pat sentence of section 7 of the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 fa amended (1) by inserting "or for the administrative expenses of
any other designated State agency" immediately after "its administrative
expenses"; and (2) by inserting "and service inetitutions" immediately
after "local school districts".

ADDITIONAL PROGRAM BROMINISM'S AND AUTHORITY

Szc. 6. (a) The second sentence of section 9 of the National School
Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1761) is amended by inserting "not exceeding
20 cents per meal" immediately after "or at a reduced cost".
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(b) Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act is further emended
by inserting after the second sentence thereof the following: "Suck deter-
minations shall be made by local school authorities in accordance with
a publicly announced policy and plan applied equitably on the basis
of criteria which, as a minimum, shall include the level of family in-
come, including welfare grants, the number in the family unit, and the
number of children in the family unit attending school or service institu-
tions; but, by January 1, 1971, any child who w a member of a household
which has an annual income not above the applicablefamily size income
level set forth in the income poverty guidelines shall be served moats
oror at reduced cost. The income poverty guidelines to be used for any fiscal
year shall be those prescribed by the Secretary as of July 1 of such year.
In providing meals free or at reduced cost to needy children,first priority
shall be given to providing free meals to the neediest children. Determina-
tion with respect to the annual income of any household shall be made
solely on the of an affidavit executed in such form as the Secretary
may prescribe by an adult member of such household."

(c) Section 13(f) of the National School Lunch Act is amended by in-
serting after the second sentence, a new sentence: "Suck determinations
shall be made by the service institution authorities in accordance with a
publicly announced policy and plan applied equitably on the basis of
criteria which, as a minimum, shall iMtuk the level of family income,
including welfare grants, the number, in the family unit, and the number
of children in the family unit attending school or service institutions."

(d) The third sentence of section 9 of the National School Lunch Act
and the fourth sentence of section 13(f) of such Act and the fourth sentence
of section 4(e) of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 are each amended by
striking out the period at the end of the sentence and inserting in lieu
thereof a comma and the folkwing: "nor shall there be any overt identi-
fication of any such child by special tokens or tickets, announced or pub-
tithed lists of names, or other means."

(e) Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act 14 further amended by
inserting at the end thereof the following: "The Secretary is authorized
to prescribe terms and conditions respecting the use of commodities
donated under such section 81, under section 416 of the Agricultural
Act of 1949, as amended, and under section 709 of t se Food and Agri-
culture Act of 1965, as amende.l, as will maximize the nutritional and
,financial contributions of suck donated commodities in such echools and
institutions. The requirement. of this section rel'4ing to the service of
meals without cost or at a reduced cost shall apply fo the lunch program of
any school utilizing commodities donated under aty of the provisions
of law referred to In the preceding sentence. None of the requirements
of this section in respect to the amount for 'reduced cost' meals and to
eligibility for meals without cost shall apply to nonprofit private schools
which participate in the school lunch program under the provisions of
section 10 until suck time aethe Secretary certifier that sufficient funds
from sources other than children's payments are available to enable such
schools to meet these requirements."

SPROUL ASSISTANCE

SEC. 7. Section 11 of the National School Lunch Act is amended to
read as follows:
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"Sic. 11. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for the
'fecal year ending June 30, '971, and for each succeeding focal year
such sums as may be new, ry to .proinde special assistance to assure
access to the school lunch program under this Act by children of tow-
income families.

"(b) Of the sums appropriated pu.suant to this section for any fiscal
year, S per eentunt shall be avatla& for apportionment to Puerto Rico,
the .Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa. From the funds so
available the Secretary shall apportion to each such State an amount
which bears the same ratio to such funds as the number of children aged
three to seventeen, inclusive, in such State bears to the total number of such
children in all such States. If any such State cannot utilise for the purposes
of this section all of the funds ISO apportioned to it, the Secretary shall
make further apportionment on the same basis as the initial apportionment
to any such State which justifies, on the basis of operating experience, the
need for additional funds for such purposes.

"(i) The remaining sums appropriated pursuant to this section for
any fiscal year shall be apportioned among States, other than Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa. The amount
apportioned to each such State ;hall bear the same ratio to such re-
mantng funds as the number of children in such State aged three to
seventeen, inclusive, in households with incomes of lees than $4,000
per annum bears to the total number of such children in all such States.
If any such State cannot utilize for the purposes of this section all of
the funds so apportioned to it, the Secretary shall make further appor-
tionment on the same basis as the initial apportionment to any such
dtate which justifies, on the basis of operating experience, the need for
such additional funds for such purposes.

"(d) Payment of the funds apportioned t. any State under this section
shall be made as provided in the last sentence of section 7 of this Act.

"(e) Funds paid to any State for any Peal year pursuant to this
section shall be disbursed to schools in such State to assist them in financing
all or part of the operating costa of the school lunch program in such
schools including the costs of obtaining, preparing, and serving The
amounts of funds that each school shall from time to time receive, within
a maximum per meal amount established

i
by

ce
the Secretary for all States,

basedshall be bas on the need of the school for assistance meeting the
requirements of section 9 of this Act concerning the service of lunches to
children unable to pay the full cost of such lunches.

"(f) If in any State the Stolz educational agency is not permitted
by law to disburse funds paid to it under this Act to nonprofit private
schools in the State, the Secretary shall withhold from the funds
apportioned to such State under subsection (b) or (c) of this section
an amount which bears the same ratio to such funds as the number of
free or reduced-price lunches served in accordance with section 9 of
this Act in the fiscal year beginning two years itntnediady prior to
the fiscal year for which the funds are appropriated, by all nonprofit
private schools participating in the program under this Act in such
State bears to the number of tueh. free and reduced-pried lunches
served during such prior year by all schools ±larticipating In the pro-
gram under this Act in such State. The Secretary shall disburse the
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funds so withheld directly to the nonprofit private schools within such
State for the same purposes and subject to the same conditions as areapplicable to a State educational agency disbursing funds under thissection.

"(g) In carrying out this section, the terms and conditions governing
the operation of the school lunch program set forth in other sections of this
Act, including those applicable to funds apportioned or paid pursuant tosection 4 or 5 but excluding the provisions of 8eCii0E. 7 relating to matching,
shall be applicable to the extent they are no inconsistent with the express
requirements of this section.

'00(1) Not later than Jarvary 1 of each year, each State educational
agency shall submit to the Secretary, for approval by him as a prerequisite
to receipt of Federal funds or any commodities donated by tU Secretary
for use zn programs under thisAct and the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, a
State plan of child nutrition operations for the following fiscal year, which
shall includeas a minimum, a description of the manner in which the
State educational agency proposes (4) to use the funds provided under
this Act and fund,s from sources within the State to furnish a free or reduced
price lunch to every needy child in accordance with the provisions of section
9; (B) to extend the school-lunch program under this Act to every school
within the State, and (C) touse the funds provided under section 13 of this
Act and section 4 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 and funds from sources
within the State to the maximum extent practicable to reach needy children.

"(2) Each school participating in the school-lunch program under
this Act shall report each month to its State educational agency the
average number of children in the school who received free lunches
and the average number of children who received reduced price
lunches during the immediately preceding month. Each participating
school shall provide an estimate, as of October 1 and March 1 of
each year, of the number of children who are eligible for a free or
reduced price lunch.

"(3) The State educational agency of each State shall report to
the Secretary each month the average number of children in the State
who received free lunches and the average number of children in the
State who received reduced price lunches during the immediately
preceding 'month. Each State educational agency shall provide an
estimate as of October I and March 1 of each year, of the number of
children who are eligible for a free or reduced price lunch."

REGULATIONS

SEC. 8. Section 10 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 is amended by
striking out the period at the end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "and the National School Lunch Act, including regulations
relating to the service o f food in participating schools and service institu-
tions in competition with the programs authorized under this Act and the
National School Lanch Act. In such regulations the Secretary may pro-
vide for the transfer of funds by any State between the programs authorized
under this Act and the National School Lunch Act on the basis of an
approved State plan of operation for the use of the funds and may
provide for the reserve of up to 1 per centumof the funds available for
apportionment to any State to carry out special developmental projects."
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Sac. 9. The National School Lunch Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new section:

"NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

"SRC. 14. (a) There is hereby established a council to be known as the
National Advisory Council on Child Nutrition (hereinafter in this sec-
tion referred to as the 'Council') which shall be composed of thirteen
members appointed by the Secretary. One member shall be a school ad-
ministrator, one member shall be a person engaged in child welfare work,
one member shall be a person engaged in vocational education work, one
member shall be a nutrition expert, one member shall be a school food
service management expert, one member shall be a State superintendent of
schools (or the equiva, thereof), one member shall be a State school
lunch director (or the equivalent thereof), one member shall be a person
serving on a school board, one member shall be a classroom teacher, and
four members shall be officers or employees of the Department of Agricul-
ture specially qualified to serve on the Council because of their education,
training, experience, and knowledge in matters relating to child food
programs.

"(b) The nine members of the .Council appointed from outside the
Department of Agriculture shall be appointed for terms of toree years,
except that such members first appointed to the Council shall be appointed
as follows: Three members shall be appointed for terms of three years, three
members shall be appointed for terms of two years, and three members shall
be appointed for terms of one year. Thereafter all appointments shall be for
a term of three years, except that a person appointed to an unexpired
term shall serve only for the remainder of such term. Members appointed
from the Department of Agriculture shall serve at the pleasure of the Secre-
tary.

"(c) The Secretary shall designate one of the members to serve as Chair-
man and one to serve as Vice Chairman of the Council.

"(d) The Council shall meet at the call of the Chairman but shall meet
at least once a year.

"(e) Seven members shall constitute a quorum and a vacancy on the
Council shall not aftect its powers.

operat o
"(f) It shall be the of the Council to make a continuing

study of the ion programs carried out under the National School
Lunch Act, the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, and any related Act under
which meals are provided for children, with a view to determining how
such programs may be improved. The Council shall submit to the President
and the Congress annually a written report of the results of its study
together with such recommendations for administrative and legislative
changes as it deems appropriate.

"(g) The Secretary shall provide the Council with such technical and
other assistance, including secretarial and clerical assistance, as may be
required to tarry out its functions under this Act.

"(h) Members of the Council shall serve without compensation but
shall receive reimbursement for necessary travel and subsistence expenses
incurred by them in the pedormance of the duties of the Council."
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Sac. 10. Section 4(a) of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 is hereby
amended by striking out "$12,000,000" and inserting "$25,000,000".

And the Senate agree to the same.
CARL D. PERKINS,
ROMAN PUCINSKI,
WILLIAM D. FORD,
WM. H. AYRES,
ALBERT H. QUIE,

Managers on. the Part of the House.
ALLEN J. ELLENDER, .

HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
GEORGE MCGOVERN,
GEORGE a AIKEN,
MILTON R. YOUNG,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
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STATEMENT OF THE MANAGERS ON THE PART OF THE
HOUSE

The managers on the part of the House at the conference on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the Senate
to the bill (H.R. 515) to amend the National School Lunch Act and
the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to clarify responsibilities related to
providing free and reduced-price meals and preventing discrimina-
tion against children, to revise prograin matching requirements, to
strengthen the nutrition training and education benefits of the pro-
grams. and otherwise to strengthen the food service programs for
children in schools and service institutions, submit the following
statement in explanation of the effect of action agreed upon by the
conferees and recommended in the accompanying conference report:

The Senate amendment struck out all of the House bill after the
enacting clause and inserted a new text. The House recedes from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate, with an amendment
which is a substitute for both the House bill and the Senate
amendment.

Except for minor, clarifying, and conforming provisions, this
statement. explains the action of the managers on the part o the
House.

FREE OR REDUCED-PRICE MEALS

The conference amendment to the eligibility standard for free and
reduced -price lunches makes it clear that every child from a household
with an income below the poverty level shall be served free or reduced-
price meals. A national standard for the poverty level, as determined
by the Secretary of Agriculture, shall be used as the standard of eli-
gibility in lieu of the multistandard as included in the original Senate-
passed bill. It is expected that this will be the same as established by
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Office of
Economic Opportunity. .

While it is the intent of the managers that' every child from an im-
poverished family shall be served meals either free or at reduced
costnot' to exceed 20 cents per mealit is also the intent that free
lunches be provided for the poorest of the poor and under nc circum-
stances shall those unable to pay be charged for their lunches. The
determination of income of an eligible household shall be made solely
on the basis of an affidavit and such a family shall be judged eligible
for free or reduced-in-price mealsuntieills4rnmenro.1 erwise in a

19rels Itletbetart:°t1tiMiriQoveosvecbtrrg utdc'eeie rise the only
mandatory national standard, children F a family meeting other
criteria shall also be eligible for ree or reduced-price school lunches.

(9)
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APPORTIONMENT OF SPECIAL ASSISTANCE FUNDP

The Senate amendment provided for apportionment of special
assistance fundssection 11to the States on the basis of the number
of schoolchildren from families with an income equivalent to $4,000
or less per year for a family of four. The conference amendment pro-
vides that the total number of children aged 3 to 17, inclusive, in
households with incomes of less than $4,000 be the basis of apportion-
ment among the States. These data are more readily available from
official sources.

SCHOOL BREAKFASTS

The Senate amendment made a number of changes in the school
breakfast program, including an extension and increase of appropria-
tion authorizations (from $12 million for fiscal year 1971) to $25
million for fiscal year 1971, $50 million for fiscal year 1972, and $75
million for fiscal year 1973. In the conference substitute the authori-
zation of appropriations for fiscal year 1971 is increased to $25
million. There are no further extensions or increases nor other amend-
ments.

STATE PLANS AND REPORTING

The Senate amendment required each State, as a prerequisite to
receipt of Federal funds, to submit an annual State plan, the first
of which would be due by June 1, 1970, which must describe the
manner in which the State agency proposes to include every school
in the national school lunch program by the start of the 1972-73
school year. The substitute requires the submission of the State plan
by January 1 of each year, and removes the target date for extending'
the program to all schools.

The Senate amendment required all schools and each State edu-
cational agency tolle monthly reports listing the numbers of children
eligible for free and reduced-price lunches. The substitute requires

'school officials to estimate the number of children eligible by March 1
and October 1 of each year.

CARL D. PERKINS,
ROMAN PIICINSKI,
WILLIAM D. FORD,
WM. H. AYRES,
ALBERT H. QUIE,

Managers on the Part of the House.
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Public Law 91 -248
91st Congress, H. R.. 515

May 14, 1970

an act
To amend the Notional School Lunch Art and the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to

clarify responsibilities related to providing free and reduced-price weals and
preventing discrimination against children, to revise program matching require-
ments, to strengthen the nutrition training and education benefits of the
programs, and otherwise to strengthen the food service programs for children
in schools and service institutions.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

Food service
programs for

AUTHORIZATION FOR ADVANCE APPROPRIATIONS; CARRYOVER
\ohIldren.

84 STA
AUTHORIZATION

T. 207
84 STAT. 208

Szcnos 1. (a) Section 3 of the National School Lunch Act is
amended by inserting at the end thereof the following: "Appropria-
tions to carry out the provisions of this Act and of the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966 for any fiscal year are authorized to be made a year in
advance of the beginning of the fiscal year in which the funds will
become available for disbursement to the States. Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, any funds appropriated to carry out the
provisions of such Acts shall remain available for the purposes of the
Act for which appropriated until expended."

(b) The first sentence of section 10 of the National School Lunch
Act and the first sentence of section 12(d) (5) of such Act are each
amended by striking the words -preceding fiscal year" and insetting
in lieu thereof the following: "fiscal year beginning two years
immediately prior to the fiscal year for which the Federal funds are
appropriated'.

NONFOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ArrnonizAriox

Sac. . Sections 5(a) and 5(b) of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966
are amended to read as follows:

"(a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal
year ending June 30,1971, not toexceed $38,000,000, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1972, not to exceed $33,000,000, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1973, not to exceed $15,000,000, and for each succeed-
ing fiscal year, not to exceed $10,000,000. to enable the Secretary to
formulate and carry out a program to assist theStates thmugh grants -
in -aid and other means to supply schools drawing attendance from
areas in which poor economic conditions exist with equipment, other
that, land or buildings, for the storage, preparation, transportation,
and &Irving of food to enable such schools to establish, maintain, and
expant' school food service programs. In the case of a nonprofit pri-
vate school, such equipment shall be for use of such school principally
in confliction with child feeding programs authorized in this Act and
in the National School Lunch Act, as amended, and in the event such
equipment is no longer so used, it may be transferred to another non-
profit private school participating in any of such programs or to a
public school participating in any of such programs,or, failing either
of these dispositions, that part of such equipment financed with Fed-
eral funds, or the residual value thereof, shall revert to the United
States,

"(b) The Secretary shall apportion 50 per centum of the funds
appropriated for the purposes of this section among the States during
each fiscal year on the same basis as apportionments are made under
section 4 of the National School Lunch Act, as amended, for supplying
agricultural and other foods. The remaining funds appropriated for

76 Stat. 944;
82 Stat. 117.
42 USC 1752.
80 Stat. 885.
42 USC 1771
note.

76 Stat. 945.
42 USC 1759,
1760.

Appropriation.
80 Stat. 887.
42 '.SC 1774.

AppOrt forwent
to States.

76 Stat. 944.
42 USC 1753.
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the purposes of this section shall be apportioned to each State on the
basis of the ratio between the number of children enrolled in schools
without a food service in such State and the number of children
enrolled in schools without a food service in all States. Payments toany
State of funds apportioned for any fiscal year shall be made upon
condition that at least one-fourth of the cost of any equipment financed
under this subsection shall be borne by State or local funds."

ADMINWITATIVE =MMES. NUTRITION EDCCATION, AND DIREcr
3.XrENDITUTIL8

Sac. 3. The first sentence of section 6 of the National School Lunch
60 Stat. 231. Act is amended to read as follows: "The funds provided by appro-
42 USC 1755. priation or transfer from other accounts for any fiscal year for carry-

ing out the provisions of this Act, and for carrying out the provisions
76 stet. 944; of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, other than section 3 thereof, less
Ante, p. 208. "(1) not to exceed 31,4 per centum thereof which per centum

is hereby made available to the Secretary for his administrative
expenses under this Act and under the Child Nutrition Act of
1966;

"(2) the amount apportioned by him pursuant to sections 4
76 Stat. 944; and 5 of this Act and the amount appropriated pursuant to sec-60 Stat. 231. Cons 11 and 13 of this Act and sections 4, 5, and 7 of the Child42 USC 1753,
1754. Nutrition Act of 1966; and
port 211,210.pp 211,210. "(3) not to exceed 1 per centum of the funds provided for
P pp. 214,210. carrying out the programs under this Act and the programsiLt .
Ant., p. 208. under the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, other than section 3, which

per centum is hereby made available to the Secretary to supple-
ment the nutritional benefits of these programs through grants
to States and other means for nutritional training and education
for workers, cooperators, and participants in these programs and
for necessary surveys and studies of requirements for food serv-
ice programs in furtherance of the purposes expressed in section

60 Stat. 230; 2 of this Act and section 2 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966,
80 Stat. 885. shall be available to the Secretary during such year for direct ex-
42 USC 1751, penditure by him for agricultural commodities and other foods to be1771. distributed among the States and schools and service institutions

participating in the food service programs under this Act and under
the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 in accordance with the needs as deter-
mined by the local school and service institution authorities."

60 Stat. 232.
42 USC 1756.

STATE MATCHING REQLTRENENTS

Sac. 4. Section 7 of the National School Lunch Act is further
amended by inserting immediately before the last sentence of such sec-
tion the following: "For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1971, and the
fiscal year beginning July 1,1972, State revenue (other than revenues
derived from the program) appropriated or utilized specifically for
program purposes (other than salaries and administrative expenses at
the State, as distinguished from local, level) shall constitute at least 4
per centum of the matching requirement; for each of the two succeed-
ing fiscal years, at least 6 per centum of the matching requirement; for
each of the subsequent two fiscal years, at least 8 pe .urn of the
matching requirement; and for each fiscal year there ., at least 10
per centum of the 'matching requirement. The Stat .avenues made
available pursuant to the preceding sentence shall be disbursed to
schools, to the extent the State deems practicable, in such manner that
each school receives the same proportionate share of such revenues as it
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receives of the funds apportioned to the State for the same year under
sections 4 and 11 of the National School Lunch Act and sections 4 and 5
of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966."

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

SEC. 5. The first sentence of section 7 of the Child Nutrition Actof
1966 is amended (1) by inserting "or for the administrative expenses of
any other designated State agency" immediately after "its administra-
tive expenses"; and (2) by inserting "and service institutions" imme-
diately after "local school districts".

ADDITIONAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS AND AUTHORITY

SEC. 6. (a) The second sentence of section 9 of the National School
Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1751) is amended "not exceeding
20 cents per meal" immediately after "or at a reduced cost".

(b) Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act is further amended
by inserting after the second sentence thereof the following: "Such
determinations shall be made by local school authorities in accordance
with a publicly announced policy and plan applied equitably on the
basis of criteria which, as a minimum, shall include the level of family
income, including welfare grants, the number in the family unit, and
the number of children in the family unit attending school or service
institutions; but, by January 1, 1971, any child who is a member of a
household which has an annual income not above the applicable fam-
ily size income level set forth in the income poverty guidelines shall be
served meals free or ut reduced cost. The income poverty guidelines
to be used for any fiscal year shall La those prescribed by the Secretary
as of July 1 of such year. In providing meals free or at reduced cost to
needy children, riorit hall be given to providin
the neediest chil a ren 11ttittica, ct to tl

fan household dd] be made solely on the basis o

76 Stat. 944;
Post, P. 211.
42 USC .753.
Post, P. 214.
Ante, P. 208,

80 Stat. 888.
42 USC 1776.

60 Stat. 233.
42 USC 1758.

execu-
te m such o f 11 r
asuch household,"

(c) Section 13(f) of the National School Lunch Act is :mewled by
inserting after the second sentence, a new sentence: "Such determina-
tions shall be made by the service institution authorities in accordance
with a publicly announced policy and plan applied equitably on the
basis of criteria which, as a minimum, shall include the level of family
income, including welfare grants, Cie number in the family unit, and
the number of children in the family unit attending school or service
institutions."

(d) The third sentence of section 9 of the National School Lunch
Act and the fourth sentence of section 13(f) of such Act and the fourth
sentence of section 4(e) of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 are each
amended by striking out the period at the end of the sentence and insert-
ing in lieu thereof a comma and the following: "nor shall there be
any overt identification of any such child by special tokens or tickets,
announced or published lists of names, or other means."

(e) Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act is further amended
by inserting at the end thereof the following: "The Secretary is
authorized to prescribe terms and conditions respecting the use of
commodities donated under such section 32, under section 416 of the
Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended, and under section 709 of the
Food and Agriculture Act of 1965, as amended, as will maximize the
nutritional and financial contributions of such donated commodities

82 Stat. 117.
42 USC 1761.

80 Stat. 887.
42 USC 1773.

49 Stat. 774.
7 USC 612o.
68 Stat. 458.
7 USC 1431.
79 Stat. 1212.
7 USC 1446a-1.
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60 Stat. 233.
7 USC 1759.
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in such schools and institutions. The requirements of this section relat-
ing to the service of meals without cost or at a reduced cost shall apply
to the lunch program of any school utilizing commodities donated
under any of the provisions of law referred to in the preceding sen-
tence. None of the requirements of this sect ion in respect to the amount
for 'reduced cost' meals and to eligibility for meals eithout cost shall
apply to nonprofit private schools which participate in the school
lunch program under the provisions of section 10 until such time as
the Secretary certifies that sufficient funds from sources other than
children's payments are available to enable such schools to meet these
requirements.''

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE

Appropriations. SEC. 7. Section 11 of the National School Lunch Act is amended
76 Stat. 946. to read as follows:
7 ESC 1759a. "SPECIAL ASSISTANCE

"SEC. 11. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, and for each succeeding fiscal
year such sums as may be necessary to provide special assistance to
mire access to the school lunch program under this Act by children
of low-income families.

"(b) Of the sums appropriated pursuant to this section for any
fiscal year, 3 per centum shall be available for apportionment to
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa. From
the funds so available the Secretary shall apportion to each such
State an amount which bears the same ratio to such funds as the
number of children aged three. to seventeen, inclusive, in such State
bears to the total number of such children in all such States. If any
such State cannot utilize fof the purposes of this section all of the
funds so apportioned to it, the Secretary shall make further apportion-
ment on the same basis as the initial apportionment to any such
State which justifies, on the basis of operating experience, the need
for additional funds for such purposes.

"(4) The remaining sums appropriated pumant to this section for
any fiscal Year shall be apportioned among States, other than Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa. The amount
apportioned to each such State shall bear the same ratio to such re-
maining funds as the number of children in such State aged three to
seventeen, inclusive, in households with incomes of less than $4,000
ner annum bears to the total number of such children in all such States.
If any such State cannot utilize for the purposes of this section all of
the funds so apportioned to it, the Secretary shall make further appor-
tionment on the same basis as the initial apportionment to any such
State which justifies, on the basis of operating experience, the need for
such additional funds for such purposes.

"(d) Payment of the funds apportioned to any State under this
section shall be made as provided in the last sentence of section 7 of this

Ante, p. 209. Act.
"(e) Funds paid to any State for any fiscal year pursuant to this

section shall be disbursed to schools in such State to assist them in
financing all or part of the operating costs of the school lunch program
in such schools including the costs of obtaining, preparing, and serving
food. The amounts of funds that each school shall from time to time
receive, within a maximum vlearszeal amount established by the Secre-
tary for all States, shall be on the need of the school for assist-

/2111, p. 210. ance in meeting the requirements of section 9 of this Act concerning the
service of lunches to children unable to pay the full cost of such
lunches.
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"(f) If in any State the State educational agency is not permitted
by law to disburse funds paid to it tinder this Act to nonprofit private
schools in the State, the Secretary shall withhold from the funds
apportioned to such State under subsection (b) or (c) of this section
an amount which bears the same ratio to such funds as the-number of
free or reduced- price lunches served in accordance with section 9 of
this Act in the fiscal year beginning two years immediately prior to
the fiscal year for which the funds are appropriated, by all nonprofit
private schools participating in the program under this At in such
State, bears to the number of such free and reduced-price lunches
served during such prior year by all schools participating in the pro-
gram under this Act in such State, The Secretary shall disburse the
funds so withheld directly to the nonprofit private schools within such
State for the same purposes and subject to the same conditions as are
applicable to a State educational agency disbursing funds under this
section.

"(g) In carrying out this sect ion, the terms and conditions governing
the operation of the school lunch program set forth in other sect ions of
this Act, including those applicable to funds apportioned or paid
pursuant to section 4 or 5 but excluding the provisions of section 7
relating to matching, shall be applicable to the extent they are not
inconsistent with the express requirements of this section.

"(h) (1) Not later than January 1 of each year, each State educa-
tional agency shall submit to the Secretary, for approval by him
as a prerequisite to receipt of Federal funds or any commodities
donated by the Secretary for use in programs under this Act and the
Child Nutrition Act of 1966, a State plan of child nutrition opera-
tions for the following fiscal year, which shall include, as a minimum,
a description of the manner in which the State educational agency
proposes (A) to use the funds provided under this Act and funds
from sources within the State to furnish a free or reduced-price lunch
to every needy child in accordance with the provisions of section 9:
(B) to extend the schoollunch program under this Act to every school
within the State, and (C) to use the funds provided under section 13
of this Act and section 4 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 and funds
from sources within the State to the maximum extent practicable to
reach needy children.

"(2) Each school participating in the school-lunch program under
this Ad shall report each month to its State educational agency the
average number of children in the school who received free lunches
and the average number of children who received reduced price lunches
during the immediately preceding month. Each participating school
shall provide au estimate, as of October 1 and March 1 of each year,
of the number of children who are eligible for a free or reduced price
lunch.

"(3) The State educational agency of each State shall report to
the Secretary each month the average number of children in the State
who received free lunches and the average number of children in the
State who received reduced price lunches during the immediately
preceding month. Each State educational agency shall provide an
estimate as of October 1 and March 1 of each vear, of the number of
children who are eligible for a free or reduced price lunch."

REGULATIONS

SEC. 8. Sczt ion 10 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 is amended by
striking out the period at the end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof

Ante, p.210.

76 Stat. 944$
60 Stat. 231;
Ana, p. 209.
42 USC 1753,
1754.

80 Stat. 885.
4` USC 1771
note.

R2 Stat. 117;
Post p 214.
42 USC 1761.

Reports to
eduoatiohal
aLenoy.

Reports to
Sec rotary.

80 Stat. 889.
42 USC 1779.
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76 Stat. 944;
82 Stat. 117.
42 USC 1752.

Transfer and
reserve of
funds.

the following: "and the National School Lunch Act, including regu-
lations relating to the service of food in participating schools and
service institutions in competition with the programs authorized under
this Act and the National School Lunch Act. In such repdations the
Secretary may provide for the transfer of funds by any State between
the programs authorized under this Act and the National School
Lunch Act on the basis of an approved State plan of operation for
the um of the funds and may provide for the reserve of up to 1 per
centum of the funds available for apportionment to any State to
carry out special developmental projects."

NATIoNAL ADVISORY (31: II.

Sec. 9. The National School Lunch Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new section:

"NATIONAL ADvIsoRY CoUNCII.

Membership. "SEC.14. (a) There is hereby established a council to be known as the
National Advisory Council on Child Nt.trition (hereinafter in thissec
tion referred to as the 'Connell') which shall be composed of thirteen
members appointed by the Secretary. One member shall be a school
administrator, one member shall be a person engaged in child welfare
work, one member shall be a person engaged in vocational education
work, one member shall be a nutrition expert, one member shall be a
school food service management expert, one member shall be a State
superintendent of schools (or the equivalent thereof), one member
shall be a State school lunch director (or the equivalent thereof). one
member shall be a person serving on a school hoard, one member shall
be a classroom teacher, and four members shall be officersor employees
of the Department of Agriculture specially qualified to serve on the
Council because of their education, training, experience, and knowl-
edge in matters relating to child food programs.

Tense of "(b) The nine members of the Council appointed from outside the.offloe. Department of Agriculture shall be appointed for terms of three years,
except that such members first appointed to the Council shall be
appointed as follows: Three members shall be appointed for terms of
three years, three members shall be appointed for terms of two years,
and three members shall be appointed for terms of one year. 'there-
after all appointments shall be for a term of three years, except that a
person appointed to fill an unexpired term shall serve only for the
remainder of such term. Members appointed from the Department of
Agriculture shall serve at the pleasure of the Secretary.

"(c) The Secretary shall designate one of the members to serve as
Chairman and one to serve as Vice Chairman of the Council.

"(d) The Council shall meet at the call of the Chairman but shall
meet at least once a year.

"(e) Seven members shall constitute a quorum and a vacancy on the
Study.

Council shall not affect its powers.
"(f) It shall be the function of the Council to make a continuing

study of the operation of programs carried out under the National42 eSC 1751 School Lunch Act, the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, and any relatednote, 1771 Act under which meals are provided for children, with a view to deter-note, mining how programs may be improved. The Council shall submitReport to
President and to the President and the Congress annually a written report of the
Congress. results of its study togethet with such recommendation. for adminis

trati re and legislative changes as it deems appropriate.
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"(g) The Secretary shall provide the Council with such technical
and other assistance, including secretarial and clerical assistance, as
may be required to carry out its functions under this Act.

"(h) Members of the Council shall serve without cempensation but
shall receive reimbursement for necessary travel and subsistence
expenses incurred by them in the performance of the duties of the
Council."

soma ItREAKMAT riamat.os Airrii0817,ATION

Sw. 10. Section 4(e) of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 is hereby
amended by striking out 112,000.000" mid i wort Mg "$25.000,000".

Approved May 14, 1970.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORft

HOUSE REPORTS: No. 91 -81 (Cam. on Education and Labor) and 91-1032
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The Children's Foundation
1026 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Bulletin

Free Lunches For
All Needy Children

New School Lunch Law

On May 14 President Nixon signed a new
hill into law which should provide, he said,

"free or seduced price lunches for every needy
diihr It was a significant victory for
Conmessio»al forces led by Senator
George slcGovein.

Under the New Law;

-Every needy child :mist be serml a free or
reduced price school lunch;

-A needy child is a child from a poverty-level
household.

%Mat Schools Nbist Do:

-Follow a uniform national poverty income
standaul set by the Secretary of Agriculture;

-Ask only for a personal statement (nonlewd
affidavit ) from pal en ts or heads of households
to move family income:

-Chaigc no mote than 20 cents for a reduced
mice meal.

Start ing January 1,1971. this new law applies
to every school reeeiving federal funds for
child null it ion pi ogmms. Since the law says
every needy child must be fed, schools
pal t iipat in;-'a feeding programs must report
the »umbel of chilthen eligible at least
twice a year.

What States Must Do:

The new act also requires each state to:

-Spend state money to support child food
programs;

- Extend school lunch service to every school
within the state:

-Write a statewide plan which shows in detail
how the state will feed all school children
under the new legislation.

Between now and January 1,1971 every state
and every school district receiving federal
funds for child nutrition programs must follow
the Department of Agriculture regulations
for providing free and reduced price lunches.
These regulations make it possible for
every school to serve more needy children
in the fall.

What You Con Do:

Transkte laws into lunch!

- Learn more about the new law and new
instructions and explain them to others;

-Form a school lunch committee to improve
school feeding programs;

- Write for THE SCHOOL LUNCH BAG, a
community action kit prepared by The
Childien's Foundation. which explains the
legislation and regulations and suggests
forms of local action.
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We may be able to help you make legNat ion
work to feed the hungry children in your
community.

Fill in and return this ham to the Foundation:

The Children's Foundation
Room :309
1026 Seventeenth Street N.W. Tell usa bout the situation ill your
Washington. D.C. 200:16 conummity:

Your Name

(Org.ant.stiont

Address

Csty SI tie

I am intetested iu TI1E SCI1001. I.UNCI 1
13Ml and other infinmation to hylp the

children of teceive
our maloatorty1

the nutrition which is tightfully their under
the law.

ot her of this sheet.)



NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS

MONDAY, APRIL 20, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
Sta.scr et/MU rrrEF: ox Nrritrriox Am) HUMAN NEEDS,

Chicago, Ill.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. at Peoples Church
of Chicago, 941 West Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Ill., lion. George
McGovern, chairman of the committee, presiding.

Present : Senator Charles Percy.
Also present: Kenneth Schlossberg, staff director; Gerald S. .T.

Cassidy, special counsel ; Clarence V. McKee, professional staff mem-
ber for the minority; and Roberta Milman, legislative assistant to
Senator Percy.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE DicGOVERN, MADMAN OF
THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS

Chairman McGov}:ax. If the committee will please come to order,
let me begin with just a brief opening statement, and then I would
like to call on my colleague on the committee. Senator Percy, for any
remarks that he would care to give.

We are here today because there is hunger in the city of Chicago, as
there is all across this land.

There is hunger and malnutrition in America, in spite of the fact
that this is the richest and most productive nation on earth.

This committer, on which Senator Percy and others in the Senate
have played such an important role, has compiled a documentary
record during the past year that leaves no doubt at all that there are
at least 15 million Americans, north, south, east. and west, who are
too poor to afford a decent diet.

We have heard expert testimony that hunger and malnutrition
among America's poor are as bad or worse than that existing in some
of the most economically backward nations.

We have learned that it can doom innocent children to a life of
mentally retarded ability and physically retarded ability.

We know this is an American tragedy now that is not isolated, but
is of enormous magnitude.

We know that it cannot be permitted to go on.
We know that it costs this country, in dollars aloneto say nothing

of the moral and humanitarian coststhree and a half times as much
to permit hunger to exist as it would cost to end it.

And yet we fear that for entirely unacceptable reasons, political
inertia and mistaken priorities, that hunger may continue.

(561)



Everyone here should know that in the Nation's capital we are
reaching a critical point now in the crusade against. hunger in the
United States.

Last fall the Senate passed a historic food stamp reform program
which would wipe out hunger and yet. fm more than 6 months. that
measureand othershave lain dormant in the House of Representa-
tives.

Reports indicate that the House may act soon. but that they ma;
approve a measure inadequate to the act.

The Senate is also about. to consider the administration's welfare
reform proposal.

Let me just say for myself that with some reservations I support
this proposal for welfare reform: but one of my reservations is that
iu the enthusiasm for welfare reform, the drive to eliminate hunger
may lose some of its momentum. Somehow there is a widespread as-
sumption abroad in the countryeven in an editorial in yesterday's
New York Timesthat. everyone who participates in the administra-
tion's basic welfare payment of $1,600 a year, will also automatically
receive the $800 in food stamps for which they are eligible.

I wish this were true, hat under the present. structure of our food
stamp program that is not true.

The fact. is as it now stands that probably less than one-fourth of
the 23 million persons eligible to participate in the reform welfare
proposal will ever receive the food assistance for which they are
eligible.

This means that hunger and malnutrition will not. be banished from
America, and this is the critical gap in the welfare reform effort that
must be filled.

I wish to introduce an amendment in the Senate to make sure that
the gap is filled and that every eligible person in the welfare program
actually gets the food stamps to which they arc entitled.

This amendment has the support now of some 42 Senators. If the
Senate and the Hons.; do nothing else but pass this amendment. either
that one or something like it, to the welfare proposal. they will have
done a very significant thing.

They will have made certain that. in addition to some improvements
in our welfare program we have also eliminated hunger in our land.

I think this is a critical time, as I have said, in the crusade against
hunger.

There is another reason why it is, and that is we are nearing a con-
ference on the school lunch proposals that are now pending in the
Congress.

The Senate passed a very strong school lunch reform bill, and I
can only hope that that measure will be retained in the conference
between the House and the Senate.

Let me just say that it is vital that the kind of people who are here
in this room today, and those who are following the efforts of this
committee across the country, ihat you make your own concern known
about the necessity of ending hunger in this land.

Some years ago the poet Robert Frost wrote, "I have promises to
keep and miles to go before I sleep."



I think America has a promise to keep, a promise of food for its
poor and hungry, and that it seems to me this is a promise that we
must keep to the people of this land.

Now, before I turn to Senator Percy, let me just say that in this
city on May 3 some 60,000 to 65.000 young people will. perhaps as
many as 100,000, will be participating in a Walk for Development
sponsored by the Freedom from Hunger Foundation. These young
people are giving their time and efforts to raise funds to help close
the hunger gap for the hungry in our own country and other parts
of the world.

The effort here is under the direction of a young man by the name
of Scott Colky and Mr. Jim Dohenberg.

I hope everyone will support this May 3 effort in the Chicago area
in a full and enthusiastic manner.

Now, Senator Percy.

STATEMENT BY HON. CHARLES H. PERCY, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Senator Piatcr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would first like to express appreciation to you the chairman of

the committee, and to the staff for coming to Chicago and making
these hearings possible.

I would also like to express appreciation to Mr. Santos, the chair-
man of the board of Peoples Church, and to my friend, for a quarter
of a century, Rev. Preston Bradley. who is the minister here, and has
been for many years, for making these facilities available. I think it
is really symbolic that we are in the Peoples Church to talk about a
crusade that started with the poor peoples campaign, and is carried
on by Operation Breadbasket and others, who are petitioning through
the elective process and through the orderly processes of the govern-
mentthe city councils. the . State legislature and the Congress of
the United States to see what they can do to redress the inequality
and injustice that does exist when we have millions of malnourished
and hungry Americans, and yet we spend a great. deal of the tax-
payers' money in saving the people abroad.

We have had a great deal of cooperation froai Alderman Robert
O'Rourke in whose ward we are today. A lot of the people of this
community have cooperated in making these hearings possible.

I have something of a nostalgic feeling, not all pleasant, about
being here.

The nostalgia goes back to the fact I brought my mother down
here today. My father worked two blocks from here in the bottom of
the depression as a night clerk in a hotel. He received the sum of $35
a week for working seven nights a week, 12 hours a night, and I can
tell you that those days, I hope, arc gone forever, and are not the
'good old days" that you look back on.

What we are trying to do is prevent those kinds of days in this,
the most affluent society the world has ever seen, from occurring for
so many people.

We have a national economy of about a trillion dollars, and yet we
have one out of five families living in a malnourished and impover-
ished condition.



In this State we are very proud of the fact we are the leading State
in the Nation for agricultural exports abroad. We ship almost three
quarters of a billion dollars worth of food abroad from the State of
Illinois.

The Federal Government pays farmers almost a hundred million
dollars a year in Illinois alone for crop subsidies not to grow crops.
Yet in Illinois. 21 percent of our households live in poverty. and are
malnourished.

Chicago is a great city, a city we all love, a city of fine stores. great
universities and colleges, a great medical center of the country. with
tine hospitals. Yet in Chicago with all these physical facilities, we
know we have a health care crisis for those who can't afford to pay
and even a crisis for those who can afford to pay for health care.

We have poverty areas with very high infant mortality rates. We
have nearly 200,000 hungry children, malnourished children in Chi-
cago alone.

I wouldn't have to recite for you. Mr. Chairman, the staestics on
hunger. malnutrition. and disease. You are one of the best informed
men in the United States on the subject. You already know them.
and many people in this room know them. They live with them.

What we are trying to do is find today solutions. Some of us
are seeking solutions at the Federal level are working on welfare 1.3-
form, on food stamp provisions. and on the construction of mere
neighborhood health centers to reach out and have remedial assistance
available in the impoverished neighborhoods.

The State of Illinois is tackling the problem through welfare pay-
ments, through a budget of over $6 million for free lunch programs,
and $1 million now for free breakfasts. We realize that much needs to
be clone by the Federal Government, the State government and local
government.

Today we are trying to learn what. more can be done by Cook
County and by the city of Chicago.

The testimony that we are going to hear today will come from the
minds and hearts of people who really understand this problem. They
are going to try to plug away in a conservative manner to find ways
that this, the greatest and most affluent society on earth. can eliminate
hunger and malnutrition and all their consequences, to point out that
for the lack of a few hundred dollars in food, an infant ran be mal-
nourished and continue to not grow in physical and mental develop-
ment to the point where he can't even stand on his own feet and have
a productive life in the future.

I would like to report that though the Governor cannot personally
be here today, lie will have a representative, an outstanding elected
official of the State. The Governor and I and our respective staff, have
been working intimately on the emblems of hunger in Illinois, as
well as in the city of Chicago.

We are working on the details of a program that will alleviate
these problemsa program that we hope to be able to implement
very soon.

So with that, I turn the meeting back to you. Mr. Chairman, and
again express appreciation to you for being in Chicago. I hope your
experience will he more pleasant than at the last Democratic Con-
vention in 1968.



Chairman Mc Gomm I am always grateful for expressions of
concern from good Republicans about the State of the Democratic
Party.

Let Inc just say that we have a message here that the Governor has
asked me to read; he says:

I regret unable to attend the hearing. I have asked the Honorable Ray Page
to represent the State of Illinois. He will testify regarding our State supported
mandatory free school lunch progratn and our proposed school breakfast pro-
gram. I am pleased to welcome you to Illinois. We must work together at every
level of government to mount a truly effective attack on hunger. We must have
proper results and practical programs. We are pleased that our own fine
Senator Charles Percy is a member of your committee, and we will continue to
work closely with him towards that end.

We are grateful for the Governor's message.
Mr. Page, we are happy to welcome you as the first witness before

our committee.
Mr. PAGE. Mr. Chairman and Senator Percy.
Chairman Mc Gomm. Mr. Page.

STATEMENT OF HON. RAY H. PAGE, SUPERLITENDENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION, STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. PAGE. I ;it'll delighted to be here and represent the State of
Illinois and the Governor of our State.

To give you some brief background on the problem as we see it in
the State of Illinois, as it relates to the school children and the pre-
school children of our State, and what we are attempting to do, and
some of the concerns we have that might do the job better.

The State of Illinois, like the rest of the Nation, faces a hunger
crisis for thousands of children every day. Hungry children simply
cannot. function properly, whatever the task that they attempt to do.

Several of the leading nutritionists and educators of this Nation
have proved time and time again that a well nourished child will
learn more readily, and will function in any N'tivity better than a
hungry child.

Now, the State department of education is devoting thousands of
nian-lionrs to the pmgram of nutrition for our school children. Em-
phasis is being placed on good nourishment for the preschool child.

The State department of education is committed to the eradication
of hunger among the school children and preschool children in the
State of Illinois.

The amendment S to the National School Lunch Act, which requires
that a written policy be adopted for use within the school district to
determine children eligible for free meals. is in force in Illinois. The
problem is that there are many children who are not reached because
this only involves a district that elects to participate in the school
lunch program. The Illinois program is further strengthened by
House bill 2601 of the last general assembly, 76. which provided
$5.400.000 for free meals for needy children.

This program becomes mandatory September 1, 1970.
I might add that 16372243 free lunches have been served to needy

children under this act this school year, at a cost of a little over $21/2
million.
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In the 1971 proposal by our Governor we will have $6.700.000 for
needy children for the free lunch program. and an inclusion of $1
million to provide breakfast for the children.

Chairman Mc Gomm Mr. Page. what percentage of the childrenwill that represent when you get to that level?
Mr. PAGE. Well. I ant going tolet me point out first of all. incooperation with the department of public aid. the students that

qualify for this act are identified by them and given a card of iden-
tification which is presented to the school principal. A total of 225.000
children presented such cards this year, and have been identified asneedy.

Now. in the State of Illinois we estimate the needy children be-
tween 250,000 and 300,000. We are I:ow feeding 181.000 daily on free
lunches. which means that we have a long way to go to reach everyneedy child; but we are making progress. Now this compared to
56,000. roughly 56.000 needy childmi a year ago prior to this pro-
gram that we are feeding in this State.

So we have made. some progress in this field, Ind we do have a longway to go.
Now. I think that you are concerned about. this situation here in

the city of Chicago. and if I might, let me try to give you some fig-
ures that might be helpful in interpretrtion of the problems here.

Approximately 85.000 or 86.000 children were fed each day in
schools governed by the Chicago Board of Education in February
1969.

Now, this figure increased to 181.650 children in February 1970.
All of those were not. of course, the free meals. A total of 11.682 free
meals were served in the city of Chicago in 1969.

In 1970, February. 121.998 free meals were served in the city of
Chicago, so I think this gives you some idea of the progress; but we
do have a long way to go. We do need to do much more.

I think that I will not take anymore of your time relative to for-
mal remarks, but if you do have questions. I will be very happy to
respond to them.

Chairman McGovEux. Senator Percy, do you have any questions?
Senator PERCY. I have no questions. I would like to express appre-

ciation. however. to Superintendent Page for the invaluable material
that his staff offered to me at till time we were facing a crisis in the
school lunch program in Chicago and in Illinois. We took that infor-
mation on the floor of the Senate. and together with material pre-
sented by Senator McGovern from 35 Governors. we were, able to
provide the data which then gave the basis tG the Anministration
for substantially increasing the amount of money they were sugges'-
ing in the budget for school lunch programs. We appreciated that
help.

Thank you very much, Superintendent.
Mr. PAGE. Thank you, sir.
I might add that as you weli know. that the Senate amendments

would be of great assistance to Illinois in meeting this need; the
cash reimbursementadditional cash reimbursement is essential. We
allow 15 cents o., our free lunch program here in the State, of Illinois.
and it certainly does not meet the total need, and with referendums
being defeated in local school districts for increased money for the
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operation of the school. it forces the school boards and administra-
tors to establish prioritiesand unfortunately this is an area that
has not been placed at the top of the priority, which in my mind
should.

I would also say I hope that th3 day would come that we would
not have to identify needy children, but that we would have an
across-the-board free lunch program for every child in America.

Chairman Mc GovERx. Thank you very much, Mr. Page. We appre-
ciate the information you have made available.

Mr. PAGE. Thank you, Senator.
(The prepared statement of lion. Ray Page follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. RAY PAGE

The State of Illinois like the rest of the nation faces a hunger crisis for
thousands of children every day. Hungry chiluren simply cannot function
properly, whatever the task they attempt to do. Several of the leading nutri.
tionists and educators have proved time and again that a well-nourished child
will learn more readily and will function in any activity better than a hungry
child. Proper nutrition for every child must be a keystone in our society.

The office of the superintendent of public instruction is devoting thousands
of manhours to the program of good nutrition for all school children. Emphasis
is being placed on good nourishment for the preschool child. Studies have proven
that sufficient diet for preschool children helps them to be more alert and
ready for their school programs.

The State Department of Education is committed to the eradication of hunger
among the school children and preschool children in the State of Illinois.

Approximately 3.100 attendance centers out of 5,760 public and nonpublic
schools presently offer food service through the national school lunch program
in Illinois. Of the approximately 1,397 public schools without food service, 104
attendance centers have initiated new food service programs since September,
1969.

Amendment 8 to the National School Lunch Act which requires that a written
policy be adopted for use within the school district to determine children
eligible for free meals is in force in Illinois. We fully concurred with the
intent of this amendment and immediately notified participating schools of
this responsibility. We have approved guidelines for free and reduced price
meals for all schools participating in the National School Lunch program. We
have insisted that guideline Andes be strictly adhered to and examine the
procedures followed closely hi administrative reviews and other personal visits.

The Illinois program was further strengthened by House bill 2601, passed
by the 76th general assembly (1969 session). which amended the Community
School Lunch Program Act and provided that the Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction appropriate 155I to school boards for each free lunch
served to needy children of their respective districts. $5.4 million was appro-
priated to implement this program for the 1969 -70 school year.

This legislation includes a provision that every public school must provide
free lunches for needy children by September 1. 1970. Private and parochial
nonpublic schools are eligible to participate in this Illinois free school lunch
program although it is not mandat. ry. As of Morel] 1. 1970, 16.372.243 free
lunches have been served to needy children under the Illinois free school lunch
program and :1 total reimbursement of $2.45:i.836.45 has been paid.

To further assist in meeting the nutritional needs of Illinois school children.
the Governor has included 86.7 million in his 1971 budget to provide lunches
for needy students and $1 million to provide breakfasts for these needy children.

Since passage of House bill 2001. it has been a State policy that all children
from families receiving any form of public assistance are eligible. for free
lunches at school. In cooperation with the Illinois Department of Public AM.
:25.n00 identification vents were issued for children from families receiving
online assistance. These cards were submitted to and accepted by school
principals as recognition of plivibility to receive a free Inneh at school. Children
from families in which extenuating circumstances such as illness, strikes or

0



layoffs from jobs. etc.. cause a financial burden on them to try to provide
adequate meals may also he determined by school officials to be eligible for
free meals.

We are expending time, skills and services. and money to reach needy
children with food service :Is soon as possible. Besides the State revenue
appropriated for cash reimbursement to school districts. the State of Illinois
has appropriated $279,000 to administer school food service programs in our
State during the 1970 fiscal year.

We are now working with every metropolitan area in Illinois to assist in
plans to begin or expand school food service programs. Results of these efforts
in two areas of our State where food service programs are badly needed indi-
cate gains in participation: lu February 196, .approximately 85,998 children
were fed each (lay in schools governed by the Chicago Board of Education.
This figure increased to 181,650 children fed ea day in February 1970. In
East St. Louis. Illinois. approximately 6.572 children received the benefit of
school food service in February 1909. while 11,624 children participated in food
service programs each day in February 1970. The Chicago Board of Education
received $188.648.00 in nonfood assistance program funds in the 1969 year to
begin and expand food service. The Chicago Archdiocese Board of Education
will receive 8125.000.09 in nonfood assistance program funds to begin food
service in 43 private schools in September 1970. Estimates indicate that these
new programs will serve more than 10.000 children each day.

One of our principal concerns is trying to gain public awareness of the fact
that many of our school children are undernourished. However, to do this.
we must also overcome the feeling that most families have sufficient income
to provide an adequate diet if this income were channelled for proper purposes.
This attitude absolves the general public of any responsibility to preide food
for children of these families.

The major obstacle which we have encountered for reaching all children
with the nutrition which they require is a lack of funds. School districts and
their administrators are constantly being asked to accept more responsibility
in providing extensive educational services. Many times, they must provide
these additional services. maintain teachers' salaries at satisfactory levels,
plan to accommodate increasing enrollments. etc.. with budget allowances
limited by conservative boards of education or the failure of school referendums
disapproved by taxpayers.

The existence of many school food service operations have been terminated
and are now threatened unless the program can become self-sustaining. Although
we. in Illinois. have held school lunch prices to reasonable amounts. in an
attempt by school districts to increase program income, undoubtedly many
students have. been "priced out" of the program as lunch prices increase.

We have found. and our figures of participation prove, the greatest incentive
to reaching the children who need the benefit of a lunch at school to be addi-
tional cash reimbursement. Progress has been made at all levels in providing
needy children with free meals at school. In the Chicago Board of Education
food service programs. only 11,682 free meals were served daily in February
1969. In Fegruary 1970. 1 .998 free meals were served mei' (lay in these
programs. In East St. Louis Illinois. 3.516 free meals were served in February
1969. with this figure increasing to 8.010 free meals served each day in February
1970. Statewide participation levels increased from 56.233 free meals served
daily in February 1969. to 181.170 free meals served each day in February
1970. These figures reflect an increase of 124.937 free meals served each day.

Chairman McGovEmc. Dr. Brooks. w' will be happy to hear from
you now.

Dr. Brooks is the Co;nmis.sioner of the Chicago Department of
Human Resources. and will be testifying on matters relating to the
food situation in Chicago.

STATEMENT OF DR. DETON J. BROOKS, IR., COMMISSIONER.
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES, CITY OF CHICAGO

Dr. BaooKs. Thank you. Senator.
Senator McGovern. Chairman of the Select Subcommittee: Sena-

tor Percy.



Thank you for this opportunity to speak before the Select Com-
mittee on Nutrition and Human Needs; on behalf of Mayor Richard
.1. Daley. whom I am representing today, I welcome you to Chicago.

As you have indicated. I am the Commissioner of the Department
of Human Resources, and Mayor Daley has given my department the
primary responsibility of coordhating all of the public food and
nutrition services and programs that are available in Chicago.

I believe that you Ivill find that Chicago has attempted to take a
leadership role in the area of nutrition and human needs.

This leadership stems from a info' regard for the quality of family
life, and is made possible by tilt, ..igh degree of cooperation among
both public and private sectors in our city, both at central and neigh-
borhood levels.

This high regard for family life was expressed over a year ago
when the city council passed an ordinance creating a new Department
of Human Resources. Only a few of the Nation's cities have taken
this stepamong them, of course, Cleveland, New York Cityand
now Washington. D.C.

The ordinance was passed at the end of 1968, and I was approved
by the city council as commissioner in March 1969.

Less than 2 months later, on May 5, the department received its
first major assignment, for on that day Mayor Daley convened a
special cabinet meeting and asked my department to wage the battle
on hunger in Chicago in cooperation with all other public agencies
in the city.

Obviously this was one of the assignments for which we should
take responsibility, and just as your committee recognizes the vital
link between nutrition and human need, Chicago, by ofi3cial corporate
act, recognizes linkage between nutrition and development of its
human resources.

Just 4 weeks ago Chicago witnessed another event which I believe
has some historic significance. "t was the first city in the Nation to
hold its own public hearings on tina issue of hunger.

Reverend Jesse Jackson, National Director of Operation Bread-
basket, and a host of witnessesboth private citizens and represent-
atives of county and city government, including myselftestified at
these hearings.

I want to say that Operation Breadbasket has played a great part
in bringing about these hearings which were held with the finance
committee of the city council, and then subsequently the work which
was done by the full city council.

This event led to another on April 8. On that day the city council
passed an emergency ordinance calling for the appropriation of
$500,000 to the Department of Human Resources for the beginning
of the alleviation of hunger. The ordinance specified that the appro-
priation was to be supplemented by other Federal funds which might
become available, and certainly by whatever funds might become
available through the resources of the State.

At the same time the city council passed a resolution that hunger
was contrary to city policy and called upon State and Federal Gov-
ernments to step up their efforts to feed Chicago's hungry.

Today, at this very moment, the staff of the Chicago Committee
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on Urban Opportunity, the Model Cities Program, and the Depart-ment of Human Resources are making final preparations to open 14public facilities which will provide free meals to hungry individuals
and families throughout the inner city.

Any individual or family who is hungry will be able to come to
these 14 sites And receive a free hot meal between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.at sittings every half hour throughout the 5-hour period. Those per-
sons who are home-bound because of age or illness would have the
food delivered to them.

If I were to try to interpret the significance of these events, oftheir impact locally and nationwide, I would say that Chicago has
said first that all Chicagoans shall be fed, and must be fed, and, sec-ond, that the problem of overcoming hunger is a national program, a
Federal problem involving the States, and one to which Chicago is
willing to give leadership and shoulder responsibility to the extent of
its ability under existing laws.

First I want to give a brief account of the action phase of Chi-
cago's battle to end hunger. It is an account which gives credit to
public and private agencies and local, State, and Federal levels, and
to business and industry, and to local groups and organizations.

As I recount these accomplishments, please bear in mind that at
one time in the past year more than 65 representatives of public and
private agencies and businesses have been engaged in this commoncause.

We start on May 5, 1969, the day on which the mayor opened the
attack on hunger at a special cabinet meeting.

At the mayor's direction, the Department of Human Resources
formed a task force composed of city agencies to establish emergency
food service. Under this program, food vouchers were issued to the
hungry, not only during the day but during evenings and weekends.

The Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunity, under a special
grant from 0E0, administrated this emergency program for the first
38 days. During this time the Cook County Department of Public
Aid developed a section to assume ongoing responsibilities for this
expanded program.

By June 19, 1969, the Cook County Department of Public Aid
stated it would assume responsi%ility for the program and did so. Atthat time the department requested public aid to stay open beyond
its normal working hours to provide emergency food help, and wehave a very distinct and abiding belief in Chicago that the problems
of hunger and the problems of the people in the inner city don't just
exist during the hours of 9 o'clock in the morning to 5 o'clock in the
evening.

The problems never stop, and it seems to us that all of the agencies
which are involved ought to be prepared to render service during
those times, because that is one of the reasons when I headed the Chi-
cago Committee on Urban Opportunity that I insisted that we be
open 7 days a week, we be opened from 8 in the morning until 10 atnight, and if there were additional emergencies, which did occur, thatwe could be prepared to stay open all night, and certainly in this
kind of a program we felt that if a crisis occurred that we would
hope that the State agencies, such as Cook County Department of
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Public Aid, would be sensitive to this kind of thing and make ar-
rangements to stay open after the 4:30 or 5 o'clock normal closing
hours.

Outraged families needing emergency assistance throughout the
program has been provided by community representatives of the
Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunity, neighborhood workers
of the Department of Human Resources, visiting nurses of the Chi-
cago Board of Health, teachers of the Chicago Board of Education,
caseworkers of the Cook County Department of Public Aid, police-
men, firemen, staff of the mayor's Office of Inquiry and Information,
and of other city departments having direct contact with people.

Emergency transportation services are provided by the police and
fire departments and by the Chicago Committee on Urban Opportu-
nity.

The feeling was that if people could not get to centers to get and
pick up a voucher, whatever it is, for this kind of thing, that by
going to, or by someone calling to one of these centers, that the
police department would be prepared, the fire department, to pro-
vide emergency transportation, and also that the Chicago Committee
on Urban Opportunity with its vehicles could provide this, and obvi-
ously the provision had to be made for people who are nonambula-
tory, who were confined to home, that people could carry the food
and shop for them, to their own homes.

All agencies cooperate in followup to help develop a progrvn
which will prevent a family from becoming hungry again under this
same set of circumstances.

In other words, it is quite recognized that any kind of a crisis
program, or any kind of an emergency program is not a solution to
a problem of hunger; that you can provide at that moment in time
either food or you can provide a disbursement order, or something
of this particular type, but obviously there needs to be followup to
see if a long-range solution cannot be found to help that family.

In its first 38 days, under the Chicago Committee on Urban Oppor-
tunity, more than 8,000 families and 42,000 individuals received cash
vouchers for purchase of food.

From June 19, 1969, to March 21, 1970, under the Cook County
Department of Public Aid more than 17.645 families and 88,000 indi-
viduals have received emergency assistance between the hours of 4
p.m. and 9 p.m. and on weekends.

This emergency program begun last May 5th is still in effect. Its
distinctive features are the services it provides outside normal work-
ing hours, the cooperation of countless city agencies, including police
and fire, in recruitment, followup and transportation.

As soon as the emergency food assistance was underway the depart-
ment established an ad hoc advisory committee on food and nutrition
composed of concerned public agencies at the local, State, and Fed-
eral level.

This advisory committee meets regularly to discuss food problems,
report on progress, formulate plans to expand programs, and resolve
operating problems.

To date, the department, in cooperation with the agencies repre-
sented on the committee can make the following report:

Free school lunches have grown from 9,000 a year ago to more than
116,000 today ; and the goal is at least 160,000 daily by June.
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As you heard the Superintendent of Public Instruction say, they
were feeding in Chicago in January and February, 1969, some 89,000
youngste:.s, but the significant thing, when we got into this thing
around May, we found that of these only 9,000 or 10,000 were free
lunches. The rest of them were being paid for in some other way.

He made a point of saying these were not all free lunches, so our
statistics are agreed, and, as I say, this 116,000 out of the total num-
ber that he represents, are free lunches at the present time that are
being fed, and we hope with the provision of the, legislature, the
State legislation under the law, and the Department of Agriculture
legislation, and that we can feed 160,000 before the close of the school
year.

Support was given to the Mann bill in the Illinois legislature,
which provides 15 cents towards each free lunch. Support was also
given to the Perkins bill in the U.S. Congress to provide emergency
funds for free school lunches nationally.

The Catholic Archdiocese announced it will provide 10,000 free hot
meals daily when school resumes next fall. It will initiate the pro-
gram this spring with 2,000 meals daily.

Experts in the field of health and nutrition have consulted with
departniental staff in the development of new programs and in re-
VIM of ongoing food services.

The National Council of Negro Women was given technical assist-
ance in holding a citywide meeting to formulate proposals for the
President's White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and Health.

A series of discussions were held with a group of aldermen to
explain the city's approach to the various problems posed in the
delivery of adequate food services, to get their suggestions on which
would be the better way of handling it.

Various proposals were discussed with the regional office of the
Department of Agriculture for the improved use of food stamps in
raising food and nutrition levels of low income families.

A demonstration feeding program for the elderly, operated by the
Department of Human Resources, was continued for a second year.

The program reached 5,500 senior citizens daily.
I might say this is a federally funded program under HEW. It is

experimental in nature, to assess the eating habits of the elderly, so
that malnutrition may be avoided. Plans are underway to seek con-
tinuation of this important program for a third straight year.

Finally. I want to -comment briefly on what I consider to be one of
the most innovative food action programs developed in Chicago by
these cooperating agencies and groups.

I ain referring to the Demonstration Supplemental Food Program
which is administered by the Cook County Department of Public
Aid on Chicago's south side, in the Grand Boulevard-Oakland area.

As you know, the national supplemental food program is a special
commodity distribution program for pregnant and nursing mothers
and children up to 6 years of age. The Demonstration Supplemental
Food Program developed in Chicago provides food coupons towards
the purchase of additional milk, iron-enriched cereal, and baby for-
mula for pregnant and nursing mothers and infants up to 1 year of
age.
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I believe the Chicago demonstration, one of several .pilot programs
of these types throughout the country, is especially significant.

First it shows what can be done when a city. State government, and
food industry join forces. The department was able to bring every-
body together to develop a special program that would not rely on
a costly and duplicative commodity distribution system .

The State was represented by the Governor's Office of Human Re-
sources, the food industry by the Illinois Retail Merchants Associa-
tion, and its prominent Chicago area membership.

When the Department of Agriculture saw that the city of Chicago,
State of Illinois, and the food industry were recommending food
certificates as a distributing mechanism for supplemental foods it
agreed to send a task force to Chicago to work out the pilot program.

The program was inaugurated 11 weeks ago and is expected to
benefit approximately 3.000 to 5,000 mothers and infants over a 12-
month period. Under the program a mother and infant receive $15
per month including funds for the purchase of milk, cereal. and for-
mula. All persons receiving public assistance. registered in infant
welfare clinics. or receiving food stamps, are eligible. Otherwise food
stamp criteria apply.

The pilot program is geared to test a system which could be ap-
plied nationally to raise the nutritional levels of mothers and infants
at a critical period in their lives, with the least amount of red tape,
and the best, hope of motivating mass participation.

In discussing this program so far with representatives of the Cook
County Department. of Public Aid, they say it has become one of the
best manageable programs because it has very little red tape to it.
and instead of costly red tape kind of a program. these coupons
allow mothers to go to :my store that they want to.

I want to emphasize at this point that the city took the initiative in
developing this program in cooperation with the food industry and
other local and State agencies.

It was decided. however, that the Cook County Department of
Public Aid should administer the program.

Chicago made it clear then, and I want to repeat now, that it was
and is willing to operate this program and any other program which
will raise the nutritional levels of its citizens.

At all thws our posit k.1 has been that anything which could be
done should be done as quickly and effectively as possible.

We certainly didn't feel we wanted to get in a jurisdictional fight
over who would administer the program. and if the Department of
Agriculture and the States. "This is our responsibility. all we want
was to get it operated as quickly as possible. We will give our full
cooperation."

As T stated earlier. this has been a report of actions taken by the
city in the past year. It brings us full circle to the most recent actions
which I reported on earlier. The holding of public hunger hearings,
the passage of the ordinance appropriating $500.000 to help establish
a citywide feeding program. It brings us. in fact. to this moment, here
today.

You come to Chicago at a time when we have publicly enunciated
a policy on hunger and human needs, at a time when efforts will

42-77S-70-pt. 2-40
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continue to expand the various food action programs that arc avail-
able nationally: School breakfasts and luncheons, food stamps, sup-
plemental foods, emergency services and food allowances; at a time
when Chicago is adding its own significant food action program, the
serving of hot meals to the hungry at public facilities throughout the
inner city, but it is the enunciation of policies which I want to com-
ment on at this point.

I said earlier that Chicago in appropriating $500,000 to the De-
partment of Human. Resources to fight hunger, was giving leadoship
to the Nation in formulating. its priorities. -In effect, Chicago is say-
ing that the war on hunger must be waged at the local lever, but that
it can only be won at the national level; that a creative federalism
must explore new ways to channel funds to cities to deal with the
urban challenge.

Chicago knows that mere expansion of the various ongoing but
disjointed food programs will not solve the basic problem of Imager,
but it cannot for a moment let up in i efforts to expand the services.

The answer lies elsewhere. When I speak of hunger I am not re-
ferring to inalnourishment, which primarily is a medical program.
By hunger I mean the condition of not having adequate nutritional
purchasing power.

The basic problem on hunger will be solved when this p.wchasing
power is raised to a level which will insure adequate nutritional
standards for all Americans.

This, of course, goes hand in hand with adeq ite housing stand-
ards, clothing standards and other related living standards.

This is the major challenge to solving the hunger problem and to
the principle of creative federalism. Perhaps the major block to
achieving these ends is the character of present public welfare pro-
(Prams.

Most public food programs are federally funded and administered.
Chicago itself annually appropriates stud turns over to the State of
Illinois funds in excess of $13 million for public aid purposes.

President Nixon in December 1969 at the White House Conference
on Food, Nutrition, and Health indicated it was the prime responsi-
bility of the Federal Government to eradicate hunger from the land.
History demonstrates a national trend whi At places responsibility for
social problems at State and national 'eve's.

Yet at this moment in hif:tory the Nation's great cities are being
implored by their citizens to take more and more responsibility for
their own clesr'ies. Reconciling the new urban presence with the
Federal past :so our great dilemma, and it is at the heart of the lun-
ge'. problem as it is at the heart a so many other welfare problems
con fr onting us.

This is the best clue to understanding and interpreting Chicago's
passage of the $500,000 appropriation to alleviate hunger. It already
is turning over $13 million to the State to welfare, according to State
law, but in response to, and concern for, its citizens it has embarked
on a new welfare path. If Chicago were to travel that path alone, it
is estimated that an adequate food program for Chicagoans would
cost approximately $300 million annually.

The path. however, must lead to a national solution based on an
adequate income base for all finnilies. Perhaps the new welfare legis-

a
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lation before__Congress is a step-in-this direction. Certainly-in theory
it is a good 'program, but much clarification is neededOit-theilltimate--
base income levels which would apply-in-our Nation's_ cities.

In Chicago -thisbase-must lki'lugh enotigh-so-that a fatitily- would
be able to buy- enough -food to _maintain :high levels of health and
nutrition at the end of the month as well as at the-beginning,live in
a -decent" home and -be -adequately- clothed.

This-is-how we must measure our success -in developingJand-ex=
painlitig- then human resources of our city. Words will -Mit. help us
achieve our midi-Only:deeds:will:do thelob, and money.-

Certainly Chicago stands ready to-work_on- the solutiotrivitli,you,
but the Solution.will not be_forthcomingfinless-the_State-amtFederal
Governments standEreatty_to-assiStiheettieS in_this mantmoth under-

-taking.
I-recall-here again that President:Nixon at the_White.-HouSe-Con-

-femme on--Food,--Nutrition,ind-_-Health said thatit was the respon,
sibility- of =the Federal Government- tó- toninter'litinger7in_-Our land.

Iii helping the President to carry out that mission, Chicago stands
ready_ to cooperatein _one-or alliof three ways:

Work-_directly- with the -Federal-Government; -work_ in collabora-
tion -With the State and Federal_ Governthent;- or aCeept- coMplete
responsibility for the:delivery of_ nutritiOnal-services-ton11--Chicago,
ans-if all resources-are-made available-to- our -city, a task Vliich-4
repeatit-is-estimated would cost-=$300 million annually.

-Our __primafr_goal-is to feed:tlie -hungry and to-provide adequate
nutritionarlevels,f6r all citizens.- Chicago is committed to- this -prom-
ise. -Our actions and our deeds iri,pursuingfthis -goal --will;not= only
speak -for Chicago' but for -the- entire. nation.

(Stateinent of Cominissioner-Deton -J. Broo4,- Jr., follows :)_

Dirorr Biooks,41:
Thank you fot this opportunity to speak before the select committee onnutrition and human-_needs. On _behalf-offMayor-Richard4.-. Daley.- whom I amrepresenting today, -I welcome you-to Chicago. I am Deton J. Brooks; Jr.. Com=

inissioner of the-Department of -Human- Resources.-Mayor Daley has given my
-department the iesponSibility of coordinating- all public food -and-nutritionservices and Progiams in Chicago.,

I believe youwill-tind that Chicago has taken a -leadetship role in-the area of
nutrition and human- needs. This:leadership_ Stems-from a _high regard- for--the
quality - of- family life and is inade-,possible:by-"the high-degree of- cooperation
among both public and private sectors in our city, both at central-rand-neighborhood levels-.

This high regard -for faintly life was expressedover _a year--ago - when thecity =council passed an _ordinance_ creatingra -new j.)epartment of _Ilumanate=---- sources. =Only :tt few Of -the Nation's:cities 'had--taken-this- step. Among= them,Cleieland, New York City,_and Washington. D.C.-The:ordinance-waspassed atthe3endiof 1968 and -I was approved= by _the, city_ncouncit-As -commis:41,11er inMarch 1969.-
Less than two months -later, on May '5, the department received -its- firstmajor_assignthent. On -that day-Mayor Daley-convened-a-special cabineemeetingand asked my-department to Wage the battle of-hunger in "Chicago_ in-icoopera-lion with all other, public -agencies in the-city.

_I--believe- this was'a very -fitting- assignment:for the new department. Justas your committee recognizes the vital-link-between nutrition-and-human need,Chicago by atrial- corporate act, recognized- this linkage' between, nutritionand development of its human resources._
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Just four weeks -ago Chicago witnessed another event which I believe is of
historic significance'. Chicago was the -first city In the nation to hold- Its -own
public hearing olitlieliSue-tif litniger.-Iteverend-Jesse-Jackson,,national-director
of Operation Breadbasket, and .t _host-of witnesses,-both private citizens- and
representatives of- county-and city government, including myself, testified at
these hearings.

This- historiefevent led-to-yet another on _April 8. On that date-the Chicago
city council Passed an emergency ordinance calling for the appropriation- of
'300,000 to the department of-human resources for =the- alleviation of hunger.
The ordinanCe -specified: that the-appropriation was to be- supplemented--by
other federal funds which might become- -available.

At the same time _the- city council-passetra -resolution -that- hunger was
Contrary to city policy and_called upon, state -and -federal-governments_to_ step
-up their efforts to-feed_Chicttgo's hungry..

Todayat this_:',very.-motnent=staff- of -the Chicago =Committee =on Urban-
OpPOrtunity, the`-Model Cities Program, -and thebepartmett -of -116-iiiiin-lte=
sourceS _are= making:final prep:math:m:4o- ()pea-, public facilities :which-wilt
Provide -free meals-lo hungry- individuals atid`_-families throughout-the-inner
citY.;Any- individual- or family ,who -is hungry will= be-_able_ to -come- to- these-
14--sites and= receive -a- -free -hot -meal -between 10:00-a.m:-=and- 3 at
sittings--evellhalf-_hourthiiiiigliout- the five -hour -peril:4. Those_ persou.s_--who-
are home-bound_because of age or illness would have the food-delivered to them.

Ift were to try -to interpret-the significance of-these event.Sof their impact
locally and nationwide,--4_ would say-that-Chicago_has_sahtfirst=that all Chica-
goans shalt _be _fed aml second; -that-the- probleM of overcoming:Mtn-ger- is
national problem -a- -federal problem involving _the=states,and one to-which-
Chicago is -willing-Ito give leadership -and -to-shoulder responsibility to the
extent of_ ts abil ty: under _exist ing laws.

irst I -*alit- to give a, brief-account- otF t lie _action -phase _of -Chicago'S=battle
to end hunger:-It is an accotint_whiclgives credit-to public and private agencies,
at ducal, state,_and_federal-leCels,---andito-basing _and =industry.-and to local
groups'and orga t ons. As =l= recount- t I tese- accomPlishnientsi 'ideate 'be-trill
mind that at-one time-in_the past year-more than 65 repreSentatives-of publicand private agencies and businesses -hare been-engaged in-thiS conamon cause.

We -start on May 5: 1969._ the-day Mr which Ihr-innYor-openedEthe attack
on hunger at a_special -cabinet_ Meeting. At -the-mayor's direction-the:Departl
ment -of Illintan-ItesourceS-formed :lc-task _force=comPosed of city-agencies to
establish an- emergency food service. Under _this Program _food-vouchers--were

-issuelttollurhuriTowhi-4:44yLLIAL:be_m_p." 4A-Pttitt,,,ttfld W(9.111.
The Chicam conintittee-on t;t'Int::=Opportunitypuder -a-special grant from

°iv, administered_ thizi- emergency kogrdm for the -first 38-days. During this
time the Cook-County Departinent ot-Public Aid developed a-system to assume
ongoing- responsibility for= this program-

By _June 10, 1960.-Cook County Department- of -Public Aid stated- it would
assume responsibility for-the program and did so-At_that-time thi department
requested public aid to stay-open-beyoudnits normal working_hours to Provide
eniergeney food- help. -It- agreed -and for the first-time-it Was able to provide
such- assistance on evenings and met the weekend.- This service currently
is-being providedrbY public-aid=at a special-office-at 71-E. 214 Street.

'01:trench-to families-needing emergency- assistance throughout the program-
has been Provided-by- munimnity_representatives of the Chic-ago-Committee on
Urban _Opportunity. neighborhood workers of the--Department of -Human Be-

- sources, - -visiting- nurse:: -of -the -Chicago-Board of- health, _teachers of the
Chicago Board of I:due:di:in, caseworkers of the Cook -'County Department a-
n:lie Aid, policemen. firemen. staff -0UB:ern:ay:Ws office of-inquiry and infor-
mat; on. and- of -other city- depdrtmeilts having_ direct-- contact 'with people.

EmergencY transportathin services are provided by _the police and fire
departments-and by he Chicago committee -on-_urban-oriportanity. This emer-
gency service Will transport families to piddle aid- offices-and-will _pick np and
deliver food for the luimehinind- purchased= with the- cash voucher.

All agencies cooperate in follow-up to help develop a prograth which- will
prevent a family froi-beconiidg hu-ngry_ again under the some set' of circum-stances.

In its first 3$ days. miller the. Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunity. more
than 5.009 families and .12.090 individun1S- received cash vouchers for purchase
of food. From June 19. 1960 to Marelt-21. 10TO under the Conk County Depart-
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meld of Public Aid More than- 17,945 families and 88,000 individuals_ have
received emergency assistance between the hours -of 4:00-P.M. and 9:00 P.M.
and on weekends.

_

rids emergency program begun last May-5 is still- in effect. ItS distinctive
features are the Services it provides outside normal-working-hours, the coopera-
tion of countless-city-agencies, including:police-andAire, in recruitment, follow-
up and transportation.

As soon as the eniergeneY-foO'd assistance program was underway the-deptirt-
ment establialled in -ad_ hoe advisory conunittee on-food and: Iitrit composed
of concerted-_public agencies _at -the loca4 State. and Federal- levels. This
-advisory committee- meetS- regularly -to:discuss:food-- problems, report on prog-
regs,_ formulate plani-to expalitt-progranei awl to-resolve operating:problems.

To-date, -tue department, _in ;cooperation- with the ngencies-repregented
the committee, cant-make the: following-rePort :

-Free-school Inuclies, have grown -front 9,000 a--Year ago to more thair_116,006-
tinkly : and tlie= least"160,000 by -Jiine.

SiMporewmi_giVeirto the Mann bill in the Iliduuds I.egislahare, avhich provides
15- events- towards each- free'lunch ; support -was a lso---given tor the--Perkins -bill
du the _United _StateS-_-Congress to Trovide--einerge:;ey- _funds_ for -free school

__lunches liationaliy;
The Catholic Archdiocese announced it --wilt Provide 10,000- tree -hot Meals

daily _w I ien resmiles- mixt -fall: -It- will initiate the prOgrath t iS spring
with 2.000 Meals daily.

=Experts in the fieldS of health and-nutrition have eilmittlted _With departmental
staff in the development of- liew-progranisniub.review- of. Ongoing_ food.,serviees.

The National Council-of_ -Negro Women *as_-, given Act:link:II assistance -in
Bolding a eityWide meeting to iformulatet proposals-- for the -President's White
House Ciinference Food-. Ntitriti llll

A -series _Off discussions -w ere -held With- a:'group :of- aldermen- to- Oplain_ t he-
ci ty's 'approach to _the various itioblenig -posed- ill the deliver* of :adequate- food

_ _services.
Vaarioias proposa Is -were_ d isenSsed -with _the- regional tam_ of the Department

of Agriculture for the unproved use of food stanilis in raising feed-nil& nutrition -

levels of-low income familieS.
A demonstration-feeding program forlhe-elderly. operated by the Department

of _Ibinianz-Resources.---was-continued for- a_secontl: year. The program -reaches
5.500 senior-citizens dilly. It_ is- experimental in nature. -to assess -the eating
-habits of the-elderly, so that_mainutrition-May-he avoided; Plans_are.underway

n = 'S 'fer-7:4----iitiliirifraight-year.
-FinallyI: want to comment-briefly on what:I consider to he one_ of -the-most

iA AP..

inlawatiVe foist action programs deVeloped in -Chicago -by these cooperating
agencies-and -groups. I a in -referring to_ the'Demoristration--- Supplemental: Food
Program. wh ich -Is administered -_by_ the Cook County Department :of -Pilbl
on Chicago's -south: the Orand- Boulevard-Oakland _area.

As you _know. the National Supplemental -Food -Program- ixitt Special conl-
moditY- distribution program -for _pregnant and znursingi mothers -and _children
up-to six years of age; The-Demonstration Supplemental-Food Program devel-
oped in Chicago -provides food' coupons towards the purchase- of additional
milk. iron enriched-cereal. and babr fortimln--for_pregitant _and-nursing-mothers
and infants -up to-one-Year of sage. _Ibelieve i this Chicago _dertionstrat ionone
of several _pilot -programs of -this type -throughoot the countryis especially
significant. _

First'it.showg what-can -be done when the city, State-government and -food
industry join forces. The department was able-to _bring everybody -together to
develop a special pilot program _that would:not- rely-on:a costly and duplicative
commodity distribution System: _ _

The state teas represented by the --Gm;ertir'S -Office -of -Minion Resources,
the food- industry by the :Illinois Re_ tailMerchants -Association and its promi-
nent Chimp') area membership:

When- the Department of _Aericulture saw that the city Chien go.- State
of Illinois, and -the food industry- were recommending food certificates as a
distributing meehnnbilit :for supplemental- foods; it-agreed= to send a task force
to Chicago to work out the-pilot, program.

The program was itintignrated-11 weekg ago and is eicnected to _benefit anprov-
imntely 3.000' to -moo mothers and infants over 'a 12-month- period. Under the
program a mother and-infant receive-$15_per Month_ in-cenpons for the purchase
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of milk,:cereal,-and -formula._All persons receiving public-assistance, registered
in infant- welfare clinics, or -receiving food stamps are eligible. Otherwise food_

stamp criteria-apply.
The_ pilot program is-geared to test a system which-could-be-applied-nation-

ally to 'raise the nutritional levels of -thotheraw and:infanta at a- critical-period
in their-lives with the least amount of red .ttipe-* " and_ the best hope
of-ntetiVating mass participation.

-I-Want-to emphasize -at this point -that the city took -the initiative in deVelciP7
ing -this program-in cooperation -with- the food_ ndustry and other local_ and
State-agencies. It Was decided,,howeVer, that the Cook -County Department of
Public Aid---should_adMinister- the Program._ Chicago made it -clear_ then and
I want torepeat-now that ,it was and is -willing:_to ()Orate -this lirograin and
any other-- program, which will -raiie the nutritional- levels- of -itsof citizens At
all-timeS tour position 'hag- been that- anything which- could be done_should_-be
done_ as' quickly-rind:as_ effectively -as- possible.

As I stated earlier t his has, been_ ri_ report, of, actions -taken by_Alie- city- in ;the
-peat year._ Wining§ us -full circle -to the -inost, recent -actions which--1= reported
on earlier ::The holding of ptiblic_hungerzhearingS,-the-paSiage of the ordinance
appropriating:$:100,000 to help_ establ ish citywide= feetling:program. =It-brings
us. in-fact, _to_this inomentliere_todal-%

Yon;come to- Chicago- at; -a- time -_when_we bave,publicly- eniniciated-,a_PolicY
On hunger and hninan need.

Ata-tinie when efforts =will- continue to ekpand,-the various food-action -Pro-
grama that are available -nationally: School- breakfasts and lunches, food
stamps, SuppleMental -foods, -emergency -services -and -friod- allthvithees.

_At :a t iinerwiten-Chicago- is adding its own -Taignificant _ toed action- program
the serving of hot meals-to- the-,hungry public-facilitica-thronghout_the innercity._

-Butitis-the_enimciation-otpolicy-whichl-wenttO comment ,m atthis Writ.
=I said earlier that =Chicago _in _apinvpriatine$500,009 = to = the- -Departtherit of

litinutti_ResotirceS- to fight- hunger -was giving leadership to the-Nation:in _forniu--
lating its - priorities -In effect, Chicago-is sayine_ that Ihe War-on hiigei_inust
be=wagedatithelocaVlevel,,-but-that it can only be-won at the national-level.
-That a creative federnlisra-_ must- eiplore nen; ways -to channel funds- to cities
to deal with the urban challenge:

Chicago knows -that Mere-expansion of -the_ Various- ongoing but _disjointed
-fond-programa-will-not Solve the basic- problem of hunger. Burit cannot-for a
moment- let -up in its _efforts to_exnandLtheSe-serr

min n "wor-liPf.-1:11:c:;Frrere:--IV tieCripeak --Orhii fig& I- aria__ not 'referring: to----=
malnourishinent a-medical,Problem. By-hunger I- niean. the
condition of not having adequate; nutritional purchasing power. The'brisic prob-
lem of- hunger will he solved_ when =this:. puichaSing-Power =is- raised -to -a _leirel
Which will insure adequate nutritional standards-for Al' Americans. This,- of
course. goes hand-in-hand with--fideqnnte bodaing standards; - clothing Standards,

_ _

and other related living standards-. ,-
This-is the- Major_ challenge -to solving -the hunger-. problem- and ,to,_ the prin-

ciple of--crcative=federaliam. =Perhaps the major block to richieCing_thea-e- ends
is the chatncter-ot-preSerit public:_welfareiprograMs,_Mast- public foods-Programs
are federally flinded, and ,administered: - .Chicago 'itself annually =appropriates
and-turns over to-the-State_ of_Illinois_ funds in, excess of $13--million_for-public

-Paid purposes. President Nixon lin-Deeember-1966:atthe-White-House.conferenCe
On -feed._ nntrition,_-and health- indicated r it was the_ Prirrie- responsibility -Of _the
Federal-Government to-era dicatelhunger from - the - land: History deinonstrates
a _ national -trend -Which _placeisresponsibilitY _for. Social probleMs, at-State and
national levels.

Yet at this- moment in 'history-I-he Nation's- great -cities are_ beings impiored
by their citizen S-to take-more, and more-, responsibili ty for_-their own destin tea.
Reconciling the newnrhan niesenee with the-Federal --past:is-our great dilemma.
Arid it -is-nt the behrt _of the-bOnger nreblem_ as it-is. at,thelleart of so, many
other _welfare prohlenui confrontingns.

This is The beit cln e to understanding, and. interpreting Chicago's-Passage of
the It500.0(Wannronriation_ to 'alleyiatelfunger..1t- already- -IS -Owning, over 113
million to the State for Welfare._ according to State'latV. -bnt iriresnonse tor
nod conceni.for=its citizens it Ilea embarked:on ineirivelfare nath. Tf.Chicrigo
were:to-travel -thrit tiothlalonelt is estimated- thhte-an -rideonnto--,foOd -program
for Chicagoans-Wont& cost -appro-ximately $300.mtllion annually,

F.
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The path, however, must' lead- to it_ national- Solution based Am an adequate
income -base for -all families. Perhaps- the, new welfare -legIslatioir before
Congress is a-step in-this. direction.Certainly In- theory_ it _IL a- good- program.
But-much clarification IS needed on-the ultimatelikilinccinielerels'iwhich would
apply in Our Nation% cities.

In Chicago this base must be -high, enough-.so- that a familY- -able -to
-bUY- enough -,food -to maintain. high levels of _health--and nutrition at _ the end
of the month as _Fell as atjthe-begiriiiing. Livelni_a- decent hothe and-_be ade-
quately clothed.

This is-hOw- we must measure oUr 'success: in- deVelOping- and einanding, the
human resources of our_ city.

-Words will, aot help us achie-ie -our -eilds._On1Y- deedst Will, do the =jib.
Certainly -Chic-ago- Stands, ready- to -work on- the 'solution with you. But -_a

-Solution- will -not be-forthcoming_ unleas: the- State- and, Federal Governmenta
_stand ready=te assist- the cities in thiS niannhoth_ undertaking: I reCall-hereAlmt
-President- -Nixon !at: 'the- ,White, House 'Conference on 'Food, 'Nutrition, and
Health-said that-it Was,the responsibility= of the -Fiderid_GOVernmentrto -conquer
hunger in our land;

In- helping- the-Preaident -to carry out- that _Mission, Chicago stands ready -to
cooperate in one or all of three ways :

Work -directly with the Federet-Goierinnenr:z
eollabbrittionrivith-theStiite-andTthelFederal GoVernnient

Or-accept -complete responsibility for -the-delivery _Of- nutritional- services to
all Chicagoans if all- resources are,made_ available_to _obi-- city. A -task which

fepeat=it- is _estithated=would=cest1300=million,aiuMally.
'Our primal,' goal -is -to feed the hungry-- and_ to _,Provide adequate-- hUtritithial

levels for all- citizens. - Chicago: is-committed to-thia-PromiSe. Our aetions- and-
o ur,--deeds sin pursuing_ this -goal -will :not, only speak- for-Chicago but for the
entire-Nation.

-Clinirman McGovtax:Thank-_you-very BinekS._
Under the emergency or personal- disaster -food- fifogitin that this

city :has, been-- operating-that YOU =have -referred: te,- de- yen- require
people receiving assistance-under -that program to_ have that amount
of assistance deducted -from -their welfare pyments?_

Dr. -ThlooKs, We didn't-at the- tinie-that when I :say-tlie city, re-
meMber what occurred here. At that- particular there was- no
city appropriatienT15F-thi§ -kind-,--Of-cmergenoY--411.* -}nit iwb-Prt:= the
Mayor ef the city-of -Chicaire no One to--go, hungry =in the.
city of -Chieago,_ he called- all of- the -members-and_ the--Cabinet and
other _related -organitations -and -an fin-Mediate- emergency =fund was
set- tip -through- the-regional_ office Of Eoonotnie Opportunity,-through
the Chicago Conimittee _on- n- Opportun ity,; an d.for that 38: dayh.

At that particnlar -time, the ChiCago=CoMmittee on Urban, OPpor-
tunity did -achninister,this prOgram: It reCOgnied- tit_the time

there- were -ether geney _provisions in the State -public pro -
visions, -in -the Cook-County Departmeift of Public Aid; butris was
pointed lint, at the-tithe -We -were_ net geared- up.to -handle- these cases
at ,night an d SatUrdays, late= Saturdays,and Sundays._

We =iminediatelytwerked with -them: They said Avfas -their respon-
sibility, and-lpy June 19th-they- took-over the _program.

Then at that: particular time the _previsions under -which they were
administering the -prograimbegan-to

In addition .to thus, with this_leeding pregrain that -we are talking-
about ,now; with the appropriation of- $500,000 for the ;City, we are
not askin g !for-an yr Means test, hordoes -it -liaYu to be related-to-any-Of
the

Chairman McGOvnint. -Dr: -Brooks,_ just_ to -make Sure -that -I and
hearing what you -are ,klying, you are, stilt operating the- eniergency
or the so=Called personal disaster program, aren't you?
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Dr. -Bnooks._ Correct, -but at this particular time the funds -which
are coining- from it are administered by the Cook County Department
Of-Public Aid Under its State plan.

See, theyliave aW-emergency operation. What we do is to._get the
people to -them.

Chairman Mc Govias. But the point is this,As there a- requirement
in that food program, as it is _now -operated, that the people who
benefit from it_ had- to reimburse the amount out of lleductiofis that
are -made from their future welfare -- payments;- in Other words, arc
they really getting- anything_?

Dr. I3nooxs. 1114- cham :at- tlie=local= hearings only in certain
kinds-of cases.

Again, as I state, We_didn!t- adiriinister the-program. -They admin-
iStered-:i t inider't1 i 6- proViSioiiS that- they a Ve.

ThiS questien -has been_ asked- a, series- of times,- has -been -asked by
aldermen,-and_ they say -iii any kifid- of an emergency that -it- does -Oot

-necessarily have _to -be-deducted, from.th e.g rant.
'NOW, What -they are _doiug,, I -Would _prefer their representatives

answer the question.
Chairman _ McGoVEux. Well, who do you mean now ;_ the county

-representatives?
_

-Dr. BizoowS. In-the State of Illinois, the Cobh' County_Department
of Public Aid is in -afoot an agent of- the _State -of Illinois, and it
operates-under the -Provisions ,of- the-State in -terms of giving em_er-
geiicyasSistafice.

Now.; the -regulations, therefore, are set up_ -by the=well. in the
frui d eh nes of the -public ssi-Sta refrrani- for -the. State

7- does
_

-provide for funds that-is, that the emergency funds to be, to than=
net -the_ people in case of- any kifid: of ii- crisis.

Now, the question involved as -I= say, this question has arisen
a munber of tithes_ as to what extent there- is -a requirement to pay
back- -this money,- a Would:Prefer:that they answer this question.

'do-You think we could
direct that question to

Dr. 13hooks. I saw Mr. tallow hereto Mr. David Daniels, he is
the-director of the Cook- Couniy Department of Public AidI saw
Mr. John Ballow-here, I belieVe, whopis the assistant director of the
department.

Chairman-McGoVEirc. It seems -to me a peculiar requirement that
if are trying-to help people-who have-been Wipedoilt-=

Dr. BRocats. You -have no-argument With-me on this at -all.
As Isay,-in anythifig that -we-have-placed-6dr hands on here, and

are placing _it on- in terms of where- we have the facilities and the
adfifinistration Of the program, this would not be a requirement,
certainly even in this feed_ ing-program, we -Want-to follow -up with
people to see if we can do more than just feed them in a day or WO,
along that line=but certainly it seems, to me thit the -presumption
has to be that if-a person_comes:in'tO get something to eat, that -they
need- something to eat, -and you -feed that at that' time. _I just dorA
think that people generally-would be running- around and looking for
a free meal-if they have got it at home.

Chairman McGovEns._ 'Well, 'the pOint is that if we are ,going to
operate a program here, or anyWhere else, that is designed to take
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care of a personal disaster situation where somebody is really hungry,
it seems to me a peculiar situation _ to say that that person then- later
on has -to reimburse the cost of that-out of his Welfare-payments:-

Dr. Bitoons. I would generallyI mean, I don't know all of the
other circumstances_ here.

Again, as I say, that even itifthe generakissistance,program, I want
to make it clear the onlyand-this-is by-State-legislationthe only
jurisdiction in the State of Illiimis-which -does not have the right to
adminiSter its- oiVii_ussiStance program -is the .city of-Chicago- and
Cicero. This was legislation-passeifin -1958the City--still- contributes
the returns of_ a 1 mill.tax,'but this Money istUrned over to the Cook

Comity Department Of Public Aid, Which operates the general-assiSt=
ance,prograni.under the guidelines establishe&by the -State of

Chairman- ilIcCibrEitx. Dr. BroOkS, the -city operated- a -so=called
voncher prografn List spring-Obi& early_ summer,An _May_,and:,June,
under Which- people Were;pi.en voucheirs that- they Could- turn in for
emergency siippleinentaIfoOd, fOr-_niirsing:motherS, and for -others.
Do' I understand that- that program is no functioning in the
city?

Dr. BitooKS. Let's be clear.
the Voitclidis-that you are-talkhig-abeitt-Was this 38 days in

whichAhe city, through the Chicago Committee on-Urban Opportu-
nity; -With-inoneY that had been -funded by the Office of Economic
Opportunity, didliro-vide lor-2-or -31days-Of cask funds, disbursing
funds along _that line.

Because of-the -fact that there WOuld--liaVe been_ a conflict hi-these
programs, -and that the _Cook-Co-linty Department of Public Aid sayS,
"This is our responsibility to :give _enierriency .assistance under law,"
this program, as soon as they coUld-bo-phased in on it when we first
took a look at it, they were not prepared- to do it in the evenings-and
on Saturday and Sunday,

--Now the program that relates to nursing mothers and-inft
the program thatthe pilot-program-that we would -like-to expand
throughout -the entire city, which has been funded -in one community
of Chicago by the Department of Agriculture; that is now-in opera-
tion, and has-been hi Operation now fora short time with the Cook
County Department of Public Aid.

As I pointed out here, We did initiate this proaram.. We brought
the forces together-in the city, and I-Want to -say that we had-the _full
cooperation of the- Governoi's office-on this, We' went to Washington
together. We-met With Secretary Hardin,together, because it seemed
to be thesimplest _way of-getting the distribution system_ out there,
and oa the basis and with the industry at -this particular time=both
sides of Congress, the Republican side and the -Democratic side, had
representatives when we met in the -Secretary's office, and this pro-
gram-is there. ere-is a qbestion-of -getting-more money, and I-hope
that you and Senator Percy Might find -ways of (ietting:niore money
for this -program, if-it's possible,_ for the city of Chicago here.

Chairman-McGovEux. -Senator Percy.
Senator PEitCY. Dr. Brooks, I-am not always sure that just getting

more money the'ariswer.
I think one -of Our-purposes in,being here is to see how the money

has been-spent in the past, to see whether it's administered properly,
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to see whether or not we could justify more money going into the
same system.

I ain not-sure fiiiderStood- the-answer-to-SenatoriMcGovern's very
pertinent question; Do you know whether, under, these emergency
disaster food program, automatically the recipient, if they are on
welfare, have the value of-that food deducted froth their nest welfare
checks so, in effect, they are really paying for it?

Dr. Bnothis. I can_ try 'to- answer you, by saying that the person
that has_ to-_answer that question i§,,_respectfUlly, sir, -is _the- State
agency -Which administers the program..

-Senator -Pznay: In other words; do you-or de :S.Ri-net know?
Dr. BROOKS. I -only- knoW what they haVe said in -terms of the

hearings.
Senator have -they said
Dr.-BfiooickThe_y have §aidithis is not nede§sarity so.
I haVosugge§ted---
Sehater-Pmicy. My information -is that it.it_necessarily:so,-and_it'§

-ante-Mat i ly; done.-
Dr. Dnook§. I would suggest that you- ask -this question Of two

people, of-Mr. Swank -from the State, and Mr. Dave Daniels of the
county Department Of Public -Aid: They are responsible kr the ad-
ministration-of- those programs.

=Senator PERCY; All right: _A§1-underStarid it, your titia.is _the-Com7
missioner of -the Chicago DePartment -of -Mullah lieSources ?

Dr. -13fieexs. Yes,- sir:
Senator PEficy. Can you --then render an-_opirikin, having _restAmsi-

bility -kr the = people of Chicago, who- are -hungry and _impoverished,
whether or not you feel-that automatically the jurisdiction and -au-
thority that they -have for- deducting such amounts should be exer-
cised in- every case ?

Dr. Baboxs. Well, I would say absolutely net: I have tried to make
that perfectly-clear

Senator PEfick. Fine.
Dr. 13nook§ (continuing. And no program that the city of- Chicago

administers will _there Oan_autornatidedfiction froth any
Senator PERCY. That clarifiesyoUr position
Dr. -Bnoolcs. That's right.
Senator PERCY (continuing). Arid your recommendation.
Dr. Bnooks.-And the city's- position; that's cerrect._
Senator_ PERCY. Which I did-hot-leel. had _been _clarified before.
One-of the problems that -I have- kund_ in being. in- Washington,

and coming back, .is -that "so- much of the- money, .we =authorize -and
appropriate=and I -keep coming back-to §eeivhereit -goes=gets stuck
up in the-adminiStrative -layer up _here, with-people put on- payrolls.
[ApplauSe.]

Senator PERCY (continuing). That we :are. having trouble seeing
how much -gets down to-the poor:

A voice. Amen, brother:
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, could we=I am going to ask- the

chairman to see that, here-is order- kept -in -here.
Chairman MCGOVERN. We appreciate the- applause, but we have

we do have to maintain 'order so-that we_can hear the questions; and
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hear tho responses of our witnesses, so if our guests will kindly re-
spect the ruleS of the committee, we will appreciate it

Senator. =PERM__ Now,as I understand, the voucher program last
May-and June-was adniMistered- by -the city of Chicago?

Dr. Moms. It was administered by the Department ofthe Com-
mittee on Urban- Opportunity, which is =a quasi-city and Federal
agency, and the funds were- -provided by the Office of Econoniic
Opportunity.

Sena tor-
Dr. 13nooks. Aix:I:the additional thing- there wasI would- like to

say- in that program there --ivas no -additional- administrative cost
charged-to that program.

-CertainlV I- agree -with you, and one of thethings in- the -funds -that
We Will--be7adinniistering_here,,aS I Said:this,morninto.1- not Want
any-adminiStratiVe-dosts to -come -out of this $500,000-._hore.. We would
use- whatever staff 'that we have already:tor the -ParPO-Se- of -adminis-
t ering-that-program.

Senator Nam Well, now, -what I am talking- about is, the -fund'
established back -in May- and= June.

-What I weald like to know -is -how much money- Was authorized,
how -much _money went =to -the -poor, and how much moneyremains
unexpended, and-how much money was spent-to administer the±pro-
°tarn May-and-June.

.Dr.Titooxs._The_adminiStration- :to-the-best of-my
knoWledge,there-was not a_peiniy spent=now,-ithe Office-of-Economic
Opportunity people, I believe, are =here._ Again, the money- did-not
come to us. It went to the Chicago Committee -onUrban Opportunity
and ofthe amountof money that _Iva§ expended, whateVer that amount
of -money -was atthat particular tirne,_as My understanding -is, it went. ,
directly into_ the,program- kir -the voucher system, and -no _ amountrof
administration= was entered-A o_ that- syStem at .partibular time.

ezarOTAT dGi-ivern.
Chairman McGovEm.Doctor-Breoks,I have understood that you

made a statement, or were-quoted -as stating that there-is no substan-_
tial-hunger-in this city

Dr. Baotilts. Not me.
Chairnian McGovr.ax (continuing). But a potential hunger. Is that

true or not?
Dr. BROOKS. No, I did not say that. Isaid that there Were and any

person who would make that statement takes what I said mit of-con,
textI said- there Were 600,000- to 650,000 potentially hungrythat
everyone receiving public-asSistance-in the city of- Chicago is poten--
tially hungry.

It doeSn't mean this, that this_person, every-single day; -or that they
may not have some other ways--=some of them, I think tone of the
very,-very interesting-articleS has pointed out in _thiSmoimings news-
papers that there can- be different stages of this thing; in terms of
that amount of people.keceiVinfrpublic assistance, and everyone who
is on all income on the-I eveLo?persons ,re,ceiVing- public assistance is
potentially hungry_ in this community.

Chairman-McGoVEnN. Well; I am not clear on that. Are they hun-
gry or aren't they?
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Dr. 13uoolts. They are getting assistance, but they are potentially
hngry. Now, it can happen that through _somebody else, that they
can have somesome people can get. some extra_ food-or- something
this particular -type, but certainly if you were to define hunger in
terms of the purchasing power of these people, that they certainly
are below levels in which they can have an adequate diet and adequate
food.

Chairman INIcGovEuN. You don't, have any doubt, do you, Dr.
Brooks, that _tliere are substantial ninfibers--

Dr. linooKs.- Of course not.
Chairman McGomix. There are -hungry people in-Chicago?
Dr._BnooRs. I have-said -that time and-again, flint's right. I- think

that you-may-be-referring-to someone else, whoever made the .com-
inent_tliere---was:noi.substantial- hunger -in Chicagonot ine.

Chairman_WG-ovrars. What I was-referring to was the use of the
words "potential hunger." That seems to indicate it doesn't exist, it.

-might occur.
Dr. BnooKs. Not in,inflekicon-it does not
Chairman INIcGovEux. Pardon?
Dr. linomts. Not in-mylexicon it -does not. Potential -to me means

a person can be-hungry today; they may not be hungrj tomorrow,
but they-int potentially always hungry.

You know, you can get a-full meal- by_ coming to the Peoples Church,
maybe, au Lyon -wouldn't be-hungry-at that _time:- bk. they are To=
tentially hungry, in my lexicon, as I understand the definition of
potential."
Chairman IcGovEirs.lfind-that-diflicult-to understand?
Dr. BROOKS. All right. Let's do this; saY that its possible-thercan-

always be hungry. I am not,going to quibble alxmt words here.
The fact of the matter is we are dealing with a population of some

000,000 to 60,000-people in-terms of the measurements that we have,
, t-tam-1-00§-eiliment,:that, you-have is in the term of the fact

that their income level is_ below the- income level of which that any
substantial talc( the BLS levels are in Chicago,-range somewhere in
the neighborhood of $6,700 for a family of four.

Now, granted the fact. that people receiving public assistance are
getting free medical care, so take that out; von are-talking about any-
one who has an income lower than somewhere in the neighborhood
of $5,400 to $5,500, is certainly of the class population we-are talking
about.

Chairman licGovEirx: Dr. -Brooks, you made reference in your
earlier statements to the Cook County emergency program, and had
some good things to say about. the operation, of that prograih.

Have you personally looked at it and talked to the people that are
participating?

Dr. Brooks. I have talked to sonic people that have participated
in it.

I might say this, that there-was, right from the beginning, a num-
ber of people that were very, very skeptical of the program being
administered there.

The big problem involved was that they feel, and they have the
fundsthey feel that this is their responsibility.
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At one time we may have as many as 10 different Federal agencies
or division of Federal agencies- 'Merin funds in Pr certain aspects
of a-pro m. -La gree with von, that would hope that the Senate
and the ingress would say,ItOkay, here is x amount of dollars flow-
ing into a community. How can it be used most effectively, and under
what organized and integrated system can it be used ?"

That the funds flow for the supplying of food for the children
from the Department of- Agriculture to the State: and then to.ihe
school board, along this line.

The only influence we can have on that is what we have exerted,
andlhat is the influence of a moral situation, and calling them in as
we did last spring, and saying we must have a program that will feed
more children, and then our support through the-whole legislative
function of the 'kind ofle.gislation like the Perkins bill and others
that we can do it, but certainly I would hope that one of the problems
that might come out of this committee, and the results of this -com-
mittee, is the untangling of a whole mass of different kinds of things
flowing.

You take HEW aloneI think the book is this thick (indicating)
about the amount of programs which- are available which need to
come dii'aViithe horn.

Senator Pnicr. Well, Dr. Brooks, I am sympathetic with the prob-
lems of the overlapping jurisdictions and bureaucracy , that is our
problem. That is not the problem of the hungry, and_ they can't sit
around and wait

Dr. Bnooxs. lagree with you.
Senator PERCY (continuing). While they are lningry until we solve

our problems.
Dr. Bnooxs. I agree.
Senator PERCY. I am working as =a member of the Government

Operations Committee on Legislation which we are ready to intro-
-Anee_1440.4,4cjeliata,4,4-sim.41-43--u, iy overlapping jurisdiction and

have one lead agency that will take on other responsibilities.
Dr. Ilitooxs. Whatever help we can do on giving you-the facts, we

will do it.
Senator PERCY. As I assnme it, the mayor, when he set up a com-

mission on human resource he tried to do that, tried to put one man
in charge of the human resources, just like he got someone else build-
ing highways and parks amt. public buildings. You have the human
resources.

Now, I have always found you never can get anyplace unless you
know what your goal is, and if you know what the goal is, you may
not achieve it, but you don't achieve it, as they say, with a handful
of mud.

Now, what is in 3 our judgment the total amount- of money that is
going to be required to close the hunger gap in Chicago? How many
dollars a year do we need, regardless of where they conic from? How
much do we need,to close the hunger gap and notliave hunger in the
city of Chicago anymore?

Dr. %OOHS. I would say an additionalyou are putting in at the
present time approximately, that is, from one source or another, about
$no million is going into one kind of program or another.
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Senator PERCY. That is what-is going-in at the present-time?
Dr. BROOKS. That's right.-Now,-1 would -say un additional
Senator PERCY. We still-have litingry_ people.
Dr._ BROOKS. That's right. I would .say .an additional_ $300 million,

as we see it in terms of dollars,in-terinS-of existing dollars, nottakininto
account inflation and all ofthis, Would -do an- immeasurable-kindd

of thing.
Senator Pcncy. $300 million?_
Dr. BiOoKs. Correct.
Senator PERM Is-needed-here in the city ofChicago?-
Dr. -13nooid._Correct. You are spending, a lot of_money, about $150

-million, right-now:if' you= took,an__approximate amount of the food:
budget onipublioasSiStance- alone. This nothing- to do with- the
food- Program§ and:those- Programs- alongthe :Brie. You -hate
approximately= $100-
in Cook County alone; right noit_you_iire talking_ apwards -_of '$275
Million to_ $300 -Million going- in to pnbl ic assistance.

Senator PERCY. Yeti-Make Rev. _Jme-acksen'S:estimates, -which I
thought were notonthe miserly-side, look VerV:MOdest.

Dr.-13nooKs. You have to be=reali§tie, aridi think the,problemiS we
don't-in this Society turnaround andisay, "We will use half measUrei."-

Senat or PEritr._ Do-vou think thefcity_Of Chicago's share-of -that
amount, of half -a iiiillion dollars is a =fair share- to.-Come :from the
city council?

Dr; Brooks, -ftvouldisAy_this_,_thattlie,city-council-inits-delibera-
tion§,-at-least.as I understand them,_Saidfthis was:a_ beginning

I think that=whatis needed here-tigitinis.to_ see what :othersources-
have, then for us to =go back- witli -these -different- progrinnsi =and= to
make whatever recommendations:

Again, _the big- problem-firiOled-:here -is-a kind -Of-Atis-Structnre,
where-the sources can-_coinelrom- fuad§,-

If it lids to come prinnarilyrfroin the:real-estatetaieSandAliatis
the only- tax- it_can m4116:from --if -this-i§' the source of -it; you-haVe
revolution in other-sections of-corinnunity on-this thing, -so -all of
this, Senator, it Would_ seem-lo -me needs-.to be _Considered -by. -the
legislative bodies of both the-cities- andthe-State-asAvell-as the Fed=
Brill Governinent

Senator PERCY. As: I understancrit,_thereEiS $193,000f of -unspent
money-in 0E0,graiitS. Where is that- money,_ and:why =hasn't:it:been
spent tir-feed hungry- peOple,_the,:pUrpoSe.-for Which it -was :iippro-
printed ?-

Dr. BROOKS. I'm merely saying -to.-you at the_pre..c:ent time the
Chicago Committee -on --- Urban - Opportunity- has beforel0E0-$600,000-
which-Willi take- into account_ the money that-had:not 1-.16e-ii spent at
this _particular -tithe-, and:that _ns,yet=_lia§_not -gotten returns.

I hope thatlyea-may-help uslookinto-that. Thntis_ready -to_start
tomorrow.

Senator-PEncy.--Wliat-Tam-thinking about tvasthe money- that-Iv-as
.already-authorizedin a grant to the city, of ChiCago, $193,000, whiCh
is sitting_ soineplaCe that-haSn'tbeen-spent

BitoOxs. All =I know about thii is it-did-not come to us.
-One thing, right- now' -we can't-get _the-. iiioney.-If we eould -get= the

money, they can move. Whether oriuitithat- is-Part-of this money
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they are asking at the present time in terms of the programbut
I think airaili -the justification, as I understand it, the city itself has
put tip this almostif yiarrecall, Senator, the thrust of the original
0E0 legislation, where they hope to achieve-a 50-pere4- nit bagince,
you rethembor in the second, and- third and fourth years-of it, -that,
never occurred, I think,-because of other;jurisdictionS. It only got up
to =n) percent, but in this one right now,-we are in a position of achiey-
inrnthat balance of 50 percent; with the city $51)0,000,_ if We can get,
quick movement- on the other i500,000 from_OF.O.

I know_ that this is-net aliangup _in terms of-1_ want to say front
My -own- personal experience.-and experience--o'tothers, the-dedication
of the regional staff of OE CI to attempt to _work out these _problems,
has ever=been present. Irden't Want -you to-lhink -this- is- 0--criticism
grthem.

Senatorrniner.-)1-Lis question-We know bury-sizableithe budgets
arc in -the city for public works,-for roads and highways, and so forth.
What is -the budget for-the total Depaament of human Resources,
which you administer?

Dr. ilnooKs. Very small.
Senator PEncl. It is_ what?
Dr. lnooks. It is a relatively small budget.
Senator-Pt:t .-oy What is the dollar figure?
Dr. BROOKS. hue dollar figure of- the- budget would -be around.$4.8

million dollars at this present-time.
Now, as I say, this was done becausethis- was a consolidation Cif'

a number of-departments. It does not take into account any of the
grants that can come _and should- be coming to the department, as
they are in New Yorkomder -Federal sponsorship. It- does not take
into account that.

Senator PERM % What is holding _this _process up?
Dr. Moon's. As a matter of fact, theChicago here has not con-

solidated. In the Chicago Cenunittce on Urban Opportunity its grants
of some $10 to $50 million dollars are being held separately at, the
present. tithe, and there a cooperative relationship, but not an ad-
ministrative relationship between these two agencies.

Senator l'Encr. Well, it seems to me that. everything I have heard
about government that it is snarled up in red tape and bureaucracy
and adnunistratiVe expenses--has been revealed in- your own testi-
mony, the testimony of a- man who is sort of frust..,tted with the re-
sponsibility he hmi without some of the resources to work with. and
I hope we can find a way.

I know the Federal Government contributes to this. We have -had
programs on programs piled in here, and I still and the unist,
trared man you can imagine when I don't see, the money getting down
to those we intend it. for.

Dr. ?',coons. Right.
Senator Pka:cv. We are not. administrators. We arc legislators. Yet

I have got to constantly conic: back and try to out why Cook
County Hospital isn't delivering the health services when the Federal
and State Governments are paying two- thirds of the cost.

Dr.13noons. Again, its I say, I think that here the movement in this
direction, you see, has been ilifferent than it has been in most local
conununiies.



Again let we say that up until-this $500,000 for direct. administra-
tional programs, the source that-we can have has been in the direction
of trying to see that a number of the other agencies who arc being
funded directly, schools, pnblie aid, and all of these agencies, did
soinethinir in sonic kind of a coordinated effort.

I want. to say and I don't. want: to be misunderstood, we have-had
front the separate agencies- considerable cooperation. I do think the
schools-have made areal -honest Wert, as an example, to move up the
level of feeding the youngsters.

One of the-problems is -breakfasts. We arc doing one other-thing
-there ina number Of-what We call COPA. Schools-, afid for breakfast,
morninr_breakfast=there the Federal-:Government allows 1 i-cents-for
it. It-takes snore thau- that to dolt._

Out-of thenedel=eities-money we are-in 'the COPA-schools,ln-the
Model-Cities area, there is $700,000 More so-that-the schoolS-Will have
the money for Hall breakfast. cost, and_ let mego_oit record:as saving
this: I think that every kid -ought to be fed,-and- the schools in these
underprivileged areas, I don't: think we should -talk aboat levels of
income along-this particular line,liecanse when a community has an
avenige income of less than the norm, you catt--bet yotir bottom- dollar
that. a good percentage of-those kidS need what we are talking-about.

Chairman McGOvEuX. Thank you for your-testimony, Dr. -Brooks.
I might just say the $300 million-figure that. you haveSuggested

for Chicago - represents about half- of the total- national food:Stink)
program a the present time.

Dr. BcooKs. Senater,I know it does. and in addition to it, I think
that we just -have to face up-with the-problem-that these human prob-
lems here are of considerable-importance, and unless solved -that they
can have a delineating effect upon the development of this entire
Nation.

Chairman McGovEnX. Thank you very much.
Our next. witness is Reverend-Jesse Jacks-on.
-Reverend Jesse Jackson- is -the National Director of Operation

Breadbasket of the Southern Christian LeadershiP Conference. and
he will he accompanied by Mr. Charles Geary of the Uptown Peoples
Planning Coalition.

Senator PEncY. Mr. Chairman-I think we should make-note that. I
remember from may military days the sign, "Kilroy was here." It
seems like the S.C.L.C. has been here (indicating) as we see.

I think we ought to mark also the new honor.bestowed upon our
citizen, that Reverend Jackson has been made a vice president of
S.C.L.C., and we congratulate you.

Reverend JAcnsox. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF REVEREND JESSE L. JACKSON, VICE PRESIDENT,
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE, ACCOMPAN-
IED BY REV. CHARLES GEARY

Reverend .1Am:sox. Mr. Chairman, my report, as typed and sub-
mitted, is incomplete to the extent. that there are persons who are
involved present, whose welfare check, for example; have been affect-
ed by the emergency,food alleWance, and so forth, here, and they
would represent the fulfillment of the completion of my report.
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To that extent, I would-hope that you would allow them to be a
part of this because it is-part of niy testimony.

Chairman McGoVias. You may proceed in any way you wish,
Reverend JaokSon.

(Statement-of.Rev. Jesse:L. JackSon follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HE REVEREND JESSE L. JACKSON

Irixitoottoriort:

Gentlemen of- the committee,-over 1005-days -after the -opening of the -Poor
-People's campaign -and 340 dayszthis side of:the beginning trek in _

-hunger- battle,t529 thousand families- -of men, women; and-- children =- are- still-
hungry in -Illinois. Illinois= the `third- wealthleit state:hits-11e- fourth largest
concentration_ of. hunger families_ in--the :nation. In r this,, one of- the wealthiest
cities -of -the world ; =a city whoSe _Groaaz-Adjusted__Prciduct is greater _than the
Gross-National Precinct of all but-20--natitais,_soinefi00-thouaand -people bargain
for their daily lilies with =the grimmest =of- realitiee,inamely_liunger.

The hungry speak- and crY -and:beg.zBut _they are not -fed. Rather
public, officials, with -sacred responsibilities, --and- obligated -by -salemn oath to
caie;forzthe welfare and wageless population as well-as the-Waged and- well off,
choose to filibnster- about the condition- of -the _hungryfand-efigage in technical
table- tennis games- over the definition -of- the probleni:of hunger and-malnu,
trition.

We don't propose-today- to arguemn het er there sis-htinger- or not. We urge
this committee, to see the conaequences-- of=not feeding the- hungry before it is
too late.

We =wish to acknowledge and thank,Senaters =McGoVern -and Percy for their
work in- bringing the attention ofAhe- committee to the atrophy -of poverty -and
-hunger-in this_ city z and 1 n _ Cook-County.

Ilunger,.the_roostracially-lntegrated-institution in America, is Still,the_moat
pervasive separator of -man knownthe. fact-lit-at htinger-is_raciallYfintegmted
does not-make itiless painful: In_factitls more, painful and more-severe_ in- its
destraction-ot huMen potential. When-we first-Made our ininger_trek our count
indicated perhaps-_58-thousand- families Chicago with an _additional 28
thousand in Cook County outside of-= the- citY.

But-We-did net,_ at that:time, :kn-ow -that_ ri U.S. -Deptirtment of-Commerce
study shoWed only 38% of -those- eligible --for_ public assistance,

= received it
or that some

,only
,should,- be counted as ,Hunger_familles in this

city alone. If-Hunger-is a Rat-state-in-this- nation-. . . ills cer'.ainly -a second
city,- or more accurately a -pathetic-and tragic fifth- column in 'this-citadel of
alienation and despair.

A feW weeki ago, we went to the city council_ to plead _for-_ funds to conduct a
hunger program: The city's answer was semi-widow's mite which constituted
1/80th of the citea _budget and leSS than-1.2%- of- the-amount_that we requested.

$500.000 -is not a hiingcr budget .. hi .ct _big burden-passedleff as.a benefit
for.hungry people. It is not an-appropriation_._.. nor is appropriate to the task
of-battling the -problem of hunger. It is at:best a symbol- of the city's -belated
adinisSionzthat there in fact hunger in _Chicago and the city haisthe responsi-
bility-to deal-With-it. Today, Gentlemen of the Senate - Committee, we bring our
case to you. We don't have any other ears or a_ ny-other-advocate at_the center
of the nation's government.

We've come because we see this coMmittee_as it lobby for the poor deprived of
this nation.

We've _come because we believe- that yen take these. Americasi' little ones
seriously as a constituency ... and riot merely as-wards of our society.

Remember nothing they did created hanger in .America; or in. Illinois. They
did net write our-defense budget ..., or ,make one decision at the Federal Re-
serte Board instituting tight reoneypoliciekrThe-fact that-the nation's economic
slump is graver than at any period -(as Of Mardi 31). since 19801s not their fault.

The high interest. rates scaled .by_ gigantic= financial .institutionsthat barter
away the _possibility of homes- and hopes for ithem-and erases the jobs-And
joy they are entitled to. is not of their_making. Others exist in a-dubleini (to be
sure) prosperity ... but theY-subsist in a dessert of poverty and Inequity. They
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have eaten promises ... and have-gotten indigestion. They are here to tell you
of the substance of that discomfort and to warn you betore it becomes too acute,
that hunger hurts.

Souie.among_the-newe Media have been-kind enough-to call those of us in this
Movement Catalysts. But if-men-and women-are to become caricatures of their
true-selves-while-we-serve as catalysts . .. we shall be in=danger of fostering
Confusion. In other words the HimgrY cannot-wait any longer.

They cannot -wait for -food or-for fulfillment; they -must -eat and they must
have meaningful lives.

The President's chief Econothie Adviser,, -the -recently- appointed .chairman- of
-the Federal Reserve -Board, Arthur Burns-has stated that the natien:should have
a $7 billion dollar surplus.

Reliable authorities have presented a plan-to the_Hotise Banking_and Currency
Conunittee disclosing -how $7 -billion could be used 'to_ alleviate much_ of- -the
nation's poverty.

-For-those=1.2-Million famIlies_withiricemes-averaging $327:per_year,_over=5,068
could- be a ddedlii th-eir income fo r"-_ those Under- $3,000!over $1,000- eoul d 'be
added-to their_livelihoods.

But nothing changes-forsthe poor_ and-hiingryonlY the dates on the:calendar.
Yet--we have not hesitated to_permit 7,795 fernier§ -iri-1969.rtorre-ceiye_ $25,000

or-more not _to- firth. This _iiits.$93,333,643:m ore than was spent -on these
sidles in 1968.

The poor -pay; more. -For_ in:manY =Store's in poverty- coinmunitiei the Pike of
goods is-11- to 15% above-fair trade-priceS. Moreover, the;poorpay-a- claSs -tax
imposed in -the form ,of had-I:meat; ill smelling and= -rotten produce -and- filthy

munkept-grocery -facilities. It-ISStill a fact that: in -many areas the prices of
goods increases during -those days--when large- numbers of- publie- assistance

-checks are expencted, in a givenfneighborhood:
In- spite of,polieY statements. supple-Mented y-massive- complaints from the

Department_of-Public Aid,__manY retail - outlets` and 'a number of storea- oPenly
victimize -the poor =by :bidding -for_ their, tattered dollara and -dimes With-blatant
advertising= concerning their willingnesS to accept -ADCOr other- public aid
checks and-clients.

Today in Chicago, the iriconieof-thoS-e_in the Hunger-ghetto is-$3300=less than
the city averages. = These coinniunities Contain,- or More-exactly, ImPrison-61% of
the-citY'S unemployed, 44% ofethe adults_Swith:.loW-LeducationalleVelS_: 79%-of
the substandard housing IS-located 'there. They_,-also include- over 75% of= the
150.000-socially and 'politically inanimate hurn an- ciphera WhosliVe_ friiin- hand _to
Mouth_and from- hunger cramp in the city's public housing
compounds:

These People may live withinblocks_ofithe_fineattnedical centers in the world
but seldoth.are they treated there'saVe,=in the direSt emergency or for purposes
of research.

Seven'hospitals, five_ of them regearch,inStitutea, one-, Of -them, Cook County
Hospital and _the _other a sparaelY-eauipPed _black_ hoSpital, care_ for 4/5ths of
the black patient load-iri the Chicago-area. Cook County takes-over-half Of that
load and finds 86% of its bed spiceifilled-by-blackiPittlents.

There is,ene community; iivast wasteland Of-blight -arid-decay where -Median
income is a full $4200 beloW that of -the city's-and this 4200 must be seen in view
of its being-higher than the niediaminconie of -the community.

These-are-hot fig-urea alone, bitt_are failure§ .they are not statistics alone
but stumbling-Stones not alone_ to-those who-limit-negotiate them but to the
total city at large.

The city'S' Grosi Adjusted- Product -can be Measured- at $45.6 billion but its
Gross Adjusted-Poverty; isrtheincalcuable cost othurnan Waste:Offered up to an
inhuman slag heap in the hunger-jungle of -the- metropolis.

The fact that_ Some stuff -while-,Others_StarieintlY .be-interPreted -11 some as
the coexistence of-the-hungry- an dthe Well:fed . but-it _is More_approPriately
cited as a conspiracy of hunger and public Policy fo`stered-hy- those who refUse
to execute their duty to care for-the- welfare:of the weakest links of society's
chain.

We must assert that there is an- illicit relationship between_ hunger and public
policy until there is evidence of intent and Purpose to enact- programs that will
meet the hunger crisis....

Prograths that in fact aid -the needy-itisteatt Ofipainpering,the greedy.
Gentlemen : Animals in Our zoos eat7:=Lions,-Tigers and Jaguars are alloted

as much as 15-25 lbs. of meat per day. Livestock in our stock yards are sb-und-



antly fed, on schedule. The upkeep of a pet gorilla -kept at the Brookfield Zoo
was reported to be $2T.50 per daywhile the Meal allowance of an ADC mother

,as 270 per/meal per-person and for an Old Age recipient considerably less.
Only Friday evening -we received the intelligence that aged perSons receiving

Social Security had been granted an increase of money bringing their combined
family checks up to- $230-per month-for two people. With that announcement
also came the decree that they Would be deprived -of food stamps. This is not
only ludicrous, it is tragic. -EsPecially -is this So-when we stop -to note-that the
agricultural- export income of -this state could_provide an additional one -thou-
sand dollars for each hunger family in Illinois. Tints, -While the Poor digest
promises iid'ingest deprivations amid- despair. while they eat-in frustration- and
swallow in hopeleSsness the -city continues to fiddle with.-their destinies-and
-with their very lives.

rnmiam. coy-gm:NMI:NT 1113ST-TMU:A(WRESSIVE AFFIRMATIVE `Aarfox

Bitting needs to=be-declared -a civil right -with-amoral meaning Perhaps; the
Federal Government needs-to- apply -standards similar -to -those- which -it Uses
with reference to-government -Contract compliance: If a city or aandeipality
fails to -provide programs feeding its -hungry or-provides -inadequate pro-
grams -for -feeding:Sem, it :should -be denied-- federal _funds for other prograins.
Moreover the-government should seek to contract_ food -service-Programs out -to
private organizations that agree to develop adequate Standards for- full scale
meaningful-programs to feed people on-a systematic bask. _The truth is- ladies
and gentlemen, that the agricultural policies of this nation _and Of this state
-have thrown food producers in _conflict with _food consumers :it the point of the
middle_nian find throWn prodncers-into absolute odds with. those who need food
most;-namely the mingfy.

This makes a _mockery of the abundant food supply available 'for it is now
poSkible for a fa-rmer to feed singlehandedlY, over .13 people.

Poverty- becomes a graver enmity wken invisible- -Mister;in-Between'' deter-
mines who will eat and who %via not eat.

We are now experiencing a period of economic recession, brought on by
"overkill" methods of dealing with inflation. his recession at the top as seen
in-the significant drop in industrial output by late Feb. and,earlY March and a
substantial increase-ill Unemployment rivalling the lowest-point of-IMOcreates
a deflation and indeed depression at the bottoiii.

We are statingfind hope it is unmistakably clear, that "during"-a _period- of
economic inflation, no_government rermrdleSs of its-budget can act. as-Pilate and
attempt to remain personally innocent hi the Midst of pervasive collective guilt.
Pilate washed -his hands but the result was to rub the-blood in not. wash -it out.
That essentially is the position- of the administration in the Present_ crisis. We
challenge government at all levels to deal with this_Matter of eliminating hunger.
In Chicago, we find hunger has become a magnificent election year fOotball,
being tossed from city to county to state to federal officials. This reluctance to
initiate massive feeding efforts. of the sort, needed to alleViate the hunger of
six - hundred thousand hungry- eitizeuis constitutes a conspiracy between thinger
and public policy, a conspiracy-that is an illicit relatibuShip.

This Stale is on Welfare at the rate of $1,171 billion from the Federal
Government.

We believe that government moves best froin the bottom up, or inn Vertieal
direction. Therefore, we insist the eities,shonld shoW the way. As lawful-taxing
districts. cities have the duty and freedom to levy taxesbut they also have the
responsibility to serve people. In this city,through collusion with the County
Assessor's office we find individnal-homeowners carrying a tremendOus bfirden.
Large corporations are left free_to make fat profits and elude their fair shake of
taxes which are necessary to an equitable distribution_of wealth.

When we look at the poor and hungry. we find a disenfranchised mass of six -
hundred thousand citizens-in this city over-2 million in the State, being taxed
without representation at any level.

We again assert that the city Must begin. Chiengo cannot expect the state or
federal governments to do for it what it is unwilling to for itself.

Yet we are not singling out Chicago as the sole level of government with
responsibility in this matter. The state and federal governments have respec-
tively much broader taxing powers: we maintain their duty to serve hungry
people should grow as their commits' expands.
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Reverend JAciisex. On behalf of those of us who have been in-
volVed in the-freedom programs and 'the hunger protests, we would
like to thank you as chairman of the committee for responding to
our request and that of others to come here to highlight this crisis
by exposing it to sonic more people.

I would like to thank Senator Percy, our Senator, for being-decent
enough- and moral enough to- stand up for this unpopular cause
and it is not a Very popular cause, even though it is very tragic.

To -vote_against 'this cause vote for judicial-malnutrition, and
to support_this committee -is-is to -vote for nutrition. We want- -to thank
you- for being-consistent.

To that- extent, -we feel somewhat represented here today politically.
As a-- preamble to What I have- submitted,-I- would- -like to state -to

you *hat We -have attempted-to_ do with our-witifesses-here,_ per-Song

Who haveibeeir_involved:
We have -Reverend-Geary from Uptown Peoples -Planning-Coali-

tion, who is white; -Peggy Smith Martin, representing the senior
citizens, Who is blaCk; Ray Hansen _Wile is- white and unemployed;
Irene -Hutchinson, -Wlio -is- Indian, -white Indian, hybrid, and _all that;
Stella Rivers, black, welfare. recipient Kathleen Jackson, who is
black; Pauline Lore ; -and Mrs. Hattie Fifer, _senior citizens.

Part Of our experience has been -that -hunger is _a chronic- disease
that knows no color line, -nor age line. To that,eXtelit-we -thought it
Would just-be Consistent for you -to see the beds -of persons, and when
you Will- have cenclitded this part of the testimony, at lunch- time
there Will be a food giveaway, such as the-ones We_have been-ConduCt=
ing, just around the corner -from here, and -for hind). We Would-invite
you to_attend with us if you would- be kind enotigh-to do se.

Our urban crisis, as we see it===
'Chairman MCGovERN.- Reverend Jackson, we will accept the invi-

tation to be with you this noon.
ReVerend JAcicsox. Thank you Very: much.
As we-see-it; our urban crisis and the-national crisis grows out of

irresponsible urban and national-leadership.
The tragedy is not lack of resources;- it is the improper distribu,

tion of the resources already present.
Our City budget, for example, is an indictment upon the sound

moral value systein. We have approximately $842 million city budget,
and :32 percent of that biidget, about. $271 million, is for protection to
persons using the property-of the rich, the-police and firemen.

The street-department is 15.2 percent of- this budget. That is $128
million for the sanitation department; public highways, almost 11
percent of the-budget, and $90 million.

Pension for city employees, a Mere 5.1 percent.
For health and welfare only $14 million, or 5.3 percent.
The department of human resources, grossly neglected, -is a depart-

ment -with Only about 4.3 million-dollars in an-$842 million budget.
The library, which is a reStricted=lund, -has about 1.9 percent of

the budget. The public service utilities, $87 million. The general city
budget, $43.8 million, which is mostly for salaries, and, of o
the debt services, which is also a fixed situation.

9 course,

We have attempted to do something new here in terms of chal-
lenging this-to-be the first city to significantly- take.what we call a
three-step program.



First: to not play political-football with hunger, andlor Democrats
and Republicans, partisan and nonpartiSan, to make an unequivocal
commitment, which is to repent and _admit there is hunger, and not
to-be defenSive in _the city of Chicago:

We have 11 Congressmen; we have 63 State senatorial districts,
and 63State Representatives, and-if there were an out-and-out aim-
mitmenthy the city Council of Chicago, these 11- CongresSmen could
not escape- involvement.

The two US:Senators Would not escape involvement, -and our State
legislative posts would_be ifivolVed by definition, and- there *ill be
one mass of nonpolitical, butmoral participation- in- eradicatingAhis
particular 'problem.

This is the_challenge that we-have put -before-the-city structure
here -in- the_ city of Chicago.

In_ that allocation we 'hive- also challenged the -city- as we try to
eradiCate-liunger at many leVels, if there is:a-$4-niillion budget that
this money Should _be in the _smalhstruggling- black -stores, that the
product uSed:in the feeding-prOgram,--the Milk, the orange juice, or
the other foodstuffs should_ cone -fromthe .small struggling black
stores so .you --would-have -a kind-ofisiintiltaneOus development.

We also-recoimriend_a-ceiling,_a ceiling that dealt With the decent
standing of living for:the persons running this program and- not
$25.000 -and $30,000 salaries-jiist to distribute food to _the poor, and
which time we recommend-that -the persons running this -program,
their stilariesought -to-be .a -thaicimiun- of 1$12,000, which_ is a-decent
standard of liVing, and that the person§ who haVe been feeding-about
5.000-weekly-on welfare free_be-given-$5,200 a year, which they have
already proven they can run th program on. It -Would=bring-theni off
of the welfare, ana the. program would be operating efficiently for
less money, and-the-people who obviously have experience to run the
program.

These are the kinds of recommendations that we have made so -far.
wouht-likeito submit _for the -record the- ordinance on hunger

which, out of-their mode-streportin the-direetor of-human resources,.
says -we need about $300 -million. We submitted- an ordinance which
would be the-first of its kinclin the Nation that asks for-5 percent of
the city-budget, which Would-be-about $35 million.a. is very-difficult
for me to-understand thosowho would, riot suppert_a request for $35
million, and Would support one fer-$500,000, or half a million, and
then support the fact that -we need Lcannot _reconcile
those contradictory statements, -Midl-thiiikAliat-the last point, before
going into theUfficiallestithony, is that it-is, in soinersense, _cruel that
Dr. Brooks, who is an expert_ in the field,- who has proven -himself
to be concerned, would be trapped_cilown here into testifying on a
situation that he didn't create, and does not have the money to
eradicate.

The fact is the mayor should be clown -here testifying for himself.
Dr. Brooks cannot challenge the -finance_ committee, who will, on

one day,_appropriateos it were, a half a million, and the next-day
vote to build a $39 million parking lot at O'Hare Airport.

Dr. Brooks has nothing -to do-with that, and -I think the blame-
ought to be-Put at the,properplace:

Over 1,005 days after the-opening of the poor peoples campaign,
and 340 days this side of the beginning trek in the Illinois hunger
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battle, 629,000 families of men, women- and children are still hungry
in Illmoisand -Surely, during the period of inflation, this figure
must berising.

.the third- wealthiesVState., has the fourth-largest concen-
tration of hurigerfamiliesin the -Nation: In this, one Of the wealthiest
cities of 'the -World.; --a- city: WheSe-_groas adjusted product _ is greater
than the gross national product', of all but -20 - nations, some 600,000
people bargain for their daily lives -Withi-the gtiiiie-st of realities-=
namely,-hringer.

-The',.knrigry--Speri.k. and plead, cry and -ibeg ;.-hubut they are not led:
Rath fer,-;public officials ivitivoe rod-, rcsonsibilitzes, ana obligated by
solemn oath to care for the welfare and ivngeleiS poPUlatien, as

rilient,the condition
well

of
the,;Iiiirierrandiogo_--ziii-Itifoliiiiail*ible:teniiii,girineS;'--oVer the defi,
nition of the problem,_ of hunger and malnutition

We don't propose today-- to -argne--Whether-..thereAS_'hiniget or not
--- nrga thiS-coMmittee--te see, the-Coriseilnences of not -feeding the

hungry befereitis too:late.
=It will cot-this-Nation :at _leaSt-tw lee, as MuCh-not- to feed the hun-

gtras-it Will-to -feed-the-hungry.-
Chairmari- McGov u In that -Connection, -let me say that the

Budget Bureari-has--diniee,,stildy--that;sheive, that it isieyeri more
costly than that,,-- the cost to this country )fist in dollars -alone, -laying
aside the human cost, of perinittirig-1-Malrintritiori= to exist, is about
three and; a half times as much as -Wekildleesttis-t0 ,tint.nniend- to
lmnger, put- an -end--t-o: málnütrition, o overi, Ori,A dollar-anddent
St a ficlOcl nt,' the estimate i s certainly not ekaggernted.

Reverend JAcksoiT. Thank you ver.pirinth._
We -WiSh-to-ackriewledge_ansi.=,to thank: yetLand_Senator -Percy for

bringing the attention of thiS=COnrinittee-te.=Criek.: County, and again
We _have Invited:yen-here not toieiiiharta4-tinStedy,'Iriit-- to challenge
everybody to-do *bat no One has:been Theral and decent -enouglr-his-
terically_Ao-dO:in thiScNatien:

-Hunger, the most=raciallYintegratectinstitutien in -America, is Still-
the most pervasive separator of man knownthe _fact that hunger Is
racially-integrated-does notimake_itieSS:Painflil.

In lact, -it --IS ..mere airiful--,and,triore séverein its destruction of
human potential.

When we first made our hunger trek,- our count indicated perhaps
58,000 families in Chicago with an additional 28,000 in r Cook County
outside of-the_.-city. But we did not, at that ttime,_-_know-that a U.S.
Department of Cemineree.Studyihewed-orily_4sTeieeht_Of those eligi-
ble -for.pnblic-aSSistarice-reeeiValit==orily;-38:zPercenti-elikible received
itor-Jess than 110,000 firinilies_shoUlct be counted us hunger families
in- this city 'dorm..

If_hungeriS a 51st state in-,thiSiqritien, itis_certainly.a- second city
or more acourately, a pathetie:aridiragle fiftkeeluninlirthia citadel
of itlieriation-and:_despair.-

A few weeks ago we tvent te,the- city, corincil-toplead for funds to
conduct a :hunger -prOgrani. The: city's answer was
mite which constituted one.eightieth-of:the-_city'S-budget, and less
than 12 percent of_the amount that 4e'rreqUested._
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I submit that a city that is oue-eightieth committed-to eliminating
hunger does not represent the theory of democracy. Indeed, it is a
house of un- American activity, a city council that *mild make this
kind of-decision.

$500,000-is not a-hunger-Widget. It is a big burden -passed- off -as a
benefit_for hungry people. It is-not an-appropriation, nor is it-appro-
priate- to_ the-task-of- battling_ the problem of liager.

As the-Chaiiman-of-theidointment -jnst indicated,-as opposed-to a
half-million-

'
we perhaps-need$300,millien, and -I woilld hope- that

thiS-*Mild-be a part-of the,piiblic- record.
the-city's belated_ adiniSSion :hat,there- is

in -fact litiiiger in -eh i-cago, a MI= the- ci -lias-the_respOnSibility _deal-

-Teday,_ aentleinew of the -Senate coininittee,_*6-bring our-=case to
you. We do%'t have any-other ears or any- other advocates at the center
/*the Nation's-GoYermnent

We have come because we Seethis committee as a lobby for the poor
deptiVed of this Nation,

We have come because we- -believe- -that you take these, America's
little ones -seriously -as -a _constitnency=ail]not merely -as wards -of
our- society.

Renieinber, nothifig,they didcreated-himprin America, or-in Illi-
nois. I- urge-)ou- to -look aroma- Me you see %bl ads, -whites, Indians,
old, young, male and- femitle ;--none- of =the perSons- sitting- a round -this
table made one decision -at the -Federal Reserve Board =instituting
tight money policies.

The fact that-the Nation's economic-slumber -is- graver than-at any
period, as- of Ira reh _31, since -1960; is not= their- fault; _

The high-interest rates scaled--by-gigaiitiC-financial- institutions that
barter away-the- possibility_=offhomes and hopes for them; and _erases
the jobs-and joys they are entitled to,-is -riot oftheir-making;

Others ekist in_ a_dubieus: to -be_ sure,_ proSPerity; _but they -subsist
in a desert-of poverty and-inequity. They .liavp- eateh-rpromises, and
have gotten indigestion. They are-licit tolell ;yen of -the- substance of
that discomfort, and to warn yon--before it -becomes too acute, that
hunger hurts.

For-a long time we simply-said that hunger is a tufting- thing.
now -becomes amazingly clear that =hunger -is also-a political- thing.

Sonic among the news media have been-kind- enough- to call= those
of us-in this movement catalysts. -Batifinenand -WM:nen-are to-become
caricatures of their true selves While We st<md -as ,catalysts, WC:shall
be in danger of fostering confusion. In other words, the hthigry can-
not wait any longer. They cannot wait for -toed-Or for fulfillnient;
they must eat and they imuSt zhaVe meanhigftir lives.

The President's chief economic adviser, --the recently appointed
ehairinan of the Federal Resent Board, Arthur Burns, has stated
that the Nation sliould surplus.

Reliable authorities have_ pre.sented- a plan- to the Heave Banking
and Currency CoMmittei3 disclosing how $7-billion could -be used to
alleviate much -of the Natied'S isAT-6ity:

For those 1.2 million families with---intomes--itrertiging $327- per
year, over $5,068 could- be added to:their income. For-thoSe under
$3,000, over $1,000 could be added to their livelihood.
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But- nothing changes for the poor and hungryonly the dates on
the calendar.

Yet we haVe not hesitated to-permit 7,795 farmers in 1969 to re-
ceive-$25,000 or more not to- farm. This was $93,333,643 more than
was spent on-these subsidies in 1968.

The poor-pay more. For in-many stores-in poverty communities the
price of_ goods is 11- to_15-percent above fair-trade prices-Moreover,
the poor_pay a class tux imposed in-the-form of biid-meat,
and=rotten, produce, rind filthy unkempt_ grocery = facilities.-It is still
_al:id t n many areas the ,priees-oti goods- in crease during-these
dayawlienifirgellinnberaofrpfiblic assistaiiee clieckS-are- expected-in
agi Ven_ neighborhood.

rwalit to-relic:it-1h at :In poverty -striekeir areaalisted:_aS Model-city
areas, that-we'havoiliown:thaton, dayaWhenthe Welfare Cheeksare
expected,_ that foods that-theVr_are. restricted =tO-buy
actually g-oeS--tipand yet this -is-not considered illegal=and- if-so,
nobOdy-bas-beenarrosted, even-though half of -our -city budget Merely
goeSto the protection-of-peoplewhich -people is the question.

In-spite of policy statements-supplemented by mas.swe complaints'
from-the Departmelit of Public Au , -many retail outlets and= a num-
ber_of-store-s openly vietiniivk-the poor-by=bidding fOr-their tattered
dollars and- dimes with blatant advertisingzeoncerning-their willing-
ness to accept ADC or other'- public- aid checks and clients.

Today in_Chieage the income -of thoSe hi-the hunger ghetto_is $3,300
less-than the city averages. -These cominunities contain, or MereieXact-
ly,_ impriSOn- 61 percent- of _the city's- unemployed ;:44 percent of the
adults with- low edneationalleteis; 79- percent of the -substandard
housing -is =located there, They also -include over 75 percent of the
150,000,seeially and politiCally_ inanimate- human- ciphers who live
from hand to mouthand_ from hunger cramp-to hunger cramp in the
city's public housing_com.Pofinds.

Needless to say, therels-some-level of _tyranny here involved, and
we-found_there are more than 400,000 unregistered blacks in the city
of Chicago, whichisinore than-the- Stata-of-Mississippi.-

Needles§ to say, this-is:an indicitien of -a- political-conspiracy- of a
sort, which -means that these -people are taxed and they are not rep-
resented.

Our Government defines tyranny as taxation without -representa-
tion. There may very- well be Some_ direct correlation between the
political-tyranny and the Malnutrition:

These people may live within- blocks of -the finest medical centers in
the world, but seldom are they treated there, save in the direst emer-
gency, or for- purposes of research.

Tins- is Most clearly indicated at--in the Kenwood-Olikland, area,
and the Woodlawn area, right in the - Midway, the Billings Hospital,

the_University of- Chicago- Hospital complex one of-the -largest,
and one of the most efficient in-the worldindyetthese are the areas
of highest concentration -of perSons with had-health.

Seven hospitals five of them research institutes, one of them, Cook
County Hospital, and-the Other jt.- sparsely -equipped-black hospital,
care for-fefir-fifths of the black-p_atientload in the Chicago area.

Cook County-takes Over-half_ofithat load-and finds 86 portent of
its bed space filled: by black patients.
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There is one community, a- vast wasteland of blight and decay where
Median income is a full $4,200 below that of the city's, and this $4,200
must be seen in view of its being-higher than-the median income of
the community.

These arc not figures alonethey are failures.
They- are-not statistics =alone, but stumbling stones not_ alone to

those u.ho-must negotiate them, but to thetotal_ city at large.
The city's gross adjusted,product can be- measureat $45.6 billion,

but=its-gross adjitstedipovertyiS the incaleulablelosS of_ylitiman=wa.ste
offered =up-to _an-inhuman- shig_heanAnA116.-hunger kitties_ of the
metmpolis._

The fact-that some stuff' while others-starve _may, be- interpretectby
some as the coexistence Orthe hintiyiand the_Well is more
apprOpriately-eited=aki--conSpiracy_of hunger aid !Ptiblic-policV--fos-
tered bythase who refuse to execute their_duty_to care forthe mil fart
of the -weakest-links of -societies- chain..

We must assert that:there:is relationship between-hunger
and Public policy -until _there -is= eVidence -of- intent and purpose to
enact programs that- will -meet the hunger crisis.

Programs- that infaet -aid= the needy _instead =of-- pampering -the
greedy. GentleMen, animals in otir 7.6-os eat- lions, tigers, -and jaguars

allottedias much as =15 to 25=poiinds'of_meat _per_ day. Livestock
in our stockyards -are abundantly schedule.

The upkeep of a pet gorilla-kept at theiBrOokfield-Zoo was reported
to =be- $27;50: per- dav=whilit-the =Meal =t41161vince _Of -an, ADC- mother
is 27 cents -per_ metaand while the -- al locat ion to:a client- in jail, is
38 cents-per meal.

Now,_ maybe Iineed=tc, repeat that :Animals_in our:zoos,_to enter-
tain-people, eatlions,-.1.igers,,andilaguarsare_ allotted= at-much_ as
15 to 25_pounds oftheat per_ dayandFit rotten meat._

Li vestock- in =our stockyards- are abundantly _fed-- schedule, even
during the period f _inttatinnindfthey--are _MA -given -Means tests.
I ant talking about the:a:lint:11s- in = tl le= zoo;

The-upkeep of a. pet_gorillawe-cantake=you to_ See. him:today- in
his abundant. health, and:IN-lucky-self Upkeep of altet:gorilla
at:tile Brookfieldi-Zoo S-reported: tO == be 4.q7.50 per= day, _wh Abe
meal allowance of -an ADCrinOther is 27 cents per-Meal, and clients
or_prisoners in jail, 38 cents per- meal:-

Only Friday eveningAte received the intelligence -that aged-persons
receiving social security-had been-granted-an-increkie of -money bring-
ing their combined- faMily checkk up t6:$230--per month- for two
people.

But with that announcement also came-the decree that-they Would
be deprived of food stanipS. ludicrous, =it is tragic--
especially is this so-when-we stop to tioterthat the_kgriculturat export
income of this State could -- provide an additional"- $1,000- -for each
liunger family- in_Illinois. Thns, while -the, poor- digest promises and
inje4 deprivations- and = despair; while-they eat =in frustrations and
s,wallow in hopelessness; the city continues to fiddle -with their- desti-
nies and with-their-Very-liVee.

The-Federal Government-must take aggressive :Art-native-action.
Eating,-needs _to be declared-At civil- right with_ moral meaning.

Perheps the Federal GiivernMent needs _to apply- standards similar
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to those which it uses with reference to Government contracts com-
pliance, if a_city or municipality-fails to Provide-programs for feed-
ing its hungry, or provides:inadequate programs-for feeding_ them,
it should be denied Federal funds -for other _programs. I_ hope thit
is dear.

More -over, the Government should seek to contract_food-service_pm-
grams out to- private sorpilizations that- agree- to 'adequate

-stlindatits for full - scale -meaningful: progranit_to_leed people on a
-sy_steniatie-basis. 7,_ _-

The truth_ is,:gentlemen, we cannot accept any excuses-on why =the
poor ateliet-fourid-t&be -fed:

-The prOir are_faiind-Whentlierneed,to-botaxed; the poor are-found
when-their -draftediti_fightinlheSe seirselets,Warsand-
Yet -.their parerittierifinat=be,,fonirdi'to,be-fed.,

Now .they- can- be -found when_ they-liiive--been;-prit out= of their-
houses, but they - cannot be- found -when they need to be-fed. Ver km*,
unlest there-ore somoserions stealing-goinkon during,theperiod -of
inflation,_27 cents per -meirl,=-14 delinitionos-ivistata-of -hunger -And
malnutrition, -and -one-need-not =develOp-the:bOdy form of a-:Iliafnui
starving-child-io_be starring-in-America.

Thai-truth -is =that -Abe _rigricultir icies ,of: this-,Nat ion ,_ and of
this_ State have- throivri--Ioo&-produceriiiin conflict with food con-
sumers at the ;point- of-the-niddlemni _andAltiown- princers: into
abialuteloddi witlAltox=who-need--fad-nost,nanely,-the hungry.

This ni a kis -rt: mockery Of Abe rid fo6disupply_ aYailablo,--for
it is now possible' for olarnier to feed shiglehandedly,over-43_people.

We are , now experiencing-A period of economic- recession ,for the
rich, brought on -by over -kill methods of dealing*itli-inflation.,

This-recessioniat-the itopios_tien;im,the,Signifiesint &Op:in-indus-
trial output by later-February amid early= March and substantial
increase -m uneMploym-ent -thelowestpoint_in loao;_creates
a deflation and-incleedidepresoii-at-therbottom

When we speak-of inflation _in--the,economy, that is -based upon
where you are-_ strindi rig. If :yen-have -go.t--1.--hit- of rmone-y -invested in
American_bonds. a lotlnYetted in-Americari-war economy, it-is infla-
tion for you at the top of-the econorny,-but-itlOdeflittion for-people
at the bottom -of -the economy, -and ;whenilie -President-nsks _for a
recession rat. the -top_of,the_econemy,liocreates:11. depression at the
bottom of-the economy, so wodonot_even-liare-the statistics toindi-
cate- today the grarivrng _ number tifiningry-,people Since this.polioy
his be-en enacted.

We are stating! and- hope -it is-unniistakablylelear, thai,during a
period of _economic inflation,-nOgovernMentregardless=of-its budget
can act as Pilate and-attempt to_ remain- perionally;inn-ocent in-the
midst-of-pervasive collectiye-luilt. -Pilate-mashed-his hands but the
result was to rub the blOodzin,not wash-Wont.

That essentially is the position of,theodminittration in the-pres-
ent: crisis. We .challetige-,goyernment -at all _levelt -to- deal with-this
matter of eliminating- hunger.

In Chicigo,-we findrhungerhashecOme a magnificent election-year
football, being kissed from-.city,-;to county- to-State arid-Federal Of&
cials.-There is no touchdown for the hungry.
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'this reluctance to initiate massive feeding efforts of the sort in
to alleviate the hunger of 000,000 hungry citizens constitutes a con-spiracy between Minim and public policy, a conspiracy that is anillicit relationship.

This State is on sN,,I7are at the rate of $1,171 billion from the Fed-
eral Governineitt.

We believe that government-moves best front the-bottom r.-1), andhere sire: our recommendations. We insist-that the city should-show_ theway.
£s lawful taxing districts, cities Im ve the freedom to -levy _taxes;

therefore,-they mast-Accept the obligatinii-and re.sponSibility to serve
wherever theiatedaare of'the,taxes-

-Inthis'city, thrOugh--colluSiowwith-fthe-eomity assessors (dee. we
find- indiVidord homowiiers Carrying:: a- tremendouss-Inirden- while
la ego- ciirporat huts him adjiiSt mei itsittade -ta build-a- JolNi Ifaueockbuilding.

IfAIM-tax-rate to Wild 4 John Hancock building, given the choice
-property and the amount-of=space used. were the same as homeown-
ers, then the 'person-investing ni-Johtirliancoek Would not have come
to- Chicago.- but there was -an adjustiant-inide. We don't know the
details in; the-adjustment, -but we=eitit- argne the ei* and-if we arerefuted, then we will risk you-to subpena_the-rkords.

Large corporations are-left_free-tinnake fat-profits and eludetheir
fair share oftaxes which_are necessary to an equitable distribution of
wealth.

When we kink at the-poor and hngry, we-find a disenfranchised
mass -of 600.000 citizens-in this-city over tf million in the state, king
taxed withOut representation at anyilevel.

We again assert-that the-city must- begin. Chicago-C1111110t- expect
the State or Federal GOvernthent-to do:for-it-what-it is unwilling todo for itself._

Yet we are not singling out Chicago as_ the sole level of govern-
ment with responsibility- in-this_Matter.

The State And Federal GoVermuent-have respectively much broader
taxing towers and, theefore,=shOuld have a much greater responsi-
bility; but charity begins-athomei

If- the city permits itself. then-challenges its-II-Congressmen, then
the State legislators-and -Sta senfttorss_f rom- these:21 districts, then
by definition we-would_have-ainetmpOlitanicoininitmetit to eliMmitte
hunger, which would_by-definition_haveicity,:State, and-Federal im-
plications, because persons are-involved_atthat level.

The State and Federal- Goveththents have respectively these
broader -taxing- powers, -but we -maintain it is their duty to serve
hungry people and to respond to our-city.

One, we maintain that a city -such as Chicago, with a grois adjusted
product of $45.6 million, should appropriate at least 5 percent of its
citv=ibudget to-mid:malnutrition.

e suggest-that -thit-ordininie introduced on March 12, 1970, in a
special-councilsession-he-repotted=out-to,the finance committee with
approval and Patisage. Went considering- reintroducing it or similar
legislation, should -this-becoineineeil.

We =find it imperative that =this eity-give serious attenVxii io the
chronic and on-going problem Of inalriatrition if establishdient of a
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permanent, body,_and__we-would-hope We Atould;Sto u`shig:illustriouS
reOresentatives-Of Otir--cOMMunity,-. stick tiS Dr. tOn-
scapegbiaa io_Outfinen-StiCh!AS hith th;indefenSible,piiiitionii:for- there
-is-ilo_-defenSe of liniiger ap-oVeraibundaiii,agrictiltitial systemi-afid-
thOseAirho are:, put-i _the*, pOsitions_ shoulitaddiess .theniSelVes_tOper-
Sons,A-Vhci set t,herirthere.,.- .

The-ClikagO`CitY:Cotilicif should-be teSii fyi here. They,. are_nota-
blf.abseht;todUyiiand:SoiSthe:MaYor.,

There..!ShoUldbe,n6
a t*firY:_ iini&teii.:= 46-seS-41Am dd-: net, tako:piiiiiity--.over
di nner -,yith= hungry = citikenS: Sie=--iyhY--

InStead:44,--4-45-year Celebration?-tolday:,there,S1MuldItioa:iiietriiirial:
SerYiet-16e:iliiiigUtindOOC: _ _ _

-,,WeitfrgeAhel-citfoUChicUgO-to-O_ffer=euell -chit& -4,;AntritiouS_-
bretikfaSe,eACh--'diikthretighAM,OilliMrie,1*.gont, --- --

The= 41ie ;19-167i3 lite breakfast ,prOgraM i dren-,go
ichool=befOre-8-;a4CoMelMiACIrotkiehrootaftef3, SO bY'definition-

those .-children--: inVolyed-,,*leSSAhey,'St-iiv:, Out, of Scheel._ Then
they are=iiI:V.iblatioir=:of:ahoklier-lii8MindS--kind=of=trieky._

--No. 3; -'e*-ge:-.the-GOveintheiiCtO,adjiiit:.the,:_incolite.-Of'Seiiior:
zens=but hot--reditein.g-,:eld=age_=assistifice==in,'iight:Of-_:inei;ei-sed=:iOeiil-
Seat-nity_=b-enefitS._ Siteltiaet i on: neediLto Tdifine=nekr:

NO.-4, _We-Urge:the-St* ofIllinoisLegislatureteo 40Proptiate_suffi,
funds-forjeatk-childtto;hivhble--16--:haibreAkfaStiandhinclilas

pirt-ofEthe edutationalPabliage.
No._ 50ye- tritT oaf elected State

Vvhich_ WillfaffOrdzall;of:Our-citizefiS careiand
a prCpaid-inStirance-prograiri..-

NO: _6, we= urge- theni Gorerlier---ot- th is E Stater. to, declareicertain -areas
as disaSter areas,:aiOto Tresident. to tOrii=frotn-Compro-
mising_acts CougreSSIO=mitiate;the-,eimployniejitreif-otheriithedial_
programS. It--Would-be dieittiVelni0e-ta see the:National-_GUard-and
Army coine out-to- feedtpeople -"rather-than-to shoot -thrtte -iyho:are-
hungry when they _rebel and-MoVe intollefels diSguit that-bring
about hunger aild violenee.

No. 7. we urwe-the -Congress,- eSvecially the _Rouse_ of Iteuresenta-_.
fives, to reportboutlegiSlation eitmvalent-to.S.,2548 for- air exPahded
school lunch prograth.

No. 8, we nrge-CongreSsto eliMinatethelood,stamp propam -and
substitute direet cash grantS. _The -present _ftkiit Stamp program haS
been tried and- pro-Ven _inegectiVe, ineflident,_and-embarrassing to the
poor. and it casts a-stigmtuitpon the_fiSer.

When the State .governMent goes---te the F-ederal Govermnent to
ask for 90 percent to match _the 10:percent -fOrlighWay ft-tudsrthe
Governor_Of this_Sfate does hot-take-a lood-staMpto CongreSs and
ask them for-hiS-Federal-handoitt.

When educators ga and_ ask-for -Pederal-money to balance off the
school inVestment,Jhe school-oflieials do-liot_have to-take an educa-
tional Stanip to indicatertheir-State is-poor, or-to indicate that they
haVe been neglected. I_t just indicateS that- isthe state of the.Nation.

No. 9, we insistin termS of permanently ridding the United States
of hunger and ,poverty, that=approtiriate-_stcps bp taken to e.stablish
ecnuonuc security programs As a logical adjunet to the Bill of Rights.
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We believe that such a human security program can be- provided
by establishing-a- guaranteed' Hirable iiicenieJor-all citizens through
the_ creation of new -job§ and in-an iinagiriatht'hummi subsidiiatioii
efforts.

In conjunction with-this, we the Senate of -the -United'States-
to_take a very hard look At the intake and eonterit-of the-new welfare
reform package.

We- believe t liat- any- form- of- welfare-r is wrong:becaiiSerit is-degrad-
ing- and dehumanizing. -No -One,ean be dependent upon the =State or
Federaligovernnient, or nnycatlier-iiiiin for that matter, and still be
frewand proud.

cTO,reforrii--Welfare1§zto:inefely-offer-aiiotherlorm:.:of degradation:
mail itain In neriew tbe- ifi million ilu

pie= shOuld-7_betreatectithe-= same a§ tither-.Citiieii§, -the kin-1'1-6- as:- Elie-JAI
industry -_airlineS,-Shiphiiildert,:highiiiir GeV,
erimienehome loan zuaranteediniyerSvtlieftoo-hae aright -to share
in the subsidy process.

We -submit to you finally,' -gentleMen, that "the- men,_ women, and
children Sitting_ around at this= table, *hOlive- been_ degraded-by
food- stump- officesi-and_ commodity food- prograins, are not = here bJ-
cause they-are unpatriotic or betiinsetheY- ate lazy.

The men and women around-thi§,tablehaVe worked-the hardest and
the-longest-on the jobs perforining the mostmenial chores.

The persons 'mttinglere,-far'froinlieinglazy, ate--the-pertons-who
mop up the. Ithspitalifloors; these are the-persori§liere-who clean the
bathrooms: and Arlia_keep the-city Streets clean; the.se-firo the-persons
here whose-houses are duty- bectinSe they clean thelionSes of the-ditv
officials ;-these are the personthere whose children-are funning in the
streets because-they are keeping the children-Of-the city officials off
the street; and I say. to you-that it is an inherent aspect of our tie-oh-
m-1.y and it is a tragic indictment of-our value SySteni that these per
sons. who haVe hoed tobacco road, and- hads-Sons -die- in Vietnam and
Thailand, and perhaps hi other Tladesi yet 'tinreVealed, theSe perSons
would have-to suffer publichtimiliation to ask ler -food in a Nation
that they helped to build, that_no* rests upon the most overabundant
agricultural system in- the history of mankind.

This is the first aspect-of my incomplete report, after which you
may ask questions, further questions of-me, -or you may go into the
continuation of my report to be given by the persons here.

Chairman -111cGifrzlix. Thank you very much, Reverend Jaekson,
for an excellent and comprehensive statement.

I want to commend you not only on the statement but also for
bringing this panel to our committee session today.

One of the problems I think we have had in trying to get the con-
cern of the Nation about hunger is that some people are under the
mistaken impression that it affects only a particular group of people,
or a particular section of the country, or a particular color, but what
you dramatize, it seems to me in the presence of this panel, is that
hunger doesn't know- any color lines; it doesn't know any age lines;
it involves the young and the old, the black and the white_, all parts
of the country, and I know in your own efforts, both publicly and
privately, you have recognized that, as do the members of this coin-

c)
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mittee; so. we do commend you for- the statements you have -made
here today.

I think 'before-we get into any questions, Reverend Jackson, we
should hear from Mr. Geary.

-STATEMElit OF REV. CHARLES-GEARY, UPTOWN-
AREA PEOPLES'

ReverendtGEntit Morel- readiny-stittemeritIerei:there-iS seine-
thi4thitt:WaS--failed -thank those
.74 heard Many_ .thankscOniing:t0,.Aldernian',0'Rearke-r.tind
PreatomIlradley,, but .I.-Want fi:ithaiiki,tifOSe mho worked hardln
hringiiigiPeople_inifiliere,:=inid4the:,hard=r-wrk:Yonliave_ tierce -6-Vef the
last 3-daysi -both _liar& OperatiolvBreadbaSket: arid:the-4i-e-opw
tioni th-elittlepeopleAluit= reCogniied:a4Where.

amcgOing to read yoti,,iny-StatenientIiereAhat was --prepared by
my- peoplethat; sthe-WayWe Operate in-UPtoWn, five different races
of people, one of .the.niost-finiquaspot§ on the-top side -of -the earth,
because we are about getting rid of racial- prejudice, becausaWe have
learrod no-matter what color we were at one time, we are e-what they
call the black man -of -the_ past Iwoke tip_One day and-realized I was
a White "nigger." That is aolonialisin, and I don't want -that any
more, because I aM -a-man acid =to =be respeeted-a§isuch.

More than -10,000 poor -people- live in Uptewn,senier citizens, sick
and disabled-people, faniilieawhe can't get enough-money to live like
decent Inimaii beings, not even enough-to feed children.

Every day more people are-being-laid off of-their jobS,_thore people
are -being turned- away -when they go *king for a _job. Chicago's
answer is to have a program:to teach the southern Migranta-how to
live in the city, another program-tin-get A.D.C. inotheraout to work,
and still another to spend alot of money tryingto get familieS Off of
welfare.

How can a family get off of welfare if he can't work or can't find
a decent job?

Mothers can't work when there is no day care for small babies and
no care at all for school age children, not-even decent schools Where
they can get a good education. Southern migrants can live anywhere
just as well as anyone' else, but nobody can be taught to live in the
hell of a city slum, not black Or red or yellow or' broWn or White;
and, above all, people must have food in their stomachs before they
can do anything.

Thousands of people in Uptown need food every day Of the week
they need it now. It is time to stop playing games With the lives of
human beings.

The life of every man, woman, and child-in the world is valid be-
cause he was born. There is no other wav of looking at human life in
a democracy where all men are supposed to be equal.

Some of the programs being talked about-now are bandaids on a
bleeding wound, especially when they will be run by agencies whose
only purpose is to find ways to keep people running to knock on their
doors begging for help.

The agencies that have kept the people in their poverty and suffer-
ing are no longer wanted. We know that they are only tools of power,
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using our tax money to keep themselves going and_prevent the people
from having anything to say about what is going to happen-to them.

How long has hunger been_Studied? HoW much longer -Must it be
studied before some of the wealth-of Our country will7conie down to
bring foid to the poer peoplerWhat kinds of_jObs are being 'planned
for people 76 years old -so that -they call:get out- of-their wheelchairs
andrearn_their ownliVinginSteadiotliving_off of-the taxpayeri?

They,; pay t axe§ -too. why-in*, they, go, hungry in-,the remaining
yearS-of theirliveSiii7a;_eouritry=ii§-,rick:as,ours?

It fa r utions to the,real 04116-4:i-of real- i Ve human
iig§,_ No more '"Mickef:M6Uke":.'PrO'graMS-= designed-t6 make

lieop e: -lit- other- =parts OT-11*City7:believe--,that we are being- =helped;
wheti,e-arenOhly;b6ing;nied"-tO--filliiitqhi§-,eity~TO-u§-6=-Federaflurids
in prograink Siiclria§-:the = -ModeI,citieS =Program; that increase= the
strength of the political machine and the financial institutions, and
leave the poor even worse -Off- than theY'werebefore,

The Uptaivii Area demands, as- neces-
sary to the survival of our Nation as a democracy, one nation under
God; with liberty_andjuStice

Number -one, the adoption of- Sehator McGovern's proposal of a
guaranteed aninial-inoome-by abolishing the -$600- income tax deduc,
tiOn for children, and giVing an alloWance of -$50 Ter each child.
President Nixon's proposal will solve nothing. This proposal will
wipe out most poverty over night.

Number two, an immediate emergency appropriation by the city of
Chicago- of $35 million to establish a department for abolition of
lunpret in Chicago.

Amber three, a full service public aid station -in Uptown, includ-
ing general assistance, employing public aid recipients in operating
and establishing policy for this-station, because, I might add to you,
beginning at Di verSey Avenue, going all the way Out to Kane County,
all the wily up to Cook County, back to the lake, there is one public
aid office, and that is on 4200 Lincoln Avenue, and 75 percent of the
people that are on public aid in that whole area come out of the Up-
town area. That is an amazing figure.

The military budget of this country can be cut by $50 billion with-
out endangering the safety of the Nation. Senator McGovern's pro-
posal will cost $10 billion for the first year. $40 billion less to give
life than it takes to kill.

The immediate saving of the future of thousands of little children
in the city of Chicago cannot be measured in dollars and cents. They
cannot wait for Federal legislation t6 help them. It is time for Chi-
cago to turn from building a multibillion dollar empire over the
suffering of helpleSs people and begin the real work of preserving
huinan life, and stop dictatorship in the city of Chicago.

_Until the problems of poverty are solved, and it must be solved,
all of the problems of welfare people outside of the one of too little
money, can only be solved by a local station where 75 percent of the
northern district's case load lives, right here in Uptown.

I want to add to you, gentlemen, what Dr. Deton Brooks was say-
ing here this morning is another plan about another mission', like
they feed the poor "winos," as they call them on Wilson Avenue. giv-
ing them a little hot meal as a pacification to keep you in colonialism.
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I have passed-that stage,- and I will_ starve to death in the streets
of Chicago - in a ,garbage can before I will -be herded i. to a mission
with my families, and-there are-10,000 others here in-the same posi,
tion.

Chairman MPGoVEnii. Thank yOu; Mr. Geary, for your_stateinent,
and now if we can-address a couple-of questions -to you,-or-to- Rever-
end Jackson, members_- of-the-panel: Reverend JiiokSoh,_:in-
conneetion- with= the pshits,you;Were?thaking, the _recommendations,
as,to what :the citr of:ChicagO blear to=ine,
are you -SuggeSting:thatIthi=teal:thihwiftAeoinewith- the':Oioble-nis
of-liunger-:haire to begin -with the eity;13egiirf With--the, .levelS?:

ReVererid,,b.biabisr;:i :that-One' : its

veiy best; .to =tic-a democracy °rather °tliair_ara anteefady;-nniSt.tedine--
froin- the- bottom Up, = and--that-Charitf begins at home.

-Once-Abe-city- will liaVe Made Ian Aunilual,ydry' high moral cOnnniit-
marit, then it can -challefige=---the -leiT01-- Government; 'but. the
probleni is that- the city -has a-;hig, budget, but its Nail-ilea are the-Same
as the Federal-Government, Which.- has a-big:budget, but whose values
are misplaced.

So 'if the city had some-of its -budget to -eliminate hunger, -I- dial-
lenge the State to use its_5-percent

Chairman McGoVkas. That 5=pereent_Woulct actually represent, as
I recall your statistics, -about afseVenfold, inereaSebut_what is now
being donethat is something:less:than-,$5- 'million, its I Understand
it, Currently being allocated in the -city budget for -food - -you are
suggested that be increased to aronudi$35

-Reverend JACKSON. At- leaSt $35 Million.
Chairman MCGOVEnx. Yes.
Reverend- JACKSON. As a- start.
ChairMan McGOvEnx. And as I finderStandit, your reasoning there

is not that the city can afford-toliind-the entire food-assistance pro-
gram, but if you get a solid commitment there, that gives it power-
ful platform froin which to ,addreiS the state and Federal -Govern-
ment as to their resporiSibilitiest

Reverend JACKSON. A:§- I understand-it, economically you are say-
ing our seriousness is indicated liy=theitmonnt of -money you allocate,
not by the loudness of the platitudes yon-inakel-so the-city- at seri,
ous the money it ha§ allodated. --The city -of Chicago is about $4
million out of $850 million serious toward eliminating hunger, and
a city that has that kind of misappropriation in terms of moral
values is in no position to challenge the Yederal GoVernment, the
county, the State or anybody_ else. Charity begins at home.

Chairman McGovEaN. In that connection we have had people Sug-
gest-to this committee at various times that-there have alWays been
poor people, alwayS. been hungry PeopleWe even had the Bible
quoted to us that the poor ye have with,you always, Or something to
that effect.

What is your answer.to that kind of reasoning?
Reverend JACKSON. We are always confronted with the question

about people being hungry during the time Of Jesus Christ, but dur-
ing the tune of Jesus Christ they Weren't sending anybody to the
moon, either.

42-778-70-pt. 2-21
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During the time of -Jesus Christ they didn't -have modern agricul-
tural-systems, ways to save soil, and-methods-to-fertilize soil; during
the time of Jesus-Christ,they didn't:have-tractora They didn't have
reapers, and moreover, they didn't have, at-that-time, the most abun-
dant -agricultural ,systeria -or productive -system-iwthe history of the
world.

But moreover, that was an -Eastern- civilization _2,000 years -ago.
This -is a Western civilization -11,000 yearsititer,,iirid =these ,persona
here may have some _religions rand_-spirituat=coMMitinent-to those
times, but these people have made li plisicaJ investment in this _par,
ticiilateeenemand foe them: to Make aniriViStirieritin-ille-eoenotriy,
and for the economy to declare itself bankrupt while it continues to
etiOnci,iii6neytfoirothetithinOris tofindicate_a;leVel-irOf: dislimeStY=or
better still, corruption.

Chairnian,11kGovkaSr.lieverenci:Iteksori,fliereha§_beeri some-pub-
licity that- has -cone -to my atterition_, that private -feeding =prograiris
are-goifig_en in, this city, and-in-other-Parts of the country. I believe
you are-partiCipatifig in-one of those prograMs, the-Operation Bread-
basket program==attention -has -been ;given- to the Panther breakfast
program and=others.

What is theextent of thoSePrograms, or what is the extent of -those
programs ? What -can you- tell-us about the private efforts?

Reverend JACKSON. Welk the Panthers had_ the most dynamic
breakfastprOgrani_ goingionfin- thiS city before -they _were- intimidated
and -- killed off. Then the TantherS,--_-breadbasket,__ arid the Uptown
coalition, and' varions churches- began -to feed,----and I argued that if
Operation Breadbasket can feed-5,000,persoriS a creek over the-course
of four feeding_ stations and -5-clays- a week,-that the -city- Should- be
at least able to matchas-74hichi is not happeningmi.:Imo are getting
the food from volunteer food- centribtitions,,and.-eVen_ though it -is a
protest to -us, Senator, it is -not a prOgranvbecauSe we know that _it
must be somewhat embarrassing for the persons who have come to
participate -in the breakfast feedirigiprogram,rpeople -shoidd--be fed
systematically through an agricultural- program -and civil rights or-
ganizations_such as ours or the others shOuld,not set up permanent
cafeteria _serviceS,_and we are- trying -to get out of the-breakfast feed-
ing program and force the agricultural- system to do it.

Chairman McGovEax. Thank_ you,_ Reverend Jackson.
Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Reverend Jackson, -is ityou_have been around the

State of Illinois and to a number of cities; is it your impresSion that
hunger is confined to the ghettoes of Chicago, or is this a statewide
problem?

Reverend JACKSON. Well, indeed it's _a national problem, but my
argument, as an organizer, is if you have a national crisis, a State
crisis, a county and a city crisis; indeed a precinct crisis that you start
at the nucleus Of the cell, and this is Our argument, that Chicago is
not.any different from other cities; but it ought to be different in
terms of asserting itself with a moral commitment.

If this is the city that was firSein establishing-the 8-hour working
daywhich is something that we can be proud ofwhy can't this
also be the first city to challenge the Other cities around the Nation ?
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not just to beg the Federal Government, but to challenge it, and
you cannot challenge people to live the kind-of life that you don't live
ymirself. It's that simple.

Senator PERCY. Within the county -of Cook, if you live3in the
suburbs,.oriyoui-live in-the city:and- you_ arahungry in one place or
the other,=are the suburbs any -better -set- up_-_to handle-getting food
to the lungry than-the city, or_ is it_abont the-same I

-Reverend :AciEsox. Well, it's. aboutAhe -some=and ,again -I have
somo;peitOris here,who_have_been caught-Alp:in these disaster act pro-
ffains,--thekirid'that -is rejectedrejected'new,-,*ho-are_jrist=ttred of
being,played=with;itierSens;WhoSanionef-Wita'tiikeniout:of- thei r
Are checks When did, and here-, are.are the people got_ the -re--
suits-OT th e statistics= and= stuff =we are tiVintheraliciw,= and -7Lth in k
it's important that at some thitei:,whether_iidivi or Wheri-_Waceme-baek,
that :theSe- peratins- are heard, because th can answer, some quest i ons
that other people aren't Sti_quick-toarisirier.

Senator You mentioriedAlieteeonomyiand-,the-effect of the
recession. I Would like-you- to be-a-little-More specific.

For instance, we have-limla tremendeus- empliasis- in recent years
on- the hiring-of the =hardcore-unemployed. -A-great -many-of those
were Whites -who migrated from-_ the_ South, _ as -well- as blacks ; they
have been =put to wark,-btit by-union regtilations,-generally speaking,

-the last hired is-tha=first -fired. -All-Of- the-thouSanda that- have been
fired_ n recent months becauSe of- economic-conditionst and -the elec,

tronic industry in-Chicago, and other. industries, would appear -to be
the very ones that -have been trained, _given -hope, gotten off relief"
rolls,_put to-work, and-now they-are--laid-off.

What is the moral effect,- what-is the sPiritual effect on these people
in the ghetto_aathey-have done everything -they-have-_beeriold to -do;
they have- trained ;-they hive educated=themaelves; =they have gone to
Schools; they have gone to Work_ now, and suddenly the first-dip-off
in the economy, they are-the ones-that are laid off. What happens-in
the-ghetto when that _happens ?

Reverend JACICRON. It is to increase the hopelessness, intensify the
alienation, and make more people give up on the system as we now
seait.

It is to make people -open to any alien or foreign ideology that
promises to do for them what this system has not done-for them.

It is very obvious to us to have over 500,000 unregistered voters in
the city of Chicago; it's a political emergency, it is, for these people
to be taxed without being represented; it's a form Of `y canny, and we
are saying that the - inflation doesn't just start at the union levels, but
the men who made these promises and vows -when they got elected,

them.
See, to me, union officials have a set interest, and they have got a

great job on their hands fighting some of these tyrannical _owners.
But when you have 42 appointed jobs in the city administration, over
$.10,000 a year, that is inflation. These people don't need $30,000 a
year just to feed somebody on the hunger program, and we have
people who are always citizens willing to do the same job for one-
third the amount of money, and with three-thirds more commitment
to doing it, because they are hungry themselves, and are most imme-
diately connected to it. I mean, inflation starts even at the level of
government elected officials.
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Senator PERCY. Because a part of our program of coining to a com-
munity like this is to try to have a better understanding by all of the
citizens who must appropriate -the- money and back it and support
these hunger programs, I would like you to discuss the-conditions we
find today in the ghetto and whyrthere -is bitterness and frustration
in the inner city. I have been criticized-for spending a-good deal more
time in the ghetto than_I-have been -in- the suburbs, like Lake -Forest;
but I have =hadrto spend= a goOdideall mere_ time- trying to iniderstand
what is-happening.

I -find,_for instance, asi have gone around, that-rents considerably
11 Wier In-Side -the ghetto ,than just outside -it.

In fact, 35 to 45'pereefit higher: Iii'XiiYiVeod -the-other ,day I- went
-arolind-pricint-ripartinontS. Forfa _four -rocinripartirient,:$125 iSsthe
cheapest I and =maybe- von can't _ find= that I
find,- as 1 haVelOoked at fairii lY electric light- bills, they seem, higher
proportionatelyithari thekshOuld,ibiit thenl- Wonder why and I ask.

Well, it costs more to -keep -the lights on all-night, and it's necessary
to keel) the lights on all night se someone-can-stay up and chase the
rats off the little children as-they sleep._

It costs a little more for electrieity-when you are paying $125 or
$135 a month rent, but the-landlard Won't- turn -the heat up in- the
dead of winter:above 66° Or 65% and yOu-have got-to keep the-oven
on 24 hours a _day so your children don't freeze.

It costs more to go to foodstores when the prices are jacked up, as
you pointed out.

Could you give us more illustrations of the problems of in
the ghetto and-the high cost-when you are compressed and compacted
intointo an area when the society is not-open to you, and the pressure of
people drives everything up including the very high cost of crime.

Reverend JAcxsox. The very :basic--Imrhaps the best example
would be the dilemma of the contract buyers at this-point, who are
persowwi who have bought houses at-inflated prices; their choice was
between living in a slum apartment imkept-by a landlord and buying
an inflated house, by a shim buildingthose are the two choices they

1.z, is a direct result of the closed housing. The city of Chicago has
about 42 percent black people living on about 12 percent of the land.
which means that by definition, the people in the ghetto are inflamed;
and the economy is inflated.

It means that the laws of supply and demand put value on the
property and take it off the man, so a -square foot of ground in the
ghetto is of more economic worth than the squafage of a human
personality. By definition it makes the whole thing a very frustrating
one.

Looking at these kinds of examples without even arguing about the5 percent, we say that hunger is an emergency because people arehungrybut is a chronic emergency because people have been hungry,
which means that until we have a job or an income, people will be
hungry; until we have a job Or an income, people will have ill health:
until we have a job or an income where we can set up private schools,
if that is what people want, we will need an education department;
therefore, we argue, just as you have an education department, just
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as you have a welfare department, just as you have a roads depart-
ment, a sanitation department, you should have a hunger department.

America Shouldn't be ashamed that hunger exists if it is not just
being made public. America-should beailiamedif hunger continues,
in that this committee has expoSed it. ThetefOre we are arguing that
the setting up -of -the department itself- repentance where-nobody
shoUld_beIlamed-becatise it hasbeen;butliterally-everybody who has
aome deeisionmaking7-paiticulatly elected011ieials47-Shohld blamed_ .
aiaashamedrifit continues.

Sentitot --Psitet; Mr.- Cliairmaii, _I_ just _wondered if_ Mr.- Geary or
Reverend-Jackson- *Mild =want iinv-of the' PaiticiPatits in this -panel
to ke_ any comments be feroj-We:ruiith...

Mr.--Gg:thy._r_want tosay_enehiriall thingg
The fact,- remains, eVon-thetigh_thetels_aliunger department Setup,

until it's filtered direct to the-neighbethood, not-through CCUO, that
kind of eStablishinent, or until it,goes- intO &neighborhood organiza-
tion, Operation Breadbasket, thoSe kinds of things, it never gets down
to the people, but very high -rich people always take -very good job's.
We get the last-penny into_ the pocketbook to-feed- the hungry, and
that's all.

Reverend Itmcsox. All right.
This is Sister Peggy Smith-Martin, who has-testimony, but we have

others just prepare yourself, and come one behind-the-other.
Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF PEGGY SMITH MARTIN

Mrs. MARTIN. Reverend Jackson, Senator McGovern, Senator Percy :
I am here to attempt to speak fer_220,000 senior citizensbut in par-
ticular, 10 who are living in my home.

These are citizens on welfare; some are on social security; some
are on public aid.

We room and board all of these people,-10 of them; and, of course,
the services that, would come from a normal hohie are also supplied
by us:

We clothe-these people by purchasing used clothing at varioust cen-
ters around'the city that detain used clothing, like Catholic Salvage.

We wash for these people; we-ken-LI-have even leatried since the
death of my Mother, how teshave.and giVe haircuts.

We also-siipPlk their -pettonarneedk The amount received to 'care,
or the- amounts that the recipients themselves-receive; they are as
followsand let me point out that -we have bah black and white=
the amounts five receive&vary; $77:02 per month $92.02 per month;
$60 per month; and $52 per month.

In March we received notice.to make record of how much the raise
was to have been made by iociiirseciiiitY. Ia March this amount was
submitted to the State of IllirioisiPublic Welfare Department.

In April those checks were decreased by the amount that was issued
by social security.

For example, we have one gentleman *ho, received old-age assist-
ance, who was getting $31.98 -freM the State-of Illinois, and $57.60
from social security, a total of $89.58.

When he got his April check;-he got $69.80,- which means there was
50 cents less than he was receiving previously.
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Another recipient was getting $52.99 on welfare in March. In April
he received $49.49. That is less $3.50 than he was receiving previously.

In all cases where the recipient-Wag receiving social security, this
amount was taken-off by the State of Illinois, De_ Of-Public
Welfare.

'One-of my patients orI'm sorry-,--one of,the recipients living in
niy-home is-apsimilegi.i. He hailo_be handged;-he cannot
iS G -from foreign.coinitry, ftOm:Greece.- He- doea not- speak
E ttio Well._

haVe_been-itrying since= therdeath Otiny mother-in-January to get
this plated ia:OaleXotepti3Or. inr,,COOk_County, Hospital.

the Cook COinity:-PhysiCians'.SerVice-The Y-Sent.ontadoc,
tor: whO: himielflooked like' he= needed --..tO" be in :the-- hOiPital:

tOld:-nie-that-this:geritleinan-Wat--jiiit an- old--man, -Senile, as
such; it was -all right-to-leave him there,

As I have stated,--this-gentleimin is-a _paraplegic. He is not able to
-,--has no control of bowel ftinctiorip, and he-has to-be spoon-fed.

This man definitely needisto_beln the hoipitil,
I Called the Public Welfare Department in the area in whit% I live,

Englewood Department of Public- Welfare. -They told me that since
the min is=he is getting welfare ratirement,and social- security, then,
of course, I would,haVe .to,contatt-COunty-Hoipitiil,- and I told him
thiii move-hat 'already .bcen,made, same mere-unable-to get;hili in

"ChairManlicGovmet. I waider:if_Ate Could interrupt-here.
We have a message from -the Food Distribution Center, where

Reverend Jackion invited us for 1.,:ncti, that they-have been serving
over there for some time, and would like us to come.

Perhaps -we ought to recess ,now until -1:30 and we can resume
again it that time.

Birs. MARTIN. Senator McGovern, may, I -please start again where
I left off?

Chairman_McGovaatz. Yes you may.
-We have an announcement; if-yowItilliive us your attention; please.
Mrs. BARROW. Will everybody follow Senator McGovern and the

Senate Committee-here, Senator Percy, and Reverend Jackson, and
lispeci#eallt.thoee.that,-arafpoorliere, anii you are:here .for,the,hear.
mg, arid ',we want you tiaollOW them, .

There are hundreds of -others doWn there waiting for us, and it is
kind of chilly out there so, if you just follow this panel as they walk
2 blocks in poverty, saying we-iniust declare hunger illegal, we would
just like for you to walk behind them two by two.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed to
reconvene at 1:30 p.m.)

arriaxoort SESSION

Chairman McGovEax. Reverend Jackson, if you are ready, if your
people are ready to go, we will complete the statements from the
group that was here this morning.

As I- tuiderstankit,; we are .just going:10 have. some.highlights.
Reverend lacisow. Basically what we want to doand some of

them are still out because they work in the food distributionin the
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real sense, just to validate by their own experiences with the food
situation things-that -we -revealed this-morning in our statistics, as
well as-in-our-analysis and recommendations, so two of the persons
are here now.

Those who can't make it back in-time for this, we will just have to
excuse them in-the-best interest of-time.

Chairman McGovssw._ If -they- wish-to-tie-statements later on, we
will keep =the -hearing_ record- open i for any additional material that
Hick people wilh_tornake it:part-of the record.

Reverend JACKSON.__Thitiikiyou.

NTATENZIT -0P-' RAY HENSON

Mr. Hrixsow. My name is Ray. Henson, and_I am unemployed as of
now.

I was on State-aid, you might say welfare, and,-I- accepted a-job to
get off of it, and the first couple of =weeks they paid me, and-then one
week they held-back and didn't pay me,-and expected-me to keep on
working,

for
I quit, and 1- am-trying to -get my Money.

I-filed for unemployment compensation, and one of the spot labor
joints from Chicago here objected-AO my coming for Unemployment
compensation. I had 1 week, and was-Supposedito have- another one
coming, but after that I am-not on-that.

Dwould hays go back on welfare, but-what is keeping -me going
on now is niyiriciime tax-I got -back, or I would-be starving:

Chairman AfcGovriax. Thank yciu very-much. We appreciate your
statement, and we will be-glad-to hear now from your associates.

srinxiatr- or mint serdusca
Mrs. Mrrcuisow. My -name is Irene Hutchison. Because of poor

health and Child-care problems; I work when I can, and Ism on wet.
fari when I cant

want toltiritilate things likes this hearing arid programs that
come in, and -legislation, into realitythe reality -oat there in the
streets of Uptown, and in_the placesyolucan't call them homes by
any-stretch of the imaginationt_butihe places where the people, of
Uptown-live, likc'the little old-lady in the wheelthair, who can't *get
all the Way over to one agency that sometimes has food, and can't
get up the to stairway to another agency that sometimes has. food,
and she needs food every single week because there-is no way for her
income to buy enough for her needs.

The reality of the man arid-mife- who came into the coalition office,
and the wife was about to give-birth to s..baby, and the husband's
hand was mangled and mashed in iifiSccident at work, and he ean't
work any more, and they had the check-to-pay for the food stamps,
but no card to take the currency exchange to be allowed to buy these
stamps, and they waited 2 days, And what we call the welfare office
said they are sorry, the card is supposed to follow in a few days later,
but there-is a &aeon, that card, and if the card doesn't and follow,
it too late, and th#-have already been hungry 2 days, and the only
answer is, "We are sorry, there is nothing we can do,'I so this mother,
'4 ho is waiting to give birth any moment, will haie to go to the
hospital having been hungry for 2 days.
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This is the way it translates down here where we live, and Stockton
School, where the model cities takes over the breakfast program
they have been serving a health lunch for 32 cents, and shot breakfasi
for 11 cents, and that was free to children of-people on welfare:.

When the model-cities program took over, the children were served
cold cereal for breakfast, and a baloney-sandwich for lunch.

Now, after_ a-lot-of complaints they-say, "We are going Jo_get the
equipollent:in for -hot -_meale.-Wliat :was -being-used -.to _serve the ,hot
meals- before this pt.ograinrcanie-ii_ through=the city,!

Hun drod§__Of children in- Uptown -get -.full- het._ meat._ :Hungry
people volunteer, senior citizens _get__up _early in the morning -and
cook-and serrothetn,-andlher get- bacon=and sausages,-and- eggs and
hot cereal,- and- French_ toast- anti-fruit juice, and: hot. cocoa. People
can do thia-fot each =other when:they care,'but.the 'smile people who
have been running the war on poverty for_ 5 years are now being
transferred over into-the-new bureancraey that is-beingcbiiilt-to con-
trol the money that comes in, because- through the model cities pro-
gram there was a chance _that some of this-money would get by, and
get down and help the-people, buf-don't be alarmed because $t isn't
going to happen.

These people are all over therefind they: are all waiting to control
every penny that-comes in heretso two things are necessary:

Legislation, real valid legislation, that put. an end to -poverty,
an end to the shame of our countryi 'but in addition. to that there
must be an alert throughout thiS country. -Every taxpayer must be
al'e'rt to follow every single penny that comes into the city of-Chieago ,

from the-top all:the way do*n-to-the.betteinand,seoliliere it goes.
Otherwise, the translation Neill be the same as it is now, where many
people are hired and they -are all being-given raises more than over
before, and they will sit.when, they. are told..to sit; stand when they
are told to stand; speak when they are told to speak; and Ant up
when they are ruled ou of order, so they can -c011ecttheir Pay.cheeks,
and then they will go over to,1Crogers and fill.their.shOpping-carts
to overflowing with good food with meat and1ood aria .vegetables,
and eakes_and piel, and a nice little bottle of *WIC) stick_ hi to,thake
it all taste better and hurry up to tho.coiintet to gets it cliecked,Out
so they can go home and enjoy the fea4;;ind old`mai climes
along and his white hair is luuiging:,dowh his collar becauto; he
can't affotAttislito the'batber -Shen; I1is coat is ragged and

. are Worn; and _he and;s1q*ly pushing, Ins cart through
the store, and he canes UP 'to triaminkr with two or three. '1polatoes,
and a littlo.Tackage-rarlittle can,44A)eas;.iuid the stnallefitlool4 of
blind he can buy, and a sin etniilk &eau& lie.has gOt cOttPle.of
onarters and4iickelale has been avingtol.keep him minx his .

nett theck-,e4janes, and-,he .:Wait a hilt hour While thia:higioid
.of -gioceries tliefoan tout it ititheir car tui&go home$

:Nobody, seesif;:they are blind; and this is the way hint* beeh in
.Uptown ever Since the war on poverty started, and this is the:Way
it will .be unless we email ready to fight for -the right legislation,
and to follow it right down to the hungry people of Uptown, or
it will never get there.

Chairman 31eGovrax. Thank you very much kt your statement.
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Reverend JACKSON. There is a Spanish-speaking man just about to
begin his testimony.

(Whereupon, a statement was given by a Spanish-speakingcitizen.)
Chairman MCGovEttx. Thank you very much.
Reverend 'Lummox. Thank you very _much. We promised you we

would get started at 1:30 and br 4.-ishea by 42._ p.m., and :re hope that the
stun total of our testimony, which as =you see involved male, female,
young, old, Latin-American, Spanish -speaking, Mexican, poor black,
poor wh te, -rea lyn indictmettt- upon tile_ wel fare System in- general,
and upon the incorporation of the city budget in particular; weWould
hope that-you-will take the sum-total-Of this - report into your- account
as you proceed with-your-programshere,and-welook-forivirdTto the
continuing _I tell): an& response, just as you -haVe- been in- alloaingAts
to testify here- today.

Chairman. McGovratx. Thank you- very Much,_ Reverend-Jackson.
Again let one say that we will be-happy -to accept any written

statements or additional testimony that you or members Ofyour-group
may wish to sitbutit. I am just sorry We don't have More time today.

Reverend JACKSON. Thank you very much.
Chairman McGovr.nx. Is'211r. -ICapuseik in the room-now?
If not, is-Reverend SanderS_here?
Reverend Sanders, can we -hear from you at this time.

STATEXENT OF REV. WAYNE-SANDERS, _-ASSISTANT PASTOR AT

ST. OABRIELS CATHOLIC CHURCH

Reverend SANDERS. Senator McGovern, Senator Percy. -I sort of
wrote things down briefly because I--WaS afraidimightforget some -
thingt so I, after hearing the people talk, though, I sort of wonder if I
should rip this thing up. They certainly-say it-a lot better than I can
do.

All I can do, then, is add my amens, as you did, to what has been
said. But I think I can bring a unique point to your investigation,
and that is why I am here this afternoon.

So I think that coining from the neighborhood I come from, maybe
it could be more valid, because when I told the people that there were
hungry in ins' neighborhood, it was mixed, with mixed reactions that
they accepted this. Some just didn't believe it, even though some of
these hungry people live on their block.

Others just thought I was playing with their emotions and their
reaction was suspicion, and others just refused to accept my word
for it, nd they just still don't believe it exists.

Chairman McGovr.w. Father Sanders, where is your neighborhood,
or your parish?

Reverend SANDERS. It's in the Mayor'sright next to the Mayor's
neighborhood.

Chairman McGovrax. In South Chicago?
Reverend SANDERS. It's, on the south side of Chicago. It's right in

front of theremember when you came to the Democratic Convention ?
It was the neighborhood that had all those fences around it, the
beautiful wooden fences that were taken down right after the
Convention. I don't know whefe- they went to, but they were not
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there anymore, and if you would ride through the neighborhood now,
I think_with the fences down, it just uncovered what was there before.

There is still poor people and hungry _people, but the point I want
to bring out-is that they are-proud people.

The-history of my parish has an Irish-heritage to it and that is
one of_ the reasons why they_ are-not-here with me. A lot of them
I shouldn't sly "a lot'' but some tif them are Jam -because of the
apathy, and they jug. don't_give n-danin and this, I sun sorry-to say,

a=lot- o f Ale iborlaiod
But I rwould,like-to_Speak- for those-who doia -have a spokesman.

_Wlie=didn'_t_conle-_Witliumetliere- are twiny, as -I-said, who -are--just
too -proud or too onbarrassed,=or, fiklie4=it-er not, just=tao afraid
to speakin-_froa=of_-_ymi.

-So after the city took,i he i ftil of- rthlwood -fenceS away
after the Conventian, andiafter our constant-cries of our -CaliarYville
imyrovement =association- of -"Fixup, Cleanup- and gvery-
thing,":a11-tlieSe-pleas--jiist go =on the -few ears Alla are there at our
monthly meetings, and=these people do,_ they try to keep up their
neighborhood,nand they are concerned.

But-some of-our- people_ just- -don't -want=to ask for anything, and
it's true, and-therhaVe given me this argument; you know, whenever
you give_something--away. there are a_ certain-element of people that
are going- to take everything 'for nothing. They are going to want
this, everything for nothing, -and:I-am-afraid thisliche does have
some-trial' in-fact, nd thev_iare_afraid of this. They-den't want. this
to:multiply in-- their neighborhoods, because they have never esked
for anything in that vein.

I remember- not too long- age-an elderly gentlemen came to the
rectoryand:he-had eye trouble. He could barely open_las eyes, and
he Was asking for himself and-his wifethe check was,late, or they
ran out of food, or they *anted to buy some toilet paper, and they
didn't have enough money for food, and he wasn't coming in to ask
for $5 or $10. He_ was just coining into ask for a couple-of bucks
to tide-them over.

I said, "Well, you don't know when you are going to get your
check."

He said no, but a couple of bucks willsort ofashamed to just evenask for that.
The emergencies that happen in our neighborhood because of

storms, lire,-burglary, are a little different, because a good community
absorbs these things as often as they can, and they become the stronger
for it.

My neighborhood has done this many times, and I think this is
well and good. They need to be commended for this, but the word
I bring this afternoon is really most evident when it's best hidden
and by that I mean our silent senior citizens. Those forgotten bean-
tiful people who seem to be quite satisfied because we don't hear
them, and this, seem to have few needs. really, because we don't know
what they are, and they seem to be no burden at all to us because out
of sight means out of `mind and they are not marching today for
more money or food. They are more quiet than us. They just sit:there
and go hungry, and they are really not complaining to you or to me,but I am complainingarid they didn't even send me here.
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I came because I had toand fortunately they don't even know
I am here.

And I am glad, because they won't be embarrassed. Again, they
are proud people, proud of their Irish heritage, and a lot of them
other nationalities. But they found themselves in circumstances
beyond their foresight. You know, they didn't plan on getting old
so fastand really, who does.

But like that sudden spring storm that conies the doctor bills,
medicine, heat, rent, and -food have_soared away- beyond -their means,
and I know that -they need more than -what they are getting.

So as I said -before,hungerimmy--_neighborhoed-ha been unfortu-
nately treated_ as a - frivolous thing.

In a recent -article- printed -in- =the Bridgeport _NeWs_ they stated
that they wanted to know_ who these- so - tilled- linnfttYr people- were.
They wanted to -know their names end addiresSes ,even though some
of them, as I said, lived on their own-block,-and they wanted to knoli
why they weren't informed.

How come I dare speak for these hungry people and not tell them
first?

And finally, they wondered how- I was so privileged to have such
a wealth of knowledge about this hunger situation.

Well, my experience and my privilege, I guesS, comes from the
many people that have come_ to our priests house just looking for
food and shelter, and are in dire need, and then going to their homes,
after I have given them somehting,-to _see if _I could do more.

And a lot of times our Catholic Charities has helped, but sometimes
they can't do everything, and the Government is then suggested, and
they asked me to go to the Governmentand I do.

But back to what I think is my unique point and my contribution
this afternoon, is I just want you to be awareas I hope you are
alreadythat even these "good people" don't like to admit there is
hunger and poverty in their neighborhood.- They would rather hide
it like a little monster, and refuse to admit it ever existed. But it does
exist.

I know them, and if they weren't so proud and fearful, they might
be here with me, and sort of I wish they were.

But they don't want to be labeled by their neighbors as this good-
for-nothing who gets everything for nothing, and theythe reason
I am here is that I know that they could have picked a better spokes-
man than me, but I think I am at least better than nothingend
I am glad you have at _least given me this, your attention, and this
opportunity to speak on behalf of these people.

Please, weigh thoughtfully what. 'Alert: said, and thank you.
Chairman McGovr.ex. Father Sanders, can we just direct a couple

of questions to you?
Reverend SANntets. Sure.
Chairman INIeGovEnx. I wanted to ask youI am sure that the

problem you described is there. How extensive is it in terms of yoar
parishioners and people that you ere familiar with, what are the
dimensions of this; can you give us some indication of what percent-
age. for how many people are involved in the kind of hunger and
need that you described?
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Reverend SANDERS. Well, as I said, the ones that I know about
usually are the ones that come to me, that come to the priests' house, and
these are Catholic and non-Catholic, but so all I can do is really
magnify this.

Chairman McGovEas. Yes.
Reverend SANDERS. Just the other day I went to a home. I heard they

were hungry and, you know, they just didn't know where the rectory
was, so percentagewise I would hate to even guess.

Chairman McGovEnx. But it's not just an isolated case?
Reverend SANDERS. No, this isn't lust emergency cases.
Chairman Mc GovEnx. There are sizable number of people involved ?
Reverend SANDERS. I think so, the senior citizens and the families

whose husband's can't work. I think it's too sizable.
Chairman McGovznx. Is it your view that the present food assist-

ance prograins just aren't reaching the older people? Is there some-
thing fundamentally wrong with the way the program is structured?

Reverend SANDFXS. From the way they es.plamed it to me, they are
just not getting enough. They keep saying, "Meat is higher, Father,
I still have to pay rent, and what happens when I get a medical
expense? That is going to take something else out of the food budget."
So from what they tell irm it isn't enough.

Chairman McGovEnx. It's basically an income problem, and the
lack (4 adequate food assistance to deal with people that are on
these low incomes?

Reverend SANDERS. Right. We have a Vincent De Paul Society in the
parish, and we are willing to help these people when they do come,
and we want them to come to us this way. But I think it could come
from the Government and from the city too.

Anything else?
Senator PERCY. Father Sanders, I asked for a copy ahead of time

of your statement---
Reverend SANDERS. I am sorry.
Senator PERCY (continuing). And I noticed there wasn't a. copy,

and I glanced over and noticed that it was in longhand. It was
perfectly obvious that your statement was not prepared by any
public relations director.

Reverend SANDERS. I am sorry.
Senator PERCY. You camethis came right from your own heart

and :-our own experience.
Reverend SANDERS. Right.
Senator PERCY. I wonder if you could tell us about the problems

that you see in hunger, imirticularly with the youngest, the infants,
and whether or not you have seen instances where expectant mothers,
where children in their early formulative years, 1 year, 2 years,
3 years, have inadequate food. Could you then comment on the par-
ticular and peculiar problems of feeding the elderly, and even if
you have food available in a mission or a church, is it possible always
for the elderly to get there ?

Reverend SANDMIS. Well, Senator, this calls for more than just one
man can do, one 1p:rson can do, and what I have been trying to do in our
community is to get the people aware, first of all, that this problem
does exist. This seems to be my problem right now. They don't want
to admit it, and there arewehave a lot of kids in our neighborhood.
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It's an old community and yet it's a young community because just
riding through the streets in the summertime we have kids all over
the place. You really have to be careful, and a lot of them don't have
shoes, and a lot of them are drinking pop and potato chips all day,
and they look healthy, but then this, the disease comes in, and the
sickness comes in where there is malnutrition, and they are notwell,
Sister tells me the stories more thanour Sister could give you more
stories than I could give where she takes the kids to the convent and
feeds them, or she will call up home and say, "How come Johnny
wasn't fed breakfast? " This is in the morning, and she finds out that
both parents are working and the grandmother is home, and she just
doesn't take care of the kids as well.

A million instanceswell, a thousand instances- like this; where
we catch it, we try to do something about it and, of course, these are
again the ones that come to our Catholic school.

And the public school does have a program of giving them a hot
lunch, which we don't have, see, and so they do get a good meal
at least once a day in our public schools, and that is great. I wish we
could cash in on this some way, but the senior citizens, then, we have
tried this, we have had a program through Catholic charities even
of getting a hot meal to these senior citizens at least oncea day, and
unfortunately they are, like I said, almost afriiid to speak out, that
their neighbors are going to think, "Well, I am poor," and so what
I am trying to do is show them that they deserve this, that this is
not charity, and this is something that you have been in this neighbor-
hood for so long, we wantio take care of you now, if you are getting
enough through your service.

Senator PERCY. You mentioned an element of reticence on peoplespart to vit their condition of poverty, and I know that this does
exist.

What does that mean to us, so far as programs such as food stamps
are concerned. For food stamps they must wait in line; they must
show up and show that they are pol4r, and demonstrate their poverty.
Do you think that a great many people simply don't go, and do
without, and deprive even their children of the necessary food simply
because of this sense of pride?

Reverend SANDERS. I am afraid so.
Senator PERCY. Do you think there could be a better system de-

veloped until we are able, to replace food stamps which people stand
in grocery lines and show to use?

Reverend SANDERS. Yes.
Senator PERCY. But even those that have them, do you think there

is a better way to deliver them ? If we can deliver income tax returns
to peoples homes, can't we find a way to get food stamps to them thatway?

Reverend SANDERS. Well, the suggestion I would haveand I thinkit has been brought up beforeis where a community center some-
howit isn't too bad if someone in the community they trust, like
myself or someone in this communitythen, you know, so they are
not given out as charity, but here is something you deserve. If it's
treated different, I think it would be a lot better.

Senator PERCY. One last question, with respect to greater utiliza-
tion of churches and parishes, and synagogues. It seems to me that
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here we have a physical facility that is used on Sunday, and maybe
one or two evenings a week, but that it does stand idle a great deal
of the time.

Now, we are fortunate in being able to use this auditorium for
this purpose, and we are grateful. But I wonder when we move into
the Nixon welfare reform program, which is now bipartisanly sup-
ported and has passed the House, which provides for operating
expenses for day care centers, but not money to construct a day care
center, would it be possible for churches to be used for that purpose?
Would it be possible -then for the operating expenses available now
through appropriation to be paid to the churches to provide their
physical facilities? Aren't those churches ideally located?

Reverend SANDERS. Yes.
Senator PERCY. You don't have to construct them; they are not

being utilized during the day, during the week generally. Wouldn't
they have adequate facilities, and wouldn't people feel comfortable
dropping their children off at a church rather than maybe some
storefront operation, or even utilizing part of a school building which
is ciowded ? " " e

Reverend SANDERS. I would venture to guess that the Cardinal
would be all for that, and we areif it were available in our neigh-
borhood, I know we would do it, and so would the other churches in
the neighborhood.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much for a very moving and
touching and helpful testimony.

Reverend SLNDERS. Thank you very much.
Chairman AfoGovnurr. Thank you, Father Sanders.
Our: next, witness, nowAsAtr. Stanlpy KApnsoilc. I nnderstanct he

has arrived. Mr. KaPilikik, the project director of emergency food
and medical services of Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY C. KAPUSCIK, PROJECT DIRECTOR,
EMERGENCY FOOD AND MEDICAL SERVICES, COOK COUNTY
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY
CHARLES DAVID HUGHES, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Mr. linpusonr. The organization I represent, the Cook County
Office of Economic Opportunity, Inc., is a community action agency
funded by the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity. We serve the
suburban Cook County area outside of the city of Chicago. The area
is 732 square miles containing approximately 2 million persons, over
100 separate municipalities, and 450 separate governmental units.

Approximately one out of 20 persons in suburban Cook County
have incomes below the poverty line, or 120,000 persons in 27,000
families. Since the 1960 census, this figure has been reported by repu-
table sources to have steadily increased. The problems of poverty are
as diverse in suburban Cook County as they are for the Nation. They
range from Spanish-speaking migrant labor problems and racially
isolated ghetto areas to entire municipalities which are economically
depressed.

Poverty in the suburbs is much more psychologically debilitating
due to the nearby American dream affluence and also to its being lost
in the myth that suburbia equals affluence. Services are fewer and
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more difficult to get to. Rents are higher and transportation expenses
it simply costs more to be poor in the suburbs.

My specific task in this agency is to direct the emergency food and
medical services project we call Operation Nutrition. This program
utilizes the U.S. Department of Agriculture supplemental foods for
low-income groups vulnerable to malnutrition, covering children
under 6 years old, pregnant women, and post partum mothers. There
are 111 food items included in this, ranging from meat, milk, potatoes,
and vegetables and juices, et cetera.

This is a prevention program and eligible participants do not need
to demonstrate visible ill effects of malnutrition, although we have
seen individual families who have these-visible ill effects due to poor
diet.

The Department of Agriculture supplies the food for this program,
and we receive a grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity to
implement a distribution system to get the food to those persons in
need of it.

The annualized _grant of $167,000 is intended to cover these costs
of-marehouse, staffl transportation, supplies, and equipment.

In reality, it isitoo.small to effect an efficient system to serve the
14,000 persons we estimate are in need of this program, and have
relied heavily on cooperation from many agencies, organizations,
municipalities, and individual citizens.

-Notably among these have been the Director of the regional U.S.
Department of Agriculture office, Mr. Dennis Doyle, and his staff;
the. director of the State departmentof public health; Dr. Franklin
Yoder; the director of Cook County Department of Public Health,
Dr. John B. Hall, and his staff; staff of the Cook County Department
of Public 'Assistance; public officials of such municipalities as Evans-
ton, Maywood, and Robbins, and the Stone. Container Corp., to namebut a few.

Of course, not all organizations and municipalities have been as
receptive as the above. Some denied that a problem exists to maintain
an "affluent, middle-class, suburban image" of their towns,. while
others subtly implied that poor people deserve to be poor or in fact
that they want to be poor.

In our 6 months of distribution we have served 4,500 persons and
anticipate reaching 14,000 persons in the near future.

Our primary problem in not reaching more people sooner is thatof the large geographic area and complex political boundaries, but
in having established a food distribution system in one of the largest
and most complex counties in the Nation, we have demonstrated its
feasibility in other areas.

We have not only demonstrated a delivery system, but that it can
be done at low cost and preserve the dignity of the recipients.

We estimate that with our current distribution of 4,500 persons the
cost is $3.09 per person per month, and project a cost of 99 cents per
person per month when we reach the optimum number of 14,000persons to be served.

To insure that the recipients of the foods do not suffer the indig-
nities of standing in long lines, we prepackage the foodstuff nt the
central warehouse in prescribed amounts rather than having personswait for this process to be done at the distribution center.
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Because we believe that food in this Nation of plenty should be
a right for all and not just a privilege of those who can afford it, the
recipient in this program is not made to feel that it is a charitable
handout.

As well as we have done with this food distribution program, and
in demonstrating its feasibility anywhere, we regret that it is inade-
quate. It will reach only 12 percent of the persons in suburban Cook
County who are poor.

Does a child after his sixth birthday cease suffering from the effects
of malnutrition and hunger? Is an adult not vulnerable to malnutri-
tion ? The elderly citizens become immune to malnutrition or hunger?
These are questions we as an agency must yet respond to, and are in
process of seeking out programs to :lo so.

We are now applying for a U.S. Department of Agriculture special
food service mogram for children through the State superintendent
of public instruction. We are seeking out food .programs for the
elderly.

All, of these will help, but it remains a patchwork of programs,
uncoordinated, to fill the total needs of the poverty community.

What is in fact needed is a coordinative framework of various
programs to become a single, comprehensive, need-filling program
rather than piecemeal programs fel. special groups, administered by
different. agencies or with :varied sidelines.

Ideally, one Federal or State agency should be funded for' all pro-
grams from infants to the,elderly. .

Community action - ,agencies are an ideal coordinating mechanisM
to effect such coMpreliensiveness,and the Cook County Office of Eco-
whine Opportunity hits, developed such capability.

In addition to new designs of seivice-delivery, systems in areas of
food and health needs, basic social and economic reforms,are required
to change the picture of poverty in this country.

Tile Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity supports three
basic recommendations of the White House Conference on Hunger
and Malnutrition.

One, a guaranteed annual income of $5,500 for a family of four.
Two, a national health insurance plan.
Three, innovative approaches to community control of traditional

food distribution systems, such as foal cooperatives.
Thank you very much.
(The statement of Stanley C. Kapuscik follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STANLEY C. ICAPIIEICIIC

The organization I represent, the Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity.
Inc. is a Community Action Agency funded by the United States Office of
Economic Opportunity. We serve the Suburban Cook County area outside the
City of Chicago. The area is 732 square nines containing approximately 2 million
persons, over 100 separate municipalities and 450 separate governmental units.
Approxmately one out of twenty persons in Suburban Cook County have incomes
below the poverty line, or 120,000 persons in 27.000 families. Since the-1960
census, this figure has been reported by reputable sources to have steadily in-
creased. The problems of poverty are as diverse in Suburban Cook County as
they are for the nation. They range from Spanish-speaking migrant labor prob-
lems and racially isolated ghetto areas to entire municipalities which are eco-
nomically depressed.
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Poverty in the suburbs is much more psychologically debilitating due to the
nearby -American Dream" affluence and also to its being lust in the myth that
suburbia equals affluence. Services are iewer and more oitticult to get to. Rents
are higher and transportation expensive. It simply costs more to be poor in the
suburbs.

My specific task in this agency is to direct the Emergency Food and Medical
Services project we call Operation Nutrition. This program utilizes the United
States Department of Agriculture supplemental foods for low-Income groups
vulnerable to malnutrition, covering children under six years old, pregnant
women and post imam mothers. This is a prevention program and eligible
participants do not need to demonstrate visible ill effects of malnutrition, al-
though we have seen individual families who have these visible ill effects due to
poor diet.

The Department of Agriculture supplies the food for thIS program, and we
receive a giant from the Office of Economic Opportunity to. implement a dis-
tribution system to get the food to those persons In need of It. This annualized
grant of $107,000.00 is intended to 'cover those costs of warehouse, staff, trans-
portation; supplies and equipment. In reality, it is too small to effect an efficient
system to serve the 14,000 persons we estimate arc in need-of this program, and
have relied heavily on cooperation from many agencies, organizations, munici-
palities and individual citizens. Notably among these have been the Director of
the Regional United States Department of Agriculture Office; Mr. Dennis Doyle
and his staff ; the Director of the State Department of Public Health, Dr.
Franklin Yoder; the Director of Cook County Department of Public Health. Dr.
John B. Hall and his staff; staff of the Cook County Department of Public
Assistance; public officials of such municipalities us Evanston. Maywood and
Robbins; and the StOne Container Corporation,Ito name but a few.

Of course, not all organizations and municipalities have been as receptive as
the above. Some deny that a problem exists to maintain an "affluent, middle-
class..suburban" image of their towns while others subtly implj, that poor people
deseive to be poor or in fact, that they want to be poor.

In our sixth month of distribution we have served 4.500 persons and.antlefpate
reaching 14,000 persons In the near future. Our primary problemin not reaching
more.people sooner is that of the large geographic area and complex, political
boundaries. But." In having established a food distribution system in one of the
largest and most complex counties in the nation, we have demonstrated its
feasibility in other areas. We have not only demonstrated a delivery system but
that it can be done at low cost and preserve the dignity of the recipients.

We estimate that with our current distribution of 4,500 persons the cost Is
$3.09 per person per month and project a cost of .990 per person per month
when we reach the optimal number of 14.000 persons to be served.

To Insure that the recipients of the foods do not suffer the indignities of
standing in long lines, we pre-package the foodstuffs at the central warehouse
in prescribed amounts rather than having persons wait for this ,process to be
done at the distribution center. Because we believe that food in this nation of
plenty, should be a right for all and not just a privilege of those who can afford
it, the recipient in this program is not made to feel that it is a charitable
handout.

As well as we have done with this food distribution program, and demonstrat-
ing Its feasibility anywhere, we regret that it is inadequate. It will reach only
12% of the persons in Suburban Cook County who are poor. Does a child who
after his sixth birthday cease suffering from the effects of malnutrition and
hunger? Is an adult not vulnerable to malnutrition? Do elderly citizens become
immune to malnutrition or hunger? These are questions we as an agency must
yet respond to and are in process of seeking out programs to do so. We are now
applying for a United States Department of Agrienittre special food service
program for children through the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
We are seeking out food programs for the elderly. All of these will help but it
remains a patchwork of programs, uncoordinated to fill the total needs of the
poverty community.

What is in fact needed. is a coordinative framework of various programs to
become a single. comprehensive. need-filling program rather than piecemeal
programs for special groups. administered by different agencies or with varied
guidelines. Ideally. one federal or state agency ohould be funded for all pro-
grams from infants to the elderly. Community Action Agencies are an ideal
coordinating mechanism to effect such comprehensiveness and the Cook County
Office of Economic Opportunity has developed such capability.

42-775-70pt. 2-22
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In addition to new designs of service-delivery systems in areas of food and
health needs, basic social and economic reforms are required to change the
picture of poverty in this country. The Cook County Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity supports three basic recommendations of the White House Conference on
Hunger and Malnutrition.

1. A Guaranteed Annual Income of 35,500.00 for a family of four.
2. A National Health Insurance Plan.
3. Innovative approaches to community control of traditional food distribu-

tion systems such as fod cooperatives.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much. The Chairman has stepped
out for just a moment.

Dr. Brooks was asked whether or not he was familiar with the
program, and he said, I believe, that he has talked with people in
the program.

Have you ever personally had a visit from Dr. Brooks? Has he
inquired about the nature of your program, as distribution costs,
why your costs of warehousingwere so much less than the city, of
Chicago's original estimates? How familiar were they with your
program?

Mr.-.1pAruscix. I don"t know how familiar they might be because I
have had no contaet with his office.

Senator PERCY. What?
Mr. K.I.ruscia. I have had no contact with his office.
Senator PERCY.' Yoii have had'no contact with his office?
Mr. ICriiietic. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. Can you tell us what your warehouse costs actually

are running now I
Mr. KAPIrscia. About 25 cents per square foot, $5,400 a year.
Senator PERCY. I have seen in East St. Louis the warehousing of

the Department of Agriculture food ,surpluses running :on in the,hot
weather. It was 100 degrees' when vis.thesie, and' all- the. packages
were labeled, "Do not store in temperatures over 30 to 70 degrees
fahrenheit."

Do you have adequate warehousing of the type, that would keep
the temperatures down so that foods could be stored safely?

Mr. 1ruscix. Yes, sir. We have the General Services Administra-tion warehouse.
Senator PERCY. Do you have any reason to feel that comparable

warehouse facilities could not be located in Chicago at comparable
cost?

Mr. KAN:MOIR. I believe right now there are about 18,000 square
feet of space at the GSA warehouse where we are located.

Senator PERCY. So that the fact that Chicago can't have such a
program because it is too expensive to administers one cost of which

iis warehousing, should it not be true? Do you believe that there is aneed for a program like yours in Chicago, or does the need seem toend at the city line ?
Mr. KAPIISCIK I think there is a need for any program, sir, that

would help with the problems of malnutrition and hunger in the city
of Chicago or anywhere else in the country, that if this program here
can in some way help alleviate the problem, it is needed.

Senator PERCY. Could you tell us how a person gets food? I imagine
this food is pretty heavy, isn't it?

Mr. KAPIISCIK. Yes, sir.
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Senator PERCY. Now, the food parcels that Breadbasket passed out

here were manageable, but even some of those elderly people and
children who came up to get them were struggling to hold on.

If they don't have a car, how do they take home the food that you

have available for them? Do you have any other home delivery

service ?
Mr. KAMSCIK. Yes, sir. We pretty much base many of our pm-

grams on getting as many people to volunteer services as possiblb.
This program specifically, if we can get people who have cars, be it

from the poverty community itself or the affluent neighborhoods, we
have them come in cars and deliver the food, if necessary.

Senator PERCY. Do you have any automotive equipment of your
own in the program?

Mr. KAPIJSCIK. At this moment, no, we are leasing most of our
equipment, although we are looking for surplus property from the
General Services Administration.

Senator PERCY. We have spent some time in the committee talking
;about the need for nutrition education, along with delivering food,
delivering information about its proper use.

I wonder if you couldlell us from your experience wh$her people
in low incomes are knowledgeable about nutrition. saidkliets, know
how to spend their money in the best possible way for the greatest
nutritional return on their investment, and whether a ,program of
nutrition education would be helpful and desirable, and would be well
received by people of low incomes.

Mr. KAMSCIS. I think it is probably helpful to anybody really. I
'think that doctors who have testified in the past have said that teen-
.1tgers of affluent funiliesavr .frequently had a problem with taking
.instifficiene nutritious' *ood, but "We try. to,werk with thesapartienisr
foods we have in setting up workshops with the recipients, to work
with the specific foods, and playing around with basic kinds of ways
to prepare them.

I don't honestly believe that nutrition education is a big factor, as
much as getting food on the table.

Senator PERCY. How many community distribution centers do you
actually operate ?

Mr. Knruscric. Right now we have 12.
Senator PERCY. Twelve, and this rings the city northwest, south
Mr. KAMSCIS. Yes, in some cases the villages or cities have given

us space; in others, we have churches, other cases we have community
houses, community centers, and so on.

Senator PERCY. Do you have any services beyond the delivery of
food; in other words, information as to where health care can be
obtained?

Do you refer them to health facilities? What other services are you
called on to perform?

Mr. KAMSCIK. Yes, sir. The persons in the community are being
trained and taught as part of their task to recognize, and also to be
able to refer and get people to other needed services, including health,
and other food services and jobs, and that sort oething.

Senator PERCY. I understand that you do have several multipurpose
centers. Could you describe these centers, and what functions they
perform?
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Mr. ICAPIISCIK. This is part of the Cook County Office of Economic
Opportunity multiservice center systems, in winch we have all pro-
grams that we in some way are administering, coordinated through
local neighborhood service centers; intake systems, in which persons
who need various kinds of help can then get that help from the tra-
ditional agencies in existence, or through some of the Offices of
Economic Opportunity programs.

Senator Pr.ure. Are you considering substituting any new pro-
grams, such as establishing food cooperatives?

Mr. KAPIISCIK. Yes, sir. I have been working very closely with some
very fine people, conducting Hikes for the Hungry throughout sub-
urban Cook County.

We have presented to them the food cooperatives, and they have
agreed to support this endeavor. We hope to very shortly, approxi-
mately June, establish the first food cooperative.

Senator PERCY. What do you think the effects will be on the health
of the people that you have, been serving now for 4, 5 or 6 months if
you do not have this supplementary food program? How different
would these people be with it and without it?

Mr. ICAPOSCHC. I think there are two levels of response; one. is the
fact that people who are in low income frequently have the problem
of wondering where the next meal is coining from.

I think this is a.great part of the problem. It brings in froni-$.9 to
$14. worth of extra groceries a month. .

Secondaly, I think it would be very difficult to assess the prevention
of real malnutrition, becauSe I think malnutrition effects are verysubtle in terms of a child being very slow in school, or somewhat
tense and so forth:.

Senator PERCY. It has been a long time since I have been in the
Chicago school system. We had conflicting reports from mothers atthe break on the cost of milk for children- in school.

Do you have any idea what that cost, *hat they must pay for milkfor .the children?
Mr. ICAKTscix. No, sir, I don't, I am sorry.
Senator PERCY. You don't? Fine. I want to thank you very muchinded, Mr. Kapuscik, foryour very fine testimony, and I think we arefortunate to have a man of your quality in this program.
Dr. Mendelsohn and Dr. Thomas.
I believe Dr. Thomas is not here, so Dr. Mendelsohn, if you willbe good enough to step forward.
I would like to state for our audience that Dr. Mendelsohn is anoted .pediatrician, and we starred together, unbeknownst to eachother, in a film, but I don't know that it will ever get an Oscar Award,but it certainly is a film of interest to this group, "To Feed theHungry."
Dr. Mendelsohn, we are happy to have you with us, and would youplease proceed.
Dr. MENDELSOHN. Thank you, Senator Percy, and I am pleased tolearn I am costarring with you.
I believe you have my written statement, my prepared statement.Senator PERCY. Pardon?
Dr. MENDELSOHN. I believe you have my prepared statement.
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Senator PERCY. Yes, someplace up here, I believe. I don't have a
copy of it here.

Do you have extra copies of it?
Dr. MENDF.LSOIIN. Yes.
Senator Pr.ncr. If you have any for the press, I know they would

appreciate it.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT S. MENDELSOHN, M.D., ASSOCIATE PRO-
FESSOR AND DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF COMMUNITY PEDIATRICS,
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

Dr. MENDELSOHN. I am both happy and sad to appear before you
today. Happy because of the additional opportunity to provide in-
formation about the hunger and malnutrition situation in our State
of Illinois, and sad, because it is still necessary to hold this kind of
session, because in the 14 months since my first testimony so little has
been accomplished.

I might also add that I am somewhat embarrassed to testify after
the eloquence of the people who themselves have experienced hunger
and deprivation.

However, I wou1.1 like at the outset to congratulate you for holding
these hearings and for making this opportunity possible.

I will begin my testimony by going back to February 28, 1969,
when I was privileged to appear before the Legislative Advisory
Committee on Public Assistance of the State of Illinois. The chair-
man of that committee is Senator John W. Carroll of Park Ridge.

At that time, I was the National Director of the Medical Consulta-
tion Service for Project Headstart. My testimony consisted primarily
of reports of pediatricians who were serving as consultants to local
Headstart projects in Illinois.

For those who have not had an opportunity to view that testimony,
and with the permission of the chairman, I would like to take a few
minutes to present excerpts from that testimony 14 months ago.

I intend to first show some evidence that demonstrates that the Illinois
situation is no exception to the national scene. and that malnutrition, hunger,
starvation and deficiency diseases exist in all parts of this State.

I would like to say, parenthetically, that the information I am
about to present demonstrates on a small scale what the findings of
the select committee investigators, primarily Dr. Arnold Schaefer,
and his group have shown hi much greater detail previously.

I also intend to propose measures that must be taken if we are to
live with our own consciences, (I continue to quote.)

My present position is director of the Medical Consultation Service
to Project Headstart for the American Academy of Pediatrics.

In this position, I have the opportunity to read reports of our 665
pediatric consultants to Headstart projects throughout the country.
Of these consultants, 21 are assigned to projects in Illinois.

Immediately after learning of my scheduled appearance before this
committee, I requested the aid of these consultants. Their responses
indicate that serious malnutrition exists in both the rural and urban
areas of our great State of Illinois.

Anemia is one of the indicators of undernutrition, and our consult-
ants reports and laboratory tests in different localities demonstrate an
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incidence of 5 percent to 30 percent anemic children in the preschool
age group served by Project Headstart.

There are other signs and symptoms besides anemia, and I will
briefly quote a few of our doctors' comments.

I would first like to emphasize that these statements emanate from
scientifically trained, professionally capable physicians, some in aca-
demic circles, others in private practice. They were all especially
selected by the American Academy of Pediatrics because of their out-
standing expert knowledge in the field of child growth and develop-
ment.

Dr. Vernon DeYoung, a pediatrician on the staff of the Illinois
State Pediatric Institute, reports about malnutrition in Joliet:

When I made my site visit to the Joliet Headstart Project on January 8, 1000,
one of the findings that had been unearthed by their screening tests was that
almost every child had anemiahemoglobin under 10 grams percent.

The director and the nurse of the project consulted with the nutritionist of
the Will County Health Department. This unearthed a woeful lack of protein in
the diet of these children.

They then supplied the mothers of the children with proper diet lists, and the
Nutritionists and the nurse tried to assist the mothers in the following of these
dietary lists. It was discovered that the food allotnients would only pay for
one-half to two-thirds of the usual necessary nutritional diet even when the
mother was coached by a skilled Nutritionist:

I would like to underscore that last sentence.
The Nutritionist found that to stave off hunger sensations she had to make

the meals highly starchy, containing potatoes or bread, but little meat, fish, or
dairy products.

The head Start schoolteacher complained that many of the children were
listless, ill - tempered, and unable to concentrate on tasks until the noon luncheon
was served. Some of the teachers found that they had to feed the children as
early as possible. Otherwise, they could not function.

Dr. Werner Cryns, a pediatrician from Evanston, reports about
children in the ghettoes of Chicago.

He states:
In the series of 52 children seen fn about three months, it is my clinical

impression that malnutrition has played a significant role in at least 34. Mal-
nutrition is seen here in the broadest sense, including poor nutritional status
in mother, poor basic nutrition in the developing infants. and the nutritional
deficiencies incidental to feeding problems of children with chronic brain
syndrome. Here in situations where optimal feeding is indicated to promote
general and central nervous system development, nutritional inputs are in fact
drastically below minimal levels for "normal" children.

Dr. Roger Meyer, Director of the Infant Welfare Society in Chi-
cago, states:

Infant Welfare Society Staff now have an organized detection, reporting
and treatment service, and find that supplemental food supplies are difficult
to obtain. Recent discussion with those responsible for administration, of the
food programs reveals that unusual obstacles to food distribution are posed.
Purchase of carload lots are required for obtaining much smaller amounts.
Red tape places fond out of reach of the most needy families.

Finally. Dr. Jack Meteoff. Chairman of the Department of Pedi-
atrics at Afichael Reece Hocnital. and an international authority on
the subject of nutrition, reports that many children hospitalized at
Michael Reese suffer the effects of starvation and malnutrition. He
informed me that his work over the Past several years in Mexico on
infants with severe protein malnutrition and other deficiency condi-
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tion3 has been very useful in dealing with the kind of children seen
on his hospital wards here in the city of Chicago. Dr. Metcoff reports
that in the year 1967, 18 cases of malnutrition were identified in
children 1 year of age and under. I am sure that the committee mem-
hers are aware that this shocking figure represents only a fraction of
the great number of unidentified cases. I. myself, can remember thin,
starved, emaciated children on those wards at Michael Reese Hospital
seen during my residency training almost 20 years ago.

I wish to underscore that these are not isolated cases restricted to
a few doctors or to a few medical centers. On the contrary, this is a
consistent pattern throughout our fair State of Illinois.

These are sections of their testimony, and I have with inc copies of
the entire statement available at the request of the committee.

Fourteen months have elapsed since that meeting. What has hap-
pened during that time?

We can list some positive accomplishments:
1. Hunger and malnutrition have become public issues, and have

received considerable publicity.
2. We have discovered that hunger and malnutrition exists in pre-

viously unsuspected. locations. Only a few days ago a meeting was
held at Chute Junior High School in Evanston. At that meeting over
30 witnesses gave testimony before si c State legislators, and to an
audience estimated at 500 people.

These witnesses, many of them poor and malnourished themselves,
described in detail conditions of hunger and malnutrition existing
in Evanston, Deerfield, Elk Grove Village, and other neighboring
suburbs.

3. We have recognized the widespread existence of malnutrition
in aged folks throughout our society.

4. We have identified and publicized the unethical practices of a
large segment of the American food industrywhich, by the way,
affects the middle and upper classes as well.

5. We have fed small numbers of people who otherwise might
have gone hungry, through some extensions, inadequate though they
may be, of food stamp, school lunch and other programs.

In regard to the latter, special commendation should be given to
State Representative Robert Mann for his efforts and accomplish-
ments.

I would like to add a sixth one. A few weeks ago I learned that at
Loyola University Medical School, the first case of kwashiorkor was
identified in this city. Kwashiorkor was the kind of malnutrition that
is usually associated with Biafra.

Evaluation of future effortsand I have divided this into indica-
tors of how to evaluate our efforts to eradicate malnutrition, since that
RCM to be a favorite question of many people.

The first is misleading indicators.
There are several misleading indicators of whether hunger and

malnutrition are being conquered. These included:
1. Expansion of plans for food stmnp programs.
2. Increased appropriations for school lunch programs.
3. Increased funding of antipoverty programs.
Many of the previous speakers have already addressed themselves

to this issue, but I would like to add my few comments.
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At one time I was innocent enough to believe these approaches
provided the correct answers. Now I have learned the lesson that the
poor have known all along. That lesson, simply stated, is that any
program can be sabotaged if its administrators want it to fail. This
applies to all so-called solutions, from more food stamps to income
maintenance plans.

In order to insure the failure of a program, the following tech-
niques can be utilized, among others.

1. Inadequate funding.
2. Discouragement of applications by red tape and administrative

delays.
3. Treating recipients in an undignified, discriminatory, and in-

human fashion.
4. Using most of the monev,for administrative and professional

personnel, thus insuring that tile middle class, rather than the poor,
will receive the greatest benefits.

In contrast to these misleading indicators, there are a number of
true indicators of the effect of antihunger efforts. These depend on an
appreciation of the physical and psychological effects of hunger and
malnutrition. I will be able to tell that hunger is being eliminated in
the following ways:

When the number of preniature babies at Cook County Hospital
and other charity hospitals will decrease. Right now the incidence of
prematurity among the poor in some areas is 10 times as high as
among the rich.

When the infant mortality rate in,the Chicago ghetto will approach
tliat of Highland Park. The infant mortality rate of Highland Park
is eight per thousand; the infant mortality rate in some areas of
Chicago runs 40 to 60 .per thousands and I recently saw some figure
that indicates that the infant mortality rate in the southwest suburbs
of Dixmoor and Phoenix runs as high as 126 per thousand.

When the height of black and Spanish children at Cook County
Hospital will be the same as the height of white children in Wihne,tte.
Every doctor at County Hospital knows that our population contains
children who are smaller than the average of the general population.

When the head circumference of poor children will be the same as
that of rich. Smaller heads, and apparently smaller numbers of brain
cells are another characteristic of malnutrition.

When the incidence of serious infections, including severe pea-
intim, meningitis, diarrhea with dehydration, will be the same ameng
rich and poor. The incidence of serious infection is 10 times as high
among poor and malnourished people as among the rich.

When lead poisoning will disappear. Lead poisoning is exclusively
a disease of the poor.

When mental retardation will be as uncommon among poor blacks
and Nato Licans as it is among rich whites.

When IQ and educational achievement will be just as high in pub-
lic schools as it is in the head start centers.

And finally, when old folks will not show the physical, biochemical,
and psychological effects of malnutrition.

These are the only meaningful indices of progress. They measure
the results, not just the input. Measuring the amount of money up-
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propriatetl or the number of programs expanded is equivalent to
judging the health of people by measuring the number of visits to the

doctor.
I would like to close with a brief look into the future.
Fourteen months ago I was naive enough to think that simply in-

forming the people would be sufficient to make them act. Now I know

better. 1 know that the failure to act stems not from lack of informa-
tion or lack of resources or lack of ability. Rather, it is the result of
lack of motivation, of will, of desire, of ethical standards. It is a
failure of our deeds to match our- words.

there is-a gi.owing-and- accurate realization that the
solution of the hunger problem inevitably tied up with-the solution
to all othei problems of the.poor:_slum housing, poor schools, jobless:-

ness, discrimination, exploitation,_ and --white ;racism. Oar people haie
shown little willingness to face up to this situation.

We fail to understand the lesson of history, that countries and the
civilizations-survive not by force of arms or by moonshots, but rather
by how they treat their widows. and orphans, their deprived, their
elderly, their children, their physically handicapped, mentally re-
tarded, and emotionally disturbed.

I laive seen little evidence of change in the 14 months as I observed
the situation at Cook County Hospital, the _University of Illinois, the
State mental hospitals, and the national and local statistics.

Therefore, my predictions are:
1. Hunger and malnutrition will continue and increase.
2. Infant mortality rates, prematurity rates,

indirectly
figures. dis-

ease statistics, and number of deaths directly or ndirectly from mal-
nutrition will not change, and:may become worse.

3. Leapoisoning will continue to take its dreary toll. . .

4. The poor will continue to be the victims of our educational
system.

5. There will be an image of morn programs and:greater spending,
but the reality of deprivation.will 'remain unchanged; -

My .deep pessimism is,tempered only by -my `ethical_ and-religious
conviction that this is an. orderly -universe and. that juStice..will pre-
vail. My challenge to you .and? yoar celleagnes..is to-diminish, the
pessimism that I and others suffer from' by demonstrating that we
need not depend solely on divine interventionachallenge:yon to show
us-that huMan agencies-Abe Seante,..theCongreSs, the. State legigla-
tare, city,hall-:-Tan promote and achieve jastite- for. all Teople, eft-
tively and .promptly. .

Thank you very much for your_kind attention. I will happyto
respond to any questions you may wish to raise.

. .

Senator PERCY. Dr: Mendelsohn, that very provocatiVe,--dis-
couraging, but forthright statement,- and -I couldn't :disagree- with
your conclusions. . .

I suppose we might only disagree with what we mean by justice
ultimately prevailing. I would hope in my- lifetime it would: Iwoidd
hope in the foreseeable future that it. would. ..

And I have seen, even in the last year or so, a change in priorities
that has been rather dramatic in the cutback of several billion dollars
in defense expenditures, in the replacement of other programs! but



it's painfully slow compared with the urgent need that you have
pointed out

What happens to these children in the meantime, while we pro-
crastinate and delay and set up bureaucracies, and study it? What
happens if a child- of one, two and three years of age looks forward
to ultimate justice, and by the time he is ten or eleven, we have food
programs to feed children? Can he ever make up for what he has
lost in those early years?

Dr. MENDELsonx. Well, first let me answer what happens to them,
and then-secondly, whether he can compensate for it.

The way that we orient our Head Start staff is to put on the black-
bOard-soinething-thatwe call:the.scoreboar&of .death, and we divide
the blackboard into-two sections; one is called rich and the other is
poor, and we start out with 1,000 children who were born into each
group.

By the time the children reach a month of age, 997 of the rich
children will still be living; three will have died from prematurity.

But 10 times that number will have died among the poor, so only
970 will be living.

If we go on and take it to the end of the first year, about 990 of
the rich will be living, and about 940 of the poo .

If we then go on and take it up to 3 years of age, then the effects
of the diseases that I mentioned begin to be felt, and also such things
as-lezet poisoning.' We then ban about.five-more of the rich die, and
about 50 more of the poor.

And finally, when we get into the automobile accidents, and if we
carry the children up to 6 years of age, we then have a fatality rate
from automobile accidents, that is estimated as being four times as
high among poor children as among rich, so if five of the rich children
die, 20 of the poor will die.

I can't remember the exact numbers, but my recollection is that by
6 years of age,. about 18 or 19 of the ,rich group will have died as
compared to around 120 or 130 of the poor, and this, I think, is the
answer in terms of life and death as to what happens to them.

Now, what happens to the ones who survive this kind of battlefield?
They suffer from all of the physical diseases that we are all aware of,
-as,*eliiialrom-ita.ths:probitins bfitartritirand-behavior thatm've
been publicized in the last few years.

They have a furthehandicaprand that. is.the public school, which
by virtue of practices that have grown up throughout the years, makes
it almost impossible for these children to achieve the kind of educa-tional status that your children or my children are capable of achiev-

Into they come out of school, those who do come out, they come out
with a large proportion of them being diagnosed as mentally retarded
of one kind or another, and with an even larger number incapable of
progressing further.

Now, the important question is whether or not this can be overcome.Let's just talk about the survivors now and leave out the ones who
Imre .already died.

The evidence to date is somewhat conflicting on the basis of animal
experiments, where mothers are deprived of food before they give
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.birth to their young, or when litters of animals are deprived of food

early in the growth period. There seems to be pretty good evidence

that irreversible changes do occur; however, I would like to caution

anyone who tries to extrapolate from animal studies to human beings,

because there seems to be contrary evidence that human beings, even

if they do suffer from this kind of loss of tissue (and nobody can

really get inside and count the brain cells, of course), even if they do

suffer from this kind of insult, they do have the capacity to regain

the kind of achievements that are characteristic of normal children

and normal adults.
Noy', that isn't true in all cases. I am sure there are some children

who -never 'really make. it. I am 'also ,sure that none, ofAhese. children

can,recoVer unless the input at the later stage is very great. In other
words, you need a much greater investment later on in order to

achieve compensation than is required for proper growth in the first

place.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much indeed.
Chairman McGovmr. Doctor, earlier today we went over to the

food distribution center. I notice one of the youngsters that came
through the line was a little boy, maybe 7 or 8 years old, obviously

suffering from an eye infection.
Can a poor youngster of that kind find ready access to a clinic, or

someplace iwhere. he could receive medical care ?
Dr. llitiiErsolor. Well, in the first place, as we said.earlierf poor

youngsters, like the child you saw, have a much higher incidence of
serious infection because of their low resistance due to malnutrition
and other factors.

If a child like that tries to find medical care, he runs up against all
of the barriers that have been erected by the medical care system,
and I don't know how much, or how far you want to go into that kind
of a situation, but I would say in the past that ,when it comes to the
poor, it seems as if the welfare program operatesit seems as if
ever;thing operates in reverse.

The welfare system operates to keep them from getting money;
schools operate to keep them from getting an education; and the
medical..system, which you refer to, operates to..keep them from get-
ti

I could-elaborate on that, but I have a hunch that would require
many hours of testimony.

Is there any specific point you would like me to focus on ? I will be
glad to.

Chairman McGovErtx. What I was getting at is whether in the
neighborhood there is a clinic that would provide services where a
family could readily go. Supposing this youngster's mother or guard-
ian wanted to get him medical care; it is a family that can't pay for
it,.how do they go about doing it in this neighborhood, or similar
neighborhoods?

Dr. MENDELSOHN. She would have very little chance in the first
place of utilizing a private doctor because title XIX in this State
seems-toinakeAlint almost an impossibility; or at least in thsity of
Chicago.

There are clinics available; however, these clinics are characterized
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by such a host of undignified practices that we have seen established
in this city a number of so-called community, eliMes, because people
in their local areas felt that the regular clinics, such as the county
hospital, and such as the clinics that are available through some of
the private hospitals, have not been adequately serving their needs.

In general, I would say that while the clinics are available, the
chance of a child like this receiving the proper kind of care is not
good.

Now, the point that I was trying to make earlier is that nothing is
as good as prevention of disease.

The problem is to prevent this kid from getting that eye infection
in the first place, because once he has it, even if he were to go to the
finest Michigan Avenue doctors, and to the best hospitals that we
have in this city or anywhere else, he has a lessened chance of re-
covery from whatever infection he has.

We have to begin to think more in terms of the real medical prob-
lems. Doctors are used to thinking of preventive medicine in terms of
something the doctor does to keep the patient well. Instead we have
to start thinking of preventive medicine in terms of preventing the
person from ever having to be a patient, or as one of my friends put
it, when he was asked if he thought we needed more doctors in this
State, he didn't think we needed more rich doctors; he said, "Instead
we need fewer sick patients."

Chairman Aft: Gomm. Of course, an adequate diet is a tremendous-
ly important part of that preventive approach?

Dr. MENDELSOHN. I would say it is a crucial part of it, and this
isn't merely based on medical testimony.

This is based on what our mothers and grandmothers knew.
Somehow or another we have lost part of that traditional wisdom.

We feel we have to depend on some of us doctors as experts, but,
actually our mothers and grandmothers knew pretty well what anadequate.diet co-listed of.

Chairman McGovERN. Doctor, are there suggestions you could make
about dietary supplements that could be added to such ,basic foodsas milk and bread, and other staples of this kind? Are we doingenough in that direction?

Dr. MENDELSOHN. I am happy you raised that point, because, asthe studies of. Arnold Schaefer, ana others have shown, we seem to begoing in the wrong direction as far as that is concerned.
The State of Illinois happens to be a grade A State as far as milkis concerned, but some of our neighboring States are not, and we haveinstances of remarkable price differentials between fortified foods and.nonfortified.
For example, grade A milk in a neighboring State, that is milkfortified with vitamin D, costs a nickel more than milk which is notfortified with vitamin D, and yet to put vitamin D in milk costs afraction of a cent.
The use of iodized salt in this country has gone down instead ofup, because the salt manufacturers have decided for some reason oranother notwell, not understood by mehave decided to eliminatethe iodine from the salt; therefore, we are seeing in this countrygoiters in areas where they never were seen before.
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One of the problems is that if we are going to do something to the
poor, we in the middle class and rich eventually end up doing it to
ourselves, and I think that that is what has happened to us. 13y de-
priving the poor, we have given the green light to the American food
industry to start us off, if anything, in the opposite direction from
that in which we wish to travel.

So I would certainly endorse what you are saying, that we need
more and better fortification of many of our foods, but at the present
time the evidence is that we are getting less and less.

(The statement of Robert S. Mendelsohn, M.D., follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT' OF ROBERT S. MENDELSOUN

Chairman McGovern: I am both happy and sad to appear before you today.
Happy because of the additional opportunity to provide information about the
hunger and malnutrition situation in our State of Illinois. Sad because it is
still necessary to hold this kind of session, because in the 14 months since my
first testhuony so little has been accomplished.

However, I would like at the outset to congratulate you for holding these
hearings and for making this opportunity possible.

I will begin my testimony by going back to February 28, 1909, when I was
privileged to appear before the Legislative Advisory Committee on Public
Assistance of the State of Illinois. The Chairman of that Committee is Senator
John W. Carroll of Park Ridge.

At that time, I was the National Director of the Medical Consultation
Service for Project Head Start. My testimony consisted primarily of reports
of pediatricians who were serving as consultants to local Head Start projects
in Illinois.

For those who have not had an opportunity to view that Testimony. and
with the permission of the Chairman, I would like to take a few minute.: to
present excerpts from that testimony 14 months ago.

9 intend to, first. show some evidence that demonstrates that the Illinois
situation is no exception to the national scene, and that malnutrition, hunger,
starvation and deficiency diseases exist in all parts of this state.

I also intend to propose measures that must be taken if we are to live with
our own consciences.

My present position is Director of the Medical Consultation Service to Project
Head Start for the American Academy of Pediatrics. In this position. I have
the opportunity to read reports of our 665 pediatric consultants to Head Start
projects throughout the country. Twenty-one of these consultants are assigned
to projects in Illinois. Immediately after learning of my scheduled appearance
before this Committee, I requested the aid of those consultants (a copy of that
letter is attached).

Their responses indicate that serious malnutrition exists in both the rural
and urban areas of our great State of Illinois. Anemia is one of the halientors
of under-nutrition. and our consultants report that laboratory tests in different
loclitles demonstrate an Incidence of riek to 30% anemic children in the pre-
school age group served by Project Head Start. There are other signs and
symptoms besides anemia, and I will briefly quote a few of our doctors'
comments.

T would first like to emphasize that these statements emanate from scien-
tifically trained. professionally capable physicians. some in academie circles.
others in private practice. They were all especially selected by the American
Academy of Pediatrics because of their outstanding expert knowledge in the
field of child growth and development. Dr. Vernon DeYoung. a pediatrician
on the staff of the Illinois. State Pediatric Institute, reports about malnutrition
in Joliet:

"When I mode my site visit to the Joliet Head Start Project on January R.
10a9, one of the findings that had been unearthed by their screening tests was
that almost every child had anemia (HO under 10 Gm.%). The Director and
the Nurse of the Project (Mrs. Phyllis Theobald and Mrs. Jane Mirenic. RN.)
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consulted with the nutritionist of the Will County Health Department. This
unearthed a woeful lack of protein in the diet of these children.

"They then supplied the mothers of the children with proper diet lists, and
the nutritionists and the nurse tried to assist the mothers in following these
dietary lists. It was discovered that the food allotments would only pay for
one-half to two-thirds of the usual necessary nutritional diet even when the
mother was coached by a skilled nutritionist. The nutritionist found that to
stave off hunger sensations she had to make the meals highly starchy, con-
taining potatoes or bread, but little meat, fish, or dairy products.

"The Head Stu, school teacher complained that many of the children were
listless, ill-tempereu, and unable to concentrate on tasks until the noon luncheon
was served. Some of the teachers found that they had to feed the children
as early as possible. Otherwise, they could not function."

Dr. Werner Cryns, a pediatrician from Evanston reports about children in
the ghettoes of Chicago. He states:

"In the series of 52 children seen in about 3 months, it is my clinical im-
pression that malnutrition has played a significant role in at least 34. Malnu-
trition is seen here in the broadest sense, including poor nutritional status
in mother, poor basic nutrition in the developing infants, and the nutritional
deficiencies incidental to feeding problems of children with chronic brain
syndrome. Here in situations where optimal feeding is indicated to promote
general and central nervous system development, nutritional inputs are in fact
drastically below minimal levels for 'normal' children."

Dr. Roger Meyer, Director of the Infant Welfare Society of Chicago, states:
"Infant Welfare Society staff now have an organized detection, reporting and

treatment service, and find that supplemental food supplies are difficult to
obtain. Recent discussion with those responsible for administration of the
food programs reveals that unusual obstacles to food distribution are posed.
Purchase of carload lots are required for obtaining much smaller amounts.
Red tape places food out of reach of the most needy families."

Finally. Dr. Jack Meteor!, Chairman of the Department of Pediatrics at
Michael Reese Hospital, and an international authority on the subject of
nutrition. reports that many children hospitalized at Michael Reese suffer the
effects of starvation and malnutrition. He informed me that his work over the
past several years in Mexico on infants with severe protein malnutrition and
other deficiency conditions has been very useful in dealing with the kind of
children seen on his hospital wards. Dr. Metcoff reports that in the year 1967
eighteen eases of malnutrition were identified in children one year of age and
under. I am sure that the Committee members are aware that this shocking
figure represents only a fraction of the great number of unidentified cases.
I, myself. can remember thin. starved. emaciated children on those wards at
Michael Reese Hospital seen during my residency training almost twenty years
ago.

I wish to underscore that these are not isolated cases restricted to a few
doctors or to a few medical centers. On the contrary, this is a consistent pattern
throughout our fair State of Illinois."

These are sections of that testimony. I have with me copies of the entire
statement available upon your request.

Fourteen months have elapsed since that meeting. What has happened
during that time?

We can list some positive accomplishments:
1. Hunger and malnutrition have become public issues and have received

considerable publicity.
2. We have discovered that hunger and malnutrition exists in previously

unsuspected locations. Only a few days ago a meeting was held at Chute Junior
High School in Evanston.

At that meeting over 20 witnesses gave testimony before six State legislators
and to an audience estimated at 500 people.

These witnesses, many of them poor and malnourished themselves, described
in detail conditions of hunger and malnutrition existing in Evanston. Deerfield.
Elk Grove Village and other neighboring suburbs.

2. We have recognized the widespread existence of malnutrition in aged'
folkg throughout our society.

4. We have identified and publicized the unethical practices of a large
segment of the American food Industry.
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5. We have fed small numbers of people who otherwise might have gone
hungry through some extensions, inadequate though they may be, of food-
stamp programs.

In regard to the latter, special commendation should be given to Representa-
tive Robeit Mann, for his efforts and accomplishments.

EVALUATION OF FUTURE EFFORTS

I. Misleading indicators
There are several misleading indicators of whether hunger and malnutrition

are being conquered. These include:
1. expansion of plans for food stamp programs.
2. increased appropriation for school lunch program.
3. increased funding of anti-poverty programs.
At one time I was innocent enough to believe these approaches provided

the correct answers. Now, I have learned the lesson that the poor have known
all along. That lesson, simply stated, is that any program can be sabotaged
if its administrators wal t it to fail.. This Applies to all so-called solutions,
from more food stamps to income maintenance plans.

In order to insure the failure of a program, the following techniques can be
utilized (among others)

1. Inadequate funding.
2. Discouragement of applications by red tape and administrative delays
3. Treating recipients in an undignified, discriminatory, and inhuman fashion
4. Using most of the money for administrative and professional personnel,

thus insuring that the middle class, rather than the poor, will receive the
greatest benefits.
H. True indicators

There are a number of true indicators of the effect of antihunger efforts.
These depend on an appreciation of the physical and psychological effects of
hunger and malnutrition. I will be able to tell that hunger is being eliminated
in the following ways:

A. the number of premature babies at Cook County Hospital and other
charity hospitals still decrease.

B. the infant mortality rate in the Chicago ghetto will approach that of
Highland Park.

C. The height of Black and Spanish children at Cook County Hospital will
be the same as the height of white children in Wilmette.

D. The head circumference of poor children will be the same .as that of rich.
E. The incidence of serious infections (Revere pneumonia, meningitis, diarrhea

with dehydration) will be the same among rich and poor.
F. lead poisoning will disappear.
G. mental retardation will be as uncommon among poor Blacks and Puerto

Ricans as it is among rich whites.
H. IQ and educational achievement will be just as high in public schools

as it is in the Head Start centers.
I. old folks will not show the physical, biochemical, and psychological effects

of malnutrition.
The above are the only meaningful indices of progress. They measure the

results. not the input. Measuring the amount of money appropriated or the
number of programs expanded is equivalent to judging the health of people
by measuring the number of visits to the doctor.

ramwrioxs OF THE FrTERE

Fourteen months ago, I was naive enough to think that simply informing the
people would be sufficient to make them act. Now I know better. I know that
the failure to act Atolls not from lack of information or lack of resources or
lark of ability. Rather. it is the result of lack of motivation. of will. of desire,
of ethical standards. It is a failure of our deeds to match our words.

Furthermore. there is a growing and accurate realization that the solution
of the hunger problem is inevitably tied up with the solution to all other
problems of the poor, slum housing, poor schools, joblessness. discrimination.
exploitation and white racism. Our people have shown little willingness to
face up to this situation.
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We fail to understand the lesson of history, that countries and civilizations
survive not by force of arms or by moon-shots, but ratlter by bow they treat
their widows and orphans, their deprived, their elderly, their children, their
physically handicapped, mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed.

I have seen little evidence of change in the 14 months as I observe the
situation at Cook County Hospital, Ow University o1 Illinois, the State Mental
Hospitals and the national and local stn /pities. Th'refore, my predictions are:

1. Hunger and malnutrition will continue ant increase.
. Infant mortality rates, prematurity rates, growth figures, disease statistics,

and number of deaths directly or indirectly from malnutrition will not change
and may become worse.

3. Lead poisoning will continue to take its dreary toil.
4. The poor will continue to be the victims of our educational system.
5. There will be an image of more programs and greater spending, but the

reality of deprivation will remain unchanged.

THE CHALLENGE

My deep pessimism is tempered only by my ethical and religious conviction
that this is an orderly universe and that justice will ultimately prevail. My
challenge to you and your colleagues is to diminish the pessimism that I and
others suffer from by demonstrating that we need not depend solely on divine
intervention. I challenge you to show us that human agencies (The Senate.
The Congress, the state legislature, City Hall) can promote and achieve justice
for all people, effectively and promptly.

Thank you very much for your kind attention. I will be happy to respond
to any questions you may wish to raise.

Chairman McGovEnx. Thank you, Dr. Mendelsohn. We appreciate
your testimony.

Dr. Thomas, are you prepared to testify now ?
Dr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.
Chairman McGovr.nx. You can proceed in any way you wish, either

summarizing your statement or reading it, as you prefer.
Dr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW L THOMAS, M.D., SECRETARY, HOUSE
OF DELEGATES, NATIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA) ; PRESIDENT, COOK COUNTY PHYSICIANS' AS-
SOCIATION (ILLINOIS) ; DIRECTOR, HEALTH DIVISION, S.C.L.C.'s
OPERATION BREADBASKET (CHICAGO)

Dr. THOMAS. Senators, ladies and gentlemen, and my colleague,
Dr. Mendelsohn here.

I would believe that Dr. Mendelsohn has covered in pretty good
detail the question of malnutrition and the various medical aspects
of it.

As a concept of a medical problem, it certainly is at the heart of
our problems of health care generally.

To say that there is a health crisis in this country is to really under-
state the problem. We are well into it, and the nutritional problems
and key components of it.

Agreement could be reached among most professionals that the
technological and scientific progress since World War II set in motion
a series of interrelated developments that enabled men to become ex-
tremely successful in the materialistic side of life. Billions of dollars
have been spent for that problem, but we have paid an incalculable
price in discomfort, frustration, misery and suffering by society as
a whole.
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But among the more affluent there has been mostly discomfort and
frustration, where there is among the poor and near poor misery and
suffering.

Indeed, it seems that the less fortunate are faced with disaster, and
the basic question is one of survival in terms of existence in Amerman
society.

Many of the results are unquestionably related to our undisciplined
technological progress, but, more importantly, the problem of sur-
vival among the poor and near poor results from a hick of commit-
ment and misplaced priorities by public and private leaders of this
city, county, State, awl Nation.

Locally, in the Chicago area, our problems mirror the problems in
all degrees on a national plane.

Our own Senator Charles Percy, a member of this committee, has
looked into our local problems very carefully, and for that we are
very proud and thankful.

However, it is necessary to at least sketch the depth and seriousness
of the crisis in health as viewed through specific examples on the local
level.

In the world one can categorize countries in terms of infant mor-
tality rate, and find the United States ranks 13th among the nations
of the Western world in terms of the number of children born and
dying early in infancy, per 1,000 live births.

Further, the United States either gave substantial foreign aid, or
still gives foreign aid to those countries.

It would makb it very interesting, therefore, to note that the U.S.
infant mortality rate, about 23 per 1,000 live births, when compared
to our Uptown connnunity, where we are now, shows that Uptown
has nearly twice that rate: whereas our Lawndale community has a
little over twice that rate; the near south, Grand Boulevard, twice
that rate; and our midsouth, or Woodlawn area, has twice that rate,
but there are equally severe problems in terms of health care reflected
in our statistics locally.

In many of our communities among the underprivileged, we have
found lead poisoning, rat bites, auto accidents, venereal disease, in-
testinal and throat infections, and so on, very, very high on the list
of conditions affecting their ability to have total rehabilitation, but
a more striking disease, and unquestioned killer in our society, the
metropolitan incidents of tuberculosis, is the most prevalent commu-
nicable disease in this metropolitan community.

Chicago, with one of the Nation's highest rates on the average.
showed in the metropolitan community that in the suburban commu-
nity of Montclare, there are only about 6 per 100,000 being infected
with tuberculosis, whereas in the near west side, there are 220 patients
per 100.000, and in Altgeld. which is a community of underprivileged.
there are approximately 40 people per 100.000, compared with the
citywide average of 63 per 100,000.

Those statistics say something very clear. that even though the
people in the Altgeld Gardens are underprivileged, and largely wel-
fare recipients, their rate for tuberculosis is very strangely related to
the fact that there is a greater environment circumstance where they
are able to spread out and have less congestion. and, therefore, con-
tribute 'mightily toward helping keep the rate down.

42-77S-70-pt. 2-23



It would not be as high, however, if they were able to have better
nutrition, so the adequacy of. nutrition is related directly to one's
purchasing power in the supermarket.

The problem of adequate nutrition for less-fortunate citizens has
been emphasized by Reverend Jackson and others before legislative
leaders, and I think that this morning's testimony showed that there
are ways in which one can achieve the reversal of this situation.

Dr. Mendelsohn, I am sure, has given you some of the detadsfur
ther about that, and I shall not go forth on that, but the crisis in
nutrition, related intimately to the crisis in health, shows that we
have other crises afflicting our overall health care in terms of man-
power shortages, facilities shortages, financial problems, and so on,
which when wrapped up show circumstances such as the State of Illi-
nois is short 7,000 physicians at this moment, the United States is
short some 80,000 physicians at this moment, and it would appear,
therefore, that when one talks about the crisis, obviously we have got
to talk about how we overcome the shortage of manpower that we
ned to insure an adequate level of care for all of our people, regard-
less of their ability to pay.

Our problems at Cook County Hospital illustrate that there is no
longer charity, and we should not approach the problem from that
angle.

At this moment medical students at Wayne State University are
out on strike; they are out on strike because the administration of
the university and the State legislative body have failed to be respon-
sive to programs that would make for better care, and for increasing
the number of medical personnel available, so that, in general, I be-
lieve that there are some very distinct recommendations that can be
made, and I would like to say that what we say about the Cook
County area can be applied to any metropolitan county in this
country.

We can also find that the urban problems, as seen here and nation-
ally, have some contributions that they can make in terms of the rural
communities.

Of prime importance, our national health policy is in a confused
state, especially at the executive level.

This was a major finding of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on
Executive Reorganization, chaired by Senator Abraham Ribicoff, who
most of you know is a past Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

According to that subcommittee, some $20.6 billion would be spent
by fiscal year 1971 for various health programs, spread out over 24
separate departments and agencies.

More frequently than not, these various units compete with each
other, and set up various programs that go in opposite directions of
each other.

The.public,.and particularly the poor public, suffer as a result; thus
there maldistribution of available Federal funds, as well as poor
utilization of those funds to implement clearly defined congressional
intent as expressed through various legislative items over the past
several years.

We can only solve our health crises by implementing the public
policy that every American has a right to good quality medical care.
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In order to achieve that right, we must Dave the unitary approach
to developing systems of health care delivery.

The prime leadership must come from the Federal Government.
I believe the private sector will respond favorably to such leadership,
and certainly our State and local health officials would, consider it
desirable to do so.

I wish to make it clear that I am not talking about socialized medi-
cine, or medicine delivered by Government units. What I am saying
is appropriate governmental programs that assure every American
freedom of choice of physician and type of services available to the
general public.

I have some specific recommendations to that end:
No. 1, there should be created in this country a Department of

Health at Cabinet level that would be responsible for all aspects of
health in this Nation. Health care is too important an area to be
mixed with other Govermnent activity in what has become a huge
monster called health, Education, and Welfare. Further, the health
industry is the fastest growing industry in America, and will tax the
present bureaucracy in a manner that would limit its ability to re-
spond in the future.

No. 2, appropriate in the next fiscal year sufficient funds to guaran-
tee an adequate production of health manpower, currently estimated
by Senator Ribicoff's subcommittee at $12, billion per year for the
next 10 years to guarantee adequate numbers needed by 1985. That is
a very small priced paper guaranteed health care of American people.

No. 3, allocate approximately $10 million per annum for the next
6 years to enable students with parental income less than $10,000 to
pursue a medical education in order to increase the pool of potential
physicians, and to offset the fact that this Nation currently relies on
2O percent of our physicians coming from foreign countries year after
year.

No. 4, encourage regionalization of health activity by combining
some of the legislative ideas already embodied in current legislation.

For example, one could combine the Partnership for Health Act
and the Regional Medical Program for Cancer, Heart Disease, and
Stroke.

No. 5, there should be developed a nationally financed health in-
surance program administered by the private .sector, individuals being
subsidized on the basis of ability to pay. Emphasis here is placed on
one system of financing rather than categorizing the poor or near
poor. 'Medicaid would be eliminated entirely under this system, and
medicare would be modified in light of it, but probably left on its
own for thorn over 65 years.

No. 6, we should develop legislation that would phase out the so-
called charity hospital, since in fact, Congress has declared that every
American has a right to the best quality medical care available, re-
gardless of ability to pay.

No. 7, one should develop legislation that will promote the rehabili-
tation of individuals for greater productivity at Whatever level of
rehabilitation achievable by such individuals. This means giving life
to the concept that every American has the right to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness.
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No. 8, develop legislation that will provide tax relief to those of us
in medicine considering practicing in the urban ghetto and rural areas
as a niet hod that will dramatically redistribute health manpower
during the transitional period pending our restructuring of the health-
care system in this country.

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Senators, ladies and gentlemen; it has
been a great pleasure for one to appear before you today and advance
some humble opinions as to how we can overcome the grave crisis
affecting the health care of our people: this Nation can and must
make a solid commitment to overcome the problem, but the hour is
growing late. I strongly urge this committee to continue its work
until the problems of nutrition and basic human needs Are met. Im-
provement in health is the first step.in improving the general welfare.

Thank you very much for your invitation, and I will answer any
questions that I can.

Chairman Mc Gomm Thank you very much, Dr. Thomas. Both
you and Dr. Mendelsohn have given us superb statements, as you did
hist year when we were in this State. Senator Percy, as you will recall,
heard you testify in East St. Louis some 10 or 11 months ago. At that
time you dwelled on the widespread nature of malnutrition among
thepoor in the city of Chicago, and in other parts of this State.

Have you noticed any improvement at all in that situation, or are
we about where we were a year ago?

Dr. THOMAS. Circumstances have, in fact, in my judgment, wors-
ened. My patient load, which, as I mentioned last year, includes all
economic groupsbut I am focated right there in the heart of the
massive Robert Taylor Homes. The nutritional status of the people
in the Robert Taylor Homes and surrounding area is, in fact, de-
teriorating.

I am seeing more malnutrition as expressed in low hemoglobins or
anemia. This applies to pregnant mothers, to teenagers, to the elderly,
and FO on, and it's just rather shameful that this is a simple situation
that can be reversed dramatically with appropriate foodbe it red
meat orI am personally opposed to giving drugs where we can use
food to take care of the problem. I think it's just purely simply the
case that I would rather see the programs pay for adequate nutrition
than to pay for the health care, which is infinitely more costly.

Chairman McGovERN. Dr. Thomas, if I recall the figures right, in
the national nutritional survey that Dr. Arnold Schaeffer is conduct-
ing, they discovered, on the basis of their preliminary findings, that
about one-third of the children of poor families that they have exam-
ined are suffering from anemia or other food deficiencies, vitamin
deficiencies, protein deficiencies of one kind or another. Does that
strike you as a remarkable finding, or unusually high? Do you think
that situation would prevail among the poor in Illinois, or in Chi-
cago?

Dr. Timum. I think it's very conservative. I believe that we have
found, and Dr. Mendelsohn can elaborate further on this, in our head-
start program that figure is somewhat off. It's higher with the poor
in this urban area.

We have Dr. Widacor (phonetically) in St. Louis who is conduct-
ing some studies there with the Missouri State Health Department,
where it's a bit higher there.
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We have in most of the major metropolitan areas where Dr. Sebnef-
fer's findings were only selectively done, probably closer to a 40 per-
cent figure.

Our own Board of Health, for example, here in 1969 found that
some 42 percent of a sample group of about 4,000 people demonstrated
approximately 42 perce»t anemiasplain, garden variety, just simply
anemias that could be easily corrected with adequacy of food intake.

Chairman Mc Gomm. Well, then; would it be too much to say if
it's that extensive that malnutrition is the number one health prob-
lem?

Dr. THOMAS. I say it is the number one health problem because in
itself it is very, very severe. But it also dictates how much TB there
is, how much, infection there is, and how many diseases there are,
because one's ability to respond to insults to the body in the way of
injury or disease relates to one's nutritional status, first being solids
so that those of us who have adequacy of nutrition, ward off many
diseases that those who are poor and near poor cannot ward off be-
cause their bodies can't fight off the disease, and as Dr. Mendelsohn
pointed out earlier, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

Chairman McGovEnx. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Dr. Thomas,
Dr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.
senator PERCY (continuing). Vice President Agnew in Chicago said

that he wouldn't want to be treated by a doctor who had come in
under the quota system. He would want to be treated by one that
came in under his own achievement.

Do you really think this gets to the hecirt of the question, when
there Is not a great rush by white doctors to move into and practice
in the ghetto, or to move to Eskimo outlets and Indian reservations?
How would .you provide health service to 2! million Americus if we
didn't somehow make provision for limited facilities in our medical
schools to be opened up to minority groupsand I would a lot sooner
be rented by a doctor who came in under quota than by my next-door
neighbor or a plumber or a midwife.

Dr. Timms. Senator, that is a very, very fine question to ask, be-
cause I have a particular displeasure that the Vice President of the
United States would make such a statement which, on its surface, is
plainly dishonest.

A man who is brought into a medical school on a quota system is,
by the time of graduation, fully prepared to accept a license given in
competition with the Phi Beta Kappa who came into medical school,
so that the central issue is that many medical schools have attempted
to rectify some wrongs that have existed in terms of depriving the
poor, the black, and other minorities from entering medical school,
because there is a severe handicap.

I had the great pleasure of sitting on a task force sponsored by the
Sloan Foundation, where we just recently concluded meetings out at
Stanford University. The study will be released on Wednesday. I
happen to have a copy of it here, just one copy of it, but that task
force pointed out that with just a few fund,,, the American society
can dramatically change the nulxtr of personnel we have by focusing
upon liberating the poor minorities in order to enable such kids to
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enter medical school by having financhil underpinnings. The amounts
involved in that task are considered very slight because it deals with
maybe $10 million of Federal subsidy to give them loan progranis.

'the irony of the Vice President's remarks, which he later, lust
here in the past few days in Iowa, pointed out that the University of
Michigan erred in its decision to bring in minority groups cm a quota-
type basis, to elevate their numbers to restrict the population, and to,
in fact, find the finances to support themsimply says that vast pools
of manpower are here inhis country, and the reason that the average
poor kid cannot reach his potential is strictly related to financing.

So that I would emphasize that any of the schools that are taking
men in, and women in on a quota-type basis, it is related to trying
to put the special emphasis to bring them into the mainstream; but
when they graduate, they have achieved the same level of quality as
any other medical student would have achmedwhether he came on
a quota system or notso that I certainly hope that we can reverse
well, I might say that what the Vice President did was in fact intiim-
dated many medical schools that had just started launching out on
such a program.

We hone; in Washington on Wednesday, that when the findings of
this tasl: force are released, then it will run counter to some of the
commen:ary that the Vice President has made which I think was very
damaging to some of the medical schools that had gone quite far out
on the limb in encouraging this kind of development.

Senator Pram Dr. Thomas, you have one of the best overall under-
standings of our medical situation in Illinois. You visited more hos-
pitals than probably any other doctor in the State.

I was struck when I visited our mental institution.- a few years ago
at the few number of doctors we had, and the fact that so many of
them were from abroad.

In fact, sonic of them didn't. speak Englishor at least didn't speak
it very well, and I just wondered how you could communicate wel:
with a patient. in a mental hospital when you are trying to understand
them, and understand how you can translate to them, how they can
find themselves, how this is possible? Looking into the figures, I find
that about 20 percent of the doctors each year entering practice in
this country have been trained in the developing nations of the world.

Now, instead of our training doctors and sending them out to help
them, they are training at their expense doctors to come back and
practice in this country.

Now, is my observationis the condition as bad as it appeared to
me to be ?

Dr. THOMAS. That is a very correct observation, Senator, and I be-
lieve that vou show considerable insight into the problem of the
mental health area - -particularly because there the question is just
one of devastationally brutal treatment by not having the adequacy
of personnel, and in our own State of Illinois, which has one of the
best programs, we are in bad shape. We have one of the best Programs
in the Nation on mental health, but that program is far from ade-
(elate, and it does reflect the fact that we have to have foreign physi-
cians to came in, and it really constitutes essentially a holding action
that will be very costly to our society at large if we don't rectify it.
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Senator PERCY. We are 50,000 doctors short in the country, 7,000
in Illinois, and yet we have no cud of applicants. We turn down half

iof the qualified applicants in this country, and that is why so many
students that I see abroad are studying over there, because they can't
get in the medical schools here. What is the reason? Why are we so

ishort of medical school facilities when there is a demand for doctors;
society knows we need them, and there is a great many students quali-
fied to enter, but just can't get inor is it something just so simple
as lack of money?

Dr. THOMAS. I think for the poor and near poor it's lack of money
compounded by the long years of discrimination against the poor, and
near poorbe they black, Mexican, Appalachian, whatever, there is
just rank discrimination that is now slowly being reversed, but the
fact that it existed for so many years, the problem got compounded
so that at our own University of Illinois we are still running very
short on black and other minority applicants or placements in the
school.

At the University of 'Michigan, for example, they have now re-
versed the tide, and have now about 10 percent enrollment; out at
the University of California at San Francisco, just this past fall they
upgraded to about 30 percent black and other minority groups be-
cause they made a commitment.

Now, we can make the commitment in the Nation at the Federal
level to increase every medical school class size by about 10 to 15
percent, to not only take care of the renewed efforts to bring in the
various minorities to reflect their percentage in the population, but
also to open up more places for basic middle-class white students who
need to continue to come in in larger numbers to take care of the
needs of the total population.

So we have an absolute shortage for the entire country. We have a
severe shortage for certain components like the Appalachians, the
poor, black poor, brown poor. and so on, and with such commitments
utilizing the Federal funding mechanisms to really increase the medi-
cal schools' ability to finance these expansions, to increase the stu-
dent's ability to finance his education on a loan basis or grant basis,
we can dramatically .start producing such physicians.

Now, at that Wayne State University situation in Detroit that I
mentioned earlier, where the medical students just went on strike
today, and I spent most of yesterday with these medical students and
some of the faculty people in terms of trying to aid in the situation
there, it's a problem where the Federal Government has on reserve
$15 million for that medical school to expand its enrollment by about
50 to 75 places.

The yresident of that University has the discussionary authority
to utilize the moneys allocated for any component of the university
provided by the State Legislature for whatever purpose he sees, so
that over the past 3 years ate has prevented the medical school getting
funds, all the funds it requested from the State legislature, and that
therefore held up the Federal matching funds for them, and the medi-
cal school is near the state of collapse right now, so that we would
lose some 130 medical students, medical school students if we allow
that situation to collapse there.

al
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Senator PERCY. You have mentioned in your testimony the national
priorities and the fact that we seem to find the money for military
budgets but we don't for medical budgets.

President Johnson said that to protect the health of our citizens in
the city we needed to bring nuclear bombs into the city and build an
ABM system here. There was such a hue and a cry from the people
in the city who didn't feel that they are going to be much healthier
with a whole bunch of nuclear bomlis dragged in here, that the ad-
ministration backed off. President Nixon wisely said the Sentinel
ABM system would be far too expensive and costly, and wouldn't
protect the people in the cifies, so we are going to move it back and
have a mini system which is called a safeguard, and this system is to
protect the health of the ICBM's, so we have missiles protecting
missiles bact:°glthere now.

I am not sure how much that really adds to them, the net health
and security of the country. In fact, I have concluded it doesn't add
anything: I think it detracts. But I do know it's going to cost $12
billion minimum to build that system, and if my arithmetic is correct,
$12 billion would build 100 medical schools at $20 million apiece, and
operate them for 20 wars at $5 million a year.

Which, in your judgment, would do more for the health of Amer-
ica, to build those medical schools and finance them and operate them
and train doctors, or just build more missiles and protect more mis-
siles?

Dr. THOMAS. Well, I agree perfectly with your position, Senator,
that the cost of the military budget expressed by the various missile
systems does nothing as far as I am concerned for protecting and
securing every American's right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.

And you are probably aware we are not terribly far from the lake-
shore out here where a great part of the park has some atomic missiles
down in the silos there, and out near my neighborhood of Jackson
Park they are in Jackson Park. We have some buried, and anything
you can do to get them out of there, I would appreciate. I don=s even
want them around.

Because the sad fact is if a mishap occurs down in Jackson Park,
it will wipe out the entire South Side because of the storare of mis-
siles, and I think that if men such as yon and Senator McGovern
keep pressing on with the attitude that '.as have the greatest fear is
fear itself, as President Roosevelt said, and we need to work on hu-
man problems, I was very impressed with the fact, for example, that
when our astronauts were zooming around with the $20 billion ex-
penditures we are making in space, that the thing that. was most im-
pressive to the world was that we all felt a sense of human need to
try and hope for their return. And now that they have returned, it
seemed to me mandatory that we look at that great waste of money
and put some of that money into meeting the kind of problems that
your committee has turned-up and, in fact. I would like to see this
committee become a permanent. committee of the Congress to work
on a continuing basis the kinds of things that will ircrease the (pal-
a of life in this country. and obviously, if you are not healthy, all
other aspects of life become meaningless.
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Senator PERCY. The last question deals with what we can do to re-
place or supplement the facilities of our hospitals, and particularly
Cook County Hospital. I would like to ask both Dr. Mendelsohn and
Dr. Thomas to comment on the value that they would place on the
neighborhood health clinics that could offer comprehensive faintly
assistance, where people could communicate quickly and directly, in
fact could walk? They would not be bed facilities, but places you
could go for medical assistance and help, family planning counseling,
and where doctors could get a reach-out opportunity to correct early
malnutrition, could point out to expectant mothers the necessity for
and counsel them in proper dietary balance. Such centers could really
prevent many of these cases which when they come to Cook County
are beyond repair possibly.

How valuable would it be if we could put the resources into a net-
work of neighborhood health clinics to reach out and bring the health
care to all citizens, including those in impoverished areas?

Dr. THOMAS. Well, I certainly feel that during a transitional pe-
riod, and perhaps as a permanent institution, we need to have neigh-
borhood comprehensive health facilities to bring the care to the
people, so that in Uptown the people won?t have to struggle to go long
distances to reach care for themselves, or the County Hospital, or
whatever, but my very basic philosophy is that with adequate financ-
ing of the health care, according to ability to pay, we would have for
the poor a system that would be the sanie as the system that is true of
those who can afford it.

Now, for example, with our medicare program, only 4 years ago,
in 1966, the year before, 10 percent of our population, the elderly,
were not able to achieve a satisfactory level of care, and they too
were poor, as far as health is concerned.

After the introduction of the medicare, any elderly patient can go
to any physician or any facility anywhere, and achieve a satisfactory
level of care.

Now, it would appear to me that for those in the under-65-age
group, they should have, regardless of income, that same kind of
ability, and I would believe if there is a financing mechanism that
takes cognizance of the fact that we need not subsidize a millionaire,
when he has the ability to pay for his care, but we certainly need
to have the same kind of system that is open to him, open to the
person who has zero dollars.

I 1: ink that in that situation it. is a unitary system; we, therefore,
save costs and money.

I think the AMA, and the National Medical Association, are shortly
going to be sponsoring a bill where there is a tax-relief kind of
proposal.

There are many, many kinds of plants available, but I think during
the interim, right now, we need ou: local and State governments, with
Federal assistance, to provide comprehensive health centers in a dis-
persion fashion, io assure that our various neighborhoods will have
adequacy of intest into the health care system.

Dr. Mendelsohn.
Dr. 11Exomsonx. I think Dr. Thomas and I are both saying the

slime thing, and we are swing two contradictory things at the same
time.
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We are saying that we support the neighborhood health centers,
because people have to eat and people have to get medical care; and
at the same time, we are saying that we don't like them, and we don't
like them because they serve to promote and extend the double
standard that is now to prevalent in this country in whatever field
you choose to search.

I will know that the neighborhood health centers are good when
I see the Highland Park folks trying to get into them.

You know, in a sense, Vice President. Agnew also, I think, helps
to promote die double standard.

He mentioned that the Nation's universities are promoting social
goals, and he is unhappy about that, and I wish he would have been
around 20 years ago, because when I was applying for medical school,
together with a lot of my fellow Jewish students, Jews had a hard
time getting into medical school at that time. It was sort of funny
that many medical schools admitted about 10 percent of the class
composed of Jews, and that was because social goals were being
promoted, because universities said, "We need people from down-
state. We need people from all geographic areas." Nobody complained
when social goals were used to exclude Jews, or to exclude blacks,
but now I see that Vice President Agnew is complaining about social
goals being used to include people who have been excluded before.

I think that what we really have to decide is not. so much the
technique or the mechanism, because I think that if we made up our
mind that we wanted people to be healthy, and we wanted people
to be well, and that we wanted people to be well fed, that any of us
could sit here in about 10 minutes and we could figure out a system.

As a matter of fact, I am not even sure it requires any change of
our present system. The problem is that we in this country seem
to have decided that certain people are going to be cared for, and
other people are not going to be cared for, and until we resolve that
basic moral question, I don't think we can move.

Senator McGovern, you mentioned that malnutrition is the number
1 health problem. I would extend it even a bit further than that
because when I think of the effects of air pollution, particularly in
the people living in the inner city, and the effects of accidents,
I have a hunch that our major health problem is not just malnutrition.
or air pollution, or accidents, but our major problem is poverty.
I don't think there is any way to make poor people healthy, regard -
less of how many doctors you bring into the ghettos? and I don't
think there is any way to make poor people well nourished, regard-
less of how niucli food you bring in or how many food programs
we have.

What we have to do is to get people out of poverty, just like all
the European countries, and other countries in the world have
already been able to accomplish, and that, is the reason why those
other countries have infant mortality rates that are so far superior
to ours, and have other indices of health that are so far superior
to o:irs. because they haven't made the decision that. some people are
better than othersat le,ast not in their own countriesand I think
that until we make the basic commitment to the rights of all people,
and change that from a figure of speech into action, I don't think
that we can solve any of the problems, regardless Of what system
we devise.
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Senator Pnucy. Could you be just a little more specific by stating
that the disparity in health care is very great; that the major dif-
ference is between the poor on public aid who can go into a private
hospital and have their card paid, those on medicare and medicaid
who can also have their costs paid, the rich who can pay for them-
selves, and the middle-income people. These people, the majority of
our population, are just getting by and are in a catastrophic situation
if they have an illness. Their whole life savings can be wiped out.

We have taken care of the extremes, but we just haven't taken
care of many of those in between.

Dr. MExnu.sonx. Well, that isn't quite as true as it used to be,
because the poor people at one time were taken care of far better
in places like county hospital than I think might be the case in many
places today, because there is a lot of sophisticated equipment and
techniques that simply aren't available, particularly in rural areas,
and we haven't even begun to talk about rural poverty, so I don't
know that it is quite as true as it was.

Let me just say a word about the difference between medicare and
medicaid, because I think that may highlight the issue.

Medicare is single standard. Everybody who is old is entitled to
medicare. It doesn't make any difference if he is a millionaire or
a pauper; and medicare works very well.

As President Johnson said, "medicare has made 21 million happy
sons-in-law," but medicaid on the other hand, limited as it is to
the poor, in many places doesn't work at all, and the city of Chicago
is one of them where it works. poorly. Let me give you another
example.

A school lunch program I think will be perfect if it were universal,
if the rich schools as well as the poor schools were getting the school
free lunch, because then the rich folks would have a stake in that
school lunch program. Since the rich folks have plenty of political
power, they would see that the right things are done, sort of like
the public schools, but as long as tie school lunch program remains
double standard, it is given to the poor kid but not to the rich, it is
not going to be effective.

Senator PERCY. Dr. Thomas, just as a personal question, you are
generally familiar with the statements that I have made about
Cook County Hospital.

Do you know of any statement that I have made in the last few
months about Cook County Hospital that is not true and could not
be verified and justified ?

Dr. TIIOMAS. No. I don't. The various pieces of material I have read
regarding your statements, including some of the press reports, and
your own statements that you issued, I believe are virtually com-
pletely true, and I think that in your personal efforts, as a senatorial
representative who has been responsive, you have done a great deal
to focus on that issue.

I might advise you that it is virtually at the point where it was
on the bed situation now, because the X-ray technicans are out of
the place, and very shortly it is going to have to close down if they
are not able to do the X-ray, or at least certain portions of it.

I think that illustrates not only the problems you brought out,
but it illustrates some of the problems we have tried to bring to the
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attention of the city and county government, that is simply no longer
the case that county is a charity institution.

We find, as the Congress has stated, that charity is no longer
acceptable, and, as a consequence of that, we have got to think of
new forms and new relationships for our various institutions and
programs, pretty much along the kind of ways that your staff cer-
tainly has advanced, and your personal statements, and some of the
concepts Dr. Mendelsohn and I have advanced, that we have got to
see total liberation of the human condition to mskz3 it possible for
a welfare mother, for example, with 12 children, who has no time
to work, but yet can be a mother for the children of other mothers,
who can work outside, and this mother then does not become a welfare
mother of 12 children. She becomes a person who is working at full
time being a mother, a neighborhood mother, so she has a job to do
in a day care center, and that liberates her, as it were, in terms of
specializing in that which she has got to be tied with, and that is
her 12 children and one or two of various other people.

Senator PERCY. I asked the question, Mr. Chairman, because I was
rather amused; I understand from one of the news media that the
president of the Cook County Board again made the statement that
he thinks I ought to stay in Washington, that Cook County Hospital
isn't any of my business.

I intend to make it my business, and I intend to notify the president
of the Cook County Boardthere is one way he can get me out of it.
He can run it efficiently and get the politics out of it, and run that
institution as it should be, awl provide the kind of health care that
should be provided. I intend to stay here, and stay with it, and visit
it frequently, and I hope the commissioners visit it also. I intend
to do so because we have an obligation and a responsibility to do it,
and I think you would be rather surprised that the State and the
Federal Government provide two-thirds of the revenue of Cook
County Hospital, and as long as we are spending the money we
are going to see that it is spent efficiently.

Thank you very much.
Chairman McGovEax. Thank you very much, Dr. Thomas, and

Dr. Mendelsohn. We appreciate your testimony.
Dr. MExnusonx. Thank you.
Dr. TIIOMAS. Thank you.
(The statement of Andrew L. Thomas, M.D., follows:)

raF:cmal, STATEMEST or ANDREW L. THOMAS

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Senators, ladies and gentlemen I am Dr. Andrew
L. Thomas, a private practitioner of Internal :Medicine here in the City of
Chicago. My practice includes people of all economic, social and cultural groups
in our city. Yet. my office is located in the heart of the world's largest concen-
tration of underprivileged citizensthe sprawling Ickes-Robert Taylor Public
Housing Development along 32 blocks of State Street, beginning at Cermak
Road. Additionally, however. I am heavily involved in various civic. professional
and of groups in the health care field at local, state and national levels.

An expert on utilization of medical facilities and services and is recognized nationally
.as a pioneer in implementing Utilization Review under Medicare from its introductbm initity 1960. has visited virtually every major hospital In Illinois as Chief Consultant. State
Department of Public Health and mans other hospitals throughout the United States inconnection with Utilization Review activity.
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Thus, I believe myself intimately familiar with health care in its administrative,
delivery and practice aspects.

That there is a severe health crisis in this country requires little elaboration.
Our problems in health, however, like all problems in society, are related to
activities in other areas, both public and private. Therefore, we must view
the crisis in health with an overview of progress, priorities, politics, economics,
and other elements affecting the general welfare.

Everyone agrees that technological and scientific progress since World War II
set in motion a series of interrelated developments that enabled men to become
extremely successful in the materialistic side of life. We have spent literally
billions of dollars to achieve our technological advances, but have paid an
incalculable price in discomfort, frustration, misery and suffering by society
as a whole for such progress. However, among the more affluent, there has been
more discomfort and frustration than misery and suffering. The converse is
true of that huge segment of our population called the underprivileged. Indeed,
the less fortunate are faced with disasterbasic survival being the question!
Many of the results are unquestionably related to our undisciplined techno-
logical progress. But more importantly, the problem of survival among the poor
and near poor result from a lack of commitment and misplaced priorities by
public and private leaders of this city, County, state and nation. Locally, the
problems mirror the national problems in all degrees. Our own Senator Charles
Percy, a member of this Committee, has looked into our local problems very
carefully and for that we are very proud. However, it is necessary to at least
sketch the depth and seriousness of the crisis in health as viewed through
specific examples on the local level.

Infant mortality chart (1966)

Country
Rate11000
lire births

Sweden 12. 6
Netherlands 14. 7
Finland 15. 0
Norway (1965) 16. 8
Denmark 16. 9
New Zealand 17. 7
Switzerland (1965) 17. 8
Australia 18. 2
Japan 19. 3
United Kingdom 19. 6
France 21. 7
Canada 23. 1
West Germany 23. 6
United States 23. 7
Ireland 24. 9

You might note that the United States either provided or is still providing
some foreign aid to each of the countries noted.

How do select Chicago communities compare with the national average of
infant mortality?

Infant mortality, citywideChicago, 1968

Section
Rate/1000
lire birth

Uptown 30.
Lawndale 46.
Near South (Grand Blvd.) 37. 5
Mid-South (Wood lawn) 45. 6

There are many other equally severe problems leading to early death of our
infants such as: lead poisoning, rat bites, auto accidents, venereal disease, intestinal
and throat infections, etc. One of the more severe is malnutrition, which sets the
state for a whole chain of events leading to morbidity, mental retardation, early
onset of preventable disease and death.

f
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The metropolitan incidence of tuberculosisour most prevalent communicable
disease killerprovides another key index to the health crisis.

TB rate,
100QArea 00,

'Chicago 1 63
Mon telare
Norwood Park 12

Near Southside 112
Near Westside 220
Altgeld 2 40
Du Page County 5
Suburban Cook County 12

Glencoe 3
Robbins 84

1 One of Nation's highest.
2 Single family dwellings, though all black.

Tuberculosis, a controllable disease, is literally running rampant in our
community. What can be learned from the statistics? First, it is clear that
environmental conditions play a very important role in determining disease
patterns. Thus, Altgeld Gardens, while being a community of the poor and
near poor, still bas u relatively low TB rate. A. major reason for this situation
Is due to the absence of congestion. On the other hand, the rate would be lower
if the same population had better nutrition. Thus, the health status of a given
population is intimately related to basic nutrition. As far as the poor and near
poor are concerned, adequacy of nutrition is related directly to one's purchasing
power in the supermarket. The problem of adequate nutrition for our less
fortunate eitizens has been dramatically illustrated to our governmental leaders
during the past year. In June 1969 during the "Hunger March on Springfield,"
Reverend Jesse Jackson, championing the cause of the poor, led 5,000 people
to protest a cut in the welfare budget proposed by then Speaker of the House,
Ralph Smith who, in a heartless and cruel manner proposed an arbitrary
reduction of 1/3 in an already inadequate program of aid to the indigent.
Mr. Smith, now a U.S. Senator, acting even more irresponsibly, is focusing his
main attention on developing legislation to suppress human rights by attempt-
ing to control freedom of speech of those who would address themselves to
problems of the less fortunate.

A hungry man, acting on the principle of self-survival, will steal food if no
alternative means are available to obtain it ! The answer to the crime, obviously,
Is to remove the reason for it through preventive measures.

Most importantly, in the less affluent areas, malnutrition leads to a chronic
state of hunger as the gross manifestation of illness. More subtlety. however.
It leads to iron deficiency anemia, premature births, stillborns, mental retarda-
tion and, of course, many disabling conditions of later life and early, prevent-
able death. In all cases, the cost of prevention is much less than the cost for
correction and infinitely smaller than the price we pay for ignoring the health
problems of the less fortunate. We pay a very heavy price for maintaining
the cycle of poverty, ignorance and disease that afflicts the poor. Perpetuating
this cycle is morally wrong, economically unsound and, therefore. totally
unjustified! The cycle must be broken!

It is unquestionably within our powers to break the cruel hoax of dependency
and despair that the larger society has imposed on the less fortunate in the
name of "free enterprise." The alternative is not socialism or communism, but
rather. responsible democracy exercised through truly democratic institutions
that are managed in a just fashion dedicated to the reality that every American
has certain inalienable rights to 'life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.'
One cannot, however, achieve these basic rights unless he is sound in mind.
body and spirit. Soundness in these areas is contingent on the presence of good
health, but good health is not merely the absence of disease. Rather, good
health is predicated on a state of physical and mental well being!

Although I have called attention to several diseases that are running rampant
amt... the impoverished, it would be futile to establish eradication and control
programs if cognizance were not taken of the severe health manpower shortages
and maldistrillution of health personnel. For example, in Illinois, today, we
are short some 7.000 physicians. the innercity and rural areas faring worse.
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Obviously, uew methods must be devised to overcome current personnel
deficits and prevent projected manpower shortages. As new techniques are
ueveloped to train personnel, concurrent programs must be designed to absorb
such personnel, since we are also suffering irom au anachronistic health
delivery system.

Nov that we have gotten a glimpse of some of the general problems influenc-
ing our nealth patterns, it Is now tune that we look more specifically at the
situation regarding Cook County Hospital and the role that it plays in allevi-
ating health problems as well as the future role that it should assume in
delivering health cure for our population.

It is very vital, however, that we understand the nature of the conditions
that led to the establishment of Cook County Hospital some three generations
or more ago. The huge sprawling public hospitals were conceived in an age
when it was acceptable to treat "charity" patients based ou the concept of the
poor laws of England. Necessarily, therefore, a system was developed which
made for a dual system of care: A system for the richa system for the poor.
At different times we have had different groups constituting the bulk of the
poor. But the one group that has consistently been present in the impoverished
area in large numbers aad out of proportion to their percentage in the popu-
lation, has been the black population of this community and, indeed, of this
nation. A dual system based ou economics and race in the delivery of health
care is as costly to maintain as was demonstrated to be the case with dual
school systems in the south and defacto segregation hi the north. Our own
Cook County Hospital is a classic example of such a facility created for "charity
patients." "Charity medical care" is no longer acceptable to the poor and should
not be acceptable to the poor and should not be acceptable to any of us! As a
matter of fact, it is supposed to be national policy that charity is no longer
tenable for our society to practice. In the words of former U.S. Surgeon General
William I1. Stewart, speaking to the National Health Advisory Council in
November, 1906, in reference to the passage of the "Partnership for Health
Act"

"Every person should have ready access to high quality personal health
services and every person should live in an environment which is safe from
preventable hazard and conducive to healthful and productive living.

"The first thrust is to remove the inequities and inadequacies in access to
and quality of personal health care. The second is to assure maximum pro-
tection against preventable diseases and hazards in the environment."

If. indeed, such is the national policy, we must view our problem at Cook
County Hospital specifically and the problems of health care for the impover-
ished generally in the context of what road we should travel in improving
conditions. What 18 happening at Cook County Hospital is typical of what is
happening throughout our health rare system around the country. That is, the
system has collapsed under the pressure of technological change, massive pop-
ulation increases. inadequate facilities, personnel shortages, and inappropriate
utilization of services. Our inability to have foreseen these diffieulties and make
plans to avoid or overcome them. is based largely on built-in inflexibility
within the collapsed system and reluctantly to eliminate racism and discrimi-
nation against black and other poor people in our society. We must meet both
issues head-on if we are to solve this problem and. in fact, if this nation is
to survive. If anyone is in doubt about the urgency of the task. let me describe
what Is taking shape among the impoverished people and their advocates in
our society. A presently ill-defined. but growing health movement is beginning
to take form. This movement is part of a large movement in which the people
are expressing their disgust with the management of the United States. They
are eonrerned about the ereakiness of our democratic machinery: they are eon-
eerned that promises have not been kept: they are concerned that billions of
dollars are going to waste on various projeets in the name of "natural security:"
they are concerned that they are in a state of helplessness and despair : they are
concerned that government officials and blisitiess leaders have been unfair and
dishonest. They are preparing to reverse the tide of events. AN the police power
conceivable cannot stop this movement, for the younger generation has found a
role it an play. And. as someone once said : "Unless one has a one-toone rela-
tionship between the militia and the people, one can never be secure in the
knowledge that police powers can suppress what the people do not wish to have."

We can only go "beyond the health crisis" by re-orienting our goals and
reordering our priorities. Let us then sketch some of the specific problems
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that are present at Cook County Hospital before we offer some possible soh'.
tions to the problems:

In summarizing the ninny specific problems uncovered in our long standing
(it got underway weeks before the crisis announced February 19, 1970) and
continuing investigation of health services available to the poor, we find that
they can be classified into several broad categories:

I 'ACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Generally, there are shortages in each area ; much of it is outmoded and
inefficient ; some basic equipment expected in a modern hospital is simply absent
at County Hospital. It was noted that many costly repairs, additions and renova-
tions have been costly and wasteful. The classic is the progress in construction
in both the A & B buildings. Also, the intercom system, installed a year ago,
has not functioned properly since installation!

Bathrooms and other toilet facilities are incredibly poor ! In some situations
males and females have to share the same facilities.

Maintenance and housekeeping are wanting in all areas. There is much more,
but let us go on!

II PERSONNEL

Severe personnel shortages are present throughout all levels and in most
departments. For example, in the Department of Medicine it was stated that
only 29 nurses are employed out of 109 postions available, leaving 70 positions
unfilled ! Officials at Cook County School of Nursing told the Department that
they are unwilling to hire any more nursing personnel because of the discrep-
ancy in ratio between supervisory and untrained helpthis despite the fact
that on one ward of 96 patients there were only 3 R.N.'s available during the 24
hour period of March 2nd -March 3, 1970.

All personnel, due to the shortages, are overworked and each departments'
performance is detrimental to the other. Thus. a vicious cycle is created and
perpetrated.

LI ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION AND COMMUNICATIONS

Health services at Cook County Hospital are delivered in a manner which
reflects the fact that we have a hydra-headed monster. Several "empires" are
present in the complex, creating in-house politics that puts any others to shame.
The net results are:

1. A nursing service department that is operated independently of the central
hospital administration;

2. A school of nursing that trains only an average of 35 nurses per year to
supply service personnel, obviously failing in its obligation to the County Board
for supplying adequate nursing personnel;

3. A Laboratory Service which can turn services on and off and sequester
funds from the hospital at will;

4. A governing commission that, in its infancy, cannot begin to understand
its tasks due to the complexity of the inner and outer politics that have pre-
vailed for decades ! They will not be able to understand or perform properly
for several more years.

Ladies and gentlemen, what I have said about the local health problems can
be applied to any metropo.itan area of this country. In fact, some of the urban
problems are also s4,en In our rural areas in greater or lesser degree. There
are severe shortages in personnel, facilities, equipment and supplies which.
when considered totally, give a miserable picture of the health situation in
the richest con itry on earth. Of prime importance, however. national health
policy is in a cobtused state, especially at the Executive level. This was ft major
finding of the U. S. Senate Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization, Chaired
by Sen. Abraham 7ibicoff. According to the Subcommittee we will spend $20.6
billion by fiscal year 1971 for various health programs spread out over 24
separate departments and agencies. More frequently than not. these various
units compete with each other and set up various programs that go in the
opposite direction of each other. The public and particularly the poor com-
ponents suffer as a result. Thus. there is maldistribution of available federal
funds as well as poor utilization of those funds to implement clearly defined
congressional intent as expressed through various legislative 'tents over the
past several years.
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Underway in Detroit, Michigan at this hour. for example, the medical stu-
dents at Wayne State University are going out on strike to protest the utiliza-
tion of state and federal resources affecting their medical school and the Detroit
General Hospital, In that situation, the Health Manpower program has emu-
mitted $15 million to expand medical school enrollment and medical center
building programs but the University administration has held up the project
because state allocated funds were used elsewhere in the university under the
discretionary powers of the university president. The potential result: total
collapse of Wayne State Medical School and further deterioration of Detroit
General Hospital markedly affecting the care of the underprivileged in the
City of Detroit !

We can only solve our health crisis by implementing the public policy that
every American has a right to good quality medical care. In order to achieve
that right we must have a unitary approach to developing systems of health
care delivery. The prime leadership mast come from the federal government.
1 believe the private sector will respond favorably to such leadership and cer-
tainly our state and local health officials would consider it desirable to do so.
I wish to make it elear that I am not talking about socialized medicine or
medicine delivered by government units. What 1 ma saying is appropriate
governmental programs that assure every American freedom of choice of
physician and type of services available to the general public. I have some
specific recommendations to that end:

1. Create a Department of Health at Cabinet level that would be responsible
for all aspects of health in this nation. Health care is too important an area
to be :nixed with other government activity in what has become a huge monster
called Health. Education and Welfare. Further. the health industry is the
fastest growing industry in America and will tax the present bureaucracy In a
manner that would limit its ability to respond.

2. Appropriate In next fiscal year sufficient funds to guarantee an adequate
production of health manpower. currently estimated by Senator Ribbicofts
subcommittee at $1.2 billion per year for the next 10 years to guarantee ade-
quate numbers needed by 1985.

3. Allocate approximately $10 million per annum for the next six years
to enable students with parental income less than $10.000 to pursue a medical
education in order to increase the pool of potential physicians and to offset the
fart that this nation currently relies on 20% of our physicians coming from
foreign countries year after year.

4. Encourage regionalization of health activity by combining some of the
legislative ideas already embodied in eurrent legislation. For example. one
could combine the Partnership for Health Act and the Regional Medical Pro-
gram for Cancer. Heart Disease and Stroke.

5. Develop a nationally financed health insurance program, adminictered
by the private sector, individuals being subsidized on the basis of ability to
pay. Emphasis here is placed on one system of financing rather than categoriz-
ing the poor or near poor. Medicaid would be eliminated entirely under this
sYstPin and Medicare would be modified in light of it but probably left on its
own for those over 6 years.

a. Develop legislation that would phase out the co- called "Charity Hospital"
since every American has a right to the best quality medical care available
regardless of ability to pay.

7. Develop legislation that will promote the rehabilitation of individuals for
greater productivity at whatever level of rehabilitation achievable by styli indi-
viduals. This means giving life to the concept that every American has the
right to life. liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

S. Develop legislation that will provide tax relief to those of us in medicine
who urnetice in the urban ghetto and rural areas as a method to redistribute
health manpower during the transitional period pending our restructuring the
beelth care system of this eountry.

Mr. Chairman. Honorable Senators. Ladies and flentlemen: Tt has h. ?n a
great Measure for me to appear before you today and advance some ',nimble
opinions as to how we can eve:Pomo the grave eriPiS affecting health ears for
our people. This nation van and must make a solid commitment to overcome
the problem, but the hour is growing late. T strongly urge this Committee to
continue its work until the problems of nutrition and basic human needs are
met Tmnrovement in health is the first step in improving the general welfare.

Thank von for your invitation.

42-77s-70-- ?-----24
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[From the clacoge sett-maws, Mar. 15, 1970!

l'EncY SEES GnoING MEM:AL CAltk: CRISIS

The medical situation in Illinois is "so bad that you have to use influence
to get a doctor in many cases," Sen. Charles 11. Percy (1t -ill. ) charged Saturday.

Percy spoke at a press conference held in a crowded secondfluor hallway of
the County Hospital which, because of a shortage of doctors, is oe an emergency -
ease -only basis.

-1'%e talked to patients here," said the senator, sitting in the corridor at a
desk next to Dr. Robert J. Freeark, the hospital's director. "And they've told
me It's common to wait four to six hours after they get here before a doctor
can look at them.

-A couple of weekends ago, I found 63 patients, both men and women, sharing
a single bathroom. Conditions like these in an affluent society are unendurable."

Dr. Preeark nodded in agreement, when Sen. Percy said fewer and fewer
doctors are applying to work at County Hospital.

"County Hospital needs 144 new applications from doctors this year, but
will get on:y 4. We are undergoing an absolute crisis in health care."

Sen. Percy charged that County Hospital is ridden with polities. Before the
crisis is solved there, lie said, "we've got to get politics out of the handling of
the sick."

He told newsmen that on election days, many County Hospital politically-
sponsored payrollers get out the vote In their precincts, "often taking smile
patients along with them."

The federal government has the greatest responsibility for meeting the health
care crisis. "although we all must share in it," Percy said.

"For the 512 billion spent on the Safeguard missile systema system of
missiles to guard other missilesyou could build 100 medical schools at
$20,000,000 each and spend $5 million each year to maintain them for 20 years."

"That was one reason I voted against the ABM."
Illinois is short 7,000 doctors, Percy said. The doctor shortage hurts not only

the lam but the middle-income people, he declared.
A reporter interrupted to ask how he would vote on I'resideut Nixon's nomi-

nation of G. Harrold Carswell for the U.S. Supreme Court. but Percy refused
to answer because, he said, he wanted to stick to the medical issue.

As Percy spoke. patients in wheelchairs lined up against the corridor wall
along with nurses and other hospital aides.

"We have here as resources, the great medical schools." he said. "We must
start to think of this (the County Hospital crisis) as part of the whole
problem.

"The County Hospital is misnamed. It's not only a county hospital. but it's
actually a statefederal hospital. It gets 32 per cent, or $20,000.000 from the
federal government. Both state and federal financing provides for 6614 per cent
of its budget. and the county pays a lesser share."

Percy said that the closedown of "obsolete" mili_ary installations throughout
the e0iinttV was proper and could work to provide the funds needed to solve
the medical crisis.

[From the Medical !Tribune Report. Apr. 6. 19701

REPoRT TO SENATE CITARCES LACK OF A NATIO NAL HEALTH' Polley*

SENATE UNIT FINDS NO NATIONAL PLAN FOR IIF.ALTH CARE

Washington. D.C.There is no national health policy to provide form and
direction to Federal health programs that are spread over 24 separate depart-
ments and agencies and that will cost taxpayers an estimated $20.6 billion by
fiscal year 1971.

This was the major finding of a report, "Federal Role in Health." of the
Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization of the Senate Committee on Govern-
ment Operations.

The subcommittee also found that "there is no central body or group within
Health, Edueition. and Welfare Secretarysubmitted the report after con-
ducting hearings that began in April, 1968. The report was based on the hearing
record, correspondence with Federal officials, and subcommittee staff investi-
gation.



lieu tiEit* has autuitted, an answer to a staff inquiry, that "up to and
incomiug tile present, there has never been a formulation of national health
po,tcy its such,' the subcommittee said.

Atte subcommittee also tumid teat "there is no central body or group within
the rxecutie Branch that is responsible for developing Federal health policy
and evaluating Feucral pertornmuce lu light of that policy."

it Stibuitileil these live major recommendations:
A higielevel Council of health Advisers should be established in the Execu-

tive Branch with responsibility for formulating a national health policy.
11EW should be reorganized to provide for an Under Secretary for Health

with assistant secretaries In charge of budget and planning, science manpower
and education, health cure services, and consumer protection.

All healthrelated functions of the Commerce Department and the Small
Business Administration should be transferred to 11W.

The internal Revenue Service should investigate S11.1tinanced hospitals that
have converted to nonprolit management to determine whether individuals are
using Federal money to develop tax shelters.

The General Accounting 1/Mee should investigate Federal hospital construc-
tion programs to determine how well the six departments and agencies involved
evaluate projects in light of the needs of the total community. The object of this
investigation would be to avoid unnecessary duplication of facilities.

The listS hearings ou health care in America. the report said. convinced the
subcommittee that the -nation's private health care system was on the verge of
crisis." From that testimony, the subcommittee developed these conclusions:

Large numbers of the poor received improper care or no care at all. The
middle class felt financial pressure of high-cost care and lived in fear of a pro-
longed and expensive catastrophic illness. Care received was often fragmented
and impersonal. The quality of care was often determined by aceidentaifactars.
such as where 11 man lived or worked. Specialization reduced the number of
physicians to the point where many people turned to the hospital emergency
rooms as their family doctor.

Also. health insurance plans that paid primarily for care administered in hos-
lands encouraged the most expensive care possible. health professions and
services failed to keep pace with advances in medical science and eianges to
society and appeared more organized for the convenient* and concern of their
practitioners and institutions thou for the health needs and tinanelal security of
the patient.

Over all. the subcommittee said. the "Oleos and disarray of private health
care services generated deep concern about the effect of Federal programs on the
private health cure system and the proper role for the Federal Government in
the whole field of health."

One of the most outspoken witnesses was the former National Institutes of
liettith director. Dr. James A. Shannon, who is now Professor and special
asAstant to the president of Rockefeller University.

lie described Federal health care delivery programs us a "broadly decentral-
ized" and "highly fragmented" set of "patchwork" activities that "makes it
11111)14dt to consider broad issues in a coherent manner."

The stibcolmlilitee elmraterized the Federal health programs as comprising
The subcommittee eharacterized the Federal health programs as comprising

diflienity managing." Even the nation's top health officer. Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg,
HEW Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs. has control over
just 22 per cent of las department's health budget.

All witnesses, the report said, agreed more emphasis must be placed on pro.
grams dealing with health manpower. Testimony at the hearings indicated that
the United States is dependent on physicians educated abroad. A total of 20 per
cent of the physicians licensed each year are currently coming from foreign
countries.

The subcommittee estimated that an expenditure of roughly $1.2 billion a
year for 10 years would be needed to produce the number of physicians the
country will need by 1085.

The subcommittee also said that witnesses frequently suggested organizing
medical practice on the basis of prepaid group practice rather than on fee for
service.

Chairman Mc GovEnx. We have two additional itneceee who have
asked to be heard briefly. Alderman Singer has sat here all day long
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listening to these hearings, as has Mr. Louis Archbold, and Fin going
to ask that each of them take a few minutes to make some observa-
tions.

Perhaps, Mr. Archbold, if we could let the Alderman make his
observations first, then we will call you in just a moment.

STATEMENT OF 'WILLIAM S. SINGER, ALDERMAN OF
THE 44TH WARD

Alderman Sain. Mr. Chairman, Senator Percy, I will be very
brief.

I first want to correct the record. I had to leave the hearing for a
short period of time.

I was impressed at the beginning of the hearings with Senator
Percy's statement that the reason we are here is to seek solutions.
Not in any way to downgrade the statements made, especially the
excellent statements made just before me, I am sure that many of the
problems regarding hunger and malnutrition, and health care, are
familiar to you and have been for some time, and, as Senator Percy
said, Senator McGovern is probably the hest informed man in the
country on these problems.

I would rather just concentrate on a small portion of the hunger
and malnutrition and health crises in America, and just talk for a
very brief moment about it particular area of my own concern, which
is school lunch, and school breakfast programs..I think it is particu-
larly appropriate to follow Dr. Mendelsohn who discussed the double
stadaill for school breakfasts and school lunches.

I was also impressed by Dr. Brooks' statement when he said that
we are not going to solve the whole problem in the city of Chicago,
but we ought to fight the battle.

I would just like to read into the record at this time some statistics
which talk about the state of the battle in the city of Chicago.

I would agree will Dr. Brooks that the city of liicago is not going
to be responsible for solving this entire crisis. But the city of Chicago
can tackle a small part of it, however, and I think it is important to
know where we are going in terms of school breakfasts and school
lunches.

The city of Chicago has approximately 557,000 students in the
public school system. It. feeds approximately 181,000 type A lunches
per day in the city of Chicago.

116,000you have heard the 181,000 figure before, but that is not
the free lunches: only 116,000 of those lunches are free. 64,000 of
those are paid, which means we are feeding 181,000 students out of
557,01\4 but only 116,000 out of 557,000 are getting free lunches.

The best estimates show that approximately 200,000 students in
the public school system could use a free lunch every day.

Now, another one of the problems in the statistics, and.I think we
ought to state this, is that only 820,000 schools in the city of Chicago
serve hot lunches, and there are 550 school buildings in the city of
Chicago. An ditional 62 schools serve a cold lunch, which are fund-
ed by the Feeend Government.

Of the moneys that are received by the city of Chicago for the
:Awl lunch program, 20 cents comes from the Federal Government,
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lunch, and 15 cents from the State of Illinois.
Now, the truth of the matter is we arc not doing very notch.

city of Chicago is appropriat Mg no funds at all towarils the school
lunches.

The State of Illinois is appropriating :,ome money through the
legislation which has been mentioned here, sponsored by State Itep-
resentative Robert Mann.

The fact of the matter is that we are missing many sch(x)lehildren
who need a free school lunch, and although TI would concur with
Dr. Mendelsohn's philosophy that we ought not to have a double
standard, and feed as a matter of right. rather titan as a matter of
need, I am disturbed by the fact that we have only made a modest
start on feeding those who are in need.

We have made a stride forward, because 110,000 in the free hutch
program is a 1,100 percent improvement over the last 2 years. and
this is mainly because of the bill passed by the last session of the
legislature known as the Mann bill, or should I say Mann Act.

That is the prime reason, but I am even more struck by the state
of the system regarding free breakfasts or the entire breakfast pro-
gram.

There are only 8,000 people receivingchildren receiving break-
fasts in the city of Chicago right now.

Of those 8,000 breakfasts, very few are free. It costs the city of
Chicago Board of Education 25 cents to pay for that school break-
fast; 15 cents conic from the Federal Government, 10 cents comes
from the child.

There are very few children being fed free breakfasts. It is dis-
cretionary with the principal, which is. I think, a mistake, that it
should be discretionary with the principal.

Again I would advocate that a breakfast program is essential for
all children as a matter of right, but. we have done, so little even for
those in need. Perhaps. if we were to make it as a matter of right we
would avoid and overcome all out- present -hang-ups' with a free
program.

The model cities program now has agreed that it will final break-
fast, programs for 37.000 additional students in the model cities areas.
However, there is no guarantee that model cities funds will be avail-
able in the years to come, let alone next year, and the yeas .hereafter.

The stark reality of it is that, in Chicago we can estimate 200,000
students needing a free, breakfast. excluding those who might. be able
to afford it.

If we fed everybody as a matter of right, a free breakfast. in the
city of Chicago, it would cost $23 million :I year. That is approxi-
mately :100,000 meals at 25 cents meal, at 185 school days per year,
or $23.225.000 a year, just for everybody.

If we only, (01 the other hand, fed those needy childrenand I :an
willing to say we must start somewhereif we only feed those needy
children. the cost would he about $t or $7 million a year.

Now, the fact is the city of Chicago again is paying nothing to-
wards that, nor is the State of Illinois at the present timealthough
the Governor'; budget does contain $1 million for a free breakfast
program statewide, which. of course, is really a drop in the bucket in
terms of what is needilt
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We need ti million to fund :t needy school breakfast program im-
mediatelv for the school year 1970-71.

We need that money ttxlaY. and I have sponsored a resolution in
the city conncil :.skint: that the city search Federal and State somres
for this irony. If it's unavailable. we should fund it out elves -_I,6
million would be about I percent of the total budget of the r:tv of
Chicago.

I am not here. really. to tell you gentlemen. however. the problem
in funding suteh a programeven to the extent of S" million. .You
and I both knowvon better than 1the problem Of OM' Hat101131
priorities, and the availability of Federal funds.

lint I think its clear that if the Federal, State. and local goven-
ment could jointly come nit with :"iti million. I would love to see the
Senate of the United States say, "We will pay one-third if the local.
government and the State government will 'say one-third." It will
only be. ::n expenditure then of ti? million just to reach the needy. and
OW is, I think. a big step forward for the city of Chicago.

I would say in conclusion again you gentlemen have listened all
day to all of the testimony, and on the whole host of problems Of
hunger and malnutrition. I would just say that perhaps alxwe all.
our children are our most important resonree, and alxwe oll we ought
to, if for no other reason that it would help us with the welfare sys-
tem, it would drain off, it would Permit ns to be more flexible with
the welfare system if we could, as a matter of right. feed children
in our sehoolspartieularly breakfast and hutch prop:tuts.

Thank you very much.
Chairman Mitlerrtrx. Thank you ever so much.
Senator PEncy. I would like to ask just one question of the alder-

man.
How much do the children get rhaq9.41 in the school for a half-pint

of milk now?
Alderman SiNcr.n. The best tbstinrateI was asked this before I

came nn--the best guess I haveend I rat readiwr Item from a state-
ment by the Chicago Board of Educationis that they are char!red
4 rentS' pe; hall- lint. Let Ire read this to oll. It doesn't make exact
Fence. but it says:

The special milk program designates that schools with lunch programs operat-
ing in the National f4chnol Act will receive a reimbursement of 4 cents per half-
p!ut famished in connection with the type-A meal.

When purchased separately. the cost of 4 cents per one-half pint plus the
rt-holotrsement allowance barely balances the price set by local dairies.

I assume, therefore. the price is S rents, and the 4 cents is supplied
by the student. lilt it is not perfectly denr from this. I would not
rely on this.

Senator Perry. Could we a-,k the mothers in the audience. how
!mirk do yon pay for a child's half-pint el' milk in school? Does
anyone know ?

(No response.)
Senator I'Euey. Thank you very much.
Chairman McGovEnx. Alderman Singer, these are most helpful

statistics and information you have given ns. We appreciate it.
.Now, our last witness is Mr. Louis Archbold. I appreciate your

staying, Mr. Archbold.
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STATE/4E71T OF LOUIS ARCHBOLD

Mr. Aucunow. Thank you, Senator.
I am going to read a small piece from a newspaper in February.

and this pertains to a visit to the area which is Elk Grove Village.
which is in the northwest suburb of Chirago. and an area was visited
by l.t. Gov. Paul Simon of the State of Illinois.

If the only place man has to live Is a chicken coop. you are not doing him
much of a favor by tearing it down. declared Lieutenant Governor Paul Simon.
Ile visited Mexican-American families of field workers squeezed into chicken
sharks. The county wants to tear down the sharks becatme they are unlivable.
This is a deplorable situation. Simon declared. The people who find themselves
in this in-edit:meta can't just be thrown out in the cold. We have to allow them
and the piddle agencies more time to find new places. The real solution to the
problem is more and lower model cost housing in the suburbs. 1w said.

This statement was made by the Lieutenant Governor of the State
of Illinois in February after he visited our area.

I became involved in this area Thanksgiviez of last year. when
three children died in the shack in Ft lk Grove Village following a lire.
As a result of the actions of the village dot! the county authorities.
IT families were evicted.

A group of concerned citizens, of whom I represent. took thew'
families and put them into motels. and we paid for the motels our-
seles.

I have here in my pocket hills for SL 1,000 for motels.
We fed these families in the fond program over the Christmas

period because there was no cooking facilities in the motels, nly more
than there was in the shacks.

We charged 50 rents for the adults and 25 rents for the children
for an atlotate meal once a clay.

Senator Pe Iry said earlier perhaps the chbrhes could be wed. We
did use the church for this oerpose. We m.ed the Lutheran chmrh.
We used their eookkng

There are. arcordire-to Lt. Gov. Paid Simon again. two families
still living under these conditioos in the northwest suburbs. and there
ore l!42 such sharks with families in them by the U.S. census report,
and I am going to ask you Senators hem today to eliminate one form
of poverty in the I-sited States, and that is to make the rode per-
taining to housing of migrant workers elm forceable in the United
States, and by doing this you will eliminate a major portion of the
poverty in the Cnited States.

You have today, codes regulating the housing of migrant workers,
lint these eodes are not en formable. These codes are fatly forceable
if the employer. whether it be a farmer or a nursery grower. invites
the Federal Government to supply the labor. and then do so from
taxes in Arizona and other parts of the States. and them the Peden',
Government can come in and inspect the housing that he has for
these peoPl lie has requested from the Federal Government.

iNit this is not enough. Tf the Federal Government ran make it
mandatory, or make the laws enforceable that anybody !Kinship, em-
ployees on the mr:ert whether it be toirTnot workers, former
farm worke:, domestic. worker,. atql al--o the conditions in which
these people the conditions ',Pat.,* ties r wort: in :oul live in

have weir people in the tiorthwe t -1,1:1p4;ao acesse;:ter perry
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knows, it's his area, the nth Congressional District and I have seen
some of--the worst poverty I have ever seen in Inv -lifeand I have
traveled extensively. I have seen people walk miles for water:
sliack:i-with no heat-and no light and no running water; -no bathroom
facilities. at all, and-they still-exist.

-I have-pictures of them here, and I will he glad to leave them with
you Senators. Awl these pictures were takeli with the official police
photographer of Elk-Grove Village.

Now. as a result of the actions-of the county and the Village Tnis-
tees. Elk Grove has eliminated- the shacks from its area: but there
are still remaining in the northwest suburban area 1-,300 shacks with
families ranging-4mm four and five children up living under the most
deplorable conditions, and to give -them fait. as you said-here earlier,
all von are doing is feeding the rats.

will say one thing: von havegot_the healthiest-rats-in-the world=
in this country, lint -that= is all you are doing is feeding the rats.

We need to supply_the people a-hot meal. and other than using the
churches for this we can use the schools_The cafeterias-in the schools-
-eau be-adequately u-sed for-this purpose.

Chairman McGovr.ux. Thank you ever so mach _for youtstatement,
Mr-Archbold-I am not sure I am quite clear on this-area-thatyon
are talking about.

Mr. Amtmourt. --It's the-northwt suburban-area of -Chicagoltere,
and-there-is appmxituately peOple in this-area. Rut A's a
very_afilitent-area.

Senator Pm:v. I would say its a case of-the picture-being better
than a thou :rod- words. Thee are

_Me_Accunot.o. They were taken by
Senator PEncv (continuinrr). Pretty shocking conditions.
Mr. At:cm:ow (continuing). Police- photo rapper, Senator.
Chairman 3fcGovEnx. We do want to thank you for your testi-

mom., Mr. Archbold, and beyond- that, for waiting-around- all day.
Auctinot.n. Thankivon.

Chairman McGovEnx. We a jpreciatc- your pati enceand your-con-
cern about this problem.

Mr. Auctmotn._ I_ would like- to seesomelegislation,_though, per-
taining to the housing -of the people who are crossing State lines for
_this purpose.

Chairman McGorkux. We appreciate- that, and _want to thank_you
for pn. testimony.

That concludes -the hearing of our vommittee in Chicago -today.
Senator-Percy and are both irrateful-for the people -in -the audience
who have-stayed with -us during these-hearings.

I am sure-that it's out of discussions of-this kind-that-not only the
people in =this room, but those -who -will watch-these-hearings on tele-
vision. or -hear therm on radio, or read aboutthenrin_the press, get the
kind Of public understanding -that -it is going-to take _to _put an-end-
to hunger and poverty and human-misery in-this-country.

So-we thank you, both for your attendance and your concern duiing
the-day.

The hearings are adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 4 :15_p.m-thesubconunittee was adjourned.)
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STATEVENT Of T111 UPTIOVN AREA PEOPLE'S PLANNING Coatariox

'Charles Geary, President, 1700 N. Magnolia; Earl Billheimer, vice president.
920 Lakeside Place; Sharon Garner, office secretary, 1063 W. Ainslie.; Irene
Itutchison, program eo,rdinator, 4423 N. Beacon.)

More than tea thousand poor people live in Uptown. Senior citizens, sick and
disabled people. families who can't get enough money to live like decent human
beings. nut even enough to feed their children. Every day more people are being
laid off of their jobs, more people are being turned away when they go looking
for a job. Chicago's answer is to have a program to teach the southern migrants
how to live in the city, another program to get A.D.C. mothers out to work, and
atilt . her to spend a lot of money trying to get families off of welfare. Ilow
call a family get off of welfare if he valet work or can't find a tlevitt job?
Mothers can't work when there is no day care for small babies and no tare at
all for school age ehildren, nut even deeent schools when they can get a good
education.

Southern migrants can live anywhere just as well :Is anyone else. but nobody
can to taught to live in the hell of a city slum. not black or red or yellow or
WWII or white! And above all, people most have food in their stomachs before
they can do anything.

Thousands of people in Uptown need food every day of :he week, they need it
now. Its time to stop playing games with the lives of human beings. The life of
every man, woman. and child in the world is valid because he was burn: There
is no other way of looking at human life in a democracy where all men are sup-
po,ed III be equal.

some of the programs being talked about now are band aids on a bleeding
wound, especially when they will be run by agencies whose only purpose is to
find ways to keep people running to knock on their doors begging for help. The
agencies 'hat have kept the people in their poverty and suffering are no longer
wanted. We knew that they are only tools of power. using our tax money to
keep themselves going and prevent the people from having anything to say about
what is going to happen to them.

Dow long has hunger been studied? How much lo.lger must it be studied be-
for some of the wealth of our country will come down to bring food to the poor
people? What kinds of jobs are being planned for people 75 years old so that
they ton get out of their wheel chairs and earn their own living instead of
living off of the tax payers? They pay taxes too. Why must they go hungry in
the remaining years of their lives in a country as rich as ours?

Its time for real solutions to the real problems of real live human being:. No
more Mickey Mouse programs designed to make the people in other parts of the
city believe that we are hieing helped. when we are only being used to allow this
city to use federal funds in programs that increase the strength of the political
machine and the financial institutions. and leave the poor even worse off than
they were before.

The Uptown area peoples planning coalition demands. as necessary to the
survival of our nation as a democracy. one nation under God, with liberty and
justire for all :

1. The adoption of Senator Mellorern's proposal of a guaranteed annual
income by abolishing the six hundred dollar income tax delo:km for children.
and giving an allowance of fifty dollars for each child. Precident Nixon's pro-
posal will solve nothing. This proposal will wipe out most poverty over night

2..1n immediate emergency appropriation by the city of Chicago of thirty -five
million dollars to establish a department for abolition of hunger in Chicago.

8. A fill service public aid station in Uptown. ineluding general nssistence.
etttoloying piddle old ref ipients in operating and establishing policy for this
station.



the military budget f this cituntry can be cut by fifty million dollars without
endangering the sanely of the nation. Senator McGovern's proposal will cost ten
billion dollars fur the first year. Forty million dollars less to give life than it
takes to kill!

The immediate saving of the future of thousands of little children in the city
of Chicago can nut be measured in dollars and cents. They cannot wait for
federal legislation to help them. its time for Chicago to turn front the butohng
of a multi billion dollar empire over the suffering of helpless people and begin
the real work ut preserving human Iite.

Until the problem of poverty is solved, and it must be solved, all of the prob-
lems of welfare people outside of the one of too little money, can only be solved
by a local station where seventy five percent of the northern districts case load
lives, right here in Uptown.

HAWS COMMUNICATIOnt,
April 22.1970.

Re to feed the hungry.
J R.IntY CAsallie. Esq.
senate,
Seed Committee en :tour Moog mid ammo* 3,eeds.
Washington. D.C.

MAIL Juin: 1 am enclosing a full script of "To Feed The Hungry." This film
was a eu-production done by wrriv and Harris Communications. Inc. The
director was Jack Sommers.

Please 'et me know if you require further information regarding the inclusion
of this script in toe permanent record.

i ant also et.ctusing a sample of our new brochure for your records.
Regards,

Wnitsat W., Haws.

To FEED Tug Husain'

MOTHER WITH CUMIN= AT TAAL'

Narrator: Early Saturday afternoon in Evanston. Illinois. Four and a half
bouts betore. the children of this household bad breakfast mad now they are
assembled for their noon day meal. It is a quick and simple affairsoup. bread,
meat, several vegetables. plenty of milk, and there will be :nut and ice cream
to follow. More of table conversation) The children will go back to play well
fed until they come together again in six hours for a larger meal at sapper. For
most Americans, this scene is part of a normal pattern of life; but for millions
of pelmie in this country, the only regular thing about eating is that there is
never enough.

Narrator: In this household. 12 miles from Evanston, in Chicago's South Side.
it is 4 fielswit on a Saturday afternoon. The mother of the family is preparing
what will be the second and final meal of the day. Breakfast, of cereal and toast.
was served eight hours earlier. and the five children and two adults will not
eat again until noon on Sunday. The ingredients of he meal are few and they
are .'nrefulty consumed. Itockground) 'he children will have water to drink.
nod later the parents will have a cup of instant coffee.

Mother: (Figures) (Following presence) I don't any milk because milk is
too high. Alt. there is times I get it every once in a while because I can't keep
it. It's a dollar and four cents a gallon.

Mother: Another bite and you can have desert. Another bite. Ob. that's
marvelous.

Mother : I Garbled. brief 1.
Nerrator: The contrast between these two families is harsh, but not ex-

axgeratea. For the hard and ;nreasingly alarming fact is that there is great
want in the in. 1st of Anterian plenty. and this complex imbalance is clearly
evident in the city of Chicago.

Man : Mandell. brief).
Narrator : In Chicago. indeed in any large city. it seems strange to think that

anyone could go hungry. There is such a visible abundance of food. Stores
stacked high with meats and bre ids; and vegetables. Snpermarkets in Illinois
sell fifty to sixty thousand dolls: 4 worth of goods a week, and in any one of
them there may he over TIM different fond items on display. And within these



walls of plenty it is hard to imagine that there could be numbers of malnour-
ished, even starving people, very close at band. No one knows exactly how many
people in Chicago are hungry, for no accurate surveys have ever been made. One
current estimate states that there are over six hundred thousand people in the
city who daily experience a measureable degree of hunger and it is likely that
that figure much too low. Measurements are vague and the major reason is
that hunger is chiefly lodged among the poor by the limited claim to public
attention. One group among the poor whose existence is always a elope battle
with starvation, are the men and women on the welfare rolls of Coon County.
There are currently 3411,0110 people receiving public assistance and monthly
budgets are made out for each person. Food allotments are calculated on the
basis of _'air a meal for an adult. But man women And ddlicuit to feed a
family on v '.at they receive.

Cleveland Well, if I had a hundred dollars a week to feed my children we'd
eat like kings and queens, if I could spend it all on food. But if I had to take
that hundred dollars you give me for food, and 1 have to take fifty dollars out of
it a inton,h to make up my rent, thirty dollars to buy all the kids a cheep pair
of gym . maybe fifteen dollars of that and tin back and forth to the dtctor
with in J month, and all the other things that are involved, then I really, I'm
starving bemuse I really don't have any food.

Klinger: We do not have the dramatic kind of hunger that you find in Biafria.
We have a hidden kind here. The kind that you find only after you talk with a
Person or after a good deal of observation. You ask a person how often they
think about food, ah, you'll find that they think about loud flinty and flinty five
per cent of the time. The mothers are beside themselves how to prepare food,
how to make it stretch. Public Aid will not give a hundred, more than a hundred
and five .collars to any family, no matter how many kids, because that's the
rules, so that what Mamma has to do is that if she's got four children. all, and
in must Instances, cannot find a, an apartment in the ghetto that costs a hundred
and live dollars or less, she's got to get the money to make up the difference
front somewhere, and she frequently will take it out of the food money because
this is the must flexible item in the ah. budget.

Figures: We don't have enough to est, in fact his clothes, and furniture, and
the school and buy paper, and also some thiggisso many places that this money
has to be put that we don't have enough food. \And the prices of food have gone
up and the budget money remains the same. If you need school supplies you
had to take it out of the fond budget. we have to take rent out of the food
budget. we have to take utilities out of the food budget, we have to take the
laundry and dry cle ruing out of the fond budget. So that cuts the food down.

I paid my rent and I can still buy a little fruit but how do we have to pay
them first. and then buy food later and so that makes r e and the kids go with-
out food when I find out that we have to pay our rent first. We don't have any
food beeause we have to pay housing first. How can you clothe a kid with nine
dollars and 2k4 or a teenager, from IS years up to 18 years. (We have to use
money for our rent. So if we can Just get the price of clothes. the price of utili-
ties and the price of rent. then we can afford, then we can use our food money
for food.

Mother (Thurman) : And we don't really have ell the money because like you
say we have to pay out of our fond allowances, ah, we got to. we got to buy. pay
the excess rent if we're renting, and Welfare won't pay but a certain amount.
We got to ply, if you over -use your utilities, you got to pay ter that out of
your food money. There's a problem ah. in eh. lend poisoninr. it's the highest
rate of lend poisoning and lot of times you see kids piekine the plastertastes
pretty good. I used to eat it. I remember, I used to love to taste plaster and
2 to 1 1 might even have some in me. I don't know. because it can. it can really
muse brain defects ah. from eating lead poison. I have a little child who will
never he well anymore he she, oh. had lead poisoning. I take very seriensly
the little pamphl -`, that ah. Cook County Department of Pnblie Aid tints out.
you know, with et. Ms of the month. and suggestions for nutritional fond and
rrerrthinr. and all of these things are No:molted to he economical cooking. and
this type of thine. Ah. rr ,ently T rend one of the pamphlets that was talking
about the ham bone that eon were going to use to make PIMP or something with.
oh. and at that point. rots know. I stopped to think. 'My Rod. I mean. von know
we can't oven ofenrel the ham sn I was Plitt wondering where we were mane to
get the ham bone from.



Klinger: And what a lot of our legislators and even our medical moieties
are sluing to these people, they are saying, you have to be more fragile than an
economist, you have to be more educated and imaginative than a dietition, and
you have to be more versatile than people who are more well to do than you.

Cleveland: I have six sons, four of them are sickly children.. I have one
that has ab, rheumatic heart condition. I have a son that has tuberculosis of the
bone. and then I have a sou that ah, has a problem with his eye, ah, a couple
of months ago a little boy hit him in the eye with a broken bottle and he's
lost the sight of this eye. I also have a son that is severely asthmatic. When
he has an asthma attack, generally in the middle of the night, there's no money
to get a cab, you know, and it should you have a little extra money on hand,
where do you think it comes from, your food allowance, and that's another
week's worth of milk, bread or whatever. It's gone, you know, because your
child has to go to the doctor to get this treatment. yeah. I do feel like I'm in ..a
endless cycle. Ah. the only hope I see is for myself is that ah, betterment for
any children. I strongly feel that hope is gone for for people that are my age
already, and I'm still a young man, but I really feel that hope for me is
almost non-existent, as far as having a really decent type of life, because I
think our legislators move much too slow, but I .sve to firmly believe that
there is hope for my children. And I tight for this and I believe in it. And
if I didn't feel this way. I don't know what I'd do. I I dou't know how I
would cope with life period. I don't know how I would stop from going on a
rampage and maybe committing mass murder because I feel, would feel that
that would be the only decent solution. I pay taxes. just like everybody else
pays taxes. T have six sons, and I feel like I'm equally important as any other
person in this way.

Powers: (Singing .. make Heaven my home. For many long years through
this world I have roamed. just thinking of a day's that to come, but now I have
changed and I want the world to know that I'm going to make Heaven nay
home. I'm going to make Heaven my home, sweet home. I'm left in this world
all alone. No :nother, no dad. Fre lost all I've bad. and I'm going to make
Heaven my home. (Continues as background)

Grisham: Uptown is what we call a port of entry area for Southern white
migrant families, principally from Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee. anal West
Virginia. We have about 8,000 Southern white families here in the Cptown
area. I would say that on a mcnthly bases. about 2000 of these families
need an emergency supply of food at some time or another during that month.
When they come in. all, they're coming to as. is eh, sus. expression of utter
desperateness. What I'm saying is that ah. they're not here in Chicago. simply
to set on Aid and Welfare. They they urgently need food. they ra (91 assistance.
And in many eases we have to seek them out. We have to encourage them to
some in. The need for food. emereeney supply of food. and the whole daily
pay and employment picture of the southerner in the city, seem to be tied in
together. This is the way it works. An individual will go to anyone of the
21 daily pay offices that are here in the rptown area. They will go in at 5
o"lock in the morning and get on the company bus and 'et a Job and go out
and work for eight hours. They may he performing . oh that pays the elm-
pany. or at least the employment company. someth,,,c like 83.41T an hoar.
but the worker only gets a dollar sixty of it. So he comes home that night.
and he picks up his check. and they average alma: eleven dollars and nine
cents. What happens is that they take this cheek to say. a local bar. and they
cash the cheek. and they buy we'll say, a couple of dollars worth of drinks.
Then they go to a local A & P store and bay 86.45 worth of groceries. So they
end up the day with about $1 to their name, bat not really. because that day's
rent. whether they paid it or not. or have to pay it on Friday. has east them
At for that one day. Rent here in the raffia-a area for a rat-infected. roach-
infested anartment. averages around a25 a week. or around *4 a moat' : And
go really, he has no choice hat to go out the very next day. mid the nevt day.
and the next day. and I'm talking now about 5.000 people a day that go oat
on daily Pay here in the ITatown area.

Mnsie againFor many long years (Grisham overt.
.%h e find that hunger among Southerners in the city. basically is a circum-

stantial thing.
Mnsic: That's to come. But now T have charged and T want the world to

know that ran gob,: to make Heaven my home. (Following over).
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Mrs. Powers: Well, I like living here. But I just think its an unhealthy
place for a kid to be in. You you get a place ou a wall and they won't lix it.
Ion gut to put tape un it and just paint over it. Now I've gut a big place
right over there now, with tape on it. They wouldn't put the plaster back in it.
You tell them something like that and it makes 'em mad. Beryone of my
children's had lead poisoning (reNumen'e?) and once, once this little girl here,
Linda, and Debbie, and Rebecca both had it. And here .bout six mouths ago
I took Linda Bell back, su everything's all right now. And I even told them
abort: that, bat they wouldn't fix the places in the wall.

Mr. Powers. I pay $'30 a week for this apartment, ah this apartment's sup-
posed to be furnished. And just about everything you see in this apartment
belongs to me. It's, its not the best, but it's better than hat they had in. I
asked them to take it out. I gut my own. And ah, $30 a :It, and it takes, for
the groceries, it would take about 850 or *60 a week to half to do it for the
grocery hill here.

Mrs. Powers: For their breakfast I make gravy and biscuit bread. For their
lunch. ell e usually snack, eat on a sandwich ur sumethin' like that because
he'd be at work you know. And then at. ah I put on a kettle of beans, cook 'on,
and some potatoes and cornbread for supper. And as far as having anything
to drink with that, all I have is water, but at times I give them some milk
if I have it to spare. see, my baby's on a bottle, baby, baby has to come first.

Mr. rimers: About ten year ago, I was, nu front Tennessee, I was working.
down there. so the plant where I worked dosed down, sold out, su I had to
start lookin' for work, so I headed out for Chicago. I found work and I been
here ever since, and there's times I seen the hard times in Chicago, cause just
one in the family working and I have a pretty good sized family. All, I'm sick.
can't work for a day or two so that makes the paydays short, but there's still
plenty of work when I'm able to. I been here that long so I think we just
alt. decide to make our home in Chicago as long as we can make it.

Mrs. Powers: NutWhen they tear down these places it's going to be hard
to find a pia, e that will accept you with 7 children. They'd rather have eogs
and cats irktead of little kids. There's places that way now.

Mr. Power: Them buildings are going to be taken away and highrkes are
going up c%eryday. And this %%bole neighborhood k on the map to go and we
know it and all. just seems like for poor people like us, is just makes it pretty
rough on te to rough, and what I, what I really think they should do, that'
including Mayor Daley too, he ought to get behind these people that own these
buildings and make 'em repair these buildings and lix them up so these people
can live in them. And let them stand, that's that's -he only reason they're
tearin them down is bee:nice they're not fit for peo& U live in. And that's
the landlord's and the landlady's fault. They're just LAW. 'em go. And what
they're doing, they're just getting money out of it and moving on. Eerybody
else is just root hog or die, is what I call it. They just make it hard for poor
people.

Music with Powers There's things in this old world that's so hard to under-
stand. While we have to lose the ones that we love so, but it's wonderful to
know when you leave this world below that you're going to make Heaven your
home. I'm going to make Heaven my home, sweet home. I'm left in this world
all alone. no mother nor Dad. I've lost all I've had, and I'm going to make
Heaven my home. (Chipping)

Narrator: In the families on welfare or those who live on a slum margin
of sub:istance. it is the children who suffer most from hunger. Bnt there k
also within the city another group wholike the childrenare particularly
vulnerable :0 hunger. Elderly people are generally treated as marginal member:
Of gociety. Neglected. often forgotten. their problems rarely attract wide or
prolonged attention. There are over 100.000 men and women in Chicago over
the age of 65 and more than a third of them live on less than $3.000 a year.
Indeed for many who live alone, the figure dips to less than $1.000 a year. Rent
and utilities are major expenses for the elderly as they are for any of the
poor, but the special cost item for the aged is medicine. The need for frequent
medication is common and the constantly increasing price of drugs steadily
reduces the monies available for food. The elderly poor often face the cruel
dilemma of courting starvation in an attempt to maintain their health. But
even at their hest, normal food allowances are rarely sufficient. A person
receiving old-age asstance in Cook County is given $26.88 a month for
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food. If he is on social security there may well be more money to spend, but
nut very much more if the recipient is on the lower end of the federal scale
and is trying to pay all his bill with $250 a month. The two men who live in
this small two-room apartment have pooled their resources, divided the space
bete eon them, and together they live better than either could by himself. Joe
Sullivan is a e,eran, recently retired. His more aged companion, Lee Haedrick,
receives so,nal security and income from a pension. By careful regulation of
expenses, the two men can almost make their own way each month. They still
require some assistance. The Little Brothers of the Pour, a Catholic charity
devoted to caring for the aged, regularly supplies small quantities of food
to aid these men in tneir brave attempt to maintain their independence.

Haedriel::. Well, umac, ( ) puts, pays about SG(.I.00 a month for groceries,
the two of us. He all he 'rays his rent, and then he, we put the ah, we always
split the room rent ; he pays half and me half. That's $50.00 a piece. And then,
the grow les, .A113' ( ) don't have, ah, most of the time we straighten out
at the end of the month. And he buys them sometimes and sometimes I buy
them.

Sullivan: Ile ah, usually for, be eats a very very little, eats a very light
breakfast and he eats one fairly heavy meal a day and just hunches. He can't
eat any meat so it

Haedrick I cat cereal in the mornings and such as that. I don't, can't eat
no meat no kind. I eat cereal and I eat lots of milk.

Sullivan: See, we both get social security checks, and ah, I-I work a a few
hours work a month; with the rent, way the rent is now, and the way groceries
are, it's quite difficult sometimes. You know what I mean? I I could, I'd be
getting much more money if I was on regular Social Security but I'm on what
they call Social Security Disability. I've got one steel leg and ah, it's been
nearly everyone I talk to, they they have to watch their pennies pretty closely.
I say, if it wasn't for the fact that the brothers really help us you know, it
would difficult to get along, but every, every month they bring out a package
for both of us. And it's food staples you know. coffee, sugar, oh cookies, and
canned goods, canned meat, canned soups. and ah fruit, candy. stuff that really
comes in very hand, believe me. Without that help it would be difficult.

PRESENCE

Narrator:. Banger in Chicago is not wholly contained within the city. There
are tributary lines of poor and ill-fed people coming in from the surrounding
suburbs. There is a regular yearly flow of 3 to 3 thousand Mexican migrant
laborers to farms in such areas as Chicago Heights. Their wages are small,
their families are large and their diets, an unvaried mixture of beans, potatoes,
water and flour. Many of these migrants leave the area each year as winter
approaches, yet there is n steady accumulation of people who finding work in
factories, move in toward Chicago where they join the other new arrivals
from Indian reservations, from Puerto Rico and from the Southern United
States. The poor have come to Chicago from many places and live a variety
of conditions. They are black and: white. Spanish speaking and native born,
recently arrived and life-long citizeps of the city. But their coalition experience
is that they have too little money to meet their basic human needs, and as a
consequence many suffer from a cbnstantoften desperateshortage of food.
But hunger, the innnediate need for food is only the foreground of the question
being examined. A shortage of food produces a deeper and more serious problem
of malnutrition.

Mendelsohn : Malnutrition doesn't begin with the child, malnutrition really
begins with the grandparents and it has to do with how the mother has been
nourished and the mother, who is malnourished or poorly nourished during her
pregnancy. presents special hazards to the child so that in populations that
have a high degree of maternal malnutrition, there's also a very high rate of
prematurity. In the central parts of Chicago, the incidence of prematurity may
be as high as 10 to 15 times as it is in the more affluent suburbs surrounding
Chiengo. infant mortality in the rich suburbs probably runs about ah, one fourth
to one fifth what it runs in the inner city of Chicago. So malnutrition in the
mother presents the child with a threat to his life. And not only does It pose a
threat to the life of the child, but it also poses a threat to the proper develop-
ment f his nervous system because there's been enough research now to indi-
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sate that when mothers don't get sufficient nutrition during the time that
they're pregnant, the child may be born with u small head and there's some
suggestion taut this small head represents a diminution of the total number
of the cells, of brain cells the child contains and so we not only end up uh,
killing more children if you will, but we end up seriously damaging the ones
who sun ice maternal malnutrition. (Examinations) Now let's start out (
by taking your height, good. That's fine. All right, now if you can turn around
for me, and you want to look at me. I just want to look in your eyes. That's
fine. Now it me see your teeth. Good. Fine. And your mucous membranes
and the other one. And open up your mouth and stick your tongue way out.
In medical schools there isn't amen emphasis on the diagnosis, of the conditions
leading to malnutrition or resulting irom malnutrition. An, in order for a
physician to properly identify cases of malnutrition, he has to be :mare of
these specific kinds of signs that occur in these children. These are not the
kinds of findings that a doctor is likely to find in the average practice in this
country. teresence) Several things may happen to a child in his formath e
years. The most severe kinds of results are those that produce the traditional
kinds of diseases like rickets, scurvy, and charity hospitals are on the ward
services of private hospitals, one would find ninny children, I would say the
majority of children, that have some degree of iron deficiency anemia. (Exami-
nation) well, Eddie has a case of hepatitis and this is another situation that's
rather common in poverty population. And chi10-e,1 who are, who grow up in
malnutrition, develop infections, are always, or in general, are more serious
than the.peopie who are well nourished. Also, children who are malnourished
have a greater chance of developing an infection of one kind or another.
How 'bout you Linda, are you having a good time in the hospital? Chances
are that a child that has iron deficiency anemia also has a protein deficiency
and may have some other vitamin and mineral and may have general caloric
deficiency. Rat above and beyond these kinds of effects, are the general effects
that are more subtle and that aren't as easy to identify. (Examination) Forrest
has something wrong with his lungs and we think that there's a possibility
that it might be tuberculosis, and of course infectious such as this are much
more common in groups that suffer from malnutrition than other kinds of popu-
lations. Are the nurses treating you right? (Yes) Umham. Have you got any
questions for me? (No) All right. that's- fine my friend. We'll see yo again.
(Another patient) How do you do Mrs. Meddles, I'm Dr. Mendelsohn. Oh,
sadness. Ali, what's her name? (Melanie) Melanie. Here, maybe Melanie would
like to nt least hold it. And I noticed that Melanie has some sores on her lips.
Can you tell us. is that what led her to coming into the hospital?

Mother: Well. yes. at first we thought she swallowed some drain cleaner
but when we took her in they took the test and they said she was clear from
that but she had a case of thresh mouth and they found lend poisoning.

Mendelsohn: Umhum well certainly is common among a lot of people, a lot
of children will swallow poisons of one kind or another and eertainly lead
poisoning is a condition that's almost exclusively found among the poor, ah.
How's she getting along here in the hospital?

Mother: Well. she doesn't like being here, but she's OK.
Mendelsohn: Um hum. There's no question that hunger has an effect on

the ah, on the growth of ehlldren. Even more important than the effect on the
physical growth is the effect on the intelleetual growth. And it may well be
that hanger and starvation are one of the chief causes of mental illness and n
large part of the learning disorders and n large part of the sehool problems
that occur in ill parts of oar country. You get a large range of psyehologieril
eharaeteristics, including sleepiness. apathy, indifference; where children do
receive proper nutrition, the transformation is quite dramatic. They end up
ehanging from listlessness to enthusiasm, they change from school failures
into school successes. And their, the incidences of infections diseases, which is
usually associated with malnutrition reeedes dramatically. I don't know
whether it's more important for n child to receive his bask immunizations or
to receive his breakfast and lunch. I don't know whether it's more important
for a father to have a job or for a child to have a good school. As far as I can
tell NVP hare to ask for the whole package at the same time. And the urgeney
depends on whether or not you're a child lying in Cook County Hospital with
diseases that are earqed by malnutrition. or whether you're in another hospital
as a result of infectiona that are much more common in malnourished children.
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or whether you're in with lead poisoning which goes along with lead poisoning,
or whether you're a mother who's been eating clay or starch because they can't
get enough food. I would say that tl:e urgency depends on whose hungry. Cer-
tainly, there's no question, the best people to diagnose hunger are the hungry
people themselves.

SUN-TIMES PRESSk:S

Narrator: In April of 11)0t), the Chicago Sun-Times began a long series of
articles on hunger in Chicago. That series was the lirst public inquiry into the
problem, and it has become one of the important documents on the crisis of
hunger in a metropolitan area. It also has had a number of political reper.
elisions and Mrs. Linda Rockey who researched and wrote the series, explains
what happened.

ltockey : When the Sun-Times was published in April of DO% the response
was immediate and diverse, ranging from shock and profound concern to
denial and ridicule. But it did result in widespread recognition of the problem.
The state legislature called for an investigation. And for the first time in his
15 year tenure, Mayor Daley declared war on hunger in Chicago. Daley said
that as long as lie is mayor, no one will go hungry in the city of Chicago.

Daley:, This is a program that I said time and again, we need to support
and assistance of everyone, the churches, the communities, the women organi-
zations. to give us the names, and as soon as we get the names, as I mentioned
two w eeks ago and three weeks ago, there is no need of anyone being hungry in
Chicago. IVe'll have food fur them in a matter of a few hours.

Hockey : Under the Mayor's emergency food program, a hungry family could
go to one of 13 Urban Progress Centers to apply for food. The program lasted
31; days for a total cost of $132,000. The money carne from a $325.000 Office
of Economic Opportunity grant. The remaining money has not been spent.
Did the Daley program work? Deton J. Brooks, Jr. city Commissioner of
Human Resources and the man charged with leading the city's anti-hunger
effort. thinks that it (lid.

Brook.: I think that it worked. It worked very well. It worked very well
ia in because, all, the people that were identified were given a, ah. level of of
some funds for a period of time.

Grisham : The way this program worked was that a family that was hungry
would walk in and of course be subjected to all the red tape of the Progress
Center. Wait in the food line, were asked all sorts of questions that were
irrelevant to their basic need of food.

M( titer: She asked me how many people were in the family. Why did I
collie and apply? When did I get my last cheek? Well. my check hadn't came.
it wag late coming. and I needed food, I was run out. She asked how old were
the children. When was I born, where was I born at. and ah, ''ow many rooms
I had. and all this didn't apply. This didn't mean that I didn't need food.
See. OIL. ivagn't the issue. The issue was that I was hungry.

Alberts. One of our patients who qualified all the way down the lineshe
was pregnant. she was judged as malnourished and anemia. she had no food
supplies and the investigator came nut and saw that she had enough food and
said that it would he a few days before she got her voucher. Well a week and
a half later .he still hadn't received it : in the meantime. you know, we had been
able to get some food for her, but this is just one instance and this happened
many times.

Rockey : The emergency food program was criticized by many people for the
procedure.

Brooks: Who for instance? I hear, I hear these broad statements made "it
wag criticized by many people". when on get down to specifically. certainly
not the people who were recipients of the program didn't criticize. they were
glad to get the food at that particular time.

Mickey Oh, I think several. several of the people who participated in the
program said that they felt the procedures were humiliating where a com-
munity representative had to go to their home and had to go through their
house and make sure there wasn't any food there.

Brooks: Well. I didn't know the community representatives went through
their house.

Mother : This is a rule, that we have to look in your refrigerator, to make
sere that you need food because some people might come ii. and say they need
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it and they don't; and look in your cupboards. I was ready to knock her down,
I told (her) send her on out. Anyway she sent the tatty out to my house.
She told me the lady would come out and after she looked in my refrigerator
and everything, then she would give we a curd to come back down there. OK,
the lady came out a day later, she couldn't make it out that dayI guess she
was looking in too many retrigeratorsbut she came out a day later. And she
eau* in and I said I hear that you want to look in my refrigerator, and she
said, Oh, no no no, that's OK, I won't look in your refrigerator". I said, "No,
you can look in it" and I almost had to make her look in it because she, I
guess the woman had told her I said that I was waiting for her. Anyway, I
wanted to show her that I didn't have any food and to show her how ridiculous
it was to look in people's refrigerators. They might as well been taking an
X-ray of my stomach.

Brooks: Now remember this much. the ah city of Chicago itself, was not
"the public agency" charged with the responsibility of of of ah of of handling
the problem of hunger or of malnutrition per se.

Mother: This is stupid. This is, ah, Daley said if you had, he said, show me
people who are hungry if we got any people who are hungry in Chicago have
them call us or come into the office and I'll feed 'em, and he gave a dollar a
person for three days and that was a one time thing, after that you couldn't
get another one. And I got $12, I got $4 for three days cause there were 4
people in my family.

Alberts: However much money was spent, and I don't know how much was
spent by I)aley's program, it wasn't set up to do what it was said to do. I
mean they really, I don't believe they intended to feed hungry people because
they would, you wouldn't have had to go through all this rigamaroe; people
would have been just granted the money for food. And ah, so the solutions
that the city and other people have set up, are not the solutions.

Brooks What actually needs to be done, in a review of the whole social
welfare program, we can see that we can do these things more efficiently than
they're being done now. I think that the problem of the city Is to give leadership
and concern as you know.

Alberts: Well, I just don't go along with this whole Idea that we have to be
efficient and we have to do this and we have to do that, and certain things
we can't io bemuse of legistics, I just don't believe that. But if you really
want to consider feeding hungry people, the government could do it, the state
of II could do it, the city of Chicago could do it. We Just don't do it.

Black Panthers: (Backgrund chant).
Rooker: But a few private groups are trying to meet the overwhelming need

for breakfast in Chicago's poor communities. Pioneer in this effort was the
Black Panther Party. which began feeding 1,000 children a week in April.

Panther : The basic reason the Black Panther Party decided to start a
breakfast for children program was because you understand, the children
have a need and eh, the need has to be fulfilled, ana ah that's what it's all
about. You, if you're really interested to feed hungry children you'll be about
feeding them rather than just talking <kbout it.

Rocker: Do the children have to sl, w any form of identification to have
breakfast?

Panther : Wow. Identification, no.
Panther : Basically we serve bacon or sausage every day. We have pancakes,

grits. ah, french toast, ah rice. eggs, ah we have toast. waffles, you know things
like that. it's always well-balanced. three courses. You can eat as mach as you
want to because we realize we are not here to Just passify the people and just
get them hungry. We are to fulfill their needs, we are to feed them as much
as they want because they need that much. Sometimes the children eat 3 and 4
helpings of food.

Roekev: Do the Children ever take the food home to their families?
Panther: Yes. a lot of times the mothers and fathers are sick. or the little

brothers and sisters can't eome. so all they have to do is ask to take a plate
out. We don't ask them where's your mother. why can't she come. and all that
other stuff 'muse we realize they wouldn't be taking it if they didn't need it.
So all they do is ask us for a plate and we send the food home.

Rocker : Feeding hunery children doesn't go alone with the nuhlic image
of the Block Panther Party as a violent gang. Has the breakfast program
enhanced the party's image?

42-778 0-70-0. 2-25



Panther: if you say that it's criminal to feed hungry kids then we are the
most amino! ',copse you ever want to meet because we are doing it and we
shall continue to do it us long as ther0- a need for it to be done. It surely
shows the people that this capitalistic form of government is net sere to serve
the needs of the people because if they did, like I said before, if they really
wanted to feed them, they would feed them. And not only do 1 say they don't
want to seed them but 1 elmllenge them, I ehallenge thou to a duel. They can
have their choice of weaponsbombs. airplanes, guns. anything they want.
And I say that we members of the Black Panther Party will beat them bemuse
we have (interest Irons people that are). We'll light thou with pancakes and
flapjacks and I say we will best them to death with bloody pancakes because
we love the people and we continue to serve the wants and needy of the Peo Ple,
and the only way we can ever stop the people is a ah. is just lay on, move on
over) because people are going to anyhow and they k where in the world
they going to them or the Black Panther Party because we are here and we
shall remain as long as they are here, find us here.

Hockey: Several other groups including Operation Breadbasket, 3larillac
Settlement Douse. the I.atin Ameriesm Defense Organixat km, and the Young
Patriots have followed the Panthers in trying to feed the hungry. .\ hungry
child cannot learn. That is why the greatest impact of the Sus -Times series
WOO to help secure passage in the state legislature of a free school lunch et.
It provides five million dollars in state money to supplement the National
School Lund* Act. In (Moises' of 1959, only 13,(N)0 of an estimated 200.000 welly
Chb ago school children received free lunches. In the fall the number was up to
950)0 am l rising. One of the schools to take advantage of this program is the
Scott School on Chleago's Southside.

Itedlieli: About, we are now feeding approximately eighty, eight hundred
and fifty children on our, on the free lunch program. The Federal and State
free howls program. This is an increase this year of almost total of what was
fed last year. Twenty-two vents is funded for school lunches per pupil hi the
Program by the Federal government. Representative Robert Maim and others
in the state, ah state assembly were able to 112155 through a bill which was
signed by the governor not too lung ago which allowed a supplementary budget
for the prgram of 15C per student. The limelmon staff which oh, is about 5.
They could never do the job. You can see that they emild never do this. So we
are using myself, my assistants, all. teachers. reading teachers who are not,
211I, assigned to a class, where we can pull them out of a class, we pull them
out of the educational program in order to help supervise. We are using volun-
teers from the community who see that there is a need in this capacity to
supervise. We are using teacher aides, schoacommunity representatives, any-
one. any parent who comes mound. we tackle and put them on the line and
help supervise the program. We do have (food) to feed the children, the
problem is the facilities. Our lunchroom was originally built to hold about Sti
children at the most and we put 10 times that callosity. This is true its many
buildings. particularly buildings of this vintage. It ah, the ear erted effort
of the eon munity. ah, and urging of the mess, and oh, other tin such as
yours in order to awoken all. the people within the oh, In education and in the
assembly and throughout the country for this terrific need. Children who come
to school hungry in the afternoon minim learn. Children have become ill because
af hunger pains andOil or just the the grumblings within the stomach of an
empty stomach detracts from trying to 'say atten, ,.. to ah the learning material
or the exercises that are going on in the class at that time. And the next
thrust iss this direction of feeding has to be with infants. In other words, the
children of course don'Vonie to, and this is not a cop out, but ehildren do not
come to us until the kindergarten are. but this is already ma=ny. many years
of suffering.from malnutrition which has effected a child.

Rockey: No politielan would publicly say that he is in favor of hunger but
it is historical fact that keeping people under conditions favoring widespread
malnutrition works to the advantage of those in power. It is true that hunger
is a national issue and it is tied um in a vicions cycle of poverty that cries for
wideseale reform. Rut how much longer can Chicago wait? The noor continue
to go without adequate food. housing, jobs. education and clothing. but they
are becoming more angry and articulate. Thee are beginning to demand that
a decent life in Amerien is a right. not a privilege. How mach longer will it he
before they decide that if they don't have an equal piece f the pie, we won't
either?
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APPLAUSE FOR JACKSON

'J. Jackson: Men will steal before they will starve and it becomes too great
a prim to pay to have ii -city -as -beautiful _as_ ours _laying here with these
etiological barriers and these other beautiful points, afraid to walk from here
to the next building because somebody is about to rub us. Afraid to walk down
our streets because somebody is going to snatch our pocketbooks in order that
they might have a decent meal. Black ...ttnerkan and poor-white America repre-
sent the foundation of the nation and when they hurt and holler the whole
nation is in discord. Su the question becomes, how much will it cost the nation
not to feed its hungry people?

McGovern: Well, the budget bureau has given us a pretty good Answer to
that. Ah, they've tried to make an analysis, laying aside the human and moral
factors, the linumnituriati factors, as to what it costs _this nation in dollars
to permit hunger to exist, and- their conclusion is- that in dollars along, we're
paying out 3 and a half times as much -to permit hunger and malnutrition to
exist as Would

Jackson: You must feed a nation this big systeinatictiliY, not PelSaiiiillY and
it has to erne from the Agrieultural Department, not just Civil Rights groups
and nice and kind people here and there. Because the only reason men are
starving is because of the money that would be used to set up a, distribution
system for food,- is being-allocated-instead in a distribution system for bullets.
Now we can get bullets anywhere we want to get them in the world imme-
diately, but we can't get food there.

Percy: To close the hunger gap in America today, would require two billion
nine hundred and thirty million dollars expenditure per year. Now that's less
than wespend oh, and have spent on foreign aid in past years and yet we have
millions of malnourished Americans who many of whom might be perManent
welfare cases, and for the lack of a few hundred dollars in (fend) will cost
thousands of dollars later. Now as against that need of two billion, nine

. hundred and thirty million dollars, the Congress has appropriated and author-
ized this year, about six hundred thousand dollars, al% six hundred million
dollars, so that we're not Closing the gap.

Jackson: Look up here on the television and nine years ago they had two
great programs: the poverty program and the moon program. (Ending) up
at the same time under the same administration. Both programs launched off
9 years ago. Two programs left nine years ago together. Forty million people
hungry. Nine years later we get to the moon. Two men. two boxes of rock.
the hill. the bill 5-1 billion dollars, 54 billion dollars. Two men, two boxes ofrocks off the timiffinntring-thot-sounstomac andhs.

empty minds, less than 6 billion dollars.
McGovern: Ab, hunger is a problem that we can readily eradicate from this

country. It's very difficult to say. that we can eliminate all disease from
America. or that we can find a quick answer to the problem of oh, cancer or
pollution. But we can, within a reasonable length of time, provided we have
the commitment, put an end to hunger in this country so that not one single
American needs to go to bed hungry in the United States.

Jackson: Men ought not be thirsty in this nation unless there Is no more
water. Men_ ought not starve unless the soil loses its fertility. Being willing th-
ine at 18Monld not be the prerequisite for citizenship. Being willing to live as
a responsible adult at age IR should be the prerequisite for citizenship and
the standard for loyalty. (Clapping)

Percy: If we can't provide adequate food for Americans, what good are we?
If we can't with the abundance of this country. share it and recognize that
this is not charity. that is an investment in the future of young lives. for
instance. that can be permanently injured. physically ale mentally if they
don't get adenunte food in their early Years.

Jackson : Right here in the city of Chicago we're going to propose that very
soon the city council of Chicago must make banger in this city illegal. must
make it Megal. Tf a child is 10 years old. and goes to a liquor More. say he's
n minor. A child ran be arrested and the license can be revoked within 24
hours. the child's parents can be pia under arrest bemuse a minor was trying
to hue. That same child ran break in the welfare office starving. and there's
no reaction and how ran n moral nation. printing on its MATPV its Godhead
and "In God we trust" bare a greater sensitivity to people getting drunk for



an hour or two than people starving for a lifetime and developing brain damage,
I will never be able to understand.

Mother: (Powers) Well, I just think it's an unhealthy place for our kids
to be in.

Jackson: We have 10 million people in this nation who are destitute, whose
stomachs are bloated from not enough to eat.

Cleveland: We're fighting a war over in Vietnam, we're sending money by
the cartloads every place else and we're paying some of our people here in
this country not to produce food when we have children here that could eat
every bit of it. I mean it's just stupid to me. I I can't understand it.

Klinger: Well, let's face it. Food has always been- one -of the most important
political instruments that with footiyou can pick and choose your population.

Mother: (?Thurman) There's a big crisis_with-liunger in the-United States
and especially in the welfare budget. And mothers don't have-enough food
moneythe Children- are not fed properly, they're sick- half the time, -their
minds don't function right you know brainS can't function right when your
stomach-Ls empty.-

Cleveland: I have to 6114 believe that there is hope for my children; and
Hight for this and I believe in it and if I didn't feel this way, I don't know
what I'd do. I I don't know how I would cope with life period.

End of tape:

CITY COUNCIL, CITY OF CHICAGO
COUNCIL CKAWD/3

April 7,1970.
SENATOR GEORGE S. McGovEss,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

Demi SE:taxon McGovians: You have Chicago's appreciation for setting the
hunger hearings for April 20th. If I can help, please let me know.

You may be interested in the enclosed study on Hunger in the Fifth Ward.
Sincerely yours,

Laos M. Dumas,
Alderman, Fifth Ward.

Hosoza IN viz Finn WARD (Ryon PARK. AND WOODLAWN)

(Report by Jeannie Garrison)

FOISWORD

Your comments, questions, and suggestions are urgently requested on this
study and on the actions we can take to relieve hunger in the community.

Jeannie Garrison Is a graduate student in the School of Social Service
Administration. who is doing field placement work in the office of the Fifth
Ward Citizens Committee. This report is the result of many hours of study
and direct personal observation, and it is valuable as a statement of what is.
and of what is to be done.

Laos M. Damns,
Alderman, Fifth Ward.

Is Titus Hinton is TUC Firm Wain)?
Does hunger exist in our Fifth Ward communities of Hyde Park and Wood-lawn? If by hunger we mean the lack of an adennate and nourishing diet, then

we can say hunger is indeed a problem in the Fifth Ward.
One indication of poverty and consequent malnutrition is a high unemploy-

ment rate. An employee of the Illinois State Employment Service estimates
unemployment in Woodlawn at from 20 to 28%; no figures were found for
underemployment. Unemployment mar be as hirh in some parts of Hyde Park,
although no up-to-date statistics could be obtained. A high unemployment ratenecessarily means that many persons are living in poverty and many are
welfare recipients.

In Hyde Park about 700 persons, of whom 400 are children, are currently
receiving public aid. In Woodlawn 21% of the population receives aid. Of them,
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approximately 10,000, including 7,000 children, live in the Fifth Ward (to 65th
Street). These figures are important because public aid often means that the
recipient is malnourished.

A home economist for the Cook County Nib lie Aid De Partin-ea-says-Lbw: one-
would have to be both a mathematician and a nutritionist to get on by a welfare
budget, and even then success would not be guaranteed. She and two other
nutritionists spent :154 days planning a week's menu, based on kinds and quan-
tities of food suggested by the State Department of Public Aid, for a family
of four. After they wrote the menu, they tried to shop for the foods but dis-
covered that the food allotment was inadequate to buy all -the food the state-
suggested, and found themselves forced to replace nutritious foods with substi-
tute inexpensive. bulky and less nutritious foods.

Moat public aid families cannot even -devote all their food money to food,
because,-as a housing consultant for -the Public- Aid Department explained, they
have to dip into their food money for rent -and Cmergencies._The,food allotinent
is inadequate to begin with-=even three nutritionists could not make it work
and rent and other expenses further reduce-it-Public Aid,families.do-notstarve
in the Biafran sensethey survive on potatoes, oatmeal and other carbohydrates
but the costs in poor health-and occasional brain damage in young children are
disturbingly high.

The _elderly also suffer. Many of them .have low incomes, find themselves
forced to spend Much of their-incomes-for-rent_and,medical-,expenses._ and do
not have enough money left for food. Some of them are too incapacitated to cook
for themselves. In 1960, 11.6% of the population in Hyde Park and 6.3% in
Woodlawn were over 65.

Clearly, hunger is a major problem in the Fifth Ward; and clearly the exis-
tence of hunger is morally insupportable and economically inefficient. How can
one work well or learn well if one is hungry? The question before us is, what
can we do about II?

WHAT CA? WE DO ABOUT IT

Nationally, we have to see that the hungry have an adequate income to buy
the food they need for healthful living. Locally, we have to try to deal with our
emergency hunger problem with means at hand. People are suffering and some-
thing must be done about it now. One way to help is to push for maximum use
and improvement of existing programs, specifically, the school lunch program,
the school breakfast program, the food stamp program, and the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture's supplemental food program. Other possibilities include
working for 'tiny programs, such as providing free midmorning milk for all
school children and encouraging area grocery store& to stock and feature high
prat-amm-eirtel tacirleods, and above all to work to increase the itmotx
money people have to spend on food.

This report will examine the effectiveness in Hyde Park and Woodlawn of
local programs designed to alleviate hunger and will suggest courses of action
for concerned citizens.

THE SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM

Of the nine public schools in the Fifth Ward, seven offer hot lunches to their
students. Table 1 shows that since the end of the 1968-1969 school year there has
been a great increase in the number of children participating in the free lunch
program. This increase is due mostly to the 1961) school lunch measures, spon-
sored by State Representative Robert Mann and passed with bipartisan support,
which authorized an increase in state funds for free lunches. Many children in
Hyde Park and Woodlawn who are very poor and normally would receive no
lunch or an inadequate one are now able to eat a hot noon meal.

We know that a good nourishment helps a child learn more easily and also
reduces schoOrdiscipline problems. A Hyde Parker who was formerly principal
of n west side elementary school says that when children were brought to him
for disciplinary reasons, he made a practice of asking them what they had had
to eat in the past 24 hours. He found that many of them had had nothing to eat
or had not had enough to satisfy and fill them. Thus the free tic "ool lunch pro-
gram gives participants an improved chance for better health and a better
education.

Unfortunately in most &tools there has not yet been enough additional
supervisory staff or kitchen staff or enough additional facilities to meet the
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increased demand. Wadsworth, until February 1, was feeding an astounding
stuuents each day in a converted classroom which seats i5 to Ito children.

The principal, Mr. Jack has since successfully obtained the use of the
Woomawu Boys Club taciintes across the street from the school, under contract
with the Board of Education.

Both Carnegie and Kortumski need an additional. portable steam table to get
the chnuren turougn the hues more quickly and feed more children. They find
that when cluidren have to eat very rapidly they do not digest their meals well
and sometimes react to pressure by not eating at all. Inadequate supervision
aggravates ditanities because it leads to an undisciplined atmosphere which
impedes good digestion.

Most principals are now forced to employ teacher aides as lunch supervisors,
an unhappy solution, since it pulls them out of classrooms and reduces their
classroom work.

A further problem is that, -regardless of age or grade, all elementary school
children get the same quantity of food, and a meagre quantity at that. At one
school I visited,_ French fried potatoes were inehuled in the day's menu, and
children received only two to three pieceg. At iiiiiitheriehool;green-beans-were
being served, and again the children received only a few beaus. At still another
school, jello mixed with fruit was on the menu; each child was given about a
tablespoon. It is conceivable that such small portions might be adequate for
kindergarteners. but it is ludicrous to give eighth grade boys these portions.
The children will sometimes eat- the-school lunch add then be forced to buy
additional food (if they have the money), go home for more food (if there is
food at home), or remain only partially satisfied.

Tim purpose of the school lunch legislation was to provide nutritious meals to
students; all lunches are supposed to be of "Type A" quality: a half pint of
milk, 2 oz. of lean meat, poultry, fish, or cheese, % cup of two or morevegetables
or fruits or both. one slice of bread, and two teaspoons of butter or margarine.
Several schools in the Fifth Ward do not meet these minimal requirements.
especially the meat requirement. And starches like spaghetti and lasagne account
for a disproportionate mom of food served. while fruits, vegetables, and high
protein foods are scanty. The question is, why

The Board of Education lunch bureau provides a nionthly menu which meets
"Type A" requirements: however. many schools do not follow this menu. The
lack of adequate facilities is one reason that schools must depart from this
menu: the school cannot prepare fried chicken for 1,000 students when the lunch
room personnel have only a converted classroom to.cook in. Certainly. additional
kitchen equipment and space would enable individual schools to serve more
varied meals_ to greater numbers of students.

But lack of equipment Is riot tine -er. It does not explain why
children in some schools get only :1 half slice of bread w hen
specifies a whole piece, or why the amount of meat children receive in some
schools is closer to 2/. ox. than 2 oz.

Part of the answer to small quantity and inferior quality may lie with the
lunch room manager, for it is the manager who determines the menus in those
schools which have inadequate facilities, and it is the manager who determines
how much each child gets. According to one principal. the lunch room manager
is expected to make a "profit" off the lunch room and does not get a raise if she
does not. The lunch room makes a profit by takine in 32e per lunch per child
(from state and federal funds or from paying children) and spending less than
32e for each child's lunch. Breakfast money. money from teachers' lunches
(which are different in type from those served the children in almost all
schools). and money from "canteen" items such as cookies are other sources
which offer the possibility of "making a profit." The lunch room manager has n
vested interest in providing highly inexpensive luncheslunches of meagre
quantity and food of the cheapest kind.

The lunch room miniver is not under the supervision of the principal and he
has no authority to demand that the lunch room provide better lunches or in-
creased quantity. The lunch room manager has n supervisor. but lunch room
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supervisors have more than one school district under their supervision and thus
only occasionally see any one school's lunch program in operation.

What can be done to improve the lunch program at these schools? Obviously
more lunch room personnel and Improved facilities would help. Table H presents
specific needs of individual schools. Additional kitchen help and supervisory
help should be hired from the community both to provide employment for the
area and to reduce stuff turn-over. In addition, parents and other interested
residents could monitor lunch rooms to ensure that minimal requirements are
met in terms of quantity and type of food served. The Board of Education is
legally required to serve a "Type A" lunch and where this is not being done the
citizen should demand that the lunches be brought up to standard. Clearly, hot
lunches are valuable and prevent many children from going hungry, but there is
no reason why improvements cannot be made which would make these lunches
better.

The two schools having no lunch program, Murray and Bret Harte, are located
in areas where the need for free lunches is not as great as in other areas. How-
ever, there are students attending these schools who would qualify for a free
lunch,and,who are deprived of one simply because they are required _to attend
a school without a lunch prograni. Al lso, Students hO do not qualify for a free
lunch but who desire a hot lunch at these schools cannot get one. Hot lunch pro-
grams should .be started at these schools, for both the poor and non-poor
students. Until facilities are made available,to these schools forhotlunches, the
"Xutri -Cold Pack Lunch," a nutritious bag lunch, could be provided. Other
ideas include the catering of hot lunches to schools which have inferior facilities
for preparing hot lunches.

THE SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM

Two schools in the Fifth Ward, Scott and Carnegie, now offer reduced prici
breakfasts at 100 for students. At each school only 75 to 100 students partici-
pate. There appear to be several reasons why more children do not participate.
First, the breakfast costs 10 a day, a sum which many children simply do not
have. Then, as one principal said. the quality of the food is poor and the quan-
tity inadequate; and a child with a dime may prefer to spend it on a candy bar
rather than oatmeal. The principal said that when an exceptionally good break-
fast is served, such as eggs and sausage, many more children come. Apparently
the children who arrive early run to tell others about it. Finally, a few children
fail to participate because they do not get to school in time.

Despite the imperfections in the program, the fact that 10% of the Scott
student body and 20% of the Carnegie student body regularly participate in the
breakfast program indicates that it is meeting a definite need.

-In the other schools. parents and other residents could discuss with principals
the need for a breakfast program and the teasiondi of instituting one. If
enough of a need were felt and expressed, most principals in the Fifth Ward
would, I believe, be willing to do all they can for such a program, particularly
if they have community backing and volunteer supervisors. Later the downtown
lunch office could be induced to provide tastier breakfasts and eventually free
breakfasts.

MID-MORNING MILK PROGRAMS

Many teachers and principals.believe that morning milk should be provided
to all students free of charge, but no money has been budgeted for it. All but
two in the Fifth Ward now sell morning milk to children for 40; Wadsworth
has no storage place for milk; and the Hyde High School administration says
that a milk break competes too much with class time. At the schools which do
offer milk. many students fail to buy milk because they do not have money or
they lose or forget it. Thus some children drink milk while others watch and
cannot have any. Providing free milk for all the children would yield benefits
in increased attention and betterhealth. In some schools. milk and cookies might
be provided in place of a breakfast program. or in addition to it. For many
children the stretch from 0:00 to noon needs to be broken by a snack.
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Until free milk is provided, schools might consider collecting milk money
monthly instead of daily, to assure steady, long-term participation. Kozminski
and Bret Harte collect it monthly and are able to encourage ail children to par-
ticipate. The only problem is that 800 may be too much money for some students
to bring at one time.

ELDERLY

Many older people face special problems related to hunger: They have inade-
quate incomes to purchase food, they need special diets, they are not physically
able to do their own shopping, or they are too ill to cook:

The Chicago Commission for Senior Citizens Nutrition Project is currently
operating a meals program for older citliens at-a ,reduced price at various loca-
tions in Chicago, one- of which is the Chicago Housing Authority project in
Woodlawn. The Neighborhood-Club and the-YMCA in Hyde park are-negotiat-
ing to implement this program, called the "Golden Diners Club." The objective
of the Golden Diners Club is to provide low cost_and nutritious -meals as well
as to provide a social occasion for many elderly *ho_are,socially isolated.

The Drexel Home-for the Aged-was4reeeiitly- forced -ti3 Hothe
Delivered Meals program, a program which delivered two meals daily to elderly
people who were not able to prepare their own meals. Since the program
stopped, several of those served by it have been forced to enter nursing homes
and at least one elderly man was eating oatmeal three times a day. Home
Delivered Meals is',Certainly-a--desirable,program and it might be possible to
persuade another institution, such as Billings Hoipital, to iiiiplinient this
program.

FOOD STAMPS -

The Food Stamps program is a federal program designed to increase the
buying power of a poor person's food dollar by as much as 37%. Food stamps
are definitely valuable, but many needy persons who could use them advan-
tageously do not do so. First, there is bureaucratic red tape involved in obtain-
ing a card which permits one to purchase the stamps monthly. The food stamp
office in Chicago estimates that 50% of the people who apply are found in-
eligible, some of them because they are not poor enough to qualify and others
because they do not or cannot bring all the information which the food stamp
office considers necessary to prove their poverty. This information includes the
following: (1) pay stubs for a full month for each employed person in the
household; (2) verification of all other income including pensions, railroad
benets, OASDI, etc.; (3) copy of income tax return for the preceding year ;
(4) rent receipts; (5) verification of liquid assets such as bank books, postal
savings, account books, etc.; (6) medical bills or receipts if they have been

highIn_addition, other conditions made the stamps undesirable:
Food stamp holders are forced to buy the stamps all at one time once a month
and to tie up their money in stamps with no money left for emergencies. They
have to pay a predetermined amount each month and may not limit the purchase
to the stamps they have money for. Also stamps cannot be used for many items
such as dishwashing soap, paper towels, toothpaste, and sardineS. Many persons
feel stigmatized through the use of stamps, and feel that they are identifying
themselves as poverty-stricken each time they buy groceries. And finally, some
food stores victimize people who pay with stamps by requiring them to use a
separate line and by charging them higher prices, which wipes out the advan-
tage obtained by buying stamps.

A final problem is that the income scale which determines eligibility for food
stamps is very lowone can be quite poor and still ineligible for the stamps.
However. the income scale in Illinois has recently been liberalized admitting
persons who were previously ineligible to participate and increasing the amount
of money saved through use of the stamps.

It seems highly unfortunate that the government cannot simply subsidize poor
families with money instead of labeling them with stamps. However, food
stamps are a very valuable supplement and their use could at least be liberalized
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to increase the total amount available and allow people to purchase any amount
they want below the maximum. S2547, a bill to liberalize food stamps, is now
before the U.S. House of Representatives (but is stalled in the Agricultural
Committee), and community residents as well as organizations concerned about
the welfare of the poor should ask their _House and Senate representatives to
press for liberalization of the program. Senator Mc Govern has said that the
pending bill could do virtually the entire 'job of feeding 15,000,000 to 25,000,000
hungry Americans.

In addition, we should give extensive practical help to persons.who need food
stamps but find themselves cut off by not knowing the procedures or suffering
from bureaucratic exclusion, and we should encourage all eligible people to use
stamps.

THE SUPPLEMENTAL FOODS PROGRAM

The,Federal government through the Department of Agriculture has author-
ized a program designed to help alleviate hungeramong pregnant women, nurs-
ing mothers, and children under the age of 6, by _direct diStribution of surplus
commodities. Although this is a program designed more to !beet the needs of
farmers than the urban poor, it nevertheless benefits the urban poor and full
advantage should be tnken of it: Commodities distributed include evaporated
and non -fat dry milk, canned vegetables, dehydrated potattoes,-farina, and corn
syrup blend, and sometimes other foods. This program has been in existence
and these foods available all during 1969 without its being applied in Chicago.
Deton J. Brooks, Jr., Human Resources Commissioner, has said that Chicago
eannot_adopt the program because administration _and storage- costs -are- too
high. However, his` Cost estimate was twelve times higher than the actual cost
of the program as ope) ative in Washington, D.C. Cook County OEO has just
commenced this program in several Chicago suburbs and will soon be reaching
14,000 needy persons.

The City of Chicago has recently implemented its own version of the program,
a pilot project which will reach between 3,000 and 5,000 persons Hying on the
South Side. When one reflects that there are 10,000 mothers and children on
Public Aid in Hyde Park and Woodlawn alone (many of whom are eligible)
and that there are many others-not on Public Aid-but also eligible, the 3,000 to
5,000 figure for the City of Chicago appears grossly inadequate. Under the city
program, children between 1 and 6 will be excluded from participation and only
milk, formula and cereal will be available to those deemed eligible. Thus the
city's program will be highly restrictive in terms of 'both people, eligible and
available commodities. An OEO official says that the Chicago program may
well be more expensive per person than the original Department of Agriculture
program since participants will be buying at retail prices. Unfortunately, young
pre-sebool children must now do without important foods while the City of
Chicago rejects what is readily available and experiments with a limited and
restricted "certificate" system in a questionable-.attempt

HIGH PROTEIN AND ENRICHED FOODS

According to Nick Kotz, author of "Let Them Eat Promises: The Polities of
Hunger in America":

"American agriculture, industry and government easily possess the technical
ability to eliminate hunger and malnutrition in the U.S. nowmerely by pro-
ducing the same low-cost fortified foods used in the government's foreign aid
program. This goalcan be reached by private industrywith not more than
$50 million in government aid."

Cheap, high protein foods such as CSM are available from the U.S. Govern-
ment to the hungry in other lands, but not to thehungry of America..According
to Kotz, one already-tested bread and cereal can supply all the synthetic protein
a child needs at a cost per year of 280 per child ! Foods of this type are unavail-
able to consumers principally because the food and farm industries are afraid
of undue competition and have effectively lobbied against legislation to make
them available to Americans.
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Dr. Myron Willi& in an article entitled "Malnutrition and Brain Develop-
ment" (The Journal of Pediatrics, May, 1961)) states that all available infor-
mation indicates that "... brain growth may be retarded by malnutrition. The
earner the nutritional deprhation, the more severe the retardation." He con-
cludes that "... in terms of over-all cost it would certainly be more efficient to
use the available funds to protect the population most at risk and to prevent
the exceedingly costly consequences of maintaining within the society large
numbers of individuals who are unable to contribute because of marginal mental
development." Dr. Winick's observations are especially cogent in view of the
low cost of the newly developed and highly nutritious soybean-based foods. The
government might find it cheaper in the long run to distribute these foods. free
of charge to all who want them.

In addition to special foods, enriched f,.ods could also help prevent malnutri-
tion. %VII!' the kelp of 0E0 funds, Pillsbury has experimented with a new high
protein flour aimed at preventing protein deficiency. It claims that the addition
of lysine to the flour makes the protein in the flour as "readily available" as
the protein in red meat. However, in a Certified store in Wood lawn this flour
costs 620 per :3-1b. bag, while Certified enriched all-purpose flour costs 49 per
bag. Also, as a home nutritionist stated, "You'd have to eat an awful lot of flour
to -make up_ for, a serving of meat." No ertheless, enriching staple foods with
added protein could litiVo a-great -impact on elithinating dietary deficiencies, but
the foods must be made inexpensive enough for the poor to buy them, especially
when a company's new food is financed by 0E0 money. Clearly, people who
may know little about their need for protein but much about the tightness of
their budgets are not likely to buy expensive product% even When-these products
are highly nutritious.

Despite present expensiveness, the concept of protein-enrichment should be
encouraged. Pillsbury 18 test-marketing the flour in Chicago now but has not
yet decided whether to market it nationally. It appears to be a product of
potential value to all citizens. and if it is successful other companies might be
encouraged to develop highly enriched foods. No stores in the Fifth Ward sell
the flour, but stores near the Fifth Ward which stock it are National Tea at
6011 South Halsted, A & 1' at 47th and Drexel, and Vito's at 344 East 63rd.
Customers of other stores might talk to their store managers about it.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the final solution to the problem of poverty is beyond the scope of
the local community, the community can and shaild improve existing programs
to combat hunger. The greatest impact that the community can have appears to
be in the realm of school feeding programs. All principals in the Fifth Ward
recognize the importance of healthy children and gratefully welcome community
help in improving the school lunch program. Better facilities, added personnel,
and larger portions_ of food are tplimary needs in most schools: Community
groups working with principals could help meet these needs.

Almost all principals expressed an interest in breakfast programs and several
schools in the Fifth Ward could start such a program if parents determined that
one were needed and discussed its feasibility with principals.

To encourage participation in the mid-morning milk program, parent-teacher
groups might discuss whether the collection of milk money should be once a
month. Perhaps parents could snake special funds available for children unable
to afford the cost of the milk. They might also exert pressure to obtain free
milk for some children.

Special help for the elderly could be obtained through a new home-delivered
meals program. In addition, the non-home-bound elderly should be informed of
the "Golden Diners Club" project nt the Chicago Housing Authority in Wood-
lawn.

There appears to be little a community can do locally to increase the benefits
of food stamps or to eliminate the red tape in obtaining them: but community
volunteers could inform elderly citizens. students. and others of the availability
of stamps and the best way to apply for them. Community action groups might
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also begin a letter writing campaign to Congress on the new Food Stamps Bill
S2547 and begin an information campaign on the need for a liberalized Food
Stamp Act.

Since the city has already instituted the "certificate" system in place of the
more comprehensive Supplemental Foods Program, groups in the community
could entourage the city at least to Increase the scope of the program. Eligibility
should be extended to include pte-school children over one year-of -age-atid
mothers all over the city. As the program is set up now, a young mother living
on 64th Street will be eligible to obtain free milk for her baby, while her
neighbor ,a1 65th Street will not be. Possible action for concerned persons might
include a group request to see the Mayor and a letter writing campaign to
newspapers.

The development of protein enriched foods such as the new Pillsbury dour
represents another way to prevent malnutrition, and local stores could be asked
to stock this food. Perhaps other companies would be persuaded to develop
similar products.

In conclusion, many people in our own community are suffering from hunger,
often "hidden hunger," manifested in poor health and lack of energy or, among
children, stunted mental development. We can hope to eliminate hunger and its
effects by hard work to improve existing programs and by consistent support of
the efforts of elected representatives who are attempting to improve specific
programs or put more money in the hands of the poor and thereby allow them
to function as consumers in the market.

CHART I

School (principal)
Number of
students *

Number of tree
Number of lunches, Dec.

lunches served ember 1%1

Number of free
lunches, Juno

1969

Kay (K-I)
Bret Harts K-11) (Paskind).
Murray (K ) (Shannon)
Koziininski (K-11) (Cohen)
Fiske (K-6) (McBride)
Wadsworth (K-8) (Pei fin)
Scott (K-6) (Redlich)
Carnegie (K-6) (Sims)
Hyde Park High (Kolheim)

765
520
425
796

1, 072
1,631
1,120

646
11,300

230-245 190

323/1tau
710-880 (1)
11,170 Same
11,050 Same (3-4

450 Same (5-8 pa
1900 300-4

(i5
400

300
350

50

t Attendance figures are 10 tc LS percent lower than enrollment.
2 No lunchroom, no froe lunches.
1 About the same, approximately 18 pay.
1 Approximately.

CHART II

SCHOOL (PRINCIPAL) AND NEEDS

Ray (Vallina), more supervisory staff paid.
Bret Mule (Paskind), lunch room facilities and staff (at present, no lunch

program).
111,rray (Shannon), lunch room facilities and staff (at present, no lunch pro-

gram).
Fiske (McBride), no needs expressed.
Wadsworth (Perlin), supervisory staff (not teacher aids). New facilities (or use

of Woodlawn Boys Club). Extra custodial help.
Scott (Redlich), space to convert entire basement into lurich room. Disposable

plates and trays (to prevent slowdown). Larger portions for older students.
Carnegie (Sims Assist-Chappell), more sttpervisory help. 2-3 more kitchen staff.

Portable steamtable for another room.
-Kozminski (Cohen), additional steamtabie and 2 more women to man it.
Hyde Park High (Koiheini Assist-Gaskins), volunteers to handle distribution of

tokens.
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STILL HUNGRY IN AMERICA. .

THE UNITED STATES is the wealthiest country in the
world, yet
we rank 27th among nations in life expectancy
for men, 15th for women and infants

* we are the only modern democracy without a
family allowance system

1 out of every 10 people is hungry

HUNGER KNOWS NO COLOR LINE, only a calorie line

WHO IS HUNGRY IN AMERICA?

* The Working Poor (42% of the heads of poverty
Manes worriEre than 40 weeks per year. In
1966, h the labor force was not covered by the
federal minimum wage law. Over 3 million men
earned less than $1.60.)

* The American Indians (average family income on
reservations is $1500)

* Rural Whites, Blacks and Mexican-Americans who
TrroflEig
(20% of the rural population is poor. The

average family income for migrant farm workers
is $1500.)

* The Urban Poor, many from the South and Puerto
Tecio,tirio are unskilled for the job market and
face discrimination. (14% of the urban popula-

tion is poor.)

The Elderly, who live on a fixed income or no
at all (average family income below

* The Disabled and Chronically Ill (who comprise
TPCMITTfhose completely unemployed)

* Children of all Races, sons and daughters of
leth7aiii7F3Fr7iTrunemployed. of the com-

pletely unemployed family heads are mothers
with small children.)

* 73% OF THE POOR IN AMERICA ARE WHITE

A Dept. of Agriculture survey shows that 63% of
families below the poverty line are hunger
families.
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STILL HUNGRY IN ILLINOIS. . .

ILLINOIS is the third wealthiest state in the nation,
yet 1 OUT OF EVERY 10 FAMILIES in Illinois is a
hunger family (629,000 families.)

WHO RECEIVES PUBLIC AID?

There are S36,000 on public aid in Illinois, out
of an estimated 2,000,000 poor. Of these 63% are
children; 16% are aged, blind or disabled; 13%
are mothers; 4% are unemployable; 3% are diffi-
cult to employ; 1% are working.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics says 404 per
meal is needed, yet people on Public Aid receive
only 284.

Only 4 out of every 10 eligible people are re-
ceiving Public Aid.

While the poor go without, other segments of
society receive large federal subsidies: big
commercial farmers, defense industries, oil pro-
ducers, transportation, etc.

The federal government gives Illinois farmers
over $100 million each year not to produce food.

S T I L L H U N G R Y I N CHICAGO. . .

Estimates of the hungry in Chicago go as high as
600,000. They include the families of:

100,000 working poor, including 7000 day labor-
ers in ante;:;, C3S00 of whom are white.)

Employable black: who cannot get jobs (8.6%
unemployment rat..)

The Puerto Rican tommunity, where the Board of
Health found nearly ki the infants with anemia.

7 out of 10 elderly people in Chicago who are
undernourished.

62% of the poor who are eligible to receive
Public Aid. but do not.

THE CITY OF CHICAGO DOES NOT SPEND It OF ITS
REVENUES ON FEEDING THE HUNGRY, while $10 million
goes for McCormack Place parking.
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HOW HUNGER AFFECTS CHILDREN

* Children of poverty are 6 months to 2h years

behind in growth.

4 out of 10 are severely anemic
3 out of 10 have serious vitamin deficiency

* 50,000 infants die unnecessarily each year
because of malnutrition and poor health care

WHY DON'T FEDERAL FOOD PROGRAMS ELIMINATE HUNGER?

Only 1 in 6 needy people participate in food
stamp and commodity programs. These programs do
not provide an adequate diet and exist at the whim
of county officials. Less than 4 out of 10 child-
ren are reached by the National School Lunch
Program.

Food programs, designed and run by the
Agriculture Dept., were formulated to help the
farmers, not the needy. They help to sustain
price supports and to remove surplusses, but do
not deal with starvation.

HELP END HUNGER

Write your elected officials at all levels of
government to act now to end hunger in this

country. It can be done.

SCLC's OPERATION BREADBASKET
366 East 47 Street
Chicago, Illinois 60643

Suburban Division
Box 113
Northbrook, Illinois
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Al Thrasher talkS to customer.

The Ebony House Book Store opened at 2123 Ashland
Ave., fulfilling a hope of Evanston Neighbors at Work
and the Black Youth Council that, otherwise unavailable
literature would be on the local market when schools
and colleges evened.

Books, magazines, and records on Black history. art,
politics. and entertainment are on the shelves. The initial
500 selections range from weighty sociological studies
to childrens' coloring books. from Harrite Beecher
Stowe's 120 yeaoold classic. Uncle Tom's Cabin to
Stokely Carmichael's most recent all for revolution.

The goal; of the store, according to its originators
at Neighbors at Work, are to offer Black citizens material
they can identify with. help the entire community get
reading matter related to the black studies programs in
kcal schools and ostleges, give business experience to
Black yOuths, encourage reading, and make money for
other civic projects.

Tom Fuller and Beata' Henderson watch opening.

Grand opening ceremonies were held September 7. in
Foster Experimental School in Evanston. Speakers were
Bay Billet. Vice President of Northern Illinois Gas.
Jean Babtiste, and Richard Fair, both of the Ebony House
Black Youth Council.

After the ceremonies. some Sixty people moved to
the store's location at 2123 Ashland for the opening
In attendance from CCOEO'S Central Staff were Charles
D. Hughes, Jr.. Executive Director, Booker Henderson.
Associate Director for Community Development, and
Jack.Amold. Director of Planning Others present were
ThoMilFuller. Chairman of the Advisory Board of Evans-
ton Neighbors at *wk. George Spore. Executive Director

'of Personnel- at Northern Illinois Gas. and interested
Evanston officials. Moine:mica and residents.

The store which was made possible by a grant of
$5.500 Min Northern Illinois Gas Co. has a full-time
adult manager. Richard Fair, but will depend on help
from the youths it will hire for onthe-job training.,114,
operating hours. 10 cot. to 8 p m.. Monday through Sat.)
urday. are intended to attract students and viorkiii
people. Mr. Fair said.

The initial stock was obtained from costing stores
in Chicago. but the store now deals directly with
distributors

C7'
Ile

&ea-alive .irsclor
by Charles D. Hughes, Jr.

As far as I know, this is the first Newsletter to be
published by CCOEO Inc. since its enception in 1965
A Newsletter has at least three motor goals:
1. Exchange of information.
2. Contribution to a greater public understanding and

support.
3. A contribution to the development of an Agency

espirit de corps.

The need for such a publication on a regular basis.
especially in an area that is as sprawling and disunited
as suburban Cook County. goes without saying

To publish a newsletter in "midstream" that cap,
tutus the totality of what CCOEO is doing and hopes to
do is of course impossible. CCOEO operates 17 seperate
programs, which include for example 7 neighborhood Sew
vice centers. 23 Headstart Centers, a complete ware-
housing system for the storage and distribution of food.
and administering contracts with 19 other community
institutions and agencies.

This first edition, has therefore been "played by
ear". We expect that through future editions a unique
format and style will evolve. Your criticisms and your
news will be essential if this Newsletter is to be sm.
cessful. Please write your comments about this issue
and your suggestions for future issues and send them to
Larry Price. editor. CCOEO Ceqtral Office. 608 South
Dearborn. Chicago Illinois.



CHoll'717? CORNER
Joques Engle Family Planning Director. flew to New

York for a conference. But he must have left his watch
in Chicago because he called CCDEO to find out what
time it was here. That's some conference Joques..

Mel Ibbinson has a new plan. it's called Tardy. Mel
is the new office manager and can he manage an office
When you're tate your name goes up in lights and fire
crackers shoot off from the switchboard. a boxing glove
appears from the ceiling and clouts you in the head You
can believe attendance has been regular

Flash.... Charles David Hughes. Jr.. made the Tardy
list ....but Abe Landa grabbed the boxing glove and
saved the Executive Director from harm

Urban Research Inc. along with Jack Arnold are doing
some planning. John Itradley. Dorothy Evans. Orgtab
Huey. represent Urban Research at CCOEO. Wonder what
they're planning

Its Karen Randhaba who took over Judy Sinclairs job.
Karen came from New Oehli, India. She has a masters
degree in Economics from Northwestern University. ..

Judy Sinclair. formally MIS specialist is now with the
Governors office co-ordinating federal 0E0 programs
with the state. One for Judy

Ron Lebeiko has moved to the Welfare Council of Met-
ropolitan Chicago. Pm Lawler has replaced him as the
deputy Director for Head Start Operations office

Sylvester Ames. Jr. has left CCOEO. Sylvester who
has been with CCOEO for 254 yrs. is enrolled in the busi
ness school of the U of I ICircle Campus). It's full time
study for him now Good Luck

Bye Bye to lobby end Sobbi. once assistant to Clyde
Modes in Manpower. left for California,,.. It's oranges
for that Bird

Leon King. youth Coordinator in Harvey. Dixmoor and
Phoenix. has complained. For our information a Black
Book Store has been operating there for some time. He
says plans are now underway for a Bleck studies
Library

Granville Neal is now the Coordinator of the Youth
Action Program. Mr. Neal took over for Lonnie Freebaim,
who left for other pastures.

Gladys Iodise is the VISTA coordinator. Her VISTAS
have been very active in CCOEO communities.

Flo 'friend! is Booker Henderson's new Executive
Secretary.

Leslie Smith is the new Director at Southwest. He
took over for Stan IMOustik who is now heading Opera-
tion Nutrition.

The Manpower Committee of the Governing Board took
a tour of South Cook County lead by yours truly Charles
Auteorieth. They were quite impressed and even shocked
by some of the things they saw in the communities. They
nuw look with open eyes at CCOEO.

Its Tom Romeo'. manager of the Xerox and Supply
room. He is an accomplished'artist and hopes one day to
have his work hung in the Art Institute. The unknown
talent we have on our staff is stifling

'..bet you didn't know Archie Robinson. Chief Ac.
countant. was a juggler

Pat Altier and Lou Tent' have been appointed ware
Pause Foremen of Operation Nutrition.

Rev. Claude Porter is now Director of Maywood Op-
eration Uplift Service Center.
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Rost Wheeler is new Oirectoof Social Services for
Head Stott.

Lillian Parnell is the new receptionist. who sits next
to sec. Roberta Gilbert. at Maywood Operation Uplift.

And in Evanston, NAW Betty Washington and Hortense
Miller keep the Typewriters buzzing.

Lowrie lee Behnke is Stan Ktpusciks pretty new Ad
Assistant in Operation Nutrition.

Film of a film of a film
*, "4-

At a recent Head Start in service training session. at
the Claire Blvd Center in Robbins. one film company was
making a documentary of another film company. who was
showing their film and discussing the concept contained.

The company being filmed was Three Prong Television
Producticos Inc.. a non-for.prof it company funded through
the Erickson Institute for Early Education. Three Prong
is experimenting in new concepts of pre-school educa
Iron through film. They have already won educational
and film awards.

At the in service training session. the new film
series. named The Metooshow. was shown to a group of
Head Start teachers. After the film, a workshop session.
led by Bonnie Bellow. a former Head Start specialist now
with Inree Prong. was held with the teachers This was
done in order to get opinions of this new concept in
education.

Three Prong. which offers the films free. has attracted
the attention of Kartemquen. a private company. who is
now in the process of documenting Three Prongs'
success.

The Head Start teachers said the film was excellent
and highly recommended its showing to pre-school
children.

RON SAUNDERS. director of Head Start at CCOEO
said "The film is an excellent way for pre-schoolers to
learn. It is an innovative and effective approach to edu
cation." Ron is to be commended for his ingenuity for
contacting Three Prong in the first place.

Editor Larry Price
Photographer
Reporter
Contributing Reporters CCOEO Staff
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FOOD IS HERE

t, arcs

Cartons of Food at O.N. Warehouse

Throngs of people streamed in and out of the Opera.
tion Nutrition centers coming in with a piece of paper
and leaving with a carton of food. The food for Opera-
tion Nutrition's first distribution day arrived in time for
Thanksgiving to the people who were eligible in the May.
wood and Chicago Heights distribution points.

In Maywood, Sam Brown of ABC-TV was on the scene
to cover the story. ' Over 80,000 people in the Suburban
Cook County area are in need of food," he said in his
T.V. broadcast. He spoke from the Operation Nutrition
Center in the American Can Co. warehouse at I 1 th Ave.
nue and St. Charles Road, !Maywood. In Chicago Heights,
the Village Flail on 14th Street and Chicago Road is the
Operation Nutrition Distribution Center. Respond Now,
Inc. has assumal the job of seeing that the food distribu-
tion is raffled out with volunteer support from the
League of Women Voters and other groups CCOEO
staff have put in many extra hours on those days to see
shat food reached those in need.

An estimated 400 persons were served by the two ten.
ten according to Operation Nutrition Director, Stan
Kaptiscik. In Maywood, Mrs. Ellen Bates, Secretary of
CCOEO Cotentin Board used her car to help transport
the recipients and their food packages to their homes.
Kathy Bearad, Greg Cletimicus and Dan Pickins of
visTA helped prepAre Mc food packages as the recip.
lents Mined.

O.N. (Operation Nutrition) is that CCOEO program
%Melt is run in conjunction with the United States De.
partment of Agriculture for economically eligible women
%110 are pregnant and/or postpartum and children under
Six years old. Even though Operation Nutrition field
staff signed up recipients and assisted Public Health Per-
sonnel in certifying eligibility, some ten people came into
the Center in Maywood to be certified eligible at the time
the food was distributed. Thus the expectations of num-
bers of people to be served may be far surpassed

To meet the need for education in preparing the sup-
plemental foods in the most appetizing manner, the field
staff is now undergoing a thirteen week training course
in homemaking, cooking, budgeting and innovative tech
niques in increasing economic power for the low-income
population.

YOUTH GET INVOLVED

The Chicago Heights Service Center. directed by Clyde
French. is involved in a variety of programs. To help
with these programs, youths like Ron Harper have vol-
unteered their services. Ron is the chairman of the Youth
Action Committee in Chicago Heights.

"2r1

Sam Brown of ABC-TV Reporting on Operation Nutntion

Recently' Ron presided over a meeting attended by
Clyde French and Youth Coordinator Edgar Brinson.
Also present at the meeting were John Brandley of Urban
Research. Juan Castillo, Youth Coordinator at El Centro,
five El Centro youth. Ron Barham, a VISTA lawyer. and
citizens and parents froin the Chicago Heights Commu-
nity. (continued on next page)



CCOEO -4- COMMUNITY = PLANS
For the first time in CCOEO history a planning con

ference was held ishich included both Suburban Cook
County Community residents and CCOEO representa
toes. Some 80 people gathered at the University of Chi
cago Center For Cominning Education. This conference
included representatives from the 7 Center Advisory
Committees. They spoke of community units and plans.
Also present were representatises from the CLOEO Board
of Directors, executnes, and project and Cent r Directors.
°serail the conference Was a healthy displat of effort in
behalf of the poor.

CCOEO Community Residents

"The Purpose of the Conference'", according to Jack
Arnold. Planning Division, was to provide a form for all
of the CCOEO planning groups to meet and discuss
agency objectives and focal point the agency's plans For
the coming year. On the basis of these plans. proposals
were submitted to the CCOEO Board of Directors For
approval and then to the Regional OEO For Funding the
coming year

The conference began with Booker Henderson, Assn-
rioted Director For Community Development. saying,
"Speak Out For Your Community." Charles D. Hughes,
Executive Director of CCOEO. then expressed his desire
to see the continuation of the policy resulting in greater
community control of the neighborhood centers and their
program activities

Speaking For Evanston Neighbors at Work, Mr. Tom
Fuller. Chairman of the Center Advisory Council said:
"I do not see OEO as a cure all. OEO has made people
aware that there is a better way of life." Mr. Fuller spoke
of specific program aims with emphasis on projects to
help poor people become self sufficient through economic
development

Mr. Robert Coddington from Northwest Opportunity
Center said they have raised 40% of the yearly budget
through contributions. "We certainly are close to being
self sustaining and that is one of our goals."

Mrs. Edell Hodges of Harvey spoke of the need For
job training programs For the 3000 youths in their com-
munity.

Front Chicago Heights. Miss Alfredo Amos said, "Let
the community identify its own needs and break down
the barriers against the poor."
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Mr Perez. also from Chicago Heights said: "It is

impossible for a low income person to Inc in a demo
house without a decent job A man cannot get a decent
Mb without an education. Therefore. among the Spanish
speaking. English language instruction. basic education.
and eniplo)meiit referrers are priorities."

Mr. Henderson commented on the Planning Confer-
ence. "It is healthy educational experience. With a
growing community awareness. similar to that displayed
at the conference. CCOEO will be much more effective"

In concluding the conference Mr. Hughes said. "Funds
can be available through traditional programs for CM.
the approaches.

"An example is a Comprehensive Health Center which
will soon open in Maywood funded by family Planning
and Operation Nutrition OEO still is the most flexible
Federal piogram and the one most responsive to cons
triunity needs."

YOUTH GET INVOLVED fro. lint
The meeting dealt with the needs of youth in Chicicm

Heights and plans For the Future. There was discussion
concerning jobs, recreational Facilities, youth representa-
tion on the Chicago Heights Service Center Advisory
Council. and small business experience.

Another item discussed at the meeting was the housing
development corporation. Home Inc.. directed by Jay
Ridinger. Home is remodeling and rehabilitating houses,
in the Lincolnway area of East Chicago Heights. Also
discussed were the Day Care and Head Start Facilities in
East Chicago Heights. It was learned at the meeting that
the Youth Action program in the East Chicago Heights
Community Service Center on Lincoln Highway has an
exhibit of arts and crafts meeting professional standards.

Clyde French, commenting on the interest of Youth
in CCOEO activities said; "Ron Harper is an example
of the growing concern in the Chicago Heights and East
Chicago Heights communities. This area is coining to-
gether to get a variety of needed programs." Mr. French
added that with the effort and interest increasing as it
is in Chicago Heights, the community will soon be open
ing the poverty cycle."

Clyde French. Center Director, Eater Brinson. Youth Action Co.
ordinates. Ron Harper. Chairman. Youth Council.
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ROLL ON ROLLING MEADOWS
,%itru RO !HI RTADO was recenth appointed to the

position or Continuous Orgainfer, by sillAnillsous sett of
the Northwest Opp/Humus C enter Ads isory Board in
Rolling Sleadows.

Mr flintado. f Skein, Cits. tame to the Divine
%Yon! Scoffing in 1 Mme). Illinois, to study for the
priesthood. ha the se of his studies he fiend Amu!
the Northwest Opportunit) Center. In nearby Rolling
Meadows. through the Vnetwitte at the Scoultary. After
sawing the Center. Nfald011.1(10. DireslOr, began to
intere,t hum in the problems of the communit).

Arnim 50011 Ix tattle Illsolsed in the problems of the
Spanish speaking Although it was a *cry difficult de-
cision to reath. bee atcepted a position with the Center to
serve the Spanish speaking community._

Arturo Hurtado at work in Northwest Opportunity Center

His first appointment was in faintly swing. as an out
math worker. His job was to go moo the con lllll nut) to
determine awed. and inform modems of the seneces of
the center. In the "'lase of Ins work. he helped °twin-
ille cmnnum lf 10 help themsches

A trailet mem in Ilk Grose Village was aroused to
tottered as lion Iwcaint of exhorbitant electric bills
tharged to ramp residents As a reS1111, the practrtC
Slopped. "I he trailer camp," said Slr. flurtado. "was
really in has, shape " 1 he grounds were not graded. water
leaked up 1 no trailers and, most of all. the people were
afraid of tf I onung the landlord.

Legal and l'AMers were salted IMO .1 WC-Cling of rest.
drills and the landlord, and nets rules were established in
the trailer court. 1 he owner. realizing the problem. even
hired sonic boys in the court to help clean up. Lately.
the ground has all !Kell filled with gravel and the drain
age system repaired

"There are many more problems an the arca." he said.
"(Mr 800 low intone familles use here, most in sub-
standard houses

"lust yesterday, six families were in looking for limn
ing. They now lave in junked traders and the like. The y
cannot afford to pay more than S120 per month for rent "

1 hew nogrant families ere from Texas. via the Farm
Workers 1 rail; Northwest Cook County is on this trail.
Most usually base no definite jobs. but soon find work in
the area. A man ma) recent 52.00 per hoot but at times
his wife and children must help with the work. The em

phi), I 'midland mensal, a place to Inc here base been
1110.111ses !Monti. whoa if the Limas does not help the
I indlord. dies III snidest

%non these families aline ill the ana, they need help
until thew first cluck is reuses! 1 he Northwest Oppor
tunit) Center plan ides job planstion and medical and
'axial venires

But 50% of the migrants still lease after the crop is
pit keel main!) because the limning is Inadequate for win
ter shelter. Mr If urtado said. "If the people had ace
(mate limning the) would mutant."

Sly IbirtatIo, who is finishing work on his %fasten
Three in education and philosophy, is commuted to
lulling the Synod, speaking an the eommunity
to help thetinches.

ARGO, BUYERS CLUB

A Itti)ers Club. roll III Conslinniity rest.
dents is in operation each Monday front 6.8 P.SI. at the
Southwest Opportunity Center, tit Argo-Summit.

This doh, uhich began last Slay. with sales of CO done
eggs per week, has sold as many As 210 dome per week
and is now expanding to other prklucts

1 he club punhases from the Metropolitan Compete
tine League 'I ins league, which owns an egg processing
plant in Indiana. has helped man) buying dubs become
operational.

'I he club. organized by welfare mothers. has the help of
MIS. Lois Strunk and Mrs Louise NnItuania of visTA
in the near future. the Clack Youth Comte il may also
become insolsed in this thrn mg operation.

Mrs. Strunk sett!. "1 he objectives are In Increase the
item insellton lot a partsculargsoup of people sit that
east in the same group gels a larger variety of goods.-

Some prices are substantially below those in retail
stores For example, when eggs were 600 to 800 a donut.
the co op price was I0'. Likewise. detergents were sold
for as much as 500 below that charged in retail stores.

V

es

tri)
IiISTA's Mrs. Louise Nis/dams. Mrs. Lou Strunk at Argo Center

"I he hope or the club," anording to Mrs Strunk. "Is
10 inform the whole continuality of the existence of this
st rue. and to extend to Palos Hills and Roth its Park."
Mrs Strunk suggests that ally groups interested in form
mg a club contact her at the Southwest Opportunity Cen
ter. in Argo-Summit
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NATURE OF AGENCY
by
Charles Hughes Jr.
Executive Director

The Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity.
Inc. (CCOEO) was chartered in June, 1966 under the
laws of Illinois as a private. notorprofit community der
velomnent corporation dedicated to community progress
through community action. From January, 1965 until its
incorporation in June. 1966. CCOEO was organized and
administered as a public agency under the auspices of the
Cook County Hoard of Commissioners.

The Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity has
responsibility for community development activities in
all of C.00k County. Illinois. outside the City of Chicago.
The area of its jurisdiction is 732 square miles containing
approximately 2 million persons, over 100 separate mu
nicipalities and over 450 separate governmental units.
Approximately one out of twenty persons in suburban
Cook Comity hate incomes below the poverirline: or
120.000 persons in 27.000 families. Since the 1960 census.
this figure has been reported by reputable sources to have
steadily increased. The problems of poterty are as di.
terse in suburban Cook County as for the nation as a
whole. They range front Spanish speaking migrant labor
problems and racially isolated ghetto to entire mi
nicipalities which are eronomically depressed.

The Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity,
Inc's general purpose is to create through tomprehensise
and coordinated Koval!' actin itics a climate of awareness
within which conscious. selfdirecteet social change toward
the elimination of poverty and its causes can and will
take place on the part of individuals. families, and social
service. economic. and 1solitical institutions. In order to
accomplish its general purpose. C.C.0E0. either by Well
or its cooperation with other persons. fines. corpotatisms.
or organizations (including agencies of federal, state, and
local governments). may engage in the development and/
or implementation of programs relating to. among other
things. employment. job training and counseling. health.
nutrition and family planning, housing development, spa)
care. preschool education, neighborhood service centers.
and community social service planning.

The United States Treasury Irryiartment, internal Res
enue Service, has determined that CCOEO. as a nests
profit. charitahle, educational organization. is exempt
from federal income taxes: and that all contributiont
orate to it and used in furtheiance of its stated purposes
are tax deductible by donors.

The Cook County Office of Economic Oppoi tunny. Inc.
is organized as a toluntary, cooperative association of six
(6) Center Advisory Committees. Thew target area corn
miters are themselves voluntary associations of hula% idu
alt. governmental Institutions. puhic sees ice agencies. and
private agencies and groups, all of whom hate chosen
to cooperatively work together to promote the deselop-
ment of the Kunsan resources of their area As of July.

1969 these six areas are: Northwest Cook County. Evan
mom Ms)wood and La Grange. Argoffiimmit, Haney
ElmenixDixmoorRobbitis Markham Area and East Chi
ago lleights.Cbicago Heights. Relathe to CCOFO as a
corporate body, target area committees function grind
pally as policy advisory committees. developing program
ideas. and providing the coordination framework within
which maximum local involvement and participation is
achieve!.

The Cook Gnu v Office of Economic Opportunity.
Inc. is goserned by a board of Directors of not less than
39 nor snore than 51 members. As of July. 1969 member.
slop has been set at 39 mendiers. Membership on the
Hoard is for three years, and is obtained by !wing elected
at a representative of a target area committee (each coin.
mince having 5 members). or appointed as a representa
the of countrwide public service agencies (5 members).
or elected as an at large member by the board itself (9
members). These 39 persons collectively represent. ,n a

multiethnic basis the ;merest of Rotenone:it.
welfare services, education, other significant elements of
organized community leadership, and residents of the
areas and numbers of the groups to be seised by Imp
grams implemented by CCOEO.

The Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity.
Inc's policy making board of Directors composed of a
broadly bawl representation organized on a suburban
Cook County basis, and involving the coordination of a
variety of anti poserty a ids meets the requirements
of she noted States Office of Economic Opportunity for
recognition as a Community Action Agency and
bility to n-seite grants undethe Econotnic Opportunity
Mt as =muted.

Although r:COED may itself carry ant the administra
tion of community action peograms, it may also delegate
under contraci the conduct of certain programs or parts
of 'ingrains to local. piddle. or private non profit °trait
irations. %%Ureter posulde. C(X)E0 elects to delegate
projects or otivities to community bated groups whine
membership consists principally of inendsers of the
groom or representatives of the community to be 'ems!
by anti poverty activities.

While CCOEO, as a Community Action Arm). is
principally supported by funds receised through the Eco-
nomic Opportunity Act, it conceives of its role as having
a broad community de% elopment function. New ways are
coettantly being explored to tap other sources of financial
ambiance. federal, state, and local, by which communities
can improve the level of living of their people. In this
connection. CCORYs staff works closely with ennui:unity
Efforts to develop programs under, for example, the Ele
:limitary and Secondary Education Act, Housing Act,
Iktoototrattott Cities Act. or Mimi' Housing Deselom
:nerd Board: to develop local. voluntary efforts directed
toward creating new or improving existing services such
as )i111111 programs and rompretiensive health are hers
ices. and to assist in developing the potential of commu
misty leadership and educating that leadership to a better
understanding of the problems and needs of their people.
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CHATTER CORNER
%mai would happen of (XX)Eer inn; into the Junior

Milo amens business/ Neighborhood Youth Corps entail
join 'nth Youth Al lion and make it soak. Rim Same
Head Start Director. says the idea is feasible from the
point of view of (lead Start because toys and (slinkier
are needed at dw !lead Start profrits. 11w toys and fur.
noun could be made by Youth Operating 'mite small
craft shops.

Trampottat ion is the problem. Leis Satins planning
ionsultant. says the ground wok could be laid for a
"Linty Smite in Maywood." tarring people to and from
work sites. VISTA lawyer aim Rowell. a Harvard 1.3w
School Craduate now with Operation Uplift Community
Set vice Center into it.

Carol Hyde,. Ma.. is giving immunization inintiorn
and Medical checkup; to Head Start chihlren in the
CAMEO area. The donor adiministers yilinical C331176
and intimidations to the youngsters. 111611. H needed,
refers thou soother facilities.

Coetake Gorden is Administrathe Assistant to Jack
Arnold in Planning. and VISTA Mann Stern has
joined VISTA Ike Ramer and Dee (Swan at Neighbors
at work in Evanston.

Alton Ikkher is its the real estate busmen. Alton. foe.
slimly with N.Y.C. in Evanston is trying his hand 31 de.
veloptnem. Mote about that nett time.

Cairene. Grey has nutted to Internal audit from Mato
power accounting.

Home - a eke plan. if you have one. The new at
Home IS ante atiel dung well in East Chicago Heights.
1Votkinets hate now .tarred rehabilitating homes in the
lineolnway community. Jay Ridiemer. Pete Williams
Enka Presley and linty Heel ootk out of the Home
Moluk (Ace. at ranging for the rehabilitation and sale of
those houses

Karen Stanley is the new Director of the Nottlswest
Opportunity Cotter in Rolling Meadows. She moved
into Don -Wild Sill" Maladonado's (Mee.

Mr. Maladeatades a fatothe of the Rolling Meadows
community. has been asked to clsalknge a new frontier.
"Wild 11W.' new magnate's. is El Centro de Opootuni
dad. in Chicago Heights. Because El Centro burned
down. Ike can usually be reached at the Illinois Migrant
Council Odue in Chicago Heights.

Family Planning has Mary Ford. Robbie Jo Danalses.
Frail Edwards and Dark Satchels as their GI LA. (Co
spunky Health Assistants.) Jamie& Eppk is the Director
of this projet S.

Operation Nutntion has a and of hard workers! Here
are a few members: Jean Dark is the Nutritionist. and
Jake 'ankles has been added to the warehouse stall. Out
reach uotlets. Freddie Side and jesuseue While. are in

Haney. Illatieh prawn is in Argo and Fla Catlike In
Maywood: Imemne Williams in I salmon and Amelia
Kennedy in (lingo Wight..

the Ilartey C.ommunity Seethe Center now has Fred
Davis as its Center Dinah*. He tryilmes Lek Rayless
Acting Iiiintor. the new tenter is heated at 1,17211 South
Oakley Court. Ilartey. Phone St41610 for mote intones.
thus

Alto in Haney is 'Milk trainee. !lead Start Cour.
dhow for that area. Carel Adams Shirley kern. Lydia
Temensiak and Loretta Wise now take tut ns at the tickets
baud at Central Odor. (Any compliment rat complaints,
call thou by name.)

Mel Relenteet's Adn l i ssss native Assistant is Evelyn
llamas. Evelyn is bask at units after 'wing hospitalized
foe a cotuusiion caused by a thief in his attempt to rot:
her. (:lad so see bet Ins t.

F1,631 Matimen Rase Daman. lust time N11: %ye
(Wm is How cm full time. says Mammon Disavow (iydr
11.11toeks. Also on 'man, in the New Pori in Manpower
ate: Weak Treadoell fitognin opetaton Lauri Vaee.
On The Job 1 raining Spetialist: Lam Peeler. On The
Job Training Spesiabst: firms Khn, floolkeepet: ENrr
Meth Jalamee. Progiani Assistant; and Helena Stephen.
Matipmer N.Y C. StaN is soaking nls arademic at. inn's
lion for NYCeis - is looks good.

Mr. St30166 added that staS are curtnitly finished in
doelisiting a comprehensive Sloganeer program to hr
implemented in SUIRI11/311 Gunk County. News from the
Manpower 0 Clans in ismer news Nash is A. tr. Dieli
C.o. of Nils has toluened the assistance of the Manpower
Ditision with a comprehensive employee recruitment
program.

hI Northwest Raid Garda and Lame R13186 are reach.
Mg out. On 31331k1 erne WS site East Chicago !frights
herniae wish Head Slats in that Cotter
ate Kathleen Sallow and Jennie Radon" Also in that
community it's Milk Harris at the Slake !louse with
Alice Ilesusent Rudy Lee. and bunk Griffin at the
Yates House.

Front I lead Seam Evanston has a pay Cate Center with
r2 (bash en. lhe (knits is run in cooperation with Evan-
non School District St. Cheney Wikaak does a lot of
work art the payroll. Margaret Week and Elisabeth
Dairy give him a good hand.

A recent Sunisnes Edam's! pointed out that "POW.
arty-auto the deadening of spirit. the pressurbed fruo
union that prompts persons to commit nine. - If money
(for better ptomains) is not available immediately. the
altetnatite could be an armed urban as a Symbol of
America. the time to forestall that possiliitity is right
now." And they're right on

Mat
nose/Wm Logy ma
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U.S. DITAKTMENT Or HEALTH, HOUcaTION, AND WELVAitg,
SocIAL AAP ltEltAniUTATIoN Sumac,
CItmeses's lima:Av. Serum. &:c-am

Washington, Decvnther 17, 1968.

Surra:mexnev Food Paomam Fos Low-Inca= Gatoers %Iranian=
TO MALNurarnox

(A joint statement developed by the Children's Bureau, Social and Rehabilita-
tion Service, U.S. Ikpartsuent of Health. Education, and Welfare and the
Consumer and 31arketiug Service, U.S. Department of Agricuiture.)*

This joint statement concerns a Supplementary Food Program for LowIncome
Groups Vulnerable to Malnutrition in which the Department of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare and Office of Economic Opportunity are cooperating with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Federal, regional, State and local health. edu
cation, and welfare programs are urged to cooperate in (1) the identification
and authorization of needy persons who require additional food for a health
reason, (2) the distribution of supplementary foods to such persons. and (3)
concurrent food and nutrition education programs for them and their families.

The primary objective of the program is to make available selected nutritious
foods to individuals in vulnerable groups in low-income families who do nothave all adequate fund supply and who have been identified as needing food for
health reasons. Vulnerable groups as defined for this supplemental food pro-
gram include infants, preschool children (I3 months through 5 years), pregnant
women, postpartum Mid nursing mothers, all of whom may be susceptible to
nutritional deprivation because of increased nutritional requirements for growth
or pregnancy and lactation. or disease states, particularly those related to nutri-tion.

The specific legal basis or authority for the new program to operate when
USDA's Food Stamp Program is operating is found in P.L. 00.403 which is the
new appropriation net for the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In other areasthe foods will be drawn from those acquired under USDA's price support and
surplus removal legislation. For this program USDA funds are available only
for food. Additional money needed for storage and distribution costs, educa-
tional aspects and e'erical needs will have to be obtained from other sources- -
e.g.. county or city ,roverument. local Office of Economic Opportunity or Com-
%unite Action Programs. The Office of Economic, Opportunity is actively sup-porting the program where its Comprehensive Health Care Program exists and
is encouraging Community Action Program's 'to support it in other areas.

The criteria fir participation in the program will include both A health and a
financial compoent. Any individual in a vulnerable group whose need has beenidentified and oto lots by a means test that considers age. income. (location
and income of parents. if a minor) and employability, been found to be eligible
for existing health or welfare programs will be eligible for this new program.
Examples of such eligible programs include the Office of Economic Opportunity's
Comprehensive Health Services: the Children's Bureau's Maternity and Infant
Care Projects. Children and Youth Projects and Faitdly Planning Projects: the
Indians receiving free medical and health care from the Division of Indian
Health: the Food Stamp and Commodity Distribution program participants:
those receiving federally aided public or medical assistance: and those who
qualify for receipt of health services provided by State, county or local public
health services at no fee or substantially free.

etrhle memorandum mmersedes the 1941 joint statement on "bnarnring the Nutrition ofNeedy Mothers and Childreh" prepared M. CMS. EA. Dopartment of Agriculture. andthe Children's Ituresu. U.R. Department of !leant% Education, and Welfare.



Eligible individuals will receive food upon the receipt of an appropriete
authorization which may be issued by a physician. public health nurse. social
worker, nutritionist, or other staff member whom the physician may designate.

The authorization rates and a description of the foods which are to be made
available are described in two informational sheets prepared by the USDA and
included in the accompanying kit of materials. namely: "Maximum Distribution
Itet:a in 'Supplemental Food Program for LowIncome Groups Vulnerable to
Malnutrition" and a "Descriptive I.Isting of Supplemental Foods for Low.
Income Groups Vulnerable to Malnutrition."

State distributing agencies are authorized to negotiate an approvable plan
of operation with State, county or local public health and welfare organisations.
(See "USDA Policies and Procedures.")

HOW TO INITIATE A TkOORAIE

In order to initiate a project (1) the State or local health agency should
contact the State Director of the Commodity Distribution Program, and also
inform the Children's Bureau Nutrition Consultant for their region or (2) the
State or local food distributing agency should contact the State or local Director
of Public Health or to Director of a Maternity and Infant Care, Children and
Youth Project, or Family Planning Project.

OUTREACH EMUS

It is important that all organizations concerned with improving the nutri-
tional status of lowluconse families cooperate in an "outreach effort" to ass
that the prcgratu is accessible and understood by all needy families in the area.
Orientation about this new program should be provided for the personnel of all
the community agencies including agriculture, health, education, welfare agen-
cies, and community action programs.

NUTRITION EDUCATION

To further strengthen this effort it is important for cooperating agencies
and groups to plan stud carry out a concurrent food and nutrition education
program. To assist in this endeavor the Consumer and Marketing Service of
USDA and Children's Bureau have developed *ethic educational materials for
this program. These are listed on the order form included in the accompanying
kit of materials.

In addition, State and local public health agencies have many good eduea.
tional materials in maternal and child feeding which migL:. be utilised.

Attached is a kit of informational and educational materials to help you in
Initiating and developing this program:

A copy of the USDA Policies and Procedures for the Program.
(CFP (CD) (Instruction TON) Authorization Rates and Descriptive Listing of

Foods for Supplemental Food Program:
Exhibit AMaximum Monthly Distribttion Rates In Supplemental Food

Program for LowInconse Groups Vulnerable to Malnutrition.
Exhibit BDescriptive Listing of Supplemental Foods for LowIncome

Groups Vulnerable to Malnutrition.
An authorisation form.
A list of the State Food Distribution Directors.
A list of Directors of Nutrition in State and Territorial Public Health Ages-

elm
Educational materials from U.S. Department of Agriculture and Children's

Bureau (See attached list).
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
CONSUMER AND MARKETING SERVICE,

CONSUMER FOOD PROGRAMS,
Washington, D.C.

Action by : CFP District Offices; State Distributing Agencies; Cooperating
Federal Agencies.

AUTHORIZATION RATES AND DESCRIPTIVE LISTING OF FOODS FOR SUPPLEMENTAL
FOOD PROGRAM FOR LOW-INCOME GROUPS VULNERABLE TO MALNUTRITION

I PURPOSE

This Instruction furnishes suggested rates of authorization for supplemental
foods to be delivered to individuals in vulnerable groups in low-income families
who have been identified as needing food for health reasora (Exhibit A), and
a descriptive listing of these foods (Exhibit B).

II EFFECTIVE DATE

This Instruction is effective upon receipt.

In BACKGROUND

Explorations for implementing the Supplemental Food Program disclosed that
health officers wanted guidance so as to establish some uniformity in the quan-
tities of foods to be prescribed. The rates attached (Exhibit A) have been es-
tablished in response to that need in consultation with pediatricians and nutri-
tionists of the Children's Bureau and Indian Health Service of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare. For infants under one year of age the
foods and quantity recommended can make a substantial contribution to their
diet. In particular, the recommended quantity of iron enriched cereal can pro-
vide the full daily requirements of iron for infants. These supplemental foods,
at the rates suggested for children (13 months through five years) and for
women (pregnant, nursing and post partum), will help meet the energy and
nutritional requirements of these groups.

IV USE
These rates of authorization are provided to guide health facilities, distribut-

ing agencies, and distribution centers in the authorization for and release of
foods. The rates shown are maximums, on a per-person-per-month basis, for each
food item. If all foods listed are not available for distribution, substitution of
equivalent items in the same food group may be made. The quantities of foods
listed may be made available without regard to whether recipients are already
participating in the Commodity Distribution Program for families or the Food
Stamp Program. The descriptive listing supplies information concerning the
fortification of the foods, container contents, yields, and other characteristics.

V DISTRIBUTION

This Instruction is to be provided health facilities and distribution centers
issuing supplemental foods by the state distributing agencies or the Consumer
Food Programs District Office, as applicable. Health facilities are to provide
Exhibit A (or the information contained thereon) to physicians and other re-
lated staff members who may be issuing prescriptions either at the health
centers or to money payment or medical assistance recipients of public welfare
programs who have been referred to them for treatment.

VI REVISION

The maximum rates and descriptive listing (Exhibits A and B) will be re-
vised and reissued as the need arises. They will be transmitted by a numbered
CFP Notice and are to be maintained with this Instruction.

HOWARD P. DAVIS,
Deputy Administrator, Consumer Food Programs.



GUIDELINES FOR REFERRAL OF PERSONS TO OPERATION NUTRITION

L INTRODUCTION

The Operation Nutrition program is designed to supplement the diets of low-
income persons vulnerable to malnutrition. Because it is a supplement for purposes
of preventing possible malnutrition, the receipt of these foods by the client cannot
affect any other financial grants or services which the client is entitled to.

Below is a chart indicating the kinds of foods available and recommended
maximum allotments for each age group which will be served.

SUGGESTED USDA MONTHLY DISTRIBUTION RATE

Item

Infants
Pregnancy

Young children postpar-
tum, lac-

0-3 months
4-12

months
13-24

months
talon

2-5 years

Evaporated milk 30 30 30 10 2
Milk, NFD 1 1
Farina 2 2 2 2 1
Com syrup 3 13
Canned fruit juice or veptsble juice, ........ ...... 1 2 3 3 3
Canned fruit or vegetable 4 4 7
Egg mix. scrambled 1 2 2 1
Canned poultry or alternate 1 1 1
Peanut butter al al al
Instant potatoes 1 1 1

Milk, beverage mix. 2

$ Optional.
$ Prune juice should not be issued to infants.
3 2 months supply.

IL BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ELIGIBILITY IN THIS PROGRAM

A. Age group criteria for eligibility to participate
1. Infants 0 to 3 months.
2. Infants 4 to 12 months.
3. Preschool 1 to 5 years.
4. Women during and for 12 months after pregnancy.
B. Economic criteria for eligibility to participate
1. Persons on public assistance programs or eligible for same.
2. Persons in Food Stamp programs or eligible for same.
3. Persons known to Public Health Clinics and paying little or no fees.
4. Any other persons who's income falls in the following scale:

Net
in-

Number in family come
1 1, 800
2 2, 400
3 3, 000
4 3, 600
5 4, 200
6_ 4, 800
7___ 5, 400
8 6, 000
9 6, 600
10 7, 200
11 7, 800
12 8, 400
13 plus 9, 000

For families with more than 13 members, add $600 for each additional member.
(Net income is defined as gross income minus compulsory deductions, such as
income tax, retirement benefits, social security, hospital and surgical insurance,
and union dues.)

C. Residence requirements for eligibility to participate
1. Resident of suburban Cook County with no minimum time of residence.
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HUNGER HURTS

Essays compiled by : Hunger Workshop Participants (Operation Breadbasket).

WHAT 18 HUNGER?

(A Mini-Editorial by Lela Marshall
Catholic Community of Englewood Task Force)

Hunger is not necessarily an affliction experienced only by welfare recipients.
Hunger is going to the store the day after paying rent or the mortgage note and
buying six packages of Kool-Aid instead of a gallon of milk.

Hunger is cutting an orange in eight pieces so that it can go around. Hunger
is padding a menu with rice or potatoes when hamburger gets to 690 a pound.
Hunger is remembering when things weren't as good as they are now. Hunger
really is a hurtin' thing!

WHAT 18 HUNGER

(By Hazel Brooks)
Hunger is a strong desire for anything ! . it
Hunger was once not being able to save your child or yourself from being

sold at the slave auction block.
Today, her son of eighteen is drafted and his body and blood is sold to the

battlefields of Viet Nam. HUNGER is to not be able to send your child to
college but what hurts more, is to send one, and when he finishes he comes home
a whitethinking man, who has compietely lost his black identity.

Hunger is an ADC mother struggling to feed her children on twenty-seven
cents per meal, while they are slowly starving.

Hunger is a child begging you to move out of the Robert Taylor Homes so
be can have a yard of his own to play in with a little dog or a cat.

Hunger is a man who cannot get a job with the post office, as a guard or
policeman, fireman, in the banks, and many factories because he has been ar-
rested and fingerprinted when he was fifteen years old.

Hunger is an ADC mother shopping with her book of Food Stamps, not being
able to buy anything that is not ediblelike soap, deodorant and certain can
goods while other women are spending mosey,

HUNGER

(By Theresa Fields)
H
Is for the Hardness one feels toward others because he's hungry.
U
Is for the Ugly look on thy face because of hunger.
N
Is for the Nothingness that's in thy heart because of hunger.
G
Is for the,Goals we set up in order to start a hunger campaign.
E
Is for the Energy we use in participation of the hunger campaign.
R
Is for making and setting forth Rules for the hunger campaign.
Time is of the essence. We must set out to go to work on the Hunger Cam-

paign like we have never worked before. Mainly, so that children can go to
school with a full stomach, .therefore, having a full mind to think and concen-
trate ; To become the leaders of the future.

Technically speaking, it's a darn shame for the City of Chicago to be the
second meanest city in hunger. The greatest shame of all is the fact that 60%
of our budget goes for defense.

Hunger is illegal.. ..

WHAT Is HUNGER?

(By Elaine Hawkins)
Hunger is a disease which is commonly found among the poor. Webster's

Dictionary defines hunger as an uncomfortable or painful feeling due to the lack
of food. Well, I've got news for Websterhunger is not only a craving for food,
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but for freedom, as well. It is a craving for human dignity and for justice (the
most important). These are only a few, but for everybody in every way there
is a sense of hunger, whether they want people to know it or not.

No matter how wealthy you are or how holy' you may seem to be, you are
hungry either physically or mentally. But the most important thing is the
hunger for food. It is a shame and a disaster. Under no circumstances should
this country have anyone hungry whether they are Black or white. Hunger for
food is a nasty and dirty thing! It is shameful for people who have to give
grocery food stamps when there is plenty of money iu this country. It is a shame
for children to have to stay home because they haven't any shoes to wear, or
coats to go on their backs.

To sum hunger up through my eyes, it is something immoral and inhuman.

"HUNGER" A WORD THAT SHOULD NOT BE

(By June Powe, Argo, Ill.)
RAVENOUS, FAMISHING, HUNGRY, STARVED

Hungry is a general word, expressing various degrees of eagerness or craving
for food.

Famished denotes the condition of one reduced to actual suffering from want
of food.

Starved denotes a condition resulting from long-continued lack or insufticiency
of food and implies enfeeblement, emaciation or death.

No matter how these words are defined in a supposedly land of plenty they
shouldn't even exist.

I'll probably never understand (no matter who explains it or how it is
explained) how a country, this country, can pay the farmers not to farm, take
the surplus and feed the people of other nations.

If there is so much surplus it should be put to use right here where it is so
desperately needed.

"Money is the root of all Evil?" NO. It's POVERTY AND HUNGERamong
plenty. And in these United States, if they are to remain united, these are two
words, conditions, or states (call it what you will) that must be eradicated!

HUNGER

(By Willie L. Jacobs)
Hunger is immoral! Poor people are hungry for justice in our society. Black

people are hungry for freedom in every phase of life.
Jesus said, "Feed the poor," but our country does not feed the poor nor do

they give them (the poor) clothes and shoes.
Hunger is a sin before God. Our country is the most religious in the world,

but it does less for its own people. This country is also the richest country.
Hunger makes people violent. Nutritious food makes a healthy nation. When

people are healthy, they are happy.
America with all the resources and wealth will not feed the hungryand

this will eliminate destruction in the land !

HUNGER -AN UNNECESSARY DISORACE

(By Janice Barnard)
Webster defines hunger RS, 'the discomfort, pain, or weakness caused by the

lack of food'.
While this clearly defines what hunger is, it does not paint a vivid picture

of what physical turmoil and torment a person experiences due to the lack of
food. Unless you have suffered from such yourself, you will be unable to define
what hunger is really like. Like Webster. you could only quote from hearsay.
However, if you have been one of those unfortunate people who have experienced
hunger, either as an adult or as a child. then you would know that it is im-
possible to think clearly or react quickly when your stomach is in severe pain
from not being fed.
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Hunger poses a serious social problem not only in this country, but all over
the world. However, there are people who are just as insensitive to the needs
of the victims of hunger as Webster Is in describing it. To try to define hunger
Is as fruitless as trying to define or describe loveunless you, the listener, have
once experienced it, the true essence of the word will escape you.

Now, let us discuss the reasons for hunger and the ways to combat it. It is a
known fact that we live in one of the richest countries in the worlda country
where BILLIONS of dollars are spent annually on foreign aidwe are con-
stantly being made aware of how generous our country is in dispersing money.
But how many of us are told the ratio for people, especially Black Sisters and
Brothers, who starve each day? How many of us are told the percentage of
Black children who go to school each day ulthout eating? Why are we not made
aware of the extent that this Government has instructed white farmers to
destroy a certain amount of food that has been producedfood that could line
the stomachs and ease the pain of hunger of Black people. These facts expose
the sanity of the men who have been elected to run this country.

Does it seem sane to pouf billions of dollars into Space Projects just to be
able to claim the distinction of being the first to reach a planet whose usefulness
has not clearly been defined? It would seem much more logical to invest this
money in projects to feed the poor. Which has more usefulness and potential.
human beings or the Moon?

It is an established fact that a few power-mad, status-seeking, selfish oppor-
tunists run this country with the support of millions of complacent Americans
who sit idly by and do and say nothing. If you are one of these people, now is
the time to stand up and be heard!

If you are dissatisfied with the world situation, then start contributing to
projects that will feed the poor. Who knows- -you might be putting food into
the stomach of a future leader !

(By Rachel Hawkins, 2124 South Drake, Chicago, Ill.)
To me, hunger is to have a family of four, and to receive only $1000 a year,

which Is $400 per person yearly. This Is equivalent to $300by the time one pays
taxes on every little item they purchase.

Sixteen hundred dollars a year Is guaranteed hunger ! The people who haveless than this have guaranteed starvation!
Any thinking person knows that the dollar has the purchasing power of W.

I feel that we can win our fight against hunger through politics. Voting the right
people into key jobs will be most effective In eradicating hunger from thepopulation.

We should have people In power politically who will do nothing but spend
their time and efforts lobbying for us; demanding that the most money of the
National Budget be spent for the elimination of all types of hunger, not just
for food, but for good housing, and education, as well.

Instead of money appropriated for research on how to kill people, spend It on
how to heal sick bodies and minds.

If we have young men and women with concern and integrity to represent us
rather than the old people, who have become comfortable materially, and set In
their way of thinking and habitsthen, we will stand a good chance of winning
our battle against hunger for all mankind.

Older people occupying political seats, have the tendency to apply yesterday's
answers to today's problems.

(By Mrs. A. B. Williams, Argo, Ill.)
My understanding of hunger is a lack, a want. need or absence of something.

There are many kinds of Hunger that affect us today.
Living in Suburbia, there is some Hunter for food, but not to the extent as

In the Metropolitan Areas. Our town is situated in an industrial areawhereby
work is available.

So I speak about Hunger. not in Education, but in the Educational System of
SuburbiaHunger in the Political area. etc.

Hunger is just being Black in Suburbia ; hunger for acceptance on an equal
basis in the areas of being able to use the education you receive sitting in the
same classroom with your white, and even other race, counterparts. When you

r
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know how and where you stand scholastically beside them in the classroom and
see them receive Scholarships and Special Awards, and you not even be *con-
sidered.

Hunger is having a talent in a grdup and know your qualifications by the
grades you receive and yet when the leading role in operettas or plays or
'queen' time comes you are turned off because of your color.

Hunger is being a part of a community and not be represented on any of the
various Boardsto be hemmed into a certain area by invisible boundary lines
we are not able to go beyondhomes being built using up all available ground
and homes being condemned and no provisions being made for the families of
the displaced personsTo see the young people grow up, get married and want
to remain in the community because their families and jobs are nearby, yet
because of these invisible boundary lines, they have to move to other areas when
there are vacant homes and apartments and land just beyond these lines.

Hunger is the same wherever you goonly the amount of the Hunger differs.
If we do JusticeLove Mercy and walk Humbly before our Godwe can

eliminate the hunger in all of these areas.

CEASE HUNGER

(By Mary Livingston)
My! Oh, My! The time is drawing near when there will be no need for pain,

strife and HUNGER, because with the backing of Operation Breadbasket and
the cooperation of all our different ethnic groups, churches, PTA's, and other
organized clubs on the run to prevent hunger, it's got to Cease.

Keep thy peace, My Lord! My Lord ! We are all 'doing our thing'. Everyone
is in the swing. Let's go ! Let's go! Don't be slow !

We must keep working, working, never cease until this HUNGER is cured.
Just think. Don't look backjust keep looking ahead. We are going to make it.
Come over here where the table is spread. The Lord is going to feed His
children.

Hunger, hunger, hungera shameful painful feeling that should not be in this
beautiful countryAmerica the plenty !

Come one, and come all, all of God's children are going to eat ! Just to look at
the pitiful faces on the people of hunger and then after they have eaten, look
at them again.

Oh! My Lord! What a difference ! What feeling of content and happinessa
way that we want to see everyone.

Down with hunger! It must go! Let's all keep on the road of fighting hunger.
Hold thy peacehunger will cease. keep the faith with your pace.

WIIAT HUNGER MEANS TO ME

(By Peggy Smith Martin)
WANT OF FOOD, DISCOMFORT, PAIN, NEED

Hunger is when there are approximately 35 million poor people in a land of
plenty. People so poor that they cannot buy meatwho have to buy dog food for
their tables, and eat like dogs.

Hunger is a lack of education and educational opportunities.
Hunger is when the head of a household deserts his family because he can no

longer afford the necessities for survival. Necessities like food, and shelter, and
clothing.

Hunger is when a mother has to accept aid to dependent children that is so
out of proportion with the cost of living that she cannot possibly stretch the
money from one month to the other.

Hunger is when mothers who need work and want to work do not have a
"child day care center" easily accessible to them.

Hunger is when manual labor has been replaced by automation.
Hunger is when many of us are still working below the meager national

minimum wage scales.
Hunger is when we have no decent open occupancy laws and have to reside in

roach and rat infested slums.
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Hunger Is when black people contract buyers of real estate are losing their
homes as a result of shyster and racketeer real estate dealers.

Hunger is when black people are victimized by the deficiency judgment and
shyster process servers. There are hundreds and hundreds of black people who
have been sued and never received notice of suit until the courts grabs their
wages or their homes.

Hunger is when we are In need of 100 per cent improvement In our mental
Institutions, and the need for medical institutions to treat and care for narcotics
victims.

Hunger is when :se cannot get proper medical and dental care because of a
lack of money.

Hunger is when we have to drink dirty water and breathe polluted air.
Hunger is when we are short-weighted at the scales for highpriced and rotten

meats and inferior goods sold to us through many stores.
Hunger is when farmers are paid not to farm while thousands of our poor

people starve to death.
Hunger is when we reside in a state like Illinois (the 3rd richest in this

country) that gives better care to horses and dogs and cats and parrots than it
allots for our poor people.

Hunger Is a national disaster that must be eliminated.
Hunger is destitution and humiliation and frustrationthat cannot be cured

by food stampsbut can be completely eliminated with a guaranteed annual
income of at least $5,000.00 or more for a family of four.

(By Edythe Dozier)
In trying to think of something to write about HUNGERthe thought has

occurred to me that there is more than one kind of hungerThere is the actual
physical hunger that gnaws at your innards due to deprivation of food, and there
Is another type of hunger that is caused by the deprivation of hope. Hope that
your children will do better than youbut yet with the sure knowledge that
faces millions of Black mothers who know that their children will never improve
their lots in life because of the "system"; economic, social, educationalthat has
been perpetrated to 'keep them in their place.'

Some of us are becoming aware of this type of hungerand many are be-
coming impatient with the unwillingness of the "haves" to let just a few of the
goodies trickle down to us "hare nots" (by goodies, I meanadequate housing,
decent food, self respect, etc.)

The hungriest of us all, however, are those of us who are hungrybut don't
know it. Those of us who get just enough of the crumbs to keep starvation from
setting inbut who are afraid to ask for a fair-sized piece of the cake. These
are the folk who are afraid to rock the boat in any way, least they cease to
get even the crumbs.

These, in my opinion, are the people who suffer from the true hunger. Most
of them are so brain-washed that they do not suspect that they are malnourished.
Some of them suspect that there Is something wrong, but are too threatened to
even superficially probe beneath the surface of their psyche.

I think the saddest thing we face today are Black men who tell you about
how they "made it" through hard work, large doses of self respect, and "clean
godly living." When actually any Black man who has "made it" can say of his
less fortunate brother "There but for the grace of God go I."

As Rev. Barrow said last weekone disabling illness can put any one of us on
the relief rolls.

I am saddened by the smug complacency of the so-called Black middle class.
I am saddened when Blacks come out of the collegessome unknown shade of
gray ; never to be Black again unless It is to their advantage. I am saddened
when I hear Black folk say that the assassination of Fred Hampton and his
fellow brother Is not their problem. I am saddened when I hear fellow Blacks
say 'I've got :nine, now you get yours: I'm saddened by some of our own elected
politicians who remain so deeply insensitive to their own. And I am most of all
saddened by the fact that our Mayor (a very smart man) can count on the
fact that Blacks will vote as one Bloc and year after year re-elect these same
politicians.

I became active here and hope to become more soas I see Breadbasket as
means by which Blacks can act as a solid block to counteract the many kinds
of hunger from which they suffer.
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(From Chicago today, Sept. 24, 19691

A RPoRTER SOUNDs OW-500,000 HUNGRTSo WE BUT ROADS

(By Pat Dalton)
Reporters usually arc restricted to passing along the facts without comment.

Lierc, our reporters arc invited to corm gripes and opinions frccly, whether
or not they're the same as the editor's. Pat Dalton is a Chicago today assign-
ment reporter,

1'erhatr4 those of us now living on this earth are too stupid, butmaybe future
people will see the irony of our increasing the amount of money spent for roads
in Illinois while more than 500,000 human beings don't have enough to eat.

Hopefully, People in generations to come will be intelligent enough to laugh
at us when they see in the history books that our annual state budget now allots
more than one billion dollars for roads and only about $500,000 for people with
chronic hunger pains. If you've missed even one meal, you know what they feel
like.

I don't mean to dismiss the importance of roads. We need them for the trans-
port of food, for one thing. No doubt we should keep in good repair the ones
we have. But is this the time to widen roads and build new ones?

Perhaps people living in East St. Louis, one of the worst poverty pockets in
the nation, will be able to see the new highway scheduled to be built near there,
and I'm sure it will make their mouths water.

Raising the tax from 0 to 7% cents a gallon and upping auto license fees to
$18 and 330with 35 horsepower the dividing lineis expected to bring an
extra 117 million dollars a year into the state treasury. This will be added to
the present 1.2 billion dollars set aside in the bu'tget for roads and highways.

On top of that, and in addition to the one billion dollars already spent on
roads biennially, the state of Illinois plans to float a bond issue for another 2
billion dollars for roads over a 30-year period. The interest on this will be more
than the principal, perhaps 2.5 billion dollars.

Sure, a state needs roads. Do we need them that badly?
No one so far has proposed a bond issue to help the 521,349 people in the

state who are on welfare and have less than 40 cents each to spend for food a
day.

About half of these 521,349 people are children. Medical authorities say that
children under 5 years of age who do not have adequate diets will have irrep-
arable brain damage.

I would like to point out, tho, that it is the damaged roads that we are
repairing.

So there is a good chs:Ice that these children some day will be on welfare.
But there will be goot, roads.
And for the most part, it will be the middle class that will be paying thru

taxes for both the welfare and the roads.

(From the Chicago Sua.'Times, Dec. 4, 19693

ERADICATE HUNGER!

The highly touted White House Conference on Nutrition deserved a more
satisfying first course than the pablum served up by President Nixon.

His keynote address Was hardly more than an endorsement of his own pro-
posed legislation and was, all in all, an inadequate response to the anti-hunger
militancy of the majority of conference participants.

If the President had nothing better to say than what he said, he should have
sat aside and listened.

Had be done so, he might have detected the widespread desire among the
2,500 participants to bear a firth pledge of action now.

Instead, Mr. Nixon took the politically cautious route of asking again for
support of his poverty-oriented legislative proposals.

These measures would insure a $1,000 assistance level for a family of four,
would liberalize the food stamp program a bit and would set up a commission
on population growth. But the 31,000 assistance level isn't going to erase poverty
and it isn't going to become law without a fight. The food stamp program
doesn't go nearly far enougha much better one has been passed by the Senate
and the commission proposal is strictly a long-term thing.
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However, even if the President by some political wizardry were to bring all
three programs to fruition tomorrow, the $ billion he proposes to spend per
year would be only a starting sum.

Sen. George S. McGovern (1)-S.1).), who heads the Senate select committee
on hunger, notes that the assistance program alone could cost $4 billion annu-
ally. The remaining $1 billion is considered by Most nutrition experts to be
woefully inadequate for a real war on American hunger.

There are some facts which hamstring the President, of course. The Vietnam
war costs about $3 billion a month and is contributing to inflation and subse-
quent belt-tightening at home. Still, as the President himself said, "there is a
moral imperative" to end malnutritionand a moral imperative doesn't become
less moral and imperative because of u budget pinch.

The White-House conference can overcome its faltering start. The President
promised to review conference recommendatic is with great care, and he should
be taken at his word. The participants know the faults of the anti-hunger pro-
grams. They should spell them out, as shocking as they are, and spell out, too,
firm, workable, corrective measures.

Contrary to Mr. Nixon's assertion, it is not the conference itself that marks
a triumph of the American system. it Will be what the conference does that
marks triumph or failure.

(From the Chicago Sua-Thaes, Mc. 6. 19093

IT's MoLLOYHUNOEit lirnan LoUD AND CLEAN, ox LOCAL Snow

(By Paul Mo 1107)
The disgrace that so many Americans should go to bedand to schoolon

empty stomachs was dramatized in heart-rending fashion on Ch. 11 Thursday
night.

It came during a loud, bitter confrontation between the Chicago ghetto's poor
and the affluent facade of Chicago in an hourlong special entitled "Who's
Hungry in Chicago?"

It followed "Hunger: A National Disgrace," a 90-tuinute report on the close
of the White House Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health which the
National Educational Television network curried live from Washington. The
Chicago town-meeting format was so intense that Ch. 11 management let it run
almost 15 minutes beyond its alloted hour. A filmed version will be sent next
week to White House Conference officials.
'Will aomcbody telt me where it par

The Chicago forum was attended by about 300 persons, most of them Negroes
on welfare, who voiced protests.--some of them tearful, against the handling of
the hunger situation in this area. Their angerand sometimes disgustwas not
only against the lack of food, but the lack of sunk:lent money for clothes, shoes,
utilities and transportation. Said one Negro grandmother, in tears: "I've been
looking and looking for Operation Breadbasket. I can't find it. Will somebody
tell me where it Is?'

Another Negro woman, with a catch in her throat, exclaimed: "I came here
tonight because I'm hungry. I haven't eaten today."

There was criticism against the food stamps program and against merchants
who raised their prices the moment the program went into effect, against
alleged bureaucracy in the ADC project and against claimed "rough treatment"of welfare recipients by welfare workers.

Sometimes the comments were allowed to turn into defiant speeches that rantoo long, and there was much repetition. But it was stirring evidence of whattelevision can do to stir the conscience.
My review is brief : I didn't sleep well Thursday night.

(From the Chicago SunTimes, Dec. 6, 19681

Ilusoza Tawas Piteous MOSTLY ANGER
WAinttacToN.-11 was a bit of a novelty to see such a large gathering in

Washington to talk about something other than tt.e Vietnam war.
Still, the White House Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health was not oneto gladden the heart of President Nixon, its sponsor. Arguing under a banner
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saying, "Hungera National Disgrace." the participants in the audience could
wind little to say for the administration's handling of the problem of feeding the
hungry iu the world's richest nation.

Fannie Lou Hamer, identifying herself as a constituent of Sen. James 0.
Batt land (DMiss.), who received 4r203,000 in fans subsidies, said she thought
the time for talking was long gone. "I :nu not coming back to another conference
on hungerfrt.-11'111g has got to be done." she said.

Another !Huck woman, from South Carolina, said: "We are tired of this sort
of thing."

The anger in the audience was matched on the platform. Jesse Jackson, the
young director of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference food program,
said that food commodity and food stamp programs "subsidised starvation
among the poor." He questioned one of Mr, Nixon's favorite programs, the
Apollo space effort, asking why "we spent $54 billion to send two men to the
moon and to get two boxes of moon rocks."

The tone of the meeting was set by the showing of a color dint about a Navajo
child who died of malnutrition. Her mother said some of the food commodities
on which the family subsisted were "rotten."

An Agriculture Department representative said the products brought under
the food commodity program are good, but that the delivery system is poor.
Dr. Jean Mayer, the President's nutrition expert and the embattled host of the
conference, said the problem was threefoldfood, services and education,

Sen. George McGovern (D-S.D.), whose food stamp program has passed the
Senate but is bottled up in the House Agriculture Committee, said the real
problem is a lack of commitment on the part of the administration. He said it
applauded his bill's Senate passage but has been lobbying ever since in the
House to cut the appropriation in half.

It seems that some way of filling poor children's empty stomachs will have
to be found other than giving their parents money under the administration's
family allowance plan. Rep. Robert Price (ItTer.) told the conference he
thought the program had no chance of passage for several years. No one at the
meeting seemed to disagree.

(From the asleep) SoftTImes, Dec. 29, 1969)

'AIRLINE' LUNCHES FOR HUNGRY KIDS

The school food lunch programs for needy children started out as a by-product
of surplus food stocks accumulated by the government to shore up farmers'
prices. It dually is evolving into what it deserves to be: a means of feeding
children whether or not surplus foods are available.

The Nixon administration intends to provide airlinestyle prepackaged hot
meals for children in schools where there are no facilities to prepare meals.
They'll be purchased from private suppliers, if necessary. Dr. Jean Mayer, the
President's nutrition expert, says 0,600,000 children will benefit as compared to
3,400,000 now being served. The cost will go from $105,000,000 to $350,000,000,
an increase of $245,000,000.

It's too bad the new concept cannot be put into effect immediately. The time-
table calls for the newstyle lunches to be made available next Thanksgiving.
That's a long time for hungry children to wait. But the processes of government
grind slowly and the additional $245,000,000 must be found.

How much is $245,000,000? It is only enough to finance the Vietnam war for
four days even at the reduced cost of V23.5 billion the Nixon administration is
forecasting for the next year.

Feeding needy children is only one of the many blessing that this country
should begin to enjoy in greater abundance when and if it can disentangle
itself from the Vietnam war.

(From the Chicago Sur Imes. Dee. 30. 1969)

DALEY Asica Acrtos To BAN1s11 Ilusoss
(By Harry Golden Jr.)

Mayor Daley called on the Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunity Monday
to establish a permanent program to eliminate hunger.
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"This should be our No. 1 concern for 1970." Daley told the CCUO at its
annual meeting in City Hall.

"We are trying to address you to the challenge of outlining the steps we will
take to eliminate hunger, collectively and individuully," Daley said.

The first requirement of the program, he said, will he identification of the
hungry.

"I am positive there's 11(1 reason why anyone should be hungry in Chicago if
we get his name and address," the mayor said. "Itt this day and age it is a
disgrace to all of us to have a hungry person in the city."

Daley indicated that the projectto be developed under Mrs. Murrell Sy ler,
CCUO executivewould involve negotiations with several agencies of the fed-
eral government and the Cook County Dtquartmeut of Public Welfare.

Clair M. Itoddewig, vice chairman of the 51-member committee headed by the
mayor, said: "It is the unanimous view that we can find sufficient funds (in the
CCUO budget) to provide for the staff to co-ordinate the project."

Daley last spring ordered Chicago's anti-poverty centers to wrae food orders
for and give medical help to the hungry.

The food orders were honored by groceries which were paid from the mayor's
contingency funds.

The emergency efforts were undertaken after a series of articles in The Sun-
Times documented the plight of the hungry in the Chicago area.

Before the mayor assigned CCUO to the new project, he beard spokesmen of
several agencies complain that the emergency machinery failed to work in
several instances.

In other matters Monday, CCUO announced new projects to help Boy Scouts,
students. veterans and new businessmen.

CCUO's $50,000,000-ayear effort will include a $40,000,000 project to boost
Boy Scouting.

The funds will provide cost of metuferships and materials for some 13,000
youngsters.

Mrs. Sy ler said scouting could provide "a constructive alternative to destrue.
tive gang activities."

A $1.%,000 project will seek out for encouragement and tutoring some 200
youths of average academic standing -who have demonstrated little interest in
continuing their education," Mrs. Sy ler said.

The 1970 budget provides $135,000 for special counseling on "jobs, schooling,
marital situation and community" for some 8.000 veterans returning from Viet-
nam.

A free school of business management will be offered two hours a night, four
times weekly,

Some 1,200 are expected to get training in classes that will be conducted at
Illinois Institute of Technology, 33d and Dearborn: Cortex Peters Business
College, 130 E. 79th: Marion Business College, 128 S. Pau line, and Newberry
Community Center, 1073 W. Maxwell.

MINNINI10

Mont the Chicago Daily Defender, Jan. 5. 19703

INseesertve To HUNGFA

Nutritional experts have reached the unhappy conclusion that Americans are
nutritional illiterates" who have become morally insensitized to the probtan
of feeding hungry people, both at home and abroad. The panel discussion was
held at the Boston Sheraton Hotel as part of the meeting of the Association for
the Advancement of Science. The futnelists expressed pessimism concerning
pledges from the Nixon Admiaistration to end hunger in America.

"We get flip statements out of Washington on how well people are fed." said
one panelist. "What should we believe?" Dr. Margaret Mead, the distinguished
anthropologist, declared, "When an American spends two hours to make him-
self a synthetic meal, he becomes morally crippled to deal with the problems
of food and hunger.

Such insensitivity to hunger, she said, is rooted in the notion that hunger
cannot be alleviated everywhere at once in the world. For hundreds of thou-
sands of years, she said, food has been so scarce that man has built up certain
protective devices to shield himself from viewing the miseries of the starving.
He simply did not look.

IC
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But since World War II, Dr. Mead said. the means have become available
to do away with hunger and malnutrition. The American people, however, still
shade their eyes with the hand of -protective callousness," she declared. This,
she said, is for the first time a truly immoral situation.

Robert Choate of the National Institute of Public Affairs agreed with Dr.
Mead that Americans have a new and urgent **moral knorative to care for our
hungry."

One sign for optimism is that in the last three months there has been a great
change of attitude in Washington. Whether the promises live up to the rhetoric
only the next six months will tell.

(From the Chicago Sun-Times, Jan. 10. 1070)

TRIES Foot, PLAN HERE Fos NEEDY MOTHERS, INFANTS

(By Linda Rockey)
A pilot supplemental food program for needy mothers and infants will begin

Feb. 2 on Chicago's South Side, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced
Friday.

Under the plan, the first in the nation, pregnant women and mothers of in-
fants under the age of one will receive certificates good for fresh 'milk, baby
formula and instant baby cereal at local food and drug stores.

The recipients, estimated at 3,000 to 5,000, will come from the communities
served by the Henwood and Midway district offices of the Cook County Depart-
ment of Public Aid. These areas were selected because of their high infant
morbidity and mortality, maternal deaths and poor economic conditions, accord-
ing to the announcement.

Mothers and infants participating in the food-stamp program, those on public
assistance and those referred by local health agencies are automatically eligible
for the program. A mother or a pregnant woman will receive a monthly supply
of $5 worth of certificates to buy milk for herself until her child is a year old.
She also can get $10 worth of certificates monthly to buy formula, milk or
cereal for her baby from birth to age 1.

Agriculture Sec. Clifford 31. Hardin, who announced the program in Washing-
ton, praised the efforts of several state and local groups for their co-operation
in making the program possible. They include the Illinois governor's office and
the city Department of Human Resources which began looking into a supple-
mental food program following a Sun-Times series last spring on hunger in
Chicago.

The pilot plan is a simplified version of a program operated since Thanks-
giving in the suburbs by the Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity.
Under this plan, mothers and children up to age li receive monthly food pack-
ages of about 15 nutritious items.

The city rejected this plan, operating in 120 other communities, because of
its cost and logistical problems. The Department of Agriculture delivers the
food free to its destination, but the local government must handle storage and
distribution. Food for the suburban program is delivered to a warehouse at 1819
W. Pershing and taken by truck to participating suburbs, which include 3lay-
wood, Chicago Heights, Argo, Rolling Meadows, and Evanston. 0E0 expects
to reach 14.000 persons under this plan.

(From the Chicago Daily Defender. Jan. 10. 1070)

'To FEED THE HUNGRY' FEATURED ON WTTW

"To Feed The Hungry," an hour-long documentary on the lives of the 340,000
Cook County residents who are lighting a daily battle with starvation, will be
televised every night on WTTW/chnnnel 11 during the week of Jan. 12 -10. The
first telecast will be at 7 p.m. Monday to be followed by an 8 p.m. screening
on Tuesday, January 13: 9 p.m. on Wednesday. January 14; 8 p.m. Thursday,
January 11; and 9:30 p.m. Friday the 16th. The Monday and Friday telecasts
will be followed immediately by a re-run of channel 11's "Town Meeting: Who's
Hungry in Chicago:" program, whiCil was telecast live early in December, re-
ceiving wide acclaim from critics and viewers.
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"To Feed The Hungry" examines Mayor Daley's claim that "there is no need
for anyone being hungry in Chicago." The cameras visit homes of families living
in Uptown and south and west side ghettos. where the poor pay an average of
803 a week for rat-tufested apartments and public aid families exist on 26c per
meal per person. The .11ayor's emergency food program, which lasted 36 days
for a total cost of $132,009 out of an allotted 8325.000 from the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity, is commented upon by a professional social worker, an
Uptown minister, a recipient of the emergency relief measure, and Deton J.
Brooks, Jr.. city Commissioner of Human Resources and the man charged with
leading the city's anti-hunger effort. Linda Hockey, Chicago Sun-Times reporter,
who wrote an extensive series on the problem of hunger in Chicago, tells the
results of her research and interviews Brooks.

The few private groups who are rying to meet the need for feeding the poor
are shown. A member of the Black Panther Party talks about their (wok( t of
supplying breakfast to a thousand (tour children a wed: and shows how the
plan is operated in a Westside church. The receipt of monthly food packages
from the Little Brothers of the Poor is lauded by two elderly men who could
not survive without his help.

At the close, various solutions are offered by Jesse .iackson, Senator Charles
Percy and Senator George McGovern.

"To Feed The Hungry" was produced in cooperation with Harris Communi-
cations Inc. It was produced, directed and narrated by John Sommers. Associate
Producer was William Harris; cinematographer, Carl Lanbenberg; film editor,
Richard Snto; assistant film editor, Carol Levin; assistant cameramen, Donald
Cody and Sean Moynihan; and production assistant, David Ure.

[Front the Chicago Sun-Times. Jan. 12. 1970)

To FEED THE HUNGRY

Hunger exists in Chicago. It is real. The pressure of this terrible reality is
felt by white and black. young and old. And yet there are those among the
well-fed who still do not comprehend the depth of this shame of hunger.

In order that these persons might at last see hunger in all its raw misery,
Channel 11 this week is broadcasting To Feed The Hungry, a film taken in the
desperate corners of Chicago where the poor live.

Reporter Linda Rockey, whose Sun-Times series on hunger shocked the city,
is among those appearing on the film, which will be broadcast today at 7 p.m.,
Tuesday and Wednesday nt 9 p.m., Thursday at S p.m. and Friday at 9:30 p.m.

Those who care whether the poor eat enoughand those who insist on dis-
counting the problem of hungerowe it to themselves to see "To Feed The
Hungry."

(Prom the Chicago Sun-Times. Jan. 12. 1970)

IT'S THE HoLLOYDINNER FOR 26 CENTS AND OTHER HORRORS

(By Paul Molloy)
The program's opening scene shows a good-income Evanston family enjoying

a hearty, good-income meal. Soon it segues from the meat, vegetables and milk
to a meal in the South Side ghetto where there are no vegetables nor milk.
This meal is not enjoyed. It is merely eatenfor immediate survivaland then
washed down with water as the cockroaches wait on the floor. After that, it's
all uphill.

Uphill for the viewer, that is. because it isn't pleasant for the well-fed to
watch the Chicago-area poor make do with n dinner that must not cost them
more than 2(; cents. And if, in any given month, they must pay more than usual
for heat and hot water and the children's shoes and transportation to the doctor
and so onwell, they might have to go to bed on a 10-cent meal.

This is the main thrust of "To Feed the Hungry," n locally produced, hour-
long documentary which will be shown on Ch. 11 in prime evening time on five
occasions this week.

'A Few HOURS'

The program, which wryly examines Mayor Daley's claim that "there is no
need for anyone being hungry in Chicagowe'll have food for them in a matter
of a few hours," will beam on the public television station at 7 p.m. Monday,



8 p.m. Tuesday, 9 p.m. Wednesday, 8 p.m. Thursday and 9:30 p.m. Friday. The
Monday and Friday telecasts will be immediately followed by reruns of the
same station's "Who's Hungry in Chicago?", another heart-wrencher that was
originally shown last month.

"To Feed the Hungry" was inspired by a series of articles on the problem
published in The Sun-Times last April. It was written by reporter Linda Rockey
and is described in the Ch. 11 study as "the first public inquiry into the problem
(which) has become one of the important documents on the crisis of hunger in
a metropolitan area." Mrs. Hockey's reports helped passage of a state-financed
lunch program for needy children.

I recently saw a preview of "To Feed The Hungry," and at the fadeout I was
asking myself if this were really 1970.

The program gives ear to the hunge -pang complaints of on-welfare Negroes,
white low-pay families from the South, the elderly (for some of whom the need
for medicine is as urgent as that for food) and the migrant workers from
Mexico, Puerto Rico and the Indian reservations.

Says one mother (four of whose six children need constant medical care) :
"The only hope I see is betterment for my children. I strongly feel that hope is
gone for people that are my age already, and I'm still a young woman."

Says another: -It's going to be hard to find a place that will accept you with
seven children. They'd rather have dogs and cats than little kids."

And still another, reterring to welfare workers examining her refrigerator to
see if there was really a need for food: "They might as well have been taking
an X-ray of my stomach."

The program shows Dr. Robert Mendelsohn, director of community pediatrics
at the University of Illinois Medical Center, discussing mothers' malnutrition:
"The child may be born with a small head, and there's some suggestion that
this small head represents a dimunition of the total number of brain cells . . .

and so we not only end up killing more children, if you will, but we end up
seriously damaging the ones who survive maternal malnutrition."

HUNGER AND MENTAL ILLNESS

Even more important than the effects on physical growth, the doctor goes on,
are the effects on intellectual growth : "It may well be that hunger and starva-
tion are one of the chief causes of mental illness and a large part of the learning
disorders and a large part of the school problems that occur in all parts of the
country."

Toward the end of the program, Mrs. Hockey asks: "How much longer can
Chicago wait? (The hungry are becoming more angry and articulate. They are
beginning to demand that a decent life in America is a right, not a privilege.
How much longer will it be before they decide that if they don't have an equal
piece of pie, we won't either?"

A ready-made fruit pie, by the way, costs about a dollar. That's some distance
from 26 cents for a "total" meal.

[From the The Boston Globe, Jan. 27, 1970]

MAYOR DALEY Bows TO BLACKS

(By Dexter D. Eure)
CnicAeo.At long last, a very large chink is becoming visible in the armor

of Richard Daley's once all-powerful political machine.
That chink hits developed through the force of one million black people, who

comprise more than one-fourth of this city's voting population, and close to
half of its school-age population.

In recent weeks, it has been interesting to watch Mayor Daley extend himself
to keep this immense segment of his constituency pacified, if not exactly happy.

First, there was the elaborate attempt to construct a "legal" justification for
the police killings of the two Black Panther leaders, Fred Hampton and Mark
Clark, last November.

It was hardly the first time that young black militants have been gunned
down in Chicago under suspicious circumstances, but the response by the
powers that be was certainly new.

Second, there was the recent agreement between the construction unions,
contractors, the city, and the black community for 1000 jobs for blacks imme-
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diately, plus another 3000 as soon as possible. In this case it is worth noting
that the mayor was willing to deal directly with black leaders, who are any-
thing but friendly to him and his machine.

For a change, the "black hacks" who have sold out to Daley for a soft job
and a little "outside" income were missing. The reason is clear. The issue in-
volved was explosive, and the mayor had to be in contact with blacks who could
speak for the ghetto.

As a result, blacks like Cong. William Dawson, the aging legislator who is
finally retiring in savor of another Daley man, Ralph Metcalf, the old Olympic
track star, have started falling from grace.

We are seeing and hearing a great deal more of a young minister named
Jesse H. Jackson, head of "Operation Breadbasket," the economic arm of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Martin Luther King's old organiza-
tion.

He is after jobs for blacks, markets for black businesses, and protection of
black consumers from fraudulent practices by white retailers.

His technique is not to ask politely. Instead, he takes his troops into the
streets and organizes boycotts. In the last few years he has taken on every-
thing from A&P to a small whiteowned meat market that didn't clean its
freezer properly.

If Mr. Jackson should ever choose to play a national role, he could step
immediately into a gaping void that has existed eer since that painful evening
in Memphis in 1968.

Every Saturday morning, he holds forth before a huge audience in an old
theater on the city's South Side. The place is jammed before the clock even
strikes 8.

Women love him, be they black or white, rich or poor. Suburban ladies have
chartered buses at 5 in the morning to go down and hear him.

Not surprisingly, lie is now referred to simply as Chicago's No. 2 man, and
nobody knows this better here than Richard Daley.

There are those who say that if Daley doesn't pay even closer attention to
this young minister, the No. 2 man may someday become No. 1.

[From the Chicago Daily Defender, Jan. 2S, 19101

CONFETTI

(By Doris E. Saunders)
McGovern Plan for Poverty . . . Senator George McGovern who is scheduled

to be at Operation Breadbasket Saturday morning (and he is not campaigning
this time), has revealed his four pronged plan for the elimination of poverty
in the United States.

His plan would replace the income tax exemption for each child, which is
currently a part of the law, with a subsidy for every child In the country of
from $50.00 to $65.00 per child.

A guaranteed job for every able-bodied working age citizen on public service
projects if no private employment was available. (Remember the good things
that came out of the WPA. NIA, CCC and PWA?)

An improved social security setup including the recently dropped $100.00 a
month minimum payment for an individual.

A small additional public assistance plan which would provide income for
those who cannot work and who are not covered by other forms of aid.

As McGovern said, addressing the Citizen's Committee for Children of New
York. the major unfinished business of America is "the elimination of poverty
and racism from the lives of her children."

[From the Chicago SunTimes, Jan. 30, 19701

$3 NIILLI0:1 OKn TO IIELP SCHOOLS

(By Harry Golden Jr.)
Mayor Daley Thursday announci'd $3,000,000 in new Model Cities projects to

intensify teacher training, upgrade reading and feed pupils in the inner city.
The mayor said Chicago schoolchildren's below-average scores in national



testing show the need for far greater spending in disadvantaged neighborhoods.
Asked at a press conference about the test results, disclosed Wednesday, the

mayor said he doubts Chicago would rank low in a comparison of scores in big
cities alone.

With small towns and suburbs excluded, he indicated, Chicago pupils would
fare much better.

"What about the inner city hi New York, Los Angeles, St. Louis?" he asked.
"Children who need the most have the least. The inner city should be spend-

ing the most per pupil in the Chicago area, but it is just the reverse," he said.

40,000 CHILDREN TO BE AIDED

The three new projects. affecting 40,000 children, bring to a level of $11,000,000
a year the spending on education from Chicago's federally financed Model Cities
program.

The program is designed to concentrate physical and social services in Wood-
lawn, Lawndale, Grand Boulevard and 'Uptown.

A total of $1,172,881 has been designated for in-service training of teachers.
About 2,800 teachers and 450 other school personnel at 31 schools in the four

areas will get 50 minutes of special training per school day.
Many teachers who now get two hours of training a month will get either

0 or 20 hours.
Erwin France, Model Cities director, said the project "aims at developing

school staff awareness and insight into the problems unique to children living
in the project areas."

BREAKFAST PLAN FOR 28,000

A daily breakfast project, costing an annual $1,020,000 will start in 34 ele-
mentary schools in the Grand Boulevard and Lawndale areas.

That phase of the project will cover 28,000 children.
In another seven selected schools, $505,861 is budgeted to give 10,000 children

both breakfast and lunch.
France, at the mayor's side, said research proves a connection between poor

school achievement and improper nutrition.

[From the Chicago SunTimes. Feb. 1, 19703

WARN SCHOOL LCNCII BUGGET IS ALMOST DEVOURED

(By Lindc Rockey)
The free lunch program for needy Chicago public school children is nearly

broke and may be curtailed by March 1.
That, from the director of the Board of Education's bureau of lunchroom

services, casts a gloomy shadow over the news that 100,080 free lunches are
served daily, a tenfold increase over last year.

FEDERAL FINANCING

"Our financial situation is terrible. If Congress doesn't make an additional
appropriation, we may have to discontinue free lunches by the end of the
month," said Edward Gaidzek, director of lunchroom services.

Free lunches in Chicago are financed with 24 cents per meal from the federal
government and 15 cents from the state. The federal allocation for Chicago has
almost run out, according to Gaidzek, because it did not anticipate the rapid
rise in the total number of free lunches.

The increase resulted from the 1069 Legislature's passage of the state's first
free-lunch act and from a statewide effort by school officials to ensure that
every needy child received a lunch.

Gaidzek anticipates that state money will run out before the end of the school
year, but his major concern is the current lack of federal funds.

"We need at Vast $2,500,000 to carry the program through June," he said.
"We have sent telegrams to the President and Congress urging them to pass
the Perkins bill."

H.B. 11651, sponsored by Rep. Carl D. I'erkb' (DKy.) would authorize
S100,000,000 in additional money for free school lunches. It passed the House
last year and is now in the Senate Agriculture Committee.

42-778 0-70--ort. 2-28
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RANKLES LEGISLATOR

Word that the free-lunch program might-be curtailed rankled Rep. Robert E.
3Iann WChiagot, sponsor of the state's free-lunch act.

"That's %% hen I go out on the picket line," he said. "If the Board of Education
doesn't have enough money, they should take it from something else. It's a
matter of priorities."

Gaidzek said the only source of local' money would be the school board's
general fund, which is already allocated to other expenses.

Lawrence McBride, principal of the John Fiske Elementary School, OM S.
Ingleside, said, "I'd hate to think what would happen if we lost the program.
The streets of Wood lawn would be tilled with people."

Fiske, with an enrollment of 1,100, serves 900 free lunches daily. No lunches
were served in the school until last fall when a convenience kitchen was in-
stalled following protests by parents.

From the Chicago Sun-Times, Feb. 1, 1970]

Two SEEKING TO FORM UNION OF DAY LABORERS IN UPTOWN

(By Fred Frailey)
Just before Christmas, the wife of a Spanish-speaking day laborer wrote to

the S. A. Hirsh Manufacturing Co., in Skokie, asking for a full-time job for
her husband.

The man, who did not speak English, had worked for IIirsh frequently as an
employe of Ready-Men Inc., a day-labor agency in Uptown, and according to
his wife, had performed satisfactorily.

Ilelgoe, Hirsh's personnel manager, turned down the request. "We
have a contract agreement with the Ready-Men organization by which we are
not allowed to hire men away from their company," Ilelgoe replied In a letter
shown to The Sun-Times.

Ilelgoe had sent the reply in care of Ready-Men, which opened the letter
before it was delivered to the family. He lgoe said he did this because the return
address was inaccurate. The man thereafter found it hard to get job assign-
ments from the agency.

A campaign to organize day laborers into a union is being conducted in Up-
town. Contracts that prohibit a busit...:,:man from hiring a competent man to
a full-time job out of the day labor ranks are one of the practices that the
organizers, a Roman Catholic priest and a fori'er journalist, want to end.

After months of research into conditions of the mt.:labor business in Uptown,
they are convinced that organizing is the best answer to the problems confront-
ed by the 7,000 Uptown men who hire out by the day.

But they are under no illusions. The organizersthe Rev. Thomas Millen and
William Deady, a free-lance writerrecognize that organizing the day-labor
market will be a herculean, perhaps impossible, task.

"To get a significant number of day laborers to join us, we need professional
union organizers," Father Mi Ilea said one morning last week In the rectory of
St. Mary of the Lake Church, at 4200 N. Sheridan. We think we can get a
union interested. If not, we feel we must go it alone and form our own union."

Already, the men have attracted some 40 day laborers to meetings on Satur-
day mornings in the church to discuss the project and have support from several
politicians and community groups. Father Millen and Deady call their under-
taking Project Amos, after the Biblical figure who was a day laborer. The priest
added that the name also lends dignity to the day laborer, usually thought of
as a homeless derelict.

"In Uptown," Father Millea said. "the day laborer is usually from a rural
area in Tennessee or Arkansas or Kentucky with maybe a low intelligence or
a nominal education. He's desperately trying to keep his family together. He's
got ail the old qualities we used to swear bydignity, honesty, hard work,head of a familybut it's hard to succeed in a big city with these qualifications
alone. And the men dislike welfare because it connotes failure."

For four months. these two men, aided by several dozen college students,
studied the day-labor business. the men who operate the agencitbs and the men
they employ. The students, operating out of an apartment on N. Broadway,
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hired out day after day and reported the treatment they received. the practices
of the agencies. and the attitudes they encountered. Through this research and
the attitudes they encountered. Through this research, they pinpointed what
they regard as four major abuses of day laborers:

(1) Agencies require businesses, under threat of a penalty fee. not to hire
day laborers as permanent employes for at least 90 days after they last work
on a day basis at that business. Some agencies contend they have ended this
practice.

(2) Wages are low, usually $1.60 to $1.70 an hour. A businessmIght pay a
day labor agency $.:.30 an hour for workmen, about 40 per cent of which the
agency keeps.

(3) Although the agencies consider themselves employers and not employ-
ment agenciesemployment agencies are subject to state regulationlaborers
are not paid for the time they wait for assignments. "If they are employers,"
Father Millea said, "They should pay them for the time they spend waiting
work. If they are employment agencies, they should be regulated."

(4) Medical care for injury on the job is spotty, "depending on the human
concern of the individual operator," I)endy said. "In most cases, agencies do
the least they can get by with for an injured worker."

The 90day restriction rankles the organizers the most. They claim it blocks
men from breaking out of day labor and finding permanent jobs when they feel
prepared.

About the time the Hirsh Co. told the Uptown woman of the contractual
bar to hiring her husband, an official of Ready-Men, was telling a Catholic news-
paper in Chicago that the practice had been abandoned long ago.

Father Mi Ilea showed a reporter a work order that Ready-Men gives to (lay
laborers. A representative of the business must sign it before the agency will
pay the worker at the end of a day. At the bottom of the work order is this
statement:

"In consideration of the furnishing of temporary help by Ready-Men, it is
agreed that the signed will not employ any person named herein for a period
of 00 days."

Asked about the seeming contradiction, gdward Cervony, the secretary-
teasurer of Ready-Men replied:

"A 90day contract is not in effect as fur as were concerned. It would be
impossible for the good Father Millen to find one situation where we interfered
with a person getting regular employment. It would be stupid for us to make a
customer mad by standing in his way.

"When we came into this business in 1W and had these tickets printed up,
we merely employed the terminology used by other agencies already in existence.
But this statement, I believe, carries no legal weight and in any case will be
omitted from future printings. We cannot enforce these and don't intend to."

I,elgoe, the personnel manager. however, told a reporter he was confused
about the issue, and Paul Leopold, the assistant to the president of the Hirsh
Co., said his company at least believed a 90-day contract restricted them even
if it actually didn't.

Asked about other goals of Project Amos, Cervouy said day laborers might
be entitled to compensation for waiting and said he "might be receptive" to
a union if it was rim honestly.

[From the Chicago Daily Defender, Feb. 2. 19703

(By Doris E. Saunders)
Rats Off to Judge Fitzgerald Su' ,imes it takes more courage for a white

man to stand up and be counted than a black. The white man doesn't have
to. Black men have no real alternatives. Judge Richard J. Fitzgerald stood
very tall when he ruled on the petition to release Leonard Somali on bond. All
the stops had been pulled out to make 111111 rule, otherwise, and the pressure
must have been terrific. But he didn't flinch: Bravo! R. Eugene Pincham, Sell-
gall's beautiful black attorney SII0 WAS BOSS!

Brownie Points for McGovern: . . Senator George McGovern really came
on strong in his Operation Breadbasket appearance Saturday morning ... and
he said all of the right things. Ire has not only proposed a workable plan of
relief out of the dilemma facing the nation, but has proposed it in such a way
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that it can become more than a plan, it can become an Act and therefore a law.
Furthermore, it is not an unreasonable plan . . . it is not pie in the sky, noris it the work of some wild-eyed "kook" c.r "commie," who wants to give 'every.
thing" away. Senator McGovern's plan was outlined in detail in this column
last week. We shall have to see whether the Congress was playing politics withMr. Nixon and the people when they passed a program that was sure to be
vetoed for health, education and welfare, or whether they really want people
to be helped. The fact that the veto was so easily sustained makes me feel that
some persons who voted for it in the first place, did so secure hi the knowledge
that it would never be acted wain, and they could get the credit for being with
us ... That's what gives politics such a dirty name.

Savage and Hurst . . . Look Alikes! After the Chicago Urban League Annual
Luncheon on Friday, Citizen Publisher Augustus "Gus" Savage, candidate for
the Democratic nomination to Congress in the Third Congressional District,
and Dr. Charles Hurst, president of Malcolm X City College were comparing
notes on the number of times that each one has been mistaken for the other.Gus has been asked how be plans to handle the problems facing the students
and faculty at Malcolm X, which is In a transitional stage. Dr. Hurst has been
asked what inroads he is making into the strength of the Regular Democratic
Organization in his second try for the Congressional nomination. It must behell for a white reporter to whom all blacks look alike to try to tell the difference . . . They do have a lot in common in addition to point of view, They
look alike!

Black book drive . . . It's a little early for spring cleaning, but the newly
e3tablighed Fred Hampton Cultural Center at Chicago State College is trying
to develop n Library for the benefit of the students :It the College who use the
center, and who if they had something to read that was relevant might not
play cards. They are seeking donations of books. magazines and other materials,
such as recd dings or tapes, which deal with the black experience. The drive isunder the direction of the Afro-American Organization and donations should bebrought to Room 5 C. any day, between 10 and 4 p.m. according to Charles
Mose ly, Coordinator of the Black Studies Program and the development of the
Black Cultural Center. February 4th and 5th are the days that they would like
to concentrate on receiving material. If you have questions call Mose ly at224-3900, eqt. 390.

(From the Chicago Stop Timm Feb. 3, 1970]

NIXON BI7DGET'S C10:01911.171- GAP

For the first time in four years, the federal budget submitted by President
Nixon yesterday does not itemize the cost of the Vietnam war. This is sup-
posed to give the President more flexibility in winding down the war, but it
also conceals from the public the amount of the peace dividend that might be
available for pressing domestic needs in the year ending June 30, 1971. It
obscures the actual amount of normal military spending.

The administration pictures the first Nixon budget as more dedicated to
"human resource programs" than to military spending. There is more political
rhetoric in .the statement than solid-bobkkeeping.

The budget also is billed as "anti - inflationary" because it projects a surplus
in mid-1971. Everyone will hope that this turns out to be true because a
balanced budget is an important weapon in the war on inflation. But the sur-
plus projected is n precarious one: a change of I per cent in spending or tax
revenue would throw the government back into the red.

Perhaps the Federal Reserve Board. now headed by Mr. Nixon's appointee
and longVine adviser. Arthur F. Burns. will be encouraged by the budget and
by the general apprehension of imminent recession to ease the tight money
supply. That's one of Mr. Nixon's hopes.

Mr. Nixon might better fight inflation and have more money to spend on
homefront problems if he truly reduced the military budget substantially. say
by sending a million young men back to civilian life. A halfmillion will be
mustered out before 1972 but much money thus saved will be spent for more
missiles, ships. planes and ABM expansion.

At $71.8 billion, the total military cost shows a cut of $5.2 billion. Mr. Nixon
sacs the total represents only 37 per cent of his budget. down from 41 per cent
this year, lowest since 1951-52. Let's take another, look at it.
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Subtracting $18 billion, next year's Vietnam cost recently estimated by
Defense Sec. Laird, leaves a standard military budget of $53.8, the exact
figure for this year. Last year it was $49.9 billion and the year before $54
bitlion. So there is no real deduction in basic spending, a fact obscured by the
new policy on not printing Vietnam costs.

The amount spent on the military has a direct impact on the amount that
can be spent for human needsneeds such as the free lunch program for poor
Chicago school children that is now threatened by a lack of $2.409.0P0 in federal
funds.

Mr. Nixon says that he is raising funds for "human res._ -^ programs" by
some $7 billion and they will make up 41 per cent of the budget. But this
includes veterans benefits and sere ices, part of the cost of war. If this is taken
out, military spending is still the hat gest portion of the budget.

The budget is put into better per. pective by assigning its cost to each man,
woman and child. It comes to $979 per person. Of this, $358 will go for national
defense, $39 for education and manpower. and $243 for income security
programs.

How much more would be available for education if more emphasis were put
on strict economy in the military? How much, for example. will be drained
away from human needs by the expensive ABM system, the need or efficacy
of which is debatable.

A nation's security is bound up in the health and welfare of its own people
and its development of homefront resources.

The Nixon administration wants to give the impression that its major
thrust is in this direction. But the size and obscurity of the standard military
budget, complicated by the ambiguity regarding the cost of the Vietnam war,
put a damper on hopes that this is truly the ease.

(From the Chicago Daily Defender. Feb. 12, 19701

(By Doris E. Saunders)
Have a Heart . Media Women are collecting canned goods and staples for

hungry people in the Chicago,:ind area. Please bring any contribution to the
Chicago Daily Defendr office at 2400 S. Michigan Avenue on Saturday. (Val-
entines Day) between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. The Chicago Chapter of Media Women
will he responsible for getting the fond to Operation Brendbasket who will then
handle the distribution. Mrs. Mettle Smith Colin is president of the Chicago
Chapter of Media Women, Mrs. Johanna Martin is Chairman of the Food Drive,
and Mrs. Jean Johnson. Mrs. Lena Colight ly. Frances Matlock. Ticino Hill and
Florence Dyson are committee members. You won't miss a few cans of food,
and it will help to till a great need in some family. Have a Heart!

(From the Chicago Deity Defender, Feb. 23. 1970)

SCRAP PREDICTED OVER U.S. FREE LUNCH PLANACTION Ix CONGRESS

WAsumerox.(UPI)Congress this week faces a scrap over programs to
feed hungry children and the threat of another presidential veto.

But debate will be interrupted Wednesday when the House and Senate hold
a joint session to hear an address by President Georges Pompidou of France.

Rep. Bertram Podell. who has urged his colleagues to boycott the
speech in protest against French sale of let planes to Libya. predicted more
than half the 435 House members would stay away.

Before Pompidou's appearance, the Senate will take up a bill proposing a
sharp increase in spending for the federal school lunch program, with a formula
to make states contribute as well as localities. Sen. George S. McGovern, DS.D..
chairman of a special committee which explored hunger and malnutrition prob-
lems. said he would offer amendments to expand the program even further.

The issue was similar to one last year over the food stamp program, when the
Senate agriculture committee voted to increase it sharply and McGovern won
floor amendments providing even more federal assistance.
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A Senate appropriations subcommittee headed by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson,
D-Wash., faces a $19.4 billion appropriations bill for the Labor Department,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare and other agencies.

President Nixon vetoed it last month as too costly, and HEW Secretary
Robert IL Finch told Magnuson Sunday he would recommend another veto
unless the Senate cuts inure money or puts in a clause letting Nixon withhold
some of the spending. The House cut only half the amount Nixon requested.

Monday, both houses will hold their annual Washington's Birthday observ-
ance. Rep. Frank Annunzio. D-111,, will read Washington's Farewell Address to
the House, and Sen. Quentin N. Burdick, D-N.D., will perform the same chore
in the Senate.

Washington never really delivered the speech. lie gave it to a Philadelphia
newspaper, which printed it.

(From the Chicago Daily News, Feb. 27. 19701

JACKSON ISSUES A NEW MANIFESTODECLARE HUNOES ILLEGAL'

(By Dave Canfield)
A newly drafted Hunger and Health Manifesto has been disclosed by the Rev.

Jesse L. Jackson. national director of operation Breadbasket.
The manifesto, announced by Mr. Jackson and other Breadbasket officials

Thursday night, calls on the city to "declare hunger illegal."
The manifesto will be presented officially in an open session of the City Coun-

cil "just as soon as we can." yir. Jackson said.
He said it will be presented unofficially in the next few days by Breadbasket

women, both black and white, in visits with "the wives of the mayor, aldermen,
and (ward) committeemen."

Addressing himself to these officials, Mr. Jackson vowed : "We will embarrass
you into decency."

It is indecent, he said, for "surplus to coexist with starvation in a $43.0
billion metropolitan enterprise.

Citing appropriations of $100 million for capital improvements reported out
by the City Council last week, he said Chicago could spend "just a percentage
of that money and really be the most aggressive city in feeding people in the
whole country."

However, he said, city officials recently have voted "not one penny" in appro-
priations "for health and nutrition."

Other manifesto goals, as detailed br :dr. Jackson and the Rev. Willie narrow
call for:

"Heightening the whole issue of the greedy and the needy by visits to restau-
rants in rich neighborhoods."

"Doing things like going to church" with the families of public officials and
other influential citizens, then accosting them after the services with statistics
about hunger.

"Seeking enactment by the City Council of "the nation's first full-scale, city-
wide breakfast program" under the Child Nutrition Act of 1903 for 260,000
youngsters.

"Striving for a comprehensive medical care program including regional hos-
pital planning, neighborhood health clinics and insurance programs.

"Asking the General Assembly in April to continue the appropriation of funds
under the Illinois Free School Lunch Act, which are due to dry up at the end
of March."

(From the Chicago &manses, Mar. 2, 19703

LIBERALIZED E009-STAUP PLAX Now IN EFFECT

(By Linda Rockey)
Liberalized food-stamp benefits for low-income families went into effect Sun-

day in Illinois.
The new regulations. which enable a person to pay less money for inure food,

will be announced Monday at a press conference in the Food Stamp Certifica-
tion Office, 1943 W. Madison. They are part of a nationwide effort made possible
by an expanded federal budget of $010.000.000 for foodstatu operations,

L.
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Locally, the liberalization is aimed at getting name ls°ple to use food stamp.
Only about one-third of the state's eligible families do.

"We hope that low-Income people who have not taken advantage of the pro
gram will now came forward and help end hunger in their families," said
Isabelle M. Kelley, director of the Food Stamp Division of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.

In an interview, she said that preliminary evidence shows more people using
the stamps where the new regulations have been Implemented.

In Illinois, a fatally of four on public aid will gain an additional te22 !monthly
in food- buying power. Their utouthly food allowance is $92.6o. Cutler the old
program they paid $74 for stamps and received a $24 bonus, bringing their total
food buying power to $116.60 per mouth. Today their cash outlay for stamps is
$60, the bonus $46, for a total food'buying power of $138.60.

The new regulations also increase the maximum limit on Income of non.
assistance families eligible for food stamps. A family of four can now earn $300
a month. Previously, the maximum income for such a family was $259.

(From the Chicago Daily Defender, Mar. 2, 19701

Mum 'Hun= MANIFESTO'
(By Faith C. Christmas)

Local and state officials will Is. visited this week by members of SCLC's
Operation Breadbasket to urge their endorsement of a "Hunger and Health
Manifesto," which calls for Immediate action to eliminate the hunger and health
crisis.

Officials of Operation Breadbasket announced Saturday that they hope to
begin tomorrow, a series of meetings with the city's aldermen, ward committee-
men and state legislators to urge their support of the Eight-point "Manifesto."

Wives of city and state officials, as well as ministers will also be visited to
urge their participation in the antihunger program.

"We're challenging the city and state to eliminate the hunger and health
problem by adopting our manifesto or coming up with one of their own," the
Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, nationul head of Operation Breadbasket said.

He said the proposal will be submitted to City Council for adoption sometime
this week.

In conjunction with the "Manifesto," a team of doctors and representatives
of community organizations from the south and west sides will conduct today
an investigative tour of the Cook County Hospital, which recently was forced
to limit hospital admissions to emergency eases only.

Announcement of the organization's proposed action was made in an Opera-
tion Breadbasket meeting Saturday, attended by some 3,000 persons at the
Capitol Theater, 79th and Halsted Sts.

A special call meeting of all persons who wish to participate In ward-by-ward
visits with city aldermen and their wives is being held tonight at 7:30 p.m. at
the Paekinghouse Workers Hall, 9th and Wabash.

The Rev. Mrs. Willa Barrow, chairman of Operation Breadbasket's special
projects said letters to the wives are being sent today asking for appointments
to discuss the project.

The "Manifesto" was announced by Rev. Jackson In :1 special television lures.
entatlon on the "Our People" show, WTTWCloannel 11 last Thursday.

Jackson said the proposal could make Chicago and Illinois the "first in the
nation" to implement a positive approach to solving the problem of hunger and
poor health care among the millions of poor people.

He declared, "We are trying to embarrass you into decency to feed your
hungry. clothe your naked and care for your sick."

Jackson chided both black and white officials for remaining "silent" on the
Issue and called for them to speak out by joining him in the second part of the
television presentation an Thursday.

As further prodding to black officials, Jackson said:
"There is no reason why all the black aldermen and state legislators can't

agree on this one issue of hunger, even if they haven't agreed on one single thing
before.

"On this, there just shouldn't be any debate."
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(From the Chicago Daily Defender, Mar. 3, 19701

RAPS U.S. ox HUNGER Hz=

WASitiNoToN.Civil Rights leader Jes.se Jackson said Monday the poor in
America believe the government is more concerned about the South Vietnamese
than it is about them.

Jackson. of Chicago, a top lieutenant to the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
urged a basic "Americanization" program to feed and Rare for the poor at home.

America's poor, he told the select Senate committee on hunger and malnutri-
tion, "don't feel as wanted, as cared for as the people of South Vietnam. We
want an Americanization program for us here as consistent as the Vietnam!.
zation program."

Jackson told the committee be opposed President Nixon's Income Maintenance
plan because it was inadequate. The plan would provide a family of four with
$1,000 and food stamps worth about $800 in a broad overhaul of the present
welfare system.

At the minimum, the program should give at family of four $8.(K$). Jackson
said, and the-government's own statistics say $0.000 is needed for a family of
four to survive.

Nixon's plan, Jackson added, would do little except raise false hopes.
"It would be like finding a hungry man asleep," Jackson said. "It would be

better to leave him asleep until you find him some food."

(From the Chicago Sun-Times, Mar. 3,19701

JESSE JACKSON : WF.LFARE PLAN CRUELLY INADEQUATE

County aide hopeful Chicagoans now eligible will make use of liberalized food
stamp program, Page 16.

WAsittsotox (AP).A Chicago Negro minister Monday branded President
Nixon's plan to grant a $1.(;00-guaranteed income to poor families as cruelly
inadequate. He challenged the President to defend it to an all -poor audience.

Testifying before the Senate's Hunger Committee, the Rev, Jesse Jackson
said it is ridiculous to hold out the Illusion that the $1,600 figure would begin to
meet the needs of a family of four.

"If the President has the courtesy to come to us, we wilt give hint the cour-
tesy of not booing him and we would respond in a manner that would not he
embarrassing to him," said Mr. Jackson who heads the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference's Operation Breadbasket.

Mr. Jackson, a key aide to the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.. conceded that
be agreed with the administration's proposals to scrap the present welfare sys-
tem, and substitute some form of income maintenance or guaranteed annual
income.

But he said all of the money totals so far suggested will not begin to estab-
lish a base from which families can raise their children in dignity on an ade-
quate standard of living.

Mr. Jackson said such an income subsidy should be based on Labor Depart-
meat statistics of the minimum income needed to maintain a minimum standard
of living, a figure now more than $6,000 annually.

(From the Chicago Tribune, Mar. 3. 19701

14:11CoN'S PLAN FoR PoOR Air 11T JACKSON

WAsitINOToN. March 2 (AP).Army and national guard troops, used to put
down slum riots in summer heat, should be called back in winter cold to
distribute food and provide care, a civil rights leader told senators today.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson. head of Operation Breadbasket, made the suggestion
in testimony in which he described as worse than nothing President Nixon's
plan to guarantee poor families in a minimum 11.600 annual income.

Jackson said the $1,600 figure bars little relation to the cost of raising a
family of four in an inflated economy.
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And he suggested a better standard would be to set the figure at the minimum
cited in department of labor statistics as the lowest dollar amount needed to
match the cost of living. a total he said was now considerably more than $0,000
in some urban areas.

Jackson argued that the use of military troops to upgrade health and distrib-
ute food can be justified in Viet Nam.

Jackson testified in n hearing in which Sen. Robert J. Dole, Ht., Kos.). chal-
lenged the right of the committee on nutrition and human needs to discuss any
of several competing income-maintenance plans. He said these matters rightfully
belong before the finance committee.

And he asserted that Jackson, who was called to testify by Chairman George
S. McGovern [D., S.D.), was n witness only because it was predictable he would
criticise Nixon.

Jackson did criticise the Nixon anti-poverty programs, saying they are out of
touch with the needs of those they were drafted to serve.

He challenged the President to defend them before an all-poor, all-black
audience.

"I don't think your goals are any loftier than the President's," Dole said.
accusing Jackson of not being specific on what programs he favors or what
changes he would make. _ -

( From the Chicago Daily Defender, Mar.% 19701

'Acr ON HUNGER: ALDERMAN URGED

(By Faith C. Christmas)
The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, head of SCLC's Operation Breadbasket called for

protest walkout of aldermen from a City Council meeting on Wednesday, if
Operation Breadbasket officials are prevented from submitting their -Hunger-
Health Manifesto" to the City Council for adoption.

Rev. Jackson called for the walkout and a demonstration of "all concerned
persons interested in eliminating the hunger crisis" during a meeting Saturday
of Operation Breadbasket held nt the Capitol Theater, 79th and Halsted Sts.
attended by some 3,000 persons.

Also speaking in the meeting was Cong. John Conyers. (D-Mich.), who said
he was here to support independent congressional candidates to help "liberate
Chicago from a dictatorship."

Rev. Jackson also urged all politicians who have endorsed the 8-point "Mani-
festo", which calls for declaring hunger illegal and implementing immediate
steps to elhninate the problem, to have his group admitted to City Council
chambers on Wednesday, if others seek to keep them out.

He was apparently referring to Mayor Daley, who Rev. Jackson said has
failed to reply to a telegram urging that the "Manifesto" be presented to city
ofitcials.

Said Rev. Jackson, "If the politicians who have endorsed our 'Manifesto' can't
bring us into the meeting. then they should walk out.

"Either we present our proposal inside the chambers or else we'll do it out-
side in the halls." Persons supporting the "Manifesto" were urged to come to
City Hall at 0:30 a.m. Wednesday.

Names of 13 city aldermen and ward committeemen who have either endorsed
or refused support of the hunger-health measures were read in the meeting. To
date. four officials reportedly have failed to endorse the proposal.

Visitations to other city officials and their wives will continue this week. it
was announced by the Rev. Mrs. Willa Barrow. chairman of Operation Bread-
basket's Special Projects division.

"If your alderman has voted negative on the 'Manifesto'. then you should
visit him to let him know that you're not satisfied with his action." Mrs. Barrow
told the audience.

"And if they don't do their joll of serving. protecting and representing us.
then they should visit him to let him know that you're not tottisfiNI with his
action." Mrs. Barrow told the audience.

"And if they don't do their job of serving. protecting and representing us.
then they should be replaced." she asserted.

t
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Large supplies of food for the organization's free breakfast program were
reported to have been collected yesterday during a "Hunger Sabbath" observed
in many churches across the city.

The "Hunger-Health Manifesto", if idopted by the city administration will
make Chicago and Illinois, the first in the nation to implement a -positive ap-
proach toward eradicating the twin-evils among the millions of Door", Jackson
stated.

IFT0121lhe Chicago Daily Defender, Mar. 9, 19703

SUSUltna BKEADIDASICLT UNIT IN Human C.,g4TAN

A caravan of about r, cars from the northern and western suburbs carried
food for Chicago's hungry to Operation Breadbasket's hunger drive headquar-
ters at 51st and State St.

The food, which will go for the free breakfast program, has been collected
during the last two weeks by Breadbasket's suburban division.

"If the North Shore suffered from the same lack of food and igh disease
rates as Chicago, it would be declared a disaster area and emergency supplies
of food .could be !town in," said Mrs. Titian Linton of Northbrook, co-chairman
of the suburban division.

She estimates that the group has collected enough breakfast items to feed
about 600 people, "which is really a drop in the bucket when you consider that
600,000 people in Chicago are going hungry."

The caravan met in front of the Niles Township Jewish Congregation, 4500
IV. Dempster, and proceeded to the eentt.r at 5030 S. State.

Breadbasket currently feeds more than 1,000 persons a week at four break-
fast stations, two on the South Side, one of the Westside and one Uptown.

(From the Chicago annalists, Mar. 10, 1970)

SET SPECIAL COUNCIL SESIII0X To CoXIIIDEll CITY IICEOgg Islam

Three anti-administration aldermen petitioned Monday for a special meeting
of the City Council Thursday on the issue of hunger in Chicago.

Aldermen Leon M. Despres (5th), A. A. Rayner Jr. (6th) and William
Cousins Jr. (8th) filed a formal reest with City Clerk John C. Marein tot a
special meeting at 10 a.m. Thursday.

Rayner said the three aldermen will call for an ordinance creating a special
city department to spend $35 million a year to cope with malnutrition.

Under the program urged by Rayner, the city would establish and operate
service centers to provide hot meals for anyone in need.

"There will be a large contingent of people coming down to City Hall Thurs-
day." Rayner told reporters.

Rayner and other anti-administration aldermen petitioned for a special ties.
sion last August to consider city aid to the Chicago public schools.

The city corporation council's office ruled t.t that time that the call for the
meeting was out of order because the City Council had similar proposals pen&
ing in committees.

Marcia refused to mail out notices for tin- August meeting. Rayner and other
antiadministration aldermen then conducted a rump session, calling upon
Mayor Daley to find funds to help the school system.

Marcia announced Monday that the petition for Thursday's special meeting
is in order. Marcia said he was sending out notices for the special session to
all members of the Council.

(From file Chicago Daily Defender, Mar. 10. 19701

Bizet( DttmosferasstozItszarzt PLEA To Coescis.
A special session of the City Council will be held Thursday at the request of

three anti-administration aldermen to hear an anti-hunger proposal drafted by
SCLC's Operation Breadbasket.

Requesting the special session were Aldermen A.A. "Sammy" Rayner. (4th) :
William Cousins, (8th) and Leon Depres, (5th). They are among a number of

I
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city officials who have endorsed the "Hunger-Health Manifesto," which calls for
immediate steps to eliminate the hunger and health crisis.

An aide in the office of City Clerk John Morrison confirmed Thursday's meet-
ing and said "notices have been sent to all the city aldermen to attend the
session at 10 a.m.

A protest walkout of aldermen. had been urged by the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson,
national head of Operation Breadbasket, who called for a demonstration at City
Hall on Wednesday if his group was prevented from submitting the "Manifesto."

Officials of Operation Breadbasket said "demonstration of concerned persons"
is still planned for Thursday instead, to dramatize the need for the city to take
action on the problem now.

Rev. Calvin S. Morris, associate director of Operation Breadbasket said.
"those politicians who we've contacted for their endorsement of the proposal
are expected to publicly affirm their position at the City Council meeting Thurs-day..,

(From the Chicago Daily Defender, Mar. 12, 19T01

HUNGER PLAN To COUNCILASK 835-MILLION

An anti-hunger proposal that calls for emergency funds to create a special
city department that will set up city wide food programs for Chicago's im-
poverished families will be submitted to the City Council today by SCLC's Oper-
ation Breadbasket.

The proposal would cost 05.000,000 for the establishment of a "Department
For The Abolition of Hunger", which would plan, initiate, supervise and coordi-
nate programs "with or without federal or state assistance."

Officials of Operation Breadbasket said the anti-hunger measures should he
adopted as amendments to the city's municipal code, which calls for action to
be taken "when necessary or expedient for the promotion of health or the sup-
pression of diseases." They have also asked that the city declare hunger "illegal."

The "hunger" proposal was drafted by Operation Breadbasket in a "Hunger
Health Manifesto," which seeks the immediate elimination of widespread liun.
ger and poor health care among the city's poor.

Mayor Daley is expected to preside over today's special session of the City
Council, which was requested by three anti-administration aldermen, who have
endorsed the proposal. They are A.A. "Sammy" Rayner. (6th) ; William Cousins.
(8th) and Leon DePres, (5th). Other aldermen and city officials reportedly
have indicated their support of the hunger measures.

Earlier yesienlay. the Rev. Jesse I.. Jackson. head of Operation Breadbasket,
and a group of his aides met with Daley and other city officials in a closed door
city hall conference.

"Originally we intended to meet with aldermen to urge them to be present nt
Thursday's City Council session on the hunger manifesto." said the Rev. Calvin
S. Morris, associate director of Breadbasket.

Morris said the meeting with Daley was prompted when it was learned that
Daley would preside over today's council meeting.

"In essence," Morris said, "the purpose of yesterday's meeting with Daley
was to urge the mayor to set an example by taking a positive step to end
hunger."

From the Chicago Daily Defender. Mar. Is. 19701

HUNGER VOTE DUB

Hundreds of :44gtrs in 11 Chicago precincts went to the polls yesterday with
n two-fold missionvote for candidates in the primary and for or against hun-
ger in city.

When the polls closed last night it was estimated that the "voting" on the
"Community Referendum To Deelare Hunger Illegal" was comparatively light.
This was also typical of the official voting. since it was estimated that less than
30 nor cent of the city's registered voters turned out to cast their ballots.

This unique voting Plan was sponsored by Operation Breadbasket, economic
arm of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. The ballot boxes had to
be placed nt least 100 feet nwny from the official polling places hi deference to
n law that bans electioneering within that radius.
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[From the Chicago Sun-Times. Mar. 19, 1970)

FOOD LINE ON WEST SIDE: GRATITUDE FOR SOME FULL BAGS

(By Saul Washington)
The people crowded around the door of a community orgcnization at 1.52;

W. Roosevelt on Wednesday, waiting patiently for food to take home to their
families.

Inside bags of food were piled in rows from floor to ceiling. Women wearing
little white aprons, with "Feat The Hungry in black letters across them, were
busily filling shopping bags.

The Rev. Mrs. Patricia Drinkard tried to keep some order between trips to
the telephone to talk with newsmen.

"Yes, we hope to feed close to 1,500 people today," she said into the telephone
in the tiny dark office at the rear of the large room that is headquarters of the
West Side Organization.

WHERE THE NEED IS

Mrs. Drinkard is program co-ordinator for WSO and works with the Opera-
tion Breadbasket advisory committee on hunger.

She planned the food distribution day at WSO headquarters because she too
knows about hunger and what it can do to people.

"This is where the need is," Mrs. L:inkard told The Sun-Times. "And were
looking to feed some of the many hungry people who live on the West Side
where poverty and hunger go hand in hand."

The people, even those who had been allowed to stand inside, out of the cold
wind, were growing impatient and pushed forward to the desk where Mrs.
Drinkard was going to hand out the bags of food.

"Stand back and be patient," she shouted, but in a pleasant manner.
She was waiting for the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, national director of Bread-

baskcr and when he arrived with his 5-year-old son, Jesse Jr., on his shoulder
the people didn't seem impatient anymore.

WHEN IT STARTED

Smiling and moving through the crowd of people shaking hands and whisper-
ing little asides to a few of those who had been waiting Mr. Jackson finally took
his place beside Mrs. Drinkard at the desk.

After some introductory remarks by WSO secretary William H. Darden, Mr.
Jackson climbed up on a chair and, as always, the people listened.

And then they started moving through the room toward the desk to get the
bags of food that contained cereal, canned goods, bread and a package of cookies.

"It will sure help a lot." said Mrs. Estell Rivera, 41.
Mrs. Rivera, of 1129 N. Francisco, is the mother of 13 children ranging in

age from seven months to 17 years. She has no husband and the baby needs a
special diet

"With all those mouths to feed it often gets really rough," she said. "But I
think this will help for a while."

Then she gathered up the three bags and headed down the alley for home.

(From the Chicago Sun-Times, Mar. 24. 1970]

JACKSON ASKS CITY 'HUNGER DEPARTMENT'

(By Harry Golden Jx 1
The Rev. .Tesse L. Jackson urged Monday that Chicago create a department

to cope with hunger, while Mayor Daley asserted that it is a state responsibility.
Mr. Jackson, national director of Operation Breadbasket. economic (Allot,

of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. and about 300 followers at-
tended a hearing on the issue of hunger before the City Council Finance Com-
mittee.

"We are here in a state of crisis." Mr. Jackson told the committee. "Many of
these witnesses have personally experienced hunger. We have not come to de-
bate the existence of hunger. We have come to urge you to adopt an ordinance."

The minister outlined a proposal that the city establish a $36.3-million-a-year
program to eliminate hunger.
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Under his plan $14 million would be spent for new breakfast and milk pro-
grams in the public schools and another $14 million would go for meals to be
distributed to tfie elderly.

The poor would be employed to operate the programs.
While Mr. Jackson was pleading his case, Mayor Daley called a press con-

ference to announce three new projects under the federal Model Cities program,
which provides $38,159,000 to upgrade Wood lawn, Lawndale, Grand Boulevard,
and Uptown.

Asked for comment on the hunger hearing, Mayor Daley said, "We have said
constantly and consistently that we will do everything we can to eliminate
hunger in the city of Chicago.

"And we're trying to do it every day, and we ask for the names and addresses
(of those suffering from hunger) and we'll deliver food to them."

Then the mayor said, "Welfare is entirely under Cook County and the State
of Illinois. The money being collected by the state is for welfare and it should
be spent for welfare.

Mr. Jackson said he will conduct demonstrations if the City Council fails to
enact a new anti-hunger program.

"One thing is for sure," Mr. Jackson said in an interview after Monday's
meeting. "If the city has the freedom to tax people and fails to act, then the
blood is on the mayor's hands.

"If the city fails to act, I would just as soon spend Easter in jail eating a
meal that costs 39 cents as opposed to 26 cents allotted to families on public aid.
This city is going to deal with the question."

C. Virgil Martin, chairman of the board of Carson Pirie Scott & Co., testified
before the Finance Committee as vice chairman of the Advisory Commission of
the Cook County Public Aid Department.

Martin urged aldermen to put pressure on the state and federal governments
to increase public aid allotments.

"Massive city expenditures are not the long-range solution," Martin said.
"There has been hunger in most welfare families . . . but this situation far

exceeds anything the city could do. There is just not enough state and federal
support coming in to do the job," he said.

Mr. Jackson testified that 600,000 Chicagoans are undernourished. He said
there are 200,000 children "in the confines of the hunger ghetto."

Mayor Daley also announced details of a $1 million Model Cities project that
will keep target-area schools open at night for education and recreation.

Another $338,726 will be spent for "Operation Alternative," a program in
which the Sears YMCA, 3210 W. Arthington, will train 100 young men who
have appeared in Circuit Court on misdemeanor charges.

Still another $74,646 will be spent for foster family day care homes to serve
800 children.

[From the Chicago Sun-Times, Mar. 24, 1970]

STATE PUBLIC Am ROLLS STILL RISE, HIT HIGH OF 592,493

SPRINGFIELD, Ill.Illinois public aid rolls continued their steady growth in
January, reaching a new high of 592,493 persons, it was disclosed Monday.

The new figure represented an increase of 16,038 over December and 65,888
over January, 1969, according to Public Aid Director Harold 0. Swank.

The Aid to Depentdent Children program registered the biggest single in-
crease, Swank said, rising 7,683 over December and 53,910 over January, 1969.
Of the total ADC increase in January, Cook County accounted for 42 per cent.
or 3,232 persons, he said.

Swank said the number of aid recipients also increased in January in three
other main categoriesblind assistance, disability assistance and general assist-
ance. The only program to register a decrease was old age assistance, which
declined slightly from December's figure.

In all, Swank said. 98 counties registered increases in the number of persons
receiving aid, while four recorded declines. Cook County accounted for 39 per
cent of the net rise. he said.

The total Public aid budget for the 1969-70 fiscal vear is $664 million. Swank
has said he expects that figure to increase ahout $160 million to 844 million for
the 1970.71 fiscal year. A legislative battle over the proposed increase can he
expected.

r
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(From the Chicago Tribune, Mar. 24, 1070]

TALK To NIXON ABOUT HUNGER, COUNCIL Tow

TAKE PLEA TO CAPITAL, vntott. MARTIN URGES

A business executive urged yesterday that the full city council go to 'Washing-
ton and sit down with President Nixon and the Illinois congressional delegation
to urge action to halt hunger.

C. Virgil Martin, chairman of Carson Pirie Scott & Co., and vice chairman of
an advisory committee to the county public aid department, said something
then would be done.

He spoke at a hearing of the city council finance committee on proposals from
Operation Breadbasket, economic arm of the Southern Christian Leadership
conference. Among proposals are that the city set up a department for abolition
of hunger with 36 million dollars of appropriations.

HE DELINEATES RESPONSIBILITIES

Martin said massive amounts of money from the city would not be a long
range solution to the problem and that welfare primarily is a federal and state
problem, But the city does "have a responsibility to see that there Is as little
hunger as humanly possible."

To contentions of minority aldermen that he was saying nothing should be
done here and now, Nfartin replied, "I say let's not give these people who are
hungry false promises when we haven't the fiscal means to solve this."

Another witness, David Daniel, county public aid director, said 29.5 million
dollars are spent monthly to aid 361,000 individuals in Cook county, yet these
people live below the poverty index. He said the welfare systems needs great
change.

CLERGYMAN HEARD FROM

Before the committee and in statements preceding the meeting, the Rev.
James L. Jackson, head of Operation Breadbasket, contende dthere are 110,000
hungry families in Chicago. He said 000,000 people are malnourished.

If the council failed to act, he said, then Mayor Daley and Ald. Thomas E.
Keane [31st], finance committee chairman, will be asked to see the hungry In
their neighborhoods or "we'll bring them down here."

Several clergymen, most of them white, praised the Rev. Mr. Jackson and
supported his testimony.

SESSION RESUMES TODAY

Among other witnesses was Evelyn Regulus, 17, of Robert Taylor homes, 4848
State St., who said her mother's welfare check "runs out two weeks before
she's due for another" and that neither she nor her brother has a bed.

The hearings were recessed until 2 Am. today, when the committee is to hear
more Operation Breadbasket witnesses and city officials concerned with welfare
problems.

The Rev. Mr. Jackson and administration aldermen conferred at length. Some
administration leaders indicate dthey thought some agreement could be reached.
and quote dthe Rev. Mr, Jackson as saying the 35-million-dollar apnropriation
sought was "negotiable."

[From the Chicago Run-Timm Mar. 25, 19701

JACKSON WALKS OUT ON CITY HUNGER PROBE

(By Harry Golden Jr.)
The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson stalked out of the City Council Finance Committee

hearings on hunger Tuesday, saying the city has the resources, but not the will-
ingness to deal with hunger.

Mr. Jackson, national director of Operation Breadbasket; the economic arm of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, said be would return.

"We will he hack at the session of the City Connell at 10 a.m. Wednesday." he
said. "We will bring hungry people and you will hear babies crying outside the
City Council chamber."
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Mr. Jackson and some 200 supporters walked out after three hours of testi-
mony by Operation Breadbasket and city spokesmen on Mr. Jackson's proposed
S30.3million-a-year anti-hunger program.

The walkout occurred shortly after a city official had testified on what fed-
eral, state and city governments are doing to cope with poverty.

Ald. Thomas E. Keane (31st) then yielded the chair of the commitee to Ald.
Ralph H. Metcalfe (3d) and left the room.

Mr. Jackson asked if lie could testify again and stalked out of the room after
telling the committee he was disappointed with the progress in the hearing.

Shortly after Mr. Jackson and his followers left, the committee adjourned.
even though additional witnesses for both the city and Operation Breadbasket
did not get to testify.

Asked after the hearing if he thought the city would pass his anti-hunger
program, Mr. Jackson replied:

"No, unless there is a change of heart in the City Council, this city and these
aldermen will continue to fiddle while peoples' stomachs burn."

Aid. Leon 31. Depres (5th) said of the walkout:
"There were two very serious mistakes made in the City Council Finance

Committee today. Ald. Keane walked out on the most important and meaningful
meeting this committee has ever had."

The committee also failed to entertain seriously Mr. Jackson's multimillion-
dollar program to feed the poor, he charged.

[From the Chicago Sum Times,. Mar. 26, 1970

HUNGER RESOLUTION STALLED AFTER BITTER COUNCIL SESSION

(By Harry Golden Jr.)
The City Council stalled action on the hunger issue Wednesday after bitter

and noisy sessions.
The Council---dominated by supporters of Mayor Daleyindicated that

through a resolution it will call on the state and federal governments to increase
public aid allotments. A session is scheduled April 8.

Two antiadministration aldermenLeon M. Despres (5th) and William
Cousins Jr. (8th)exercised their right to demand that action be postponed.

Earlier Wednesday, Despres and Cousins opposed a 37-vote majority in a
surprise session of the City Council Finance Committee.

Failing to appear at the Finance Committee session or the formal session of
the City Council was The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, national director of Operation
Breadbasket, the economic affiliate of the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference.

Mr. Jackson is the author of a program that would spend $36.3 million a year
to feed the poor in Chicago.

The mayor instructed his Council majority to call a meeting of the Finance
Committee 15 minutes before the scheduled Council formal session.

At the meeting of the committee, consisting of all 50 aldermen, the Daley
administration introduced a resolution that would deal with hunger in terms of
pressure o nthe Illinois General Assembly and the Congress.

Ald. Wilson Frost (21st) authored the administration resolution.
It declares, "The existence of hunger, malnutrition and dietary deficiency is

contrary to the public policy of this city."
The Frost resolution asserts, "Legislative ceilings set on (public) assistance

as wel las the criteria set by the Illinois Department of Public Aid on school
breakfast and lunch programs, mergency food allotments, food-tamp programs
and sustenance allotments generally need to be reevaluated and set at levels
compatible wit hthe declared policy of the state."

Arguing for his resolution, Frost charged that the state, under the direction
of Gov. Ogilvie, has a massive budget surplus.

"We can tell the State of Illinois that we want a fair share of the (Illinois
state income) taxes being colleete din Chicago," he said.

Ald. Kenneth E. Campbell (20th). another Daley administratio fispokesman.
proposed:

"We should all go down to Washington and Springfield in a body" to implore
the Congres sand the General Assembly to increase the basic allotment for pub-
lic aid families and food programs in the public schools.



Despres madea motion in the Finance Committee that Mr. Jackson's program
be considered as a substitute to the Frost resolution.

Ald. Thomas E. Keane (31st), chairman of the Finance Committee, called the
Despres motion "frivolous." Keane would not entertain a substitute motion to
recommend the Jackson program while the Frost resolution was before the
committee.

Despres cried out approximately 50 times, "This is a grossly unfair ruling of
the chair. I respectfully and democratically appeal the arbitrary and tyrannical
ruling of the chair and request a roll call."

Keane retorted, "You want tot play with something as important as poverty
and you have put on a show fo rthe television.

"You are more interested in a five-cent nickelodian and in vaudevillian acts
than in dealing wit hthis serious problem."

The Rev. Calvin E. Morris associate director of Operation Breadbasket, led
about 200 persons into the City Council chamber in anticipation of action on
the issue.

Mr. Morris indicated he wanted to speak in behalf of Mr. Jackson's program.
However, he left City Hall when he realized that he would not get the floor.
in light of the motion to defer action on the Frost resolution.

In another matter the Council confirmed Mayor Daley's appointment of Rich-
ard L. Curry as corporation counsel.

The vote was 39 to 1, with Despres objecting. Despres pointed out that Curry
is a first cousin of Daley and raised the issue of nepotism.

Administrative aldermen, however, praised Curry's record as sassistant cor-
poration counsel under Raymond F. Simon, who resigned early this year to
form a law firm with the mayor's son, Richard M. Daley.

The Council also approved a $37,947,000 contract for a parking garage at
O'Hare 4irport.

The city will issue revenue bonds to finance the garage. The bonds will be
paid off with landing fees and othe rairport revenues.

[From the Chicago Daily News, Mar. 30, 1970]

BAR PATRONS HELP HUNGRY --LUNCH Fos KIDS

(By Karen Hasman)
The whole affair could have been taken from the pages of a Damon Runyon

story.
Some hungry Waukegan schoolchildren needed an angel to help bail out a

church-sponsored hot lunch program. So Jiggs the Barber and the patrons of
one of Waukegan's notorious night spots came to the rescue.

Now Jiggs should be like a character right out of "Guys and Dolls." Which
he ain't.

Alfred (Jiggs) Foster is a 28-year-old black barber who grew up on the
wrong side of Waukegan. And he proved once again that a town's not-so-solid-
citizens can be as soft as the square guys when it comes to a hungry kid.

Largely because of Jiggs' efforts, hundreds of patrons of the Cat 'N Fiddle, a
notorious bar at 655 S. Genesee, Waukegan, turned out for a fashion show and
dance to benefit the hot lunch program sponsored by Trinity A.M.E. Church, a
black parish located in the middle of Waukegan's sprawling housing project.

The church at 210 South Av., came face to face with the hunger problem last
summer when several neighborhood schoolchildren came in and hungrily
devoured leftover cake and cookies after a parish tea.

"We discovered there was such great hunger in the community, we just
couldn't handle the need ourselves," said Trinity's pastor, the Rev. A. C. Wright.

"We decided to ask the community to assist us in financing a program to feed
125 children. The response was almost spontaneous."

Since November, when the program began, the church has raised nearly $4,000
from concerned residents of the area. Mr. Wright says it costs $2.50 a week to
feed one youngster lunch Mondays through Fridays.

Although many concerned residents of the area have contributed, Mr. Wright
considers the most gratifyingand unexpectedresponse from patrons of the
Cat 'N Fiddle.

"The Cat 'N Fiddle is not the place of the best reputation and we had
scratched them off the list because we figured they weren't even concerned," Rev.
Wright said.
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They were concerned enough to raise more than $400 and 10 eases of canned
goods at the fashion show Jiggs organized to keep the hot lunch program going.

"I work and live in that neighborhood and I see those kids eating cookies
and candy for lunch because that's all they had." said "liggs" Poster. "I was
concerned about them am l decided anything that was possible to raise funds to
change the situation would be beautiful."

The hot lunch program. the minister said, has been "extremely rewarding."

[Prom the Chicago Daily News, Mar, 30, 10701

HUNGER AID Too LITTLESENATE rNIT
WASIIINGloN (Al') The Senate special hunger committee charges that a

federal program to fight malnutrition among pregnant women and children
especially infants is falling far short of its goals.

In 80111e eaSeS. the Select ('1111111ittee on Nutrition and Human Needs said,
funds are given only after a person shows signs of malnutrition. rather than
on a preventive basis to potential victims.

In other cases, the panel said. special packets of food are given only to those
w.to ask for help, with little effort made to bring in needy persons. In some
areas authorities are illegally requiring birth certificates and statements of
financial need.

The report of the committee, headed by Sen. George S. McGovern (D.S.D.).
was based on field studies last summer in seven states and the District of
Columbia.

The committee cited these examples of its findings regarding the supplemental
food program:

In Detroit. where the program has been limited to indigent mothers and
their children enrolled in designated maternal health programs. only 343 of OD
estimated 80.000 eligible persons were participating. But in Nashville. 'Tenn..
where a preventive approach was hoeing used, about 1,000 persons were being
certified each month.

In Willacy Comity, Texas. birth certificate. were being required and 207 of
1.330 eligible persons were enrolled. A mother of 11 children was unable to get
the aid because she had moved to the area from New York City and didn't
have the necessary documents.

In De Kalb County, Georgia. a means test was required to determine
eligibility, but the committee said in practhe it was being ignored by the coun-
ty's public health nurses.

On the Navajo Indian reservation in Arizona. there were only two distribu-
tion venters on the reservation which stretchy: 200 miles east and west and 150
miles north, Only 574 of an estimated 23.0110 eligible were receiving assistance.

[From the Chicago Son-Times. Apr. 2, 19701

FEED Tim Iftscitv
The Rev. Jesse Jaekson, national director of Operation Breadbasket, pro-

po-ed that Chicago set up a $30 million program to feed its hungry.
The City Connell reacted with a copout. It denounced hunger as contrary to

city policy. then. sitting as the finance committee, supported a resolution plac-
ing the burden on state and federal agencies.

Well, that resolution is to be heard again at the next council meeting. We
urge it be dumped. The city must bear the responsibility for the welfare of
its residents, even the politically impotent hungry. If council members don't
recognize that, they do not deserve office.

(From the ChIeago SMI-Times. Apr. 2, 19701

$4.07-Bn,tiox OGILVIE BUDGET ASKS END OF PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX

(By Burnell lIeinecke)
SPRINGFIELD. 111.Gov. Ogilvie presented the General Assembly a $4,947- billion

budget Wednesday. The measure called for no tae increases, but proposed that
the personal property tax be abolished for all individuals.

42-775 70 --pt. 2- 2'1
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Ogilvie called his budget "lean and spare" and threatened vetoes if the Legis-
lature votes either to increase taxes or to provide any appropriations in excessof his figures.

Besides abolition of :se personal property taxwith a potentially great im-pact on local taxing belies there were these other volatile proposals from thegovernor:
(1) Sharp increa.-es in tuition at state universities and colleges to put a great

:tare of the burden of higher education on those using the facilities.
(2) A $33-minfon reduction in the mental health budget and channeling of

me.::,1 health fund payments from patients' relatives into the General RevenueFund.
(3) A 180-million increase in spending for a public, aid program that Ogilvie

branded an acknowledged failure.
Some major innovations were proposedprimarily a new approach to alloca-

tion of state funds to local school districts.

(From the Chicago SunTimes. Apr. 2. 19701

How OGILVIE WOULD AID CHICAGO Scnoot.s

(By Burnell Ileinecke and Jerome Watson)
SPRINGFIELD, 111.Gov. Ogilvie proposed In his budget Wednesday that the

level of school aid be increased from $5:1) to $550 per pupil under a revised
formula which also would provide increased help to large urban and small ruraldistricts.

Chicago would get an extra $15 million, under the two changes, in the last
six months of 1970far short of the $45 million, that school officials say they
need to avoid cutbacks and the threat cf a teacher's strike.

Of the $15 million. $11.5 million would be Chicago's share of $18.5 million
that would go to the state's 20 biggest and 200 smallest school districts. The
other $3.5 million to Chicago would result from the per-pupil aid increase.

The effect of the two changes would be to boost the level of school aid to $594
per pupil in Chicago.

For the second straight year, Ogilvie called for state aid to private schools.
His proposal this year is for $29 million of such aid. down from his $32-million
recommendation that the Senate defeated last year.

The total amount of aid to public schools would go up to $032 million. Last
year. the General Assembly increased the total from $514 million to $806 million.

"Excellence in education is the top priority of the administration in (fiscal)
1971," Ogilvie said.

The governor's new aid formula is aimed at the special needs of urban dis-
tricts that have inner cil,e9 and at rural districts that cannot take advantage
of the economies of large-scale operations.

I From the Chicago Daily Defender, Apr. 2, 19701

MOPZ MONEY To FEED SCHOOL CHILDREN

According to a U.S. Department of Agriculture, an additional 30 million
dollars has been made available to help the States to meet the needs of hungry
school children from needy families. According to Secretary of Agriculture
Clifford M. Hardin. "Over Half of the States need more money. and this action
will assure them that their programs for needy youngsters will be continued.
Other states that have program expansions underway will be able to share
these additional funds as needed."

It was indicated that these funds will not be divided among States on any
statutory formulas as are other child nutrition funds. The monies will he ad-
vanced to the States based on demonstrated need to continue providing lunches
and breakfasts to needy children throughout the remainder of this school
year. That means in government language, through fiscal 70. which to you
and me. is .Tune 30 of this year. The funds were transferred from Section 3:?
and will supplement the 310 million Congress appropriated earlier this year
to provide food service for children and the USDA's Child Nutrition program

r
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Illinois had requested nearly 4 million dollars over the amount previously
allocated for fiscal 1970. It is to be hoped now, that some of the problems
relating to hungry school children can be ironed out ... not all of them. but
some.

Mum the Chicago Daily Defender, Apr. 4-10.19703

TOTAL JoRLESS AT 4.2% BLACK RATE LIP To 7%

Wasuisoros.The employment situation weakened in Feb., the U.S. Depart-ment of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics has reported.
Unemployment rose sharply for the second consecutive month, while nonagricultural employment inched down and the manufacturing workweek

dropped to the lowest level since January 19o2.
The overall unemployment rate was 4.2 percent in Feb., up-front 3.9 percentin Jan., and at its highest level since Oct. 1965. The over-the-month rise injoblessness occured almost entirely among adult, full-time workers.
A slowdown in the demand for labor has become particularly evident in the

manufacturing Industries; manufacturing employment has been decliningsteadily since August, 1969, and the jobless rate for factory workers has risen
sharply. Workers in durable goods manufacturing have been especially affected.by the slowdown.

There were a total of 3.8 million unemployed workers in Feb., up from 3.4million in Jan. After seasonal adjustment, unemployment was up by 250,000,
with about one-third of the rise due to production cutbacks in the auto Industry.

The entire over-the-month increase in joblessness (seasonally adjusted) oc-
curred among adult workers. Unemployment rose about 150.000 for adult menand 130,000 for adult women, Joblessness among teenagers was virtuallyunchanged.

Jobless rates rose for both white and Negro workers in February. The whiterate moved from 3.6 to 3.8 percent. while the Negro rate climbed from 6.3 to 7.0
percent. Since last fall the Negro rate has remained less than double the whiterate.

About three-fifths of the unemployment rise of the past two months has
taken place among workers who had lost their jobs rather than among workersnewly entering the labor force. The job-loss pattern is particularly evident
among the blue-collar unemployed, many of whom have been laid off due toreduced activity.

IFrom the Congressional Record. Apr. 9,1970]

TUE UftliAll INarANHos. Groaoa E. Mows. JR.. OF CALIFoliNIA
IN TIRE House OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Brown of California. Mr. Speaker, until, the now famous Alcatraz "In-
vasion" last November, the most common characterization of the AmericanIndian was that of the reservation dweller, the laconic "retimatt" living aproud but impoverished life on ancestral grounds.

Alcatraz helped change that view.
The American Indian people are among the most oppressed of all minorl'y

groups, and our society which literally raped them of their lands and theirheritage is just beginning to realize the tragedy of the Indian people.A major part of that tragedy is the place of the urban Indian. The one Issuethat Alcatraz has helped point out above all is the plight of the urban Indianthe man caught and compressed between two polemical cultures.
Recently, Jean Murphy of the Los Angeles Times wrote a deep and revealingseries of articles on the role of the urban Indian. I recommend these articlesto anyone who is Interested in the direction of Indian policy, for as the articlesmake clear, the need is great for effective and viable programs to assist theurban Indians.
Earlier this year I introduced House Resolution 854 which calls for creationof a special select committee to study Indian policiesand pay particular at-tention to problems of urban Indians. The Los Angeles Times articles showwhy this committee is imperative.
I now Insert Into the RECORD the two articles by Jean Murphy:
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(From the Los Angeles Times, Mar. 22, 19701

THE URBAN INDIAN : AGONIZING TRANSITION FROM OLD WAYS TO NEW

(By Jean Murphy)
(NOTETen years ago Los Angeles had an American Indian population of

12,000. Today, Indians in the metropolitan area number about 50,000 and con-
stitute what is probably the city s fastest-growing minority group.

The Indians who leaves their reservations for Los Angeles face strange
and awesome pressures on family life. Sometimes the family structure is main-
tained; often it breaks under the stress of unfamiliar urban demands.

(Yet the urban Indian and his family remain virtually unnoticed, almost
unseen, the -forgotten Americans," as President Franklin D. Roosevelt called
reservation Indians more than three decades ago.)

To the concrete prairie they come. The Sioux from South Dakota. The Navajo
from New Mexico, The Ute from Colorado. The Hopi from Arizona. The Creek
from Oklahoma and the Winnebago from Wisconsin.

Into Los Angeles they come from reservations and rural areas and towns in
all parts of the country, creating here the largest population of American
Indians in any U.S. city.

Within the metropolitan area. the migration has formed yet another signi-
ficant minority groupa minority skyeroeket in numbers, shackled by problems,
maturing in self-awareness, increasingly urgent in its demands, impelled by
hope and anger.

How many urban Indians are there? Where are they? Who are they? What
are their problems and their goals?

No one really knows.
The reservation Indian, to his resentment, has been studied and researched

and observed until, as one said, "I feel like Fin just a statistic."
After the reservation Indian has made the agonizing transition to urban

Indian, even statistics are scarce, shaky and often at conflict- Opinions of Indian
leaders and Indian "experts" vary.

Interviews and documents reveal one fact clearly: the Los Angeles Indian.
although he may be indefinable and partially invisible, is certainly not
vanishing.

In 1960, the U.S. census listed 12,000 Indians in the Los Angeles area. In 1966,
the State Advisory Commission on Indian Affairs estimated a population of
23,000 to 25.000. A 1967 study by anthropologist John A. Price, then at UCLA,
reported about 27,000.

For 1970, the Bureau of Indian Affairs director in Los Angeles made "an
educated guess" of about 40.000 Urban Indian lenders place the figure at be-
tween 50,000 and 60.000, one guessed as high as 75.000.

Whatever the exact number, it follows the growth patern noted by the census
between 1950 and 1960. In that 10-year period, urban Indians in California in-
creased by 304% while Indians living in rural parts of the state increased by
only 23%.

In the year ending ,Tune 30, 1969. nearly 1.000 Indians. including wives and
children, moved to the Los Angeles area under the Bureau of Indian Affairs
relocation program, according to D. L. Mahoney. BIA director here.

How many more came on their own? Again, no one knows.
One Indian lender willing to hazard a guess put the figure at 2.500.
The Indians, unlike Negroes and Mexican-Americans do not tend to con-

gregate in ghettos. Price found about half living in the central area with the
rest widely scattered. They live in many communities including Bell Gardens.
Cgdahy, Inglewood, San Gahriel. Santa Ann. Venice, Mar Vista.

Whatever their numbers, their trouhleshy their own admissionare fear-
some and stem from the agony of trying to function in a complex new society
with strange values while struggling to retain their cultural heritage. Many
Indians. particularly those off the reservations, face frightening hurdlesfrom
everyday dilemmas (how to take a bus, how to use a pay telephone) to acute
problems of family disintegration, health, alcoholism and psychological adjust-
ment.

CLASSIFIED INSANE

Anthropologist Price tells of a newly arrived Navajo who could speak no
English : He was "quite sick so he approached a woman wearing a white uni-
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form walking down the street, who he thought was a nurse. The woman, abeautician, thought she was being attacked and had the man arrested. ThePolice, who could not understand the man, placed him in a hospital where hewas classified as an insane Mexican-American."Some Indians have succeeded, but "for every guy who's made it, there are awhole hell of u lot who haven't," Fred Gabourie said. Gabourie is one who haswade it. A Seneca, he "bummed around and was a stunt wan." At 37, he wentback to school and earned a law degree; he now practices law in Sherman Oaksand is active in the Indian rights movement.here is how Gabourie and other Indians paint the painful picture:"I'd say that about 50% of the Indian families I see just dissolve," Mrs.Camelia Coffer said. A Pawnee and Pima, she is a social service aide with theCounty Health Department.
"We don't go through divorce procedures very often," she sold. "The mainreason (for family disintegration) is urban frustrationthe big beautiful ratracend if the man can't meet the pressures he maybe begins drinking andloses his function as head of the household. Pride often keeps the family fromgoing on welfare and they go back home.
"And the kidsGod, they're our problem. The kids enter school here and seewhat other kids are doing and pretty soon they're disrespecting the laws of thehome, the school and authorities and they get into trouble.""Indians are reticent about getting divorces," Gabourie agreed. "As familieslose cohesiveness, they just split up. And as for juvenile delinquency, who stand-ards do we use? It's not fair."
"I know one boy who went to see a relative at school. He was arrested forloitering. Then he was arrested for jaywalking. He decided to go back to thereservation and he was arrested for hitchhiking," said an Indian woman lawyerwho asked that she not be identified by name."Rut you can't make generalities;' she continued. "Some adjust and blendwell Into the community and others are so thoroughly confused they don'tknow what to do."
She thinks the Indian drinking problem may be rooted in childbirth."My husband, a physician, believes a lot of it is due to neo-natal oxygen,deprivation.

STARVED Ha=
"When the mothers suffer from malnutrition and poor medical earl., theirlittle starved bodies can't produce healthy babies. When the oxygeneprilredbabies grow up and are subjected to stresses and pressures and find that alcoholis an anesthetic. .. ."
"Probably 99% of all the trouble the Indian get into with the law stems fromalcohol," Gabourie said. "Me Indian was denied alcohol for so long (until1054) that now he's saying. "This is my right and I'm gonna drink it whetherI like it or not.'
"The application of law is not the same. For example, on reservations acommon drunk will he taken halite and put to bed. The cop is the Indian'sfriend. Rut in the city he's jailed and charged."
Price's survey reported that "drinking alcoholic beverages was seen ns themajor problem among Los Angeles Indians; 32% (of 3,000 surveyed) said this.""The Indian has never learned to harness alcohol," said Samuel Kolb, n mill-wright. a member of the Mission band of Rincon Indians and secretary of theIndian Center in LOS Angeles.
The Indian comes to the citY, seeking a better life than the ravaged reserva-tions can provide, but "he doesn't know where to go or what to do. He has no,what you call, work background," Kolb said. Many turn to the Indian Centerfor food and clothes.
"Reservation Indians don't form the work pattern because they don't seeDaddy going off to work," said Tim Wapato, an Entiat, a sergeant in the LosAngeles Police Department, president of Indian Welcome House and a lenderof the Pan-Indian movement. "If parents aren't educated in the skills of thedominant society, then the kids aren't, either."I'd say the vast majority of Indians in Los Angeles are in the lower socio-economic class and live under conditions that are unlivable." Wapnto said.Explained Joe Vasquez, another Indian leader who is a Sioux and Apache anda member of the Los Angeles Human Relations Commission:
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"They come off the reservation with a fifth grade education, no training,
no knowledge of credit and money matters, no understanding of the hurried
Americans in the massive jungle.

"I'd estimate that Indians in Los Angeles average $4,000 a year, with one-
third way below par. And we think about 50% of their children drop out of
school before finishing high school."

According to the Bureau of Indian Affairs director, Indiana coming to Los.
Angeles under the bureau's relocation programvocational training and em-
ployment assistancefare better financially.

PMIANVIT JOBS

"Most are in the $7,000 to $48,000 braket," Mahoney said. The bureau places
15 to 25 Indians in permanent jobs each week; it has 250 to 500 young people
in training at all times and, Mahoney said 75% to b0% make a successful ad-
justment to urban living.

The training is, however, generally limited to two yearsa sore point among
Indians. -Hell," said one activist, "we've got moredamn welders and beauty
operators and fewer teachers and doctors than we need."

Mahoney admitted that 15% to 20% of those applying for vocational training
have college potential but that "there's not anywhere near enough scholarships.
I wish there were many many more."

One who went through the relocation program is a young Winnebago woman.
With a year and a half of college behind her, she came to Los Angeles, Was
trained as an assembler and became a factory worker.

"1 came because I didn't know what to do, to be," she said. "Now I know.
I want to go back to school, study sociology and work with my own people."

Another government-trained Indian he's not sure which branch of the
government provided his trainingis an Eskimo from a small village where
his father was an ivory carver. The young Eskimo has fought both alcoholism
and tuberculosis; he was trained as an ironer and spends his days in a hot
laundry and his nights in a lonely room.

"I used to spend my nights in barsI guess I've been in jail 75 times forplain
drunkbut I think I've got the drinking licked now," he said. "But it's lone-
some. Most of my friends are in jail a lot for getting drunk."

The alcohol program coordinator for Los Angeles County, Paul Hinshelwood,
said that about 200 American Indians appear in county court every month on
drunk charges. The tate of alcoholism is so high, Ilinshelwood believes, that
he is working for a residential treatment center for Indians only.

"They come to town with nothing. What else have they got to do but drink?"
Ilinshelwood asked.

"There is also some indication of en increase in drinking among Indian
women," said Dr. Frank Pacino of the County Health Department.

Alcoholism is but one health problem of the Los Angeles area Indian.

MORE PROOLE.M8

Dr. Padr), whose district includes communities c Indians in Bell Gardens.
Bell and Cudaby, has estimated that infectious respiratory diseases are five
times higher among Indians in Los Angeles County than among other cultures:
stroll throat infections eight to 10 times higher; dysentery 17 times higher, and
the infant mortality rate is 34.5 per 1,000 births, 12 points above the national
average.

"Among the children, malnutrition, pneumonia and viral infections are
common," he said. "And the life expectancy is only 45 years."

Even for Indians with good health, stability, education and skills, the shift to
urban living is not easy.

Mrs. Eva Fontaine, who was council president for 17 Hopi tribes in Arizona.
holds a degree in sociology from Arizona State University. She came to Ins
Angeles less than two years ago to serve as recreation leader with the Job
Corps program.

"Everything is so busy, so impersonal here." she said. "And my children are
very homesick. They're not accepted at school; the other children call them
savages.

probably go back some day. On the reservation, you know what life is
and you appreciate life more."
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Edward Olives, a Chumash from the Santa Ines reservation near Solvangand chairman of his tribal council, agreed. Olives, who recently left his postas director of the Joint Venture poverty program In Pacoima to join the StateDepartment of Human Resources Development, was brought to Los Angelesas a child but returns as often as possible to his reservation where he worksto improve conditions.
"It's very difficult' io earn any kind of a living on the reservation but it'sbetter there in the fre..It air. It's closer to nature, it's not crowded, the earthis there.
-It depends on your values but I think I know the real values now and Ithink it's better there than here where it's dog eat dog and you don't have achance."

(Protu the Chicago Daly Defender. Apr.a, 19701

CouNcaukx AcrVere $500,000 Ix 11excEa Dews
(By Faith C. Christmas)

Au official of SCLC's Operation Breadbasket described as a "stop-gap" meal-use. a 5500.000 emergeney food program adopted hr thus CIty Council yesterdaybut also acknowledged that the city has at least responded to the problem ofhunger.
Commenting on the council's action in the absence of the Rev. Jesse L.Jackson. national director of Operation Breadbasket, was the Rev. haveWallace, an administrative aide. Rev. Jackson is reported out of the city.Operation Breadbasket had urged 11.e city to create a $35-ntillion departmentto climate hunger in an ordinance that was rejected by the Council's FinanceCommittee on March 25 and replaced by a substitute resolution submitted by21st Ward Ald. Wilson Frost.
The Council unanimously passed both Frost's resolution and Mayor Daley's$.10n,talo food program as a package deal. An ordinance to levy an emergencytax for financing the program is expected to be approved in a later meeting.Federal funds will also be sought to supplement the program.Rev. Wallace said that Operation Breadbasket will continue to urge MayorDaley to take a strong position in pressing for state and combat hunger amongthe city's reported 600,000 poor.
"Even though the city has recognized a need for temporary aid, the problemstill remains a chronic condition that must be dealt with by more than emer-gency stop-gap methods," Rev. Wallace asserted,Ile said that the emergency food proposal amounts to less than $1 per hungryperson.
The program, which Is slated to get underway within two weeks, will beoperated at nine citywide urban progress centers and five outposts operatedby the Department of Human Resources,
It reportedly will differ from the city's previous " emergency food" programin that persons will be served hot meals at any of the designated centers withouta "means" test to determine the extent of poverty
Persons who are confined to their homes, either due to illness or infirmities ofage will have emergency food delivered to them.Cases of persons requiring assistance will be handled by the Chicago Com.mittee on Urban Opportunity.

(From the Congressional Record. Apr. 16.19701

TUERE Is STILL. Buxom tx CIIICA00
Mr. Percy. Mr. President, on April 13,1969, hunger was discovered in Chicago.For the first time. many people learned that 200.000 children, 150,000 seniorcitizens. and nearly 300,000 other adults were living in poverty, unable to affordfood. For the first time, the city was confronted with a problem they refusedto admit existed.
One of the people who forced Chicago to notice its hungry was Mrs. LindaRoekey. of the Sun Times. Through her series of articles entitled "Hunger in



Chicago" she eiucidated the numbers and problems of the hungry and mal-
nourished in the city.

On Monday, April 20, the Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
is going to Chicago to investigate further its hunger problem. Unfortunately,
only a little progress has been made in ending solutions since Mrs. itaci.:;'s
articles tirst appeared. On Sunday, Linda Hockey summarized this progress in
an article published in the Sun Times. I ask unanimous consent that the article
be printed in the lb:costa.

There being no objection, the article was ordered to be printed le the
RECOltD, as follows:

Marin: rie0MILVS. TilEan's STILL 11UNGEn Ix CIIICAno

(By Linda Hockey)
One year ago this week, a Sun-Times series documented the pre:;enee of

widespread hunger in Chicago.
But despite ail the protests and promises, one fact remains painfully clear:
There is still hunger in Chicago.
It is too early to tell what the impact will be of the $500.000 emergency

outlay ordered Wednesday by the City Council. But it is too late to help James
White, 4442 W. Monroe, whose family went without food for several days last
month.

White was working as an assembler for Hotpoint last full when things sturted
to go wrong. He didn't make a lot of money, but it was enough to support
his young wife and two baby girls.

okE Wong Von A MONTI!

Then, in tzeptember. on the way home from the grocery, be was shot in the
back by u robber. He was out of work for a month without pay. ills wife
applied for pcblic assistance, but was told she wasn't eligible. They l'orrowetl
money from relatives and friends and somehow managed until lie went back
to work.

But the medical bills and debts piled up, and White culdn't afford to miss
more work when he suffered a relapse in February. There was more surgery
and three weeks without pay. He ran out of money and people to borrow from.

He wife went to the Cook County' -Department of Public Aid. It took six
visits and a ell! from The Sun-Times before she received money for food.

On the afternoon of her fifth visit, the family hadn't eaten since the night
before when they borrowed beans, neckbones and cornbread from a neighbor.

"The caseworker gave me money for busfure and told me to come back the
next day about food money," she recalls. "I asked her why I couldn't go to tile
mike on 21st St. (where emergency food aid is available on evenings and
weekends). She said that the program there was for people who'd been burned
out. What's worse than being completely out of food?"

Ryon 25 nt.ocKs AWAY

The next day Mrs. White did get a food voucher for $18.211. good only at a
supermarket 20 blocks from her home. She was promised another check in the
mail in a few days but it didn't come for a week. In the meantime she ran out
of food again. She also had to borrow from neighbors for items that food
vouchers don't buysoap. diapers and "things to keep my house in order."

At the western district office. supervisor Geraldine Harris gave no reason
for the delay in aiding the White family. "It shouldn't have taken that long."
she said.

A spokesman for the main °Mee said that apparently there was a nilstinder-
standing over where to process Mrs. White's request.

The incident is not an isolated one, but in a way the Whites were luckyit
was only a temporary crisis. Hunger remains an ongoing problem for the city's
poor the elderly. disabled, dependent children and families whose heads work
at poverty wages.

ADMIT num:FR IFIYIST5

City officials no longer deny that hunger exists as then Health Comr.
Morgan I. O'Connell did last year in The Sun-Times series. But the extent
remains impossible to measure ac.:urately.
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The Board of Health study O'Connell promised last spring "to determine
if we have a problem" never took place.

The committee appointed April 30 by the Illinois Legislature to study the
extent of hunger in the state had one meeting and failed to report back by June
2. The chairman, Rep. Robert S. Jucket (R-Park Ridge), turned down an
invitation to attend a hearing this Sunday on hunger in the suburbs.

The basic existence of hunger remains unchanged," says state Rep. Robert
E. Mann I 1)- Chicago), sponsor of the 1909 free lunch bill. But he added: -The
willingnebs of people in power to acknowledge its existence is an important step
forward."

The past year has seen several developments b the war on hunger in Chicago,
but none has attacked the problem on a broad scale.

Most significant has been the expansion of the free school lunch program.
Under a $5.200,000 state act t, supplement federal funds, 122.000 Chicago
schoolchildren now receive free lunches. Only 13,000 were fed under the
program a year ago.

However, the program still does not reach all the children who qualify (at
least 200,000) and many principals are unhappy with it because their schools
are unequipped to offer feeding programs. In uonpoverty area schools, needy
children often go without free lunches because there is not a majority need
for the program. Parents still complain that the portions served are too small
and too starchy.

For the first time in Illinois history, the state budget includes a section on
nutrition and asks $6,700000 for expansion of the free lunch program and
$1,000.000 for initiation of a free breakfast program.

There is no free breakfast program in Chicago. except for the small feeding
stations run by Operation Breadbasket, the Black Panther Party and a few
other organizations.

An amendment to the City Council hunger program would commit the city
to providing free breakfasts to needy children by September whether or not
federal aid is found.

still unspent is the remaining money from a $325.000 Office of Economic
Opportunity graat for Mayor Ds ley's 30-day emergency food program last May.
Loss than MOM families were provided temporary assistance for a total cost
of $137.000.

Some 2.000 South Side mothers and infants under age 1 have received
certificates good for milk. baby formula and cereal under a pilot program began
Feb. 2 and financed by the Agriculture Department. The city rejected as too
costly a plan now operati ning the tillerlos by the Cook County Office of
Economic Opportunity. Under the latter federal plan. some 14,000 mothers and
children under G receive monthly packages of 15 nutritious food items.

Libera lization of food stamp benefits in March by the federal goternment
has resulted in a 50 per cent increase in Cook County participation according
to Dennis Doyle. Midwest director of consumer food service for the Agriculture
Department.

Mrs. Nezzie Willis. secretary of the Chicago Welfare Rights Organization,
said the increase in food stamp benefits helped some families but should not he
construed as a solution to the hunger problem.

-You can't separate hunger front housing and other problems of the poor.
What's really needed to solve the hunger problem is to give people enough
money to live on."

MINCER IN TILTNOIS AND TIIE WETFM:K:0TM

MYTIT : m:nrr.n ON IVF:T.FAltE ARE JUST LAZT AND DON'T WANT To WORK

Fact : Of the 536.000 on welfare in Illinois, most are unable to work. G.1%
are children. 16% are aged. blind or disabled. 13% are mothers. 4% are unem-
ployable. n% are employable but difficult to employ, and 1% are employed men
who don't make enough to support their families.

MTTTT : VT ITARD-F.ARNIM VONF:T 110F.5 IN TAKES TO SVPPORT "MEV"

Feet : 20 years ago 34% of the Illinois budget went for public aid. Today
only 15% does. In terms of your federal tax dollar, over GO% goes into defense.
less than 15% for health. education and welfare combined (which includes



programs for the middle class). Many segments of society are subsidized by
the government: farmers, homeowners, oilmen, railroads, universities. The
federal government gives Illinois farmers over $100 million not to produce.
compared to only $6 million for feeding programs.

MYTH : IF THERE IS HUNGER IN ILLINOIS IT IS BECAUSE OF POOR MANAGEMENT
OF THE FAMILY'S WELFARE MONEY

Fact: The Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1967 said 38d per meal was
the minimum amount needed to provide health and social well-being. Illinois
Public Assistance provides only 26e. In addition several conditions prevent
use of the full 260 for good. (a) most families must use food money for rent
or face eviction (b) many households have poor refrigeration, rats and roaches.
so can't store food (c) stores in poor neighborhoods have higher prices :Ind
poor quality, as was shown in a survey by the Church Federation of Greater
Chicago (d) Id of the 26 goes for tax.

MYTII : POOR PEOPLE ARE BEING CARED FOR BY PUBLIC AGENCIES

Fact: Most of Chicago's poor are not receiving public aid. In 1967 only 3.3%
of Chicago's poor families reported by the Dept. of Commerce were on aid.

MYTH: PEOPLE ON WELFARE HAVE AN EASY LIFE

Fact: An annual Illinois Public Aid budget for a family of 4 is compared
to the minimum recommended by the Fed. Bureau of Labor:

IPA FBI

Feed.
Item*
Transportation
Clothies
Personal care
Other lenity eonsumpbon
Other

1.129
1.3500

0
349
160

0
0

1.610
0S1.6
75
75

300
75

1

Total 2.990 4.530

The recommended allowance is 50% higher than that given. Living on
welfare brings a myriad of problems: allowances for rent and utilities are in-
adequate, buildings are substandard and public aid policy doesn't permit secur-
ity deposits needed to get in better buildings; inadequate allowances of SI
per day must cover everything but housing; the Public Aid Department is not
responsive to emergencies; checks are lost or stolen and it is difficult to net
duplicates: the disease rate is very high among welfare recipients and much
malnutrition exists among children; medical care s hard to get because of the
cost of carfare and many doctors will not accept Public Aid medical cards;
there is a loss of dignity because recipients are looked down on by society and
there are frequent investigations to determine eligibility.

MYTH : HUNGER AND POVERTY ARE BLACK PROBLEMS

Fact: Poverty exists among all races. In the United States 73% of the poor
are white. In Uptown, a primarily white area in Chicago. most of the men are
underemployed to the point where their families are hungry.

MYTH : OLD AGE DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFICANTLY TO THE NUMBER OF
HUNGRY AND POOR

Fact : Chicago ilas 367.000 residents 65 or older. The Chicago Commission for
senior citizens estimates about 1/3 are malnourished. Nationwide about 30%
of the elderly live in poverty.

MYTH : WELFARE MOTHERS HAVE BABIES JUST TO GET MORE MONEY

Fact: The allowance for an additional child is $21 month, less than enough
to care for that child.
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MYTH : POVERTY IS CHICAGO'S PROBLEM. THERE IS NO POVERTY IN THE SUBURBS

Fact: 1960 Census figures show 5.4% of the families (21,898) in suburban
Cook County were under the poverty line. Evanston has 1388 such families.

Recent 1969 figures for Lake County reveal :
132 families on med. assistance.
562 on old age assistance.
20 on blind assistance.
351 families on disabled assistance.
469 families on ADC (involving 1681 children).
The Northwest Suburbs have an estimated 1000 hunger families. mostly

of Spanish descent. The heaviest concentrations are around Wheeling, Arlington
Ills.. Des Plains, Palatine, Elk Grove Village and Schaumberg Village.

While poverty is not as widespread in the suburbs, it definitely exists.

SOURCES
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County Dept. of Public Aid"

"Hunger in Chicago" series in the Chicago Bun-Times by Linda Rockey. 1969
"Poverty in Cook County" by Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago,

Sept. 1964
"Summary of Results of Food Pricing Survey, May 1969" by the Task Force

on Public Aid of the Church Federation of Greater Chicago.

APPENDIX 3

CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS OF CONFERENCE ON CHILDREN'S FOOD
PROGRAMS (H.R. 515) AND RELATED MATERIAL

[From the Congressional Record (Senate), Apr. 30, 19701

SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE PROGRAMCONFERENCE REPORT

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I submit a report of the committee of conference
on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to
the bill (II.R. 515) to amend the National School Lunch Act and the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966 to clarify responsibilities related to providing free and
reduced-price meals and preventing discrimination against children, to revise
program matching requirements, to strengthen the nutrition training and educa-
tion benefits of the programs, and otherwise to strengthen the food service pro-
grams for children in schools and service institutions. I ask unanimous consent
for the present consideration of the report.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Gravel). The report will be read for the informa-
tion of the Senate.

The assistant legislative clerk read the report.
(For conference report, see House proceedings of Apr. 29, 1970, pp. II:3618

H3620, Congressional Record.)
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the

report?
There being no objection. the Senate proceeded to consider the report.
Mr. TAIAtAtx;E. Mr. President, it is with greet pride that I ask for the St note's

approval of the conference substitute for the Senate amendment to H.R. 515.
The conferees were united in their objective of developing a workable. effect,7e
bill : and the conference report ' 3 signed by all of the conferees on the part of the
Senate and n11 of the conferees on the pert of the House. While the conference
'ubstititte retains the major reforms and improvements made in the school lunch
program by the Senate amendment, it contains some changes in the interest of a
more efficiently administered school lunch program. The pending bill places a
positive mandate on each State to extend the school lunch program to every
school in the State and to provide a free or reduced price meal to every needy
chill in the State. Furthermore, the bill makes several important changes in the

,
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school lunch program to insure the most efficient utilization of Federal funds
and the most effective delivery of school lunches to every needy child in the
Nation.

The many reforms and improvements made by the bill have a long history.
Of course, we should make it clear that we had a very good program to begin
with. The original school lunch program was coauthored in 1940 by two of our
most distinguished and beloved colleagues, the Senator from Georgia (Mr.
Russell) and the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. El lender). Moreover, these
gentlemen. as members of the Senate Appropriations Committee, have been key
figures in securing funding for the school lunch program throughout the past
two decades, long before there was general national interest in eliminating
hunger.

Throughout the years, changes have been made in the school lunch program.
The major change was made with the passage of the Child Nutrition Act of
1006. Among other things, this act provided for pilot breakfast programs. Prior
to the consideration of the pending bill, however, there has never been an overall
reform of the school lunch program, and there has never before been such a con-
certed effort to see that a free or reduced price litnch is provided to every needy
child in the Nation.

During the current session of Congress, the junior Senator from South Dakota
has focused national attention on the problem of hunger in the Nation and has
aroused the Nation's conscience to the need for action. As a member of the
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, of which Senator McGovern
is chairman. I am well aware of the Senator's fine work in mobilizing action on
this issue. The Senator cosponsored and supported S. 2548, my bin to improve
the school lunch program, and I am sure that he takes a great deal of pride
in the fact that several of his amendments are retained in the final version
of the bill.

I am especially grateful for the was in which Chairman El lender has cooper-
ated in the expeditious passage of the pending legislation. When I introduced
school lunch hills pending before the Agriculture Committee. As the original
author of the school lunch program, the chairman expressed keen interest in
making the needed improvement.; and reforms during the current ces.don of
Congress. He was especially helpful in securing prompt approval of S. 25-18 by the
Agriculture Committee. and the committee's deliberations were enriched by the
chairman's knowledge of the school lunch program.

I might add that the entire Agriculture Committeefrom the Chairman to
the most junior membercooperated in securing the adoption of the best possible
school lunch bill.

Mr. President, although the conference substitute contains several changes, it
has retained intact most of the provisions of the Senate amendment. Some major
provisions of the Senate amendment which were retained are as follows :

I. The restriction of the price of a reduced cost lunch to not more than
20 cents.

2. Keeping appropriations available until expended.
3. Revising the formula for apportioning non-food assistance funds and

the establishment of an authorization level for non-food assistance foods.
4. Establishment of a National Advisory Council on Child Nutrition.

The conference substitute contains most of the other provisions of the Senate
with only such technical modifications as were required to make it achieve its
purposes. The differences are as follows :

First, the conference substitute provides for a free or reduced price lunch
for each child belonging to a household whose income is below the poverty level,
as determined annually by the Secretary of Agriculture, whereas the Senate
amendment provided a free lunch for each child belonging to a household re-
ceiving Federal food aid or having an income equivalent to $4,000 or less for a
family of four. First priority would be given to providing free meals to the
needie.4 children. The conferees felt that our efforts should he directed to taking
care of the children at the poverty level before providing free or reduced price
lunches for those above that level.

Second, the conference substitute limits the special assistance funds disbursed
to each school under section 11 of the National School Lunch Act to a maximum
per meal amount established by the Secretary for all States. The Senate amend-
ment contained no limitation.



Third. the conference substitute would require State plans to be submitted by
January 1 each year. instead of June 1 s provided in the Senate amendment.
This would give the States adequate time afivr the passage of the bill to prepare
the first report.

Fourth, the conference substitute requires the State plan to describe how the
State will furnish a fire or reduod price lunch instead of free lunch only as
provided by the Senate amendmentto every needy child in accordance with
section 9 of the National School Lunch art.

Fifth, the conference substitute omits the deadlinestart of 1972-73 school
yearluiln)sed hy the Senate ammalment on the requirement that State plans
describe the manner in which the State educational agency proposes to include
every school in the Slate in the operation of the school hutch program. It also
provides that the plan show how the State educational agency proposes to ''es-
tend" the program to every schoolrather than "in elude" every school in the
program as provided by the Senate amendment. This would make It clear that
the inability to achieve this objective would not result in terminatmg the pro-
grant in any school. This was in accord with the intention of the sponsors of thisprovision in the Senate.

Sixth. the conference substitute provides for semiannual reports as to theestimated number of children entitled to free or roluced-price latches wherethe Senate amendment provided for monthly reports as to the actnal number so
entitled. The Senate amendment would have required a practically continuoussurvey of the int °nubs of the children's households, and this was not deemedfeasible.

Seventh. where the Senate amendment would have provided for the apportion-ment of special assistance funds under section 11 of the National School LunchAct on the basis of the number of children attending school in households with
income equivalent to $4,000 or less for a family of four, the conference substitute
would apportion the funds on the basis of the number of children age 3 to 17in households with incomes of less than $4,000. Census data is not available asto the number of children attending schools and belonging to households ofvarious inane levois. It is possible that data could be obtained as to the numberof children age 3 to 17 in households of varying income levels, but data is alreadyavailable with respect to children of those ages in families with incomes of lessthan $4.000. The conference substitute provides a more workable manner ofdistributing these funds.

Eighth, the conference substitute provides for withholding funds for disburse-ment to private schools under section 11 of the National School Lunch ActinStates where the State agency is not permitted to disburse funds to privateschoolson the basis of the number of free or reduced price lunches served inaccordance with section 9 of the act in the fiscal year beginning 2 years immedi-ately prior to the fiscal year for which the funds are appropriated. The Senateamendment provided for such withholding on the basis of the number of childrenattending private schools in households with incomes equivalent to $4,000, orless for a family of four. The data required by the Senate amendment is notavailable. Again, the purpose of the conference substitute is to provide a feasiblemethod of distributing the funds.
Ninth, the conference substitute would increase the appropriation authoriza-tion for the shool breakfast program for fiscal 1971 to $25 millionfrom $12million. The Senate amendment contained a similar provision, but also com-pletely revised section 4 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1900, which deals withthe school breakfast program. The school breakfast program is still in a pilotprogram stains. The conferees felt that the pilot program should be carefullystudied and he the subject of hearings before the authority for it should bethe subject of revision. The program will expire at the end of fiscal 1971, andit can be studied before that expiration.
Mr. President, the enactment of the pending legislation will be an importantIgle!' mark in the Nation's light against hunger. This bill will be the firstmajor ant Munger bill to come out of the current national concern with eradicat-ing lounger and malnutrition.
However, we oust not forget that our task does not end with the passage ofthis legislation. Although the pending bill provides an excellent vehicle for theextension of school lunches to all the hungry chillin) in the Nation. it will banelittle nugining whined proper funding. Due to several features of the pendinghill. a tremendons increase of funds will be necessary. The nationwide eligibility
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standard and the requirement that all States extend the school lunch program
to every school within the State will necessitate the appropriation of at least
$300 million above the administration's budget request for fiscal 1971. The $13.4
million requested by the administration for child nutrition did not take into ac-
count the greatly expanded school lunch program which will be created by the
Passage of the pending bill.

The school lunch program has many friends on the Appropriations Commit-
tees of both Houses. I am sure that these gentlemen will be happy to reassess our
Federal responsibility under the terms of a greatly expanded school lunch
program.

The proper funding of a greatly expanded school lunch program will meet
our national responsibility to extend free or reduced-price lunches to every needy
child in the Nation. It will fulfill my personal commitment, made a year ago dur-
ing a tour of the school lunch program in Georgia, that no child who comes to
school hungry will go home hungry.

Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Record an
explanation of the conference substitute, and a comparison of the conference sub-
stitute with the House bill and the Senate amendment.

(There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows :)

EXPLANATION OF CONFERENCE. SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE AMENDMENT TO H.R. :115

The conference substitute for the Senate amendment to H.R. 15 would amend
the National School Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to

(1 ) Authorize appropriations 1 year in advance of the fiscal year in which
they will become available and make them remain available until expended
(section 1) ; -

(2_) Base the school lunch apportionment on the number of lunches served
during "the fiscal year beginning 2 years immediately prior to the fiscal year for
which the Federal funds are appropriated" rather than the "preceding fiscal
year" (section 1) :

(3) Provide for apportionment of nonfood assistance funds on a basis more
closely related to the need for such funds (section 2) ;

(4) Authorize the use of up to 1 percent of School Lunch and Child Nutrition
Act funds for nutritional training and education and studies of food service
requirements (section 3) ;

(5) Authorize direct distribution of foods under section 6 of the School Lunch
Act to schools and service institutions participating in food service programs
under the Child Nutrition Act and section 13 of the School Lunch Act (sec-
tion 3) ;

(6) Require that State revenues represent a percentage of the local School
Lunch Act matching requirements (beginning at 4 percent and rising to 10
percent) (section 4);

(7) Provide for a free or reduced price .unch for any child in a household
which has an income below the poverty leiel (as determined by the Secretary
of Agriculture), the reduced price lunch to cost not more than 20 tents; but
neither of these provisions are to be applicable to private schools receiving funds
under section .10 of the school lunch Act until sufficient funds are available from
sources other than children's payments (section 6)

(8) Provide for publicly announced policies with respect to free or reduced
price lunches, and extend the requirements for such lunches to schools which
are not in the national school lunch program but receive Federal commodity
donations (section 6) ;

(9) Prohibit overt identification of children receiving free or reduced cost
meals (section 6) ;

(10) Authorize appropriations for special assistance in such amounts as may
be necessary to assure school lunches for every poor child. provide for appor-
tionment of such funds to States on the basis of the number of children aged 3
to 17 in households with incomes of less than $4,000 per year (withholding for
private schools, where required, to be on the basis of past service of free or
reduced price lunches) and to schools on the basis of need, and provide up to
100 percent of the cost of the program, subject to a maximum per meal limit
fixed by the Secretary for all schools (section 7):

(111 Require each State, as a prerequisite to receipt of Federal funds, to sill)-
mit an annual State plan, which must describe the manner in which the State
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agency proposes to extend the national school lunch program to every school(section 7) ;
012) Require semi-annual estimates as to the number of children eligible for

free or reduced price lunches. and monthly reports of the number receiving free
lunches and the number receiving reduced price lunches (section 7) ;

(13) Authorize the Secretary to permit funds appropriated for any programunder those acts to be used by the States for any other such program (sec-tion 8) ;
(14) Ann horize use of up to 1 percent of the funds available for apportion-ment to States under those acts for special developmental projects (section 8) ;(15) Provide for a National Advisory Council on Child Nutrition (section 9) ;(16) Increase the appropriation authorization for fiscal 1971 for the break-

fast program to $25 million ( from $12 million ) ; and
(17) make other minor changes.

DIFFERENCES Ilvrwmx H.R. 515. AS PASSED BY TIIE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
THE SENATE ANIENDNIENT THERETO, AND TILE CONFERENCE SUBSTITUTE FOR THESENATE AMENDMENT

(1) Section 6(a) of the Senate AmentInze»t provides that the charge for areduced-cost lunch may not exceed 20 cents. This is not in House bill. This iscontained in conference substitute.
(2) Section 6(b) of the Senate Amendment requires the serving of a freelunch to any child who is a member of a household which (1) is eligible to par-ticipate in a Federal food stamp or commodity distribution program, or (2) hasan annual income (to be established solely by affidavit) equivalent to $4.000 orless for a household of four. This is not in House bill. The conference substituterequires the serving of a free or reduced price lunch to any child who is a mem-ber of a household whose income is at or below the poverty level, as determinedby the Secretary of Agriculture.
(3) Section 1(a) of the Senate Amendment provides that National SchoolLunch and Child Nutrition appropriationsshall remain available until expended.

This is not in House bill. It is in the conference substitute.
(4) Section 4 and 1(b) of the Senate Amendment make a number of tech-nical corrections in sections 2(b) and 2(c) of H.R. 515 to make them achieve

their purpose. and advance the effective date of subsection 2(b) of July 1, 1971.Section 2(b) and 2(c) of the House bill provide for State participation in fund-ing of programs and for apportionment of section 4 funds (school lunch Act)upon the basis of earlier date. The conference substitute adopts the provisionsof the Senate amendment.
(5) Section 3 of the Senate Amendment makes techdical and clarifyingchanges in section 3 of H.R. 515. The conference substitute follows the Senateamendment.
)6) The Senate Amendment does not extend any additional provisions of theSchool Lunch and Child Nutrition Acts to the Trust Territory of the Pacific.Section 4 of the House bill is designed to do this, but would need some revisionto be effective. The conference substitute follows the Senate amendment.
(7) The Senate Amendment does not amend section 5 of the Child NutritionAct of 1966 to specify that equipment may be acquired through "purchase or

rental", as does section 5 of the House bill. USDA advises that the law is nowconstrued to permit acquisition through purchase or rental. The conference sub-stitute follows the Senate amendment with the understanding that the law isto be construed to permit acquisition through purchase or rental.
(8) Section 5 of the Senate Amendment makes technical and clarify ,,-hangesin section 6 of H.R. 515, which deals with State administrative o ases. Theconference substitute follows the Senate amendment.
(9) Section 6(e) of the Senate Amendment extends section 7(a) of Ha 515to cover donations of dairy products under section 709 of the Food and Agri-

culture Act of 1965, Section 7(a) of the House bill authorizes the Secretary
to prescribe conditions to maximize the nutritional and financial contributions of
commodities donated to schools under section 32 of P.L. 320, 74th Congress and
section 416 of the Agricultural Act of 1949. The conference substitute adoptsthe provision of the Senate amendment.

(10) Section 6(e) of the Senate Amendment provides that the Senate provi-
sions described in items (1) and (2) above shall apply to schools receiving
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donated commodities even though they do not participate in the National School
Lunch Act; but that they shall not apply to private schools for which the
Secretary withholds funds under section 10 of the National School Lunch Act
until such schools receive sufficient funds other than from children's payment
to enable such schools to meet such requirements. The conference substitute
adopts this provision of the Senate amendment.

(11) Section 8 of the Senate Amendment makes clarifying changes in section
7(b) of H.R. 515. The conference substitutes includes these changes.

(12) The Senate Amendment omits section 8 of ILR. 515, which provides for
certain coordinated efforts by the Secretaries of Agriculture and Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare to develop training programs und evaluate food programs.
The conference substitute follows the Senate amenotnent.

(13) The Senate Amendment contains provisions not in the House bill to
(A) Provide for apportionment of nonfood assistance funds on a basis more

closely related to the need for such funds (section 2). The conference substitute
adopts this Senate provision.

(B) Authorize appropriations for special assistance in such amounts as may
be necessary to assure school lunches for every poor child, provide for appor-
tionment of such funds to States on the basis of the number of school children
in families with incomes equivalent to $4,000 or less per year for a family of
four (withholding for private schools, where required, to be on the same basis)
and to schools on the basis of need. and provide up to 100 percent of the cost
of the program (section 7). The conference substitute adopts the substance of
the Senate provision, but modifies the apportionment formula.to nse data which
is available. Apportionment to States would be based on the number of children
age 3 to 17 in households with incomes of less than $4,000. Withholding for
private schools would be based on past service of free or reduced price lunches.
Distribution to schools would be limited to a maximum per meal amount estab-
lished by the Secretary.

(C) Require each State, as a prerequisite to receipt of Federal funds, to sub-
mit an annual State plan. which must describe the manner in which' the State
agency proposes to include every school in the national school lunch program
by the start of the 1972-73 school year (section 7(h) (1)). The conference sub-
stitute follows the Senate provision, but omits the 1972-73 deadline, and re-
quires the State plan to describe the manner in which the State agency proposes
to extend the program to every school (rather than "include" every school).

(D) Require monthly reports as to the number of children eligible for free or
reduced price lunches, respectively. and the number receiving such lunches (sec-
tion 7(h) (2) and (3)). The conferenec substitute follows the Senate provision;
but, as to the number of children eligible for free or reduced price lunches, re-
quires semi-annual estimates rather than monthly actual figures, since monthly
actual figures would be practically impossible to obtain.

(E) Provide for a National Advisory Council on Child Nutrition (section 9).
The conference substitute adopts the Senate provision.

(F) Revise the school breakfast program to (i) restrict it to needy children,
(ii) provide for apportionment of school breakfast funds on the basis of the
number of school children in families with incomes equivalent to $1.000 or le.:
per year for a family of four (withholding for private i.eliools, where required.
to be as at present on the basis of past participation). (iii) provide for a free
or redneed price breakfast for any 1.1111d in a household wide!) is eligible to
inirtHlmte in a Federal fond stamp or commodity distribution program or which
has an annual income equiveleit to $4.000 or less for a family of four, and (iv)
extend and increase appropriation authorizations for the breakfast program
/from; S12 million for fiscal 1971) to S27) million for lical 1971, million for
fiscal 1972. $75 million for fiscal 197:1. The conference substitute adopts the
Semite provision inereasing the authorization for tieal 1971. but omits the re-
mainder out of the Senate provision. with the understanding that the entire
school breakfa4 program authority will be r.viewed before its .)xpiration in
1971.

Mr. MeGovEnx. Mr President. I rise first, to commend the distinguished Sen-
ator from Georgia (Mr. Talmadge) for !wing the principal author of the school
loncli legislation now hcfore us, I WW: happy to be a cosponsor of that legislation
when the Senator first hit-m(111ml it. along with the distinguished Senator from
NI .11' York Mr. v 0,-). the senior member of the select committee. and others.
to ioin it) all ef))rt on the Moir in what we believed were a series of helpful
improvements hi that tegi-lat
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As the Senator from Georgia has just said. the House and Senate conferees
earlier this week gave approval to practically all the fundamental provisions
in the Senate legislation. Some compromises were reached, some of which, I
thought. actually strengthened the legislation. and others perhaps modified it in
a different direction but in a minor way. Substantially, we came out with a very
strong school lunch program. one that is. I think. eonnneusurate with the pledges

we have made to see that no child goes hungry in the school rooms of this Nation.
Mr. Prw-ident. this is an historic day for the children of America. We have

long said that our children are our Nation's greatest resource. Today we deal
with legislation that affirms that principle ; that redeems a promise made to our
school children 25 years agoa school lunch for every needy child.

The school lust It program is perhaps as successful as any Federal program. A
great deal of the credit for this rests with the distinguished chairman of the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. Olen-
derl, and the distinguished ranking minority member of the committee, the Sen-
ator from Vermont (Mr. Aiken). But the program has come to be one that serves
some better than others, and some not at all. It is a program where that old

saying -Them that has gets" is all too true. Two-thirds of our poor children re-
ceive no lunch because they or their schools cannot afford itwhile over 17
uulliott children from more affluent families pay their 33 cents daily and take
the program for granted. Three years ago the excellent study. "Their Dail)
Bread." brought this situation to our attention and made us aware of the need
for legislative ehange in the national school lunch program. That started us on
the road that led to this day. Along that road many came to the assistance of the
Na t ion's children.

Last December President Nixon convened the White House Conference on
Food. Nutrition. and Health. The Conference brought together 3,000 concerned
citizens interested in the nutritional health of our Nation and especially that
.,f our children. Some %rho ea me knew %%lint it was to be poor mid suffer from
hungerall knew it hurt and wanted it ended.

These 3.000 delegates unanimously endorsed a priority action program to elim-
inate hunger in America. That program called for a universal child-feeding pro-
gram in the near future and a school lunch for every needy child immediately.
Till.: recommendation was not the result of a 3 day deliberation at the Confer-
ence. It was the result of the urgent cry of experts like Miss Jean Fairfax who
produced "Their Daily Bread" and Dr. Charles Lowe who warned us in testi-
mony before the Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs that while
"There is no evidence that feeding people makes them smart, but it is indisputa-
ble that hunger makes them dull."

Last December President Nixon answered the concern of the White House
Conference, Miss Fairfax, Dr. Lowe, and us all by pledging that every needy
school child yould receive a free or reduced price lunch in school by next
Thanksgiving.

February 24 the Senate unanimously passed an amended version of S. 2548
that provided the President with the legislative mechanism necessary to fulfill
this vow.

The Senate in effect unanimously said we want to guarantee every one of the
linngry school children in our land the right to a school lunch.

After 25 years of inaction the first step was taken toward making the rhetoric
of "fi school Mach for every child" a reality.

This was possible because the Senator front Georgia (Mr. Talmadge) brought
to the floor of the Senate. with the endorsement of the Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry the best school lunch bill this body had ever introduced.

This bill provided for such long demanded reform as authorization for year -in-
advance appropriations: carryover authorization: State matching from State
revenues: and a greatly increased authorization for equipment.

The bill that finally pas.41 the Senate and went back to the House included
amendments that defined tl. price of 'reduced price meals as no more than 20
.ents: required the States to submit annual plans describing the States' pro-
posed use of available monies to serve free lunches to all eligible children and
the States' attempt to bring every school within the State into the national school
lunch program : and most important of all, created a right of any needy child to
receive a school lunch.

Thus. it was a very comprehensive bill that the Senate sent hack to the House
where this whole round of legislative reform bad begun under the astute leader-

42-775-70m.2-- :;11



ship of the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Education and Labor,and sponsor of H.R. 515.
The conference report on H.R. 515 which is pending before us now, continuesin the word and the spirit of the President's December pledge and the Senatepassed bill. Its objective is to bring a school lunch to every needy child through

legislatively improved administrative procedures in the school lunch program.It retains year-inadvance appropriations; carryover authorization ; Statematching from State revenue; increased authorization for equipment ; improvedallowances for State administrative expenses; apportionment of funds to theStates on the basis of need rather than past participation ; State plans and Statereporting; an increased authorization for breakfast funds; self certification byaffidavit only ; and the requirement that any school not participatiing in the na-tional school lunch program but receiving section 32 or section 410 commodities
be bound to the provisions of section 9 of the national school lunch act pertainingto the service of meals without cost or at reduced price to needy children.

Even more important, the conference report retains the language of section 0of S. 2548 that every needy child "shall be served meals." This is perhaps themost important phrase in all the legislation dealing with child nutrition. Itcreates, as the distinguished Representative from Illinois, Mr. Pucinski, so elo-quently stated it during the conference, "a right to a school lunch." This is aright bestowed on the children of America. A right that we expect will be vigor-ously exercised in their behalf.
Without this vital language, and the right it creates, all our efforts at reformwould be meaningless and empty. Our children would have only a promise, ahope rather than a right.
By using this language of entitlement, the Congress has made a firm commit-

ment that it will not allow 5 million hungry schoolchildren to grow up half
educated, unemployable, and dependent because they lacked proper nourishment
during their formative years when they were undergoing the learning process.This is a commitment that entails adequate funding. The Senate committeditself to it on February 23 of this year when it demanded an open ended author-
ization for this program while rejecting an authorization that called for .V50million in fiscal year 1971. At the time, it was made clear that this was done so
that the Appropriation Committee would be free to appropriate all the money
that would be necessary to fully fund the national school lunch program.

With this commitment in mind, I strongly recommend the conference reporton H.R. 515 to the Senate for its approval.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, let me express my deep appreciation to the

distinguished Senator from South Dakota for his generosity. As I pointed out in
my remarks to the Senate, the Senator from South Dakota made a major con-
tribution toward approval of the bill not only as a cosponsor thereof but also as
chairman of the Committee. on Nutrition and as a member of the conference com-
mittee. I share with him the pride of accomplishment in what I think is a majorpiece of legislation.

My. SeoNo. Mr. President. I want to commend the Senator from Georgia (Mr.
Talmadge) for his work on the school lunch legislation.

I believe that he has performed an extremely fine service in drafting and
piloting this legislation through Congress.

I was present last year when Senator Talmadge introduced the school lunch
amendments which. as he said, were designed "to insure that no child who came
to school hungry would go home hungry."

I was privileged to cosponsor his bill and to testify in support of it before the
Senate Agriculture Committee.

The school lunch program is, I believe, one of our most important Federal pro-
grams. It has broad potentialpotential which this bill will help fulfill.

Last year, I visited a number of school lunch programs throughout the State of
Virginia. I had numerous school and medical personnel tell me of the benefits
of the program : That children who had been properly fed were more alert, more
anxious to learn, less of a discipline problem.

Recent medical studies have tended more and more to demonstrate a direct
relationship between good nutrition and mental development.

Fortunately, my State of Virginia has had a relatively high participation rate
in the school lunch programabout 57 percent of all schoolchildren in the State
participate.
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Unfortunately, however, at least 100,000 Virginia schoolchildren who need
access to the school lunch program do not now hare such access.

Under the terms of the conference bill, these children could be brought under
the program.

There is, it seems to me, no doubt that we need a school lunch program in
every school and that every hungry child needs access to that program.

That was my purpose in cosponsoring this legislation and that is my purpose
in supporting it today.

The language in the conference bill is direct.
It says that as of January 1, 1971 :

Any child who is a member of a household which has an annual income
not above the applicable family size income level set forth in the income
poverty guidelines shall be served meals at free or reduced costs.

That is the heart of this bill.
And that provision will be reinforced by the provisions which give the States

a valid and important role in carrying out the program.
This is a good bill.

It is good so far as the school lunch program is concerned and so far as the
school breakfast program is concerned.

It is also a significant bill, for, as Senator Talmadge pointed out earlier, it is
the first major hunger and malnutrition bill to pass Congress, as a result of cur-
rent concern over improving the nutritional status of millions of Americans.

It is the first bill to reach enactment making actual reforms in a nutrition
program.

It attacks the nutrition problem where it is, perhaps, most severe and most
damaging.

I am pleased to support this legislation.
I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the Record a table indicating

Virginia's participation in the existing program during 1969.
There being no objection, the table was ordered to be printed in the Record,

as follows:

SUMMARY OF SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE PROGRAMS, FISCAL YEAR 1969

Average number of pupils served
daily

Number of
schools Free or Total Local

with partially meals Federal operating

Program programs paid Paid Total served reimbursement cost

Breakfast ... . ... - . -
Lunch
Milk
Nonfood (equipment) _
Total reimbursement
Local operating cost

1,
1,

54
763
801

4,965
86, 541

.

3,984
466.196
-. 1

8,859
574, 666

49.424, 367 1
100,
149,

885.910
383.500
807, 867

$129, 370.1 0
5, 928,207. 58
1, 811,560. 55

549.970. 85
8, 41 5, 248. 64

$47, 077, 693.26

3 Onehalf pints.
Source: State Department of Education, Commonwealth of Virginia, School Lunch Division.

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. SPONG. I yield.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I express my deep appreciation to the Senator

for his generosity, The Senator from Virginia was a cosponsor of the bill I
offered which was the genesis of this bill. He made a major contribution to its
passage. I appreciate it. And I thank him for his interest.

Mr. Sroxo. Mr. President, I thank the Senator.

MR. DAVITS ENDORSES CONFERENCE REPORT ON II.R. 15

Mr. .T.tvrrs. Mr President, I. too. thank the Senator from Georgia. who is
primarily responsible for this bill. The Senator from Georgia took distinguished
leadership in bringing the hill to its present state. and we have every expectation
that it rill 141141111P haw.
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I thank the ch.:in:in of the Committee on Agriculture and ForeQtry (Mr.
El lender). mill whom i worked so closely on the Select Committee on Nutrition
and Human Needs, and I also thank the other Senators who took part In this
splendid effort which resulted in these major Improvements to the National School
Lunch Act. I wish to express particular vote of thanks to Senator McGovern.
the chairman of the Select Committee on Nutrition and Unman Needs. for his line
efforts in improving our school lunch program.

The Senate is tolay considering the conference report on HAL to amend
the National Sehool Lunch Aet. As the ranking Republican on the Select Com-
mit tee on Nutrition tint III1111:11 :11Id as the sponsor of one of the Senate
amendments to S. 2548 which passed the Semite overwhelmingly on FebruaryI urge the solute to adopt the cohfcrence report.

My MOIdd 11:1. PAW:H:411M 0 national eligibility standard to assure
that all children from families. with ltwomes equivalent to or less than $4,000
would revel% e fre lunches. The conference substitute deleted this $4,0(N) standard
in favor of making the standard the poverty level us determined by the Secretary
of A grieult tire. I accept this change. My major purpose in introducing my amend-
ment was to establish a national standard. I feel that the conference action will
not only maintain this principle, but in filet. may even he much broader since the
poverty level Is now approximately around $3.600 and will surely rise above $1.000within a few years. Also. and very important. the poverty level standard is a
minimum level and is not a ceiling. Therefore, children who 11e0 the povertylevel criteria hi a state like New York where the poverty level is above the na-
tional level would still get free mid reduced price lunettes.

Under this standard, set in the conference report, States and local schools will
no longer be able to be arbitrary in the determination or which children wilt re-cove free or reduced price meals as was the vase in the past. The law will be
clear : any child at poverty level must receive a free or reduced priee lunch and
priority for free lunches must be given to neediest children. This makes the intentof the Congress crystal clear that poor children cart no longer be denied free or
reduced cost lunches.

I am pleased that the conference adopted my provision which set 20 cents as
the maximum cost of a reduced price lunch. The purpose of reduced cost lunchesis to bring meals to children who could not afford the meal at the regular price.The previous lack of definition allowed districts to provide reduced cost meals at
only a trivial reduction off the regular price. I believe that by establishing 20
cents to he the maximum cost of such lunches. participation in the lunch programby needy ehildren will mushroom. Studies have shown that the lower the price.the greater the participation.

The conference report also maintained my provision for determination of in-
come solely on the basis of an affidavit executed in such form as the Secretaryof Agriculture may prescribe. I am pleased with this action because it com-
plements the trend in many of our domestic programs to use the affidavit as the
basis for determining income eligibility. I cannot stress strongly enough that
this affidavit must control in the determinath a of eligibility for free and reducedprice lunches.

The conference report also contains a provision which I believe is most neces-
sary: that there shall be no overt identification of the recipients of free or re-
duced price lunches. This is of critical importance because of the dignity which
it confers upon the poor. This anonymity is very crucial and is very necessary
in order to bring those children into the program who in the past, because of the
stigma of identification, did not choose to participate in the program.

I urge the Congress to appropriate the funding necessary to provide every
needy child with a free or reduced price lunch. At the very least, I feel we need
$300$400 million more for free and reduced price lunches.

Finally Mr. President, our goal must be to give all needy children a free lunch.
I am hopeful that we can accomplish this in the very near future and the action
of the House-Senate conference will go a long way toward the accomplishmentof this objective.

Mr. TmAtAnct.:. Mr. President, I express my deep gratitude to the distinguished
Senator from New York for his assistance. The Senator from New York (Mr.
Davits) made a major contribution of his own toward the passage of this legis-
lation. He authored a bill and appeared before our committee and testified inbehalf of his bill.
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The Senator from New York offered amendments on the Boor, several of which
were agreed to. So, this bill contains a major share of his handiwork and he can
take pride in that fact.

Mr. JAVITS. I do. And I again repeat that It would not have been possible
without the understanding and cooperation of the Senator from Georgia.

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I thank the Senator.
Mr. Dots. Mr. President, the school lunch program was started in 1943. Its

value ha...Lever been questioned. As is often the case, however, the administra-
tion of a legislative program does not always meet the expectation or intent of
the creators. This problem of interpretive implementation of the school lunch
program coupled with normal social and educational changes have highlighted
the need to correct the problems of nutrition and hunger among the school chil-
dren of the United States today.

As a member of the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
and the Senate Agriculture and Forestry Committee, I have seen the need to up-
date the school lunch program. In ervnining the conference committee report
on H.A. 515, I am pleased to note that the conferees' recommendations embody
the basic principles of S. 2548 as originally reported from the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry which I supported.

The recent report of the White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and
Health contains many recommendations which are fulfilled in H.A. 515. The
report emphasizes that malnutrition is severely distracting to a child and may
interfere with the learning process and is likely to precede undernutrition. The
report suggests that one effective way to take immediate action against this
problem is to provide expansion of the school lunch and breakfast programs.
This legislation provides that recommended expansion.

With this legislation a child from a low-Income family will receive his meals
free or at reduced rates without any stigma or discrimination. All children will
be able to listen and study free from hunger pains and unexposed to ridicule of
their poverty status.

The White House report also stresses that presently many of the schools that
need the school nutrition programs the most cannot afford the kitchen and serv-
ing equipment necessary to qualify for the program. This bill will make it
possible for professional catering firms to rent the equipment to a school or even
prepare and serve the meals on a contract basis. When passed. the National
School Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act amendments will assure proper
1141(11:10e and nutritious meals for all students. especially the children from lower.
Income and poverty families. This will eliminate a hindrance these children have
faced. It will aid them Is assimilating the education so important fo success in
their mature lives.

Therefore. I urge the Senate to support MIL as reported from the con-
ference comittee in the interest of insuring equal opportunity in education through
adequate nutrition.

I commend the Senator from Georgia for his excellent work.
Mr. Mao of West Virginia. Mr. President. I am pleased to support and vote

for the conference report to H.R. 515. This legislation will amend and broaden
the National $ehool Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act of 1060. It provides
for much needed administrative reforms. revises the State matching require-
ments. ,trengt hens the nutrition training and education programs. and increases
the availability of these needed food service programs for our children.

This legislation will go a long way toward erradicating hunger among our
schoe' children. Our countrythe richest in the worldcan and should con-
tinue to operate these programs so that no child attends school on an empty
stomach.

In my State of West Virginia. we have some 321,000 school-age children.
Over half of these children will benefit by these programs.

It will mean that learning will still be of foremost importance. but it will mean
normal growth and proper nutrition for an increased number of our children.
It will be a small investment for a high return from our greatest national asset
for our hopes for the future rest with the children of today.

31r. TALMADM 31r. President. I move the adoption of the conference report.
The Pngsnuxu OFICE4t. The question is -hn agreeing to the motion of the

Senator from Georgia.
The report was agreed to.
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CoxFMENct: Rtroar ox 11.11. 515. ClIttintE.n's Foon Some): Pleonasms

Mr. Peagtss. Mr. Speaker, I call up the conference report on the bill (11.11.
515) to amend the National School Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 to clarify responsibilities related to providing free and reduced -price meals
and preventing discrimination against chaldren, to revise program matching
eequirements, to strengthen the nutrition training and education benefits of
the programs. and otherwise to strengthen the food service programs for chil-
dren in seh'ols and service institutions, and ask unanimous consent that the state-
ment of the managers on the part of the House be read in lieu of the report.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAK at. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Kentucky?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the statement.
(For conference report and statement, see proceedings of the House of April 29,

1970.)
Mr. PERKIM; (during the reading). Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that

the further reading of the fitatement of managers on the part of the House be
dispensed with.

The Segagea. Without objection, it Is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. Pumas. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself 10 minutes.
Mr. Speaker, it is with great pride that I present today the conference report

on H.R. 515. This bill creates a n -.7 charter for the child nutrition programs.
It will strengthen the State and local administration of these programs and it
will extend and improve their nutritional benefits to all children, especially to
those children who come from poor families.

The history of this bill is worthy of brief review. It was first introduced nearly
2 years ago as H.R. 17873, on January 14. 1908. This action was an outgrowth of
a series of hearings held by the House Education and Labor Committee on the
subject of malnutrition and Federal food programs. Testimony from many
groups brought out clearly the need for greatly expanded efforts to provide
better nutrition for our Nation's children.

H.R. 17873 was passed by the House and ubsequently passed by the Senate as
part of another measure and thus did not go to conference. 11.11. 515, as it now
stands, is a much improved version of the original bill as a result of the legis-
lative process through both Houses of the Congress. In total, the bill is a prod.
net of all interested groups, both inside and outside of the Federal Government.
It is a bipartisan effort and worthy of your full support.

Mr. Speaker, I also feel constrained to say that in the past 2 years there has
been much clearer recognition of the compelling need for improvement in the
child nutrition programs. Additional funds have been forthcoming and signb
fleant progress has been made in reaching more needy children. Only recently,
H.R. 11651 was approved to provide an additional $30 million to sustain the
program of free or reduced-Klee lunches for needy children through the re-
=tinder of this school year.

I should like here to discuss some of the major features of the bill and their
implications.

It carries authority for appropriations 1 year in advance for the School Lunch
and Child Nutrition Act programs. For the first time. State departments of edu-
cation and local school districts will he able to do effective planning on the use
of Federal funds. The benefits of this major step from the standpoint of efficiency
and good management will be far reaching and of great significance.

The authority for the appropriation of nonfood assistance funds to schools in
low-Income areas has been extended for 3 additional years. A major improvement
has been made in the apportionment formula to direct these funds to the areas
of greatest need.

Authority is given to the Secretary of Agriculture to make grants to the States
for nutritional training and education for school lunch workers, cooperators, and
participants and for necessary surveys and studies of requirements for food
.!rvice programs. The provision means that State administration agencies will

1 ? able to give special attention to the important task of improving the knowledge
of the principles of good nutrition among all those taking a part in the child
feeding programs.

The matching of Federal funds by the States will be strengthened. For the first
time, a portion of tne matching requirement must be provided from the State
level revenues. This provision will not take effect until July 1, 1971, in order to
give State legislatures sufficient time to appropriate funds.

/
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National standards. based on income poverty guidelines. are established for
determining the eligibility of needy children for free or reduced-price meals. Local
school authorities will publicly announce these standards anti will he required to
take necit.ssary measures to avoid identitieation of child.... receiving free orreduced -price meals. Parents whose children qualify under these standard.: willapply on the basis of a simple self-certification process free from any humiliating
or discriminatory prnettees as recommended by the white Home conference onNutrition and Health. We who were managers on the part of the House alsowish to impress on local school administrators that such income data areconfidential.

section 11 of the National School Lunch Act is to he amended in order that
Federal funds can be used in any sellout to finance lunches for needy children:
the present law limits special Federal assistance of this type to those schools
serving predominantly low-income areas.

In addition. a desirable change is to be made in the formula for the apportion-
ment of these special assistance funds among the States. This action will direct
the necessary funds 'o the areas of greatest need.

All State educational agencies will be required to submit a plan annually be-ginning January 1, 1971, describing the measures that will he taken to furnish
free or reduced-price lunches to every needy child.

Authority is to be granted for States to transfer funds between authorizedprograms on the basis of an approved State plan of operation. States also mayre:.eive funds to carry out special developmental projects to test out new andim-
proved methods for providing nutritious meals to children.

Finally, a National Advisory Council is to be established to make a continuing
study of child nutrition programs with a view to determining how such programsmay be improved.

Mr. Speaker, I have only touched on the major features of the bill before us. I
can only repeat that it sets forth a new charter for the development of child
nutrition programs in the Nation. State governments and local school authorities
are given new authorities and new responsibilities in partnership between the
Federal Government and the States. The framework has been established to SPe toit that no child shall go hungry, or lack proper nutrition. This is a goal to whichwe are all committed.

In the years to come, we and the States must honor this commitment with the
funds and resources required. We can do no teen.

In closing. I would like to express very sincere thanks and gratitude to the
many individuals and organizations across the country who have helped to makethe objectives of this legislation a reality.

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Pettutxs. I yield to the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. GRoss. Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman from Kentucky for yielding.
How do the expenditures authorized in the conference report compare with the

expenditures for this purpose as authorized in the legislation originally approvedby the House?
Mr. PERKINS. Let me say to the distinguished gentleman from Iowa that the

School Lunch Act authorizes the expenditure of such Nods as may be necessary,
but we have many different categories where we have different authorizations in
this bill. Last year for the entire school lunch pr It-Tam we spent $551,650,000. not
including the special milk program, which amounted to $104 million in addition.We have in the budget this year $684,978.000. not including the special milkprogram.

Mr. Guoss. Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman restate the last figure he gavefor this year?
Mr. PERKINS. For fiscal year 1911, assuming that the House Committee on Ap-

propriations when they take up consideration of the moneys, appropriate the
full amount in the budget, it will be $684,978,000. But I may say there is nothing
in the budget for fiscal year 1971 for the special milk program, where we ex-
pended $104 million last year.

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman will yield further, will the $684 mil-
lion envisaged by the gentleman include the breakfast program?

Mr. PERKINS. It does include the breakfast program. It includes the regular
school lunch program, the direct appropriation in the amount of $169 million,
and the free end reduced price lunches, and the special food services program.

Mr. Glm. How about the specinl milk program?
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.N1r. PEnxiss. It dues lint include that milk program. It does Include the school
breakfast and the administrative expenses. !Haat -dueation. and direct lunch
program expenditures. It includes that and the Federal operating expenses.

Mr. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Pertmxs. I yield to the gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. IlAta. Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the gentleman -ielding.
Apropos of the colloquy between the gentleman in the well and the gentleman

front Iowa. is it $68-1 million of Federalcontribution to this program?
Mr. I'Knitiss. The SUSI million is all Federal contributions. including section 32

foods and section 416 foods that come frontMC stocks. Yes. sir.
Mr. Mr. Speaker. I thank the gentleman. I have one additional question.

On page 10 of the report of the members of the conference on the [tin of the
Horse, under "School breakfasts" it is not clear to me the way the report is
written whether the conferees simply go from .$12 ndilion for fiscal year 1971.
to $25 mill' . or whether they go on to S-10 million for fiscal year 1972 and $75

million for fiscal year 1973.
The next sentence says:
There are no further extensions or increases nor other amendmems.
Are we extending this for 3 years. or just doubling it for fiscal year 1971?
Mr. l'Engiss. It was agreed among the conferees that we would extend the pro-

gram only through fiscal year 1971 and set the authorization at $2.74 million.
Mr. 11.w.. And it would require a further authorization for fiscal year 1972?
Mr. PtatKtss. That is correct.
Mr. Mu- I thank the gentleman.
The SeKAKEn. The that. of the gentleman from Kentucky has again expire!.
Mr. Mums. Mr. Speaker. I yield myself 3 additional allittlaps.
Mr. Qum. My Speaker. will the gentleman yield?
Mr. P MCINS. I yield to the distinguished gentleman from Minnesota 'Mr.

QVIE).
Mr. quit:. This -.411 be the first time the States are require.41 to participate in

the Seiuwt Lunch Act as we have provided in the bill that we first passed in the.
House.

Mr. P:Rms. The =.4-ntleman Es absolutely correct. Heretofore we have regnired
matching from the Federal level on a 3 to 1 basis, but that has mostly come from
charges to schoolchildren, from money collected from schoolchildren for their
lunches.

This really places the responsibility on the States. In myjudgment, it will mace
the school lunch program a mach greater and more effective program with that
respoasibility placed en the States. because they should be carrying a part of this

Mr. Qir.. If the gentlertan will yield further. it should not be an onerous bur-
den on the States. since they start out with percent for 2 years. and then 6 pt,r-
cent for 2 years. and then go to S percent.

Mr. Ptanass. That is correct. We may run into a problem, inasmuch as many
of the various State legislatures will not meet until 1972. We would not want to
punish those States which do not have a regularly scheduled meeting in 1971.

I know ilia my home State the If.gislature recently adjourned, before enactment
of this legislation. But nerhaps we may have to postpone that date to some future.
data-. I hope not. I hope that special sessions and so forth will be called to take
care of this important matter.

Mr. QUIE. The gentleman from Kentucky also raised a question as to affidavits.
ender the bill. While the Departntent of Agriculture has not yet worked out de-
tails of the specifications regarding the affidavits, the gentleman from Kentucky
agrees with me. does he not, that this is merely a certitiattion on the part of the
parents to the school of their income level, rather than the normal sense of an
affidavit uotorized. going through complimted legal proceedings.

Mr. PEntass. I agree wholeheartedly with the distinguished gentleman. Any
other interpretation on the part of the Secretary of Agriculture would be em-
barrassing. and humiliating to the parents of poor children. I feel that any
reasonable-minded Secretary would not resort to the technical requirements of an
affidavit subscribed:and sworn to before a notary or someone authorized to ad-
minister an oath.

The gentleman has stated the intent of the committee and of the conference
committee correctly.

Mr Qum Let me also ask a question with regard to private and parochial
schools. There is some question as to whether private or parochial school students
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would be treated the same as public school stmleuts. or would the private or
pat tchia1 .sehools be in any way hnntlirapped in their effort to provide free or
reduced cost school lunches for children front families below the poverty level
who ttend their seltools:

It is my understanding there is no intent to handicap private and paroeldnI
schools or inhibit them front providing free or rtlueell cost Ittneltes.

Mr. Penstss. That is absolutely correct When them is a euntliet with State
laws. the Seeretary of Agricultune will deal directly with the private or paro-
chial school. just as he has in the past. We do wit intend to take one thing away
from the private schools by this legislation. but we will let the Sertary deal
directly with thota, private schools where a State law conflicts.

Mr. Amen% Mr. Speaker. will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Pitxtxs. I ant glad to yield to the distinguished majority leader.
'Mr. Al.ltEUT asked and was -iven permit:slim to revise and extend his reaemrks.)
Mr. A tinarr. Mr. Speaker. adoption of this elmferlve report is another evidence

of rongn-ssi :::: al lentlerAtip in rtqamsible
The bill we send to the President today got its start in the Cott llll Mee on Mi-

t:dim and Labor in PIGS. when a predeemlor bill. with bipartisan sponsorship
and support. was reported to the House. It was unanimously approved on July 1
by a 352-to.0 vote.

The Con llll Mee on Education and Labor again. ttnanimons!y. reported H.R.
r.15 on March IT. Iota It passed the Mos witl t opposition on March 20. 19471
The Department of Agriculture was lukewarm in its tamport. sending a perma-
nent civil servant to testify. rather than an official in a istlicyntaking position.

Last fall the distinguished junior Senator front Georgia with a bisertbeen
grim!) of cosponsors. introduced a bill somewhat similar to alt. 515. it was
strongly endorsed by Members of both Houses and interested public witnesses.
but amain du- administration was rhtetant to take strong. Positive, and aggres-
sive Step; to solve the problems of hungry children.

The legislation finally has administration support, lint it is .e congressional
mandate that tee are giving today. We can all he proud because we have actual
responsibility from both sides of the aisle.

vongratulate the gentleman from Kentneky. the chairman, and all of the
members of the Committee on Education and Labor for their leadership In this
field.

llnngry schoolchildren will thank them and us.
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker. I yield 15 minutes to the distinguished gentleman

front Minnesota (Mr. Quit).
a

Mr. Qum Mr. Speaker. in recent years the problems of httn=a in America
have received a substantial degree of attention through the pass and public and
particularly in the Congress. The national school lunch hill has for years ad-
dressed itself to those needs. I have. since coming to Congress. been a supporter
of this legislation, and have worked actively to promote and expand it through
the years in an effort to extend its effectiveness. This has not .teen an exclusive
effort on my part by any means. The gentleman from Kentucky, the chnirmnn of
our Committee on Education and Labor, CARt. PERKINS. and I have worked to-
gethr for years to develop our mutual concern for this program. I think. Mr.
Speaker, it is significant that every piece of school lunch legislation to be signed
into law in recent years was initiated In the House of Representatives. 11 is im-
portant to note that these actions were started before, and continued after, the
general public became concerned about hunger and organizations came into being
to help eliminate this problem.

Specifically. Mr. Speaker, last year the gentleman from Kentucky and I rec-
ognized that there were Insufficient funds to meet the school lunch needs in 0.4s
country and introduced temporary emergency assistance legislation designed to
meet that problem. This recognition came as a result of our feeling in the Horse
of Representatives that some action had to be taken not because of prompting by
the other body. The gentleman from Kentucky and I introduced legislation the
end of May and the House acted shortly thereafter, authorizing $100 million to
meet this emergency need. Yet, It took over 10 months before the President got the
bill and signed it into law, after the other body reduced this to $30 million.

This legislation that we are considering today was also initiated in this body
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and it was introduced the first day of the 91st Congress. It was passed by the
House less than 2 months later. And yet, it has haken over a year for action to be
forthcoming so that we can come before you today with a conference report and
tomorrow send this hill to the President for signature. It has been the House of
Representatives that has consistently taken the lead in this area. We may beshort on the rhetoric, which appears to be commonplace elsewheee, but we are,Mr. Speaker. first to act on legislation because we do understand the problems
and recognize the needs.

think it is important to clarify some miatinderstandinga that may exist inregard to changes that were made in the conference report. As you know, several
amendnints to the original bill were made on the floor of the Senate. house con-
ferees felt that some modifications to those amendments were necessary. Muchattention has been focused specifically on the new eligibility language in section 9which states:

"Free lunches shall be served to low-income children or children being eligiblefor school lunches."
The wording in my jaidment is academic because the existing School Lunch

Act. in section 9, the third sentence. now reads:
-Such meals shall be served withont cost or at a reduced cost to children who

are determined by local school authorities to be unable to pay the full cost of thelunch."
air. Speaker, our action in conference takes the basic concept already in tilaw and expands it so that all poor children shall be served free or reduced-price

meals on a standard as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture. The discretionfor determination as presently written in the law remain:. with the local schoolauthority.
What we did in this legislation. the conference report, is to specify a national

standard that shall apply to local school boards. So, as it was written previously
into law, such meals free or at lowest cost shall be served, but instead of left
entirely to the discretion of the local school system a child coming from a familywhich is below the poverty level, VLSOO, nonfarm: and. g1.200, farm must beserail free or lowest-cost lunches. The local school authorities retain their
authority to provide free or reduced amt lunches for thadmit who clime from a
family whose income is above the poverty lines.

Another change as noted in the newspapers I feel there has been a misrepre-
sentation of what we attempted to do on the House side in the conference report.
When the Members of the other body suited that we continue to use thosewoods. "shall be served." Instead of "shall be eligible," we accepted that changebecause we understood the meanina was the mime anyway and while It made the
language redundant, it made the amendment absolutely clear. That is the reasonI suggested we change the words "shall be ligible" to "shall be served."

Mr. l'EXKINs. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield
Mr. Qum I yield to the gentleman from Kentncky.
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Speaker. I would like to say to the gentleman from Minne-

sota. who has labored so diligently and untiringly from the time we introducedthe legislation, that I mad the mem release, and it was most difficult for me to
understand because it was very clear that it was based altogether on hearsay evi-
dence. In the first place the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. Qum) offered the
amendment to substitute the terminology "shall he served" Instead of "shall be

Re that as it may, no one doubts the hard work the gentleman from Minnesotahas done throughout the years in trying to strengthen the child feeding programs
in this country, and the Federal lunch programs. No Member in this body tarsmade a greater contribution to this than. and I personally want to compliment the
gentleman for the great work that he has done, and for his untiring work all the
way through in connection oath improving the school lunch program.

Mr. Quit:. Mr. Speaker, d thank the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. Speaker. I think it is important for me to point out that. In my judgment,the most A:aline:tut change in the legislation. and one which I developed with the

gentleman from Kentucky is that when meals are provided free or at reduced costto needy children, the first priority shall begiven to free meals to the neediest. Inother words, given the existing funds we have available, the poorest of the poorwill he served under this legislation. It is my feeling that this approach is fair.rational and defensible.
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lunches. even at a reduced cost. shall be provided free lunches by the local school
authorities and Federal funds available shall be used for this purpose first.

I follow the developments in child feeding programs and note with great en-
thusiasm that Federal interest and support is improving and achieving results.
As of December 1940the last month for which figures were available-4.6 mil-
lion needy children were receiving free or reduced-price meals. That is nearly
one-quarter of the more than 20 million school children whose school meals are
supported in part by the national school lunch program. The 4.6 million figure
is up from 3.4 million at the end of the last school year and from 2.2 million the
year before that. Thes free and reduced-price meal participation has more than
doubled in slightly more than 1 year. By the end of the current school year It
is expected that more than 5.5 million of the estimated 6.6 million needy children
eligible for free and reduced-price meals should be receiving them.

As I said earlier, the gentleman from Kentucky and I cosponsored legislation
last sear to assure that adequate funds for this purpose would he available and
that legislation was accepted by the administration as a vehicle for providing an
additional $.30 million for school feeding when program expansion outran earlier
budget estimates. I am prepared to act again if I believe that funding is not
adequate.

The legislative history of the Senate debate makes it clear that a State should
not be cut off from program assistance bemuse of the failure to reach every
eligible child. The language of the conference amendment makes it clear that
schools who make a good-faith effort to feed needy children and in fact do feed
free meals to the neediest children first will not be subject to harassing lawsuits
that may cause school districts to drop out of the lunch program entirely, as oc-
curred to one school district.

Mr. Speaker. I raise this point because I am concerned that many well-meaning
people who are enthusiastic about the cause may hnrt the very children we are
attempting to help here today. I point specifically to OEO's Legal Services unit.
which is representing plaintiffs in suits challenging food assistance and school
lunch programs throughout the country.

I have been advised there is a very active effort to generate extensive litigation.
My concern is that successful suits could cause more schools to drop the national
school lunch program entirely. It is my feeling that the mandate we are given
here today addresses the needs of poor people and our desire that poor children
be fed. I feel no end is served and no child's welfare advan ed if a school closes
its program. It is my hope that Federal. State. and local officials will work to-
gether to try to implement the provisions that we pass here today so that there
will be an extension of food assistance for the young people who are in need
rather than any curtailment as occurred in one school district so far.

We also have provisions here and language requiring that the State develop
means of extending their school lunch program so that all of the schools within
the State will be covered because it the present time not all of the schools are
covered. This is especially difficult in some areas where the schools are extremely
old.

W.' believe this will strengthen our hands in reaching these children in school
and in day-care centers and in summer activities.

We all know that in this abundant land there is no excuse for malnutrition
let alone hunger. This bill removes the legislative inhibitions to fully meet the
needs of our neediest hildren. and if any of u.s who have been working hard
on this legislation find that additional legislative changes need to be made to
reach our needy children, we stand ready to make those changes.

For the first time. we are requiring that the States contribute revenues toward
the chill feeding programs. Mr. Speaker. I recognize that there are tremendous
de:nands on State revenues and. as a result. we built in a gradual and limited
basis for matching funds from these sources. This change will mean far more
than just additional fends for the program. I believe that it will introduce a new
level of monitoring. and a new level of evaluation. This will result in closer
scrutiny at the State and local level as to whether these programs are actually
meeting the needs and whether the local tax money is being expended to fully
meet the needs of the young people who do not have adequate revenue from their
parents in order to buy the food they need.

We are talking about new developments. new approaches, new ways of getting
meals to youngsters most in need of a good meal or two a day. We are talking
about applying the new technology to an old problem.
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onventionai thinking in the programs for feeding children to tided toward du-
plicating restaurant-type fa vilifies. Many of the newer suburban high sellouts and
even elementary schools have gone this route. The parents can awl are willing
to support this type of operation.

Rut what do you do about feeding the youngster in overcrowded. old. elemen-
tary sehools in downtown areas? Time was when the children attending these
schools were tNI1(11(11 to allti did go home for lunch. it might have been a good
lunch of a pickup kind of lunchor it may not have been any lunch at all, if the
sclwol I-- in a ghetto area.

Times have deluged. Now poor families in ghetto areas have greatly expanded.
Also around our old schools we also have working mothers. Many by choice. but
a great malty because they have to. We have heard for years about the "door -
key" or -latch-key" children who, by force of circumstances. must shift for them-
selves quite a few hours of the day.

With the new technolwv. any School in this country can provide a good meal
for these childrencan tact) them from wandering the streets or dropping into
the neighborhood store for empty calories that appease hunger but do nothing for
nut rit ion.

I want to call your attention to another important factor in this bill which could
be far mlling. This involves the provision for nutritional training and education
for workers. as well as for the part icipauts in these programs.

The school lurch program in the inst. while beitm a great aid in supplying at
least a portion of the dietary needs of children. did not seek to intenst the child
nor the family in the program's purpose. A child either liked. or disliked, the
mom for the day and generally took no interest in learning to appretiate the volute
of any particular item toward improvement of mind or body. In fact. this situa-
ti exists at this -nt. The youngster may read the niena or hear it on the
radio prior to serving time. If he does not like the items for th. 'ay, he may bring
an adequate lunch from home but otherwise will probably buy a candy bar or soft
drink.

Nutrit' al education. if subtly bandits!. can do much to engender pride or
discipline in eating Ilt.M.S.11-Y foods when the thought is present that a keener
mind or a more athletic body will result.

The old Phrase "You An- What You might well be revived in modern terms
with all the promotional means we have at our disposal in ear communication
programs today.

Mr. Speaker. this legislation clarifies and enlarges the authority and tier C0111-
mitiumit to better child nutrition. It provides for better planning, clearer stand-
:1MR. and an enlargement of the Federal, State, and local coordination on which
the progrant has been so successfully based.

The provisions for advance appropriations. for an annual State plan of opera-
tion and for surveys and studies at the State and local level will allow coordi-
nated development and expansion.

Ativatte appropirations will allow the Department of Agriculture to allocate
school feeding funds prior to the beginning of the school year. Thi.: will be a great
improvement over the experience of reent years when delays appropriations bills
have kept schools in uncertainty about aliruation is wens until well into the school
year.

I'M- Slide plan of operation will require that every participating State outline
the manner in which it proposes to extend the program to every school. and to
meet the needs in every school for free and relied price lunches. The State
plan will also require States to coordinate the !melt program with the 1)mM:filet
program and with plans for feeding in summer camps and day care resters. Thus
the plan will outline a year-round nutrition strategy. And by allocating funds
for surveys and studies on a local level, it will be possible to make programs more
responsive where it counts.

Whin the bill clarifies eligibility standards for free and reduced-price lunches,
it requires that there be no overt identification of recipient... This is particularly
important. School children are Firth:Wady sensitive to identification as being
different or in any way inferior. H.R. 515 assures :hat the SCI1001 lunch progrant
will not be used to divide school children into a universe of haves and a universe
of have-nots.

This legislation extends the t vailability of free and reduced price lunches to
those schools that have only rer ;red donated commodities from the Department
of Agriculture. Until now it has been possible for a school to obtain substantial



commodity support for its lunch program without meeting the nutritional require.
ments of the type. .\ lunch or providing free awl rednced price lunches to needy
students. Now schools that wish to receive assistance for their feeding programs
must participate in the national school lunch program and meet the program's
requirements as to serving needy students and providing nutritious meals.

H.R. :iI5 makes an important change that ...ill allow child nutrition programs to
operate in a more flexible manner. Section II assistance for free and reduced-
price lunches will be available for needy children in alt sehook Previously it
was only available to needy children in needy schools. now schools with only
small numbers of needy children were expected to provide free and reduced-price
lunches out of regular funds. In practice children transferring to better schools
have found themselves losing out on lunches. Now the funds can follow the child.

I am pleased that these changes have been made with the help of most involved.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the conference report.
The conference report was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.

O


